Governing Committee
Meeting Agenda
Date
June 13, 2018

Time
1:00 PM

Location
Staff Contact
WCIRB California
Eric S. Riley
1221 Broadway, Suite 900
Oakland, CA
1221 Broadway, Suite 900 • Oakland, CA 94612 • 415.777.0777 • Fax 415.778.7007 • www.wcirb.com • wcirb@wcirb.com

Released: June 6, 2018

To Members of the Governing Committee, WCIRB Members and All Interested Parties:
This meeting is Open to the Public.
I.

Approval of Minutes
Meeting held April 4, 2018

II.

Additions to the Agenda

III.

Ratification of Actions of WCIRB Committees
A. Actuarial Committee
Meetings Held March 19, 2018 and April 3, 2018
B. Classification and Rating Committee
Meetings Held March 20, 2018 and May 8, 2018

IV.

Unfinished Business
A. July 1, 2018 Pure Premium Rate Filing Summary

V.

New Business
A. January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing
B. Potential 2018/2019 Classification Studies

VI.

Next Meeting Date: August 8, 2018

VII.

Adjournment

Antitrust Notice
As members of the Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California (WCIRB), you are bound, when involved in
meetings or other activities of the WCIRB, to limit your actions (and discussions other than social ones) to matters relating to the
business of the WCIRB. Matters that do not relate directly to WCIRB business should be avoided. Members should particularly avoid
discussions or conduct that could be construed as intended to affect competition (or access to markets). Thus, as members, you
should not discuss or pursue the business interests of individual insurers or others, including, in particular, the plans of individual
members involving, or the possibility or desirability of (a) raising, lowering, or stabilizing prices (premiums or commissions); (b) doing
business or refusing to do business with particular, or classes of, insurers, reinsurers, agents, brokers, or insureds, or in particular
locales; or (c) potential actions that would affect the availability of products or service either generally or in specific markets or locales.
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Released: June 6, 2018

Notice
The information in this Agenda was developed by the Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California (WCIRB)
for the purpose of assisting the WCIRB Governing Committee. The WCIRB cannot make any guarantees if this information is
used for any other purpose and the WCIRB shall not be liable for any damages, of any kind, whether direct, indirect, incidental,
punitive or consequential, arising from the use of or reliance upon this information for any other purpose.

 2018 Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California. All rights reserved.
No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including, without
limitation, photocopying and recording, or by any information storage or retrieval system without the prior written permission of the
Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California (WCIRB), unless such copying is expressly permitted in this
copyright notice or by federal copyright law. No copyright is claimed in the text of statutes and regulations quoted within this work.
Each WCIRB member company, including any registered third party entities, (Company) is authorized to reproduce any part of this
work solely for the following purposes in connection with the transaction of workers’ compensation insurance: (1) as necessary in
connection with Company’s required filings with the California Department of Insurance; (2) to incorporate portions of this work, as
necessary, into Company manuals distributed at no charge only to Company employees; and (3) to the extent reasonably necessary
for the training of Company personnel. Each Company and all agents and brokers licensed to transact workers’ compensation
insurance in the state of California are authorized to physically reproduce any part of this work for issuance to a prospective or
current policyholder upon request at no charge solely for the purpose of transacting workers’ compensation insurance and for no
other purpose. This reproduction right does not include the right to make any part of this work available on any website or any form
of social media.
Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California, WCIRB, WCIRB California, WCIRB Connect, WCIRB Inquiry,
WCIRB CompEssentials, X-Mod Direct, eSCAD and the WCIRB California logo (WCIRB Marks) are registered trademarks or
service marks of the WCIRB. WCIRB Marks may not be displayed or used in any manner without the WCIRB’s prior written
permission. Any permitted copying of this work must maintain any and all trademarks and/or service marks on all copies.
To seek permission to use any of the WCIRB Marks or any copyrighted material, please contact the WCIRB at
customerservice@wcirb.com.
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Actuarial Committee
Meeting Minutes
Date
March 19, 2018

Time
9:30 AM

Location
Staff Contact
WCIRB California
David M. Bellusci
1221 Broadway, Suite 900
Oakland, CA
1221 Broadway, Suite 900 • Oakland, CA 94612 • 415.777.0777 • Fax 415.778.7007 • www.wcirb.com • wcirb@wcirb.com

Released: April 20, 2018

Members
Angelo Bastianpillai
Laura Carstensen
Jim Gebhard
Joanne Ottone
Jill Petker
Mark Priven
Kate Smith
Bryan Ware
Chris Westermeyer*
Doug Zearfoss

Representing
AIG
Zurich North America
Farmers Insurance Group of Companies
Berkshire Hathaway Homestate Companies
Liberty Mutual Group
Public Members of Governing Committee
State Compensation Insurance Fund
AmTrust
Travelers
Employers Insurance Group

California Department of Insurance
Ron Dahlquist
Robert Hallstrom
Giovanni Muzzarelli
WCIRB
Bill Mudge
David Bellusci
Ward Brooks
Tony Milano
Chris M. Wong
Julia Zhang
* Participated via teleconference

The meeting of the Actuarial Committee was called to order at 9:30 AM following a reminder of applicable
antitrust restrictions, with Mr. David Bellusci, Executive Vice President and Chief Actuary, presiding.
*

*

*

*

*

Approval of Minutes
The Minutes of the meeting held on December 6, 2017, were distributed to the Committee members in
advance of the meeting for review. As there were no corrections to the Minutes, a motion was made,
seconded and unanimously approved to adopt the Minutes as written.
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Notice
The information in these Minutes was developed by the Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California
(WCIRB) for the purpose of assisting the WCIRB Actuarial Committee. The WCIRB cannot make any guarantees if this
information is used for any other purpose and the WCIRB shall not be liable for any damages, of any kind, whether direct,
indirect, incidental, punitive or consequential, arising from the use of or reliance upon this information for any other purpose.

 2018 Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California. All rights reserved.
No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including, without
limitation, photocopying and recording, or by any information storage or retrieval system without the prior written permission of the
Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California (WCIRB), unless such copying is expressly permitted in this
copyright notice or by federal copyright law. No copyright is claimed in the text of statutes and regulations quoted within this work.
Each WCIRB member company, including any registered third party entities, (Company) is authorized to reproduce any part of this
work solely for the following purposes in connection with the transaction of workers’ compensation insurance: (1) as necessary in
connection with Company’s required filings with the California Department of Insurance; (2) to incorporate portions of this work, as
necessary, into Company manuals distributed at no charge only to Company employees; and (3) to the extent reasonably necessary
for the training of Company personnel. Each Company and all agents and brokers licensed to transact workers’ compensation
insurance in the state of California are authorized to physically reproduce any part of this work for issuance to a prospective or
current policyholder upon request at no charge solely for the purpose of transacting workers’ compensation insurance and for no
other purpose. This reproduction right does not include the right to make any part of this work available on any website or any form
of social media.
Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California, WCIRB, WCIRB California, WCIRB Connect, WCIRB Inquiry,
WCIRB CompEssentials, X-Mod Direct, eSCAD and the WCIRB California logo (WCIRB Marks) are registered trademarks or
service marks of the WCIRB. WCIRB Marks may not be displayed or used in any manner without the WCIRB’s prior written
permission. Any permitted copying of this work must maintain any and all trademarks and/or service marks on all copies.
To seek permission to use any of the WCIRB Marks or any copyrighted material, please contact the WCIRB at
customerservice@wcirb.com.
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Item II
Working Group Meeting Summaries
The summary of the Actuarial Research Working Group meeting held on February 28, 2018, which was
included in the Agenda materials, was accepted by the Committee.
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Item AC12-12-02
Review of Trending Methodology
The Agenda materials included a follow-up to a 2017 analysis of trending methodologies that focused on
methods trending from the latest year compared to those trending from the latest two years. Staff
summarized the data and approach used in the analysis, which included an approach of trending from
early development projections rather than more mature projections that had been used in prior studies.
Staff noted that in this study the methods trending from the latest two years were generally more accurate
overall and particularly more accurate during periods of transition or when projecting from December
evaluations, for which the latest year is valued at 12 months. It was noted that the latest-year trending
methodology was modestly more accurate for medical in the most recent four years but that it could also
significantly overstate or understate the projection during periods of transition. It was also noted that the
appropriateness of any methodology depends the underlying claims environment.
Based on the results of the study, staff recommended to continue to trend from the latest two years
unless there is clear indication that trending from the latest year may be more appropriate at the time,
such as during a period of stable long-term trend. After discussion, the Committee accepted the analysis.
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Item AC17-04-04
New Drug Formulary
Staff presented the preliminary analysis of the Medical Treatment Utilization Schedule (MTUS) drug
formulary for the Committee’s consideration of the formulary impact on the costs underlying the advisory
pure premium rates. The analysis includes the impact on frictional costs related to reduced prospective
utilization review (UR) and pharmaceutical costs related to shifts in prescribing patterns. Staff also shared
feedback from the Medical Analytics Working Group (MAWG) with the Committee.
For the impact analysis on frictional costs, staff presented the estimated volume of prescriptions and drug
costs that will no longer be subject to prospective UR, and estimated cost savings from the reduced UR
costs resulting from the drug formulary exempting certain drugs from prospective UR. Staff noted that,
based on the preliminary analysis, the cost savings from the reduced UR under the drug formulary are
fairly small (approximately 0.1% of total losses and loss adjustment expenses (LAE)), and the estimated
reduction in independent medical review (IMR) costs is negligible (approximately 0.01% of total losses
and LAE). A Committee member also suggested examining the potential cost impact related to drugs
exempt from prospective UR under the drug formulary that are currently being denied through the UR
process.
For the potential im pact of the new drug form ulary on pharm aceutical costs due to shifts in
prescribing patterns, staff presented the estim ated costs of pharm aceutical com po nents likely
im pacted by the drug form ulary and an assessm ent of research com pleted by other organizations
(RAND, CWCI) on the form ulary. A Committee m em ber suggested review ing the share of
prescriptions on generic vs. brand nam e drugs to better understand changes in the share of each
drug com ponents’ paym ents to the total paym ents, w hich staff agreed to review . Staff then
sum m arized the basis of the assum ptions relied upon in the RAND study that estim ated the
econom ic im pact of the drug form ulary, and shared the feedback from the M AWG on their
perspective of the reasonableness of the assum ptions.
The Com m ittee w as inform ed that staff w ill present the cost im pact analysis of the M TUS drug
form ulary to the Claim s Working Group for their feedback, and share an updated analysis w ith the
Com m ittee at the April 3, 2018 m eeting.
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Item AC17-12-03
On-leveling for Wage Level Changes in Pure Premium Ratemaking
The Committee was reminded that during the review of the wage on-level methodology at the
December 6, 2017 meeting, the Committee expressed concerns as to potential bias and long-term
accuracy in the currently selected forecast based on the UCLA Anderson School of Business model
forecasts. The Agenda materials included a retrospective review of the current UCLA wage forecast and
an alternative wage forecast provided by the California Department of Finance (DoF). The analysis
reviewed these forecast models for bias and overall accuracy to determine the best model to forecast
wage level changes in pure premium ratemaking.
Staff noted some differences between the UCLA and DoF wage forecasts. While both forecasts are
California specific, the UCLA forecasts are updated quarterly through a paid subscription while the DoF
forecasts are updated in April and November through the DoF’s public website. The Committee was
reminded that the June UCLA forecast model is currently selected for annual rate filings and the
equivalent DoF model is released in April.
The Committee reviewed the analysis of the accuracy of wage forecast projections based on the UCLA
and DoF forecast models compared to the developed wage change at “full maturity” (Exhibits 2.1 and 2.2
in the Agenda materials). Model forecast bias was determined by reviewing a wage forecast’s frequency
and accuracy compared to the “full maturity” wage change. Historically, the UCLA forecast model slightly
understated wage changes while the DoF slightly overstated wage changes. However, staff noted that
using an approach that averaged the forecast changes from both models created an overall unbiased
forecast.
The overall accuracy for an annual filing or hypothetical mid-year filing was determined based on the
cumulative error factor. The UCLA and DoF forecast models performed similarly, with the UCLA model
performing better during certain periods while the DoF model performed better during other periods. Staff
proposed an approach of averaging the UCLA and DoF wage forecast models which reduced volatility
and improved overall forecast accuracy over each model independently.
After discussion, the consensus of the Committee was to adopt staff’s recommended approach and
reflect it in the updated summary of December 31, 2017 experience to be reviewed at the April 3, 2018
meeting. It was noted that this approach should also be used in other analyses that include wage level
projections, such as in projecting average ULAE costs or changes in the physical audit threshold. A
Committee member noted that the method should continue to be reviewed periodically including
continuing to explore alternative wage forecast models.
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Item AC-18-03-01
First Quarter 2018 Review of Diagnostics
The Agenda materials included the WCIRB’s standard set of diagnostics that are reviewed by the
Actuarial Committee and the Claims Working Group (CWG) on a semi-annual basis. Among the
diagnostics discussed by the Committee were the following:
1. Medical-only claim counts increased significantly during 2017 after a period of relatively flat or
declining counts, The Committee was advised that the increase may be due to clarified reporting
requirements for first-aid claims effective January 1, 2017. Staff agreed to discuss the medical
only claim count increase with the Claims Working Group.
2. Permanent disability claims continue to close at a faster rate while temporary disability claims
closures have also moderately increased. The Committee was advised that the acceleration in
claim closing is likely associated with the increase in compromise and release settlements,
continuing impacts of Senate Bill No. 863 (SB 863) and reduced lien filings.
3. The proportion of indemnity claims involving cumulative trauma in the Los Angeles Basin and San
Diego areas continue to increase while the proportions for the remainder of the state continue to
decrease. The Committee was reminded that staff will conduct an in-depth analysis of cumulative
injury claims later in the year.
4. Lien filings decreased significantly during 2017 after rising sharply in the fourth quarter of 2016.
These changes are likely due to Senate Bill No. 1160 (SB 1160), which places additional
restrictions on lien filings and became effective on January 1, 2017. A Committee member noted
that the decrease in lien filings may be associated with the increase in claim settlement and
suggested discussing this with the Claims Working Group.
5. Medical severity showed signs of continuing increases through the fourth quarter of 2017.
Accident year 2017 paid medical per indemnity claim severity increased by 4.5% over the fourth
quarter of 2016. Incremental paid medical severity growth for recent accident years in the fourth
quarter of 2017 also continued to increase. It was noted that the trend is consistent with the longterm medical severity growth projected in the recent pure premium rate filings.
6. There was a sharp downturn in indemnity severity in the second half of 2017. Staff agreed to
discuss this downturn with the Claims Working Group.
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Item AC18-03-02
12/31/2017 Experience – Review of Methodologies
Staff presented a summary of the preliminary analysis of statewide accident year experience evaluated
as of December 31, 2017, which was included in the Agenda materials. Staff noted that the impact of
Senate Bill No. 1160 and Assembly Bill No. 1244 has not yet been reflected in the medical development
or on-level adjustments (see Item AC18-03-03 for the discussion on these adjustments). It was noted that
the decrease in the projected loss ratio from that reflected in the Amended January 1, 2018 Pure
Premium Rate Filing based on June 30, 2017 experience was primarily attributable to lower loss
development and accident year 2017 emerging at a level lower than projected.
The Committee noted that both indemnity and medical loss development have decreased since the
Amended January 1, 2018 Pure Premium Rate Filing. Staff noted that it will discuss the recent decreases
in paid indemnity development with the Claims Working Group as they were somewhat unexpected given
the increases in permanent disability benefits provided by Senate Bill No. 863 for accident years 2013
and later. It was also noted that paid medical development on earlier to mid-periods (through 108 months)
continued to decrease significantly. Staff noted that information from the WCIRB’s Medical Data Call data
through the third quarter suggests the recent lower paid medical development was spread across multiple
service types but somewhat more concentrated in lien payments and medical-legal payments, which had
previously been exerting upward pressure on development. In particular, it was noted that utilization of
the more complex medical-legal reports decreased significantly, and the Committee suggested staff also
discuss this phenomenon with the Claims Working Group. The Committee also noted that indemnity claim
settlement rates have continued to accelerate.
A Committee member noted a significant decrease in the projected medical loss development tail factor
compared to that reflected in the Amended January 1, 2018 Pure Premium Rate Filing, which is based on
an inverse power curve fit to a six-year average of incurred development, excluding the anomalous
development of the most recent calendar year. The member noted that the most recent two calendar
years are now exhibiting this anomalous pattern. Staff agreed to review the fit approach and report back
to the Committee at the next meeting.
Staff noted that the preliminarily estimated indemnity claim frequency change for 2017 based on changes
in aggregate claim counts reported as of 12 months relative to changes in statewide employment showed
a modest increase, while the estimate based on partial unit statistical first report data for 2016 showed a
larger decline than the preliminary estimate reviewed at the previous meeting. A Committee member
suggested reviewing the development of the frequency change estimates over time at the next meeting.
Another member suggested reviewing the appropriateness of the -0.02 constant reflected in the indemnity
claim frequency model prior to the next annual filing given last several years of relatively flat frequency
changes.
The Committee noted that the on-level indemnity severity for 2017 is flat while the indemnity severity
changes for other recent years show modest declines and as a result staff reflected an indemnity severity
trend of 0% in the Agenda materials compared to 0.7% reflected in the Amended January 1, 2018 Pure
Premium Rate Filing. For medical, it was noted that on-level severity is estimated to have increased by
more than 5% in 2017, which was the largest rate of growth estimated since 2009. However, it was noted
that the 2016 medical severity change was also estimated to be above 5% when projected from 12
months and is now approximately 1% and the longer-term average rate of growth of 2% is now somewhat
lower than the 3% trend reflected in the Amended January 1, 2018 Pure Premium Rate Filing and in the
Agenda materials.
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Staff noted that an updated analysis of December 31, 2017 experience, as well as December 31, 2017
loss adjustment expense experience, will be presented to the Committee at the April 3, 2018 meeting in
the context of recommending projection methodologies for the Governing Committee’s consideration of a
potential July 1, 2018 pure premium rate filing.
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Item AC18-03-03
Impact of SB 1160 & AB 1244 on Loss Development
The Committee was reminded that Senate Bill No. 1160 (SB 1160) and Assembly Bill No. 1244
(AB 1244), effective in 2017, included several reforms related to liens. The Agenda materials included an
analysis of how the reforms related to outstanding liens as well as new lien filings would impact loss
development patterns.
Staff noted that the approximately 292,000 liens dismissed by the Division of Workers Compensation
(DWC) in July of 2017 should have some impact on the paid medical development emerging after the
dismissals. It was noted that, as with similar “date of service” type reforms, if not adjusted, the emerging
paid medical age-to-age development may be distorted. Staff summarized its recommended approach for
adjusting for the impact of the dismissed liens based on estimating liens as a proportion of medical
development by maturity and adjusting all pre-June 30, 2017 medical payments to the post-SB 1160 level
using DWC information on the dismissed liens. Staff noted that, although the impact of these lien
dismissals on emerging data as of December 31, 2017 is small, it is only based on six months of postSB 1160 development and would increase in subsequent quarters. Staff recommended applying this
adjustment to age-to-age development from 12 months through 84 months, the period for which the lien
dismissals had the biggest impact. The consensus of the Committee was that this adjustment was
appropriate.
Staff next summarized the potential impact the reduction in new lien filings may have on the loss
development projection for more recent years. It was noted that monthly lien filings in the last year have
emerged consistently at approximately 40% below pre-SB 1160 levels. It was also noted that lien
payments represent a significant proportion of medical loss development projected after 12 and 24
months while very little lien payments occur on claims through 24 months. Staff summarized its
recommended approach for reflecting the estimated impact of the reduced lien filings based on weighting
the projected paid medical loss development factor excluding all lien payments and the projected factor
including liens. Staff recommended giving 40% weight to the factor excluding liens given the recent lien
filing information and applying the adjustment to the cumulative development factors projected for
accident years 2012 through 2017. Staff noted this adjustment results in moderate decreases in the
cumulative 12 and 24 month paid medical development factors.
The Committee discussed staff’s recommended adjustment for the impact of SB 1160 and AB 1244 on
new lien filings. Several Committee members noted that some adjustment is appropriate and the
assumptions in staff’s recommendation were reasonable. A Committee member noted that the reduction
in liens may significantly impact claim settlement rates and staff’s recommended adjustment may in part
overlap with the adjustments for changes in claim settlement rates also applied to paid medical
development. Staff agreed to review this potential and also discuss the drivers of recent claim settlement
rate changes as well as the potential impact on allocated loss adjustment expense development with the
Claims Working Group and report back to the Committee at the next meeting. After discussion, the
consensus of the Committee was to reflect the adjustment in the updated summary of December 31,
2017 experience to be reviewed at the next meeting at which time any open issues can be discussed
prior to recommending a loss development methodology for a potential July 1, 2018 pure premium rate
filing.
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The meeting was adjourned at 1:00 PM.
Note to Committee Members: These Minutes, as written, have not been approved. Please refer to the
meeting scheduled for June 15, 2018 for approval and/or modification.
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April 3, 2018

Time
9:30 AM

Location
Staff Contact
WCIRB California
David M. Bellusci
1221 Broadway, Suite 900
Oakland, CA
1221 Broadway, Suite 900 • Oakland, CA 94612 • 415.777.0777 • Fax 415.778.7007 • www.wcirb.com • wcirb@wcirb.com

Released: April 20, 2018

Members
Angelo Bastianpillai
Laura Carstensen
Jim Gebhard
Joanne Ottone*
Jill Petker
Mark Priven
Kate Smith
Bryan Ware
Chris Westermeyer
Doug Zearfoss

Representing
AIG
Zurich North America
Farmers Insurance Group of Companies
Berkshire Hathaway Homestate Companies
Liberty Mutual Group
Public Members of Governing Committee
State Compensation Insurance Fund
AmTrust
Travelers
Employers Insurance Group

California Department of Insurance
Ron Dahlquist
WCIRB
Bill Mudge
David Bellusci
Tim Basuino
Ward Brooks
Tony Milano
Julia Zhang
* Participated via teleconference

The meeting of the Actuarial Committee was called to order at 9:30 AM following a reminder of applicable
antitrust restrictions, with Mr. David Bellusci, Executive Vice President and Chief Actuary, presiding.
*

*

*

*
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Notice
The information in these Minutes was developed by the Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California
(WCIRB) for the purpose of assisting the WCIRB Actuarial Committee. The WCIRB cannot make any guarantees if this
information is used for any other purpose and the WCIRB shall not be liable for any damages, of any kind, whether direct,
indirect, incidental, punitive or consequential, arising from the use of or reliance upon this information for any other purpose.

 2018 Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California. All rights reserved.
No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including, without
limitation, photocopying and recording, or by any information storage or retrieval system without the prior written permission of the
Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California (WCIRB), unless such copying is expressly permitted in this
copyright notice or by federal copyright law. No copyright is claimed in the text of statutes and regulations quoted within this work.
Each WCIRB member company, including any registered third party entities, (Company) is authorized to reproduce any part of this
work solely for the following purposes in connection with the transaction of workers’ compensation insurance: (1) as necessary in
connection with Company’s required filings with the California Department of Insurance; (2) to incorporate portions of this work, as
necessary, into Company manuals distributed at no charge only to Company employees; and (3) to the extent reasonably necessary
for the training of Company personnel. Each Company and all agents and brokers licensed to transact workers’ compensation
insurance in the state of California are authorized to physically reproduce any part of this work for issuance to a prospective or
current policyholder upon request at no charge solely for the purpose of transacting workers’ compensation insurance and for no
other purpose. This reproduction right does not include the right to make any part of this work available on any website or any form
of social media.
Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California, WCIRB, WCIRB California, WCIRB Connect, WCIRB Inquiry,
WCIRB CompEssentials, X-Mod Direct, eSCAD and the WCIRB California logo (WCIRB Marks) are registered trademarks or
service marks of the WCIRB. WCIRB Marks may not be displayed or used in any manner without the WCIRB’s prior written
permission. Any permitted copying of this work must maintain any and all trademarks and/or service marks on all copies.
To seek permission to use any of the WCIRB Marks or any copyrighted material, please contact the WCIRB at
customerservice@wcirb.com.
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Item II
Working Group Meeting Summaries
The summary of the Medical Analytics Working Group meeting held on March 16, 2018, which was
included in the Agenda materials, was accepted by the Committee.
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Item AC17-04-04
New Drug Formulary
The Committee was reminded that at the March 19, 2018 meeting, staff presented initial estimates of the
cost impact of the Medical Treatment Utilization Schedule (MTUS) drug formulary.
At this meeting, staff presented an updated analysis on the cost impact of the new formulary, which
includes the impact on frictional costs from reduced prospective utilization review (UR) and on
pharmaceutical costs related to shifts in prescribing patterns. Staff shared feedback from the Claims
Working Group (CWG) and discussions with RAND on their analysis of the impact of the new formulary
on prescribing patterns.
For the analysis on the impact of potential reductions in prospective UR, staff presented the estimated
volume of prescriptions and drug costs that will no longer be subject to prospective UR and estimated
cost savings from the reduced UR costs. Staff also presented an additional analysis on the potential cost
of drugs exempt from UR under the drug formulary but which are currently being denied through the UR
process. Staff noted that the cost savings from reduced prospective UR under the drug formulary are
fairly small (approximately 0.1% of total losses and loss adjustment expenses (LAE)), and the estimated
reduction in independent medical review (IMR) costs is negligible (approximately 0.01% of total losses
and LAE). Staff also noted that the estimated increase in the costs of exempt drugs that are currently
being denied through the UR process is also negligible and would offset the estimated reduction in IMR
costs. The consensus of the Committee was that the estimated impact of the drug formulary on frictional
costs of 0.1% of total losses and LAE was reasonable.
For the potential im pact of the new form ulary on pharm aceutical costs due to shifts in prescribing
patterns, staff presented the estim ated costs of pharm aceutical com ponents likely im pacted by the
drug form ulary and an assessm ent of research com pleted by other organizations (RAND, CWCI) on
the form ulary. In addition, staff presented the share of prescriptions on generic vs. brand nam e
drugs that show ed that the relative shares did not change significantly over tim e despite of
changes in the pharm aceutical fee schedule. Staff sum m arized the assum ptions used in the RAND
study that estim ated the econom ic im pact of the drug form ulary, and shared the feedback from the
CWG, the Medical Analytics Working Group and RAND on the validity and reasonableness of the
assum ptions. The consensus of the Com m ittee based on the feedback provided w as that the 10%
reduction in pharm aceutical costs estim ated in the RAND report w as generally reasonable, and
that, given that the vast m ajority of pharm aceutical costs on policies incepting betw een July 1,
2018 and Decem ber 31, 2018 w ill be paid in 2020 or later, no adjustm ent w as needed to reflect that
this level of savings w ould take som e tim e to m aterialize.
A m otion w as m ade and seconded to reflect the com bined savings of 0.5% resulting from the
im pact of the new form ulary on frictional costs and future prescribing patterns on the indicated
July 1, 2018 advisory pure prem ium rate level. The m otion passed unanim ously.
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Item AC18-03-02
12/31/2017 Experience – Review of Methodologies
The Agenda materials contained an updated analysis of December 31, 2017 experience, which was first
reviewed at the March 19, 2018 meeting. The Committee was advised that the loss projections differed
from those reviewed at the March 19, 2018 meeting primarily as a result of reflecting the adjustments to
medical loss development for Senate Bill No. 1160 (SB 1160) and Assembly Bill No. 1244 (AB 1244)
adopted by the Committee at the March 19, 2018 meeting. The updated analysis also reflected the
enhancement to the wage on-level methodology to blend the UCLA Anderson School of Business and
California Department of Finance wage forecasts that was also adopted by the Committee at the
March 19, 2018 meeting. The Committee was advised that this enhancement did not significantly change
the projection.
During the review of loss development projections, it was noted that the most recent calendar year of
incurred development from 120 months and later is showing a similar anomalous pattern to that of the
prior calendar year. The Committee was reminded that the prior calendar year had been excluded from
the fit of the inverse power curve to compute the tail development factor due to this anomalous
development (as initially discussed at the August 2, 2017 meeting). The Committee noted that this
incurred development pattern was likely a result of a temporary shift in reserve levels to adjust to a postreform level. The consensus of the Committee was that each of the latest two calendar years should be
excluded from the inverse power curve fit due to this anomalous development pattern continuing. It was
noted that incurred development from these periods continue to be used in the six-year average used to
derive the age-to-age factors for projected incurred development (reflected after 240 months in the
projection included in the Agenda materials) and would only be excluded when fitting the tail factor.
The Committee reviewed the impact of the adjustments to medical loss development for changes in claim
settlement rates and the lien reforms of SB 1160 and AB 1244. Staff noted that feedback from the Claims
Working Group suggested that the continued acceleration in claim settlement rates is likely related to
changes in claims handling practices to focus more on settling claims earlier and not as significantly
impacted by the recent lien reforms. It was also noted that the treatment of liens on claim status differs by
insurer. Based on this information, staff noted that the adjustments for these two phenomena in the
medical loss development projection should not overlap significantly. Staff recommended that these
adjustments be applied to paid development based on the continued acceleration in claim settlement
rates and potential impact of the SB 1160 and SB 1244 lien reforms, as discussed at prior meetings.
The Committee reviewed the alternative loss development projections included in the Agenda materials
(Item AC18-04-02). Staff summarized the basis of the loss development methodology included in the
Agenda materials, which is primarily based on paid development with adjustments for reforms and
changes in claim settlement rates. A motion was made and seconded to base the indemnity loss
development projection on the reform and claim settlement rate-adjusted paid development method as
presented in the Agenda materials, with the adjustment to the loss development tail discussed at the
meeting, to compute the indicated July 1, 2018 average advisory pure premium rate. The motion passed
unanimously.
A Committee member noted that, although the recent changes in case reserve levels are significant, the
methodology that adjusts for changes in case reserve levels, at least for medical development, should be
given some weight in the projection. However, other Committee members agreed that, given the
concerns with using incurred loss development discussed in prior pure premium rate filings and at prior
committee meetings, basing the projection primarily on paid loss development continues to be
appropriate. A motion was made and seconded to base the medical loss development projection on the
reform and claim settlement rate-adjusted paid development method as presented in the Agenda
materials, with the adjustment to the loss development tail discussed at the meeting, to compute the
indicated July 1, 2018 average advisory pure premium rate. The motion passed with nine in favor and one
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opposed. (The Actuary representing the Public Members of the Governing Committee who opposed the
motion recommended a medical loss development methodology that assigned 50% weight to the reform
and claim settlement rate-adjusted paid methodology and 50% weight to the latest year case reserve
level-adjusted incurred methodology.)
The Committee reviewed staff’s recommended adjustments to the medical on-leveling factors for the
impact of SB 1160 and AB 1244. Staff noted that, in order to not double count the impact of these reforms
which are also reflected in the loss development adjustments, the approach phased in the overall -2.4%
adjustment to medical losses over the 2011 to 2016 accident years based on the estimated proportion of
medical paid for these years as of December 31, 2016 (which is immediately prior to the January 1, 2017
effective date of the reforms). The Committee noted that this approach resulted in overall modest
changes to each of these years. The consensus of the Committee was that this approach was
appropriate.
Staff noted that the change to the wage on-level methodology to blend the UCLA Anderson School of
Business and California Department of Finance wage forecasts, which was adopted by the Committee at
the March 19, 2018 meeting, had an overall very small impact on the updated projection.
The Committee next discussed the frequency and severity projections included in the Agenda materials. It
was noted that the frequency projections were unchanged from those reviewed at the March 19, 2018
meeting. The Committee also noted that the early estimates of indemnity claim frequency changes based
on changes in aggregate claim counts compared to changes in statewide employment or the measure
based on partial first report unit statistical data have generally been accurate predictors of the more
mature estimate for recent accident years. It was also noted that the more extreme early estimates have
recently tended to move closer to zero as the estimates mature.
It was noted that the projected on-level indemnity and medical severity trends reflected in the Agenda
materials (0% and 3%, respectively) were somewhat higher than the long-term and short-term average
rates of growth. For indemnity, the Committee noted that the 2017 on-level severity change is essentially
flat and generally consistent with the prior two years. For medical, the Committee noted that the 2017 onlevel severity change of over 5% is significantly higher than that of the last several years and may be
indicative of a return to the more typical rates of post-reform medical inflation. However, the Committee
also noted that this estimate may lower if medical loss development continues the downward trend of the
last several quarters. After some discussion, most Committee members agreed that the severity trends
reflected in the Agenda materials continue to be appropriate but should be monitored closely and, for
medical in particular, it may be appropriate to adjust the severity trend if medical losses continue to
develop downward in 2018.
The Committee discussed the alternative trending projections included in the Agenda materials (AC1804-02). It was noted that projections based on a loss ratio trend were somewhat lower than those based
on the separate frequency and severity trend projections reflected in the Agenda materials. It was also
noted that methods which applied trends to the latest year were generally consistent with those that
applied them to the latest two years. While one Committee member recommended using a loss ratio
trend, based on the results of recent analyses of the retrospective performance of alternative trend
methodologies, most Committee members agreed that the separate frequency and severity trend
projection continues to be appropriate. After discussion, a motion was made and seconded to use the
trending projection methodologies reflected in the Agenda materials to compute the indicated July 1, 2018
average advisory pure premium rate. The motion passed with nine in favor and one opposed. (The
Actuary representing the Public Members of the Governing Committee who was opposed to the motion
recommended a methodology based on a loss ratio trend applied to the latest two years.)
Staff agreed to advise the Governing Committee at its April 4, 2018 meeting as to the diversity of opinion
on the recommended loss projection methodologies.
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Item AC18-04-01
12/31/2017 Loss Adjustment Expense Experience Review
The Committee was advised that unallocated loss adjustment expense (ULAE) experience for calendar
year 2017 is not yet available. However, the Agenda materials included an updated ULAE projection that
reflected ULAE experience through calendar year 2016 as well as updated frequency, wage level, and
loss projections based on December 31, 2017 experience.1 The Committee discussed the potential
impact of the Senate Bill No. 1160 (SB 1160) and Assembly Bill No. 1244 (AB 1244) provisions related to
lien filings on ULAE costs. Staff noted that feedback from the Claims Working Group (CWG) suggested
that although lien filings have decreased significantly in the last year, lien-related disputes continue to be
pursued which continue to incur significant claims-handling costs. Based on this information, the
consensus of the Committee was that the impact of the reduced lien filings resulting from SB 1160 and
AB 1244 should not be reflected in the projected ULAE ratio.
The Committee reviewed the analysis of allocated loss adjustment expense (ALAE) experience through
December 31, 2017. It was noted that the accident year 2017 ALAE through 12 months was emerging at
a level significantly higher than that for accident year 2016. It was also noted that paid ALAE development
over the last year has moderated when compared to the sharp decreases experienced during the prior
year. The Committee was advised that the approximate average ALAE severity trend based on the shortterm and longer-term average rates of growth of 4.0% is consistent with the projected ALAE severity
trend reflected in the Amended January 1, 2018 Pure Premium Rate Filing.
Staff noted that feedback from the CWG suggested that outstanding liens continue to incur significant
defense costs including liens that were dismissed by the Division of Workers’ Compensation in July of
2017. As a result, staff recommended no adjustments to ALAE development for the SB 1160 and AB
1244 reforms at this time. However, staff noted that the reduced future lien filings emerging as a result of
SB 1160 and AB 1244 should have a significant impact on ALAE costs incurred on July 1, 2018 and later
policies and recommended reducing the projected ALAE ratio by 6.4%, which was based on the WCIRB’s
prospective estimate of the impact of SB 1160 and AB 1244 on ALAE adjusted to reflect an updated
reduction in lien filings of 40%.2 The consensus of the Committee was that this adjustment was
appropriate.
The Committee next reviewed the analysis of medical cost containment program (MCCP) experience
through December 31, 2017. It was noted that average MCCP per indemnity claim for 2017 is relatively
consistent with that for 2016 following several years of sharp decreases. The Committee was advised that
the approximate average of the calendar year and accident year average MCCP severity trends resulted
in a projected MCCP severity trend of 0%.
After discussion, a motion was made and seconded to use the LAE projection methodologies reflected in
the Agenda materials, including the adjustment to the ALAE ratio for the impact of SB 1160 and AB 1244,
for purposes of computing an indicated July 1, 2018 average advisory pure premium rate. The motion
passed with nine in favor and one abstention. The Committee member representing the Public Members
of the Governing Committee indicated that his abstention w as not based on any fundam ental
disagreem ent but rather different approaches on som e of the detailed com ponents of the ALAE
and ULAE projections.

1

The wage level projections reflected the methodology that blends the UCLA Anderson School of Business and California
Department of Finance wage level forecasts that the Committee adopted for the loss projection at the March 19, 2018 meeting.
2 In the last several pure premium rate filings, the WCIRB has reflected as assumed reduction in lien filings of 10%.
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Item AC18-04-02
12/31/2017 Experience – Alternative Loss Projections
The Agenda materials included a number of alternative loss development and trending methodologies
that had been reflected in prior WCIRB pure premium rate filings or discussed at prior Actuarial
Committee meetings.
The Committee reviewed summaries of the alternative loss projection methodologies during the
discussion of loss development and trending methodologies in the context of its review of December 31,
2017 experience. (Please refer to the Minutes for Item AC18-03-02.)
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Item AC18-04-03
Impact of the Affordable Care Act on California Workers’
Compensation
Staff presented the prelim inary findings of the WCIRB’s study of the im pact of the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) on California w orkers’ com pensation costs, and shared
w ith the Com m ittee the feedback from the M edical Analytics Working Group and Claim s Working
Group. Staff presented the analysis of the potential ACA im pact on access to care, fees for
physician services, claim frequency (overall and for claim s w ith soft tissue injuries specifically),
and diagnostic m ix focusing on claim s w ith com orbidities of hypertension, obesity and diabetes.
Staff noted that no indication of an ACA im pact w as evident on access to care, paym ents for
physician services and overall claim frequency, w hile there w ere indicators of a significant ACA
im pact on soft tissue injuries. A Com m ittee M em ber suggested also analyzing the severity of
claim s w ith soft tissue injuries to explore the patterns of severity changes likely associated w ith
the ACA. Staff also noted that there w as a lim ited volum e of claim s w ith com orbidities in the
WCIRB’s data. As a result, lim ited inferences related to com orbidities can be m ade. The Com m ittee
w as advised that staff w as planning to finalize and publish the report after reflecting the input of
the Com m ittee and Working Groups.
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Item AC18-04-04
Impact of Medical Fraud Enforcement
Staff provided an updated analysis on the am ount of m edical costs generated by providers
indicted for fraud or suspended by the Division of Workers’ Com pensation (indicted/suspended
providers). Staff presented an analysis dem onstrating the percentage of m edical dollars paid to
indicted/suspended providers w as very significant for periods prior to 2014 but has continued to
decrease since then. Staff also noted that, as expected given the typical lag in lien paym ents, liens
are becom ing an increasingly significant percentage of m edical dollars that are being paid to
indicted/suspended providers.
Staff also presented an analysis show ing the percentage of m edical dollars being paid to the
largest indicted/suspended providers by volum e of m edical services by m edical fee schedule
section. A Com m ittee m em ber suggested determ ining, for each indicted/suspended provider, the
approxim ate date of indictm ent or suspension and subsequently updating the analyses to also
reflect m edical dollars paid before and after the indictm ents or suspensions.
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The meeting was adjourned at 12:55 PM.
Note to Committee Members: These Minutes, as written, have not been approved. Please refer to the
meeting scheduled for June 15, 2018 for approval and/or modification.
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Members Present
National Union Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh PA
Pacific Compensation Insurance Company
Republic Indemnity Company of America
Security National Insurance Company
State Compensation Insurance Fund
Preferred Employers Insurance Company
Zenith Insurance Company

Represented By
Ellen Sonkin*+
Christine Closser
Reggie Fradkin+
Matt Zender
Randy Hogan
John Bennett
Sarah Elston

California Department of Insurance
Patricia Hein
Brentley Yim
WCIRB
Brenda Keys, Chair
Bill Mudge
David Bellusci
Jordan Ge
Brian Gray
Carrie Kosnik
Eric Riley
* Attended part of the meeting
+ Participated via teleconference

The meeting of the Classification and Rating Committee was called to order at 9:45 AM following a
reminder of applicable antitrust restrictions, with Ms. Brenda Keys, Senior Vice President and Chief Legal
Officer, presiding.
*

*

*

*

*

Approval of Minutes
The Minutes of the meeting held on January 23, 2018 were distributed to the Committee members in
advance of the meeting for review. As there were no corrections to the Minutes, a motion was made,
seconded and unanimously approved to adopt the Minutes as written.
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Notice
The information in these Minutes was developed by the Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California
(WCIRB) for the purpose of assisting the WCIRB Classification and Rating Committee. The WCIRB cannot make any
guarantees if this information is used for any other purpose and the WCIRB shall not be liable for any damages, of any kind,
whether direct, indirect, incidental, punitive or consequential, arising from the use of or reliance upon this information for any
other purpose.

 2018 Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California. All rights reserved.
No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including, without
limitation, photocopying and recording, or by any information storage or retrieval system without the prior written permission of the
Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California (WCIRB), unless such copying is expressly permitted in this
copyright notice or by federal copyright law. No copyright is claimed in the text of statutes and regulations quoted within this work.
Each WCIRB member company, including any registered third party entities, (Company) is authorized to reproduce any part of this
work solely for the following purposes in connection with the transaction of workers’ compensation insurance: (1) as necessary in
connection with Company’s required filings with the California Department of Insurance; (2) to incorporate portions of this work, as
necessary, into Company manuals distributed at no charge only to Company employees; and (3) to the extent reasonably necessary
for the training of Company personnel. Each Company and all agents and brokers licensed to transact workers’ compensation
insurance in the state of California are authorized to physically reproduce any part of this work for issuance to a prospective or
current policyholder upon request at no charge solely for the purpose of transacting workers’ compensation insurance and for no
other purpose. This reproduction right does not include the right to make any part of this work available on any website or any form
of social media.
Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California, WCIRB, WCIRB California, WCIRB Connect, WCIRB Inquiry,
WCIRB CompEssentials, X-Mod Direct, eSCAD and the WCIRB California logo (WCIRB Marks) are registered trademarks or
service marks of the WCIRB. WCIRB Marks may not be displayed or used in any manner without the WCIRB’s prior written
permission. Any permitted copying of this work must maintain any and all trademarks and/or service marks on all copies.
To seek permission to use any of the WCIRB Marks or any copyrighted material, please contact the WCIRB at
customerservice@wcirb.com.
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Item III-A
Millwright Work and Concrete or Asphalt Sawing or Drilling Industry
Study
3724(1), Millwright Work – N.O.C.
3724(2), Electrical Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus – installation, service or repair
5029, Concrete or Asphalt Sawing or Drilling – N.O.C.
The Committee reviewed a draft WCIRB report on the Millwright Work and Concrete or Asphalt Sawing or
Drilling industry. The Committee was advised that the WCIRB reviewed the practice of combining, for
pure premium ratemaking purposes, the experience of Classifications 3724(1), Millwright Work – N.O.C.,
3724(2), Electrical Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus – installation, service or repair, and 5029, Concrete
or Asphalt Sawing or Drilling – N.O.C.1
The Committee was provided an overview of the scope of operations assigned to Classifications 3724(1),
3724(2) and 5029. Based on staff’s review, as summarized in the draft report, the WCIRB determined:
1. The operations contemplated by Classification 5029 are separate, distinct and easily identifiable
from those contemplated by Classifications 3724(1) and 3724(2).
2. Classifications 3724(1) and 3724(2) develop sufficient data to produce a separate, credible
advisory pure premium rate.
3. The experience of Classification 5029 currently has modest statistical credibility. It is expected
that Classification 5029 will develop sufficient data to produce a separate, credible advisory pure
premium rate as the payroll reported in this classification has been increasing significantly since
this classification was established effective January 1, 2014.
4. Based on experience at the 2018 policy year level, Classification 3724 has a Selected (Unlimited)
Loss to Payroll Ratio that is 1% less than the current Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio for
Classifications 3724 and 5029 combined.
5. Based on experience at the 2018 policy year level, Classification 5029 has a Selected (Unlimited)
Loss to Payroll Ratio that is 3% less than the current Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio for
Classifications 3724 and 5029 combined.
In view of the above, the WCIRB recommended that the experience of Classifications 3724(1)/3724(2) no
longer be combined for pure premium ratemaking purposes with Classification 5029 and that each
classification be allowed to develop its own advisory pure premium rate effective January 1, 2019.
However, in that Classification 5029 was established in 2014 and only one year of experience reported
under the new classification is currently available, staff also recommended reviewing the classification
relativities to be effective January 1, 2019 for Classifications 3724 and 5029 prior to finalizing this change.

1

As the result of a 2013 study, Report on Concrete Sawing or Drilling Industry, the WCIRB recommended, and the Insurance
Commissioner approved, a new classification for concrete sawing and drilling contractors, Classification 5029, which was effective
January 1, 2014. The WCIRB recommended that the new classification be combined with Classification 3724 for ratemaking purposes and advised that it would periodically review the payroll and loss data developed by this industry to determine if a unique advisory pure premium rate could be established in the future.
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Following staff’s presentation, a motion was made, seconded and unanimously approved to no longer
combine Classifications 3724(1), 3724(2) and 5029 for pure premium ratemaking purposes and, instead
allow each classification to develop its own pure premium rates effective January 1, 2019, subject to
review of the January 1, 2019 classification relativities.
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Millwright Work and Concrete or Asphalt Sawing or Drilling Industry
Study
3724(1), Millwright Work – N.O.C.
3724(2), Electrical Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus – installation, service or repair
5029, Concrete or Asphalt Sawing or Drilling – N.O.C.
Executive Summary
Objective
The WCIRB reviewed the practice of combining, for pure premium ratemaking purposes, the experience
of Classifications 3724(1), Millwright Work – N.O.C., 3724(2), Electrical Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus
– installation, service or repair, and 5029, Concrete or Asphalt Sawing or Drilling – N.O.C. 1
Findings
Based on its review, the WCIRB determined:
1. The operations contemplated by Classification 5029 are separate, distinct and easily identifiable
from those contemplated by Classifications 3724(1) and 3724(2).
2. Classifications 3724(1) and 3724(2) develop sufficient data to produce a separate, credible
advisory pure premium rate.
3. The experience of Classification 5029 currently has modest statistical credibility. It is expected
that Classification 5029 will develop sufficient data to produce a separate, credible advisory pure
premium rate as the payroll reported in this classification has been increasing significantly since
this classification was established effective January 1, 2014.
4. Based on experience at the 2018 policy year level, Classification 3724 has a Selected (Unlimited)
Loss to Payroll Ratio that is 1% less than the current Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio for
Classifications 3724 and 5029 combined.
5. Based on experience at the 2018 policy year level, Classification 5029 has a Selected (Unlimited)
Loss to Payroll Ratio that is 3% less than the current Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio for
Classifications 3724 and 5029 combined.
Recommendation
In view of the above, the WCIRB recommends that the experience of Classifications 3724(1)/3724(2) and
5029 no longer be combined for pure premium ratemaking purposes and that each classification be
allowed to develop its own advisory pure premium rate effective January 1, 2019. However, in that
Classification 5029 was established in 2014 and only one year of experience reported under the new
classification is currently available, the WCIRB recommends reviewing the classification relativity review
sheets to be effective January 1, 2019 for Classifications 3724 and 5029 prior to finalizing the
recommendation.

1

As the result of a 2013 study, Report on Concrete Sawing or Drilling Industry, the WCIRB recommended, and the Insurance
Commissioner approved, a new classification for concrete sawing and drilling contractors, Classification 5029, which was effective
January 1, 2014. The WCIRB recommended that the new classification be combined with Classification 3724 for ratemaking
purposes and advised that it would periodically review the payroll and loss data developed by this industry to determine if a unique
advisory pure premium rate could be established in the future.
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Introduction
The WCIRB reviewed the practice of combining, for pure premium ratemaking purposes, the experience
of Classifications 3724(1), Millwright Work, 3724(2), Electrical Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus, and
5029, Concrete or Asphalt Sawing or Drilling. Typically, classifications are combined for ratemaking
purposes for the following reasons:
1. Similarity in Operations
Classifications are combined for pure premium ratemaking purposes when the proper
classification may be difficult to determine due to a significant similarity in operations, for
example, a clear line of delineation does not exist between the two classifications.
2. Low Statistical Credibility
The experience of two or more classifications is combined for pure premium ratemaking purposes
when one or more of the classifications lack statistical credibility. Although the classification(s)
may be clearly defined, due to insufficient statistical credibility, the classifications are combined
based on similarity in industry type and operations.
3. Temporary Variance in Experience
There is a temporary dissimilarity in the relative experience of two related classifications that
results in a relationship between the relativities for the classifications that is not expected to
continue into the future.
With respect to the combination of experience of Classifications 3724(1)/3724(2) and 5029, this report
focuses on:
1. Whether Classifications 3724(1)/3724(2) and 5029 describe separate and distinct industries that
permit, from a classification administration standpoint, the development of accurate advisory pure
premium rates, and if so,
2. Whether there is sufficient data, from a ratemaking perspective, to produce statistically credible
advisory pure premium rates for Classifications 3724(1)/3724(2) and 5029.
Classification History
The history of Classifications 3724(1), 3724(2) and 5029 is as follows:
•

Classification 3724(1), Millwright Work, was established in 1915 to apply to contractors engaged
in the installation, service and repair of machinery or equipment.

•

Classification 3724(2), Electrical Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus, was established between
1920 and 1924 to apply to the outside installation, service or repair of electrical machinery or
auxiliary apparatus.

•

Classification 3724(3), Concrete Sawing or Drilling – N.O.C., was established effective January 1,
2013 to apply to contractors engaged in concrete sawing or drilling for other concerns. Effective
January 1, 2014, Classification 3724(3) was eliminated and its constituents were reassigned to a
new and unique classification, Classification 5029, Concrete Sawing or Drilling – N.O.C. Since its
establishment in 2014, the experience of Classification 5029 has been combined with the
experience of Classifications 3724(1) and 3724(2) for pure premium ratemaking purposes.

Description of Operations
Following are summaries of operations currently assigned to Classifications 3724(1), Millwright Work,
3724(2), Electrical Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus, and 5029, Concrete or Asphalt Sawing or Drilling. 2
2

See Appendix I for the phraseologies for these classifications.
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Classification 3724(1) applies to a wide array of machinery installation or repair operations performed on
a fee basis at customers’ locations. As 3724(1) is an N.O.C. (not otherwise classified) classification, it
applies to the outside installation or repair of machinery when such activities are not specifically described
by another classification. This classification does not apply to the installation or repair of machinery or
equipment used by the employer for its own operations.
Examples of operations assigned to 3724(1) include but are not limited to the installation or repair of
pumps (such as gasoline, oil and water), sawmill equipment, conveyer systems, food processing
equipment, printing presses, automated “pick and place” machinery, industrial laundry equipment, filling
and bottling equipment, and industrial scales and air compressors. Installation activities entail placing,
leveling and bolting the equipment into position. As required, system components are installed, connected
to a power source, calibrated and tested to completion.
Classification 3724(2) applies to the outside installation, service or repair of industrial electrical
equipment, including but not limited to transformers, generators and control panels at customers’
locations. Operations typically include bolting the electrical apparatus into position, installing necessary
components, making electrical wiring connections and testing to completion. This classification includes
the installation of electrical wiring when performed in connection with the installation of the electrical
machinery or equipment.
Classification 5029 applies to contractors engaged in the cutting and drilling of concrete or asphalt for
other concerns. The operations involve but are not limited to cutting and drilling concrete or asphalt
streets, roads, walls, floors and other structures and surfaces on a fee basis, as requested by the
customer. The drilling or cutting may be performed in areas to create openings for, or access to, electrical
wiring, plumbing piping, HVAC and mechanical work, seismic anchors, structural beams and similar
items. Such activities are typically performed using portable gasoline driven concrete cutting diamond
saws and diamond core drills. This classification is not available for division of payroll when the concrete
or asphalt sawing or drilling is in support of another construction activity performed by the employer.
Classification Analysis
Based on the descriptions of operations provided above, employers assigned to Classification 3724(1)
perform outside, fee-based installation or repair of machinery or equipment at customers’ locations that is
not otherwise described by another classification. Employers assigned to Classification 3724(2) install,
service or repair industrial electrical machinery or equipment, including the installation of electrical wiring
performed in connection with the machinery or equipment installation. Employers assigned to
Classification 5029 conduct fee-based concrete or asphalt sawing or drilling operations. When the
concrete or asphalt sawing or drilling is performed in connection with the employer’s other construction
activities, it is assigned to the applicable Construction and Erection classification(s). This requirement
provides a clear demarcation for classification purposes and helps to eliminate any potential overlap
between operations.
As described above, these classifications are made up of separate, identifiable operations, and there is a
clear line of delineation between the operations assignable to Classification 5029 and those assignable to
Classifications 3724(1)/3724(2). This analysis reaffirms the WCIRB’s 2013 review of these operations that
resulted in 5029 being established as a separate classification.
Below is a summary of policy year 2014 Unit Statistical Reports (USR) 3 that shows the number of
employers for which payroll was reported in Classifications 3724(1)/3724(2) and 5029.

3

A USR is a record of the total exposure and the claims pertaining to a policy. At the time this report was prepared, 2014 was the
most recent policy year for which complete ratemaking data was available.
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Table 1: 2014 Policy Year USR Summary – Number of Employers
for Which Payroll Was Reported in Classifications 3724 and 5029
Percent – Payroll
Reported in Both
Classifications

Classification

3724

3,904

1

99.974%

0.026%

5029

146

1

99.315%

0.685%

4

Employers with
Payroll Reported
in Both
Classifications

Percent –
Employers
Assigned only to
Indicated
Classification

Employers with
Payroll Reported
in Indicated
Classification

Table 1 shows that virtually all of the employers that reported payroll in either Classifications 3724 or
5029 did not report any payroll in the other classification combined for ratemaking.
The WCIRB also reviewed its Classification Inspection Report database for reports published between
2014, when Classification 5029 was established, and 2017.
Table 2: Number of Current WCIRB Inspection Reports that Assign
Classifications 3724 and 5029

Classification

Employers
Assigned to
Indicated
Classification

3724

1260

7

99.444%

0.556%

5029

43

7

83.720%

16.28%

Employers
Assigned to Both
Classifications

Percent –
Employers Assigned
Only to Indicated
Classification

Percent –
Employers Assigned
to Both
Classifications

As shown in Table 2, the majority of employers assigned to Classification 3724 were not also assigned to
Classification 5029.
This information indicates that the two industries have little commonality in operations. Each classification
is clearly defined and the potential for misclassification of payroll is low. Therefore, from a classification
perspective, there does not appear to be a compelling reason to continue to combine Classifications
3724(1)/3724(2) and 5029 for pure premium ratemaking purposes.
Other Jurisdictions
The WCIRB reviewed the classification procedures used by other jurisdictions in classifying employers
that the WCIRB assigns to Classifications 3724(1), 3724(2) and 5029. In general, these employers are
either assigned to Classification 3724 or the applicable concrete construction classification. Other
jurisdictions do not have a separate classification for concrete sawing.

4

This number indicates the number of USRs reporting Classification 5029 as well as those identified by the WCIRB as performing
operations described by Classification 5029 but not yet reporting the newly established classification during the USRs for policy
years 2010-2014.
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Statistical Analysis
The statistics in the following exhibits are based on 2018 ratemaking data. However, the changes
recommended in this study are proposed to be effective January 1, 2019.
Table 3 presents the Classification Relativity Data for Classifications 3724(1), 3724(2) and 5029
combined at the policy year 2018 level.
Table 3: Classifications 3724(1), 3724(2) and 5029 Combined
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

Loss to Payroll
Ratio

2013

1,428,555,548

44,830,936

3.138

2014

1,641,488,828

45,416,030

2.767

Total

3,070,044,376

90,246,967

2-Year Adjusted Loss to Payroll Ratio

2.940

Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio

3.757

Credibility 5
Indemnity

Medical

1.00

1.00

Tables 4 and 5 present the Classification Relativity Data at the policy year 2018 level for each
classification independently.
Table 4: Classifications 3724(1) and 3724(2)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

Loss to Payroll
Ratio

2013

1,399,879,734

43,276,550

3.091

2014

1,597,099,260

44,085,043

2.760

Total

2,996,978,994

87,361,593

2-Year Adjusted Loss to Payroll Ratio

2.915

Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio

3.725

5

The relativity for each classification in the upcoming policy year is determined based on a comparison of that classification’s actual
losses per $100 of payroll and the ratio of losses per $100 of payroll underlying the current pure premium rate. The ”credibilities”
assigned to a classification are the statistical weights assigned to that classification’s experience as a predictor of future claim
experience relative to the loss per $100 of payroll underlying the classification’s current pure premium rate. The predictability or
credibilities assigned to a classification’s recent historical experience depends on the volume of indemnity and medical claims
incurred during the experience period. The WCIRB strives to have classifications that are fully, or 100%, statistically credible based
on historical experience over five or fewer years, which mean that the classification’s relativity in the upcoming policy year can be
best, estimated using only the loss per $100 of payroll experience from the latest two-, three-, four- or five-year periods. The WCIRB
generally will not recommend the establishment of a new classification if the credibility factors are less than one-half (< 0.50).
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Credibility
Indemnity

Medical

1.00

1.00

Table 5: Classification 5029
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

Loss to Payroll
Ratio

2010

23,880,513

449,398

1.882

2011

22,681,907

583,953

2.575

2012

22,801,946

762,580

3.344

2013

28,675,814

1,554,386

5.421

2014

44,389,568

1,330,988

2.998

Total

142,429,748

4,681,304

5-Year Adjusted Loss to Payroll Ratio

3.287

Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio

3.656

Credibility
Indemnity

Medical

0.53

0.42

As shown above, the experience of Classifications 3724(1) and 3724(2) develops sufficient payroll and
loss data to produce credible advisory pure premium rates as it remains fully credible with two years of
experience.
The experience of Classification 5029 has modest credibility based on the policy year 2018 level which is
based on Unit Statistical Reports (USRs) for 2010 through 2014. However, when Classification 5029 was
established effective January 1, 2014, not all payroll for employers described by Classification 5029 was
identified. The data used to calculate the ratios and credibility values for Classification 5029 may be
understated, as a portion of data for employers described by Classification 5029 was still being reported
under Classification 3724. Furthermore, the payroll identified as payroll for employers performing
operations described by Classification 5029 increased by about $16 million, or 55%, between 2013 and
2014. Staff reviewed preliminary USR data for 2015 and found that exposure for Classification 5029
increased by about $20 million between 2014 and 2015. This trend suggests that Classification 5029 is
increasing in its utilization, and credibility is expected to increase significantly. As a result, from a pure
premium ratemaking perspective, the WCIRB does not see a compelling reason to continue to combine
Classifications 3724(1)/3724(2) and 5029.
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Impact Analysis
Tables 6 and 7 depict the impact on affected policyholders if separate classification relativities – and thus
advisory pure premium rates – are established for Classifications 3724(1)/3724(2) and 5029.
Table 6: Classifications 3724 and 5029 Combined vs. Classification 3724
Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios at Policy Year 2018 Level
Classifications
3724 and 5029

Classification 3724

Difference

3.757

3.725

-0.032 (-0.85%)

Table 7: Classifications 3724 and 5029 Combined vs. Classification 5029
Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios at Policy Year 2018 Level
Classifications
3724 and 5029

Classification 5029

Difference

3.757

3.656

-0.101 (-2.69%)

As shown above, based on experience at the 2018 policy year level, Classification 3724 has a Selected
(Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio that is 0.85% less than the Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio for
Classifications 3724 and 5029 combined; and Classification 5029 has a Selected (Unlimited) Loss to
Payroll Ratio that is 2.69% less than the Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio for Classifications
3724 and 5029 combined.
Additionally, the five-year loss to payroll ratio for Classification 5029 was higher than the two-year loss to
payroll ratio for Classification 3724. However, because its lower credibility gives more weight to the lower
expected loss to payroll ratio, the relativity for Classification 5029 turns out to be lower than that for
Classification 3724 or for the two classifications combined.
Findings
Based on its review of the procedure of combining Classifications 3724 and 5029 for ratemaking
purposes, the WCIRB determined:
1. The operations contemplated by Classification 5029 are separate, distinct and easily identifiable
from those contemplated by Classifications 3724(1) and 3724(2).
2. Classifications 3724(1) and 3724(2) develop sufficient data to produce a separate, credible
advisory pure premium rate.
3. The experience of Classification 5029 currently has modest statistical credibility. It is expected
that Classification 5029 will develop sufficient data to produce a separate, credible advisory pure
premium rate as the payroll reported in this classification has been increasing significantly since
this classification was established effective January 1, 2014.
4. Based on experience at the 2018 policy year level, Classification 3724 has a Selected (Unlimited)
Loss to Payroll Ratio that is 1% less than the current Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio for
Classifications 3724 and 5029 combined.
5. Based on experience at the 2018 policy year level, Classification 5029 has a Selected (Unlimited)
Loss to Payroll Ratio that is 3% less than the current Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio for
Classifications 3724 and 5029 combined.
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Recommendation
In view of the above, the WCIRB recommends that the experience of Classifications 3724(1), 3724(2) and
5029 no longer be combined for pure premium ratemaking purposes, and that each classification be
allowed to develop its own advisory pure premium rate effective January 1, 2019. However, in that
Classification 5029 was established in 2014 and only one year of experience reported under the new
classification is currently available, the WCIRB recommends reviewing the classification relativity review
sheets to be effective January 1, 2019 for Classifications 3724 and 5029 prior to finalizing the
recommendation.
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Appendix

Appendix
The phraseologies for Classifications 3724(1), 3724(2) and 5029 are as follows:
MILLWRIGHT WORK – N.O.C. – erection or repair of machinery or equipment

3724(1)

This classification applies to the outside operation, installation or repair of machinery or
equipment, including but not limited to pumps (such as gasoline, oil and water pumps),
generators, sawmill equipment, conveyor systems, food processing equipment, printing presses,
automated “pick and place” machinery, industrial laundry equipment, filling and bottling
equipment, industrial scales, escalators, farm machinery, riding lawnmowers and air
compressors unless the work is specifically described by another classification.
This classification does not apply to the operation, installation or repair of machinery or equipment at
facilities both occupied and operated by the employer; such operations shall be assigned to the
governing classification.
Shop manufacturing or repair operations shall be separately classified.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY OR AUXILIARY APPARATUS – installation, service or repair –
including incidental wiring

3724(2)

This classification applies to the outside installation, service or repair of electrical machinery or
auxiliary apparatus, including but not limited to automated security gates, transformers,
generators, control panels, temporary power poles at construction sites, industrial fans or
blowers, photovoltaic solar panels, wind powered generators and industrial X-ray machines.
This classification does not apply to the installation or repair of machinery or electrical apparatus
at facilities both occupied and operated by the employer; such operations shall be assigned to
the governing classification.
Shop manufacturing or repair operations shall be separately classified.
Operations performed in connection with the installation of aerial power lines, including erection
of poles, stringing of wires, installation of service transformers on poles or on the outside of
buildings, or the making of service connections shall be classified as 7538, Electric Power Line
Construction.

CONCRETE OR ASPHALT SAWING OR DRILLING – N.O.C.

5029

This classification applies to the sawing or drilling of concrete or asphalt on a fee basis.
The sawing or drilling of concrete or asphalt when performed in connection with the employer’s
other construction activities shall be assigned to the applicable Construction and Erection
classifications.
The wrecking or demolition of concrete buildings or structures shall be classified as 5213,
Concrete Construction – N.O.C.
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Item III-B
Brewery, Winery and Distillery Study
2142(1), Wineries – all operations
2142(2), Distilling – N.O.C.
2121, Breweries – including bottling or canning
The Committee reviewed a draft WCIRB report on the Brewery, Winery and Distillery industry. The
Committee was advised that the WCIRB performed a review of select Food Packaging and Processing
Industry Group classifications to clarify the procedures for classifying brewery, winery and distillery
employers that provide facility tours and product tastings, sell products to retail customers, or prepare and
serve alcoholic beverages or hot food in addition to manufacturing operations. These operations are
currently only addressed by Classification 2142(1), Wineries – all operations, which indicates that the
classification includes employees who provide tours and that store, tasting room and restaurant or tavern
operations are separately classified in accordance with the provisions of the Multiple Enterprises rule. No
directives currently exist for store, tasting room or food and beverage operations that may be performed
in connection with Classification 2142(2), Distilling – N.O.C., or Classification 2121, Breweries – including
bottling or canning. The objective of this study was to provide clear direction for employers engaged in
these operations at breweries, wineries and distilleries.
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. Some breweries provide facility tours that may include product tastings where employees are exposed
to the general hazards of the beer brewing operations. It is also common for some breweries to operate a taproom that is intended to promote the purchase of beer for consumption on the premises. Taprooms or taverns at breweries have historically been assigned to Classification 9079(1), Restaurants
or Taverns. In addition, some breweries may operate a retail store or an on-site restaurant or otherwise prepare and serve hot foods.
2. Some wineries provide facility tours that may include product tastings where employees are exposed
to the general hazards of the wine making operations. It is also common for some wineries to operate
a tasting room that is intended to promote the retail sale of wine for consumption away from the premises. In addition, some wineries may operate a retail store or an on-site restaurant or otherwise prepare and serve hot foods.
3. Some distilleries provide facility tours that may include product tastings where employees are exposed
to the general hazards of the distilling operations. It is also common for some distilleries to provide
product tastings in connection with facility tours. Providing tasting samples to customers in connection
with facility tours has historically been assigned to the applicable beverage manufacturing classification. In addition, some distilleries may operate a tasting room, retail store or an on-site restaurant or
tavern or otherwise prepare and serve hot foods.
4. Some retail stores operating under an “off-sale” license issued by the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control provide product tastings that are intended to promote the retail sale of alcoholic beverages for consumption away from the premises. Stores engaged in the sale of alcoholic
beverages to the general public for consumption away from the premises, including product tastings
performed by store employees, have historically been assigned to Classification 8060, Stores – wine,
beer or spirits – retail. Classification 8060 has also been assigned to tasting operations and beverage
sales for consumption away from the premises performed at winery tasting rooms.
5. The sale of alcoholic beverages to the general public for consumption on the premises has historically
been assigned to Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns. Classification 9079(1) has also been
assigned to tasting operations and beverage sales for consumption on the premises performed at
brewery taprooms.
6. Restaurants that brew beer on-site that is primarily to be served within the restaurant, commonly
known as brewpub restaurants, have become increasingly popular and differ from brewery operations
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that are not restaurant-based, as beer brewing is ancillary to the more labor-intensive restaurant operations and the majority of payroll is consistently developed in the restaurant operations.
Based on these findings, the WCIRB recommended the following:
1. Amend Classification 2121, Breweries, to (a) clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting
samples to customers in connection with facility tours; (b) direct that the operation of retail stores
should be separately classified, the operation of restaurants or taverns and the preparation and serving of hot food should be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, and the operation
of taprooms should be separately classified as 9079(1); and (c) direct that beer making operations at
restaurants where the beer brewed on-site is primarily sold to restaurant customers for on-site consumption should be classified as 9079(1).
2. Amend Classification 2142(1), Wineries, to clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting
samples to customers in connection with facility tours; and direct that the operation of retail stores
should be separately classified, the operation of restaurants and the preparation and serving of hot
food should be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, and the operation of tasting
room facilities should be separately classified as 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits – retail.
3. Amend Classification 2142(2), Distilling, to clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting samples to customers in connection with facility tours; and direct that the operation of retail stores should
be separately classified, the operation of tasting rooms, restaurants or taverns and the preparation
and serving of hot food should be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
4. Amend Classification 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits – retail, to clarify that it applies to product
tasting in connection with retail store sales and direct that it also applies to winery tasting rooms.
5. Amend Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, to clarify that it also applies to brewery taproom operations and on-site beer making operations performed by restaurants where the beer
brewed on-site is primarily sold to the general public for consumption on the premises.
Following staff’s presentation, a Committee member inquired about how an employee who engages in
multiple operations, such as tasting room operations and winery tours, would be classified. In response,
WCIRB staff indicated that the employee would be classified based on the rules applicable to division of a
single employee’s payroll. A Committee member also inquired regarding the process for establishing
whether beer brewed at a restaurant is primarily sold to the general public for consumption on the
premises. Following a discussion of the licensing requirements for brewpub restaurants, which do not
allow on-site retail store operations for the sale of alcoholic beverages to customers for consumption off
premises, and the general characteristics of brewpub restaurants, the Committee was in agreement with
the proposed changes.
Following the Committee’s discussion a motion was made, seconded and unanimously approved to
include the proposed changes in the January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing.
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Brewery, Winery and Distillery Study
2142(1), Wineries – all operations
2142(2), Distilling – N.O.C.
2121, Breweries – including bottling or canning
I.

Executive Summary

Objective
The WCIRB performed a review of select Food Packaging and Processing Industry Group classifications
to clarify the procedures for classifying brewery, winery and distillery employers who provide facility tours
and product tastings, sell products to retail customers, or prepare and serve alcoholic beverages or hot
food in addition to manufacturing operations. These operations are currently only addressed by
Classification 2142(1), Wineries – all operations, which indicates that the classification includes
employees who provide tours and that store, tasting room and restaurant or tavern operations are
separately classified in accordance with the provisions of the Multiple Enterprises rule. No directives
currently exist for store, tasting room or food and beverage operations that may be performed in
connection with Classification 2142(2), Distilling – N.O.C., or Classification 2121, Breweries – including
bottling or canning. The objective of this study is to provide clear direction for employers engaged in these
operations at breweries, wineries and distilleries.
Findings
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. Some breweries provide facility tours that may include product tastings where employees are exposed
to the general hazards of the beer brewing operations. It is also common for some breweries to
operate a taproom that is intended to promote the purchase of beer for consumption on the premises.
Taprooms or taverns at breweries have historically been assigned to Classification 9079(1),
Restaurants or Taverns. In addition, some breweries may operate a retail store or an on-site
restaurant or otherwise prepare and serve hot foods.
2. Some wineries provide facility tours that may include product tastings where employees are exposed
to the general hazards of the wine making operations. It is also common for some wineries to operate
a tasting room that is intended to promote the retail sale of wine for consumption away from the
premises. In addition, some wineries may operate a retail store or an on-site restaurant or otherwise
prepare and serve hot foods.
3. Some distilleries provide facility tours that may include product tastings where employees are exposed
to the general hazards of the distilling operations. It is also common for some distilleries to provide
product tastings in connection with facility tours. Providing tasting samples to customers in connection
with facility tours has historically been assigned to the applicable beverage manufacturing
classification. In addition, some distilleries may operate a tasting room, retail store or an on-site
restaurant or tavern or otherwise prepare and serve hot foods.
4. Some retail stores operating under an “off-sale” license issued by the California Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control provide product tastings that are intended to promote the retail sale of
alcoholic beverages for consumption away from the premises. Stores engaged in the sale of alcoholic
beverages to the general public for consumption away from the premises, including product tastings
performed by store employees, have historically been assigned to Classification 8060, Stores – wine,
beer or spirits – retail. Classification 8060 has also been assigned to tasting operations and beverage
sales for consumption away from the premises performed at winery tasting rooms.
5. The sale of alcoholic beverages to the general public for consumption on the premises has historically
been assigned to Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns. Classification 9079(1) has also been
assigned to tasting operations and beverage sales for consumption on the premises performed at
brewery taprooms.
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6. Restaurants that brew beer on-site that is primarily to be served within the restaurant, commonly
known as brewpub restaurants, have become increasingly popular and differ from brewery operations
that are not restaurant-based, as beer brewing is ancillary to the more labor-intensive restaurant
operations and the majority of payroll is consistently developed in the restaurant operations.
Recommendation
Based on these findings, the WCIRB recommends the following:
1. Amend Classification 2121, Breweries, to (a) clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting
samples to customers in connection with facility tours; (b) direct that the operation of retail stores
should be separately classified, the operation of restaurants or taverns and the preparation and
serving of hot food should be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, and the
operation of taprooms should be separately classified as 9079(1); and (c) direct that beer making
operations at restaurants where the beer brewed on-site is primarily sold to restaurant customers for
on-site consumption should be classified as 9079(1).
2. Amend Classification 2142(1), Wineries, to clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting
samples to customers in connection with facility tours; and direct that the operation of retail stores
should be separately classified, the operation of restaurants and the preparation and serving of hot
food should be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, and the operation of tasting
room facilities should be separately classified as 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits – retail.
3. Amend Classification 2142(2), Distilling, to clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting
samples to customers in connection with facility tours; and direct that the operation of retail stores
should be separately classified, the operation of tasting rooms, restaurants or taverns and the
preparation and serving of hot food should be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or
Taverns.
4. Amend Classification 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits – retail, to clarify that it applies to product
tasting in connection with retail store sales and direct that it also applies to winery tasting rooms.
5. Amend Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, to clarify that it also applies to brewery
taproom operations and on-site beer making operations performed by restaurants where the beer
brewed on-site is primarily sold to the general public for consumption on the premises.
II. Introduction
As part of a multi-year effort to enhance the classifications contained in the California Workers’
Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995 (USRP), the WCIRB proposed, and the
Insurance Commissioner approved, clarifying changes to the Food Packaging and Processing Industry
Group classifications effective January 1, 2016. At that time, Classification 2142(1), Wineries, was revised
to clarify that it includes employees who provide tours of the winery operations, and direct that retail store,
tasting room and restaurant or tavern operations that are commonly performed in the winemaking
industry should be separately classified in accordance with the provisions of the Multiple Enterprises rule.
Classification 2142(1) did not specify the classifications applicable to these retail store, tasting room and
restaurant or tavern operations.
The operations performed at some craft distilleries and breweries in California have also expanded to
include retail store, tasting room and restaurant or tavern operations. Additionally, some restaurants that
are licensed as brewpubs engage in beer making operations. 1
Currently, no directives exist for the classification of store, tasting room or food and beverage operations
that may be performed in connection with Classification 2142(2), Distilling, or Classification 2121,
Breweries, 2 and no specific classification procedure has been established for brewpub restaurants.
1

Section 23396.3 of the California Alcoholic Beverage Control Act provides for the licensing of brewpub restaurants.
Although additional operations, such as concerts, corporate or private events, and hotel or bed and breakfast operations may be
performed at some breweries, wineries and distilleries, this review focuses on facility tours and product tastings, product sales to
retail customers, the preparation and serving of hot foods or the preparation, pouring or serving of alcoholic beverages as these
operations are performed at many breweries, wineries and distilleries.
2
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Classifications 2142(2) and 2121 each specify that they include employees who provide tours of the
distilling or brewing operations.
While the retail store, tasting room and restaurant or tavern operations are not necessary or integral to
the alcoholic beverage manufacturing operations, they are commonly performed by many employers
engaged in winery, distillery and brewery operations. Where no direction exists for the classification of
these operations, the Multiple Enterprises rule is applied. The rule, however, can be difficult to administer
because physical separation is often not present. Therefore, it is advantageous to provide clear directives
for the classification of these commonly performed operations to ensure that employers in these
industries can be consistently classified and that the data reported for breweries, wineries and distilleries
is representative of the operations performed in each industry.
Classification History
A chronological summary of the history of Classifications 2121, Breweries, 2142(1), Wineries, and
2142(2), Distilling, as well as relevant legislation is in Appendix I of this study.
III. Breweries, Wineries and Distilleries
Description of Operations
Classification 2121, Breweries, applies to the production and bottling or canning of beer, including but not
limited to ale, lager, porter, stout and malt liquor. This classification also includes the production and
bottling or canning of sake and the sale of brewing by-products, including but not limited to wet or dry
feed grains and brewer’s yeast. The classification directs that it includes employees who provide facility
tours.
Classification 2142(1), Wineries, applies to the production of wine and champagne. The core operations
described by Classification 2142(1) include the production of wine typically from grape juice that is
allowed to ferment. The classification directs that it includes employees who provide facility tours, and
that the operation of retail stores, wine tasting rooms and restaurants or taverns shall be separately
classified in accordance with the provisions of the Multiple Enterprises rule.
Classification 2142(2), Distilling, applies to the production of distilled spirits, including but not limited to
vodka, rum, whiskey, brandy, tequila and liqueurs. The classification directs that it includes employees
who provide facility tours. Currently, there are 75 licensed distilleries in California.
Tours of the manufacturing facilities are commonly provided and normally prevail at breweries, wineries
and distilleries and thus do not constitute multiple enterprises. The classification phraseologies for these
operations direct that employees who provide facility tours at breweries, wineries and distilleries be
assigned to the applicable manufacturing classification.
In addition, many alcoholic beverage manufacturers engage in product tastings, the sale of products to
retail customers, including alcoholic beverages for off-site consumption, the preparation and serving of
hot foods, and the preparation, pouring and serving of alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption. 3
These operations have been classified using the Multiple Enterprises rule as distinct operations that do
not normally prevail in the business described by a single classification. However, although these
operations are not necessary or integral to brewing, winemaking or distilling, they are commonly
performed at many breweries, wineries and distilleries.
Product Tasting
Product tasting operations involve employees pouring small quantities of beer, wine or distilled spirits for
customers to taste or sample. The employees describe the merits of different beverage varieties and
assist customers in making selections to taste or purchase. Tastings allow employers to promote their
3

A table showing the combinations of assigned classifications for breweries, wineries and distilleries is included in Appendix II.
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products, educate consumers, build product or brand loyalty and encourage the purchase of products
while customers are on-site.
In accordance with the Single Enterprise rule, product tasting operations that are provided in connection
with facility tours have been included in the applicable manufacturing classification. In accordance with
the Multiple Enterprises rule, product tasting operations that are performed in connection with retail store,
restaurant or tavern operations have been separately classified and included in the store or restaurant
and tavern classification.
Product Sales
Some alcoholic beverage manufacturers may also operate retail stores engaged in the sale of goods to
the general public. In addition to potentially selling alcoholic beverages to the public for carry-out or offsite consumption, these locations may also sell additional items such as souvenirs, clothing, glassware,
gift items, kitchen accessories, specialty food items and similar merchandise. Merchandise is received
and placed on display for customer viewing and selection, and employees are retained to answer
questions, assist customers in product selection and complete sales transactions. Although the sale of
alcoholic beverages at these stores typically exceeds 50% of gross receipts, resulting in the assignment
of Classification 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits – retail, this is not always true, so store classifications
other than Classification 8060 can also apply.
Food and Beverage Preparation and Service
On-site restaurants, taverns or food preparation departments are operated at some breweries, wineries
and distilleries for the preparation and serving of hot food or the preparation, pouring and serving of
alcoholic beverages. Employees may also engage in food and beverage preparation for special events
such as parties, corporate events, weddings and similar types of events, even where the employer does
not otherwise operate a restaurant. In some cases, these operations are performed by separate catering
concerns. As indicated above, when these operations are performed, Classification 9079(1), Restaurants
or Taverns, has been assigned in accordance with the Multiple Enterprises rule.
Classification Analysis
Physical Separation
Currently, a footnote in Classification 2142(1), Wineries, directs that retail stores, wine tasting rooms and
restaurant or tavern operations shall be separately classified in accordance with the Multiple Enterprises
rule. The brewing and distilling classifications do not currently contain directives for the assignment of
these operations but they have historically been classified using the Multiple Enterprises rule and
corresponding analysis.
A review of WCIRB Inspection Reports indicates that retail stores, tasting rooms and restaurant or tavern
operations are often not physically separated from the manufacturing operations. For this reason,
classifying these operations using the Multiple Enterprises rule can be difficult to administer and can lead
to inconsistent classification assignments for similar operations. Under a Multiple Enterprises rule
analysis, if the tasting room, retail store, and restaurant or tavern operations are not physically separated
from the governing manufacturing operations, the operations may be assignable to the highest rated
classification which may change when the rate relativities between potentially applicable classifications
fluctuate from year-to-year. 4
Where 50% or more of the gross receipts from tasting rooms are generated from the sale of food or
beverages for on premises consumption, the operations have historically been assigned to Classification
9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, as they resemble bar or tavern operations. This is consistent with the
footnote in Classification 9079(1) indicating that the classification applies to the preparation and serving of
4
The rates applicable to manufacturing operations are generally, but not consistently, higher than the rates for store or restaurant
and tavern classifications. For purposes of this analysis, the WCIRB will presume that payroll has been segregated for each
operation, as this can only be determined when each employer is audited. Therefore, interchange of labor due to individual
employees that engage in multiple operations is not accounted for in this review.
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hot and cold food items for consumption on or away from the premises or the preparation, pouring and
serving of alcoholic beverages for consumption on the premises. This is most often the case at brewery
taprooms.
Additionally, Classification 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits – retail, contains a footnote indicating that
it applies to retail stores that are principally (in excess of 50% of gross receipts) engaged in the sale of
alcoholic beverages to the general public for consumption away from the store premises. On this basis,
Classification 8060 has been assigned to tasting operations that are principally engaged in the sale of
alcoholic beverages for consumption away from the premises. 5 This is most often the case at winery
tasting rooms.
Common Operational Configurations
Retail store, product tasting and restaurant or tavern operations performed at breweries, wineries and
distilleries have identifiable distinctions when comparing the context or purpose of these operations.
A review of Inspection Reports found that tasting room operations 6 at wineries are provided for the
purpose of promoting the retail sale of wine for off-site consumption. As the purpose of these product
tastings is to promote the retail sale of wine, these operations should be consistently assigned to
Classification 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits – retail.
Unlike wineries, distilleries do not commonly operate separate tasting rooms or taverns for the sale of
alcoholic beverages for consumption off the premises. Product tastings at distilleries are primarily
performed in connection with facility tours, and if a distillery does have a tasting room or tavern, the sale
of alcoholic beverages is for consumption on the premises. When tastings are performed in connection
with tours, they should be included in the distilling classification as tours include exposure to the
manufacturing facility. If a distillery has a tasting room or tavern, it should be separately classified as
9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
Although product tastings at breweries may also be performed in connection with facility tours, they are
often performed at product tasting areas known as taprooms. Unlike tasting rooms at wineries, brewery
taprooms primarily serve to promote the purchase of beer for on-site consumption. Although bottled or
packaged beer may be purchased for consumption off premises, a review of Inspection Reports indicates
that the majority of breweries operate a taproom that serves beer for on-site consumption. In this manner,
a brewery taproom operates similar to a bar or tavern in that the majority of beer is poured and sold for
consumption on premises and should, therefore, be consistently assigned to Classification 9079(1),
Restaurants or Taverns.
To the extent that breweries, wineries and distilleries engage in the operation of restaurants, taverns or
retail stores, these operations should consistently be separately classified using footnote directives to the
appropriate classifications, as discussed above, and not through the application of the Multiple
Enterprises rule.
Findings
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. Some breweries provide facility tours that may include product tastings where employees are exposed
to the general hazards of the beer brewing operations. It is also common for some breweries to
operate a taproom that is intended to promote the purchase of beer for consumption on the premises.
5

Although it is not uncommon for stores at breweries, wineries and distilleries to sell additional merchandise, including but not
limited to souvenirs, clothing, glassware, gift items, kitchen accessories, specialty food items and similar merchandise, the sale of
alcoholic beverages typically exceeds 50% of gross receipts and results in the assignment of Classification 8060.
6
When considering the use of product tasting fees in this Study, WCIRB staff considered whether charging tasting fees would be
determinative of classification assignments. Staff found that tasting fees vary by industry, are charged inconsistently and do not
necessarily correlate to operational differences between employers. As such, staff concluded that charging fees for product tastings
would not be determinative for classification purposes.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Taprooms or taverns at breweries have historically been assigned to Classification 9079(1),
Restaurants or Taverns. In addition, some breweries may operate a retail store or an on-site
restaurant or otherwise prepare and serve hot foods.
Some wineries provide facility tours that may include product tastings where employees are exposed
to the general hazards of the wine making operations. It is also common for some wineries to operate
a tasting room that is intended to promote the retail sale of wine for consumption away from the
premises. In addition, some wineries may operate a retail store or an on-site restaurant or otherwise
prepare and serve hot foods.
Some distilleries provide facility tours that may include product tastings where employees are exposed
to the general hazards of the distilling operations. It is also common for some distilleries to provide
product tastings in connection with facility tours. Providing tasting samples to customers in connection
with facility tours has historically been assigned to the applicable beverage manufacturing
classification. In addition, some distilleries may operate a tasting room, retail store or an on-site
restaurant or tavern or otherwise prepare and serve hot foods.
Some retail stores operating under an “off-sale” license issued by the California Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control provide product tastings that are intended to promote the retail sale of
alcoholic beverages for consumption away from the premises. Stores engaged in the sale of alcoholic
beverages to the general public for consumption away from the premises, including product tastings
performed by store employees, have historically been assigned to Classification 8060, Stores – wine,
beer or spirits – retail. Classification 8060 has also been assigned to tasting operations and beverage
sales for consumption away from the premises performed at winery tasting rooms.
The sale of alcoholic beverages to the general public for consumption on the premises has historically
been assigned to Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns. Classification 9079(1) has also been
assigned to tasting operations and beverage sales for consumption on the premises performed at
brewery taprooms.

Recommendations
Based on the findings, the WCIRB recommends the following:
1. Amend Classification 2121, Breweries, to (a) clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting
samples to customers in connection with facility tours; (b) direct that the operation of retail stores
should be separately classified, the operation of restaurants or taverns and the preparation and
serving of hot food should be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, and the
operation of taprooms should be separately classified as 9079(1); and (c) direct that beer making
operations at restaurants where the beer brewed on-site is primarily sold to restaurant customers for
on-site consumption should be classified as 9079(1).
2. Amend Classification 2142(1), Wineries, to clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting
samples to customers in connection with facility tours, and direct that the operation of retail stores
should be separately classified, the operation of restaurants and the preparation and serving of hot
food should be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, and the operation of tasting
room facilities should be separately classified as 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits – retail.
3. Amend Classification 2142(2), Distilling, to clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting
samples to customers in connection with facility tours; and direct that the operation of retail stores
should be separately classified, the operation of tasting rooms, restaurants or taverns and the
preparation and serving of hot food should be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or
Taverns.
4. Amend Classification 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits – retail, to clarify that it applies to product
tasting in connection with retail store sales and direct that it also applies to winery tasting rooms.
5. Amend Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, to clarify that it also applies to brewery
taproom operations and on-site beer making operations performed by restaurants where the beer
brewed on-site is primarily sold to the general public for consumption on the premises.
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IV. Restaurants with On-Site Brewing Operations
Description of Operations
In California, brewery operations are performed at a variety of locations, including large-scale
manufacturing plants, smaller breweries producing specialty or craft beers known as microbreweries, 7
and restaurants with on-site beer brewing operations known as brewpubs. In contrast with most
commercial breweries where the primary operation is the manufacturing of alcoholic beverages, the
primary function of a brewpub is to operate as a restaurant. The on-site beer brewing operations
performed at brewpub restaurants are secondary to the integral restaurant operations and the majority of
payroll is consistently developed in the restaurant operations. Because of this, brewpubs are a type of
restaurant and should be classified as such.
Based on current California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control licensing requirements, a
“brewpub-restaurant license is an on-sale retail license which may be issued to a bona fide public eating
place.” 8 These establishments specialize in the preparation and service of beverages and hot food for onsite consumption. The license does not allow on-site retail store operations for the sale of alcoholic
beverages to customers for consumption off premises.
Classification Analysis
At brewpubs, beer brewing operations often are not physically separated from the restaurant operations.
For example, many brewpubs utilize a “long draft system” in which beer is drawn directly from brewery
storage tanks to be served in the restaurant. The brewing equipment and tanks are often visible from the
restaurant or tavern area and contribute to the ambience of the venue. However, the majority of payroll is
typically developed in the more labor-intensive restaurant operations and relatively few employees are
needed for the beer making operations.
If beer making operations at brewpub restaurants are not included in the restaurant classification and are
instead subject to the Multiple Enterprises rule, inconsistent classification assignments for similar
operations could result, especially when the rate relativities between potentially applicable classifications
fluctuate from year-to-year. For example, given that there may not always be physical separation, the
restaurant and beer making operations may be separately classified at times when the advisory pure
premium rate for Classification 2121, Breweries, exceeds that of Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or
Taverns. 9 Conversely, brewing operations may be assigned to Classification 9079(1) at times when it is
the higher rated classification. The application of the Multiple Enterprises rule to these operations and
year-to-year changes in applicable classifications has resulted in inconsistent classification assignments
for employers performing the same combination of operations even when an employer’s operations have
not changed.
As referenced in Section V, the National Council of Compensation Insurance, Inc. (NCCI) specifically
excludes brewery operations performed at brewpubs from assignment to Classification 2121 and assigns
these operations to the appropriate restaurant classification as “[t]he preparation of beer by the restaurant
is considered analogous to any other consumable that the restaurant may prepare for consumption by the
restaurant’s customers.” 10

7

A microbrewery is defined as a beer manufacturer that produces no more than 60,000 U.S. beer barrels (7,040,865.9 liters;
1,860,000 U.S. gallons) annually.
8
Section 23396.3 of the California Alcoholic Beverage Control Act. A Brewpub is required to have a Type 75 License. This license
authorizes the sale of beer, wine and distilled spirits for consumption at a bona fide eating place. A Brewpub shall produce not less
than 100 barrels nor more than 5,000 barrels of beer annually on the licensed premises. This license does not authorize the sale of
alcoholic beverages for consumption off the premises where sold.
9
The rate relativities for Classifications 2121 and 9079(1) have inverted four times between 1995 and 2018.
10
Classification 2121, Scopes Manual, National Council on Compensation Insurance, Inc.
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Findings
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. Restaurants that brew beer on-site that is primarily to be served within the restaurant, commonly
known as brewpub restaurants, have become increasingly popular and differ from brewery operations
that are not restaurant-based, as beer brewing is ancillary to the more labor-intensive restaurant
operations and the majority of payroll is consistently developed in the restaurant operations.
Recommendation
Based on the findings, the WCIRB recommends the following:
1. Amend Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, to clarify that it also applies to on-site beer
making operations performed by restaurants where the beer brewed on-site is primarily sold to the
general public for consumption on the premises.
V. Classification Procedures in Other Jurisdictions
Below is a comparison between WCIRB classifications and those maintained by NCCI jurisdictions for the
following select classifications in the Food Packaging and Processing Industry:
WCIRB
2121, Breweries
2142(1), Wineries
2142(2), Distilling

NCCI
2121 Brewery & Drivers
2143, Winery & Drivers
2130, Spirituous Liquor Distillery

Like the WCIRB, NCCI retains classifications for brewery, winery and distillery operations. For brewery
operations, NCCI includes warehouses and distribution stations that are maintained by the brewery.
Although the WCIRB does not explicitly mention these operations, they are generally included in the
classification as they are an integral part of the brewery operation. NCCI specifically excludes “brewpubs”
from Classification 2121 as “[t]he preparation of beer by the restaurant is considered analogous to any
other consumable that the restaurant may prepare for consumption by the restaurant’s customers” and is
assignable to the appropriate restaurant classification.
For winery operations, the WCIRB and NCCI use similar classification phraseology and appear to
administer the classification similarly.
For distillery operations, NCCI excludes warehousing operations performed in connection with the
distillery operations.
NCCI is currently conducting a review of the brewery, winery and distillery industries, including the
classification of facility tours, product tasting, retail store and restaurant or tavern operations.
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Appendix I
1915: Classifications 2121, Breweries, 2130, Distilling – N.O.C., and 2142, Wine Manufacturing, are
established.
1919: Classification 2121, Breweries, is amended to include bottling operations at locations that
previously operated as breweries.
1950: Classification 2142, Wine Manufacturing, is changed to Classification 2142, Wineries.
1969: Classification 2130, Distilling – N.O.C., is eliminated and all distilling operations are assigned to
Classification 2142, Wineries.
1972: Classification 2142, Wineries, is amended to separately classify bottle manufacturing for distilling
operations.
1982: California Assembly Bill No. 3610 allows beer to be sold at on-site brewery locations.
1988: Classifications 2142(1), Wineries, and 2142(2), Distilling, are established when the WCIRB adopts
alternate phraseologies for wineries, distilleries and vinegar manufacturing to codify the separate
operations that are assigned to Classification 2142.
2015: California Assembly Bill No. 933 allows tasting rooms for distilled spirits and Assembly Bill No. 1295
allows direct to consumer sales of distilled spirits in tasting rooms.
2016: Classifications 2121, 2142(1), and 2142(2) are amended to their current phraseologies as part of
the multi-year classification enhancement project.
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Appendix II
The following table shows the combinations of assigned classifications for breweries, wineries and
distilleries that were inspected between January 1, 2010 and January 1, 2018.
Breweries

# of BNs

Brewery only

114

Brewery with Retail Stores (8060)

16

Brewery with Restaurants/Hot Foods (9079)

11

Brewery with Alcohol Retail Stores and Restaurants
Wineries

91
5
# of BNs

Winery only

470

Winery and Retail Stores (8060)

344

Wineries and Restaurants/Hot Foods (9079)

55

Wineries with Retail Stores and Restaurants

45

Distilleries

# of BNs

Distillery only

7

Distillery and Retail Stores (8060)

4

Distillery and Restaurants/Hot Foods (9079)

1

Distillery with Alcohol Retail Stores and Restaurants

1

11
According to the California Department of Alcohol Beverage Control, as of December 2017, there are 74 Beer Manufacturers
(License Type 1); 872 Small Beer Manufacturers (License Type 23); and 141 Brewpubs (License Type 75) licensed in California.
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 2121, Breweries, which is part of the Food Packaging and Processing Industry
Group, to clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting samples to customers in connection with
facility tours; direct that the operation of retail stores should be separately classified, the operation of
restaurants or taverns and the preparation and serving of hot food should be separately classified as
9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, and the operation of taprooms should be separately classified as
9079(1), and direct that beer making operations at restaurants where the beer brewed on-site is primarily
sold to restaurant customers for on-site consumption should be classified as 9079(1); and provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED

FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
BREWERIES – including bottling or canning

2121

This classification applies to the production and bottling or canning of beer, including but not limited to ale, lager, porter, stout and malt liquor. This classification includes product storage facilities and distribution stations and the manufacture of containers, including but not limited to cans
and bottles in support of the employer’s production operations. This classification also includes
the production and bottling or canning of sake and the sale of by-products, including but not limited to wet or dry feed grains and brewer’s yeast.
This classification includes employees who provide tours of the brewery, including tours where
product tasting samples are provided to customers not in connection with taproom, tasting room,
retail store, or restaurant or tavern operations.
The production of beer by restaurants or taverns shall be classified as 2121 in accordance with
the provisions of the Multiple Enterprises rule.
The production of wine shall be classified as 2142(1), Wineries.
The production of distilled spirits shall be classified as 2142(2), Distilling.
Taprooms, tasting rooms, restaurants, taverns or the preparation and serving of hot food, shall
be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
Beer brewing operations at restaurants where the beer brewed on-site is primarily sold to
restaurant customers for on-site consumption shall be classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or
Taverns.
Retail stores shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 2142(1), Wineries, which is part of the Food Packaging and Processing Industry
Group, to clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting samples to customers in connection with
facility tours; and direct that the operation of retail stores should be separately classified, the operation of
restaurants and the preparation and serving of hot food should be separately classified as 9079(1),
Restaurants or Taverns, and the operation of tasting room facilities should be separately classified as
8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits – retail.
PROPOSED
FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
WINERIES – all operations

2142(1)

This classification applies to the production of wine andor champagne.
This classification includes employees who provide tours of the winery operations, including
tours where product tasting samples are provided to customers not in connection with tasting
room, retail store, or restaurant or tavern operations.
Retail stores, wine tasting rooms and restaurant or tavern operations shall be separately classified in accordance with the provisions of the Multiple Enterprises rule.
The production of distilled spirits shall be classified as 2142(2), Distilling.
The manufacture of vinegar shall be classified as 2142(3), Vinegar Mfg.
Employers engaged in the bBlending and bottling of purchased wines shall be classified as
8041, Stores – wine or spirits – wholesale.
Tasting rooms shall be separately classified as 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits – retail.
Restaurants, taverns or the preparation and serving of hot food shall be separately classified as
9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
Bottle manufacturing shall be separately classified.
Retail stores shall be separately classified.
Growing or harvesting, including field packing of crops, shall be assigned to the applicable
Farms Industry Group classification.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 2142(2), Distilling, which is part of the Food Packaging and Processing Industry
Group, to clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting samples to customers in connection with
facility tours; and direct that the operation of retail stores should be separately classified, the operation of
tasting rooms, restaurants or taverns and the preparation and serving of hot food should be separately
classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
PROPOSED
FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
DISTILLING – N.O.C.

2142(2)

This classification applies to the production of distilled spirits, including but not limited to vodka,
rum, whiskey, brandy, tequila and liqueurs.
This classification includes employees who provide tours of the distillery operations, including
tours where product tasting samples are provided to customers not in connection with tasting
room, retail store, or restaurant or tavern operations.
The production of wine shall be classified as 2142(1), Wineries.
The production of beer or sake shall be classified as 2121, Breweries.
Blending and bottling purchased distilled spirits shall be classified as 8041, Stores – wine or
spirits – wholesale.
Tasting rooms, restaurants, taverns or the preparation and serving of hot food shall be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
Bottle manufacturing shall be separately classified.
Retail stores shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, to clarify that it also applies to brewery taproom
operations and on-site beer making operations performed by restaurants where the beer brewed is
primarily sold to the general public for consumption on the premises; and to provide direction as to how
related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
RESTAURANTS OR TAVERNS – all employees – including musicians and entertainers
This classification applies to the preparation and serving of hot andor cold food items for consumption on or away from the premises or the preparation, pouring and serving of alcoholic beverages for consumption on the premises. This classification also applies to the operation of
mobile food trucks vending operations involving the use of food trucks, trailers, carts or temporary booths wherein hot food is prepared for sale to customers. Mobile food vending operations
that do not include the preparation of hot food shall be classified as 8017(1), Stores – retail,
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8078(1), Sandwich Shops, 8078(2), Beverage Preparation Shops, or 8078(3), Ice Cream or Frozen Yogurt Shops, depending on the products sold.
This classification also applies to mobile food vending operations involving the use of food
trucks, trailers, carts or temporary booths wherein hot food is prepared for sale to customers.
This classification also applies to taprooms at breweries, including product tasting in connection
therewith.
This classification also applies to restaurants that engage in on-site beer brewing operations
where the beer brewed on-site is primarily sold to the general public for consumption on the
premises. If 50% or more of the beer brewed on-site is sold for off-site consumption, the brewing
operations shall be separately classified as 2121, Breweries.
Hot foods items are foods that are cooked to order and served hot to customers or foods that
are cooked in advance and served from a warming tray or similar device.
This classification includes doughnut shops that prepare and serve doughnuts and beverages
for consumption on the premises.
Mobile food vending operations that do not include the preparation of hot food shall be classified
as 8017(1), Stores – retail, 8078(1), Sandwich Shops, 8078(2), Beverage Preparation Shops, or
8078(3), Ice Cream or Frozen Yogurt Shops, depending on the products sold.
Employers that operate under concessionary agreements to sell prepared or prepackaged hot or
cold food items, including but not limited to hot dogs, hamburgers, pretzels, french fries, popcorn, nachos, ice cream, candy, funnel cakes, soft drinks and alcoholic beverages at ball parks,
race tracks, theaters, concert venues or amusement and recreational facilities shall be classified
as 9079(2), Concessionaires.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits, which is part of the Stores Industry Group, to
clarify that it applies to product tasting in connection with retail store sales and direct that it also applies to
winery tasting rooms.
PROPOSED
STORES
Refer to Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures, Rule 6, Stores.
STORES – wine, beer or spirits – retail

8060

This classification applies to retail stores operating under “off-sale” licenses issued by the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control and principally (in excess of 50% of gross receipts) engaged in the sale of alcoholic beverages to the general public for consumption away
from the store premises, including product tastings in connection therewith.
For purposes of determining gross receipts, only the portion of lottery ticket sales identified by
the California State Lottery as commission shall be included in the calculation. See Part 3, Section IV, Rule 6, Stores.
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In accordance with the Multiple Enterprises rule, tThis classification shall be assignedalso applies to the sale of alcoholic beverages to the general public for consumption away from the
premises in connection with wineries, breweries and distillerieswinery tasting rooms.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend the cross-reference for Classification 2142(1), Wineries – all operations, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
WINERIES – all operations
See Food Packaging and Processing.

*

*

*

*

*
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Item III-C
Salvage Material Dealers Industry Study
8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers – secondhand
8264(2), Bottle Dealers – secondhand
8264(3), Rubber Stock Dealers – secondhand
8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers – including all laundry operations
8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers
8265(2), Junk Dealers – N.O.C.
8500, Metal Scrap Dealers – nonferrous
8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption
9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting
9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations –
all employees
The Committee was advised that the WCIRB performed a comprehensive review of the Salvage Material
Dealers Industry Group, which includes classifications applicable to the purchasing, sorting, consolidating
and selling of various recycled and secondhand materials, including but not limited to California
Redemption Value (CRV) beverage containers, scrap metal, rubber stock, paper stock, wiping cloths,
green waste, electronic waste and similar salvage materials, as well as classifications applicable to
garbage or refuse collection and landfill, transfer station and material recovery facility operations. The
objective of the study was to clarify and strengthen the distinction between salvage material dealer
classifications, consolidate classifications where appropriate, simplify their administration and provide
direction as to their application.
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. The operations of the recycling and waste disposal industries are converging. Both industries are
in the business of recovering as many recyclable materials as possible to reduce waste.
2. There is significant overlap in the operations of employers that recycle ferrous metals, assigned to
Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, and employers that recycle nonferrous metals,
assigned to Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers – nonferrous, and the combination of these
classifications would make the procedure for classifying metal scrap recyclers much easier to administer. Additionally, these classifications are operationally similar and have similar loss to payroll
ratios.
3. Mobile paper shredding and document destruction operations are distinct and significant operations within Classification 8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers – secondhand, and are operationally dissimilar from the rest of the operations assigned to Classification 8264. Additionally, the historical
loss to payroll ratio for this group of employers is significantly lower than for the rest of Classification 8264. The operations associated with the curbside collection of refuse and recyclables assigned to Classification 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting, are comparable to the mobile
paper document shredding operations assigned to Classification 8264(1) and have similar loss to
payroll ratios.
4. There are very few employers assigned to Classification 8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers,
and the experience of these employers has low statistical credibility. Additionally, the loss to payroll ratio for this group of employers is slightly higher than the rest of Classification 8264. The operations contemplated under Classification 8264(4) are comparable to the operations assignable
to Classification 8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale, and the loss
to payroll ratio for employers assigned to Classification 8264(4) is closer to that of Classification
8032.
5. The loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers, is significantly lower than that of
Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, and Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers
– nonferrous. Employers assigned to Classification 8265(2) primarily handle a variety of miscella31
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neous recyclable materials, as well as some ferrous or nonferrous metal scraps. Currently, the
description for Classification 8265(2) does not provide sufficiently clear direction about how much
metal can be handled in order to differentiate these employers from those that primarily sell ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals. The non-metal recyclable materials identified in Classification
8265(2), including glass, plastic, textiles, paper and rubber, are also identified in other Salvage
Material Dealers classifications. Additionally, employers assigned to Classification 8265(2) have
expressed dissatisfaction with the term “Junk Dealers.”
6. There are very few employers assigned to Classification 8264(2), Bottle Dealers, and 8264(3),
Rubber Stock Dealers, and the experience for these groups of employers has low statistical credibility. Salvaged and recycled material dealers that handle a variety of materials, including but not
limited to paper, glass, plastic or rubber, which are currently described by multiple classifications,
operate similarly to transfer stations and material recovery facilities, assigned to Classification
9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations, as
they process discarded or scrap materials for reuse and recycling.
7. Classification 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption, does not apply to collection or
redemption of California Redemption Value beverage containers at certified Processing Facilities,
and the classification does not define Processing Facilities or provide direction as to how these
operations are classified when performed at certified Processing Facilities.
Based on the findings, the WCIRB recommended the following:
1. Rename the Salvage Material Dealers Industry Group the Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group and amend the group to include the following classifications applicable to recycling and refuse management: 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting, and 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse Landfill,
Transfer Station and Material Recover Facility Operations.
2. Eliminate Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, and assign its constituents to Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers – ferrous or nonferrous, to classify the purchase, sorting, consolidation and sale of both ferrous and nonferrous scrap metals, provided metal sales equal or exceed 25%
of gross receipts.
3. Establish Classification 9403(3), Document Destruction – including mobile paper shredding, as part of
the Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, to apply to employers that conduct mobile
paper shredding and document destruction.
4. Eliminate Classification 8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers, and assign its constituents to Classification 8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale, and amend Classification
8032 to include the purchasing, sorting, cutting, laundering, bundling and reselling of wiping cloth or
rag material.
5. Eliminate Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers, and assign its constituents to the newly established
Classification 9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers – N.O.C., as part of the Recycling and Refuse
Management Industry Group and as an alternate phraseology to Classification 9424(1), Garbage or
Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations, to apply to employers
that purchase, sort or consolidate recovered recyclable materials for resale.
6. Eliminate Classifications 8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers – secondhand, 8264(2), Bottle Dealers –
secondhand, and 8264(3), Rubber Stock Dealers – secondhand, and assign their constituents, other
than mobile paper shredding and document destruction employers, to the newly established Classification 9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers – N.O.C., as an alternate phraseology to 9424(1), Garbage
or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations.
7. Amend Classification 9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations, to apply to the disposal of medical waste, as well as green waste recycling operations when conducted at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility
locations that are operated by the same employer, and direct that California Certified Recycling Centers at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility locations that are operated by the same employer should be separately classified.
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8. Amend Classification 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption, to clarify its intended application and direct that the collection or redemption of California Redemption Value beverage containers at certified Processing Facilities is assignable to Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers –
ferrous or nonferrous.
Following staff’s presentation a Committee member inquired about the recycling of electronic waste and
the assignment of those operations. Staff discussed the various operations involved in recycling
electronic waste and referred to a footnote contained in Classification 9424(1) directing that it also applies
to the dismantling of electronic waste to allow for proper disposal. The Committee agreed that the
assignment of electronic waste was clearly defined. The Committee also inquired about the credibility of
the classifications studied and if any were eliminated because of low credibility. Staff advised there were
some classifications described by alternate phraseologies with very few constituents that were
consolidated in order to be statistically credible. A Committee member also inquired about the impact of
the combination of Classifications 8264(4) and 8032. Staff explained that this combination had minimal
impact on the advisory pure premium rate for Classification 8032 because these two classifications had
relatively similar loss to payroll ratios and Classification 8032 is a large and statistically credible
classification.
Following the Committee’s discussion, a motion was made, seconded and unanimously approved to
include the proposed changes in the Salvage Materials Industry Group Study in the January 1, 2019
Regulatory Filing.
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Salvage Material Dealers Industry Study
8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers – secondhand
8264(2), Bottle Dealers – secondhand
8264(3), Rubber Stock Dealers – secondhand
8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers – including all laundry operations
8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers
8265(2), Junk Dealers – N.O.C.
8500, Metal Scrap Dealers – nonferrous
8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption
9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting
9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations –
all employees
I.

Executive Summary

Objective
The WCIRB performed a comprehensive review of the Salvage Material Dealers Industry Group, which
includes classifications applicable to the purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of various recycled
and secondhand materials, including but not limited to California Redemption Value (CRV) beverage
containers, scrap metal, rubber stock, paper stock, wiping cloths, green waste, electronic waste and
similar salvage materials, as well as classifications applicable to garbage or refuse collection and landfill,
transfer station and material recovery facility operations. The objective of this study is to clarify and
strengthen the distinction between salvage material dealer classifications, consolidate classifications
where applicable, simplify their administration and provide direction as to their application.
Findings
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. The operations of the recycling and waste disposal industries are converging. Both industries are
in the business of recovering as many recyclable materials as possible to reduce waste.
2. There is significant overlap in the operations of employers that recycle ferrous metals, assigned to
Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, and employers that recycle nonferrous metals,
assigned to Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers – nonferrous, and the combination of these
classifications would make the procedure for classifying metal scrap recyclers much easier to
administer. Additionally, these classifications are operationally similar and have similar loss to
payroll ratios.
3. Mobile paper shredding and document destruction operations are distinct and significant
operations within Classification 8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers – secondhand, and are
operationally dissimilar from the rest of the operations assigned to Classification 8264.
Additionally, the historical loss to payroll ratio for this group of employers is significantly lower
than for the rest of Classification 8264. The operations associated with the curbside collection of
refuse and recyclables assigned to Classification 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting, are
comparable to the mobile paper document shredding operations assigned to Classification
8264(1) and have similar loss to payroll ratios.
4. There are very few employers assigned to Classification 8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers,
and the experience of these employers has low statistical credibility. Additionally, the loss to
payroll ratio for this group of employers is slightly higher than the rest of Classification 8264. The
operations contemplated under Classification 8264(4) are comparable to the operations
assignable to Classification 8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale,
and the loss to payroll ratio for employers assigned to Classification 8264(4) is closer to that of
Classification 8032.
5. The loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers, is significantly lower than that of
Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, and Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers
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– nonferrous. Employers assigned to Classification 8265(2) primarily handle a variety of
miscellaneous recyclable materials, as well as some ferrous or nonferrous metal scraps.
Currently, the description for Classification 8265(2) is ambiguous and does not provide direction
as to how much metal can be handled in order to differentiate these employers from those that
primarily sell ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals. The non-metal recyclable materials that are
listed in Classification 8265(2), including glass, plastic, textiles, paper and rubber, are also listed
in other Salvage Material Dealers classifications. Additionally, employers assigned to
Classification 8265(2) have, at times, expressed dissatisfaction with the term “Junk Dealers.”
6. There are very few employers assigned to Classification 8264(2), Bottle Dealers, and 8264(3),
Rubber Stock Dealers, and the experience for these groups of employers has low statistical
credibility. Salvaged and recycled material dealers that handle a variety of materials, including but
not limited to paper, glass, plastic or rubber, which are currently described by multiple
classifications, operate similarly to transfer stations and material recovery facilities, assigned to
Classification 9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility
Operations, as they process discarded or scrap materials for reuse and recycling.
7. Classification 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption, does not apply to collection or
redemption of California Redemption Value beverage containers at certified Processing Facilities,
and the classification does not define Processing Facilities or provide direction as to how these
operations are classified when performed at certified Processing Facilities.
Recommendations
Based on the findings, the WCIRB recommends the following:
1. Rename the Salvage Material Dealers Industry Group the Recycling and Refuse Management
Industry Group and amend the group to include the following classifications applicable to recycling
and refuse management: 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting, and 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse
Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recover Facility Operations.
2. Eliminate Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, and assign its constituents to
Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers – ferrous or nonferrous, to classify the purchase, sorting,
consolidation and sale of both ferrous and nonferrous scrap metals, provided metal sales equal or
exceed 25% of gross receipts.
3. Establish Classification 9403(3), Document Destruction – including mobile paper shredding, as part of
the Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, to apply to employers that conduct mobile
paper shredding and document destruction.
4. Eliminate Classification 8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers, and assign its constituents to
Classification 8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale, and amend
Classification 8032 to include the purchasing, sorting, cutting, laundering, bundling and reselling of
wiping cloth or rag material.
5. Eliminate Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers, and assign its constituents to the newly established
Classification 9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers – N.O.C., as part of the Recycling and Refuse
Management Industry Group and as an alternate phraseology to Classification 9424(1), Garbage or
Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations, to apply to employers
that purchase, sort or consolidate recovered recyclable materials for resale.
6. Eliminate Classifications 8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers – secondhand, 8264(2), Bottle Dealers –
secondhand, and 8264(3), Rubber Stock Dealers – secondhand, and assign their constituents, other
than mobile paper shredding and document destruction employers, to the newly established
Classification 9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers – N.O.C., as an alternate phraseology to 9424(1),
Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations.
7. Amend Classification 9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery
Facility Operations, to apply to the disposal of medical waste, as well as green waste recycling
operations when conducted at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility
locations that are operated by the same employer, and direct that California Certified Recycling
Centers at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility locations that are
operated by the same employer should be separately classified.
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8. Amend Classification 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption, to clarify its intended
application and direct that the collection or redemption of California Redemption Value beverage
containers at certified Processing Facilities is assignable to Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers
– ferrous or nonferrous.
II. Introduction
The Salvage Material Dealers Industry Group was reviewed in 2015 and 2016 as part of a multi-year
effort to enhance the classification descriptions contained in the California Workers’ Compensation
Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995 (USRP). During these reviews, several changes were made for
clarity; however, the intended application of each classification was not changed. It became apparent
during these reviews that these classifications are difficult to distinguish from one another and a study
was necessary to clearly define each classification. Additionally, since many salvage material industry
employers handle a variety of recyclable materials and the recycling operations are not always physically
separated, the appropriate classification for these operations can change from year-to-year depending on
which salvage material classification has the highest advisory pure premium rate that year. Finally, the
WCIRB regularly receives questions and inquiries from customers regarding the Salvage Material Dealers
classifications. As a result, the C & R Committee directed the WCIRB to conduct a comprehensive study
of this Industry Group.
In order to conduct a holistic review of this Industry Group, WCIRB staff expanded the scope of the study
to also include the waste collection and disposal operations assigned to Classifications 9424, Garbage or
Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations, and 9403(1), Garbage or
Refuse Collecting. 1 The refuse disposal industry is diverting recovered and recyclable materials from
traditional landfill operations, aiming to reduce the amount of materials that go to landfills, with the goal of
zero waste. 2 As such, the Salvage Material Dealer and refuse disposal industries are converging and
their operations are becoming more similar to one another.
III. Classification History
Classification 9403(1), Garbage, Ashes or Refuse Collecting, was established in 1915 for companies
engaged in the collection of garbage. Classification 8264, Paper Stock or Rag Dealers, originated in 1930
when Classifications 8120, Rubber Stock Dealers, 8212, Bottle Dealers, and 8216, Paper Stock and Rag
Dealers, were combined for ratemaking purposes. Classification 8264 included two other phraseologies:
Rubber Stock Dealers – secondhand – no collected or handling of scrap iron or steel (N.P.D.), and Bottle,
Rubber or Paper Stock or Rag Dealers – second – hand – no collecting or handling of scrap iron or steel
(N.P.D.). Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers – N.O.C., was established in 1968, and Classification 8103,
Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers, was established in 1984.
In 1985, the State of California enacted the California Beverage Container Recycling and Litter Reduction
Act (Assembly Bill No. 2020), which was intended to provide an incentive to the public to recycle
beverage containers. At this time, the classification procedure for the beverage container collection and
redemption industry required nearly all companies to be assigned to Classification 8500, Scrap Metal
Dealers. In 1992, the C & R Committee discussed the feasibility of establishing a separate classification
for certified beverage container collection and redemption centers in connection with a study of the
beverage container collection and redemption industry. The Committee decided that this group was a
homogenous and identifiable group of employers, and represented a distinct and different exposure from
those contemplated under Classification 8500. Classification 8847, Beverage Container Collection or
Redemption, was established in 1993 for beverage container collection and redemption operations,
including curbside collection operations.
1

In connection with this study, the WCIRB reviewed approximately 213 Classification Inspection Reports.
The California Department of Resources and Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle) defines Zero Waste as “a process and a
philosophy that involves a redesign of products and consumption, so that all material goods can be reused or recycled—or not
needed at all.”

2
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In 2015, the Salvage Material Dealers Industry Group classifications were enhanced as part of a multiyear project. Classification 8103 was eliminated as part a separate study because it did not develop
sufficient data to produce a statistically credible advisory pure premium rate, and Classification 8264(4),
Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers – including all laundry operations, was established. The refuse collection
industry was also studied in 2015 to determine the appropriate classification procedure for the curbside
collection of CRV beverage containers by refuse companies. Classification 9403(1) was amended to
include the curbside collection of recyclables. These operations had been previously assigned to
Classification 8847.
IV. Classification Procedures in Other Jurisdictions
Below is a comparison between the WCIRB’s current classifications and those maintained by the National
Council of Compensation Insurance, Inc. (NCCI) jurisdictions for the Scrap Metal and Junk Dealer and
Secondhand Material Dealer industries:
WCIRB
8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers
8265(2), Junk Dealers – N.O.C.
8500, Metal Scrap Dealers – nonferrous
8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers
8264(2), Bottle Dealers
8264(3), Rubber Stock Dealers
8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers
8847, Beverage Container Collection or
Redemption

NCCI
8265, Iron or Steel – Scrap Dealer & Drivers
8263, Junk Dealer & Drivers
8500, Metal Scrap Dealers & Drivers
8264, Paper Stock or Rag Dealer
8264, Bottle Dealer – Used & Drivers
8264, Rubber Stock Dealer – Used & Drivers
8264, Rag or Paper Stock Dealer – Used & Drivers
8264, Container Recycling – Bottle or Can &
Drivers
8264, Can Recycling – Beverage & Drivers
9403, Garbage, Ashes or Refuse Collection &
Drivers
9403, Garbage, Ashes or Refuse Collection &
Drivers
7590, Garbage Works

9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting
9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station
and Material Recovery Facility Operations

Like the WCIRB, NCCI has two different classifications based on whether the principal material handled is
ferrous or nonferrous metal. NCCI also has a classification that is applied when a variety of recycled
materials are handled. As discussed above, Classification 8264 includes the handling of other
secondhand materials, including bottles, paper stock, rags and rubber. NCCI also maintains Classification
9403, Garbage, Ashes or Refuse Collection & Drivers, for garbage collection operations.
Whereas the WCIRB uses Classification 9424 for landfill, transfer station and material recovery facility
operations, NCCI uses Classification 7590, Garbage Works, for garbage reduction and incineration
operations, and drivers are separately classified as 9403. NCCI also assigns employers that collect and
haul shredded documents from office locations to disposal sites to Classification 9403, which aligns with
the WCIRB’s research and recommendations outlined in this Study.
Texas maintains the following classification for paper shredding operations, 8264, Paper Shredding and
Bailing & Drivers, as well as 8264, Recycling Paper & Driver, for paper recycling operations. Additionally,
Arkansas has one classification, 8812, Recycling Operations – all employees & drivers, for the collecting,
sorting, packaging and shipping of various recycled materials, including paper, glass or aluminum.
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V. Analysis of Classifications 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers, and 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers
Description of Operations
Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, applies to employers that receive or purchase, sort,
consolidate and sell ferrous scrap metal, including but not limited to various steel and iron plate, and tube
and sheet metal stock.
Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers – nonferrous, applies to employers that purchase, sort,
consolidate and sell nonferrous scrap metal, including but not limited to stainless steel, aluminum, copper,
brass, tin, lead and other precious metals. This classification also applies to Processing Centers that
process CRV beverage containers and are certified by the California Department of Resources Recycling
and Recovery.
Classification Analysis
The WCIRB found that employers frequently handle both ferrous and nonferrous scrap metals, which
makes it difficult to distinguish between Classifications 8265(1) and 8500. Additionally, the advisory pure
premium rate relativities for these classifications tend to fluctuate from year-to-year, as neither
classification is consistently higher rated. This leads to fluctuations in the classification applicable to
employers that handle both ferrous and nonferrous metals in areas without physical separation, even
when the employers’ operations have not changed. 3 The WCIRB found that employers that sell metal that
exceeds 25% of gross receipts operate similarly, whether the metal sold is ferrous or nonferrous.
Employers that primarily handle ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals may also handle other miscellaneous
recyclable materials. Currently, Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers, applies to employers that handle
ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals, in addition to glass, plastic, textiles, paper, rubber and other
miscellaneous secondhand recyclable materials. It has sometimes been difficult to distinguish between
Classifications 8265(1), 8265(2) and 8500 as these classifications do not provide direction as to the
amount of scrap metal that must be handled in order to determine which classification applies. The
WCIRB found that employers that sell ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals exceeding 25% of their gross
receipts, assigned to Classification 8265(1) or Classification 8500, operate differently than those assigned
to Classification 8265(2) that sell little or no metal and primarily sell a variety of miscellaneous recyclable
materials.
Statistical Analysis
To assess whether employers that handle both ferrous and nonferrous scrap metals should be
consolidated into one classification, the WCIRB compared the average loss to payroll ratios for
Classification 8265(1) and Classification 8500 based on 2018 Classification Relativity data.

3

Classification 8265 had a higher advisory pure premium rate for the 1/1/2017 and 7/1/2017 effective dates; however, Classification
8500 was higher rated prior to that for the 7/1/2016 effective date.
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Table 1.1 depicts the Classification Relativity 4 data for all of Classification 8265 as it is currently defined
at policy year 2018 level.
Table 1.1: All Classification 8265
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

59,930,515
63,481,901
57,966,465
57,136,426
52,480,878
290,996,186

3,124,143
3,185,802
3,061,618
1,666,628
3,128,046
14,166,238

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
5.213
5.018
5.282
2.917
5.960

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio 5
Indemnity
0.85

Credibility 6

4.868
7.145

Medical
0.75

Table 1.2 depicts the Classification Relativity data for employers that handle ferrous metal, assigned to
Classification 8265(1) as it is currently defined, at policy year 2018 level.
Table 1.2: Classification 8265(1) 7
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

62,800,556
65,669,344
61,606,974
48,049,045
37,169,085
275,295,003

2,804,774
3,114,387
3,061,730
1,566,207
2,364,042
12,911,139

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
4.466
4.743
4.970
3.260
6.360
4.690 8

4
The Classification Relativities used in this study are from statewide ratemaking data from the WCIRB’s January 1, 2018
Regulatory Filing.
5
The Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio is the basis of the advisory pure premium rate and the expected loss rate for the
classification(s). It is derived from the loss to payroll experience from the latest two-, three-, four- or five-year periods by taking into
account the previous year’s pure premium rate, credibility, and the impact of atypically large claims, etc.
6
The relativity for each classification in the upcoming policy year is determined based on a comparison of that classification’s actual
losses per $100 of payroll and the ratio of losses per $100 of payroll underlying the current pure premium rate. The “credibilities”
assigned to a classification are the statistical weights assigned to that classification’s experience as a predictor of future claim
experience relative to the loss per $100 of payroll underlying the classification’s current pure premium rate. The predictability or
credibilities assigned to a classification’s recent historical experience depends on the volume of indemnity and medical claims
incurred during the experience period. The WCIRB strives to have classifications that are fully, or 100%, statistically credible based
on historical experience over five or fewer years, which means that the classification’s relativity in the upcoming policy year can be
best estimated using only the loss per $100 of payroll experience from the latest two-, three-, four- or five-year periods. The WCIRB
generally will not recommend the establishment of a new classification if the credibility factors are less than one-half (< 0.50).
7
This classification includes a proportional allocation of residual data. See Appendix I for additional information.
8
Due to the allocation of the residual data at the aggregate level, the WCIRB could not provide the credibility for this subset.
However, before the residual was allocated, the data for Classification 8265(1) was relatively credible at 82% credibility for
indemnity and 75% credibility for medical.
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Table 1.3 depicts the Classification Relativity data for employers that handle nonferrous scrap metal,
assigned to Classification 8500 as it is currently defined, at policy year 2018 level.
Table 1.3: Classification 8500
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

92,752,343
105,430,547
102,727,963
113,502,438
136,711,053
551,124,345

4,857,396
5,296,843
6,357,832
5,314,778
6,175,395
28,002,243

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
5.237
5.024
6.189
4.683
4.517

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

5.081
6.513

Medical
0.95

Table 1.4 depicts the Classification Relativity data for Classification 8265(1) combined with Classification
8500 for employers that handle ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals at policy year 2018 level.
Table 1.4: Classifications 8265(1) and 8500
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

155,552,889
171,099,891
164,334,937
161,551,483
173,880,138
826,419,347

7,662,170
8,411,230
9,419,562
6,880,985
8,539,437
40,913,383

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
4.926
4.916
5.732
4.259
4.911

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

4.951
6.705

Medical
1.00

As shown in Table 1.4, the loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8500 combined with Classification
8265(1) for employers that handle ferrous or nonferrous scrap metal is relatively close to that for both
Classification 8265 and Classification 8500, individually. This data is fully credible in five years for
indemnity and for medical. Additionally, these classifications have relatively similar loss to payroll ratios
and the combination of these classifications would make the procedure for classifying metal scrap
recyclers much easier to administer.
Impact Analysis
Table 1.5 depicts the impact on affected policyholders (employers that handle ferrous or nonferrous scrap
metal) if Classification 8500 is combined with Classification 8265(1).
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Table 1.5: Classification 8500 Combined with 8265(1)
Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio at Policy Year 2018 Level
Classification 8500

Classifications 8265
and 8500 Combined

Difference

6.513

6.705

+0.192 (2.95%)

As shown in Table 1.5, the selected (unlimited) loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8500 would increase
by approximately 3% if its experience is combined with that of Classification 8265(1). 9
Finding
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. There is significant overlap in the operations of employers that recycle ferrous metals, assigned to
Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, and employers that recycle nonferrous metals
assigned to Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers – nonferrous, and the combination of these
classifications would make the procedure for classifying metal scrap recyclers much easier to
administer. Additionally, these classifications are operationally similar and have similar loss to payroll
ratios.
Recommendation
Based on this finding, the WCIRB recommends the following:
1. Eliminate Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, and assign its constituents to
Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers – ferrous or nonferrous, to classify the purchase, sorting,
consolidation and sale of both ferrous and nonferrous scrap metals, provided metal sales equal or
exceed 25% of gross receipts.
VI. Analysis of Classification 8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers, and Document Destruction
Description of Operations
Classification 8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers, applies to employers that receive or purchase, sort, compact
and resell paper, cardboard or corrugated fiberboard scrap materials. This classification also applies to
the operation of paper document shredding at customer locations using trucks equipped with shredders.
Classification 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting, applies to employers engaged in refuse collection
at private residences and commercial locations, which includes curbside collection of various recyclable
items including bottles, cans, plastic, paper, cardboard, compostable items and green waste. Route
drivers are engaged in travelling to residential or commercial locations to pick up collection bins and dump
them into compactor trucks, which are subsequently transported to a landfill, transfer station or material
recovery facility for sorting.
Classification Analysis
Staff found that paper document shredding assigned to Classification 8264(1) represents a significant
service industry and reviewed whether this operation should be assigned to a separate and distinct new
classification with a unique four digit code. 10 Staff found that approximately half of the employers that
have payroll reported in Classification 8264(1) conduct mobile paper shredding or specialize in document

9

The impact on the remaining constituents of Classification 8265 is shown in Section VIII.
See Tables 2.1 to 2.5 in the Statistical Analysis section to review the data.

10
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destruction (Document Destruction subset), and the other half recycle paper and cardboard scraps at
fixed locations including yards (Paper Scrap subset).
Statistical Analysis
To assess whether a new classification should be established for employers that conduct paper
document destruction and mobile paper shredding, the WCIRB compared the average loss to payroll
ratios for the identified subsets of Classifications 8264(1) and 9403 based on 2018 Classification
Relativity data.
Table 2.1 depicts the Classification Relativity data for all employers that collect or purchase used paper,
bottles, rubber scraps and wiping rags, assigned to Classification 8264 as it is currently defined, at policy
year 2018 level.
Table 2.1: All Classification 8264
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2011
2012
2013
2014

122,156,339
133,966,352
125,588,994
119,154,846
500,866,532

8,130,661
9,346,759
8,028,699
6,392,861
31,898,981

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
6.656
6.977
6.393
5.365

Four-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

6.369
8.207

Medical
1.00

Table 2.2 depicts the Classification Relativity data for the Paper Scrap subset of Classification 8264(1)
that is comprised of employers that collect or purchase used or waste paper, cardboard or corrugated
stock for resale, at policy year 2018 level.
Table 2.2: Classification 8264(1) Paper Scrap Subset 11
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2011
2012
2013
2014

62,947,864
67,860,585
73,444,883
69,853,807
274,107,138

4,886,209
4,882,344
4,648,023
3,795,098
18,211,673

Four-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:

11

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
7.762
7.195
6.329
5.433
6.644 12

This classification includes a proportional allocation of residual data. See Appendix I for additional information.
Due to the allocation of the residual data at the aggregate level, the WCIRB could not provide the credibility for this subset.
However, before the residual was allocated, the data for the Paper Scrap subset of Classification 8264(1) was very credible at 92%
credibility for indemnity and 82% credibility for medical.

12
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Table 2.3 depicts the Classification Relativity data for the Document Destruction subset of Classification
8264(1) that is comprised of employers that conduct paper document destruction or mobile paper
shredding operations, at policy year 2018 level.
Table 2.3: Classification 8264(1) Document Destruction Subset 13
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2014

29,240,368
27,994,602
117,602,127

1,473,368
1,035,206
6,161,447

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
5.039
3.698

Two-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:

4.383 14

As shown in Table 2.2, the loss to payroll ratio for the Paper Scrap subset is relatively similar to the loss
to payroll ratio for all of Classification 8264 (within 5%). However, Table 2.3 shows that the loss to payroll
ratio for the Document Destruction subset of Classification 8264(1) is significantly lower than that of both
Classification 8264 as a whole and the Paper Scrap subset. This result is consistent with the WCIRB’s
assessment that document destruction and mobile shredding operations have a different exposure as
compared to paper scrap recycling and other constituents of Classification 8264.
Table 2.4 depicts the Classification Relativity data for employers engaged in the collection of commercial
waste and the curbside collection of recyclables, assigned to Classification 9403 as it is currently defined,
at policy year 2018 level.
Table 2.4: Classification 9403
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2014

847,198,511
881,952,226
1,729,150,737

40,412,479
42,738,508
83,150,986

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
4.770
4.846

Two-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

4.809
5.793

Medical
1.00

13

This classification includes a proportional allocation of residual data. See Appendix I for additional information.
Due to the allocation of the residual data at the aggregate level, the WCRIB could not provide the credibility for this subset.
However, before the residual was allocated, the data for the Document Destruction subset of Classification 8264(1) was relatively
credible at 65% credibility for indemnity and 58% credibility for medical.

14
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Table 2.5 depicts the Classification Relativity data for Classification 9403 when combined with the
Document Destruction subset of Classification 8264(1) at policy year 2018 level:
Table 2.5 Classifications 9403 and 8264(1) Document Destruction Subset
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2014

876,438,879
909,946,828
1,786,385,706

41,885,847
43,773,714
85,659,561

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
4.779
4.811

Two-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

4.795
5.787

Medical
1.00

As shown in Table 2.5, the loss to payroll ratio for Classification 9403 was minimally affected when
combined with the mobile shredding and Document Destruction subset of Classification 8264(1), and is
fully credible for both indemnity and medical. The operations associated with the curbside collection of
refuse and recyclables is very similar to mobile paper document shredding operations, noting that both
operations typically consist of driving a truck equipped with a compactor or shredder on a route for the
purpose of collecting containerized refuse or recyclable materials. It should be noted that NCCI also
assigns mobile paper shredding to Classification 9403.
Impact Analysis
Table 2.6 depicts the impact on affected policyholders if Classification 9403 is combined with the mobile
shredding and paper Document Destruction subset of Classification 8264(1).
Table 2.6: Classification 9403 Combined with 8264(1) Document Destruction Subset
Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio at Policy Year 2018 Level
Classification 9403

Classifications 9403 and
8264(1) Document Destruction

Difference

5.793

5.787

-0.006 (0.10 %)

As shown in Table 2.6, the selected (unlimited) loss to payroll ratio for Classification 9403 would decrease
by 0.1% if its experience is combined with that of the subset of employers conducting document
destruction and mobile paper shredding from Classification 8264(1). 15
Finding
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. Mobile paper shredding and document destruction operations are distinct and significant operations
within Classification 8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers – secondhand, and are operationally dissimilar
from the rest of the operations assigned to Classification 8264. Additionally, the historical loss to
payroll ratio for this group of employers is significantly lower than for the rest of Classification 8264.
The operations associated with the curbside collection of refuse and recyclables assigned to

15

The impact on the remaining constituents of Classification 8264 is shown in Sections VII and VIII.
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Classification 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting, are comparable to the mobile paper document
shredding operations assigned to Classification 8264(1) and have similar loss to payroll ratios.
Recommendation
Based on the findings, the WCIRB recommends the following:
1. Establish Classification 9403(3), Document Destruction – including mobile paper shredding, as part of
the Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, to apply to employers that conduct mobile
paper shredding and document destruction.
VII. Analysis of Classification 8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers
Description of Operations
Classification 8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers – including all laundry operations, applies to
employers that receive or purchase used clothing and cloth material which is subsequently sorted by
color, material type and grade. Used clothing that is in good condition may be sold to other dealers for
resale to be used as clothing; other low grade used clothing and cloth material is cut, laundered, bundled
and resold as wiping cloths or rag material.
Classification 8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale, applies to stores
engaged in the sale of clothing, shoes, linens and fabric products to other dealers for resale. This
classification includes employers that sell recycled or used clothing to secondhand dealers.
Classification Analysis
Only 11 employers have been assigned Classification 8264(4), which represents only a small portion of
the overall data for Classification 8264 and would not be statistically credible on its own. The operations
performed by these employers, including fabric cutting and laundering, are specific to handling clothing or
cloth goods, and are dissimilar to operations performed by other recyclable material dealers. Additionally,
because wiping cloth and rag dealers often sell some portion of the items handled as used clothing, there
has been confusion as to whether Classification 8032 or Classification 8264(4) applies to these
employers.
Statistical Analysis
To assess whether wiping cloth and rag dealers assigned to Classification 8264(4) should be combined
with the constituents of Classification 8032, the WCIRB compared the average loss to payroll ratios for
Classifications 8264(4) and 8032 based on 2018 Classification Relativity data.
Table 3.1 depicts the Classification Relativity data for employers that collect or purchase and resell wiping
cloths or rags assigned to Classification 8264(4) at policy year 2018 level.
Table 3.1: Classification 8264(4) without Residual 16
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level

16

Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

2,690,365
2,833,447
3,085,861
2,597,672
3,866,744
15,074,090

31,665
113,831
82,904
244,965
430,699
904,064

See Appendix I for more information regarding residual allocation.
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Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:

5.997 17

As shown in Table 3.1, the loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8264(4) is slightly higher than the loss to
payroll ratio for Classifications 8264(2) and 8264(3) (shown in Table 4.1).
Table 3.2 depicts the Classification Relativity data for employers that sell clothing, shoes, linens and
fabric products to other dealers for resale assigned to Classification 8032 at policy year 2018 level.
Table 3.2: Classification 8032
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2014

316,616,273
342,708,417
659,324,690

16,264,099
13,716,066
29,980,165

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
5.137
4.002

Two-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

4.547
5.393

Medical
1.00

As shown in Table 3.2, the two-year average loss to payroll ratio of 4.547 is very similar to that of
Classification 8264(4), which is 5.997 (shown above in Table 3.1).
Table 3.3 depicts the Classification Relativity data for Classification 8032 when combined with
Classification 8264(4) at the policy year 2018 level.
Table 3.3: Classification 8032 Combined with 8264(4)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2014

320,196,394
347,126,773
667,323,166

16,600,740
14,171,584
30,772,324

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
5.185
4.083

Two-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

4.611
5.476

Medical
1.00

As shown in Table 3.3, the loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8032 only increases slightly when
combined with Classification 8264(4), and is fully credible for both indemnity and medical. The operations
associated with processing and selling wiping cloth and rag material is similar to that of wholesale clothing
stores, and dissimilar to other recycled material dealers.
17

Table 3.1 shows five years of data for Classification 8264(4) without residual allocation at policy year 2018 level for Classification
8264(4). The two-year average with the residual allocation had low credibility and the five years of data is more representative of the
experience for these constituents.
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Impact Analysis
Table 3.4 depicts the impact on affected Classification 8032 policyholders if Classification 8032 is
combined with Classification 8264(4).
Table 3.4: Classification 8032 Combined with 8264(4)
Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio at Policy Year 2018 Level
Classification 8032

Classification 8032
Combined with 8264(4)

Difference

5.393

5.476

+0.083 (1.54%)

As shown in Table 3.4, the Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio for Classification 8032 would
increase by only 1.5% if the 8032 experience is combined with that of wiping cloth and rag dealers from
Classification 8264(4).
Table 3.5 depicts the impact on affected Classification 8264(4) policyholders if 8264(4) is eliminated and
its constituents are combined with Classification 8032.
Table 3.5: Classification 8032 Combined with 8264(4)
Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio at Policy Year 2018 Level
Classification 8264
(Eliminated)

Classification 8032
Combined with 8264(4)

Difference

8.207

5.476

-2.731 (-33.28%)

As shown in Table 3.5, the Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio for Classification 8032 combined
with wiping cloth and rag dealers from Classification 8264(4) would be 33.28% lower than that of all of
Classification 8264, which would be eliminated. 18
Finding
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. There are very few employers assigned to Classification 8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers, and
the experience of these employers has low statistical credibility. Additionally, the loss to payroll ratio
for this group of employers is slightly higher than the rest of Classification 8264. The operations
contemplated under Classification 8264(4) are comparable to the operations assignable to
Classification 8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale, and the loss to
payroll ratio for employers assigned to Classification 8264(4) is closer to that of Classification 8032.
Recommendation
Based on this finding, the WCIRB recommends the following:
1. Eliminate Classification 8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers, and assign its constituents to
Classification 8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale, and amend
Classification 8032 to include the purchasing, sorting, cutting, laundering, bundling and reselling of
wiping cloth or rag material.

18

The reassignment of the remaining constituents of Classification 8264, which is proposed to be eliminated, is explained in
Section VIII.
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VIII. Analysis of Recycled Material Dealers and Resource Recovery
Description of Operations
Classification 8264(2), Bottle Dealers – secondhand, applies to employers that receive or purchase, sort,
crush and resell recyclable glass bottles that are not California Redemption Value (CRV) beverage
containers.
Classification 8264(3), Rubber Stock Dealers – secondhand, applies to employers that receive or
purchase, sort, grind and resell recyclable rubber scrap material.
Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers – N.O.C., applies to employers that purchase, sort, consolidate and
sell ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to glass, plastic, textiles, paper, rubber and other
miscellaneous secondhand recyclable materials.
Classification 9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility
Operations – all employees, applies to the operation of landfill, transfer station or material recovery
facilities that receive various garbage and waste materials from collection trucks or from customers, as
well as salvageable recyclable materials, including but not limited to aluminum, glass, paper, plastic and
scrap metals. The items are offloaded from the trucks onto a conveyer where they are sorted by material
type to maximize material recovery and minimize waste that is disposed of in landfills.
Classification 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption, applies to firms engaged in collecting
aluminum, glass and plastic CRV beverage containers, and then selling them to processors to collect the
redemption value. These employers are Recycling Centers, Dropoff and Collection Programs that are
certified by the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle). This
classification does not apply to redemption centers located at Processing Facilities; these operations are
assigned to Classification 8500. 19
Classification Analysis
Since 2010, Classification 8264(2) has been assigned to only three employers; in each case, the
classification was assigned by analogy, as the employer was handling recycled glass, but not glass
bottles. Only 14 employers have been assigned to Classification 8264(3), which is typically assigned to
employers that specialize in handling rubber products, including shredding and processing rubber tires.
The volume of experience for this subset is limited in comparison to the rest of Classification 8264 and
would not be statistically credible on its own.
Employers assigned to Classification 8265(2) have, at times, expressed concern with the terminology of
“Junk Dealer.” This classification has also been difficult to distinguish from Classifications 8265(1), Iron or
Steel Scrap Dealers, and 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers – nonferrous, for employers that handle a significant
amount of scrap metals as well as other miscellaneous recyclable raw materials. Currently, these
classifications do not provide direction as to the amount of scrap metals that must be handled in order to
determine which class applies. Employers that sell ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals that exceed 25% of
their gross receipts operate differently than those that sell little or no metal and primarily sell a variety of
miscellaneous recyclable materials.
19

CalRecycle defines a Processing Facility (PR) as follows: Processors buy empty beverage containers from certified recyclers,
dropoff or collection, community service and curbside programs. They pay these programs, at a minimum, the CRV payment plus
possibly a scrap price. In addition to buying materials from recyclers, processors prepare recyclable materials for sale to end-users
where recyclable materials are converted into new products. Beverage container beneficiating production plants, steel mills, and
fiberglass mills are examples of end users. As part of preparing beverage containers for market, processors may sort materials to
recover the largest amount of recyclable materials possible, potentially involving flattening, decontaminating, and baling. Processors
“cancel” the beverage containers, usually by altering the shape of the container so that they cannot be redeemed for CRV again. For
example, aluminum beverage containers may be canceled by shredding or densifying. Processors are not required to purchase all
container types. For instance, a processor may choose to accept only aluminum beverage containers and not accept glass or
plastic. Processors cannot pay CRV to the public unless the processor is also certified as a recycling center. This is dual
certification. When selling these canceled beverage containers and other recyclable materials to end users, the scrap value received
becomes the revenue for the processor.
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Currently, garbage or refuse landfills, transfer stations and material recovery facilities assigned to
Classification 9424 work to identify and recover as many recyclable materials as possible to reduce the
amount of waste that goes into the landfill, including the dismantling of electronic or non-electronic waste
products to allow for proper disposal. As such, the recovery, sorting and processing of recyclable
materials at material recovery facilities is very similar to the operations of the Salvage Material Dealers
classifications described in this study.
Classification 8847 has also been assigned to CRV beverage container recycling centers, certified by
CalRecycle, including those at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility
locations that are operated by the same employer. Staff reviewed the prevalence of these two operations
at a single location by manually reviewing Classification Inspection reports, and whether the operation of
a recycling center should be included in Classification 9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station
and Material Recovery Facility Operations, when operated by the same employer, noting that
Classification 9424 specifies that it applies to all employees and does not direct that recycling centers be
separately classified. Staff found that CRV beverage recycling centers are fairly common at facilities
assigned to Classification 9424 and represent a distinct and separate exposure, and should remain as a
separately classifiable operation at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer and material recovery facilities.
Statistical Analysis
To assess whether employers that handle various recycled and recovered materials should be
consolidated into one classification, the WCIRB compared the average loss to payroll ratios for the
identified subsets of Classifications 8264, Classification 8265(2) and Classification 9424 based on 2018
Classification Relativity data.
Table 4.1 depicts the Classification Relativity data for employers that collect or purchase used bottles and
rubber scraps assigned to Classifications 8264(2) and 8264(3) at policy year 2018 level.
Table 4.1: Classifications 8264(2) and 8264(3) 20
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2011
2012
2013
2014

13,806,086
14,095,029
15,723,276
14,855,950
58,480,340

1,506,329
1,284,279
1,435,369
1,103,763
5,329,740

Four-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
10.911
9.112
9.129
7.430
9.114 21

As shown in Table 4.1, the data for Classifications 8264(2) and 8264(3) has a loss to payroll ratio that is
significantly higher than that of all of Classification 8264 (shown in Table 2.1) and the Paper Scrap and
Document Destruction subsets of Classification 8264(1) (shown in Tables 2.2 and 2.3).

20

This classification includes a proportional allocation of residual data. See Appendix I for additional information.
Due to the allocation of the residual data at the aggregate level, the WCIRB could not provide the credibility for this subset.
However, before the residual was allocated, the data for Classifications 8264(2) and 8264(3) was low in credibility at 50% credibility
for indemnity and 44% credibility for medical.

21
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Table 4.2 depicts the Classification Relativity data for employers that handle ferrous or nonferrous scrap
metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but not limited to glass,
plastic, textiles, paper and rubber, assigned to Classification 8265(2) at policy year 2018 level:
Table 4.2: Classification 8265(2) 22
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2011
2012
2013
2014

9,106,348
9,762,626
9,212,205
9,377,693
37,458,872

375,201
300,200
187,044
238,616
1,101,061

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
4.120
3.075
2.030
2.545

Four-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:

2.939 23

As shown in Table 4.2, the loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8265(2) is significantly lower than the
loss to payroll ratio for Classifications 8265(1) and 8500 (shown in Tables 1.2 and 1.3) for employers that
primarily handle ferrous and nonferrous scrap metals.
Table 4.3 depicts the Classification Relativity data for garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station and
material recovery facility operations, assigned to Classification 9424 as it is currently defined, at policy
year 2018 level:
Table 4.3: Classification 9424
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2011
2012
2013
2014

167,160,148
181,560,022
183,410,831
216,925,917
749,056,919

9,731,838
6,748,127
10,406,428
10,941,635
37,828,029

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
5.822
3.717
5.674
5.044

Four-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

5.050
6.159

Medical
1.00

Table 4.4 depicts the Classification Relativity data for Classification 9424 when combined with
Classification 8265(2), the Paper Scrap subset of Classification 8264(1) and the employers that handle
recycled glass and rubber scraps assigned to Classifications 8264(2) and 8264(3) at policy year 2018
level. Each of these classifications and subsets are comprised of recyclable material recovery and
processing operations that are relatively similar.

22

This classification includes a proportional allocation of residual data. See Appendix I for additional information.
The loss to payroll ratio for the constituents assigned to Classification 8265(2) is significantly lower than that of other subsets
under review. Additionally, the credibility for this subset, before the allocation of residual data, was a relatively low credibility at 40%
credibility for indemnity and 35% credibility for medical.

23
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Table 4.4: Classifications 9424, 8265(2) and 8264(1) Paper Scrap Subset
and Classifications 8264(2) and 8264(3)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2011
2012
2013
2014

253,020,445
273,278,261
281,791,195
311,013,367
1,119,103,269

16,499,577
13,214,950
16,676,864
16,079,112
62,470,503

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
6.521
4.836
5.918
5.170

Four-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

5.582
6.977

Medical
1.00

As shown in Table 4.4, the loss to payroll ratio for Classification 9424 when combined with Classification
8265(2), the Paper Scrap subset of Classification 8264(1), and Classifications 8264(2) and 8264(3) is
slighter higher than the loss to payroll ratio for Classification 9424, which is fully credible for both
indemnity and medical. However, these constituents are operationally similar and all handle a variety of
recovered recyclable materials.
Impact Analysis
Table 4.5 depicts the impact on policyholders assigned to Classification 9424 if Classification 9424 is
combined with Classification 8265(2), the Paper Scrap subset of Classification 8264(1) and the recycled
material dealers assigned to Classifications 8264(2) and 8264(3).
Table 4.5: Classification 9424 Combined with 8265(2),
8264(1) Paper Scrap Subset and Classifications 8264(2) and 8264(3)
Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio at Policy Year 2018 Level
Classification 9424

Classifications 9424
Combined with 8265(2) and
8264(1) Paper and 8264(2)(3)

Difference

6.159

6.977

+0.818 (13.28%)

As shown in Table 4.5, the Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio for Classification 9424 would
increase by approximately 13% if the experience is combined with the experience of Classification
8265(2), the Paper Stock subset of Classification 8264(1), and Classifications 8264(2) and 8264(3).
Findings
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. The loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers, is significantly lower than that of
Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, and Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers –
nonferrous. Employers assigned to Classification 8265(2) primarily handle a variety of miscellaneous
recyclable materials, as well as some ferrous or nonferrous metal scraps. Currently, the description for
Classification 8265(2) is ambiguous and does not provide direction as to how much metal can be
handled in order to differentiate these employers from those that primarily sell ferrous or nonferrous
scrap metals. The non-metal recyclable materials that are listed in Classification 8265(2), including
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glass, plastic, textiles, paper and rubber, are also listed in other Salvage Material Dealers
classifications. Additionally, employers assigned to Classification 8265(2) have, at times, expressed
dissatisfaction with the term “Junk Dealers.”
2. There are very few employers assigned to Classification 8264(2), Bottle Dealers, and 8264(3), Rubber
Stock Dealers, and the experience for these groups of employers has low statistical credibility.
Salvaged and recycled material dealers that handle a variety of materials, including but not limited to
paper, glass, plastic or rubber, which are currently described by multiple classifications, operate
similarly to transfer stations and material recovery facilities assigned to Classification 9424, Garbage
or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations, as they process
discarded or scrap materials for reuse and recycling.
3. The operations of the recycling and waste disposal industries are converging. Both industries are in
the business of recovering as many recyclable materials as possible to reduce waste.
4. Classification 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption, does not apply to collection or
redemption of California Redemption Value beverage containers at certified Processing Facilities, and
the classification does not define Processing Facilities or provide direction as to how these operations
are classified when performed at certified Processing Facilities.
Recommendations
Based on the findings, the WCIRB recommends the following:
1. Rename the Salvage Material Dealers Industry Group to the Recycling and Refuse Management
Industry Group and amend the group to include the following classifications applicable to recycling
and refuse management: 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting, and 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse
Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recover Facility Operations.
2. Eliminate Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers, and assign its constituents to the newly established
Classification 9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers – N.O.C., as part of the Recycling and Refuse
Management Industry Group and as an alternate phraseology to Classification 9424(1), Garbage or
Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations, to apply to employers
that purchase, sort or consolidate recovered recyclable materials for resale.
3. Eliminate Classifications 8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers – secondhand, 8264(2), Bottle Dealers –
secondhand, and 8264(3), Rubber Stock Dealers – secondhand, and assign their constituents, other
than mobile paper shredding and document destruction employers, to the newly established
Classification 9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers – N.O.C., as an alternate phraseology to 9424(1),
Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations.
4. Amend Classification 9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery
Facility Operations, to apply to the disposal of medical waste, as well as green waste recycling
operations when conducted at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility
locations that are operated by the same employer, and direct that California Certified Recycling
Centers at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility locations that are
operated by the same employer should be separately classified.
5. Amend Classification 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption, to clarify its intended
application and direct that the collection or redemption of California Redemption Value beverage
containers at certified Processing Facilities is assignable to Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers
– ferrous or nonferrous.
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Appendix I
Table 1 depicts the Classification Relativity data for Classification 8847 as it is currently defined at policy
year 2018 level.
Table 1: Classification 8847
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

67,906,672
78,533,465
75,029,375
77,519,248
71,525,105
370,513,866

5,523,953
6,213,237
4,563,398
6,163,832
3,926,633
26,391,053

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
8.135
7.912
6.082
7.951
5.490

Four-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

7.123
8.132

Medical
0.94

Table 2.1 depicts the Classification Relativity data for the Residual of Classification 8265 for employers
whose operations were unable to be identified at policy year 2018 level.
Table 2.1: Classification 8265 Residual
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

2,317,011
3,721,609
3,209,837
2,917,927
4,617,318
16,783,702

305,365
1,240,601
467,938w
256,873
316,630
2,587,406

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
13.179
33.335
14.578
8.803
6.857

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.27

Credibility

15.416
9.163

Medical
0.24

The residual group in Table 2.1 represents that data that could not be sorted into either Classification
8265(1) or Classification 8265(2) because a WCIRB Inspection Report was not available or there was not
enough information online to make a determination. Additionally, it was noted that a significant portion of
this data is from temporary staffing agencies.
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Table 2.2 depicts the Classification Relativity data for Classification 8265(1) without the residual allocation
at policy year 2018 level.
Table 2.2: Classification 8265(1) without Residual
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

60,815,089
62,480,265
58,856,437
45,548,648
33,212,465
260,912,903

2,543,104
2,051,305
2,660,750
1,346,090
2,092,719
10,693,970

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
4.182
3.283
4.521
2.955
6.301

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.82

Credibility

4.099
6.259

Medical
0.72

Table 2.3 depicts the Classification Relativity data for Classification 8265(2) without the residual allocation
at policy year 2018 level.
Table 2.3: Classification 8265(2) without Residual
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

8,179,869
8,573,818
9,303,326
8,794,675
8,716,995
43,568,684

586,841
197,682
233,242
150,288
193,309
1,361,363

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
7.174
2.306
2.507
1.709
2.218

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.40

Credibility

Medical
0.35
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Table 3.1 depicts the Classification Relativity data for the Residual of Classification 8264 for employers
whose operations were unable to be identified at policy year 2018 level.
Table 3.1: Classification 8264 Residual
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

11,850,316
16,016,321
22,931,883
30,276,015
16,998,958
98,073,494

1,503,010
1,865,960
2,373,324
2,825,158
764,858
9,332,310

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
12.683
11.650
10.349
9.331
4.499

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.61

Credibility

9.516
9.834

Medical
0.54

The residual group in Table 3.1 represents the data that could not be sorted into any of the subsets within
Classification 8264 because a WCIRB Inspection Report was not available or there was not enough
information online to make a determination. Additionally, it was noted that a significant portion of this data
is from temporary staffing agencies.
Table 3.2 depicts the Classification Relativity data for the Paper Scrap subset of Classification 8264(1)
without residual allocation at policy year 2018 level.
Table 3.2: Classification 8264(1) Paper Scrap Subset without Residual
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

52,580,009
53,447,668
54,258,374
55,486,448
59,770,753
275,543,251

4,505,803
3,779,401
3,474,590
2,972,260
3,341,417
18,073,471

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
8.569
7.071
6.404
5.357
5.590

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.92

Credibility

Medical
0.82
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Table 3.3 depicts the Classification Relativity data for the Document Destruction subset of Classification
8264(1) without residual allocation at policy year 2018 level.
Table 3.3: Classification 8264(1) Document Destruction without Residual
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

18,511,045
24,287,001
26,454,612
21,758,042
23,793,529
114,804,229

987,693
585,142
2,020,047
775,167
846,181
5,214,229

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
5.336
2.409
7.636
3.563
3.556

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.65

Credibility

4.542
6.600

Medical
0.58

Table 3.4 depicts the Classification Relativity data for Classification 8264(4) without residual allocation at
policy year 2018 level.
Table 3.4: Classification 8264(4) without Residual
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

2,690,365
2,833,447
3,085,861
2,597,672
3,866,744
15,074,090

31,665
113,831
82,904
244,965
430,699
904,064

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
1.177
4.017
2.687
9.430
11.139

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.29

Credibility

Medical
0.26
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Table 3.5 depicts the Classification Relativity data for Classifications 8264(2) and 8264(3) without residual
allocation at policy year 2018 level.
Table 3.5: Classification 8264(2) and 8264(3) without Residual
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

11,607,176
11,767,912
11,176,808
11,870,470
12,692,730
59,115,096

316,238
1,268,874
982,259
1,075,851
1,006,430
4,649,653

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
2.725
10.782
8.788
9.063
7.929

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.50

Credibility

Medical
0.44
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Recommendation
Amend Part 3, Standard Classification System, Section VII, Standard Classifications, Rule 1,
Classification Section, Subrule a(14), Salvage Material Dealers, to rename the Salvage Material Dealers
Industry Group the Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group.
PROPOSED
Section VII – Standard Classifications
1. Classification Section
This section contains an alphabetical listing of classifications that describe most occupations, employments, industries and businesses. The classifications are organized as follows:
a. Industry Groups
•
•
•

(14) Salvage Material DealersRecycling and Refuse Management
•
•
•

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption, which is part of the renamed
Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, to clarify its intended application and provide
direction as to how related operations shall be classified.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERSRECYCLING AND REFUSE MANAGEMENT
BEVERAGE CONTAINER COLLECTION OR REDEMPTION

8847

This classification applies to the operation of certified rRecycling cCenters, mobile recycling centersor Dropoff or cCollection pPrograms, forother than curbside collection programs, certified by
the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery and engaged in the collection
and redemption of California Redemption Value (CRV) beverage containers. This classification
does not apply to collection or redemption operations conducted at certified pProcessing fFacilities.
Collection or redemption of California Redemption Value (CRV) beverage containers at locations
certified as Processing Facilities by the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery shall be classified as 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers – ferrous or nonferrous.
The curbside collection of recyclables, including but not limited to beverage containers shall be
classified as 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Eliminate Classification 8264(2), Bottle Dealers, which is part of the Salvage Material Dealers Industry
Group, as the operations described by this classification are assignable to Classification 9424(2),
Recycled Material Dealers.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERS
BOTTLE DEALERS – secondhand

8264(2)

This classification applies to the purchasing, sorting, crushing and resale of glass originating
from glass bottles. This classification includes certified processing facilities that process glass
bottles.
This classification does not apply to handling scrap metal; refer to Classifications 8265(1), Iron
or Steel Scrap Dealers, or 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
The collection and redemption of California Redemption Value beverage containers at sites
other than processing facilities shall be classified as 8847, Beverage Container Collection or
Redemption.
The purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic,
textiles, paper and rubber shall be classified as 8265(2), Junk Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Establish Classification 9403(3), Document Destruction – including mobile paper shredding, as part of the
Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, to apply to employers that conduct mobile paper
shredding and document destruction.
PROPOSED
RECYCLING AND REFUSE MANAGEMENT
DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION – including mobile paper shredding
This classification applies to the mobile collection of paper documents at customer locations for
secure destruction on a fee basis, including mobile paper document shredding and transport to
salvaged or recycled material dealers, transfer stations, material recovery facilities or disposal
sites.
Fixed locations (not mobile) where employers collect or purchase, sort, consolidate and sell recovered recyclable raw materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic, paper and rubber,
and where the sale of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metal does not equal or exceed 25% of gross
receipts shall be separately classified as 9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers.
Transfer station, material recovery facility or disposal site operations shall be separately classified as 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility
Operations.
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The storage of paper documents on a fee basis shall be separately classified as 8292, Warehouses – general merchandise.
The pick-up or delivery of paper documents in connection with document storage operations
shall be separately classified as 7219, Trucking Firms.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting, to move this classification into the
Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group and for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
RECYCLING AND REFUSE MANAGEMENT
GARBAGE OR REFUSE COLLECTING

9403(1)

This classification applies to the collection of household and commercial waste and the curbside
collection of recyclables, including but not limited to beverage containers for transport to transfer
stations, material recovery facilities or disposal sites. This classification includes debris box,
trash bin and roll-off container rental services. Such services include the delivery and pick up of
debris boxes, bins and containers and the disposal of waste.
This classification includes the collection of hazardous materials for transport to disposal or
processing sites.
The operation of landfill disposal sites, transfer stations and material recovery facilities shall be
separately classified as 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material
Recovery Facility Operations.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recover Facility
Operations, to move this classification into the Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, to
clarify its application to the disposal of medical waste, as well as green waste recycling operations when
conducted at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility locations that are
operated by the same employer, and direct that California Certified Recycling Centers at garbage or
refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility locations that are operated by the same
employer should be separately classified.
PROPOSED
RECYCLING AND REFUSE MANAGEMENT
GARBAGE OR REFUSE LANDFILL, TRANSFER STATION AND MATERIAL RECOVERY
FACILITY OPERATIONS – all employees
This classification applies to employers that receive, sort and consolidate garbage, refuse,
waste or recyclable materials, primarily (more than 50% of gross receipts) for fee based
disposal. This classification includes gate attendants and cashiers who receive payments from
customers. This classification also applies to the disposal of medical waste.
This classification also applies to dismantling electronic or non-electronic waste products to
allow for proper disposal.
This classification shall include gate attendants and cashiers who receive payments from
customersalso applies to the processing of green waste, including but not limited to grass
clippings, leaves, weeds, tree trimmings and similar yard waste at garbage or refuse landfill,
transfer station or material recovery facility locations that are operated by the same employer.
The collection of household and commercial waste and the curbside collection of recyclables,
including but not limited to beverage containers for transport to transfer stations, material
recovery facilities or disposal sites shall be separately classified as 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse
Collecting.
Recycling Centers, Dropoff or Collection Programs other than curbside collection, certified by
the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery, engaged in the collection and
redemption of California Redemption Value (CRV) beverage containers shall be separately
classified as 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Eliminate Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, which is part of the Salvage Material
Dealers Industry Group, as the operations described by this classification are assignable to Classification
8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERS
IRON OR STEEL SCRAP DEALERS

8265(1)

This classification applies to the purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous scrap
metal, including but not limited to steel and iron beams, pipe, rebar, sheet metal, plate stock and
heavy tubing.
Dealers of nonferrous and stainless steel scrap metal shall be classified as 8500, Metal Scrap
Dealers.
Dealers in new metal shall be classified as 8106, Iron or Steel Merchants.
The purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic,
textiles, paper and rubber shall be classified as 8265(2), Junk Dealers.
Wrecking or salvaging shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Eliminate Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers, which is part of the Salvage Material Dealers Industry
Group, as the operations described by this classification are assignable to Classification 9424(2),
Recycled Material Dealers.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERS
JUNK DEALERS – N.O.C.

8265(2)

This classification applies to the purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but
not limited to glass, plastic, textiles, paper and rubber.
This classification also applies to the dismantling of electronic waste to obtain recyclable materials for sale.
Dismantling electronic or non-electronic waste products to allow for proper disposal shall be
classified as 9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility
Operations.
Also refer to Classifications 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, and 8500, Metal Scrap
Dealers.
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Wrecking or salvaging shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers, which is part of the renamed Recycling and Refuse
Management Industry Group, to include the purchase, sorting, consolidation and sale of both ferrous and
nonferrous scrap metals, provided metal sales equal or exceed 25% of gross receipts, clarify its intended
application and provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERSRECYCLING AND REFUSE MANAGEMENT
METAL SCRAP DEALERS – ferrous or nonferrous

8500

This classification applies to theemployers that purchasinge, sorting, consolidatinge and selling
offerrous or nonferrous scrap metal, including but not limited to steel, iron, stainless steel, aluminum, copper, brass, tin, lead and precious metals, provided the sale of metal equals or exceeds
25% of gross receipts. This classification includes certifiedalso applies to pProcessing fFacilities
certified by the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery that process aluminumCalifornia Redemption Value (CRV) beverage containers.
Dealers of ferrous scrapnew metals shall be classified as 8265(1)8106, Iron or Steel ScrapMetal
Stock Dealers – ferrous or nonferrous.
Dismantling electronic or non-electronic waste products to allow for proper disposal shall be
classified as 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations.
The purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materialsFixed locations (not mobile) where employers collect or purchase, sort, consolidate and sell recovered recyclable raw materials, including
but not limited to glass, plastic, textiles, paper and rubber, and where the sale of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metal does not equal or exceed 25% of gross receipts shall be classified as
82659424(2), JunkRecycled Material Dealers.
The collection and redemption of California Redemption Value beverage containers at sites other than certified pProcessing fFacilities shall be classified as 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption.
Wrecking or demolition work at outside locations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Eliminate Classification 8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers, which is part of the Salvage Material Dealers
Industry Group, as the operations described by this classification, are assignable to either Classification
9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers or Classification 9403(3), Document Destruction.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERS
PAPER STOCK DEALERS – secondhand

8264(1)

This classification applies to the purchasing, baling and resale of paper, cardboard and corrugated stock, and includes mobile paper shredding services.
This classification does not apply to handling scrap metal; refer to Classifications 8265(1), Iron
or Steel Scrap Dealers, or 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
The collection and redemption of California Redemption Value beverage containers at sites
other than processing facilities shall be classified as 8847, Beverage Container Collection or
Redemption.
The purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic,
textiles, paper and rubber shall be classified as 8265(2), Junk Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Establish Classification 9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers – N.O.C., as part of the Recycling and Refuse
Management Industry Group, to apply to employers that purchase, sort or consolidate recovered
recyclable materials for resale.
PROPOSED
RECYCLING AND REFUSE MANAGEMENT
RECYCLED MATERIAL DEALERS – N.O.C.

9424(2)

This classification applies to fixed locations (not mobile) where employers collect, purchase, sort
or consolidate recovered recyclable materials for resale, including but not limited to glass, plastic, paper, cardboard, corrugated stock and rubber, and where the sale of ferrous or nonferrous
scrap metal does not equal or exceed 25% of gross receipts.
Dealers of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metal, including salvaged or recycled material dealers
where the sale of scrap metal equals or exceeds 25% of gross receipts, shall be classified as
8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
Employers that receive or purchase, sort, cut, launder, bundle and resell wiping cloth or rag material shall be classified as 8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale.
Employers that receive, sort or consolidate garbage, refuse, waste or recyclable materials, primarily (more than 50% of gross receipts) for fee based disposal shall be classified as 9424(1),
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Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations.
Mobile collection and secure destruction of paper documents, including mobile paper shredding
at customer locations shall be separately classified as 9403(3), Document Destruction.
Recycling Centers, Dropoff or Collection Programs other than curbside collection, certified by
the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery, engaged in the collection and
redemption of California Redemption Value (CRV) beverage containers shall be separately
classified as 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Eliminate Classification 8264(3), Rubber Stock Dealers, which is part of the Salvage Material Dealers
Industry Group, as the operations described by this classification are assignable to Classification 9424(2),
Recycled Material Dealers.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERS
RUBBER STOCK DEALERS – secondhand

8264(3)

This classification applies to the purchasing, sorting, grinding and resale of scrap rubber
material.
This classification does not apply to the manufacture of rubber or rubber products.
This classification does not apply to handling scrap metal; refer to Classifications 8265(1), Iron
or Steel Scrap Dealers, or 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
The purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic,
textiles, paper and rubber shall be classified as 8265(2), Junk Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Eliminate Classification 8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers, which is part of the Salvage Material
Dealers Industry Group, as the operations described by this classification are assignable to Classification
8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERS
WIPING CLOTH OR RAG DEALERS – including all laundry operations

8264(4)

This classification applies to the purchasing, sorting, cutting, laundering, bundling and resale of
wiping cloth or rag material.
This classification does not apply to handling scrap metal; refer to Classifications 8265(1), Iron
or Steel Scrap Dealers, or 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
The purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic,
textiles, paper and rubber shall be classified as 8265(2), Junk Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8232(3), Fuel and Material Dealers, to provide direction as to how related
operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
FUEL AND MATERIAL DEALERS – N.O.C. – including counterpersons
This classification applies to dealers of solid combustible fuel materials, including but not limited
to coal, charcoal, firewood, bark, sawdust and wood chips. This classification also applies to
dealers of soil amendments, including but not limited to compost and green waste materials, including incidental composting.
The processing of green waste, including but not limited to grass clippings, leaves, weeds, tree
trimmings and similar yard waste at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility locations that are operated by the same employer shall be classified as 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations.
The manufacturing or blending of bark, sawdust, compost, wood chips and other soil amendments that include manure or other animal by-products shall be classified as 4665, Rendering or
Fertilizer Mfg.
The wholesale distribution of gasoline, oil, propane or other types of petroleum products shall be
classified as 8350, Gasoline or Oil Dealers.
The manufacture of wood chips for sale to co-generation plants shall be classified as 2710(2),
Log Chipping.
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Commercial lumberyards shall be classified as 8232(1), Lumberyards.
The sale of building materials, including secondhand building materials, shall be classified as
8232(2), Building Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8106, Iron or Steel Merchants, to clarify its intended application and provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
IRON OR STEEL MERCHANTSMETAL STOCK DEALERS – not junk dealers or iron or steelferrous or nonferrous – not metal scrap dealers
This classification applies to the sale of new ferrous or nonferrous metal stock, including but not
limited to iron, steel, aluminum, brass and bronze. This classification also applies to the sale of
load bearing metal wire rope or cable. This classification includes incidental cutting, shearing,
slitting, bending and straightening that is performed in connection with metal sales.
The fabrication of structural iron or steel components shall be classified as 3030, Iron or Steel
Works – structural.
The fabrication of non-structural architectural or ornamental iron, steel, brass or bronze items
shall be classified as 3040, Iron or Steel Works – non-structural.
Dealers of ferrous scrap metal shall be classified as 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers.
Dealers of ferrous, nonferrous or stainless steel scrap metals shall be classified as 8500, Metal
Scrap Dealers.
Dealers of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of
secondhandFixed locations (not mobile) where employers collect or purchase, sort, consolidate
and sell recovered recyclable raw materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic, textiles,
paper and rubber, and where the sale of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metal does not equal or
exceed 25% of gross receipts shall be classified as 82659424(2), JunkRecycled Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 1438, Smelting, Sintering, Refining or Alloying, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
SMELTING, SINTERING, REFINING OR ALLOYING – metals – not lead – N.O.C.

1438

This classification applies to the extraction, purification, refining or alloying of metals, including
but not limited to gold, silver, tin, zinc, aluminum, calcium carbide, brass, bronze and copper (not
lead) using metallurgical processes, such as heating, cooling, exposure to chemicals or
electrolytes and compression. This classification includes the pouring of molten metals to
produce ingots.
The manufacture, alloying, sintering, refining or recovery of lead shall be classified as 3647(2),
Lead Mfg., Reclaiming or Alloying.
The dismantling of electronic waste to obtain recyclable materials for sale shall be classified as
8265(2), Junk Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale, which is part
of the Stores Industry Group, to include the purchasing, sorting, cutting, laundering, bundling and
reselling of wiping cloth or rag material.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale

8032

This classification applies to wholesale stores engaged in the sale of clothing, shoes, linens and
fabric products, including but not limited to curtains and draperies.
This classification also applies to employers that do not manufacture but prepare clothing for
display and sale by sewing in labels, tagging, pressing, placing on hangers or packaging for
clothing retailers on a fee basis.
This classification also applies to employers that receive or purchase, sort, cut, launder, bundle
and resell wiping cloth or rag material.
Retail clothing stores shall be classified as 8008, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – retail.
Clothing manufacturing shall be classified as 2501(1), Clothing Mfg. Clothing manufacturers include employers who design garments, even if some or all of the production sewing or assembling operations are subcontracted.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend the cross-reference to Classification 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption, for
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
BEVERAGE CONTAINER COLLECTION OR REDEMPTION
See Salvage Material DealersRecycling and Refuse Management.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Eliminate the cross-reference to Classification 8264(2), Bottle Dealers, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
BOTTLE DEALERS – secondhand
See Salvage Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Establish a cross-reference to Classification 9403(3), Document Destruction, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION – including mobile paper shredding
See Recycling and Refuse Management.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Establish a cross-reference to Classification 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting, for consistency with
other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
GARBAGE OR REFUSE COLLECTING
See Recycling and Refuse Management.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Establish a cross-reference to Classification 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and
Material Recover Facility Operations, which is part of the Recycling and Refuse Management Industry
Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
GARBAGE OR REFUSE LANDFILL, TRANSFER STATION AND MATERIAL RECOVERY
FACILITY OPERATIONS
See Recycling and Refuse Management.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Eliminate the cross-reference to Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, for consistency with
other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
IRON OR STEEL SCRAP DEALERS
See Salvage Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Eliminate the cross-reference to Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
JUNK DEALERS
See Salvage Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend the cross-reference to Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
METAL SCRAP DEALERS
See Salvage Material DealersRecycling and Refuse Management.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Eliminate the cross-reference to Classification 8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers – secondhand, for
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
PAPER STOCK DEALERS – secondhand
See Salvage Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Establish a cross-reference to Classification 9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers – N.O.C., which is part of
the Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
RECYCLED MATERIAL DEALERS – N.O.C.
See Recycling and Refuse Management.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Eliminate the cross-reference to Classification 8264(3), Rubber Stock Dealers, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
RUBBER STOCK DEALERS – secondhand
See Salvage Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Eliminate the cross-reference to Classification 8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers, for consistency with
other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
WIPING CLOTH OR RAG DEALERS
See Salvage Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Section VIII, Abbreviated Classifications – Numeric Listing, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
Section VIII – Abbreviated Classifications – Numeric Listing
•
•
•
8106
•
•
•
8264(1)
8264(2)
8264(3)
8264(4)
•
•
•
8265(1)
8265(2)
•
•
•
9403(3)
•
•
•
9424(1)
9424(2)
•
•
•

Iron/Steel MerchantsMetal Stock Dealers

Paper Stock Dealers
Bottle Dealers
Rubber Stock Dealers
Wiping Cloth/Rag Dealers

Iron/Steel Scrap Dealers
Junk Dealers

Document Destruction

Garbage/Transfer Station/Mat Recovery
Recycled Material Dealers

*

*

*

*

*
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Item III-D
Payroll — Remuneration: Equity-Based Compensation Plans Study
The Committee was advised that WCIRB staff led a multi-jurisdictional working group, including the
National Council on Compensation Insurance (NCCI) and the other independent rating organizations, to
review payroll as the basis of premium for workers’ compensation insurance. The goals of this group were
to ensure that the payroll reported for workers’ compensation purposes (1) provides a basis of exposure
that is reasonably correlated with the losses expected to emerge, (2) mitigates the risk of potential
manipulation and (3) can be reasonably and efficiently audited by insurers.
The WCIRB performed a comprehensive study of equity-based compensation to help assure consistency
in the data submitted to the WCIRB and used in experience rating and pure premium ratemaking. The
recommendations in this study reflect the consensus of the multi-jurisdictional working group with respect
to the most appropriate treatment of equity-based compensation plans from a national perspective.
Equity-based compensation plans are increasingly common forms of compensation in certain industries in
California and can result in significant fluctuations in an employee’s payroll from year-to-year that may not
necessarily correlate with fluctuations in the underlying exposure for workers’ compensation losses. The
California Workers’ Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995 (USRP) currently provides
limited information regarding the reporting of equity-based compensation. Although the USRP currently
references Profit Sharing and Stock Option and Stock Purchase Plans, it does not specifically address
other forms of equity-based compensation.
Based on its review of the characteristics of equity-based compensation plans, WCIRB staff determined:
1. The USRP currently provides limited information regarding the reporting of equity-based
compensation. Clear and uniform rules regarding the reporting of equity-based compensation based
on a consensus view developed by the multi-jurisdictional working group can provide clarity to all
stakeholders and promote consistent reporting practices nationwide.
2. Equity-based compensation that is paid on a scheduled or annual basis, or based on the
achievement of performance goals or milestone anniversaries, can represent a recurring portion of an
employee’s overall compensation and is therefore a reasonable proxy for workers’ compensation
exposure and should be included as reportable remuneration.
3. Payment of equity-based compensation due to accelerated cliff vesting triggered by an Initial Public
Offering (IPO) of stock or a change in majority ownership, results in typically infrequent, non-recurring
events that can produce very large increases in payroll that can result in volatility in reported payrolls
from year to year without similar shifts in underlying loss exposure. These amounts are not a regular
or recurring portion of an employee’s overall compensation and are therefore not a reasonable proxy
for workers’ compensation exposure during an individual policy period and should not be included as
reportable remuneration.
4. Employee payroll-based contributions to fund equity-based compensation plans are similar to
employee payroll-based contributions to fund pensions or deferred compensation plans and should
be included as reportable remuneration.
5. Employer contributions to stock purchase plans and discounts on the purchase of stock are currently
excluded from reportable remuneration. The existing rules do not address payments by the employer
in connection with an employee’s cashless exercise of stock options, which are taxable income and
should be included as reportable remuneration. The existing rules could also be clarified to
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specifically reference employer contributions to Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase
Plans (ESPP).
In view of the above, the WCIRB recommended the following:
1. Establish a new Subrule in Part 3, Section V, Rule 1, Payroll – Remuneration, (Rule 1) to reference
equity-based compensation plans (other than stock options and stock purchase plans); direct that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to an equity-based compensation
plan be included as reportable remuneration; and direct that equity-based compensation payments be
included as reportable remuneration at the time of vesting, except for payments made due to
accelerated cliff vesting triggered by an Initial Public Offering (IPO) of stock, or a change in majority
ownership.
2. Amend the USRP, Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to add an entry for reporting payroll for
equity-based compensation plans (other than stock options and stock purchase plans); direct that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to an equity-based compensation
plan be included as reportable remuneration; and direct that equity-based compensation payments be
included as reportable remuneration at the time of vesting, except for payments made due to
accelerated cliff vesting triggered by an Initial Public Offering (IPO) of stock, or a change in majority
ownership.
3. Amend Part 3, Section V, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Subrule f,
Employer Contributory Payments, to direct that employer payments in connection with an employee’s
cashless exercise of stock options are included as reportable remuneration and for consistency with
other remuneration reporting rules.
4. Amend Part 3, Section V, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Subrule g, Salary Reduction and Cafeteria
Benefit Plans, to include stock options, ESPPs and equity-based compensation plans.
5. Establish a new Subrule in Part 3, Section V, Rule 1, Payroll – Remuneration, to direct that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to the purchase of stock options or
ESPPs be included as reportable remuneration, employer contributions or stock discount amounts
not be included as reportable remuneration, and payments by an employer in connection with an
employee’s cashless exercise of stock options be included as reportable remuneration.
6. Amend the Stock Option Plans entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to clarify that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to the purchase of stock be included
as reportable remuneration, employer contributions or stock discount amounts not be included as
reportable remuneration, and payments by an employer in connection with an employee’s cashless
exercise of stock options be included as reportable remuneration.
7. Amend the Stock Purchase Plans entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to clarify that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to the purchase of ESPPs be included
as reportable remuneration and for consistency with other remuneration reporting rules.
8. Amend the Profit Sharing entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to clarify that employer
contributions to purchase an ESPP not be included as reportable remuneration.
Following staff’s presentation, a Committee member requested clarification about what constitutes a
change in majority ownership with regard to accelerated cliff vesting events, as well as the meaning of
deferred compensation and how it is treated under the proposals. Staff advised that a change in majority
ownership refers to a greater than fifty-percent change, which would occur when the owner(s) prior to the
change own less than a one-half interest after the change. Staff also clarified the meaning of deferred
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compensation and when it is recognized as remuneration. WCIRB staff agreed to add additional clarifying
changes to the Study and Proposed Changes consistent with the Committee’s discussion and agreed to
provide these revisions to the Committee following the meeting for review and final approval. Finally, the
Committee discussed the likely impact of the proposed changes on premium audits and WCIRB staff
explained that the proposed changes generally clarify the types of remuneration that are already intended
under existing rules to be reported as remuneration in California and, to the extent practical, align
workers’ compensation remuneration with taxable payroll to minimize the complexity of premium audits.
Following the Committee’s discussion, a motion was made, seconded and unanimously approved to
include the proposed changes in the January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing, subject to the Committee’s
acceptance of staff’s further revisions. The Committee agreed that if the Committee members had
significant concerns with the updated Study and proposed rule changes discussed above, the Study
would be referred back to the Committee for further discussion at the next meeting.1

1

Following the Committee meeting, the Study and proposed rules were updated to reflect the Committee’s feedback and copies of
the revisions were provided to the Committee members for review and approval. The Committee members agreed that the attached
revisions accurately reflected the Committee’s feedback and should be included in the January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing.
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Payroll — Remuneration: Equity-Based Compensation Plans Study
California Workers’ Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995
Part 3, Standard Classification System, Section V, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Payroll –
Remuneration, and Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table
Executive Summary
Objective
The California Workers’ Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995 (USRP)1 defines
reportable remuneration and includes numerous provisions for adjusting, limiting or excluding specific
forms of compensation.
WCIRB staff led a multi-jurisdictional working group, including the National Council on Compensation
Insurance (NCCI) and the other independent rating organizations, to review payroll as the basis of
premium for workers’ compensation insurance. The goals of this group were to ensure that the payroll
reported for workers’ compensation purposes (1) provides a basis of exposure that is reasonably
correlated with the losses expected to emerge, (2) mitigates the risk of potential manipulation and (3) can
be reasonably and efficiently audited by insurers. As part of this review, the WCIRB performed a
comprehensive study of equity-based compensation2 to help assure consistency in the data submitted to
the WCIRB and used in experience rating and pure premium ratemaking.
Equity-based compensation is defined by the Internal Revenue Service as any compensation paid that is
based on the value of ownership shares or specified stock, regardless of whether there is an actual
transfer of equity. Examples of equity-based compensation include but are not limited to Stock Transfers,
Stock Options, Stock Warrants, Restricted Stock, Restricted Stock Units, Phantom Stock Plans and Stock
Appreciation Rights. Equity-based compensation plans are increasingly common forms of compensation
in certain industries in California and can result in significant fluctuations in an employee’s payroll from
year-to-year that may not necessarily correlate with fluctuations in the underlying exposure for workers’
compensation losses. The USRP currently provides limited information regarding the reporting of equitybased compensation. Although the USRP currently references Profit Sharing and Stock Option and Stock
Purchase Plans, it does not specifically address other forms of equity-based compensation.
The recommendations in this Study reflect the consensus of the multi-jurisdictional working group as to
the most appropriate treatment of equity-based compensation plans from a national perspective.
Findings
Based on its review of the characteristics of equity-based compensation plans, WCIRB staff determined:
1. The USRP currently provides limited information regarding the reporting of equity-based
compensation. Clear and uniform rules regarding the reporting of equity-based compensation based
on a consensus view developed by the multi-jurisdictional working group can provide clarity to all
stakeholders and promote consistent reporting practices nationwide.
2. Equity-based compensation that is paid on a scheduled or annual basis, or based on the
achievement of performance goals or milestone anniversaries, can represent a recurring portion of an
employee’s overall compensation and is therefore a reasonable proxy for workers’ compensation
exposure and should be included as reportable remuneration.

1

See Part 3, Standard Classification System, Section V, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Payroll – Remuneration, and Appendix II,
Payroll/Remuneration Table, of the USRP (“Rule 1” and “Appendix II”).
2 Also known as share-based compensation or stock compensation.
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3. Payment of equity-based compensation due to accelerated cliff vesting an Initial Public Offering
(IPO) of stock, or a change in majority ownership, is caused by typically non-recurring infrequent
events that can produce very large increases in payroll that can result in volatility in reported payrolls
from year to year without similar shifts in underlying loss exposure. These amounts are not a regular
or recurring portion of an employee’s overall compensation and are therefore not a reasonable proxy
for workers’ compensation exposure during an individual policy period and should not be included as
reportable remuneration.
4. Employee payroll-based contributions to fund equity-based compensation plans are similar to
employee payroll-based contributions to fund pensions or deferred compensation plans and should
be included as reportable remuneration.
5. Employer contributions to stock purchase plans and discounts on the purchase of stock are currently
excluded from reportable remuneration. The existing rules do not address payments by the employer
in connection with an employee’s cashless exercise of stock options, which are taxable income and
should be included as reportable remuneration. The existing rules could also be clarified to
specifically reference employer contributions to Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase
Plans (ESPP).
6. Employee contributions to qualified or non-qualified deferred compensation plans are currently
included as reportable remuneration when earned, and employer contributions to such plans are
excluded. The existing rules do not address payments of previously deferred compensation. Amounts
paid to current employees from an employer’s previous contributions to deferred compensation
should be included as reportable remuneration when paid. Payout of deferred compensation to retired
or terminated employees who are not employed during the current policy period should not be
included as reportable remuneration, provided the employer maintains records that segregate such
payments.
Recommendations
In view of the above, the WCIRB recommends the following:
1. Establish a new Subrule in Part 3, Section V, Rule 1, Payroll – Remuneration, (Rule 1) to reference
equity-based compensation plans (other than stock options and stock purchase plans); direct that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to an equity-based compensation
plan be included as reportable remuneration; and direct that equity-based compensation payments be
included as reportable remuneration at the time of vesting, except for payments made due to
accelerated cliff vesting triggered by an Initial Public Offering (IPO) of stock, or a change in majority
(greater than 50%) ownership such as that which might result from a merger or acquisition.
2. Amend the USRP, Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to add an entry for reporting payroll for
equity-based compensation plans (other than stock options and stock purchase plans); direct that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to an equity-based compensation
plan be included as reportable remuneration; and direct that equity-based compensation payments be
included as reportable remuneration at the time of vesting, except for payments made due to
accelerated cliff vesting triggered by an Initial Public Offering (IPO) of stock, or a change in majority
(greater than 50%) ownership such as that which might result from a merger or acquisition.
3. Amend Part 3, Section V, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Subrule f,
Employer Contributory Payments, to direct that employer payments in connection with an employee’s
cashless exercise of stock options are included as reportable remuneration, provide direction
regarding when the payout of deferred compensation from an employer’s contributions to previously
deferred payroll should be included as reportable remuneration and for consistency with other
remuneration reporting rules.
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4. Amend Part 3, Section V, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Subrule g, Salary Reduction and Cafeteria
Benefit Plans, to include stock options, Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plans
(ESPP) and equity-based compensation plans, and clarify that an employee’s elected deferrals or
payroll-based contributions to employee-elected deferral plans are included as remuneration when
earned.
5. Establish a new Subrule in Part 3, Section V, Rule 1, Payroll – Remuneration, to direct that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to the purchase of stock options or
Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plans (ESPP) be included as reportable
remuneration when earned, employer contributions or stock discount amounts not be included as
reportable remuneration, and payments by an employer in connection with an employee’s cashless
exercise of stock options be included as reportable remuneration.
6. Amend the Stock Option Plans entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to clarify that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to the purchase of stock be included
as reportable remuneration, employer contributions or stock discount amounts not be included as
reportable remuneration, and payments by an employer in connection with an employee’s cashless
exercise of stock options be included as reportable remuneration.
7. Amend the Deferred Compensation – 401K entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to
provide direction regarding when an employee’s contributions or deferrals of compensation to
employee-elected deferral plans should be included as reportable remuneration, and when the payout
of deferred compensation from an employer’s contributions to previously deferred payroll should be
included as reportable remuneration.
8. Amend the Stock Purchase Plans entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to clarify that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to the purchase of Qualified or NonQualified Employee Stock Purchase Plans (ESPP) be included as reportable remuneration and for
consistency with other remuneration reporting rules.
9. Amend the Profit Sharing entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to clarify that employer
contributions to purchase a qualified or non-qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP) not be
included as reportable remuneration.
Introduction
Payroll, also referred to as remuneration, has historically been used as a proxy for determining exposure
to losses for ratemaking and experience rating purposes. Remuneration is reasonably correlated with
losses and can be audited and validated against other documents that are reported to state or federal
government agencies. For certain classifications with great variability in remuneration without a
corresponding variability in exposure to loss (e.g., classifications pertaining to highly compensated
athletes and entertainers), the remuneration for individual employees is limited in the USRP for purposes
of premium computation. Remuneration is also limited for executive officers, partners, individual
employers and members of limited liability companies for reporting purposes and premium computation.
The advisory pure premium rate for each classification represents the ratio of reported losses relative to
reported remuneration, and the expected losses that are compared to actual losses in the experience
rating calculation are also based on reportable remuneration. As such, it is imperative for accurate
ratemaking and experience rating that reportable remuneration is clearly defined, auditable, resistant to
manipulation and reasonably well-correlated to the expected exposure to losses.
This Study examined equity-based compensation plans and determined that the treatment of such
compensation can result in great variability in reported remuneration without necessarily a commensurate
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change in exposure to loss. The USRP currently provides limited information regarding the reporting of
equity-based compensation. A goal of this Study was to develop rules that would apply broadly to
evolving equity-based compensation plans.
Historical Background
Historically, the basis used to calculate premium for workers’ compensation insurance has, with few
exceptions, been an employee’s remuneration.3 Rule 1 and Appendix II are a compilation of rules that
establish the types of compensation that are included in or excluded from the reportable remuneration for
statistical reporting purposes. Rule 1 starts with the following broad definition of Payroll – Remuneration:
As used in this Plan, payroll and remuneration are synonymous and mean the monetary
value at which service is recompensed. Except as provided herein, remuneration
includes: gross wages, salaries, commissions, bonuses, vacation, holiday and sick pay,
overtime payments, the market value of gifts, and all substitutes for money earned
during the policy period by employees and officers of the employer, and any other
persons for whom voluntary coverage is provided under the policy.
Rule 1 contains 16 Subrules, a through p, each directing the inclusion, exclusion, computation or
limitation of various forms of remuneration for reporting purposes. More than 50 additional directives are
provided in Appendix II, and many of the table entries reference specific provisions of Rule 1.
The intent of each directive must be consistent with the concept that remuneration is the monetary value
at which an employee’s service is recompensed and the objective that remuneration is a reasonable
proxy for the insurer’s exposure resulting from the work performed by the employee during the policy
period.
Equity-based compensation plans are an evolving component of remuneration. Prior to 2007, start-up and
technology companies frequently used equity-based compensation plans such as stock options and stock
purchase plans to recruit and retain staff. Stock options are awarded as an option for the employee to
purchase stock in the company at a specified price at a future date. Stock options have value to the
extent the option price is lower than the market price for the stock. Stock options can become worthless if
the stock’s market price falls below the option price; these are often described as “underwater” stock
options. Stock purchase plans, also referred to as Employee Stock Purchase Plans (ESPP), are similar to
stock options in that employees are provided the right to purchase company stock. However, with ESPPs,
employers may contribute to the stock purchase plan by offering a discounted price to employees that is
typically 10-15% below market value. The amount of the discount represents the employer’s contribution.
Many employers, including but not limited to employers in technology-related industries, have shifted from
stock options and stock purchase plans to other forms of equity-based compensation plans. Around 2007,
a version of equity-based compensation called Restricted Stock Units (RSUs) became popular with many
technology and start-up employers. RSUs allow employers to plan to issue shares of common stock to an
employee at a future date, subject to the employee satisfying vesting requirements. This deferred stock
issuance avoids equity dilution until the RSUs vest. Other equity-based compensation plans that are
essentially bonuses indexed to the value of company stock or ownership shares that do not transfer
actual equity to the recipient also avoid equity dilution. Multiple forms of equity-based compensation
remain in use and new forms may emerge.
3

There are currently four classifications that use a basis of exposure other than remuneration:
Code No.
Standard Classification
Unit of Exposure
8278
Jockeys or Harness Drivers
Per Race
7707
Firefighting Operations, Volunteers
Per Capita, Per Year
7722
Police, etc., Volunteers
Per Capita, Per Year
8631
Racing Stables
Per Occupied Stall, Per Day
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Analysis
Equity-based compensation plans are increasingly common forms of compensation in certain industries in
California and can result in significant fluctuations in an employee’s reported remuneration from year-toyear. Equity-based compensation is defined by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) as any compensation
paid that is based on the value of equity which is, generally, the stock of the employer,4 whether or not
stock ownership is actually transferred to the employee. Examples of equity-based compensation include
but are not limited to Stock Options, Stock Purchase Plans, Stock Transfers, Stock Warrants, Restricted
Stock, Restricted Stock Units, Phantom Stock Plans and Stock Appreciation Rights.5
Because new forms of equity-based compensation plans are expected to continue to emerge, proposed
changes to Rule 1 and Appendix II should not be limited to specific equity-based compensation plans, as
such provisions could become quickly outdated. Instead, this Study identifies characteristics of equitybased compensation plans that should be included or excluded as remuneration for reporting purposes.
Proposed changes to Rule 1 and Appendix II have been developed based on these identified
characteristics so that they can be uniformly applied to any equity-based compensation plan.
Characteristics of Various Types of Equity-Based Compensation
Many equity-based compensation plans are structured with a multi-year vesting plan and distribution
schedule; this acts as a form of retention bonus to encourage an employee to stay with an employer in
order to receive the future scheduled payment when a vesting date or performance goal is reached.
Although the final value of the scheduled payment is not known at the time it is awarded, the annual
scheduled vesting amounts can form a significant portion of an employee’s yearly compensation. In some
industries, employees may agree to accept a reduced salary in exchange for participation in equity-based
compensation plans. A currently popular form of equity-based compensation plan is an RSU. Staff
reviewed audited payroll and RSU amounts for 17 large technology employers, and RSUs ranged from
5% to 53% of each employer’s reported California remuneration for the year. Equity-based payments
made according to a regular vesting schedule are an integral and recurring part of annual compensation
for many employers and are, therefore, a reasonable proxy for workers’ compensation exposure and
should be included as reportable remuneration.
In addition to scheduled vesting, some equity-based compensation plan agreements include provisions
for immediate or “cliff” vesting upon the occurrence of a specific event, at which time employees earn the
right to receive the full value of their equity-based compensation plan. For example, cliff vesting can occur
when an employee reaches a milestone anniversary or achieves a performance goal. These cliff vesting
payments are a form of bonus that is calculated based on equity valuation and therefore, like other
bonuses, should be included as reported remuneration.
Some cliff vesting can result in extraordinarily large payroll increases due to a single payout of equitybased compensation. Such large payouts are usually due to accelerated cliff vesting triggered by a
change in majority ownership such as that which might result from a merger6 or acquisition7, or when a
company makes an Initial Public Offering (IPO) of stock. When a company undergoes an IPO, it is
common to accelerate the cliff vesting of outstanding restricted stock units (RSUs). If the IPO results in
the stock price rapidly increasing, the RSU values can increase greatly with no corresponding increase in
workers’ compensation loss exposure. When a company undergoes a change in majority ownership,
including but not limited to a merger or acquisition, it is common for the acquiring company to accelerate
the cliff vesting of outstanding equity compensation obligations that had been issued by the acquired
company. The significant increase in remuneration caused by these typically non-recurring events is not a
regular or recurring portion of an employee’s overall compensation. For this reason, the payments made
4

See https://www.irs.gov/businesses/corporations/equity-stock-based-compensation-audit-techniques-guide.
See Appendix I for descriptions of common types of equity-based compensation plans.
6 A merger is a deal to unite two existing companies into one new company. After the merger, the acquired company ceases to exist
and becomes part of the acquiring company, or the merged companies become a new company.
7 An acquisition occurs when the purchasing company obtains more than 50% ownership in a target company.
5
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to employees as a result of accelerated cliff vesting triggered by these ownership changes or IPOs is not
a strong proxy for the insurer’s exposure in the year they are paid. Accordingly, these payments should
not be included as reportable remuneration.
When evaluating the various forms of equity-based compensation, the multi-jurisdictional working group
considered whether certain types should be excluded from reported remuneration in light of the objective
that any exclusion allowance should be resistant to manipulation. There was consensus, however, that
the extraordinarily large amounts that may potentially be paid at accelerated cliff vesting triggered by
changes in majority (greater than 50%) ownership could be excluded from reported remuneration
provided the qualifying ownership change is significant, and not a minor ownership change that could be
orchestrated to reduce remuneration. In order to have an objective and uniform standard for determining
what constitutes a significant change in ownership for this purpose, the WCIRB proposes defining a
change in majority ownership as a change in ownership where the owner(s) prior to the change own less
than a one-half interest after the change.
The WCIRB also considered the need to adjust advisory pure premium rates resulting from the exclusion
of accelerated cliff vesting payments triggered by a majority change in ownership or an IPO. Cliff vesting
triggered by an IPO or majority change in ownership occur infrequently within a company and are
unpredictable. These characteristics make locating and isolating the payments to employees difficult.
Additionally, it is unclear to what extent these payments have been included or excluded from reported
remuneration by insurers. For these reasons, the WCIRB does not recommend any pure premium rate
adjustments at this time to reflect the exclusion of accelerated cliff vesting payments triggered by an IPO
or majority change in ownership.
Current USRP Provisions
Rule 1, Subrule f, Employer Contributory Payments, addresses employer contributions to specific forms of
equity-based compensation plans, including stock purchase plans and the exercise of stock options:
f.

Employer Contributory Payments

Contributory payments made by the employer in connection with group insurance, stock
purchase plans or qualified retirement plans, the exercise of stock options and deferred
compensation plans are not to be included in the payroll.
Payments by an employer of amounts otherwise required by law to be paid by employees
to statutory insurance or pension plans, such as the Federal Social Security Act, are to
be included in the payroll.
In addition, equity-based compensation payments based on the valuation of stock or ownership shares,
while not specifically addressed in the USRP, have been considered a form of bonus. Since Rule 1
specifically includes bonuses as reportable remuneration, equity-based compensation payments based
on the valuation of stock are currently intended to be included as remuneration at the fair market value at
the time of vesting or payment.
Evaluation
Appendix II references three types of equity-based compensation, Profit Sharing, Stock Option Plans and
Stock Purchase Plans, and identifies whether each should be included or excluded from remuneration.8
The reference to Stock Purchase Plans does not use the current terminology, which is Qualified or NonQualified ESPP. With regard to Stock Option Plans, Appendix II directs that when the option is exercised
and the employee purchases stock at a price that is lower than the market value, the difference between
the market value and the lower option price is not included as payroll. These amounts are generally not
recorded as payroll by the employer and auditing these amounts is impractical. However, in some cases,
an employee may receive stock or money from the employer due to a cashless exercise of a stock option.
8

See Appendix II of this Study for the current provisions in Appendix II of the USRP that address equity-based compensation.
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In these cases, the employee does not pay to acquire stock, but instead receives an adjusted settlement
from the employer net of the option price that the employee otherwise would have paid. These amounts
are considered taxable income, are recorded by the employer as payroll,9 and should be included as
reported payroll for workers’ compensation purposes.
Equity-based compensation plans can include contributions made by employees and employers. Appendix II directs that the amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to fund a deferred compensation
plan10 is included as reported payroll. In addition, entries in Appendix II direct that employee payrollbased contributions to Pension/Retirement Plans and Stock Purchase Plans are included as reported
payroll. Employee payroll-based contributions to any other form of equity-based compensation plan are
similar to contributions made to pension, deferred compensation or stock purchase plans. Accordingly,
employee payroll-based contributions to equity-based compensation plans should also be included as reportable remuneration at the time they are earned and contributed.
Entries in Appendix II direct that employer contributory payments for qualified Pension/Retirement Plans
and Stock Purchase Plans are not to be included as reported payroll. With stock purchase plans, employers may contribute to equity-based compensation plans by offering a discounted purchase price to employees that is typically 10-15% below market value. The amount of the discount, representing the
employer’s contribution, is currently excluded from reported remuneration. For other equity-based compensation plans, the entire value of the equity-based compensation plan may be provided by the employer, equating to a bonus that is therefore included as remuneration.
Although the USRP discusses how to report remuneration for employee and employer contributions to
deferred compensation plans, it does not address how to report remuneration when deferred compensation is paid. Under the current rules, when an employee elects to defer receiving a portion of his or her
compensation until a later date, such compensation is included as remuneration when earned, and when
an employer makes contributions to a deferred compensation plan, such contributions are not included as
remuneration. Payout of deferred compensation to current employees from an employer’s contributions to
previously deferred payroll should be included as reportable remuneration when paid as it is considered
additional income. However, any deferred amounts paid to retired or terminated employees who are not
employed during the current policy period should not be included as reportable remuneration, provided
the employer maintains records that segregate such payments. Since the employee is no longer employed, such amounts are likely not a reasonable proxy for workers’ compensation exposure, and it could
be difficult to determine the correct classification under which such amounts should be reported.
Findings
Based on its review of the characteristics of equity-based compensation plans, WCIRB staff determined:
1. The USRP currently provides limited information regarding the reporting of equity-based
compensation. Clear and uniform rules regarding the reporting of equity-based compensation based
on a consensus view developed by the multi-jurisdictional working group can provide clarity to all
stakeholders and promote consistent reporting practices nationwide.
2. Equity-based compensation that is paid on a scheduled or annual basis, or based on the
achievement of performance goals or milestone anniversaries, can represent a recurring portion of an
employee’s overall compensation and is therefore a reasonable proxy for workers’ compensation
exposure and should be included as reportable remuneration.
9

Cashless exercise of stock options can also be achieved by borrowing funds from a broker, purchasing stock through the broker at
the option price, and selling stock to immediately repay the loan. These transactions are not recorded by the employer as payroll
and auditing these amounts is impractical, so such transactions should not be included as reported payroll for workers’
compensation purposes.
10 See the entry for Deferred Compensation – 401K in Appendix II of the USRP.
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3. Payment of equity-based compensation due to accelerated cliff vesting triggered by an Initial Public
Offering (IPO) of stock, or a change in majority ownership, is caused by typically non-recurring
infrequent events that can produce very large increases in payroll that can result in volatility in
reported payrolls from year to year without similar shifts in underlying loss exposure. These amounts
are not a regular or recurring portion of an employee’s overall compensation and are therefore not a
reasonable proxy for workers’ compensation exposure during an individual policy period and should
not be included as reportable remuneration.
4. Employee payroll-based contributions to fund equity-based compensation plans are similar to
employee payroll-based contributions to fund pensions or deferred compensation plans and should
be included as reportable remuneration.
5. Employer contributions to stock purchase plans and discounts on the purchase of stock are currently
excluded from reportable remuneration. The existing rules do not address payments by the employer
in connection with an employee’s cashless exercise of stock options, which are taxable income and
should be included as reportable remuneration. The existing rules could also be clarified to
specifically reference employer contributions to Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase
Plans (ESPP).
6. Employee contributions to qualified or non-qualified deferred compensation plans are currently
included as reportable remuneration when earned, and employer contributions to such plans are
excluded. The existing rules do not address payments of previously deferred compensation. Amounts
paid to current employees from an employer’s previous contributions to deferred compensation
should be included as reportable remuneration when paid. Payout of deferred compensation to retired
or terminated employees who are not employed during the current policy period should not be
included as reportable remuneration, provided the employer maintains records that segregate such
payments.
Recommendations
In view of the above, the WCIRB recommends the following:
1. Establish a new Subrule in Part 3, Section V, Rule 1, Payroll – Remuneration, (Rule 1) to reference
equity-based compensation plans (other than stock options and stock purchase plans); direct that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to an equity-based compensation
plan be included as reportable remuneration; direct that equity-based compensation payments be
included as reportable remuneration at the time of vesting, except for payments made due to
accelerated cliff vesting events triggered by an Initial Public Offering (IPO) of stock, or a change in
majority (greater than 50%) ownership such as that which might result from a merger or acquisition.
2. Amend the USRP, Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to add an entry for reporting payroll for
equity-based compensation plans (other than stock options and stock purchase plans); direct that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to an equity-based compensation
plan be included as reportable remuneration; and direct that equity-based compensation payments be
included as reportable remuneration at the time of vesting, except for payments made due to
accelerated cliff vesting events triggered by an Initial Public Offering (IPO) of stock, or a change in
majority (greater than 50%) ownership such as that which might result from a merger or acquisition.
3. Amend Part 3, Section V, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Subrule f,
Employer Contributory Payments, to direct that employer payments in connection with an employee’s
cashless exercise of stock options are included as reportable remuneration, provide direction
regarding when the payout of deferred compensation from an employer’s contributions to previously
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deferred payroll should be included as reportable remuneration and for consistency with other
remuneration reporting rules.
4. Amend Part 3, Section V, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Subrule g, Salary Reduction and Cafeteria
Benefit Plans, to include stock options, Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plans
(ESPP) and equity-based compensation plans and clarify that an employee’s elected deferrals or
payroll-based contributions to employee-elected deferral plans are included as remuneration when
earned.
5. Establish a new Subrule in Part 3, Section V, Rule 1, Payroll – Remuneration, to direct that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to the purchase of stock options or
Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plans (ESPP) be included as reportable
remuneration when earned, employer contributions or stock discount amounts not be included as
reportable remuneration, and payments by an employer in connection with an employee’s cashless
exercise of stock options be included as reportable remuneration.
6. Amend the Stock Option Plans entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to clarify that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to the purchase of stock be included
as reportable remuneration, employer contributions or stock discount amounts not be included as
reportable remuneration, and payments by an employer in connection with an employee’s cashless
exercise of stock options be included as reportable remuneration.
7. Amend the Deferred Compensation – 401K entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to
provide direction regarding when an employee’s voluntary contributions or deferrals of compensation
to employee-elected deferral plans should be included as reportable remuneration, and when the
payout of deferred compensation from an employer’s contributions to previously deferred payroll
should be included as reportable remuneration.
8. Amend the Stock Purchase Plans entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to clarify that the
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to the purchase of Qualified or NonQualified Employee Stock Purchase Plans (ESPP) be included as reportable remuneration and for
consistency with other remuneration reporting rules.
9. Amend the Profit Sharing entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to clarify that employer
contributions to purchase a qualified or non-qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP) not be
included as reportable remuneration.
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Appendix I
Types of Equity-Based Compensation
Examples of equity-based compensation include Stock Options, Stock Transfers, Stock Warrants, Restricted Stock, Restricted Stock Units, Phantom Stock Plans, Stock Appreciation Rights, and other awards
whose value is based on the value of specified stock.
Stock Options
Contracts between a company and its employees that give employees the right to buy a specific
number of the company’s shares at a fixed price within a certain period of time. The fixed price is often called the grant or exercise price. Employees who are granted stock options hope to profit by exercising their options to buy shares at the exercise price when the shares are trading at a price that is
higher than the exercise price.11
Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP)
An employer-sponsored program that allows employees to make planned, periodic purchases of
company stock through payroll deductions.12
Stock Transfers
The transfer of compensatory stock options using programs instituted by the employer that permit
employees the opportunity to transfer any outstanding forms of equity compensation to a financial institution or other person or entity approved by the employer. 13
Stock Warrants
Similar to stock options, they are certificates that allow the owner to purchase a specified number of
shares, at a specified time, for a specified price. Stock options are normally granted to employees
and other service providers, whereas warrants are typically granted to non-employees (including outside investors). They are typically options to purchase stock over a long period and are freely transferable instruments.
Restricted Stock
Stock that has been granted to an executive that is nontransferable and subject to forfeiture under
certain conditions, such as termination of employment or failure to meet either corporate or personal
performance benchmarks. Restricted stock also generally becomes available to the recipient under a
graded vesting schedule that lasts for several years.14
Restricted Stock Units
Unsecured, unfunded promises to pay cash or stock in the future that are considered nonqualified deferred compensation subject to IRC §§ 3121(v)(2), 451 and 409A. Typically, one Restricted Stock
Unit represents one share of actual stock. Restricted Stock Units generally are not taxable at grant if
they meet the requirements of, or otherwise are exempt from, IRC §§ 451 and 409A. Generally, a
taxable event does not take place until the vesting of the Restricted Stock Unit. In addition, Restricted
Stock Units are not considered property for purposes of IRC §83 since no actual property has been
transferred, and therefore an IRC §83(b) election cannot be made with respect to the grant of a Restricted Stock Unit.

11

https://www.sec.gov/fast-answers/answers-empopthtm.html
http://www.morganstanleyfa.com/public/facilityfiles/sb090312151937/dcb41be8-fe11-4aad-8615-e117c01e92f0.pdf
13 https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1382821/000119312517228856/d325499dex103.htm
14 http://www.investopedia.com/articles/tax/09/restricted-stock-tax.asp
12
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Restricted Stock Units Settled with Stock
A Restricted Stock Unit payable in stock is similar to a Restricted Stock Award, except that the
employer does not transfer the stock to the employee until the Restricted Stock Unit vests.
Restricted Stock Units settled in stock are subject to IRC §§ 451 and 409A (unless they satisfy an
exception) but are not subject to IRC §83 at grant. Restricted Stock Units settled in stock are
subject to IRC §83 only when the stock is actually transferred to the employee. Typically, the
value of the stock transferred is includable in the income of the service provider and a
corresponding deduction allowed to the service recipient.
Restricted Stock Units Settled With Cash
A Restricted Stock Unit payable in cash is an arrangement under which the employee has the
right to receive the value of the unit on the date the unit vests. Restricted Stock Units payable in
cash are never subject to IRC §83 because no property is ever transferred. The amount of cash
received upon vesting of the Restricted Stock Unit is includible in income of the service provider
and a corresponding deduction is allowed to the service recipient.
Phantom Stock Plans
An arrangement under which deferred amounts are determined by a reference to hypothetical
“phantom” shares of the employer’s stock without ever issuing the actual shares to the employee.
Depending on the terms of the arrangement, the employee may be entitled to receive only the growth
in the value of the stock between the time the employer awards the phantom shares and the time the
employee cashes out the shares. Alternatively, the employee may be entitled to receive the entire
value of the stock as well as any dividends paid from the time the employer grants the phantom
shares. The employer does not hold actual shares of stock for the employee, but depending on the
terms of the plan, the employee may be paid in actual shares or in cash at the time of the cash-out.
Stock Appreciation Rights (SAR)
An arrangement, during a specified period, wherein the employee has the right to receive the
increased value of the employer’s stock by cashing out or exercising the SAR. The employee can
only benefit from the appreciation in the value of the stock; therefore, a taxable event does not take
place until the exercise of a SAR. The amount received upon exercise of the SAR is includible in the
employee’s income, constitutes wages, and creates a deduction to the employer at that time. Stock
appreciation rights are not deferred compensation subject to the special timing rule under IRC
§3121(v)(2). See Treas. Reg. §31.3121(v)(2)-1(b)(4)(ii) and Notice 2005-1. However, if the terms of
the SAR limit the amount that an employee may receive upon exercise, the IRS has ruled income has
been constructively received in the tax year in which the maximum limit has been attained.
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Appendix II
Following are the current provisions in Appendix II of the USRP that address equity-based compensation.
Payroll/Remuneration Table
Type of Compensation

Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Exception or Comment

Yes

Similar to a bonus




Profit Sharing
Annual distribution

Employer contribution to a stock No
purchase plan or fund that is
held by the employer until the
employee’s termination, and
distribution is not made through
the regular payroll



Stock Option Plans

No

Employees may be granted an option to
purchase stock in the company at a specified
price. Typically when the option is exercised,
the employee purchases stock at a price that
is lower than the market value. The
difference between the market value and the
lower option price is not included as payroll.

Stock Purchase Plans
Employee’s contribution

Yes

Employer’s contribution

No
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Recommendation
Amend Part 3, Standard Classification System, Section V, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Payroll –
Remuneration, Subrule f, Employer Contributory Payments, to direct that employer payments in
connection with an employee’s cashless exercise of stock options are included as reportable
remuneration, provide direction regarding when the payout of deferred compensation from an employer’s
contributions to previously deferred payroll should be included as reportable remuneration and for
consistency with other remuneration reporting rules.
PROPOSED
Section V – Payroll – Remuneration
1. Payroll – Remuneration1




f.

Employer Contributory Payments

Contributory payments made by the employer in connection with group insurance, Qualified or NonQualified Employee sStock pPurchase pPlans (ESPP), or qualified retirement plans, the exercise of stock
options other than the cashless exercise of stock options, and deferred compensation plans areshall not
to be included in the payrollas remuneration.
Payout of deferred compensation to current employees from an employer’s contributions to previously
deferred payroll shall be included as remuneration. Payout of deferred compensation to retired or
terminated employees who are not employed during the current policy period shall not be included as
remuneration provided the employer maintains records that segregate such payments.
Payments by an employer in connection with an employee’s cashless exercise of stock options shall be
included as remuneration.
Payments by an employer of amounts otherwise required by law to be paid by employees to statutory
insurance or pension plans, such as the Federal Social Security Act, are toshall be included in the
payrollas remuneration.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Part 3, Section V, Rule 1, Subrule g, Salary Reduction and Cafeteria Benefit Plans, to include
stock options, Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plans (ESPP) and equity-based
compensation plans and clarify that an employee’s elected deferrals or payroll-based contributions to
employee-elected deferral plans are included as remuneration when earned, and to provide direction
regarding when the payout of deferred compensation from an employer’s contributions to previously
deferred payroll should be included as reportable remuneration.
PROPOSED
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g. Salary Reduction and Cafeteria Benefit Plans
The amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to fund a pension, or deferred compensation plan,
equity-based compensation plan, Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP),
stock options or other employee-elected deferral plan shall be included as remuneration when earned
even though such plan is a portion of a cafeteria plan. The amount by which an employee’s salary is
reduced to fund the welfare or fringe benefit portion of a cafeteria plan qualified under Section 125 of the
Internal Revenue Code shall not be included as remuneration provided the employer’s books and records
are maintained to show separately such amounts by employee and in summary by type of operation
performed.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Establish Part 3, Section V, Rule 1, Subrule q, Stock Options and Stock Purchase Plans, to provide
direction regarding the inclusion of stock options and Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock
Purchase Plans (ESPP) as reportable remuneration.
PROPOSED





q. Stock Options and Stock Purchase Plans
The amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to the purchase of stock options or
Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plans (ESPP) shall be included as remuneration
when earned. The difference between the market price of stock and any discounted price paid by the
employee to purchase the stock shall not be included as remuneration. Contributory payments made by
the employer in connection with the exercise of stock options or Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee
Stock Purchase Plans (ESPP), other than the cashless exercise of stock options, shall not be included as
remuneration (see Subrule f, Employer Contributory Payments).
Payments by an employer in connection with an employee’s cashless exercise of stock options shall be
included as remuneration.




*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Establish Part 3, Section V, Rule 1, Subrule r, Equity-Based Compensation Plans (Other Than Stock
Options and Stock Purchase Plans), to provide direction regarding the inclusion of equity-based
compensation (other than stock options and stock purchase plans) as reportable remuneration.
PROPOSED




r.

Equity-Based Compensation Plans (Other Than Stock Options and Stock Purchase Plans)

The value of equity-based compensation plans (other than Stock Options and Stock Purchase Plans),
including but not limited to Stock Transfers, Stock Warrants, Restricted Stock, Restricted Stock Units,
Phantom Stock Plans and Stock Appreciation Rights, shall be included as remuneration at the time of
vesting when vesting is on a scheduled or annual basis, such as graded vesting or scheduled cliff vesting,
or when the vesting is based on the achievement of performance goals or milestone anniversaries. The
amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to an equity-based compensation plan
shall be included as remuneration. The market value of equity-based compensation plans shall not be
included as remuneration when accelerated cliff vesting is triggered by (1) an Initial Public Offering (IPO)
of stock, or (2) a change in majority ownership where the owner(s) prior to the change own less than a
one-half interest after the change.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend the Deferred Compensation – 401K entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to provide
direction regarding when an employee’s voluntary contributions or deferrals of compensation to
employee-elected deferral plans should be included as reportable remuneration, and when the payout of
deferred compensation from an employer’s contributions to previously deferred payroll should be included
as reportable remuneration.
PROPOSED

Type of Compensation

Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Exception or Comment
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Deferred Compensation –
401K

See USRP, Part 3, Section V, Rule 1f and 1g

Employee’s contribution –
Yes
qualified or non-qualified plan –
including “Cafeteria” and 401K
plans or other employeeelected deferral plans

Employee’s voluntary contributions or
deferrals made through regular payroll
deductions are included even when the
contribution is part of a “Cafeteria” plan
qualified under Section 125 of the Internal
Revenue Code

Employer’s contribution –
No
qualified or non-qualified
supplemental plan – including
“Cafeteria” and 401K plans or
other employee-elected deferral
plans

Exclude if contributions to a “qualified” and
“non-qualified” plans

Payout to current employees

Yes

Payout of deferred compensation to current
employees from employer’s contributions to
previously deferred payroll is considered
additional income.

Payout to retired/terminated
employees

No

Exclude amounts paid to retired/terminated
employees who are not employed during the
current policy period, provided the employer
maintains records that segregate such
payments. NOTE: Include payments to
employees employed for any portion of the
current policy period.





*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to add an entry for reporting payroll for Equity-Based
Compensation Plans (Other Than Stock Options and Stock Purchase Plans).
PROPOSED

Type of Compensation

Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Exception or Comment





Equity-Based Compensation

See USRP, Part 3, Section V, Rule 1r
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Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Type of Compensation

Exception or Comment

Plans (Other Than Stock
Options and Stock Purchase
Plans)
Employee Contribution

Yes

Include the amount by which an employee‘s
salary is reduced to contribute to an equitybased compensation plan

Payment at time of vesting
(graded vesting or scheduled
cliff vesting)

Yes

Include amounts paid on a graded vesting
schedule or a scheduled cliff vesting date

Payment at time of an
accelerated cliff vesting event
that is triggered by (1) an Initial
Public Offering (IPO) of stock,
or (2) a change in majority
ownership where the owner(s)
prior to the change own less
than a one-half interest after
the change

No

Cliff vesting may be accelerated based on
changes in company ownership. Exclude
amounts paid at time of accelerated cliff
vesting due to (1) an IPO, or (2) a change in
majority ownership where the owner(s) prior
to the change own less than a one-half
interest after the change. A change in
majority ownership could include a merger
or acquisition if the owner(s) prior to the
change own less than a one-half interest
after the change





*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend the Profit Sharing entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to update the terminology to
refer to a “stock purchase plan” as a “Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP).”
PROPOSED

Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Exception or Comment

Annual distribution

Yes

Similar to a bonus

Employer contribution to a
Qualified or Non-Qualified
Employee sStock pPurchase

No

Type of Compensation




Profit Sharing
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Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Type of Compensation

Exception or Comment

pPlan (ESPP) or fund that is
held by the employer until the
employee’s termination and
distribution is not made
through the regular payroll




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend the Stock Option Plans entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to include the rules for
reporting payroll for Stock Options.
PROPOSED

Type of Compensation

Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Exception or Comment





Stock Option Plans

See USRP, Part 3, Section V, Rule 1q

Employee’s Contribution

Yes

Include the amount by which an employee’s
salary is reduced to contribute to the
purchase of stock

Employer’s Contribution (other
than the cashless exercise of
stock options)

No

See USRP, Part 3, Section V, Rule 1f

Employer’s Contribution for
cashless exercise of stock
options

Yes

Taxable amounts paid by the employer
when an employee completes a cashless
exercise of stock options are included as
payroll.

Difference between the stock’s
market price and the exercise
price

No

Employees may be granted an option to
purchase stock in the company at a
specified price. Typically when the option is
exercised, the employee purchases stock at
a price that is lower than the market value.
The difference between the market value
and the lower option price is not included as
payroll.
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Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Type of Compensation

Exception or Comment





*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend the Stock Purchase Plans entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to clarify that
employee payroll-based contributions be included as reportable remuneration and for consistency with
other remuneration reporting rules.
PROPOSED

Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Type of Compensation

Exception or Comment





Employee Stock Purchase
Plans (ESPP) – Qualified or
Non-Qualified

See USRP, Part 3, Section V, Rule 1q

Employee’s contribution

Yes

Employer’s contribution

No

Include the amount by which an employee’s
salary is reduced to contribute to the
purchase of stock purchase plans





*

*

*

*

*
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The meeting was adjourned at 11:15 AM.
Note to Committee Members: These Minutes, as written, have not been approved. Please refer to the
Minutes of the meeting scheduled for May 8, 2018 for approval and/or modification.
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Location
Staff Contact
WCIRB California
Brenda Keys
1221 Broadway, Suite 900
Oakland, CA
1221 Broadway, Suite 900 • Oakland, CA 94612 • 415.777.0777 • Fax 415.778.7007 • www.wcirb.com • wcirb@wcirb.com

Released: May 16, 2018

Members Present
National Union Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh PA
Pacific Compensation Insurance Company
Preferred Employers Insurance Company
Republic Indemnity Company of America
Security National Insurance Company
State Compensation Insurance Fund
Zenith Insurance Company

Represented By
Ellen Sonkin**
Steve Schafer
John Bennett**
Reggie Fradkin
Matt Zender**
Geeta Shah
Sarah Elston**

California Department of Insurance
Patricia Hein**
Brentley Yim
WCIRB
Brenda Keys, Chair
Bill Mudge
David Bellusci**
Brian Gray
Kristen Marsh
Eric Riley
Michelle Sheng
Anna Zieba
** Participated via teleconference

The meeting of the Classification and Rating Committee was called to order at 9:45 AM following a
reminder of applicable antitrust restrictions, with Ms. Brenda Keys, Senior Vice President and Chief Legal
Officer, presiding.
*

*

*

*

*

Approval of Minutes
The Minutes of the meeting held on March 20, 2018 were distributed to the Committee members in
advance of the meeting for review. As there were no corrections to the Minutes, a motion was made,
seconded and unanimously approved to adopt the Minutes as written.
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Notice
The information in these Minutes was developed by the Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California
(WCIRB) for the purpose of assisting the WCIRB Classification and Rating Committee. The WCIRB cannot make any
guarantees if this information is used for any other purpose and the WCIRB shall not be liable for any damages, of any kind,
whether direct, indirect, incidental, punitive or consequential, arising from the use of or reliance upon this information for any
other purpose.

 2018 Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California. All rights reserved.
No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including, without
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Item III-A
Physical Audit Threshold Evaluation
The Committee was reminded that the California Workers’ Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting
Plan—1995 requires that all policies that generate a final premium at or above a specific threshold
amount be subject to physical audit. The threshold has historically been set at a level that corresponds
approximately with eligibility for experience rating so that the vast majority of payroll reflected in the
experience rating calculation is subject to physical audit. The WCIRB reviews the physical audit threshold
level annually. The Committee was reminded that the physical audit threshold was last changed to
$13,000 effective January 1, 2015.
The Committee was advised that WCIRB staff reviewed the audit threshold in preparation for the
January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing using the two alternative bases of projection that have been used in
prior analyses. Staff noted that the approximate average of the two indications for policies incepting on or
after January 1, 2019 is $11,500. Since the threshold is intended to be changed relatively infrequently
and the indication is likely to increase again once rate decreases moderate, the consensus of the
Committee was to maintain the current premium audit threshold of $13,000 for 2019.
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Item III-B
Payroll Limitations
The Committee was reminded that each year, WCIRB staff reviews current wage and payroll limits in the
California Worker’s Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995 (USRP) in light of projected
wage inflation. The Committee was advised that the WCIRB is projecting that wage inflation for 2019 will
be approximately 3.7% based on the average of the latest UCLA Anderson School of Business and
California Department of Finance wage forecast models for all industries. Based on this projection, the
WCIRB recommended a number of revisions to the USRP related to wage and payroll limitations.
The Committee reviewed the recommended changes to the maximum and minimum payroll limits, the per
taxicab minimum, and the department store minimum payroll that were included in the Agenda materials.
Following staff’s presentation, a motion was made, seconded and unanimously passed to recommend
that the proposed changes be included in the WCIRB’s January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing.
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Recommendation
Amend Part 3, Section V, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Payroll – Remuneration, Subrule j, Executive
Officers, Subrule k, Partners, Subrule l, Individual Employers, and Subrule m, Members of a Limited
Liability Company, to adjust the minimum and maximum payroll limitations for executive officers, partners,
individual employers, and members of a limited liability company to reflect wage inflation since the
minimum and maximum payroll limitations were last amended in 2018.
PROPOSED
Section V – Payroll – Remuneration
Payroll – Remuneration




j.

Executive Officers

The entire remuneration earned by each executive officer during the policy period shall be used as
the payroll, subject to a minimum remuneration of $50,70052,000 per annum and a maximum
remuneration of $128,700133,900 per annum for each executive officer covered under the policy.
This provision also applies to executive officers of a corporation while the corporation is covered as a
member of a partnership or joint venture operation and to executive officers of a limited liability
company.




k.

Partners

If the policy covers one or more partners as employee(s) during the policy period, the entire
remuneration earned by such partner(s) during such coverage (including the annual amount of
wages, salary, emoluments or profits of each such partner) shall be included in the payroll, subject to
a minimum remuneration of $50,70052,000 per annum and a maximum remuneration of
$128,700133,900 per annum for each partner so included. This provision also applies to partners of a
partnership while such partnership is covered as a member of another partnership or joint venture.




l.

Individual Employers

If an individual employer is covered under the policy, the entire remuneration earned by such person
during the policy period (including the annual amount of wages, salary, emoluments or profits of such
person) shall be included in payroll, subject to a minimum remuneration of $50,70052,000 per annum
and a maximum remuneration of $128,700133,900 per annum for such person.




m. Members of a Limited Liability Company
If the policy covers one or more members as employee(s) during the policy period, the entire
remuneration earned by such member(s) during such coverage (including the annual amount of
wages, salary, emoluments or profits of each such member) shall be included in the payroll, subject
to a minimum remuneration of $50,70052,000 per annum and a maximum remuneration of $128,700
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133,900 per annum for each member so included. This provision also applies to managers of a
limited liability company when the limited liability company is manager-managed.




Examples – for subrules j, k, l and m
A person joined a partnership as a partner effective week 27 of a 52-week policy period. The person
did not work as an employee prior to becoming partner. The partner drew only $400 per week as
partner and no other earnings were distributed to the partner. ($400 x 26, or $10,400, was drawn
during the policy period.) The prorated weekly minimum payroll for partners based upon Subrule k,
above, is more than $10,400 ($50,70052,000 ÷ 52 x 26 = $25,35026,000). The reportable payroll for
this partner must therefore be increased by $14,95015,600 to equal the prorated minimum
remuneration for this person’s 26 weeks as partner ($10,400 + $14,95015,600 = $25,35026,000).
An employee is promoted to an executive officer position effective week 40 during a 52-week policy
period. The individual was paid an annual salary of $150,000 for the policy period. Payroll for weeks 1
through 39 is $112,500. The earnings for the 13-week period as executive officer are reduced to the
prorated executive officer maximum remuneration based upon Subrule j above ($128,700133,900 ÷
52 x 13 = $32,17533,475). The total reportable payroll for this individual is $112,500 + $32,17533,475
= $144,675145,975.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9181, Athletic Teams or Parks – all players on the salary list of employer, whether
regularly played or not, for consistency and to increase the payroll limitation for players from $128,700 to
$133,900 per player per season to reflect wage inflation since the payroll limitation was last amended in
2018.
PROPOSED
ATHLETIC TEAMS OR ATHLETIC FACILITIES – players, umpires, referees and game officials
The entire remuneration of each player shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$128,700133,900 per season. When a player works for two or more teams in the same
sport during the season, the $128,700133,900 per player maximum shall be prorated.
This classification applies to the players, playing managers, and umpires, referees andor game
officials who monitor play, of professional and amateur athletic teams, including all players on
the salary list of the insured whether regularly played or not. This classification also applies to
umpires, referees andor game officials in connection with youth or recreational athletic teams or
facilities.
Season shall include preseason and postseason exposure.
Also refer to companion Classification 9182, Athletic Teams or Athletic Facilities – all employees
other than players, umpires, referees and game officials.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9181 also performs duties
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described by Classification 9182, the payroll of that employee may be divided between
Classifications 9181 and 9182, provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by
time cards or time book entries that show such division. See Part 3, Section V, Rule 3, Division
of Single Employee’s Payroll.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9610, Motion Pictures – production, for consistency and to increase the annual
payroll limitation for actors, musicians, producers and the motion picture director from $128,700 to
$133,900 per person to reflect wage inflation since the payroll limitation was last amended in 2018.
PROPOSED
MOTION PICTURES – production – in studios andor outside – all employees

9610

The actualentire remuneration of actors, musicians, producers and the motion picture
director mustshall be included, subject to a maximum of $128,700133,900 per year per
person. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be
prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked during the
policy period.
This classification applies to companies that specialize in the production of motion pictures,
television features, commercials, music videos, videotaped depositions, videotaped court
proceedings or industrial films that are recorded on motion picture film stock, videotape, digital
or other media.
Employees engaged exclusively in the electronic editing of digital files using computerized
editing equipment are assignable to Classification 8810, Clerical Office Employees, subject to
the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
Employees who create animation using computer or digital applications are assignable to
Classification 8810, Clerical Office Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See
Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
The payroll limitation of this classification is applicable to the director responsible for all aspects
of production. The payroll for all other directors such as assistant and associate directors is not
subject to limitation.
The payroll limitation also applies to motion picture producers responsible for overseeing the
financial, administrative andor creative aspects of a motion picture.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 7610, Radio, Television or Commercial Broadcasting Stations – all employees, for
consistency and to increase the annual payroll limitation for players, entertainers or musicians from
$128,700 to $133,900 per person to reflect wage inflation since the payroll limitation was last amended in
2018.
PROPOSED
RADIO, TELEVISION OR COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING STATIONS – all employees –
including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons

7610

The actualentire remuneration of on-air personalities, entertainers orand musicians shall
be included, subject to a maximum of $128,700133,900 per year per person. When such
employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based
upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked during the policy period.
This classification applies to Federal Communications Commission licensed radio, television or
commercial wireless broadcasting stations. This classification also applies to television studios
that are operated by cable television companies. This classification also applies to the operation
of music recording studios.
The dissemination of audio or video programming exclusively over the internet shall be
classified as 8859(2), Internet or Web-Based Application Development or Operation.
Companies engaged in the provision of cable or satellite television services or internet
connectivity using cable or satellite infrastructure shall be classified as 7606, Cable or Satellite
Television Companies.
Computerized or electronic video or audio post-production for other concerns on a fee basis
shall be classified as 7607(1), Video Post-Production, and 7607(2), Audio Post-Production,
respectively.
Motion picture production shall be classified as 9610, Motion Pictures – production.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9156, Theaters – dance, opera and theater companies, for consistency and to
increase the annual payroll limitation for performers and directors of performers from $128,700 to
$133,900 per person to reflect wage inflation since the payroll limitation was last amended in 2018.
PROPOSED
THEATERS – dance, opera andor theater companies – all performers and directors of
performers – N.O.C.
The actualentire remuneration of performers and directors of performers mustshall be
included, subject to a maximum of $128,700133,900 per year per person. When such
employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based
upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked during the policy period.
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This classification applies to the production of dance, opera, dramatic, comedic or other
theatrical presentations before a live audience. This classification includes all stage performers,
directors and musicians in connection therewith.
Musical entertainers who are not employees of dance, opera or theater companies, but who
provide entertainment for a live audience, including but not limited to orchestras, touring bands,
casual or steady engagement music groups and event disc jockeys, shall be classified as 9151,
Theaters – musical entertainment.
The operation of motion picture theaters shall be classified as 9155, Theaters – motion picture.
Also refer to companion Classification 9154, Theaters – not motion picture – all employees other
than performers and directors of performers.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9156 also performs duties
described by Classification 9154, the payroll of that employee may be divided between
Classifications 9154 and 9156, provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by
time cards or time book entries that show such division. See Part 3, Section V, Rule 3, Division
of Single Employee’s Payroll.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9151, Theaters – musical entertainment, for consistency and to increase the annual
payroll limitation for performers and directors of performers from $128,700 to $133,900 per person to
reflect wage inflation since the payroll limitation was last amended in 2018.
PROPOSED
THEATERS – musical entertainment – live performances – all performers and directors of
performers
The actualentire remuneration of performers and directors of performers mustshall be
included, subject, however, to a maximum of $128,700133,900 per year per person. When
such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based
upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked during the policy period.
This classification applies to employers that provide musical entertainment for a live audience.
This classification includes but is not limited to orchestras, touring bands, casual or steady
engagement music groups and event disc jockeys. This classification also applies to stage
performers andor dancers incidental to the musical performance.
Dance, opera, ballet andor live theater performers including musicians shall be classified as
9156, Theaters – dance, opera and theater companies.
Also refer to companion Classification 9154, Theaters – not motion picture – all employees other
than performers and directors of performers.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9151 also performs duties
described by Classification 9154, the payroll of that employee may be divided between
Classifications 9151 and 9154 provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by
time cards or time book entries that show such division. See Part 3, Section V, Rule 3, Division
of Single Employee’s Payroll.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 7365, Taxicab Operations – all employees, for consistency and to increase the
minimum annual payroll per taxicab from $35,700 to $37,000 to reflect wage inflation since the threshold
was last amended in 2018.
PROPOSED

TAXICAB OPERATIONS – all employees

7365

Payroll shall include the entire remuneration earned by all taxicab drivers during the
policy period. In the event an employer does not keep verifiable payroll records for all
taxicab drivers, the minimum remuneration for taxicab drivers shall not be less than
$35,70037,000 per annum per taxicab dispatched by or operated under the auspices of
the insured. The minimum payroll amount is in consideration of taxicab downtime,
vacation time or other periods during which the taxicab is not in operation, as well as the
use of a single taxicab by multiple drivers. The per annum payroll amount shall be
prorated only when the taxicab is not dispatched by or under the auspices of the insured
or registered for the full policy period or when the policy period is less than one year.
This classification applies to the operation of taxicab services engaged in transporting the
general public on a fee basis. Taxicab operations provide passenger transportation services that
are available for immediate hire with fares that must be determined by either zone or meter. This
classification includes the maintenance and repair of vehicles in connection with taxicab
operations by the same employer.
Dispatchers engaged in clerical activities shall be separately classified as 8810, Clerical Office
Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard
Exceptions.
Transportation services provided to passengers exclusively on a scheduled route, charter or
other pre-arranged basis, including Transportation Network Companies (TNC) that employ
drivers, shall be classified as 7382, Bus, Shuttle Van or Limousine Operations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8039, Stores – department stores – retail, which is part of the Stores Industry
Group, to increase the minimum annual payroll from $1,000,000 per year to $1,100,000 to reflect wage
inflation since the payroll limitation was last amended in 2016.
PROPOSED

STORES
Refer to Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures, Rule 6, Stores.
STORES – department stores – retail – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside
Salespersons
This classification applies to each store location at which all the following conditions exist:
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1.
2.

3.

The payroll subject to this classification is at least $1,000,0001,100,000 per annum.
The merchandise handled must include:
(a) Wearing Apparel
(b) Linens
(c) House Furnishings (other than furniture)
(d) One or more of the following:

Cosmetics

Drugs

Furniture

Groceries

Hardware

Jewelry

Luggage

Musical Instruments

Sporting Goods

Toys
The total annual sales of items (a), (b) and (c), above, must exceed 50% of the total annual
sales.

This classification also applies to the installation of house furnishings and household appliances
that have been sold by the store and to satellite warehouse or clerical office locations.

*

*

*

*

*
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Item III-C
Extension of Payroll Limitations
7607(1), Video Post-Production – computer or electronic – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
7607(2), Audio Post-Production – computer or electronic – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
8743, Mortgage Brokers – no direct lending – all employees – including Clerical Office
Employees and Outside Salespersons
8803, Auditing, Accounting or Management Consulting Services – all employees – including
Clerical Office Employees
8820, Law Firms – all employees – including Outside Salespersons and Clerical Office
Employees
8859(1), Computer Programming or Software Development – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
8859(2), Internet or Web-Based Application Development or Operation – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
The Committee was reminded that payroll, also referred to as remuneration, has historically been used to
measure exposure to workers’ compensation losses for ratemaking and experience rating purposes.
Remuneration is reasonably correlated with losses and can be audited and validated against other
documents that are reported to state or federal government agencies.
Staff indicated that given the wide dispersion of payroll among highly compensated employees and
concerns about the lack of correlation of exposure to loss at very high wage levels, limitations on an
individual’s annual payroll for workers’ compensation purposes have been applied in California for certain
types of highly compensated employees. The California Workers’ Compensation Uniform Statistical
Reporting Plan—1995 (USRP) currently limits the annual payroll for executive officers, partners, individual
employers and members of a limited liability company as well as several classifications with many highly
compensated employees and great variability in wages. These classifications include 9181, Athletic
Teams or Athletic Facilities – players, umpires, referees and game officials, 9610, Motion Pictures –
production, 7610, Radio, Television or Commercial Broadcasting Stations, 9156, Theaters – dance, opera
and theater companies, and 9151, Theaters – musical entertainment. The Committee was reminded that
the current USRP wage limitation is $128,700, which is very close to the 2018 Social Security maximum
wage of $128,400.
The WCIRB’s analysis of payroll as the basis of workers’ compensation premium has shown that at very
high wage levels there is no evidence of increasing exposure to workers’ compensation losses with
increasing wage levels. In addition, the advisory pure premium rates and expected loss rates for some
classifications with many high wage employees have become so low that even a $0.01 change in those
rates would be very significant on a percentage basis. As a result, the WCIRB identified classifications
that: (a) have unusually high levels of employees with wages above the current USRP annual payroll
maximum, (b) have relatively low advisory pure premium rates that are likely driven by the high wage
levels in the industry, and (c) include all employees so that any payroll limitation could be administered in
a relatively straightforward manner. For select classifications that met these requirements, staff evaluated
whether to limit individual employees’ annual payroll.
The Committee was advised that staff identified the following classifications for which limiting each
employee’s annual payroll appeared appropriate:


7607(1), Video Post-Production – computer or electronic – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
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7607(2), Audio Post-Production – computer or electronic – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
8743, Mortgage Brokers – no direct lending – all employees – including Clerical Office Employees
and Outside Salespersons
8803, Auditing. Accounting or Management Consulting Services – all employees – including
Clerical Office Employees
8820, Law Firms – all employees – including Outside Salespersons and Clerical Office
Employees
8859(1), Computer Programming or Software Development – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
8859(2), Internet or Web-Based Application Development or Operation – including Clerical Office
Employees and Outside Salespersons

Staff explained that the WCIRB’s preliminary analysis of American Community Survey (ACS) wage data
suggested that the amount of payroll for each of these identified classifications in excess of the current
USRP payroll limitation is approximately 20% or higher. As a result, in order for the implementation of a
payroll limitation in these classifications to be pure premium neutral, significant advisory pure premium
rate adjustments would be needed.
The Committee was informed that based on its analysis of wage data, staff recommended that individual
employee’s annual payroll developed in Classifications 7607(1), 7607(2), 8743, 8803, 8820, 8859(1) and
8859(2) be subject to the USRP annual payroll limitation. The Committee was also advised that given the
impact of this change on employers with operations in the affected classifications, as well as on
producers, premium auditors and underwriters, staff recommended that these changes be included in the
January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing but not take effect until January 1, 2020 to allow the WCIRB time to
conduct extensive outreach and education and refine the calculation of the appropriate pure premium
adjustment by supplementing the ACS data with additional wage information from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics as well as special wage survey data if needed. Staff indicated that if these changes are
approved, the WCIRB would propose adjusted advisory pure premium rates in the 2020 Pure Premium
Rate Filings to reflect the estimated reduction in reported exposure in each classification resulting from
application of the limitation. In response to a Committee member’s question, staff also advised that while
2020 and 2021 classification expected loss rates would not need to be adjusted since all the payroll in the
experience period would be on an unlimited basis, future classification expected loss rates would be
adjusted for these classifications.
A Committee member asked if the amount of the limitation, or cap, would vary by classification. In
response, staff suggested that while for ease of administration a single cap is preferred, the limitation
amount for each classification will be reviewed to ensure that a single limitation amount is appropriate.
Finally, in response to a question about how this proposed list of classifications was derived and
specifically why Classification 8834, Physicians’ Practices and Outpatient Clinics – all employees, was not
included, the Committee was advised that staff looked at several additional classifications but determined
the selected classifications were the most compelling classifications for which a limitation appeared to be
appropriate at this time. With respect to Classification 8834, staff noted that many physicians are partners
in the practice and, therefore, are likely already excluded.
Following the Committee’s discussion, a motion was made, seconded and unanimously passed to
recommend that the proposed changes be included in the WCIRB’s January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing to
take effect January 1, 2020.
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Extension of Payroll Limitations Report
7607(1), Video Post-Production – computer or electronic – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
7607(2), Audio Post-Production – computer or electronic – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
8743, Mortgage Brokers – no direct lending – all employees – including Clerical Office
Employees and Outside Salespersons
8803, Auditing, Accounting or Management Consulting Services – all employees – including
Clerical Office Employees
8820, Law Firms – all employees – including Outside Salespersons and Clerical Office
Employees
8859(1), Computer Programming or Software Development – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
8859(2), Internet or Web-Based Application Development or Operation – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
Background and Objective
Payroll, also referred to as remuneration, has historically been used as a proxy for measuring exposure to
workers’ compensation losses for ratemaking and experience rating purposes. Remuneration is
reasonably correlated with losses and can be audited and validated against other documents that are
reported to state or federal government agencies.
Historically, given the wide dispersion of payroll among highly compensated employees and concerns as
to the lack of correlation of exposure to loss at very high wage levels, limitations on an individual’s annual
payroll for workers’ compensation purposes have been applied in California for certain types of highly
compensated employees. Currently, the California Workers’ Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting
Plan—1995 (USRP) limits the annual payroll for executive officers, partners, individual employers and
members of a limited liability company to a maximum of $128,700 per year.1 In addition, the same annual
payroll limitation is applied to select employees in classifications with many highly compensated
employees and great variability in wages. These classifications include 9181, Athletic Teams or Athletic
Facilities – players, umpires, referees and game officials, 9610, Motion Pictures – production, 7610,
Radio, Television or Commercial Broadcasting Stations, 9156, Theaters – dance, opera and theater
companies, and 9151, Theaters – musical entertainment.
As the WCIRB continued to analyze payroll as the basis of workers’ compensation premium, it found that
at very high wage levels there is no evidence of increasing exposure to workers’ compensation losses
with increasing wage levels. In addition, the advisory pure premium rates and expected loss rates for
some classifications with many high wage employees have become very low2 that even a $0.01 change
in those rates would be very significant on a percentage basis. As a result, the WCIRB identified
classifications that (a) have unusually high levels of employees with wages above the current USRP
annual payroll maximum, (b) have relatively low advisory pure premium rates that are likely driven by the
high wage levels in the industry, and (c) include all employees so that any payroll limitation could be
administered in a relatively straightforward manner. For classifications that meet these requirements, the
WCIRB considered whether to recommend limiting individual employees’ annual payroll. In completing
this analysis, the WCIRB used publicly available sources of wage information by industry to estimate the
payroll to be eliminated in each classification due to imposition of the payroll limitation and the resultant
adjustment to advisory pure premium rates.

1

The limit is adjusted annually for wage inflation.
The 2018 expected loss rate for Classification 8859, Computer Programming or Software Development; Internet or Web-Based
Application Development or Operation, is only $0.02, so a $0.01 increase would represent a 50% change.
2
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Analysis and Findings
To assess the variability of losses with payroll at high wage levels, the WCIRB reviewed California wage
data by industry and occupation from the American Community Survey (ACS) published by the United
States Census Bureau and policy year 2014 unit statistical data. In general, average indemnity and
medical claim severities increased with higher wages up to the approximate level of the current USRP
payroll limitation.3 However, as shown in Figure 1, there was little variation in claim severities at wage
levels above that amount.

Figure 2 shows an estimated distribution of total losses on indemnity claims by wage level interval based
on ACS data and policy year 2014 unit statistical data. As shown, when considering the impact of claim
frequency differences, claim costs generally decreased with wage level at higher wage levels rather than
increased. While some of these differences in the all industry summary shown in Figure 2 could be
attributable to wage level differences by classification, the WCIRB reviewed similar data for several large
industries and saw relatively similar results.

3

The 2018 USRP annual payroll maximum corresponds to a weekly wage of $2,475.
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Both advisory pure premium rates and expected loss rates are currently developed and approved at a
level of precision of $0.01 per $100 of insured payroll. For some classifications with many highly
compensated employees, both pure premium rates and expected loss rates are increasingly becoming
very low. For example, the January 1, 2018 advisory pure premium rate for Classification 8859, Computer
Programming or Software Development; Internet or Web-Based Application Development or Operation, is
only $0.06 per $100 of payroll, and the 2018 expected loss rate is only $0.02 per $100 of payroll. For
classifications with such low rates, year-to-year swings in advisory pure premium rates and expected loss
rates may be significantly larger in absolute value than the year-to-year swings observed in the unrounded
experience.
Given the lack of evidence of increasing exposure to workers’ compensation losses at high wage levels as
well as concerns with changing advisory pure premium rates and expected loss rates for classifications for
which those rates are very low due to a large number of highly compensated employees, the WCIRB
identified several classifications for which limiting each employees’ annual payroll may be appropriate.
Specifically, the WCIRB identified the following classifications that (a) have unusually high levels of
employees with wages above the current USRP annual payroll maximum, (b) have relatively low advisory
pure premium rates that are likely driven by high wage levels in the industry, and (c) include clerical office
employees so that the limitation would be applied on a relatively uniform basis to employers with
operations assigned to the classification:





7607(1), Video Post-Production – computer or electronic – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
7607(2), Audio Post-Production – computer or electronic – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
8743, Mortgage Brokers – no direct lending – all employees – including Clerical Office Employees
and Outside Salespersons
8803, Auditing. Accounting or Management Consulting Services – all employees – including
Clerical Office Employees
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8820, Law Firms – all employees – including Outside Salespersons and Clerical Office
Employees
8859(1), Computer Programming and Software Development – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
8859(2), Internet or Web-Based Application Development or Operation – including Clerical Office
Employees and Outside Salespersons

The WCIRB’s preliminary analysis of ACS wage data suggests that the amount of payroll for each of
these identified classifications in excess of the current USRP payroll limitation is approximately 20% or
higher. As a result, in order for the implementation of a payroll limitation in these classifications to be pure
premium neutral, significant advisory pure premium rate adjustments will be needed.
The WCIRB evaluated available data sources to develop factors to adjust historical insured payrolls used
in the classification relativity process to a basis with a maximum payroll limitation. The ACS data provides
sufficiently refined data to estimate the shares of wages and salaries expected to be above given annual
salary thresholds for select occupations and industries. The data is available at both occupation and
industry levels, and can be used either independently or in combination. Additionally, the ACS allows the
exclusion of data for officers of companies, as these payrolls are already generally limited for workers’
compensation purposes.
The appropriateness of developing adjustment factors from the ACS data relies on an adequate mapping
between WCIRB classifications and ACS industries or occupations. The WCIRB reviewed these mappings
for reasonableness to determine appropriate classifications for an adjustment developed in this way.
While reasonable mappings for the classifications being analyzed in this study were available, if in the
future a mapping between industries and occupations for a given classification is not deemed reasonable,
the WCIRB will evaluate the appropriateness of introducing a payroll maximum using other methods.
Exhibit 1 shows the potential impact of the payroll adjustments by year for policy years 2011 through 2015
on Classification 8859 based on ACS data for the computer system industries. As shown, the impact of
the payroll limitation can vary by year.
In addition to an appropriate mapping between classifications and industries or occupations, there are
definitional differences among the available data sources on California wages. The WCIRB reviewed the
definitions of wages and salaries in the available data sources and determined that the Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) wage series most closely approximates insured payrolls. The BLS series is the same
used to on-level wages in aggregate ratemaking and for which the UCLA Anderson Forecast provides
forecasts, but does not include information showing a distribution of wages within an industry.
The BLS wage series includes income items such as profit sharing and stock bonuses that are not
included in the ACS wage data but, for the most part, are included in insured payrolls. The WCIRB
anticipates correcting for this in the advisory pure premium rate adjustment for each classification to be
limited by adjusting the ACS source data to bring the average ACS wage level to the BLS level in the
development of proposed advisory pure premium rates for each of the limited classifications.4
Recommendations
Based on the analysis summarized above, the WCIRB recommends that individual employee’s annual
payroll developed in Classifications 7607(1), 7607(2), 8743, 8803, 8820, 8859(1) and 8859(2) be subject
to the USRP annual payroll limitation. Given the impact of this change on employers with operations in the
affected classifications, as well as on producers, premium auditors and underwriters, the WCIRB also
recommends including these changes in the January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing with a proposed effective
date of January 1, 2020. If adopted by the Insurance Commissioner, this will allow the WCIRB to conduct

4

The adjustment was reviewed at the February 28, 2018 Actuarial Research Working Group meeting.
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an extensive outreach effort prior to the January 1, 2020 effective date. The WCIRB will propose adjusted
advisory pure premium rates and classification expected loss rates in the 2020 Pure Premium Rate and
Regulatory Filings to reflect the estimated reduction in reported exposure in each classification resulting
from application of the limitation as outlined above.
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 7607(1), Video Post-Production – computer or electronic, for consistency and to
limit an employee’s annual payroll to the current annual payroll maximum.
PROPOSED
VIDEO POST-PRODUCTION – computer or electronic – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons

7607(1)

The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll
limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees
worked during the policy period.
This classification applies to employers engaged exclusively in computerized or electronic video
post-production operations for other concerns in connection with motion pictures, television
features, commercials or similar productions, on a fee basis.
This classification does not apply to computer or electronic video post-production operations that
are performed in connection with television or motion picture production by the employer; such
operations shall be classified as 8810, Clerical Office Employees, subject to the Standard
Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
This classification does not apply to non-computer or non-electronic post-production operations,
including but not limited to developing film, production of prints by exposing raw film stock,
editing of film prints by cutting or splicing or contract video duplication; such operations shall be
assigned to the applicable classification.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 7607(2), Audio Post-Production – computer or electronic, to limit an employee’s
annual payroll to the current annual payroll maximum.
PROPOSED
AUDIO POST-PRODUCTION – computer or electronic – all employees – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll
limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees
worked during the policy period.
This classification applies to those employers engaged exclusively in computerized or electronic
audio post-production activities for other concerns in connection with motion pictures, television
features, commercials or similar productions on a contract basis. Such operations include
dubbing type work and incidental studio recording in connection with motion pictures when
performed on a contract basis.
This classification does not apply to audio post-production activities performed in connection
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with motion picture or television production; audio or music recording or mixing; scoring of
motion pictures, television or advertising commercials; or contract audio duplication by the same
employer.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8743, Mortgage Brokers, to limit an employee’s annual payroll to the current annual
payroll maximum.
PROPOSED
MORTGAGE BROKERS – no direct lending – all employees – including Clerical Office
Employees and Outside Salespersons
The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll
limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees
worked during the policy period.
This classification applies to commissioned loan brokers engaged in matching qualified
mortgage applicants with lenders.
Companies that specialize in direct lending of funds for residential or commercial mortgages
shall be classified as 8749, Mortgage Bankers.
Real estate agencies that represent buyers, sellers, lessees and lessors in real estate
transactions shall be classified as 8741, Real Estate Agencies.
The operation of depository financial institutions that are licensed as banks to perform financial
services, including but not limited to accepting deposits, paying interest, clearing checks, making
loans and exchanging currency, shall be classified as 8808, Banks.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8803, Auditing, Accounting or Management Consulting Services, to limit an
employee’s annual payroll to the current annual payroll maximum.
PROPOSED
AUDITING, ACCOUNTING OR MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES – all employees –
including Clerical Office Employees

8803

The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll
limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees
worked during the policy period.
This classification applies to the provision of accounting or auditing services to other concerns
on a fee basis, including but not limited to traveling to customers’ locations, reviewing records,
inventorying assets, preparing tax documents, providing accounting advice and ensuring
regulatory compliance of financial records. This classification also applies to consulting firms
that provide managerial advice to other concerns on a fee basis.
Consulting firms providing services limited to computer programming or software development
to other concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 8859(1), Computer Programming or
Software Development.
Law firms that provide legal services on a fee basis shall be classified as 8820, Law Firms.
This classification does not apply to accounting, auditing or management consulting operations
performed by the same employer in connection with its other separately classified operations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8820, Law Firms, to limit an employee’s annual payroll to the current annual payroll
maximum.
PROPOSED
LAW FIRMS – all employees – including Outside Salespersons and Clerical Office Employees
The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll
limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees
worked during the policy period.
This classification applies to licensed attorneys and law firms that provide legal services to
clients on a fee or pro bono basis, including but not limited to supplying legal advice and
representation in civil and criminal litigation, administrative hearings, personal and business
transactions and other legal matters.
The operations performed by legal staff who are not employed by a law firm shall be assigned to
the standard classification assignable to the employer or to the applicable Standard Exception
classification.
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Employers providing legal support services to attorneys and law firms on a fee basis, including
but not limited to process serving summonses, complaints and subpoenas, preparing or filing
court documents and reproducing documents shall be classified as 8821, Law Firm Support
Services.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8859(1), Computer Programming or Software Development, to limit an employee’s
annual payroll to the current annual payroll maximum.
PROPOSED
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING OR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT – all employees – including
Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons

8859(1)

The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll
limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees
worked during the policy period.
This classification applies to those employers that engage in the development or customization
of computer programs or software for other concerns on a contract basis, as well as the
development of standard (“generic”) programs for use by other concerns.
This classification does not apply to employers that engage in computer programming or
software development in support of the employer’s operations, which includes but is not limited
to the development of programs for integration into a hardware product sold by the employer.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8859(2), Internet or Web-Based Application Development or Operation, to limit an
employee’s annual payroll to the current annual payroll maximum.
PROPOSED
INTERNET OR WEB-BASED APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT OR OPERATION – including
Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll
limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees
worked during the policy period.
This classification applies to firms that specialize in the development and operation of Internet or
web-based applications and websites. This classification also applies to employers engaged in
such operations for other concerns on a contract basis.
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This classification does not apply to firms that operate as Internet Service Providers (ISP) or to
firms that operate websites in connection with additional separately classified operations by the
same employer.

*

*

*

*

*
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Item III-D
Glaziers Dual Wage Threshold Study
The Committee was reminded that, in 2016, the WCIRB adopted a modified process to update dual wage
thresholds that involves an analytical review of the thresholds using data from unit statistical reports and
published governmental sources, supplemented as needed by special wage surveys. At the April 25,
2017 Classification and Rating Committee meeting, staff presented the results of the analytical review of
the thresholds for all dual wage classifications with changes to be effective January 1, 2018. Staff noted
that the analytic approach produced clear indicated thresholds for all of the dual wage classifications
except for Classifications 5467/5470, Glaziers. In the report, staff noted that the wage inflation for the
Glaziers classifications and the loss to payroll ratio differential between the low wage and high wage
classifications had been volatile, with the loss to payroll ratio differential sometimes fluctuating below
100%. As a result, staff recommended further study of this classification, including an analysis of
information to be obtained from a wage survey of employers in the classification provided by insurer
premium auditors and a review of the applicability of the dual wage program to this classification.
In 2018, staff conducted a wage survey based on the most current unit statistical data from experience
rated employer policies with expiration dates between October 1, 2017 to January 1, 2018 and with
nonzero payroll in at least one of the two Glaziers dual wage classifications. Information from the survey
responses was reviewed in conjunction with the corresponding unit statistical report data and updated
wage inflation information. As part of the survey process for this study, the WCIRB also obtained
information about the specific operations performed by the Glaziers surveyed to assess whether some of
the anomalies in the 2017 analysis of the thresholds was due to operational differences rather than wage
level differences. In addition, results from the analytic approaches with data updated for an additional
year of experience were reviewed.
The WCIRB’s analysis indicated that there were no significant differences in loss to payroll ratios by
operational categories. In addition, staff noted that by extending the experience period in recognition of
the relatively low volume of payroll in the Glaziers dual wage classifications, those classifications
generally continued to reasonably fit a dual wage classification approach with credible experience in both
the high and low wage classifications, significant loss to payroll differentials in recent years, significant
variation in wages paid by employers, and relatively few employees being paid hourly wages at levels at
or very close to the current threshold. Based on the available survey information, staff recommended an
increase in the threshold for Classifications 5467/5470, Glaziers, from $31 to $32. The Committee was
also informed that due to the relatively small size of the Glaziers classifications and the resultant volatility,
staff plans to continue to review the analytical approaches used to assess the appropriate thresholds for
these classifications in future analyses.
Following staff’s presentation, a motion was made, seconded and unanimously passed to recommend
that the dual wage threshold for Classifications 5467/5470, Glaziers, be increased from $31 to $32 and
included in the January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing.
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Glaziers Dual Wage Threshold Study
Summary
In 2016, the WCIRB adopted a modified process to update dual wage thresholds that involves an
analytical review of the thresholds using data from unit statistical reports and published governmental
sources, supplemented as needed by special wage surveys. At the April 25, 2017 Classification and
Rating Committee meeting, staff presented the results of the analytical review of the thresholds for all
dual wage classifications with changes to be effective January 1, 2018. Staff noted that the analytic
approach produced clear indicated thresholds for all of the dual wage classifications except for
Classifications 5467/5470, Glaziers. In the report, staff noted that the wage inflation for the Glaziers
classifications and the loss to payroll ratio differential between the low wage and high wage classifications
had been volatile, with the loss to payroll ratio differential sometimes fluctuating below 100%. As a result,
staff recommended further study of this classification, including an analysis of information to be obtained
from a wage survey of employers in the classification provided by insurer premium auditors and a review
of the applicability of the dual wage program to this classification.
Policies from experience rated employers with expiration dates between October 1, 2017 to January 1,
2018 and with nonzero payroll in at least one of the two Glaziers dual wage classifications were selected
for the wage survey based on the most current unit statistical data. Information from the survey responses
was reviewed in conjunction with the corresponding unit statistical report data and updated wage inflation
information. In addition, results from the analytic approaches with data updated for an additional year of
experience were reviewed.
In summary, the WCIRB finds that the Glaziers classifications generally continue to reasonably fit a dual
wage classification approach and recommends an increase in the threshold for Classifications 5467/5470,
Glaziers, from $31 to $32. While the Glaziers classifications presently continue to reasonably fit a dual
wage classification approach, the data is somewhat volatile over time, due to the smaller size of these
classifications resulting in sparse data used in some of the analytical approaches. Staff plans to continue
to review these classifications given their unique characteristics, including developing alternative methods
in preparation for the study of all dual wage classification thresholds to be conducted in 2019.
Study Results
Applicability of Dual Wage System
Staff conducted a review of the applicability of the dual wage system to Classifications 5467/5470,
Glaziers.1 In order for segregation into dual wage classifications to be appropriate, the construction
classification under review should show:
1. Significant variation in wages paid by employers
2. Relatively low concentration of employees paid wages near the dual wage threshold
3. Credible experience in both the high and low wage dual classifications
4. Significant differential indicated between the losses per $100 of payroll among employers paying
wages below the threshold and those paying wages above the threshold
In late 2017, policies from experience rated employers were selected for the Glaziers wage survey that
had an October 1, 2017 to January 1, 2018 expiration date and nonzero payroll in at least one of the two
Glaziers dual wage classifications based on the most current unit statistical data. The first graph in Exhibit
1 shows the survey distribution of employees by hourly wage interval comprising the experience of 116
employers with approximately 1,000 employees that represented 22% of the payroll of the Glaziers dual
wage classifications for the study period.
1

Dual wage classifications were created for Glaziers in 1992.
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The survey data indicates that there is a wide variation of wages paid by glazing employers with wages
below (51% of surveyed employees) as well as those above (49% of surveyed employees) the current
wage threshold of $31. There is a modest concentration in wages around the current wage threshold with
8% of the total survey distribution of employees within one dollar of the current threshold. The
concentration of wages declines significantly as the absolute difference from the current threshold
increases.
In the Classification Relativity Review Sheets included in the January 1, 2018 Regulatory Filing, the
indemnity and medical credibility are 92% and 72%, respectively, for Classification 5467, Glaziers – away
from shop – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $31.00 per hour, and 83%
and 61%, respectively, for Classification 5470, Glaziers – away from shop – employees whose regular
hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.00 per hour, based on five years of experience. Credibility levels in
these classifications have been relatively consistent over time. While the experience of most other dual
wage classifications have 100% credibility for pure premium ratemaking purposes, the WCIRB believes
there is a sufficient volume of experience in both the low wage and high wage glazier dual wage
classifications to continue to develop credible advisory pure premium rates.
Table 1 shows advisory pure premium rate differentials between the low wage and high wage Glaziers
classifications over time. Column 3 shows that the rate differentials continue to be significantly higher
than 100% and have generally been at higher levels in the last several years. Despite some of the
individual year volatility in experience due to the relatively smaller size of the Glaziers classifications, the
advisory pure premium rate differential, which is based on multi-year comparisons of experience, has
been relatively stable over the last three years.
Table 1 – Glaziers Advisory Pure Premium Rates and Rate Relativities
Effective Date
(January 1)

(1)
Classification
5467

(2)
Classification
5470

(3) = (1)/(2)
Low Wage/High Wage
Rate Differential

2011

$8.34

$5.93

141%

2012

$11.73

$7.19

163%

2013

$12.00

$8.02

150%

2014

$14.35

$7.67

187%

2015

$14.64

$7.24

202%

2016

$13.53

$5.31

255%

2017

$10.84

$4.62

235%

2018

$10.34

$4.11

252%

In summary, the WCIRB’s review of the applicability of the dual wage system to glaziers shows: (1) there
continues to be significant variation in wages paid by employers, (2) there is not a significant
concentration of employees’ paid wages near the dual wage threshold, (3) there continues to be
reasonably credible experience in both the low wage and high wage glazier dual wage classifications, and
(4) the loss to payroll differential between the low wage and high wage classifications are very significant.
As a result, the WCIRB recommends that the dual wage classifications for Glaziers be maintained.
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Consideration of Segregation of Glazier Classification Based on Operations
The WCIRB reviewed whether segregating glaziers based on operations rather than wage level would be
more appropriate to the extent that different types of glazing work was highly correlated with different
wage levels. Glazing employers in Classifications 5467 and 5470 are typically engaged in glazing work
involving commercial new construction, tenant improvement work, or broken glass or window repair. The
WCIRB evaluated whether employers engaged in commercial new construction and tenant improvement
work paid higher wages and if some of the differences in the experience of the Glaziers dual wage
classifications were based on operational differences rather than wage level differences.
To obtain information by these operational distinctions, the WCIRB augmented the Glaziers wage survey
to determine the primary operational type of glazing engaged by the employer. The operational types
were defined as: Type 1 – Glazing for Commercial New Construction, Type 2 – Glazing for Tenant
Improvement Work, Type 3 – Glazing for Broken Glass/Window Repair, and Type 4 – Other Glazing
Operations. The WCIRB evaluated whether the dual wage bifurcation is a proxy for the operational
segregation of Types 1 and 2 employers (potentially mostly high wage paying employers) versus Type 3
employers (potentially mostly lower wage paying employees). The survey results combined with the latest
five years of unit statistical data for the surveyed employers showed that the loss to payroll ratios of Type
3 employers and Types 1 and 2 employers are approximately the same (within 5%). Additionally, the
Type 3 surveyed employers had only 15% of the payroll from the Types 1, 2 and 3 surveyed employers,
indicating the Type 3 employers would likely not have sufficiently credible data to warrant a distinct
classification. As such, the WCIRB does not recommend segregating glazier employers by these
operational distinctions.
Indicated Glaziers Dual Wage Threshold
In determining the indicated 2019 threshold for the Glaziers dual wage classifications, the WCIRB relied
primarily on the recent wage survey data supplemented by the analytical approaches used in the 2017
WCIRB study of dual wage classification thresholds, with information updated with an additional year of
experience.
Similar to the survey method used in pre-2017 WCIRB studies of dual wage thresholds, the employers’
survey data was linked to the corresponding payroll and loss data from WCIRB unit statistical reports for
policy years 2012 to 2015.2 In prior studies, each surveyed employer was mapped to a single hourly
wage, which was based on the average of their employees’ hourly wages from the survey. As a result, all
the employees’ wages would be set equal to the average wage of the employer in the analysis. In
practice, however, an employer typically has a number of employees at different hourly wage rates. As a
result, staff enhanced the dual wage survey analysis performed as part of this review by distributing the
employer’s inflation-adjusted unit statistical payroll into wage intervals based on the wage distribution of
the employer from the employer’s survey data. The losses3 of each unit statistical claim were allocated to
wage intervals based on the claim’s reported average weekly wage, adjusted for wage inflation. In this
way, the impact of the dual wage threshold on the employer was reviewed based on that employer’s
actual wage distribution rather than assigning it a single average wage level for the employer.
Changes in the threshold were analyzed by assigning the payroll and losses that are mapped to each
wage interval to the low or high wage classifications based on the specific threshold wage being
reviewed. Each alternative threshold was reviewed based on the impact that threshold would have on
(a) the proportion of data in the low and high wage classifications, (b) the loss to payroll differential
between the low and high wage classifications, and (c) the approximate concentration of wages at the
threshold. The survey method results evaluated at various alternative thresholds are shown in Exhibit 1.
Based on the analysis, the peak loss to payroll differential is 201% at the $32 threshold for 2019.
2

The survey method typically used two years of unit statistical experience; however, as the Glaziers dual wage classification is
among the least credible dual wage classifications, four years of unit statistical experience was used in this study.
3 For consistency of comparison across years, the losses were developed to a second unit statistical report level and adjusted to a
common policy year 2018 benefit level, whereas the payroll was adjusted to a common policy year 2019 wage level. Individual
claims were capped at a $100,000 loss limit to mitigate the impact of large claims in the analysis.
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During the survey method review, the WCIRB noticed several characteristics of the Glaziers dual wage
classifications. As shown in the first graph in Exhibit 1, there is a large concentration of wages greater
than or equal to $40 per hour. The WCIRB conducted a thorough investigation of the underlying data and
noticed that this large wage concentration is a phenomenon that occurs across operational types and
many individual employers. As a result, as various alternative thresholds were being tested, the high
concentration of employees at this very high wage level did not materially impact or skew the results.
Additionally, the presence of this large concentration of wages at a high wage level indicates that these
classifications are not highly sensitive to small changes in the dual wage threshold.
Staff augmented the survey results by also reviewing glaziers’ wage inflation data using the Occupational
Employment Statistics (OES), the basis for the primary inflation method used in the analytical approach
used in the 2017 study. Using this approach, staff determined the approximate OES wage percentile
corresponding to the $31 dual wage threshold, which became effective in 2016, to be 67% based on the
OES wage distribution in 2016. Wage inflation for Classifications 5467/5470 workers with wages
approximated at the threshold level from policy year 2016 to policy year 2019 is estimated to be -4.7%.
Some of this perceived negative inflation may be related to structural changes within the glazing industry
rather than real wage deflation. Since there is no positive wage inflation at the threshold level, this
method does not indicate an increase to the current threshold of $31. Nevertheless, given the results of
the survey analysis, the WCIRB recommends an increase in the dual wage threshold for Classifications
5467/5470, Glaziers, from $31 to $32.
Future Review
The thresholds for all dual wage classifications, including Glaziers, is scheduled to be reviewed again in
2019. To ensure the success of analytical methods in future dual wage studies, given the unique
characteristics of the Glaziers classifications, the WCIRB plans to enhance the analytical methods to
(a) examine alternative sources of wage inflation to address the negative inflation observed in the
Glaziers classifications, (b) include additional years in the analysis to address the lower volume of data
from the Glaziers classifications as well as volatility in the data for other dual wage classifications, and
(c) focus more heavily on employers with employees near the dual wage threshold who would be most
affected by a threshold change.
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Exhibit 1

Classification 5467/5470, Glaziers
Survey Method

Current Dual Wage Threshold:

$31

Distribution of Surveyed Employees by Hourly Wage Level:

Percent of Employees in Hourly Wage Range

Percent of Surveyed Employees by Hourly Wage Level
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Hourly Wage Range at 2017 Survey Wage Level

Loss Costs per $100 of Payroll at the Current Threshold:
Loss Costs per $100 by Employer Average Wage Level
Developed, On‐leveled and Limited to $100,000 per Claim
Loss Cost per $100 of Payroll Differential at $31 Threshold: 193%

Loss Costs per $100 of Payroll

3.00

2.78

2.50
[0‐31)
5467

2.00

[31+
5470

1.44

1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
[0‐31)

[31+
Houly Wage Range at 2017 Survey Wage Level

Threshold at 2017 Survey Level
Number of Surveyed Employees
- Low Wage Class
Number of Surveyed Employees
- High Wage Class
% of Surveyed Employees
Below the Selected Threshold
Low Wage Payroll Share for the
Surveyed Employers
Low Wage/High Wage Loss to
Payroll Differential
Inflation Factor (PY2017 to PY2019)1
Threshold at PY2019 Level

Threshold at 2017 Survey Level
Number of Surveyed Employees
- Low Wage Class
Number of Surveyed Employees
- High Wage Class
% of Surveyed Employees
Below the Selected Threshold
Low Wage Payroll Share for the
Surveyed Employers
Low Wage/High Wage Loss to
Payroll Differential
Inflation Factor (PY2017 to PY2019)1
Threshold at PY2019 Level
1

Threshold
Threshold
Threshold
Threshold
Threshold
Decreased by Decreased by Decreased by Decreased by Decreased by
$5
$4
$3
$2
$1
$26
$27
$28
$29
$30

Current
Threshold
$31

397

419

432

457

466

510

599

577

564

539

530

486

40%

42%

43%

46%

47%

51%

25%

27%

29%

32%

32%

35%

197%

185%

169%

177%

171%

193%

1.000
$26

1.000
$27

1.000
$28

1.000
$29

1.000
$30

1.000
$31

Threshold
Threshold
Threshold
Threshold
Threshold
Increased by Increased by Increased by Increased by Increased by
$1
$2
$3
$4
$5
$32
$33
$34
$35
$36
553

568

578

596

610

443

428

418

400

386

56%

57%

58%

60%

61%

40%

42%

43%

46%

48%

201%

186%

182%

164%

169%

1.000
$32

1.000
$33

1.000
$34

1.000
$35

1.000
$36

Inasmuch as no wage growth was observed in 2016 and 2017 for this classification, no future wage inflation after 2017 is projected.
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Recommendation
Amend Classifications 5467/5470, Glaziers, to increase the hourly wage threshold from $31.00 per hour
to $32.00 per hour to reflect wage inflation since the threshold was last amended in 2016.
PROPOSED

GLAZIERS – away from shop – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or
exceed $31.0032.00 per hour

5467

This classification applies to the installation of glass panes or insulated glass units within
framework in connection with residential or commercial buildings. This classification includes the
incidental installation of framework and glass cutting at the job site.
The installation of doors, door frames and pre-glazed windows within residential or commercial
buildings shall be classified as 5107, Door, Door Frame or Pre-Glazed Window Installation,
provided such operations are not performed in connection with structures framed by the
employer at the same job or location. If the employer is engaged in wood or light gauge steel
framing, the installation of doors, door frames and pre-glazed windows at such job or location
shall be classified as 5403/5432, Carpentry, or 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The installation of tub and shower enclosures, mirrors, mirrored wardrobe doors and window
screens shall be separately classified as 5146(1), Cabinet or Fixtures.
The repair or replacement of automobile or truck glass shall be separately classified as 8389,
Automobile or Truck Repair Facilities.
The application of window film and glass tinting shall be classified as 9507(1), Sign Painting or
Lettering.
The shop cutting of glass shall be classified as 4130, Glass Merchants.
GLAZIERS – away from shop – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds
$31.0032.00 per hour
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.0032.00 per hour. The payroll
of an employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $31.0032.00
per hour shall be classified as 5467, Glaziers.
This classification applies to the installation of glass panes or insulated glass units within
framework in connection with residential or commercial buildings. This classification includes the
incidental installation of framework and glass cutting at the job site.
The installation of doors, door frames and pre-glazed windows within residential or commercial
buildings shall be classified as 5107, Door, Door Frame or Pre-Glazed Window Installation,
provided such operations are not performed in connection with structures framed by the
employer at the same job or location. If the employer is engaged in wood or light gauge steel
framing, the installation of doors, door frames and pre-glazed windows at such job or location
shall be classified as 5403/5432, Carpentry, or 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The installation of tub and shower enclosures, mirrors, mirrored wardrobe doors and window
screens shall be separately classified as 5146(1), Cabinet or Fixtures.
The repair or replacement of automobile or truck glass shall be separately classified as 8389,
Automobile or Truck Repair Facilities.
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The application of window film and glass tinting shall be classified as 9507(1), Sign Painting or
Lettering.
The shop cutting of glass shall be classified as 4130, Glass Merchants.

*

*

*

*

*
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Item III-E
Private Schools Study
8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobile schools – professors, teachers or academic
professional employees
9101, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobile schools – all employees other than
professors, teachers, or academic professional employees – including cafeterias
The Committee was advised that the WCIRB performed a comprehensive review of Classifications 8868
and 9101 to assess whether these classifications could be better defined and whether additional
classifications should be established for homogeneous subgroups. Several distinct subgroups within
Classifications 8868 and 9101 with reasonably homogeneous operations and relatively similar exposure
to workers’ compensation losses were identified and analyzed.
Staff advised the Committee that, based upon a review of both the operations and the underlying loss and
payroll experience of the employers currently assigned to Classifications 8868 and 9101, staff identified
seven distinct subgroups and reached the following findings for each of these subgroups:
1. Private K-12 Schools, Colleges and Universities
 Private kindergartens,1 elementary schools, middle schools, high schools, colleges and
universities (K-College Schools) form an identifiable and homogeneous subgroup of employers.
These employers are exposed to similar hazards and have significantly different loss to payroll
experience than other subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868.
 The hazards to which the academic professional employees at K-College Schools are exposed
are comparable to those of Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons employed by KCollege Schools and they have similar loss to payroll ratios.
 While a significant portion of K-College Schools have operations assigned to companion
Classification 9101, the proportion of total payroll assigned to Classification 9101 differs
significantly among individual schools. The loss to payroll ratio of the K-College Schools exposure
assigned to Classification 9101 is significantly higher than that of the K-College Schools exposure
assigned to Classifications 8868, 8810, Clerical Office Employees, and 8742, Salespersons –
Outside.
2. Vocational Schools
 Vocational schools, trade schools, technical schools, career colleges and employers engaged in
the operation of vocational training programs (Vocational Schools) form an identifiable and
homogeneous subgroup. It is common for instructors at Vocational Schools to be exposed to
hazards that are not typical of the hazards found in office or classroom settings.
 The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is significantly different than that of other
subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868 and, in particular, is much
higher than that of K-College Schools.
 Academic professional employees in Vocational Schools have a much higher loss to payroll ratio
than Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons.
 While employers in this subgroup have a significant amount of data reported in Classification
9101, there is significant variability among these employers in the proportion of Classification
9101 exposure reported.

1

Kindergartens that are not part of a school that provides first grade instruction and higher are assigned to Classification 9059, Day
Care Centers.
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3. Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs
 Employers that provide test preparation, tutoring and similar academic support courses, as well
as personal enrichment, hobby and recreational programs such as arts and crafts classes, music
classes and similar operations, form an identifiable and homogeneous group.
 The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is higher than that of K-College Schools.
 Employers in this subgroup have a significant amount of data reported in Classifications 8810 or
8742. For these employers, the loss to payroll ratios for Classifications 8810 and 8742 are well
below that reported in Classification 8868, but are relatively close to statewide averages.
 The amount of data reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup of employers is not
significant.
4. Training or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities
 Employers that operate Adult Day Programs, Independent Living Skills (ILS) training and
vocational training programs for adults with developmental disabilities form an identifiable and
homogeneous group.
 The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is significantly different than that for other
subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868 and, in particular, is much
higher than that of K-College Schools.
 The types of injuries incurred by employees working for this subgroup of employers are different
from the types of injuries incurred by employees working for most other Classification 8868
employers.
 The Classification 8810 and 8742 exposures reported for this subgroup of employers developed
much higher loss to payroll ratios than the Classification 8810 and 8742 exposures for all
employers assigned to Classification 8868 and to Classifications 8810 and 8742 as a whole.
However, these loss to payroll ratios are significantly less than those for the Classification 8868
exposure of this subgroup.
 The amount of data reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup of employers is not
significant.
5. Special Educational Services for Children or Youth
 Employers providing educational services for children or youth with developmental disabilities,
including early intervention, behavioral therapy, speech therapy, social skills training and Applied
Behavioral Analysis (ABA), form an identifiable and homogeneous group.
 The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is significantly different from the other
subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868 and, in particular, is much
higher than that of K-College Schools.
 The types of injuries incurred by employees of this subgroup are different from most other
Classification 8868 subgroups.
 The Classification 8810 and 8742 exposures reported for this subgroup developed much higher
loss to payroll ratios than the Classification 8810 and 8742 exposures for all employers assigned
to Classification 8868 and to Classifications 8810 and 8742 as a whole. However, these loss to
payroll ratios are significantly less than those for the Classification 8868 exposure of this
subgroup.
 The amount of data reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup of employers is not
significant.
6. Senior Programs
 Employers that operate Adult Day Health Care (ADHC) centers and Community-Based Adult
Services (CBAS), as well as senior day programs and senior activity centers, form an identifiable
and homogeneous group.
 The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is significantly different than that of other
subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868 and, in particular, is much
higher than that of K-College Schools.
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The Classification 8810 exposure reported for this subgroup developed much higher loss to
payroll ratios than the Classification 8810 exposure for all employers assigned to Classification
8868 and to Classification 8810 as a whole. However, these loss to payroll ratios are significantly
less than those for the Classification 8868 employees of this subgroup.
Because many employers in this subgroup provide meals, transportation and other services, the
subgroup on average has a higher utilization of Classification 9101 than many other of the nonschool subgroups of Classification 8868. However, data reported by these employers in
Classification 9101 is limited and not statistically credible.

7. Social Service Organizations
 Social Service Organizations tend to be multi-faceted organizations that have had segments of
their operations assigned to Classification 8868 by analogy.
 While significant amounts of payroll for this subgroup is reported in Classifications 8810 and
8742, this data differs from the overall data reported in the Standard Exception classifications and
there is often significant overlap and no clear line of demarcation between operations assigned to
Classifications 8868, 8810 and 8742 for this subgroup of employers.
 The loss to payroll ratios for Classifications 8868, 8810 and 8742 for this subgroup of employers
are fairly similar but are much higher than the statewide averages for each of those
classifications.
 The amount of data reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup of employers is not
significant.
Recommendations
Based on these findings, staff recommended:
Private K-12 Schools, Colleges and Universities
1. Continue to assign academic professional employees to Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools,
and non-academic employees to Classification 9101, Colleges or Schools.
2. Amend Classification 8868 to include Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons.
3. Retain Classification 9101 as a companion for Classification 8868.
Vocational Schools
1. Reassign employers currently assigned to Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools, to newly
established Classification 8869, Vocational Schools – private – professors, teachers or academic
professionals.
2. Continue to assign Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons to Classifications 8810 and
8742.
3. Establish a new companion Classification 9102, Vocational Schools – private – all employees other
than professors, teachers or academic professionals.
Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs
1. Reassign employers currently assigned to Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools, to newly
established Classification 8871, Supplemental Educational Services – private – not day care centers,
colleges or schools.
2. Continue to assign Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons to Classifications 8810 and
8742.
3. Do not establish companion classification. Payroll currently reported in Classification 9101 for these
employers will be included in the newly established classification or assigned as directed in the newly
established classification.
Training or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities
1. Reassign employers currently assigned to Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools to newly
established Classification 8873, Training or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities.
2. Continue to assign Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons to Classifications 8810 and
8742.
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3. Do not establish companion classification. Payroll currently reported in Classification 9101 for these
employers will be included in the newly established classification or assigned as directed in the newly
established classification.
Special Educational Services for Children or Youth
1. Reassign employers currently assigned to Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools, to newly
established Classification 8874, Special Educational Services for Children or Youth.
2. Continue to assign Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons to Classifications 8810 and
8742.
3. Do not establish companion classification. Payroll currently reported in Classification 9101 for these
employers will be included in the newly established classification or assigned as directed in the newly
established classification.
Senior Programs
1. Reassign employers currently assigned to Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools, to newly
established Classification with two wordings: 8876(1), Adult Day Health Care or Community-Based
Adult Services, and 8876(2), Senior Day Programs or Activity Centers – N.O.C.
2. Continue to assign Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons to Classifications 8810 and
8742.
3. Do not establish companion classification. Payroll currently reported in Classification 9101 for these
employers will be included in the newly established classification or assigned as directed in the newly
established classification.
Social Service Organizations
1. Reassign employers currently assigned to Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools, to newly
established Classification 8872, Social Service, Charitable or Welfare Organizations – including
Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons – N.O.C.
2. Include Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons in the newly established Classifications
8872.
3. Do not establish companion classification. Payroll currently reported in Classification 9101 for these
employers will be included in the newly established classification or assigned as directed in the newly
established classification.
Following staff’s presentation, a Committee member questioned how clear the proposed classification
phraseology was for non-professional employees who had previously been assigned to Classification
9101 but would now be included with exposure previously assigned to Classification 8868. Staff advised
the Committee that if these proposed changes are included in the 2019 Regulatory Filing and adopted by
the Insurance Commissioner, the WCIRB would conduct extensive outreach and education regarding the
proper application of each of these classifications, including when use of the companion classifications is
appropriate.
Another Committee member asked what the WCIRB could do to ensure that standard exception
classifications are not inappropriately assigned for employers in the new classifications that do not
contemplate the inclusion of standard exception employees. In response, staff advised that, in addition to
its education efforts, the WCIRB would monitor the types of claims filed for standard exception
classifications to ensure they are consistent with those job duties and, to the extent problems become
apparent, consider further clarifying changes or additional education and outreach.
Another question was raised regarding the impact of increased advisory pure premium rates resulting
from this study for some of the organizations that rely on government funding. Staff explained the
WCIRB’s standard practice of restricting the annual change in any particular classification’s relativity to
25% to mitigate the impact of significant changes. The Committee was also advised that staff had done
extensive outreach with impacted industry associations and employers to keep them informed of the
potential rule changes. During these outreach meetings, staff discussed the fact that although the
advisory pure premium rates would be significantly higher for some of the new classifications, several
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factors would mitigate the cost impact for the affected risks: (1) the advisory pure premium rate for
Classification 8868 has been decreasing and is now more than 40% below what it was in January 2015,
(2) the experience modifications for employers in many of these new classifications would go down since
their experience would be benchmarked against a much more homogeneous group, and (3) the
insurance market appears to have already built into its pricing the relative differences between the
identified employer groups. With respect to this last point, as demonstrated in the study, the relative final
premiums being charged to policyholders reporting payroll under Classification 8868, appears to be
directly correlated to the employer subgroup to which the policyholder belongs. In other words, the market
has also recognized this disparity in loss to payroll ratios and has adapted accordingly. In establishing
distinct pure premium rates for these more homogenous groups, there would be better data upon which
to assess the true cost of insuring these industries and much more transparency for the affected
employers.
Following the Committee’s discussion, a motion was made, seconded and unanimously passed to
recommend that all of the proposed changes be included in the WCIRB’s January 1, 2019 Regulatory
Filing.
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Private Schools Study
8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobile schools – professors, teachers or academic
professional employees
9101, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobile schools – all employees other than
professors, teachers, or academic professional employees – including cafeterias

I.

Executive Summary

Objective
The objective of this study is to perform a comprehensive review of Classifications 8868 and 9101. This
study reviews the constituencies within Classifications 8868 and 9101 in order to assess whether these
classifications can be better defined and whether additional classifications should be established for
homogeneous subgroups. Several distinct subgroups within Classifications 8868 and 9101 with
reasonably homogeneous operations and relatively similar exposure to workers’ compensation losses
were identified and analyzed. This study evaluates whether to assign these constituencies to an existing
classification or, to the extent they meet the criteria, to a newly established classification.
Findings
Based upon a review of both the operations and the underlying loss and payroll experience of the
employers currently assigned to Classifications 8868 and 9101, the WCIRB identified seven distinct
employer subgroups. Provided below is a summary of the findings for each of these subgroups:
1. Private K-12 Schools, Colleges and Universities
 Private kindergartens,1 elementary schools, middle schools, high schools, colleges and
universities (K-College Schools) form an identifiable and homogeneous subgroup of employers.
These employers are exposed to similar hazards and have significantly different loss to payroll
experience than other subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868.
 The hazards to which the academic professional employees at K-College Schools are exposed
are comparable to those of Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons employed by KCollege Schools and they have similar loss to payroll ratios. Based upon a similarity in duties and
exposures, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish clerical office employees from academic
employees at certain schools.
 While a significant portion of K-College Schools have operations assigned to companion
Classification 9101, the proportion of total payroll assigned to Classification 9101 differs
significantly among individual schools. In general, larger employers tend to report more payroll in
Classification 9101 as a percentage of total payroll than smaller employers. The loss to payroll
ratio of the K-College Schools exposure assigned to Classification 9101 is significantly higher
than that of the K-College Schools exposure assigned to Classifications 8868, 8810, Clerical
Office Employees, and 8742, Salespersons – Outside.
2. Vocational Schools
 Vocational schools, trade schools, technical schools, career colleges and employers engaged in
the operation of vocational training programs (Vocational Schools) form an identifiable and
homogeneous subgroup. It is common for instructors at Vocational Schools to be exposed to
hazards that are not typical of the hazards found in office or classroom settings.
 The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is significantly different than that of other
subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868 and, in particular, is much
higher than that of K-College Schools.
 Academic professional employees in Vocational Schools have a much higher loss to payroll ratio
than Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons.
1

Kindergartens that are not part of a school that provides first grade instruction and higher are assigned to Classification 9059, Day
Care Centers.
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While employers in this subgroup have a significant amount of data reported in Classification
9101, there is significant variability among these employers in the proportion of Classification
9101 exposure reported.

3. Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs
 Employers that provide test preparation, tutoring and similar academic support courses, as well
as personal enrichment, hobby and recreational programs such as arts and crafts classes, music
classes and similar operations, form an identifiable and homogeneous subgroup.
 The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is higher than that of K-College Schools.
 Employers in this subgroup have a significant amount of data reported in Classifications 8810 or
8742. For these employers, the loss to payroll ratios for Classifications 8810 and 8742 are well
below that reported in Classification 8868, but are relatively close to statewide averages.
 The amount of data reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup of employers is not
significant.
4. Training or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities
 Employers that operate Adult Day Programs, Independent Living Skills (ILS) training and
vocational training programs for adults with developmental disabilities form an identifiable and
homogeneous subgroup.
 The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is significantly different than that for other
subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868 and, in particular, is much
higher than that of K-College Schools.
 The types of injuries incurred by employees working for this subgroup of employers are different
from the types of injuries incurred by employees working for most other Classification 8868
employers.
 The Classification 8810 and 8742 exposures reported for this subgroup of employers developed
much higher loss to payroll ratios than the Classification 8810 and 8742 exposures for all
employers assigned to Classification 8868 and to Classifications 8810 and 8742 as a whole.
However, these loss to payroll ratios are significantly less than those for the Classification 8868
exposure of this subgroup.
 The amount of data reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup of employers is not
significant.
5. Special Educational Services for Children or Youth
 Employers providing educational services for children or youth with developmental disabilities,
including early intervention, behavioral therapy, speech therapy, social skills training and Applied
Behavioral Analysis (ABA), form an identifiable and homogeneous subgroup.
 The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is significantly different from the other
subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868 and, in particular, is much
higher than that of K-College Schools.
 The types of injuries incurred by employees of this subgroup are different from most other
Classification 8868 subgroups.
 The Classification 8810 and 8742 exposures reported for this subgroup developed much higher
loss to payroll ratios than the Classification 8810 and 8742 exposures for all employers assigned
to Classification 8868 and to Classifications 8810 and 8742 as a whole. However, these loss to
payroll ratios are significantly less than those for the Classification 8868 exposure of this
subgroup.
 The amount of data reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup of employers is not
significant.
6. Senior Programs
 Employers that operate Adult Day Health Care (ADHC) centers and Community-Based Adult
Services (CBAS), as well as senior day programs and senior activity centers, form an identifiable
and homogeneous group.
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The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is significantly different than that of other
subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868 and, in particular, is much
higher than that of K-College Schools.
The Classification 8810 exposure reported for this subgroup developed much higher loss to
payroll ratios than the Classification 8810 exposure for all employers assigned to Classification
8868 and to Classification 8810 as a whole.
Because many employers in this subgroup provide meals, transportation and other services, the
subgroup on average has a higher utilization of Classification 9101 than many other of the nonschool subgroups of Classification 8868. However, data reported by these employers in
Classification 9101 is limited and not statistically credible.

7. Social Service Organizations
 Social Service Organizations tend to be multi-faceted organizations that may serve meals,
operate retail stores, provide medical services, provide in-home care services, offer emergency
shelters and organize recreational activities, in addition to providing educational and counseling
services, and segments of these operations have been assigned to Classification 8868 by
analogy.
 Social Service Organization employers are dissimilar from K-College Schools from an operational
standpoint.
 The loss to payroll ratios for Social Service Organization employers are significantly higher than
those of K-College Schools.
 Social Service Organization employers have significant amounts of payroll reported in
Classifications 8810 and 8742. However, the loss to payroll ratios produced from the data
reported for Classifications 8810 and 8742 for Social Service Organization employers differs from
that of the Standard Exception classifications, and there is often significant overlap and no clear
line of demarcation between operations assigned to Classifications 8868, 8810 and 8742 for this
subgroup of employers. Additionally, the loss to payroll ratios for Classifications 8868, 8810 and
8742 for these employers are fairly similar.
 The amount of data reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup of employers is not
significant.
Recommendations
Based on these findings, the WCIRB recommends:
Subgroup

Classification Assignment

Private K-12 Schools,
Colleges and
Universities

No Change for academic
professional employees
assignable to Classification
8868, Colleges or Schools,
or non-academic
professional employees
assignable to Classification
9101, Colleges or Schools
Reassign to newly
established Classification
8869, Vocational Schools –
private – professors,
teachers or academic
professional employees

Vocational Schools

Standard Exception
Employees
Amend Classification 8868
to include Clerical Office
Employees and Outside
Salespersons

Companion
Classification Structure
Retain Classification 9101
as a companion
classification for
Classification 8868

Assign to Classifications
8810 and 8742

Establish a new
companion Classification
9102, Vocational Schools –
private – all employees
other than professors,
teachers or academic
professional employees
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Subgroup

Classification Assignment

Educational and
Enrichment
Supplemental
Programs

Reassign to newly
established Classification
8871, Supplemental
Educational Services –
private – not day care
centers, colleges or schools
Reassign to newly
established Classification
8873, Training or Day
Programs for Adults with
Developmental Disabilities
Reassign to newly
established Classification
8874, Special Educational
Services for Children or
Youth – N.O.C.
Reassign to newly
established Classification
with two wordings: 8876(1),
Adult Day Health Care or
Community-Based Adult
Services, and 8876(2),
Senior Day Programs or
Activity Centers – N.O.C.
Reassign to newly
established Classification
8872, Social Service,
Charitable or Welfare
Organizations – including
Clerical Office Employees
and Outside Salespersons
– N.O.C.

Training or Day
Programs for Adults
with Developmental
Disabilities
Special Educational
Services for Children
or Youth
Senior Programs

Social Service
Organizations

II.

Standard Exception
Employees
Assign to Classifications
8810 and 8742

Companion
Classification Structure
Do not establish
companion Classification2

Assign to Classifications
8810 and 8742

Do not establish
companion Classification2

Assign to Classifications
8810 and 8742

Do not establish
companion Classification2

Assign to Classifications
8810 and 8742

Do not establish
companion Classification2

Include in Classification
8872

Do not establish
companion Classification2

Introduction and Background

The WCIRB receives a large number of questions and requests for inspections regarding employers
assigned to Classifications 8868 and 9101. There have been concerns that employers with operations
assigned to these classifications by analogy may have operations that differ significantly from those of
colleges or schools. In 2004, the WCIRB conducted a comprehensive study of Classifications 8868 and
9101 that resulted in a proposal to adopt new classifications for a number of the employer subgroups then
assigned to Classifications 8868 and 9101. The proposed changes were not adopted by the Insurance
Commissioner due largely to concerns about the impact on certain groups of employers.
Given the wide diversity of employers assigned to Classifications 8868 and 9101 with operations and
exposures that do not appear to be homogeneous, the Classification and Rating Committee
recommended that the WCIRB conduct a two-year study to assess whether these classifications could be
better defined and whether additional classifications should be established for homogeneous subgroups.
As part of the first phase of the multi-year study, the WCIRB reviewed the operations of employers
assigned to Classification 8868 that provide athletic or fitness instructional programs, including but not
limited to martial arts, gymnastics, dance, yoga and tennis instruction. As a result of that study, the
WCIRB proposed the establishment of new Classification 8870, Fitness Instruction Programs or Studios,
2

Payroll currently reported in Classification 9101 for these employers will be included in the newly established classification or
assigned as directed in the newly established classification.
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for employers engaged in operating fitness instruction programs or studios and this change was adopted
by the Insurance Commissioner effective on policies incepting on or after January 1, 2018.
The second phase of the multi-year study included a comprehensive review of the remaining employers
assigned to Classifications 8868 and 9101.This study identifies several significant employer segments
with operations that are not specifically described as colleges or schools but have long been classified as
colleges or schools by analogy. The accumulation of analogous assignments and the underlying loss and
payroll experience of the various employer subgroups assigned by analogy to Classifications 8868 and
9101 was reviewed to determine if those analogous assignments should be clarified by amending existing
classifications, or if new classifications should be established if certain constituent groups met the criteria
for the establishment of a unique classification.

III.

Data and Study Methodology

In conducting this study, the WCIRB utilized data from a variety of sources:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Payroll and loss data from unit statistical reports for policy years 2010 to 2014
Inspection reports produced and published by the WCIRB
Individual employer information from Dun & Bradstreet Hoovers
Information from public websites for policyholders with significant experience in Classifications
8868 and 9101 for which a WCIRB inspection report was not available
5. Interviews with industry executives and trade association representatives
6. Discussions with WCIRB insurer members that provide coverage to significant segments of the
employers assigned to Classifications 8868 and 9101
One objective of the study was to identify operationally homogeneous and statistically credible subgroups
within Classifications 8868 and 9101. WCIRB staff initially identified preliminary component groups and
then, in order to assign each employer to a group, reviewed inspection reports, operations of large
employers, classification history and outside data and sources such as Hoovers and public websites.
Staff performed preliminary statistical analyses on the payroll and loss data of the various component
groups that were identified based on the information summarized above. Based on the statistical findings,
staff reviewed the component groups to create homogeneous and statistically credible subgroups. In
total, 94 percent of the total exposure in Classification 8868 was identified and categorized through this
process. Where not all experience in an existing classification could be assigned to one of the subgroups,
the remaining unassigned (residual) experience was spread proportionately among all the subgroups so
that all the experience of the original classification was reflected in the analysis.3
Based upon the above, the loss and payroll data was aggregated from unit statistical data reported for
policies incepting in 2010 through 2014. The information was compiled and loss amounts adjusted using
the methodologies and adjustment factors that underlie the 2018 Classification Relativities reflected in the
WCIRB’s January 1, 2018 Regulatory Filing.4
Another objective of the study was to clarify the scope of Classifications 8868 and 9101 and applicable
administrative procedures. As Classifications 8868 and 9101 have been historically assigned by analogy
to operations that are not specifically described as colleges or schools, this study assessed the propriety
of assigning Classification 8868 to all the identified subgroups and evaluated whether the subgroups met
the criteria for establishment of a unique classification. The criteria used to determine whether to establish
a new classification are whether the subgroup of employers (1) represent a distinct and clearly identifiable
subgroup, (2) engage in a relatively homogeneous set of operations, (3) have exposure to hazards that

3

Additional information regarding this data is in Appendix IV.
See Section C, Appendix C, of the WCIRB’s January 1, 2018 Regulatory Filing for a complete discussion of the methodologies
underlying the 2018 Classification Relativities.
4
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clearly differ from employers assigned to other classifications, and (4) are of sufficient size to generate
enough data to develop a statistically credible advisory pure premium rate.
As part of this analysis, the WCIRB also reviewed the potential impact of the recommended changes in
classification procedures on employers currently assigned to Classifications 8868 and 9101 by comparing
the classification relativity of the existing classification to which the subgroup of employers is currently
assigned to that of the recommended new classification. While this comparison is based on classification
relativities, the final premium impact on any employer also depends on the impact of the change in its
experience modification due to the new classification assignment as well as any individual insurer
premium plan adjustments reflected in the final premium that are charged to the employer.
Figure 3.1 shows the average experience modification for various subgroups of employers currently
assigned to Classification 8868 for policy year 2014. Figure 3.2 shows the average “final premium”5
charged to various subgroups of employers assigned to Classification 8868 for policy year 2014 in
relation to the advisory pure premium.6 As shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, given the wide breadth of
employers assigned to Classification 8868, there are significant differences in both the average
experience modification and the relationship of final premium to advisory pure premium across the
Classification 8868 subgroups of employers.
Figure 3.1: Average Experience Modification of Various Subgroups
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5 Premium based on reported premium at the insurer rate level, which includes the impact of all insurer rating plan adjustments
except for the application of deductible credits, retrospective rating plan adjustments and terrorism charges.
6 Based on the application of the approved advisory pure premium rates to the reported payroll by classification.
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Figure 3.2: Average (Weighted) Ratio of Final Charged Premium to
Advisory Pure Premium for Policy Year 2014 Policies 7
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Overview of Classifications 8868 and 9101

Classification 8868 applies to academic professional employees in private schools.8 Academic
professional employees include but are not limited to teachers, professors, deans, chancellors, vice
chancellors, directors, principals, assistant principals, presidents, vice presidents, librarians, registrars,
curriculum developers, psychologists, speech therapists, counselors, teachers’ aides and tutors, athletic
team coaches and library employees. The responsibilities of such employees typically include planning,
directing, administering, counseling or curriculum development. Currently, Classification 8868 does not
include clerical employees or outside salespersons.
Classification 9101 is the companion classification to Classification 8868. It includes all other employees
at private schools, including but not limited to cafeteria workers, drivers, maintenance employees,
janitors, gardeners, security personnel, resident advisors or assistants, and book supply department
employees.
Classification 8868 was originally established for schools, including kindergartens,9 elementary schools,
middle schools, high schools, colleges, universities and vocational or trade schools. The subjects that
students study in schools are primarily academic, including liberal arts, mathematics, science, literature,
history, computer science and engineering.
Over the years, the WCIRB has assigned by analogy a variety of operations or programs that are not
schools to Classifications 8868 and 9101. These programs often include an instructional component in
the services they provide, and because those services were not described by specific classifications, the
programs were assigned by analogy to Classifications 8868 and 9101. These programs include social
service organizations, senior programs, adult day programs, independent living skills training, special
7

Reflects the weighted average of the reported final premium charged including the impact of all insurer rating plan adjustments
(e.g., schedule rating adjustments, premium discounts) to the premium that would have been generated if the advisory pure
premium rates had been charged.
8 In California, public schools are assigned separately to Classification 8875(1), Public Colleges or Schools – all employees –
including cafeteria, Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons. Classification 8875 does not have a companion
classification structure. Classification 8875 also applies to the following: before or after school programs operated by public colleges
or schools; charter schools; state or county vocational training programs; and school counselors who are provided to public schools
by separate concerns under contract. Classification 8875 does not apply to the operation of before or after school programs by
separate employers at public school locations.
9 Kindergartens that are not part of a school that provides first grade instruction and higher are assigned to Classification 9059, Day
Care Centers.
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education for children or youth with developmental disabilities, tutoring and test preparation, and personal
enrichment and growth classes.10
In order to identify homogeneous subgroups with distinct and identifiable operations, the WCIRB
considered the types of services provided, who contracts for the services, where the services are
provided, how employees perform the services, the instrumentalities used to perform the services and
other relevant factors. After a comprehensive review of the wide range of operations and employers that
are currently assigned to Classifications 8868 and 9101, the WCIRB identified the following initial
subgroups that all include a significant number of employers with experience assigned to Classification
8868.11






Higher education
K-12 schools
Tutoring and test preparation
Senior programs
Adult day program, independent living
skills training or vocational training for
adults with developmental disabilities







Vocational schools
High schools
Personal enrichment and growth
Social service organizations
Special education for children and youth
who may be experiencing mental,
physical, social or emotional delays

Payroll for 12,690 California employers was reported in Classification 8868 during policy years 2010
through 2014 and payroll for approximately 3,000 of these employers was also reported in Classification
9101. The average annual payroll reported in Classifications 8868 and 9101 was $9.2 billion and $583
million, respectively, during policy years 2010 through 2014. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 display the share of
payroll for each subgroup based on 2010 through 2014 policy year total payroll reported in Classifications
8868 and 9101. Higher education, K-12 schools, vocational schools and high schools are the largest
subgroups in both classifications. These four subgroups also constitute the operations and types of
employers that were originally defined by Classifications 8868 and 9101.

10

Prior to 2018, Classification 8868 was also often assigned by analogy to fitness instruction studios. Effective January 1, 2018,
Classification 8870, Fitness Instruction Programs or Studios, was established to apply to employers engaged in operating fitness
instruction programs.
11 Some of the subgroups were consolidated based on our analysis.
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of Payroll by Subgroup – Classification 8868

About 23 percent of employers with payroll reported in Classification 8868 also had payroll reported in
Classification 9101. Figure 4.3 demonstrates that companion Classification 9101 was utilized unevenly
across various subgroups. This is not surprising considering that the operations, customers and
processes differ in varying degrees across subgroups.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of Payroll by Subgroup – Classification 9101

Figure 4.3: Payroll in Class 9101 as a Percentage of Class 8868 by Subgroup
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V.

Analysis of Private K-12 Schools, Colleges and Universities

K-12 Schools
These employers include private elementary schools, middle schools and high schools that instruct
students from kindergarten through grade twelve.12 Instructors in elementary, middle and secondary
schools prepare lessons, perform classroom instruction, administer examinations, correct papers, grade
work, meet with students and communicate with parents about students’ progress. In addition, teachers
may accompany students on field trips to parks, museums, concerts and similar locations. Academic
professional employees such as principals, head masters, counselors and directors assist and direct
students with academic progress, behavioral problems and similar issues, develop curriculum, and
supervise teachers and other staff.
Many private elementary and secondary schools are affiliated with churches or religious organizations.
According to the National Center for Education Statistics, about 60% of K-12 schools in the state of
California are affiliated with religious organizations. 13
Schools and Day Care
Some schools may include pre-kindergarten programs, such as preschools and day care centers. When a
school assigned to Classifications 8868 and 910114 also provides preschool and before or after school
day care programs related to the school’s operations, these programs are assigned to the applicable
school classification. However, when there is no connection between the school and the day care
program, both Classification 9059, Day Care Centers, and the applicable school classification are
assignable, provided the provisions of the Multiple Enterprises rule15 are met. When a kindergarten is part
of a preschool or day care center that does not provide first grade instruction and higher, these operations
are assignable to Classification 9059.
Colleges and Universities
Colleges and universities are institutions of higher learning that instruct students in a variety of academic
subjects and grant undergraduate and graduate degrees.
Professors, instructors or teaching assistants teach and advise students, plan lessons and assignments,
perform classroom instruction, administer examinations and grade assignments, papers, exams and other
work. In large colleges and universities, they may spend time conducting research or experiments in
addition to teaching. Other professional employees engage in student counseling and academic
administration of the educational institution. Students attending colleges and universities select a course
of work and complete classes for academic credit and, upon completion of the necessary coursework,
may receive bachelor or graduate degrees in their area of study. Academic credits and degrees are
transferable to other academic institutions for continued academic study.
Home schools and private schools and colleges are required by regulation to register with the California
superintendent of public instruction, but are not subject to approval by the Department of Education and
are not required to be accredited. However, students cannot receive federal or state financial aid to attend
higher education institutions that are not accredited by one of several independent agencies.
Classification Analysis
K-College Schools represent a distinct and clearly identifiable subgroup and engage in a comparable set
of operations in that they are all schools that provide classroom-based academic educational services.

12

A private school, as defined by the National Center for Education Statistics, is not supported primarily by public funds, provides
classroom instruction for one or more of grades K-12 or comparable ungraded levels, and has one or more teachers.
13 https://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/si/ps/
14 This classification procedure is also applicable to public schools and colleges assigned to Classification 8875(1), Public Colleges
or Schools.
15 The Multiple Enterprises rule can be found in the California Workers’ Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995,
Part 3, Standard Classification System, Section III, General Classification Procedures, Rule 3.
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Figure 5.1 depicts the loss to payroll ratios and credibility for the operations assigned to Classification
8868: higher education, K-12 schools, high schools and vocational schools. The loss to payroll ratios for
higher education, K-12 schools and high schools only are 0.21, 0.54 and 0.30 per $100 of payroll,
respectively. If combined, the loss to payroll ratio for this subgroup would be 0.32 per $100 of payroll,
compared with 0.57 for Classification 8868 as a whole. Thus, this subgroup’s exposure to hazards is
different from other employers assigned to Classification 8868. Further, each of these three employer
segments has at least relatively high statistical credibility and, when combined, the subgroup is fully
credible with only two years of experience.
Figure 5.1: Loss to Payroll Ratio and Credibility for K-Colleges
and Vocational Schools (8868, 8810 and 8742)
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Given that K-College Schools meet the criteria for a distinct classification and develop experience that
differs significantly from the remainder of Classification 8868, the WCIRB recommends that Classification
8868 be amended to include only K-College Schools.
Standard Exception Employees
WCIRB staff evaluated whether proposed Classification 8868, consisting of only K-College Schools,
should also include Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons. Staff reviewed the operations,
classification procedures and administrative issues of Standard Exception Employees as well as
statistical metrics such as the size, credibility and loss to payroll ratios for these classifications. In
addition, staff reviewed the practices of other jurisdictions, including NCCI, and other relevant California
classifications such as Classification 8875(1), Public Colleges or Schools.
Based on staff’s analysis, the WCIRB recommends that the proposed Classification 8868 include Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons for the following reasons:




As shown in Figure 5.2, payroll reported in Classification 8810 accounted for 26 percent of the
total payroll reported for K-College Schools assigned to Classification 8868 during policy years
2010 through 2014. Payroll reported in Classification 8742 accounted for only 2 percent of the
total payroll reported for K-College Schools. When combined, Classifications 8868, 8810 and
8742 constitute 88 percent of the total payroll reported for these employers.
Some school employees may perform both clerical and teaching duties and it can be difficult to
distinguish clerical employees from academic professional staff. Amending Classification 8868 to
include clerical office employees and outside salespersons for K-College Schools would simplify
the administration of this classification.
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As shown in Figure 5.3, the Classification 8810 loss to payroll ratio for K-College Schools
assigned to Classification 8868 is 0.25, which is relatively close to the loss to payroll ratio (0.32)
for Classification 8868 for the same subgroup of K-College School employers.
NCCI Code 8868 includes clerical office employees and Classification 8875, assigned to public
schools in California, also includes clerical office employees and outside salespersons.
Figure 5.2: Payroll Distribution of K-College Schools

Figure 5.3: Loss to Payroll Ratios and Credibilities of K-College Schools
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Companion Classification
The WCIRB evaluated whether to maintain companion Classification 9101 for the proposed K-College
Schools classification using a process similar to the one used to evaluate whether to include Standard
Exception Employees. Based on this analysis, the WCIRB recommends that Classification 9101 be
retained for K-College Schools for the following reasons:


As shown in Figure 5.4, the Classification 9101 loss to payroll ratio for higher education, K-12
schools and high schools only are very similar and they are all very close to the average loss to
payroll ratio for all employers currently assigned to Classification 8868. The 9101 experience of
higher education and K-12 schools has high statistical credibility, while the statistical credibility of
Classification 9101 experience for high schools only is lower.



A significant number of K-College Schools reported payroll in Classification 9101. As shown in
Table 5.1, about 45 percent of K-College Schools reported payroll in Classification 9101 during
policy years 2010 through 2014. In addition, as shown in Figure 5.5, payroll reported in
Classification 9101 as a percentage of total payroll varies across K-College Schools. In particular,
larger K-College School employers tend to report more payroll in Classification 9101, as a
percentage of total payroll, than smaller employers.



For K-College Schools, as shown in Figure 5.3, the loss to payroll ratio for Classification 9101
was more than ten times higher than the loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8868.
Table 5.1: Classification 9101 Utilization Rate
Type
Higher education
K-12 schools
High schools
Total

Reported 9101
117
537
71
725

Total
338
1153
120
1611

* Based on the numbers of schools reviewed by WCIRB staff

Utilization Rate
35%
47%
59%
45%

Figure 5.4: Loss to Payroll Ratio and Credibility for
K-College Schools and Vocational Schools (9101)
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Figure 5.5: Percentage of Employers Reporting 9101 Grouped by Employer Size
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Note: Size is defined based on 2014 policy year payroll reported in Classification 8868. Very small:
<$100,000; small: <$500,000; medium: <$5,000,000; large: >$5,000,000.
Summary of Loss to Payroll Experience
Due to the large amount of payroll reported statewide in each of the two Standard Exception
Classifications 8810 and 8742, the impact on Classifications 8810 and 8742 of reallocating K-College
School Standard Exception Employees’ payroll is negligible. Tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 show the volume of
payroll included in the proposed amended Classification 8868, including only K-College Schools, derived
from Classifications 8868, 8810 and 8742, respectively.16 Table 5.6 shows the payroll, losses, loss to
payroll ratios and credibility of the proposed reconstituted Classification 8868.
Table 5.2 shows the Classification Relativity data for employers in Classification 8868 as it is currently
defined at the policy year 2018 level.
Table 5.2: All Classification 8868
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2014

9,705,086,939
10,012,081,022
19,717,167,961

54,124,540
58,825,754
112,950,294

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.558
0.588

Two-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

0.573
0.659

Medical
1.00

Table 5.3 shows the Classification Relativity data for the subgroup of Classification 8868 employers
identified as K-College Schools at the policy year 2018 level:

16

As stated in Section III, Data and Study Methodology, unassigned (residual) experience was spread proportionately among all
the subgroups. The historical payroll and loss ratios by year for the residual group as well as those for the subgroups with allocated
payroll and losses from the residual group is shown in Appendix IV.
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Table 5.3: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8868
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (K-College Schools)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2014
Total

6,555,643,771
6,725,728,288
13,281,372,059

20,310,708
22,352,519
42,663,227

Two-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.310
0.332
0.321

Medical
1.00

As shown in Table 5.3, the average loss to payroll ratio for this subgroup of employers is significantly
lower (approximately 44%, also see Figure 5.3) than the average loss to payroll ratio for Classification
8868 as a whole (Table 5.2). This data is fully credible with two years of experience.
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show the Classification Relativity data reported in the Standard Exception
classifications for K-College Schools currently assigned to Classification 8868.
Table 5.4: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8810
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (K-College Schools)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Total

2,549,235,327
2,568,801,252
2,661,997,112
2,582,160,831
2,779,593,993
13,141,788,516

6,724,530
5,304,937
5,401,351
8,234,471
7,404,718
33,070,007

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.264
0.207
0.203
0.319
0.266
0.252

Medical
1.00

Table 5.4 shows that the loss to payroll ratio for the Clerical Office Employees of this subgroup (0.252) is
about 21% lower than that for the academic professional employees. The statewide average loss to
payroll ratio for Classification 8810 was 0.231 (see Table C.1 in Appendix III). The data is fully credible
with five years of experience.
Table 5.5: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8742
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (K-College Schools)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Total

173,791,538
172,058,523
160,761,333
156,659,934
147,425,618
810,696,944

941,431
831,577
834,022
1,024,540
488,023
4,119,594
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Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.41

Credibility

0.508

Medical
0.34

Table 5.5 shows that the loss to payroll ratio for the Outside Salespersons of this subgroup (0.508) is
about 58% higher than that of the academic professional employees. The statewide average loss to
payroll ratio for Classification 8742 was 0.278 (see Table C.2 in Appendix III). This data has limited
statistical credibility with 41% credibility for indemnity and 34% credibility for medical with five years of
experience.
Table 5.6: Payroll in Combined Classifications 8868, 8810 and 8742
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (K-College Schools)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2014
Total

9,294,464,536
9,652,747,899
18,947,212,435

29,569,719
30,245,260
59,814,979

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.318
0.313

Two-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

0.316

Medical
1.00

Table 5.6 shows that once combined, the average two-year loss to payroll ratio for K-College Schools is
0.316, which is very comparable to that for Classification 8868 alone (0.321, see Table 5.3). The data is
fully credible with two years of experience.
Table 5.7 shows the Classification Relativity data for employers in Classification 9101 as it is currently
defined at the policy year 2018 level:
Table 5.7: All Classification 9101
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2014

625,568,432
616,958,032
1,242,526,464

18,714,631
21,925,686
40,640,316

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
2.992
3.554

Two-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

3.271
4.195

Medical
1.00

Table 5.8 shows the Classification Relativity data for Classification 9101 employers in the K-College
Schools subgroup that includes employers identified by the WCIRB as private kindergartens, elementary
schools, middle schools, high schools, colleges and universities.
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Table 5.8: Payroll and Losses in Classification 9101
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (K-College Schools)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2012
2013
2014
Total

451,370,740
494,292,487
493,903,040
1,439,566,267

15,562,203
15,578,547
16,669,302
47,810,051

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
3.448
3.152
3.375

Three-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

3.321

Medical
1.00

Table 5.8 shows that the five-year average loss to payroll ratio for the K-College Schools subgroup in
Classification 9101 is very close to the average loss to payroll ratio for all Classification 8868 employers
that had payroll reported in Classification 9101 during policy years 2010 through 2014 (see Table 5.7).
The data is fully credible with three years of experience.
Impact Analysis
Table 5.9 shows the impact on affected policyholders in Classification 8868 if the data for K-College
Schools currently assigned to Classifications 8868, 8810 and 8742 are combined to create a new
classification for K-College Schools. As shown in Table 5.9, the indicated Classification Relativity for the
proposed Classification 8868 is 39.5 percent lower than the indicated relativity for the current
Classification 8868 including the payroll previously reported in the Standard Exception classifications.17
Typically, the WCIRB limits year-to-year classification relativity changes to be no more than 25%. The
impact on any employer’s premium charge also depends on the impact of the change in its experience
rating as well any individual insurer’s premium adjustment plans.
The historical payroll and loss ratios by year for the residual group as well as those for the proposed
classifications with allocated payroll and losses from the residual group are shown in Appendix IV.
Table 5.9: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (K-College Schools)
Revised Classification 8868 vs. Current Classification 8868, 8810 and 8742
Current
Classification
8868
8810
8742

Loss to Payroll
Ratio for Current
Class
0.659
0.265
0.338

Revised Classification
8868, including 8810
and 8742
0.399
0.399
0.399

Difference
(unlimited)
-0.260 (-39.5%)
0.134 (50.6%)
0.061 (18.0%)

Table 5.10 depicts the impact if Classification 9101 is revised to apply only to K-College Schools. As
shown in Table 5.10, the indicated Classification Relativity for the revised Classification 9101 is 0.8
percent higher than the indicated relativity for the current Classification 9101. The impact on any
employer’s premium charge also depends on the impact of the change in its experience rating as well any
individual insurer’s premium adjustment plans.
17

The WCIRB assigned employers representing approximately 94% of total payroll in Classification 8868 to the seven identifiable
constituent subgroups. The residual experience from Classification 8868 was allocated to these seven subgroups in proportion to
each subgroup’s proportion of the total payroll each year. The Selected Loss to Payroll Ratio, with this residual experience spread
proportionately among the subgroups for each of the classifications being recommended by the WCIRB, is shown in Tables 5.9
(Classification 8868) and 5.10 (Classification 9101).
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Table 5.10: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 9101 Employers (K-College Schools)
Selected Employers vs. Current Classification 9101
Current Classification
9101
4.195

Revised Classification
9101
4.229

Difference
0.034 (0.81%)

Findings
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. Private kindergartens,18 elementary schools, middle schools, high schools, colleges and
universities (K-College Schools) form an identifiable and homogeneous group of employers.
These employers are exposed to similar hazards and have significantly different loss to payroll
experience other subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868.
2. The hazards to which the academic professional employees at K-College Schools are exposed
are comparable to those of Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons employed by KCollege Schools and they have similar loss to payroll ratios. Based upon a similarity in duties and
exposures, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish clerical employees from academic employees at
certain schools.
3. While a significant portion of K-College Schools have operations assigned to companion
Classification 9101, the proportion of total payroll assigned to Classification 9101 differs
significantly among individual schools. In general, larger employers tend to report more payroll in
Classification 9101 as a percentage of total payroll than smaller employers. The loss to payroll
ratio of K-College exposure assigned to Classification 9101 is significantly higher than that of the
K-College exposure assigned to Classifications 8868, 8810, Clerical Office Employees, and 8742,
Salespersons – Outside.
Recommendations
Based on these findings, the WCIRB recommends:
1. Amend Classification 8868 to apply to professors, teachers or academic professional employees
at private kindergartens,19 elementary schools, middle schools, high schools, colleges and
universities and include Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons.
2. Amend companion Classification 9101 to narrow its application to non-academic employees at
private kindergartens, elementary schools, middle schools, high schools, colleges and
universities.

VI.

Analysis of Vocational Schools

Vocational Education
Vocational schools, trade schools, technical schools, career colleges and employers engaged in the
operation of vocational training programs (Vocational Schools) are educational institutions that train
students to perform jobs that require special skills. Instead of receiving a general education, students
enrolled in Vocational Schools focus on developing a particular skillset and knowledge base for a career,
including but not limited to construction, cosmetology, computer technology, business administration,
media technology, culinary arts, paralegal studies, medical assistance, automotive and mechanical
technology, and ground-based aviation instruction. Unlike four-year colleges or universities, Vocational
Schools typically take less time to complete and the majority of training is hands-on.

18

Kindergartens that are not part of a school that provides first grade instruction and higher are assigned to Classification 9059,
Day Care Centers.
19 Kindergartens that are not part of a school that provides first grade instruction and higher are assigned to Classification 9059,
Day Care Centers.
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Students attending Vocational Schools earn degrees (typically associate’s degrees), certificates or a
diploma. The schools are licensed by the California Bureau for Private Postsecondary Education.
Accreditation is not required.
Career and technical education teachers create lesson plans and assignments to instruct students in
classrooms, laboratories or workshops on how to develop certain skills and apply classroom knowledge
through hands-on activities. For example, they may demonstrate and supervise the safe and proper use
of tools and equipment. Students may spend a portion of their time performing on-the-job training.
Academic professional employees such as principals, counselors and directors assist and direct students
with academic progress and similar issues, develop curriculum, and supervise teachers and other staff.
Vocational Schools also allow workers to pursue short-term vocational training or professional
development programs to advance their careers. These types of training programs include but are not
limited to computer skills, media arts, safety training, first aid and CPR, management and communication
skills, continuing education seminars, and sales and marketing coaching.
Classification Analysis
Vocational Schools represent a distinct and clearly identifiable subgroup and engage in a comparable set
of operations in that they are educational institutions that train students to perform jobs that require
special skills.
The operations of Vocational Schools differ from traditional four-year colleges or universities in a number
of ways, including:






Job-specific education and skill-based learning
Less time to complete the program; typically less than two years
Location of instruction includes classrooms, laboratories and workshops
Instruction often involves tools or instruments
Instructors often demonstrate techniques or procedures to help students learn

The difference in operations between Vocational Schools and four-year colleges or universities is
supported by the difference in their loss to payroll ratios. As shown in Figure 5.1, the loss to payroll ratio
for Classification 8868 for Vocational Schools is about three times higher than that for four-year colleges
or universities. With respect to wage levels, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the median
annual wage for postsecondary career and technical education teachers in 2016 was $50,660; the 2016
median annual wage for postsecondary teachers in private colleges, universities and professional schools
was $77,600. WCIRB staff finds that the different operational hazards to which Vocational School
employees are exposed, coupled with their wage differences, significantly drive the differences seen in
the loss to payroll ratios of Vocational Schools and four-year colleges or universities. In contrast, the loss
to payroll ratio for companion Classification 9101 for Vocational Schools is 3.84, only slightly higher than
that for four-year colleges or universities, which is 3.53 (see Figure 5.4).
Given that Vocational Schools meet the criteria for a distinct classification and develop experience that
differs from the remainder of Classification 8868, and particularly four-year colleges, the WCIRB
recommends the establishment of a new classification for Vocational Schools.
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Figure 6.1: Payroll Distribution of Vocational Schools

Standard Exception Employees
The WCIRB reviewed payroll and loss data for Vocational Schools reported in Classifications 8810 and
8742. As shown in Figure 6.1, Clerical Office Employees (8810) and Outside Salespersons (8742)
account for a significant amount of payroll reported for Vocational Schools. Compared to colleges and
universities, Vocational Schools tend to have a much higher percentage of employees assigned to
Classification 8742 performing functions such as fund raising, public relations, and outside sales and
promotion. In particular, for-profit career colleges tend to have large outside salesperson operations.
Vocational training programs offered by companies in non-education industries, such as defense
contractors and technology companies, are also reflected in the Vocational School subgroup of
Classification 8868. These employers generate a significant amount of payroll in Classification 8742,
much of which is not related to vocational training.
As shown in Figure 6.2, the Classification 8742 loss to payroll ratio for Vocational Schools was 0.25,
slightly lower than the statewide average loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8742 of 0.28 (see Table
C.2 in Appendix IV), but much lower than the Classification 8742 loss to payroll ratio for all employers
currently assigned Classification 8868 (0.62).
The loss to payroll ratios for both Classifications 8810 and 8742 for Vocational Schools are much lower
than the Classification 8868 loss to payroll ratio for the same subgroup. The Classification 8868 loss to
payroll ratio of 0.77 for the Vocational Schools subgroup is also higher than that for all employers
currently assigned to Classification 8868 (0.57) and, in particular, the K-College Schools (0.32, see
Figure 5.3). This is not surprising given that instructors providing vocational training often are engaged in
hands-on training and may need to handle tools or machines. For all these reasons, the WCIRB
recommends that the proposed Vocational Schools classification not include Clerical Office Employees
and Outside Salespersons.
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Figure 6.2: Loss to Payroll Ratios and Credibilities of Vocational Schools

Companion Classification
WCIRB staff reviewed Classification 9101 data to determine whether to retain the companion
classification structure for Vocational Schools. Overall, approximately 15 percent of Vocational Schools
currently assigned to Classification 8868 had payroll reported in Classification 9101 during policy periods
2010 through 2014. As depicted in Figure 4.3, the amount of payroll reported in Classification 9101 for
Vocational Schools is about 4.9 percent of that reported in Classification 8868, slightly below the overall
average of 6.3 percent for all employers currently assigned to Classification 8868.
Figure 6.2 shows that the Classification 9101 loss to payroll ratio for Vocational Schools is moderately
higher than that for all employers currently assigned Classification 8868. The experience has moderate
statistical credibility (63%). As depicted in Figure 5.5, larger employers tend to utilize the companion
classification more often. The WCIRB recommends retaining the companion classification structure for
Vocational Schools.
Summary of Loss to Payroll Experience
Table 6.1 shows the Classification Relativity data for the subgroup of employers identified as Vocational
Schools at the policy year 2018 level:
Table 6.1: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8869
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Vocational Schools)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Total

830,380,739
843,040,398
878,525,089
874,519,237
861,799,022
4,288,264,485

6,200,263
6,417,553
7,871,357
7,840,079
4,831,039
33,160,290

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
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Indemnity
0.99

Credibility

Medical
0.93

As shown in Table 6.1, the five-year average loss to payroll ratio for employers in the Vocational School
subgroup is significantly higher (35%) than the average loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8868 as a
whole (Table 5.2). Additionally, this data is highly credible with 99% credibility for indemnity and 93%
credibility for medical with five years of experience.
Table 6.2 shows the Classification 9101 Relativity data for the Vocational School subgroup at the policy
year 2018 level:
Table 6.2: Payroll and Losses in Classification 9101
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Vocational Schools)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Total

48,218,308
44,842,816
38,352,329
41,878,974
37,967,075
211,259,502

1,131,492
2,956,101
1,185,447
1,212,935
1,608,725
8,094,700

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.63

Credibility

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
2.347
6.592
3.091
2.896
4.237
3.832

Medical
0.53

As shown in Table 6.2, the five-year average loss to payroll ratio for Classification 9101 for Vocational
School employers is 17% higher than the average loss to payroll ratio for Classification 9101 as a whole
(Table 5.7). This data is partially credible with 63% credibility for indemnity and 53% credibility for medical
with five years of experience.
Impact Analysis
Table 6.3 shows the impact on affected policyholders if a separate classification is established for
Vocational Schools. These estimated impacts are prior to the application of the 25% limitation on year-toyear changes in relativities.
Table 6.3: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Vocational Schools)
vs. Current Classification 8868
Current Classification
8868
0.659

Vocational Schools 8869

Difference (Unlimited)

0.884

0.225 (34.1%)

As shown in Table 6.3, the Vocational School subgroup has a Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio
that is 34.1% higher than that for Classification 8868 as a whole. The impact on any employer’s premium
charge also depends on the impact of the change in its experience rating as well any individual insurer’s
premium adjustment plans.
Table 6.4 shows the impact on affected policyholders if a separate companion classification is established
for Vocational Schools non-academic employees.
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Table 6.4: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Vocational Schools)
vs. Current Classification 9101
Current Classification
9101
4.195

Vocational Schools 9102

Difference

4.315

0.120 (2.9%)

As shown, Vocational Schools in Classification 9101 has a Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio that
is 2.9% higher than that for Classification 9101 as a whole.
Findings
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. Vocational schools, trade schools, technical schools, career colleges and employers engaged in
the operation of vocational training programs (Vocational Schools) form an identifiable and
homogeneous group. It is common for instructors at Vocational Schools to be exposed to hazards
that are not typical of the hazards found in office or classroom settings.
2. The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is significantly different than that of other
subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868 and, in particular, is much
higher than that of K-College Schools.
3. Academic professional employees in Vocational Schools have a much higher loss to payroll ratio
than Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons.
4. While employers in this subgroup have a significant amount of data reported in Classification
9101, there is significant variability among these employers in the proportion of Classification
9101 exposure reported.
Recommendations
Based on these findings, the WCIRB recommends:
1. Establish Classification 8869, Vocational Schools – private – professors, teachers or academic
professionals, to apply to professors, teachers or academic professional employees at Vocational
Schools.
2. Do not include Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons in the proposed
Classification 8869.
3. Establish Classification 9102, Vocational Schools – private – all employees other than professors,
teachers or academic professionals, to include non-academic employees at Vocational Schools
as a companion classification to proposed Classification 8869.

VII.

Analysis of Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs

Description of Operations
Educational and enrichment supplemental programs include academic enrichment providers, such as
tutoring and test preparation centers and similar academic support courses. Supplemental programs also
include personal enrichment and recreational programs, such as arts and crafts classes, music classes
and similar offerings. These programs are provided to individuals of all ages, from young children to
adults, often by the same employer.
Tutoring and test preparation centers help attendees to improve in areas of study such as math, science,
reading and phonics. These employers also provide preparation courses for tests such as the SAT, ACT
and various graduate program entrance exams. Operations often take place at the employer’s tutoring
center where students attend prescheduled tutoring sessions and test preparation courses for a specified
amount of time.
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Personal enrichment programs offer classes and workshops that are typically recreational in nature,
including but not limited to classes specializing in painting, singing, pottery, theater, playing a musical
instrument and similar areas of interest.
Enrichment classes that are athletic in nature such as yoga and gymnastics are assignable to
Classification 8870, Fitness Instruction Programs or Studios.
While there is an instructional or educational component to the programs described above, employers
providing these services are not operating K-College Schools and their operations are distinctly different
from K-College Schools.
Classification Analysis
Based on the above, educational and enrichment supplemental program providers represent a distinct
and clearly identifiable subgroup of employers (Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs) and
engage in a comparable set of operations in that they provide supplemental academic and personal
enrichment and recreational programs to individuals of all ages, from young children to adults, often by
the same employer.
The WCIRB also reviewed the classification and organizational structure of Educational and Enrichment
Supplemental Programs for comparison to those of K-College Schools. Figure 7.1 depicts the payroll
distribution for this identified homogeneous subgroup.
Figure 7.1: Payroll Distribution of Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs

As shown in Figure 7.1, only 29 percent of payroll for Educational and Enrichment Supplemental
Programs is reported under Classification 8868, 33 percent is reported in Classification 8810, 7 percent in
Classification 8742, 9 percent in Classification 8017(1), Stores – retail, and only 1 percent in
Classification 9101. Additionally, 21 percent of the payroll was reported in other classifications.
The payroll distribution for Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs is not consistent with that
of K-College Schools. K-College Schools had the majority (60%) of its payroll reported in Classification
8868. Further, the utilization of companion Classification 9101 (1%) is much lower for this subgroup. In
addition, nearly 9 percent of payroll for Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs is reported
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under Classification 8017(1), Stores – retail, as some stores offer personal enrichment classes to their
customers. Finally, the Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs subgroup is assigned to a
variety of other classifications.
The WCIRB reviewed the loss to payroll ratios for the data reported in Classifications 8868, 9101, 8742
and 8810 for Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs. Figure 7.2 shows the loss to payroll
ratios and credibilities for this subgroup. The Classification 8868 loss to payroll ratio for this subgroup
(0.52) is similar to that for all of Classification 8868 (0.57) but is significantly higher than that of K-College
Schools and significantly lower than several other Classification 8868 subgroups. Additionally, the
Classification 8868 experience of this subgroup has moderately high statistical credibility. As a result, and
given some of the underlying differences in the operations of this subgroup from other Classification 8868
subgroups, the WCIRB recommends establishing a new classification for Educational and Enrichment
Supplemental Programs.
Standard Exception Employees
Figure 7.2 shows the loss to payroll ratios for the Standard Exception Employees’ experience for the
Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs subgroup. The loss to payroll ratios for the two
Standard Exception Classifications 8810 and 8742 for this subgroup are well below those of Classification
8868 as a whole, but are relatively close to the statewide averages for Classifications 8810 and 8742 (see
Tables C.1 and C.2 in Appendix IV), suggesting that the Clerical Office Employees and Outside
Salespersons employed by this subgroup should continue to be assigned to Classifications 8810 and
8742, respectively.
Figure 7.2: Loss to Payroll Ratios and Credibility of Educational
and Enrichment Supplemental Programs

Companion Classification
As shown in Figure 7.1, very little of the payroll reported for the Educational and Enrichment
Supplemental Programs subgroup is reported in Classification 9101 (1%). Classification 9101 was
established as a companion classification to Classification 8868 as schools and colleges often employ
cafeteria workers, drivers, maintenance employees, janitors, gardeners, security personnel, resident
advisors or assistants, and book supply department employees. While Educational and Enrichment
Supplemental Programs typically provide services at the employer’s location, such programs typically do
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not have facility maintenance employees or food service employees similar to a school campus. The
locations for Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs tend to be smaller in size than a school
campus and clients usually attend programs on a weekly or one-time basis. Additionally, WCIRB staff did
not observe any employers in this subgroup engaging in food service operations similar to those
performed at a K-College School cafeteria. Finally, data in Classification 9101 for this subgroup is not
statistically credible and deviates widely from the loss to payroll ratio in Classification 9101 for the group
of all employers currently assigned to Classification 8868. This indicates that a stand-alone companion
classification for non-academic employees of Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs would
not be appropriate. As a result, payroll currently reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup will be
included in the newly established classification or assigned as directed in the newly established
classification.
Summary of Loss Experience
Table 7.1 shows the Classification 8868 Classification Relativity data for the subgroup of employers
identified as Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs at the policy year 2018 level.
Table 7.1: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8868
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

324,139,364
359,925,800
397,965,963
442,853,952
484,998,632
2,009,883,711

1,272,103
1,873,100
2,477,891
2,443,754
2,285,737
10,352,584

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.392
0.520
0.623
0.552
0.471

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.73

Credibility

0.515
Medical
0.69

As shown in Table 7.1, the five-year average loss to payroll ratio for this subgroup of employers is slightly
lower (approximately 10%) than the average loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8868 as a whole
(Table 5.2). This data has moderately high statistical credibility at 73% credibility for indemnity and 69%
credibility for medical.
Table 7.2 shows the Classification 9101 Classification Relativity data for the subgroup of employers
identified as Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs at the policy year 2018 level:
Table 7.2: Payroll and Losses in Classification 9101
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

10,545,271
11,511,711
11,470,471
12,243,812
11,191,585
56,962,850

153,725
4,044
247,886
18,333
120,748
544,736

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
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Indemnity
0.37

Credibility

Medical
0.31

As shown in Table 7.2, the five-year average loss to payroll ratio for this subgroup of employers is
significantly lower (approximately 71%) than the average loss to payroll ratio for Classification 9101 as a
whole (Table 5.7). This data has low statistical credibility at 37% credibility for indemnity and 31%
credibility for medical with five years of experience.
Table 7.3 shows the combined Classifications 8868 and 9101 Classification Relativity data for employers
identified as Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs at the policy year 2018 level.
Table 7.3: Payroll in Classifications 8868 and 9101
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs)
Year

Payroll

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

334,684,635
371,437,511
409,436,434
455,097,764
496,190,217
2,066,846,561

Losses
1,425,828
1,877,144
2,725,777
2,462,087
2,406,485
10,897,320

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.426
0.505
0.666
0.541
0.485

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.79

Credibility

0.527
Medical
0.72

Table 7.3 shows that once combined, the average five-year loss to payroll ratio is 0.527 for this subgroup,
which is slightly lower than that for Classification 8868 alone. Additionally, this data has relatively high
statistical credibility at 79% credibility for indemnity and 72% credibility for medical with five years of
experience.
Impact Analysis
Table 7.4 depicts the impact on affected policyholders in Classification 8868 if the data currently assigned
to Classifications 8868 and 9101 for Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs are combined
to create a new classification for this subgroup.
Table 7.4: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs)
vs. Current Classification 8868
Classification
8868

Revised Classification
8868, including 9101

Difference

0.659

0.642

-0.017(-2.6%)

As shown above, based on experience at the policy year 2018 level, the subgroup of Educational and
Enrichment Supplemental Programs has a Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio that is 2.6% lower
than that of Classification 8868. The impact on any employer’s premium charge also depends on the
impact of the change in its experience rating as well any individual insurer’s premium adjustment plans.
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Table 7.5 shows the impact on affected policyholders in Classification 9101 if the data currently assigned
to Classifications 8868 and 9101 for Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs are combined
to establish a new classification. As discussed above, only 1% of the total payroll reported for employers
assigned to this subgroup is reported in Classification 9101.
Table 7.5: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs)
vs. Current Classification 9101
Classification
9101

Revised Classification
8868, including 9101

Difference
(Unlimited)

4.195

0.642

-3.553 (-84.7%)

Findings
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. Employers that provide test preparation, tutoring and similar academic support courses, as well
as personal enrichment, hobby and recreational programs such as arts and crafts classes, music
classes and similar operations, form an identifiable and homogeneous subgroup.
2. The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is higher than that of K-College Schools.
3. Employers in this subgroup have a significant amount of data reported in Classification 8810 or
8742. For these employers, the loss to payroll ratios for Classifications 8810 and 8742 are well
below that reported in Classification 8868, but are relatively close to statewide averages.
4. The amount of data reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup of employers is not
significant.
Recommendations
Based on these findings, the WCIRB recommends:
1. Establish Classification 8871, Supplemental Educational Services – private – not day care
centers, colleges or schools – including receptionists, to apply to employers providing
supplemental educational and enrichment programs.
2. Do not include Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons in the newly established
Classification 8871.
3. Do not establish a companion classification to the newly established Classification 8871.

VIII.

Analysis of Training or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental
Disabilities

Description of Operations
Services for adults with developmental disabilities20 include Adult Day Programs, Independent Living
Skills (ILS) training and vocational training. These services provide recreation, socialization, community
integration and life skills training to adult clients with developmental disabilities. They are typically
contracted through and funded by Regional Centers.
Adult Day Programs provide care and supervision to developmentally disabled adult clients. Instructors
oversee clients and lead clients in activities such as arts and crafts and cognitive and life skills instruction.
20

Section 4512 of the California Welfare and Institutions Code defines developmental disability as “a disability that originates before
an individual attains 18 years of age; continues, or can be expected to continue, indefinitely; and constitutes a substantial disability
for that individual. As defined by the Director of Developmental Services, in consultation with the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, this term includes intellectual disability, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and autism. This term also include disabling conditions
found to be closely related to intellectual disability or to require treatment similar to that required for individuals with an intellectual
disability, but does not include other handicapping conditions that are solely physical in nature.”
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Instructors also accompany clients on outings in the community such as to shopping malls, bowling alleys
and similar venues, as well as meals out at restaurants. In addition to providing recreation, such outings
teach clients how to use public transportation, order a meal, budget money and otherwise participate in
their communities.
ILS training offers one-on-one training to clients who wish to live on their own in the community using
systematic teaching methods to foster independence and assist individuals as they learn to perform the
daily tasks needed for an independent lifestyle. ILS counselors travel to clients’ residences to instruct
them on activities and skills such as personal health and hygiene, budgeting and money management,
meal preparation, shopping, home maintenance and community resource awareness.
Vocational training programs provide individuals with developmental disabilities job training and job
placement assistance. Programs may contract with businesses to employ clients to perform work such as
recycling, packaging, preparing mailers, janitorial work and similar jobs. Counselors also assist clients in
securing jobs throughout the community. Once a job is secured, counselors train the individual and then
leave the jobsite, only returning in order to ensure success at work. Vocational programs may work in
connection with the United States Department of Labor’s (USDOL) Employment and Training
Administration (ETA), which provides funds and administers grants to programs that offer training and
employment assistance to people with disabilities. Vocational training programs are not Sheltered
Workshops and are not certified as exempt from the minimum wage laws by the California Department of
Industrial Relations and the USDOL. Sheltered Workshops or Work Activity Centers certified as exempt
from the minimum wage laws by the USDOL, Employment Standards Administration, Wage and Hour
Division, or the California Department of Industrial Relations, Division of Labor Standards Enforcement
are assigned to Classification 8806, Sheltered Workshops or Work Activity Centers.
Classification Analysis
Adult Day Programs, ILS training and vocational training employers represent a distinct and clearly
identifiable subgroup (Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities) and engage in a
comparable set of operations in that they provide recreation, socialization, community integration and life
skills training to adult clients with developmental disabilities. While there is an instructional or educational
component to the programs described above, employers providing these services are not operating KCollege Schools and their operations are distinctly different from K-College Schools.
The WCIRB also reviewed the classification and organizational structure of Training/Day Programs for
Adults with Developmental Disabilities and compared these factors to those of K-College Schools. Figure
8.1 depicts the payroll distribution for the homogeneous group of Training/Day Programs for Adults with
Developmental Disabilities for which payroll was reported in Classification 8868.
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Figure 8.1: Payroll Distribution of Training/Day Programs for Adults
with Developmental Disabilities

As shown in Figure 8.1, 43 percent of the payroll from Training/Day Programs for Adults with
Developmental Disabilities is reported in Classification 8868, 14 percent is reported in Classification 8810,
12 percent in Classification 8742, 9 percent in Classification 9085, Residential Care Facilities for the
Developmentally Disabled, and 2 percent in Classification 9101. Additionally, 20 percent of the payroll
reported for these employers was reported in other classifications.
This payroll distribution is not consistent with that of employers operating K-College Schools (see Figure
5.2). Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities had more payroll reported in
Classification 8742 (Outside Salespersons) than K-College Schools. Additionally, this subgroup had more
payroll reported in other classifications, including Residential Care Facilities. The payroll distributions
shown in Figure 8.1 suggest that, although Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental
Disabilities provide instruction to their clients, they are also involved in other operations that are not
typical of K-College Schools.
As shown in Figure 8.2, the Classification 8868 loss to payroll ratios for this subgroup are more than four
times higher than the average ratios for all employers currently assigned Classification 8868. Because
causes of injuries are usually good indicators of work environment and process, WCIRB staff reviewed
the leading causes of injury reported for employers assigned to Classification 8868 to observe any
patterns or differences across all identified subgroups. As shown in Figure 8.3, the leading causes of
injury for claimants injured while working for Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental
Disabilities are inconsistent with the other subgroups reporting data in Classification 8868. The leading
cause of injury (“struck or injured by”) 21 for claimants in this subgroup is nearly double that of the group
total. In addition, as indicated in Figure 8.4, employers that provide Training/Day Programs for Adults with
Developmental Disabilities (as well as children or youth) tend to have much higher claim frequency than
other employers currently assigned to Classification 8868. For every $10 million dollars in payroll during
the five-year policy period 2010 to 2014, the average number of claims (20) for this group of employers
was about four times higher than the average number of claims (5) for all employers assigned to
21

“Struck or injured by” applies to cases in which the injury was produced by the impact created by the source of injury, rather than
by the injured person. For detailed descriptions of injury types, see Appendix III, Injury Description Codes, of the California Workers’
Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995.
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Classification 8868. For all these reasons, the WCIRB recommends establishing a new classification for
Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities.
Figure 8.2: Loss to Payroll Ratios and Credibilities of Training/Day Programs
for Adults with Developmental Disabilities

Figure 8.3: Leading Causes of Injuries (Policy Year 2010 – 2014)
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Figure 8.4: Claim Frequency by Subgroup (Policy Year 2010 – 2014)

Standard Exception Employees
The WCIRB reviewed the loss to payroll ratios for the experience reported in Classifications 8810 and
8742 for Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities. As shown in Figure 8.2, the
loss to payroll ratios for Classifications 8810 and 8742 are significantly higher for this subgroup than the
average loss to payroll ratios for all employers currently assigned to Classification 8868, as well as the
average ratios for Classifications 8810 and 8742 in total (see Appendix IV, Tables C.1 and C.2). The
relatively high loss to payroll ratios for Classifications 8810 and 8742 for this subgroup suggest that many
of the Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons in this subgroup are not engaged in
operations typical to Standard Exception employees. However, this subgroup’s experience reported in
Classifications 8810 and 8742 is considerably lower than that of the reported Classification 8868
experience for these employers and there is considerable variation in the proportion of total payroll
reported in the Standard Exception classifications for Training/Day Programs for Adults with
Developmental Disabilities. As a result, the WCIRB recommends not including Standard Exception
Employees in the proposed classification for Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental
Disabilities.
Companion Classification
As shown in Figure 8.1, Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities do not utilize
Classification 9101 to a significant extent (2 percent of total payroll). Classification 9101 was established
as a companion classification to Classification 8868 as K-College Schools often employ cafeteria
workers, drivers, janitors, gardeners, maintenance employees, security personnel, resident advisors or
assistants and book supply department employees. ILS training services are provided at the client’s home
and in the community and therefore do not have facility maintenance or food service employees like a
school campus. Location-based operations, such as Adult Day Programs and occasionally vocational
training locations, tend to be smaller in size than a school campus and also tend not to employ separate
facility maintenance employees. Further, staff did not observe any employers in this subgroup engaging
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in food service operations similar to those performed by a K-College School cafeteria as clients attending
day programs or vocational training programs bring their own lunches or eat meals out at restaurants as
part of community integration training. The WCIRB, therefore, does not recommend establishing a
companion classification for the proposed classification for Training/Day Programs for Adults with
Developmental Disabilities. Payroll currently reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup would be
included in the newly established classification or assigned as directed in the newly established
classification.
Summary of Loss to Payroll Experience
Table 8.1 shows the yearly payrolls, losses and loss to payroll ratios for this subgroup currently assigned
to Classification 8868 at the policy year 2018 level.
Table 8.1: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8868
Based on Selected 8868 Employers
(Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

260,173,701
264,069,375
280,613,995
309,335,454
320,714,741
1,434,907,266

6,975,748
5,338,693
6,431,266
5,695,919
9,686,710
34,128,336

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
2.681
2.022
2.292
1.841
3.020

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.64

Credibility

2.378
Medical
0.60

As shown in Table 8.1, the loss to payroll ratio in Classification 8868 for this subgroup is much higher
than that for all employers currently assigned to Classification 8868. Additionally, the data is moderately
credible with 64% credibility for indemnity and 60% credibility for medical with five years of experience.
Table 8.2 shows the yearly payrolls, losses and loss to payroll ratios for this subgroup currently assigned
to Classification 9101 at the policy year 2018 level.
Table 8.2: Payroll and Losses in Classification 9101
Based on Selected 8868 Employers
(Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

10,242,914
9,334,045
10,725,215
11,080,192
11,272,760
52,655,126

172,895
162,502
586,885
261,794
791,159
1,975,235

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
1.688
1.741
5.472
2.363
7.018

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.3

Credibility
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As shown in Table 8.2, the loss to payroll ratio in Classification 9101 for this subgroup is slightly higher
(15%) than the loss to payroll ratio in Classification 9101 for all employers currently assigned to
Classification 8868. However, these employers do not have significant Classification 9101 operations and
the data is not statistically credible with five years of experience.
Table 8.3 shows the yearly payrolls, losses and loss to payroll ratios for this subgroup currently assigned
to Classifications 8868 and 9101 combined at the policy year 2018 level.
Table 8.3: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8868 and 9101 Combined
Based on Selected 8868 Employers
(Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

270,416,615
273,403,420
291,339,210
320,415,646
331,987,501
1,487,562,392

7,148,643
5,501,195
7,018,151
5,957,713
10,477,869
36,103,571

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
2.644
2.012
2.409
1.859
3.156

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.70

Credibility22

2.427
Medical
0.64

As shown in Table 8.3, combining the data in Classification 9101 with the data in Classification 8868 for
this subgroup has minimal impact on the adjusted loss to payroll ratio in Classification 8868. The loss to
payroll ratio for this subgroup is much higher than that for the employers assigned to Classification 8868
as a whole. Additionally, the data has moderately high statistical credibility with 70% credibility for
indemnity and 64% credibility for medical with five years of experience.
Impact Analysis
Table 8.4 shows the impact on affected policyholders currently assigned to Classification 8868 if a
separate classification is established for Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental
Disabilities.
Table 8.4: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 8868 Employers
(Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities)
New Classification 8873 vs. Current Classification 8868
Classification
8868

Training/Day Program
Employers Group

Difference
(unlimited)

0.659

1.991

+1.332 (+202.1%)

As shown above, based on experience at the policy year 2018 level, the Training/Day Programs for
Adults with Developmental Disabilities subgroup has a Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio that is
more than 200% higher than that for Classification 8868, prior to the application of any limitation.23 The
22

Credibility levels will increase over time once the expected loss rate is adjusted to reflect the higher loss experience for this
subgroup.
23 Typically, year-to-year relativity changes are limited to 25%.
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impact on any employer’s premium charge also depends on the impact of the change on experience
rating as well any individual insurer’s premium adjustment plans.
Table 8.5 shows the impact on affected policyholders currently assigned to Classification 9101 if a
separate classification is established for this subgroup.
Table 8.5: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 8868 Employers
(Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities)
New Classification 8873 vs. Current Classification 9101
Classification
9101

Training/Day Program
Employers Group

Difference
(unlimited)

4.195

1.991

-2.204 (-52.5%)

As shown above, based on experience at the policy year 2018 level, the Training/Day Programs for
Adults with Developmental Disabilities subgroup has a Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio that is
52.5% lower than that for Classification 9101 and here is relatively little payroll reported in Classification
9101 for this subgroup.
Findings
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. Employers that operate Adult Day Programs, Independent Living Skills (ILS) training and
vocational training programs for adults with developmental disabilities form an identifiable and
homogeneous subgroup.
2. The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is significantly different than that for other
subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868 and, in particular, is much
higher than that of K-College Schools.
3. The types of injuries incurred by employees working for this subgroup of employers are different
from the types of injuries incurred by employees working for most other Classification 8868
employers.
4. The Classification 8810 and 8742 exposures reported for this subgroup of employers developed
much higher loss to payroll ratios than the Classification 8810 and 8742 exposures for all
employers assigned to Classification 8868 and to Classifications 8810 and 8742 as a whole.
However, these loss to payroll ratios are significantly less than those for the Classification 8868
exposure of this subgroup.
5. The amount of data reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup of employers is not
significant.
Recommendations
Based on these findings, the WCIRB recommends:
1. Establish Classification 8873, Training or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental
Disabilities, to apply to Adult Day Programs, Independent Living Skills (ILS) training and
vocational training programs for adults with developmental disabilities.
2. Do not include Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons in the proposed
Classification 8873.
3. Do not establish a companion classification to proposed Classification 8873.
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IX.

Analysis of Special Educational Services for Children or Youth

Description of Operations
Services for children and youth with developmental disabilities include early intervention, behavioral and
speech therapy, Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA), daily living skills, social skills training and parental
counseling. Employers providing these services may also provide school aides to “shadow” or
accompany and support a student in the school setting. Developmental disabilities experienced by
children or youth include but are not limited to autism, Down syndrome, learning disabilities, social
disorders and visual impairments. Services may be provided at the employer’s location, the child’s school
or at the child’s home. This subgroup of employers includes private agencies or organizations that
provide special education to children or youth experiencing mental, physical, social, intellectual or
emotional delays, and does not include K-12 schools accredited by the California Department of
Education.
Early intervention programs serve children typically ages 0 to 3 who have learning disorders due to
autism, cerebral palsy, Down syndrome, Obsessive-compulsive disorder and similar disabilities.
Programs are therapeutic in nature and provide behavior control, motor skills improvement, speech ability
and similar types of assistance to improve the children’s learning abilities.
Services for older children and youth with disabilities teach clients how to play games, socialize and
interact with other children and adults and various other social skills. Youth clients may be provided with
ILS training such as shopping, counting money, ordering a meal at a restaurant, preparing a meal at
home and similar skills to prepare the individual for functioning in life at a higher level.
ABA is a common program provided to children with autism. Certified ABA staff typically meet with the
child in his or her home for a specified amount of time each week. Staff work with the child on developing
life skills, cognitive skills, gross motor skills, proper behavior and responses with regard to personal
interactions and similar skills.
Employers providing the services summarized above may also provide school aides to children with
developmental disabilities as requested in a child’s Individualized Education Plan (IEP). The aide
supports the student with various classroom and school needs such as keeping the student on track
during class, working on goals outlined in the student’s IEP and communicating with the student’s
teacher(s) and case worker. These aides are not employees of the school where they provide assistance
to the students with developmental disabilities.
Classification Analysis
Employers that provide services for children and youth with developmental disabilities, 24 including early
intervention, behavioral and speech therapy, ABA, daily living and social skills training, parental
counseling and school aides, represent a distinct and clearly identifiable subgroup (Special Education
Services for Children/Youth) and engage in a comparable set of operations in that they provide services
to children and youth with developmental disabilities. While there is an instructional or educational
component to the programs described above, employers providing these services are not operating KCollege Schools and their operations are distinctly different.
The WCIRB also reviewed the classification and organizational structure of this subgroup of employers
and compared these factors to those of K-College Schools. Figure 9.1 shows the payroll distribution for
the homogeneous Special Educational Services for Children/Youth subgroup of employers for which
payroll was reported in Classification 8868.

24

If these services are provided by employees of a school, they are assigned to the applicable school classification.
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Figure 9.1: Payroll Distribution of Special Educational Services for Children/Youth

As seen in Figure 9.1, for the Special Educational Services for Children/Youth subgroup, 60 percent of
payroll is reported in Classification 8868, 13 percent of payroll in Classification 8810, 10 percent in
Classification 8742, 3 percent in Classification 9085, Residential Care Facilities for the Developmentally
Disabled, and 1 percent in Classification 9101. Additionally, 13 percent of the payroll was reported in
other classifications. Employers in this subgroup on average have much more payroll reported in
Classification 8742 (Outside Salespersons) but much less in Classification 8810 (Clerical Office
Employees) as compared to K-College Schools. Also, unlike K-College Schools, employers that provide
Special Educational Services for Children/Youth do not utilize companion Classification 9101 at a
significant level.
As shown in Figure 9.2, the loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8868 is significantly higher for this
subgroup than for all employers in Classification 8868 as a whole.
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Figure 9.2: Loss to Payroll Ratios and Credibilities of
Special Educational Services for Children/Youth

The WCIRB also reviewed the leading causes of injury for this subgroup (see Figure 8.3) which showed a
significantly higher percentage of injuries in the “struck or injured by” category than most other subgroups
currently assigned to Classification 8868. Similarly, as shown in Figure 8.4, the Special Educational
Services for Children/Youth employers on average have a much higher claim frequency than most other
groups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868.
This data, as well as the differences in the operations of this subgroup of employers from those of KCollege Schools suggest that these two subgroups are not homogeneous from an operational or hazard
perspective, should be separately classified and a new classification for this subgroup should be
established.
Standard Exception Employees
As shown in Figure 9.2, the loss to payroll ratios for the Standard Exception Employees of the Special
Educational Services for Children/Youth subgroup are higher than those of other Classification 8868
subgroups but are much lower than the loss to payroll ratio for the employees engaged in operations
assigned to Classification 8868. Additionally, there is wide variation in the proportion of Standard
Exception payroll for this subgroup of employers. As a result, the WCIRB does not recommend including
Standard Exception Employees in the proposed classification for Special Educational Services for
Children/Youth.
Companion Classification
Classification 9101 was established as a companion classification to Classification 8868 as K-College
Schools often employ cafeteria workers, drivers, janitors, gardeners, maintenance employees, security
personnel, resident advisors or assistants, and book supply department employees. Special Educational
Services for Children/Youth provide services at the client’s home, the client’s school, the employer’s
counseling and therapy location and outside in the community. Such programs, therefore, do not have
facility maintenance or food service employees like a school campus. Location-based operations, such as
counseling and therapy locations, tend to be smaller in size than a school campus and also tend not to
employ separate facility maintenance employees. Additionally, WCIRB staff did not observe any
employers in this subgroup engaging in food service operations similar to those performed by a K-College
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School cafeteria. As shown in Figure 9.2, the Classification 9101 loss to payroll ratio of Special
Educational Services for Children/Youth is significantly higher than that of Classification 8868, but is not
statistically credible with so little experience reported in 9101. The WCIRB, therefore, does not
recommend establishing a companion classification for the proposed classification for Special
Educational Services for Children/Youth. Payroll currently reported in Classification 9101 for this
subgroup would be included in the newly established classification or assigned as directed in the newly
established classification.
Summary of Loss to Payroll Experience
Table 9.1 shows the yearly payrolls, losses and loss to payroll ratios for the Special Educational Services
for Children/Youth subgroup currently assigned to Classification 8868 at the policy year 2018 level.
Table 9.1: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8868
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Special Educational Services for Children/Youth)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

179,653,141
206,801,129
223,372,181
265,030,230
296,634,010
1,171,490,690

3,061,319
3,729,621
2,593,942
3,184,822
4,726,619
17,296,324

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
1.704
1.803
1.161
1.202
1.593

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.59

Credibility

1.476
Medical
0.55

As shown in Table 9.1, the loss to payroll ratio in Classification 8868 for this subgroup is much higher
than that for employers assigned to Classification 8868 as a whole. Additionally, the experience has
moderate statistical credibility with 59% credibility for indemnity and 55% credibility for medical with five
years of experience.
Table 9.2 shows the yearly payrolls, losses and loss to payroll ratios for the Special Educational Services
for Children/Youth subgroup currently assigned to Classification 9101 at the policy year 2018 level.
Table 9.2: Payroll and Losses in Classification 9101
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Special Educational Services for Children/Youth)
Year

Payroll

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

1,556,141
1,865,840
1,364,080
1,762,604
1,497,660
8,046,326

Losses
79,585
10,156
11,301
12,844
130,757
244,642

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
5.114
0.544
0.828
0.729
8.731

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.17

Credibility
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As shown in Table 9.2, the loss to payroll ratio in Classification 9101 for this subgroup is slightly lower
(7%) than that for all employers currently assigned Classification 9101. However, as mentioned, there is
very little Classification 9101 experience for these employers and the data is not statistically credible.
Table 9.3 shows the yearly payrolls, losses and loss to payroll ratios for the Special Educational Services
for Children/Youth subgroup that is currently assigned to Classifications 8868 and 9101 combined at the
policy year 2018 level.
Table 9.3: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8868 and 9101 Combined
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Special Educational Services for Children/Youth)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

181,209,282
208,666,969
224,736,261
266,792,834
298,131,670
1,179,537,016

3,140,904
3,739,777
2,605,243
3,197,666
4,857,376
17,540,966

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
1.733
1.792
1.159
1.199
1.629

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.60

Credibility

1.487
Medical
0.56

As shown in Table 9.3, combining the data in Classification 9101 with the data in Classification 8868 for
this subgroup has minimal impact on the adjusted loss to payroll ratio in Classification 8868. The loss to
payroll ratio for this subgroup is much higher than that for the employers assigned to Classification 8868
as a whole. Additionally, the data is moderately credible with 60% credibility for indemnity and 56%
credibility for medical with five years of experience.25
Impact Analysis
Table 9.4 shows the impact on affected policyholders for which experience is currently reported in
Classification 8868 if a separate classification is established for the Special Educational Services for
Children/Youth subgroup.
Table 9.4: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Special Educational Services for Children/Youth)
to Current Classification 8868
Classification
8868

Special Ed Children/Youth
Service Employers Group

Difference
(Unlimited)

0.659

1.285

0.626 (95.0%)

This subgroup has a Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio that is 95%26 higher than that for all of
Classification 8868. The impact on any employer’s premium charge also depends on the impact of the
change on experience rating as well any individual insurer’s premium adjustment plans.

25

The WCIRB also identified a group of employers that provide services to both adults and youth with developmental disabilities.
The data for these employers are summarized in Appendix IV, Tables D.1 – D.3.
26 Typically, year-to-year relativity changes are limited to 25%.
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Table 9.5 shows the impact on affected policyholders for which experience is currently reported in
Classification 9101 if a separate classification is established for the Special Educational Services for
Children/Youth subgroup.
Table 9.5: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Special Educational Services for Children/Youth)
to Current Classification 9101
Classification
9101

Special Ed Children/Youth
Service Employers Group

Difference
(Unlimited)

4.195

1.285

-2.910 (-69.4%)

The Special Educational Services for Children/Youth subgroup has a Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll
Ratio that is 69.4% lower than that for Classification 9101. As discussed, there is relatively little payroll
reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup.
Findings
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. Employers providing educational services for children or youth with developmental disabilities,
including early intervention, behavioral therapy, speech therapy, social skills training and Applied
Behavioral Analysis (ABA), form an identifiable and homogeneous subgroup.
2. The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is significantly different from the other
subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868 and, in particular, is much
higher than that of K-College Schools.
3. The types of injuries incurred by employees of this subgroup are different from most other
Classification 8868 subgroups.
4. The Classification 8810 and 8742 exposures reported for this subgroup developed much higher
loss to payroll ratios than the Classification 8810 and 8742 exposures for all employers assigned
to Classification 8868 and to Classifications 8810 and 8742 as a whole. However, these loss to
payroll ratios are significantly less than those for the Classification 8868 exposure of this
subgroup.
5. The amount of data reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup of employers is not
significant.
Recommendations
Based on these findings, the WCIRB recommends:
1. Establish Classification 8874, Special Educational Services for Children or Youth – N.O.C., to
apply to employers that provide educational services to children or youth with developmental
disabilities.
2. Do not include Clerical Office Employees or Outside Salespersons in the newly established
Classification 8874.
3. Do not establish a companion classification to newly established Classification 8874.

X.

Analysis of Senior Programs

Description of Operations
Senior programs include Adult Day Health Care (ADHC) Programs and Community-Based Adult Services
(CBAS) that are licensed by the California Department of Public Health, as well as senior day programs
and senior activity centers that are not licensed by either the California Department of Public Health or the
California Department of Social Services.
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ADHC/CBAS centers/programs provide services to seniors and adults with chronic medical, cognitive or
mental health conditions or disabilities that are at risk of needing institutionalized care services. The
services provided include but are not limited to therapeutic activities; social services; personal care;
nutritional counseling; skilled nursing care; mental health services; and physical, occupational and speech
therapy. Some programs provide transportation services for program attendees.
Senior day programs or senior activity centers provide activities and services for seniors, including but not
limited to social activities; day trips; educational or exercise classes; nutritional support and meals;
resource and referral counseling; and other programs to promote socialization and active, healthy
lifestyles for seniors. Some programs provide transportation services for program attendees. Currently,
these types of operations provided by community centers are assigned to Classification 9067(1), Clubs –
community health and wellness, and senior activities centers operated by membership-based clubs are
assigned to Classification 9061, Clubs – N.O.C., depending on the operations.
Classification Analysis
Employers that provide programs for seniors, including ADHC Programs and CBAS that are licensed by
the California Department of Public Health, as well as senior day programs and senior activity centers
that are not licensed by either the California Department of Public Health or the California Department of
Social Services, represent a distinct and clearly identifiable subgroup (Senior Programs) and engage in a
comparable set of operations in that they provide various types of services to seniors. While there is an
instructional or educational component to some of the programs described above, employers providing
these services are not operating K-College Schools and their operations are distinctly different.
The WCIRB also reviewed the classification and organizational structure of Senior Programs and
compared these factors to those of K-College Schools. Figure 10.1 shows the payroll distribution for the
Senior Programs subgroup for which exposure was reported in Classification 8868.
Figure 10.1: Payroll Distribution of Senior Programs

As shown in Figure 10.1, for the Senior Programs subgroup, 38 percent of payroll is reported in
Classification 8868, 17 percent is reported in Classification 8810, 11 percent in Classification 8834, 7
percent in Classification 8742 and 4 percent in Classification 9101. Additionally, 23 percent of the payroll
is reported in other classifications. Since many Senior Programs provide transportation and meal services
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for their attendees, this subgroup of employers has slightly more payroll in Classification 9101 than some
of the other non-K-College Schools Classification 8868 subgroups.
The payroll distribution of the Senior Program subgroup is very different from that of employers operating
K-College Schools. For employers operating K-College Schools, 60 percent of their payroll is reported in
Classification 8868, much higher than that for this subgroup (38%). As ADHCs and CBASs typically
provide medical services to their clients, a substantial portion of payroll is reported in Classification 8834,
Physicians’ Practices and Outpatient Clinics. In addition, a significant portion of payroll for this subgroup
is reported in other classifications.
Figure 10.2 shows the loss to payroll ratios for the data reported in Classifications 8868, 8810, 8742 and
9101 for the Senior Programs subgroup and compares those ratios to those of all Classification 8868
employers.
Figure 10.2: Loss to Payroll Ratios and Credibilities of Senior Programs

As shown in Figure 10.2, the loss to payroll ratios for Classifications 8810, 8868 and 9101 are
significantly higher for Senior Programs than for Classification 8868 as a whole. Conversely, the loss to
payroll ratio for Classification 8742 is somewhat lower for Senior Programs.
Given that the loss to payroll ratio for Senior Programs assigned to Classification 8868 is more than twice
that of all employers assigned to Classification 8868, and that there are significant differences between
the operations of Senior Programs and K-College Schools, the WCIRB recommends establishing a new
and separate classification for Senior Programs.
Standard Exception Employees
As shown in Exhibit 10.2, the loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8810 for Senior Programs is
significantly higher than that for other Classification 8868 employers. Additionally, there is wide variation
in the proportion of Standard Exception payroll reported for Senior Programs, suggesting that the data for
the Senior Programs subgroup’s Standard Exception employees should not be combined with the data for
this subgroup’s professional employees.
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Companion Classification
As shown in Exhibit 10.1, there is a somewhat greater proportion of Classification 9101 payroll (4%)
reported for Senior Programs than for many of the non K-College Schools Classification 8868 subgroups.
However, as shown in Exhibit 10.2, this experience does not have significant statistical credibility. In
addition, unlike K-College Schools, where employees can be clearly separated into academic versus nonacademic classifications, employees of Senior Programs are less clearly differentiated. WCIRB staff finds
that drivers, maintenance and kitchen staff are integral parts of Senior Programs and their Classification
9101 experience should be included with the Classification 8868 experience of the Senior Programs’
professional staff in the new classification.
Summary of Loss to Payroll Experience
Table 10.1 shows the yearly payrolls, losses and loss to payroll ratios for the Senior Programs subgroup
currently assigned to Classification 8868 at the policy year 2018 level.
Table 10.1: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8868
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Senior Programs)
Year

Payroll

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

195,995,440
185,163,118
182,916,323
187,652,499
193,517,112
945,244,493

Losses

Loss to Payroll
Ratio

1,671,386
3,000,107
1,596,861
3,182,936
2,163,386
11,614,678

0.853
1.620
0.873
1.696
1.118

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.54

Credibility

1.229
Medical
0.51

As shown in Table 10.1, the loss to payroll ratio for Senior Programs assigned to Classification 8868 is
much higher than that for the average of all employers assigned to Classification 8868. Additionally, the
Classification 8868 experience for this subgroup has modest statistical credibility with 54% credibility for
indemnity and 51% credibility for medical with five years of experience.
Table 10.2 shows the yearly payrolls, losses and loss to payroll ratios for Senior Programs currently
assigned to Classification 9101 at the policy year 2018 level.
Table 10.2: Payroll and Losses in Classification 9101
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Senior Programs)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

19,014,769
17,342,304
17,448,727
18,150,431
20,118,527
92,074,757

544,587
941,535
938,365
526,209
1,146,028
4,096,725

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
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Indemnity
0.45

Credibility

Medical
0.38

As shown in Table 10.2, the loss to payroll ratio for Senior Programs assigned to Classification 9101 is
much higher (36%) than that for all employers currently assigned to Classification 8868. However, the
experience does not have high statistical credibility with 0.45 credibility for indemnity and 0.38 credibility
for medical with five years of experience.
Table 10.3 shows the yearly payrolls, losses and loss to payroll ratios for the subgroup of Senior
Programs employers that is currently assigned to either Classification 8868 or Classification 9101 at the
policy year 2018 level.
Table 10.3: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8868 and 9101 Combined
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Senior Programs)
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Payroll

Losses

215,010,209
202,505,422
200,365,050
205,802,930
213,635,639
1,037,319,250

2,215,973
3,941,642
2,535,226
3,709,145
3,309,414
15,711,403

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
1.031
1.946
1.265
1.802
1.549

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.66

Credibility

1.515
Medical
0.60

As shown in Table 10.3, the combined loss to payroll ratio of the experience reported for Senior Programs
in Classifications 8868 and 9101 is significantly higher than the overall loss to payroll ratio of all
employers in Classification 8868. Additionally, the experience has moderately high statistical credibility
with 66% credibility for indemnity and 60% credibility for medical.
Impact Analysis
Table 10.4 shows the impact on affected policyholders for which data is currently reported in
Classification 8868 if a separate classification is established for Senior Programs.
Table 10.4: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Senior Programs)
New Classification 8876 vs. Current Classification 8868
Classification
8868

Senior Service
Employers Group

Difference
(Unlimited)

0.659

1.383

0.724 (109.9%)

Based on experience at the policy year 2018 level, the Senior Programs subgroup has unlimited relativity
more than twice27 that of Classification 8868. The impact on any employer’s premium charge also
depends on the impact of the change on experience rating as well any individual insurer’s premium
adjustment plans.

27

Typically, year-to-year changes in classification relativities are limited to 25%.
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Table 10.5 shows the impact on affected policyholders for which data is currently reported in
Classification 9101 if a separate classification is established for Senior Programs.
Table 10.5: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Senior Programs)
New Classification 8876 vs. Current Classification 9101
Classification
9101

Senior Service
Employers Group

Difference
(Unlimited)

4.195

1.383

-2.812 (-67.0%)

Findings
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. Employers that operate Adult Day Health Care (ADHC) centers and Community-Based Adult
Services (CBAS), as well as senior day programs and senior activity centers, form an identifiable
and homogeneous subgroup.
2. The loss to payroll ratio of this subgroup of employers is significantly different than that of other
subgroups of employers currently assigned to Classification 8868 and, in particular, is much
higher than that of K-College Schools.
3. The Classification 8810 exposure reported for this subgroup developed much higher loss to
payroll ratios than the Classification 8810 exposure for all employers assigned to Classification
8868 and to Classification 8810 as a whole.
4. Because many employers in this subgroup provide meals, transportation and other services, the
subgroup on average has a higher utilization of Classification 9101 than many other of the nonschool subgroups of Classification 8868. However, data reported by these employers in
Classification 9101 is limited and not statistically credible.
Recommendations
Based on these findings, the WCIRB recommends:
1. Establish Classification 8876(1), Adult Day Health Care or Community-Based Adult Services, to
apply to Adult Day Health Care (ADHC) Programs and Community-Based Adult Services (CBAS)
that are licensed by the California Department of Public Health.
2. Establish Classification 8876(2), Senior Day Programs or Activity Centers – N.O.C., as an
alternate wording to Classification 8876(1), to apply to senior day programs and senior activity
centers that are not licensed by either the California Department of Public Health or the California
Department of Social Services.
3. Do not include Clerical Office Employees or Outside Salespersons in newly established
Classification 8876.
4. Do not establish a companion classification to newly established Classification 8876.

XI.

Analysis of Social Service Organizations

Description of Operations
Social service, charitable and welfare organizations provide counseling and educational services to
clients, including but not limited to at-risk youth, children in crisis, victims of domestic violence, persons
with financial and employment hardships, mentally, physically or emotionally challenged persons and
individuals performing drug- or alcohol-related community service.
Services provided include but are not limited to parenting classes, safety training, mental health and drug
and alcohol counseling, early prevention and intervention programs, health and nutrition classes, Englishas-a-Second Language classes, tutoring, after school and recreational activities, and classroom-based
vocational training for at risk populations or those receiving services.
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The focus of these programs can vary depending on the organization. Typically, employees meet with
individuals or families, assess their situation or needs, mitigate any crisis situation and set up a care plan.
Services are often counseling-oriented with therapists or counselors providing group or individual
sessions at the employer’s location or the clients’ homes. Additionally, such organizations connect clients
with other required services, such as the Wraparound Program,28 and any other resources that assist
individuals and families in obtaining and maintaining shelter, food, family stability and a healthy path.
Social service organizations typically require a significant amount of employee time and resources
dedicated to outreach, fundraising and administrative duties. The payroll for these operations have
commonly been assigned to Classifications 8810 and 8742. However, the WCIRB’s review suggests that
there is overlap and no clear distinction in this industry between operations assigned to Classifications
8868, 8742 and 8810.
Classification Analysis
Social service, charitable and welfare organizations that provide counseling and educational services to
clients, including but not limited to at-risk youth, children in crisis, victims of domestic violence, persons
with financial and employment hardships, mentally, physically or emotionally challenged persons and
individuals performing drug- or alcohol-related community service, represent a distinct and clearly
identifiable subgroup (Social Service Organizations) and engage in a comparable set of operations in that
they provide services to clients in need. While there is an instructional or educational component to some
of the programs described above, employers providing these services are not operating K-College
Schools and their operations are distinctly different from K-College Schools.
The WCIRB also reviewed the classification and organizational structure of this homogeneous subgroup
of employers and compared these factors to those of K-College Schools. Figure 11.1 shows the payroll
distribution for the Social Service Organization subgroup of employers assigned to Classification 8868.
Figure 11.1: Payroll Distribution of Social Service Organizations

28

Providers of Wraparound Programs partner with families to provide intensive services to children with complex needs using a
team approach. The California Wraparound Program was established in 1997 with Senate Bill No. 163 and is intended as an
alternative to residential care. See http://www.childsworld.ca.gov/res/FactSheets/Wraparound_Program.pdf.
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As seen in Figure 11.1, for the Social Service Organizations subgroup of employers assigned to
Classification 8868, 22 percent of payroll is reported in Classification 8868, 23 percent is reported in
Classification 8810, 15 percent is reported in Classification 8742, 14 percent is reported in Classification
8834 and 1 percent is reported in Classification 9101. Additionally, 25 percent of the reported payroll is
reported in other classifications.
The payroll distribution for the Social Service Organizations subgroup is not consistent with that of
employers operating K-College Schools. Employers operating K-College Schools have 60 percent of their
payroll reported in Classification 8868, which is much higher than that of the Social Service Organizations
subgroup that has 22 percent of its payroll reported in Classification 8868. The utilization of companion
Classification 9101 is very low for the Social Service Organizations subgroup, with only 1 percent of
payroll reported in Classification 9101.
A substantial portion of payroll (25%) for this subgroup is reported under other classifications, as most
social service employers are multi-faceted organizations. Services are provided in a variety of ways to
address various needs, including but not limited to medical needs, mental health needs, housing,
nutrition, child care, homelessness, joblessness and re-entry into society after incarceration. It is,
therefore, not surprising that there are a variety of classifications reported for this industry, in addition to
Classification 8868, with significant exposure coming from Classification 8834, Physicians’ Practices and
Outpatient Clinics.
Figure 11.2 shows the loss to payroll ratios for the data reported in Classifications 8868, 8810, 8742 and
9101 for Social Service Organization employers as well as for all organizations with exposure reported in
Classification 8868.
Figure 11.2: Loss to Payroll Ratio and Credibilities of Social Service Organizations Assigned 8868

As shown in Figure 11.2, the loss to payroll ratios for all four classifications (8742, 8810, 8868 and 9101)
for Social Service Organizations are significantly higher than those for all employers assigned to
Classification 8868. Given these differences in loss-to-payroll ratios, as well as the operational differences
discussed above, the WCIRB recommends that a new classification be established for Social Service
Organizations.
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Standard Exception Employees
As shown in Figure 11.1, significant payroll is reported in the Standard Exception classifications for Social
Service Organizations (38% of all payroll, compared to 22% for all of Classification 8868). Many
employees who work for Social Service Organizations engage in outreach, fund raising, counseling and
job coaching and are currently assigned to Classification 8742. Data for Social Service Organizations
employees who are engaged in case management, counseling, client assessment, policy research and
job placement is also reported in Classifications 8810 and 8742. As shown in Figure 11.2, the loss to
payroll ratios for the two Social Service Organization Standard Exception classifications are much higher
than their respective statewide averages or the averages for all employers currently assigned to
Classification 8868, and are even somewhat higher than the subgroup’s Classification 8868 experience.
Further, the data reported for Classifications 8810 and 8742 for Social Service Organizations differ from
that of the Standard Exception classifications, and there is often significant overlap and no clear line of
demarcation between operations assigned to Classifications 8868, 8810 and 8742 for this subgroup of
employers. The WCIRB, therefore, recommends that the proposed classification for Social Services
Organizations include Standard Exception Employees.
Companion Classification
Classification 9101 was established as a companion classification to Classification 8868, as K-College
Schools often employ cafeteria workers, drivers, maintenance employees, janitors, gardeners, security
personnel, resident advisors or assistants, and book supply department employees. Social Service
Organizations may provide services at the client’s home or school, out in the community or at the
employer’s location. Location-based operations typically include counseling offices and meeting rooms
where clients come for counseling sessions, information sessions and to gather more information about
obtaining services. Clients typically spend one to two hours at these locations, which tend to be smaller in
size than a school campus. In addition, these locations tend to not employ separate facility maintenance
employees and generally do not engage in food service operations similar to those performed at a KCollege School. Thus, the utilization of Classification 9101 is minimal for Social Service Organizations.
This conclusion is supported by the data found in Figure 11.1, which shows very little experience for
Social Service Organizations reported in Classification 9101 (1%); however, Figure 11.2 shows the
Classification 9101 loss to payroll ratio for these employers is much higher than that of other employers
assigned to Classification 8868. Payroll currently reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup would
be included in the newly established classification or assigned as directed in the newly established
classification.
Summary of Loss to Payroll Experience
Table 11.1 shows the Classification Relativity data for the Social Service Organizations at the policy year
2018 level:
Table 11.1: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8868
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Social Service Organizations)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010

235,823,377

1,866,021

Loss to
Payroll Ratio
0.791

2011

221,149,043

1,410,125

0.638

2012

246,679,725

3,287,159

1.330

2013

249,477,933

2,366,460

0.949

2014

281,557,753

1,806,540

0.642

1,234,687,831

10,736,306

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
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Indemnity
0.60

Credibility

Medical
0.56

As shown in Table 11.1, the average loss to payroll ratio for this subgroup of employers is significantly
higher (approximately 52%) than the average loss to payroll ratio for Classification 8868 as a whole
(Table 5.2). The experience has modest statistical credibility at 60% credibility for indemnity and 56%
credibility for medical with five years of experience.
Table 11.2 shows the Classification 9101 Classification Relativity data for the Social Service
Organizations subgroup at the policy year 2018 level:
Table 11.2: Payroll and Losses in Classification 9101
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Social Service Organizations)
Year

Payroll

Losses

Loss to
Payroll Ratio

2010

10,451,296

499,006

4.775

2011

10,398,289

623,744

5.999

2012

9,979,404

313,998

3.146

2013

13,038,796

517,545

3.969

2014

11,245,889

514,203

4.572

55,113,673

2,468,496

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:

Indemnity
0.37

Credibility

4.479

Medical
0.31

As shown in Table 11.2, the average loss to payroll ratio for this subgroup of employers is significantly
higher (approximately 37%) than the average loss to payroll ratio for Classification 9101 as a whole
(Table 5.7). However, the experience has very limited statistical credibility with 37% credibility for
indemnity and 31% credibility for medical with five years of experience.
Tables 11.3 and 11.4 show the Standard Exception Classification Relativity data for the Social Service
Organizations subgroup at the policy year 2018 level:
Table 11.3: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8742
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Social Service Organizations)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

185,528,223
161,298,915
155,845,246
163,085,816
162,810,613
828,568,812

2,057,521
913,731
1,742,724
1,315,307
1,477,520
7,506,803

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
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Indemnity
0.41

Credibility

Medical
0.35

Table 11.4: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8810
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Social Service Organizations)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

270,792,322
255,124,437
253,331,499
266,244,223
294,006,611
1,339,499,093

2,564,260
3,478,433
2,436,485
2,639,953
4,541,494
15,660,625

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.947
1.363
0.962
0.992
1.545

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.46

Credibility

1.169
Medical
0.40

As shown in Tables 11.3 and 11.4, the average loss to payroll ratios for the Standard Exception
Classifications for this subgroup are significantly higher (approximately 206% and 341%) than the
average loss to payroll ratio for Classifications 8810 and 8742 as a whole (see Appendix IV, Tables C.1
and C.2).
Consistent with the classification analysis summarized above, Table 11.5 shows the Classification
Relativity data for Social Service Organization employers, including the data reported in Classifications
8868, 8810, 8742 and 9101 combined.
Table 11.5: Payroll and Loss Summary Classification 8868, 8742, 8810 and 9101
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Social Service Organizations)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

702,595,218
647,970,684
665,835,874
691,846,768
749,620,866
3,457,869,409

6,986,808
6,426,033
7,780,366
6,839,265
8,339,757
36,372,230

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.82

Credibility

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.994
0.992
1.169
0.989
1.113
1.052

Medical
0.74

Table 11.5 shows that once combined, the average loss to payroll ratio for Social Service Organizations
is significantly higher than that of Classification 8868 alone. This experience has high statistical credibility
with 82% credibility for indemnity and 74% credibility for medical with five years of experience.
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Impact Analysis
Table 11.6 shows the impact on affected policyholders assigned to Classification 8868 if the data
currently assigned to Classifications 8868, 8810, 8742 and 9101 for Social Service Organizations are
combined to create a new classification for Social Service Organizations.
Table 11.6: Comparison of Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Based on Selected 8868 Employers (Social Service Organizations)
Proposed Classification 8872 vs. Current Classification 8868
Current
Classification

Current Rate

New Classification
8872, including 8742,
8810 and 910129

Difference
(Unlimited)

8868

0.659

1.038

0.379 (+57.5%)

9101

4.195

1.038

-3.157 (-75.3%)

8742

0.338

1.038

0.700 (207.1%)

8810

0.265

1.038

0.773 (291.7%)

As shown above, based on experience at the policy year 2018 level, Social Service Organizations have a
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio that is 57.5%30 higher than that for Classification 8868. The
impact on any employer’s premium charge also depends on the impact of the change on experience
rating as well any individual insurer’s premium adjustment plans.
Findings
Based on staff’s review, the WCIRB determined:
1. Social Service Organizations tend to be multi-faceted organizations that may serve meals,
operate retail stores, provide medical services, provide in-home care services, offer emergency
shelters and organize recreational activities, in addition to providing educational and counseling
services and segments of these operations have been assigned to Classification 8868 by
analogy.
2. Social Service Organization employers are dissimilar from K-College Schools from an operational
standpoint.
3. The loss to payroll ratios for Social Service Organization employers are significantly higher than
those of K-College Schools.
4. Social Service Organization employers have significant amounts of payroll reported in
Classifications 8810 and 8742. However, the loss to payroll ratios produced from the data
reported for Classifications 8810 and 8742 for Social Service Organization employers differs from
that of the Standard Exception classifications, and there is often significant overlap and no clear
line of demarcation between operations assigned to Classifications 8868, 8810 and 8742 for this
subgroup of employers. Additionally, the loss to payroll ratios for Classifications 8868, 8810 and
8742 for these employers are fairly similar.
5. The amount of data reported in Classification 9101 for this subgroup of employers is not
significant.
Recommendations
Based on these findings, the WCIRB recommends:
1. Establish Classification 8872, Social Service, Charitable or Welfare Organizations – including
Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons – N.O.C., to apply to social service,
29

Includes residual allocation. Tables C.1 and C.2 in Appendix IV display the Classification Relativity data for Classifications 8810
and 8742.
30 Typically, year-to-year changes in classification relativities are limited to 25%.
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charitable or welfare organizations and include Clerical Office Employees and Outside
Salespersons.
2. Do not establish a companion classification to the newly established Classification 8872.
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Appendix I – Classification History
The following is a timeline of the history of, and significant changes to, the classifications related to this
study:














Prior to the establishment of Classification 8868, colleges and schools were assigned to
Classifications 8860, 8861, 8862, 8863, 8864 and 8865, which were differentiated by the type of
school: agricultural, domestic science, manual training, military, veterinary and schools that were
not otherwise classified. Classification 8868 was established sometime between 1920 and 1923
to apply to professors, teachers and academic professional employees, such as deans,
principals, counselors, chief registrars, college presidents and school librarians employed by
colleges or schools that instruct students in various subjects, including but not limited to
mathematics, languages, history, liberal arts, science and business.
Classification 9101 is an original classification dating back to 1915. This classification was
established to apply to school employees other than professors and teachers, including but not
limited to cafeteria workers, drivers, janitors and maintenance employees.
Classification 8875, Public Colleges or Schools – all employees – including cafeteria, Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons, was established in 1960 to differentiate between
private and public schools. This classification applies to all employees of public schools, colleges
and charter schools.
In 1995, an employer argued before the Classification and Rating Committee that day learning
centers operated by residential care facilities should be assigned to Classification 8868, similar to
independent facilities, and not to Classification 9085, Residential Care Facilities for the
Developmentally Disabled. The Committee voted to overturn the WCIRB’s decision for this
employer and directed that the employer’s day learning center be assigned to Classification 8868,
Colleges or Schools – private.
In 1997, Classification 9059, Day Care Centers – child, was established as the result of a WCIRB
study that determined that day care center operations were different from private schools and of
sufficient size to produce a statistically credible advisory pure premium rate.
In 2002, WCIRB staff studied private schools to determine whether it was appropriate to amend
Classification 8868 to specifically include clerical operations. Rather than opting to have
Classification 8868 include clerical office, the Classification and Rating Committee recommended
amending the phraseologies and footnotes of Classifications 8868 and 9101 to better define each
classification.
In 2004, the WCIRB conducted a comprehensive study of Classifications 8868 and 9101 that
resulted in a proposal to adopt new classifications for a number of employer subgroups that had
been assigned to Classifications 8868 and 9101 by analogy. The proposed changes related to
Classifications 8868 and 9101 were not adopted by the Insurance Commissioner due largely to
concerns regarding their impact on various employer subgroups.
In 2017, the WCIRB conducted a study of employers assigned to Classification 8868 that provide
athletic or fitness instructional programs, including but not limited to martial arts, gymnastics,
dance, yoga and tennis instruction. As a result of that study, the WCIRB proposed and the
Insurance Commissioner adopted, effective January 1, 2018, the establishment of Classification
8870, Fitness Instruction Programs or Studios, for employers engaged in the operation of fitness
instruction programs or studios.
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Appendix II – Classification Procedures in Other Jurisdictions
The WCIRB contacted the National Council on Compensation Insurance (NCCI) to review the
classifications and operations that are the subject of this study.
Currently, both California and the NCCI assign Classification Code 8868 to private schools. However,
NCCI also assigns Code 8868 to public schools, while California has a separate Classification 8875
applicable to public schools. In addition, while California currently does not include clerical office
employees in Classification 8868, NCCI does include clerical operations within 8868. The WCIRB is
recommending in this study that Classification 8868 be amended in California to include Clerical Office
Employees and Outside Salespersons.
Currently, Classification Code 8868 applies to trade and vocational schools in both California and NCCI
states. However, this study recommends establishing a new classification for vocational schools and
vocational training programs in California.
Similar to California, NCCI currently assigns Classification Code 9101 to nonprofessional employees of
academic, trade or vocational institutions.
In California, Classification 8868 currently excludes automobile driving schools and driving instructors are
assigned to Classification 8748, Automobile or Truck Dealers – vehicle salespersons, and vehicle
maintenance and repair operations are assigned to Classification 8391, Automobile or Truck Dealers – all
employees other than vehicle salespersons, whereas NCCI Code 8868 applies to driver training schools,
including truck driving schools.
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Appendix III – Summary of Outreach
The WCIRB conducted extensive outreach to industry associations and employers in connection with this
study. At the outset, WCIRB staff sent notifications to approximately 90 industry groups and employer
associations whose constituents conduct operations that are the subject of this study. The WCIRB
discussed the current issues and the reasons for this study with employers and associations, and
collected feedback on how to improve the current classification phraseologies and their administration.
The WCIRB’s outreach thus far is summarized below.
1. WCIRB staff held a conference call with the California Association of Private School Organizations
(CAPSO).
2. WCIRB staff held a conference call with representatives of an insurance brokerage that was referred
to the WCIRB by the California Association of Private Postsecondary Schools (CAPPS).
3. WCIRB staff held a conference call with a number of organizations that offer services to
developmentally disabled individuals, including the California Disability Services Association (CDSA),
which represents employers for adults or children with developmental disabilities.
4. WCIRB staff held a meeting with underwriters and premium auditors from a major insurer that writes
a significant share of the coverage for Classification 8868 operations.
5. WCIRB staff held a teleconference meeting with NCCI staff to discuss its Classification 8868
procedures.
6. WCIRB staff held a meeting with representatives from the Governmental Affairs Committee for the
California Supported Living Network (CSLN) and their broker.
7. WCIRB staff presented the preliminary findings of this study to CDSA and about 40 of its members.
8. WCIRB staff held a meeting with staff from the California Department of Developmental Services.
9. WCIRB staff presented its findings at CSLN’s annual leadership conference.
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Appendix IV – Supplemental Data and Statistical Analysis
Classification 8868
Table A.1 presents the Classification Relativity data for employers in Classification 8868 that were not
identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study subgroups, at the policy year 2018 level:
Table A.1: Classification 8868 (Residual)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

502,760,728
575,957,169
598,722,969
580,653,761
580,838,797
2,838,933,424

3,548,295
5,797,826
4,882,285
5,477,212
6,439,037
26,144,654

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.706
1.007
0.815
0.943
1.109

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.84

Credibility

0.921

Medical
0.79

Table A.2 presents the Classification Relativity data for the K-College Schools subgroup, which includes
the experience of employers identified by the WCIRB as private kindergartens, primary schools, middle
schools, high schools, colleges or universities, and a portion of losses reported for employers that had
payroll reported in Classification 8868 but were not identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study
subgroups, at the policy year 2018 level:
Table A.2: Classification 8868 (K-College Schools)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2014

6,977,368,834
7,144,703,828
14,122,072,661

24,288,772
26,997,179
51,285,951

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.348
0.378

Two-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility
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Table A.3 presents the Classification Relativity data for the Vocational Schools subgroup, which includes
the experience of employers identified by the WCIRB as vocational schools, trade schools, career
colleges, or vocational training programs, and a portion of losses reported for employers that had payroll
reported in Classification 8868 but were not identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study
subgroups, at the policy year 2018 level:
Table A.3: Classification 8868 (Vocational Schools)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

884,182,651
902,740,494
940,128,681
930,777,126
915,484,317
4,573,313,270

6,579,977
7,018,519
8,373,703
8,370,750
5,426,181
35,769,131

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.744
0.777
0.891
0.899
0.593

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.99

Credibility

0.783
0.884

Medical
0.93

Table A.4 presents the Classification Relativity data for the subgroup of Educational and Enrichment
Supplemental Programs, which includes the experience of employers identified by the WCIRB that
provide tutoring and test preparation services or non-academic instructional programs or workshops for
recreation and personal growth, and a portion of losses reported for employers that had payroll reported
in Classification 8868 but were not identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study subgroups, at the
policy year 2018 level:
Table A.4: Classification 8868 (Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

345,140,956
385,414,027
425,871,976
471,342,780
515,211,355
2,142,981,094

1,420,324
2,129,675
2,705,451
2,712,484
2,620,668
11,588,602

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.412
0.553
0.635
0.575
0.509

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.73

Credibility

0.541
0.610

Medical
0.69

Table A.5 presents the Classification Relativity data for the Training/Day Programs for Adults with
Developmental Disabilities subgroup, which includes the experience of employers identified by the
WCIRB that operate Adult Day Programs, Independent Living Skills training and vocational training for
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adults with developmental disabilities, and a portion of losses reported for employers that had payroll
reported in Classification 8868 but were not identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study
subgroups, at the policy year 2018 level:
Table A.5: Classification 8868 (Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

352,726,736
356,763,867
379,523,237
410,430,963
428,515,358
1,927,960,162

8,510,966
7,177,187
8,250,465
7,567,713
11,116,077
42,622,408

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
2.413
2.012
2.174
1.844
2.594

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.64

Credibility

2.211
1.789

Medical
0.60

Table A.6 presents the Classification Relativity data for the Special Educational Services for
Children/Youth subgroup, which includes the experience of employers identified by the WCIRB that
provide special educational services for children or youth who may be experiencing mental, physical,
social or emotional delays, and a portion of losses reported for employers that had payroll reported in
Classification 8868 but were not identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study subgroups, at the
policy year 2018 level:
Table A.6: Classification 8868 (Special Educational Services for Children/Youth)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

243,562,150
279,393,135
302,105,150
351,646,121
396,340,463
1,573,047,020

4,121,406
5,169,404
4,042,047
4,788,524
6,048,663
24,170,043

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
1.692
1.850
1.338
1.362
1.526

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.59

Credibility

1.537
1.253

Medical
0.55

Table A.7 presents the Classification Relativity data for the Senior Programs subgroup, which includes
the experience of employers identified by the WCIRB as ADHCs/CBASs or senior activity centers, and a
portion of losses reported for employers that had payroll reported in Classification 8868 but were not
identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study subgroups, at the policy year 2018 level:
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Table A.7: Classification 8868 (Senior Programs)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

208,694,349
198,275,486
195,742,710
199,724,199
205,572,154
1,008,008,897

1,761,010
3,132,102
1,701,454
3,296,806
2,297,025
12,188,397

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.844
1.580
0.869
1.651
1.117

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.54

Credibility

1.209
1.002

Medical
0.51

Table A.8 presents the Classification Relativity data for the Social Service Organizations subgroup, which
includes the experience of employers identified by the WCIRB as social service, charitable or welfare
organizations, and a portion of losses reported for employers that had payroll reported in Classification
8868 but were not identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study subgroups, at the policy year 2018
level:
Table A.8: Classification 8868 (Social Service Organizations)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

251,102,812
236,809,762
263,977,304
265,526,867
299,097,238
1,316,513,984

1,973,857
1,567,772
3,428,212
2,517,847
2,000,978
11,488,667

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.786
0.662
1.299
0.948
0.669

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.60

Credibility
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Classification 9101
Table B.1 presents the Classification Relativity data for employers in Classification 9101 that were not
identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study subgroups, at the policy year 2018 level:
Table B.1: Classification 9101 (Residual)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Loss to Payroll
Year
Payroll
Losses
Ratio
2010
27,225,572
612,936
2.251
2011
19,298,549
181,488
0.940
2012
22,048,069
828,292
3.757
2013
25,512,299
724,740
2.841
2014
20,858,282
300,303
1.440
114,942,771
2,647,758
Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.49

Credibility

2.304

Medical
0.42

Table B.2 presents the Classification Relativity data for the K-College Schools subgroup, which includes
the experience of employers identified by the WCIRB as private kindergartens, primary schools, middle
schools, high schools, colleges or universities, and a portion of losses reported for employers that had
payroll reported in Classification 9101 but were not identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study
subgroups, at the policy year 2018 level:
Table B.2: Classification 9101 (K-College Schools)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2013
2014

469,702,498
515,488,563
511,360,124
1,496,551,186

16,250,882
16,180,674
16,920,637
49,352,193

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
3.460
3.139
3.309

Three-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility
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Table B.3 presents the Classification Relativity data for the Vocational Schools subgroup, which includes
the experience of employers identified by the WCIRB as vocational schools, trade schools, career
colleges, or vocational training programs, and a portion of losses reported for employers that had payroll
reported in Classification 9101 but were not identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study
subgroups, at the policy year 2018 level:
Table B.3: Classification 9101 (Vocational Schools)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

50,656,387
46,451,220
39,909,952
43,674,813
39,309,028
220,001,400

1,186,381
2,971,227
1,243,963
1,263,950
1,628,045
8,293,567

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
2.342
6.396
3.117
2.894
4.142

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.63

Credibility

3.770
4.315

Medical
0.53

Table B.4 presents the Classification Relativity data for the subgroup of Educational and Enrichment
Supplemental Programs, which includes the experience of employers identified by the WCIRB that
provide tutoring and test preparation services or non-academic instructional programs or workshops for
recreation and personal growth, and a portion of losses reported for employers that had payroll reported
in Classification 9101 but were not identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study subgroups, at the
policy year 2018 level:
Table B.4: Classification 9101 (Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

11,078,475
11,924,608
11,936,327
12,768,847
11,587,153
59,295,411

165,729
7,927
265,387
33,248
126,443
598,734

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
1.496
0.066
2.223
0.260
1.091

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.37

Credibility
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Table B.5 presents the Classification Relativity data for the Training/Day Programs for Adults with
Developmental Disabilities subgroup, which includes the experience of employers identified by the
WCIRB that operate Adult Day Programs, Independent Living Skills training and vocational training for
adults with developmental disabilities, and a portion of losses reported for employers that had payroll
reported in Classification 9101 but were not identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study
subgroups, at the policy year 2018 level:
Table B.5: Classification 9101 (Training/Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

13,478,790
11,670,410
13,158,643
13,804,259
14,353,194
66,465,296

700,811
385,980
824,840
385,609
975,903
3,273,144

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
5.199
3.307
6.268
2.793
6.799

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.36

Credibility

4.925
4.532

Medical
0.31

Table B.6 presents the Classification Relativity data for the Special Educational Services for
Children/Youth subgroup, which includes the experience of employers identified by the WCIRB that
provide special educational services for children or youth who may be experiencing mental, physical,
social or emotional delays, and a portion of losses reported for employers that had payroll reported in
Classification 9101 but were not identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study subgroups, at the
policy year 2018 level:
Table B.6: Classification 9101 (Special Educational Services for Children/Youth)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

2,047,747
2,332,870
1,673,574
2,195,940
1,906,916
10,157,048

159,788
54,828
41,565
32,540
155,302
444,023

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
7.803
2.350
2.484
1.482
8.144

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.17

Credibility
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Table B.7 presents the Classification Relativity data for the Senior Programs subgroup, which includes
the experience of employers identified by the WCIRB as ADHCs/CBASs or senior activity centers, and a
portion of losses reported for employers that had payroll reported in Classification 9101 but were not
identified by the WCIRB as part of one of the study subgroups, at the policy year 2018 level:
Table B.7: Classification 9101 (Senior Programs)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

19,976,219
17,964,331
18,157,381
18,928,751
20,829,620
95,856,302

566,232
947,385
964,987
548,319
1,156,266
4,183,189

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
2.835
5.274
5.315
2.897
5.551

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.45

Credibility

4.364
4.442

Medical
0.38

Table B.8 presents the Classification Relativity data for the Social Service Organizations subgroup, which
includes the experience of employers identified by the WCIRB as social service, charitable or welfare
organizations, and a portion of losses reported for employers that had payroll reported in Classification
9101 but were not identified by the WCIRB as part of any one of the study subgroups, at the policy year
2018 level:
Table B.8: Classification 9101 (Social Service Organizations)
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
(including allocated residual experience)
Year

Payroll

Losses

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

10,979,748
10,771,251
10,384,703
13,597,921
11,643,377
57,377,000

510,903
627,251
329,224
533,428
519,926
2,520,733

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
4.653
5.823
3.170
3.923
4.465

Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.37

Credibility
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Standard Exception Classifications
Table C.1 presents the Classification Relativity data for all employers in Classification 8810 (Clerical
Office Employees) as it is currently defined at the policy year 2018 level:
Table C.1: Classification 8810
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2014

151,516,952,982
160,966,899,812
19,717,167,961

350,989,408
370,780,845
112,950,294

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.232
0.230

Two-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

0.231
0.265

Medical
1.00

Table C.2 presents the Classification Relativity data for all employers in Classification 8742 (Outside
Salespersons) as it is currently defined at the policy year 2018 level:
Table C.2: Classification 8742
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Year

Payroll

Losses

2013
2014

40,915,529,084
44,454,080,118
19,717,167,961

116,211,202
121,250,487
237,461,690

Loss to Payroll
Ratio
0.284
0.273

Two-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
1.00

Credibility

0.278
0.338

Medical
1.00

Employers Operating Programs for both Adults and Youth with Developmental Disabilities
Table D.1 presents the Classification Relativity data in Classification 8868 for the experience of
employers identified by the WCIRB as providing both adult and youth programs to developmentally
disabled individuals, at the policy year 2018 level:
Table D.1: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8868
Based on Selected 8868 Employers with Both Adult and Youth Programs
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Loss to Payroll
Year
Payroll
Losses
Ratio
2010
120,178,272
2,339,227
1.946
2011
123,216,120
2,854,779
2.317
2012
132,977,307
2,903,084
2.183
2013
141,650,054
3,041,007
2.147
2014
159,136,358
2,215,185
1.392
677,158,110
13,353,281
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Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.48

Credibility

1.972

Medical
0.44

Table D.2 presents the Classification Relativity data in Classification 9101 for the experience of
employers identified by the WCIRB as providing both adult and youth programs to developmentally
disabled individuals, at the policy year 2018 level:
Table D.2: Payroll and Losses in Classification 9101
Based on Selected 8868 Employers with both Adult and Youth Programs
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Loss to Payroll
Year
Payroll
Losses
Ratio
2010
2,980,194
591,295
19.841
2011
2,318,523
263,591
11.369
2012
2,164,044
246,472
11.389
2013
2,499,500
124,822
4.994
2014
2,934,593
201,297
6.859
12,896,854
1,427,477
Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.20

Credibility

11.068

Medical
0.17

Table D.3 presents the Classification Relativity data for the combined experience in Classification 8868
and 9101 of employers identified by the WCIRB as providing both adult and youth programs to
developmentally disabled individuals, at the policy year 2018 level:
Table D.3: Payroll and Losses in Classification 8868 and 9101
Based on Selected 8868 Employers with both Adult and Youth Programs
Classification Relativity Data at Policy Year 2018 Level
Loss to Payroll
Year
Payroll
Losses
Ratio
2010
123,158,466
2,930,522
2.379
2011
125,534,643
3,118,370
2.484
2012
135,141,351
3,149,556
2.331
2013
144,149,554
3,165,829
2.196
2014
162,070,951
2,416,482
1.491
690,054,964
14,780,758
Five-Year Average Loss to Payroll Ratio:
Indemnity
0.50

Credibility
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobile schools – professors,
teachers or academic professional employees, to clarify its intended application and provide direction as
to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
COLLEGES OR SCHOOLS – private – not automobilevocational schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals employees– including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
This classification applies to professors, teachers or academic professionals at private universities, colleges, high schools, middle schools, elementary schools, or kindergartens when part of a
school that provides instruction for first grade and higher. This classification also applies to such
employees in nonpublic schools certified by the California Department of Education. Academic
professionals employees consist of,include but are not limited to, deans, chancellors, vice chancellors, directors, principals, assistant principals, presidents, vice presidents, librarians, registrars, curriculum developers, psychologists, speech therapists and counselors.; Theand their
responsibilities of such employees typically include planning, directing, administering, counseling or curriculum development. This classification also applies to teachers’ aides, tutors, athletic
team coaches or library employees of private or nonpublic colleges or schools.
This classification also applies to teachers’ aides and tutors, athletic team coaches and library
employeeschild day care, preschool, or before or after school programs that are operated in
connection with private or nonpublic schools by the same employer. Child day care, preschools,
kindergartens or before or after school programs that are not operated in connection with public
or private schools that provide instruction for first grade and higher shall be classified as 9059,
Day Care Centers.
The provision of special educational or counseling services, including but not limited to diagnosis and instruction, behavioral therapy, speech therapy, Applied Behavioral Analysis, shadow
school aides, parental counseling, daily living and social skills training, and early intervention for
children or youth by agencies that are not private or nonpublic schools shall be classified as
8874, Special Educational Services for Children or Youth.
Automobile driving schoolsVehicle operator training that includes behind the wheel instruction
using automobiles, trucks, buses or other motor vehicles shall be classified as follows:


Instructors – 8748, Automobile or Truck Dealers – vehicle salespersons



Vehicle maintenance and repair – 8391, Automobile or Truck Dealers – all employees other
than vehicle salespersons

The operation of religious organizations, including but not limited to churches, temples, mosques
and synagogues shall be separately classified in accordance with the provisions of the Multiple
Enterprises rule.
The operation of colleges or schools by municipal, state or other public agencies or the operation of charter schools shall be classified as 8875(1), Public Colleges or Schools.
When a private school places students in an employment or training position with a separate
employer, the classification of the student workers shall be determined as though the student
workers are employees of the separate employer.
Also refer to companion Classification 9101, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobilevocational schools – all employees other than professors, teachers or academic professionals employees – including cafeterias.
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If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 8868 also performs duties described by Classification 9101, the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 8868 and 9101, provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by time
cards or time book entries that show such division. Refer to Part 3, Section V, Rule 3.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9101, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobile schools – all employees other
than professors, teachers, or academic professional employees, to clarify its intended application and
provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
COLLEGES OR SCHOOLS – private – not automobilevocational schools – all employees other
than professors, teachers, or academic professionals employees – including cafeterias
This Cclassification 9101 includesapplies to non-academic employees at private universities,
colleges, high schools, middle schools, elementary schools, or kindergartens when part of a
school that provides instruction for first grade and higher. Non-academic employees include but
isare not limited to cafeteria workers, drivers, maintenance employees, janitors, gardeners, security personnel, resident advisors or assistants and book supply department employees. This
classification also applies to such employees in nonpublic schools certified by the California Department of Education.
The operation of religious organizations, including but not limited to churches, temples, mosques
and synagogues shall be separately classified in accordance with the provisions of the Multiple
Enterprises rule.
Also refer to companion Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobilevocational schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals employees.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9101 also performs duties described by Classification 8868, the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 9101 and 8868, provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by time
cards or time book entries that show such division. Refer to Part 3, Section V, Rule 3.
Retail store operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Establish Classification 8869, Vocational Schools – private – professors, teachers or academic
professionals, to differentiate from Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – professors,
teachers or academic professional employees – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside
Salespersons.
PROPOSED
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS – private – professors, teachers or academic professionals
This classification applies to professors, teachers or academic professionals at private vocational schools, trade schools or career colleges who train students to perform jobs that require specific skills. Vocational schools do not provide general academic education, but focus on
preparation for specific jobs or careers, and include but are not limited to schools that provide
degree or certificate programs in construction, cosmetology, computer technology, media technology, culinary arts, paralegal studies, medical assistance, automotive and mechanical technology and ground-based aviation instruction. Academic professionals include but are not
limited to deans, chancellors, vice chancellors, directors, principals, assistant principals, presidents, vice presidents, librarians, registrars, curriculum developers, psychologists, speech therapists and counselors; and their responsibilities typically include planning, directing,
administering, counseling or curriculum development.
This classification also applies to vocational training or professional development programs or
workshops, including but not limited to computer skills, media arts, safety training, first aid and
CPR, management and communication skills, continuing education seminars, and sales and
marketing coaching.
Private or nonpublic colleges or schools that provide general academic education shall be classified as 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors, teachers or
academic professionals.
Vehicle operator training that includes behind the wheel instruction using automobiles, trucks,
buses or other motor vehicles shall be classified as follows:


Instructors – 8748, Automobile or Truck Dealers – vehicle salespersons



Vehicle maintenance and repair – 8391, Automobile or Truck Dealers – all employees other
than vehicle salespersons

The operation of vocational schools or training programs by municipal, state or other public
agencies, including but not limited to community colleges, shall be classified as 8875(1), Public
Colleges or Schools.
Also refer to companion Classification 9102, Vocational Schools – private – all employees other
than professors, teachers or academic professionals.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 8869 also performs duties described by Classification 9102, Vocational Schools – private – all employees other than professors, teachers or academic professionals, the payroll of that employee may be divided between
Classifications 8869 and 9102, provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by
time cards or time book entries that show such division. Refer to Section V, Rule 3.
When a vocational school or program places students in an employment or training position with
a separate employer, the classification of the student workers shall be determined as though the
student workers are employees of the separate employer.
Vocational training for developmentally disabled individuals shall be classified as 8873, Training
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or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities.
Vocational training provided by social service organizations to individuals who are not developmentally disabled shall be classified as 8872, Social Service, Charitable or Welfare Organizations.
Members of the flying crew of employers that provide flight instruction or training shall be separately classified as 7424(2), Aircraft Operation – flight schools and pilot training – members of
the flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Establish Classification 9102, Vocational Schools – private – all employees other than professors,
teachers or academic professionals, as a companion classification to Classification 8869, Vocational
Schools – private – professors, teachers or academic professionals.
PROPOSED
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS – private – all employees other than professors, teachers or academic professionals
This classification applies to non-academic employees at private vocational schools, trade
schools or career colleges, including but not limited to schools that provide degree or certificate
programs in computer technology, business administration, media technology, construction,
cosmetology, culinary arts, paralegal studies, medical assistance, mechanical engineering and
ground-based aviation instruction. Non-academic employees include but are not limited to cafeteria workers, drivers, maintenance employees, janitors, gardeners, security personnel, resident
advisors or assistants and book supply department employees.
This classification also applies to vocational training or professional development programs or
workshops, including but not limited to computer skills, media arts, safety training, first aid and
CPR, management and communication skills, continuing education seminars, and sales and
marketing coaching.
Also refer to companion Classification 8869, Vocational Schools – private – professors, teachers
or academic professionals.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9102 also performs duties described by Classification 8869, Vocational Schools – private – professors, teachers or academic
professionals, the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 9102 and
8869, provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by time cards or time book
entries that show such division. Refer to Section V, Rule 3.
Retail store operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Establish Classification 8871, Supplemental Educational Services – private – not day care centers,
colleges or schools – including receptionists, to differentiate from Classifications 8868, Colleges or
Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors, teachers or academic professional employees –
including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons, and 9059, Day Care Centers.
PROPOSED
SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES – private – not day care centers, colleges or
schools – including receptionists
This classification applies to educational programs or services that are not colleges or schools
as defined by Classifications 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals, 8869, Vocational Schools – private – professors,
teachers or academic professionals, or 8875(1), Public Colleges or Schools, but provide tutoring
or test preparation services to students in subjects, including but not limited to reading, language
arts, math and science to supplement academic instruction. This classification also applies to After School Education and Safety (ASES) or After School Safety and Enrichment for Teens (ASSETs) programs that are not private or public colleges or schools.
This classification also applies to non-academic instructional programs, activities, seminars or
workshops for recreation or personal growth, including but not limited to painting, chess, pottery,
parenting classes, language arts, music and performing arts.
The provision of supervised child care, including but not limited to day care centers, before or after school day care programs, and day camps that do not include overnight lodging, shall be
classified as 9059, Day Care Centers.
Fitness instruction, including but not limited to martial arts, gymnastics, dance or yoga instruction shall be classified as 8870, Fitness Instruction Programs or Studios.
Vocational training or professional development programs or workshops shall be classified as
8869, Vocational Schools – private – professors, teachers or academic professionals.
Boys and girls clubs that provide supplemental after school or recreational activities for school
age children on an elective or drop-in basis shall be classified as 9067(2), Clubs – boys and
girls.
Non-profit community associations, including but not limited to YMCAs, YWCAs and Jewish
Community Centers that provide supplemental after school or recreational activities for school
age children on an elective or drop-in basis shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community
health and wellness.
Overnight camps shall be classified as 9048(1), Camps.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Establish Classification 8872, Social Service, Charitable or Welfare Organizations – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons – N.O.C., to differentiate from Classification 8868, Colleges
or Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors, teachers or academic professional employees
– including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons.
PROPOSED
SOCIAL SERVICE, CHARITABLE OR WELFARE ORGANIZATIONS – including Clerical Office
Employees and Outside Salespersons – N.O.C.
This classification applies to counseling or educational services provided by social service,
charitable or welfare organizations for individuals or families, including but not limited to at-risk
youth, children in crisis, victims of domestic violence, mentally, physically or emotionally
challenged individuals, individuals and families with financial or employment hardships, or
individuals performing drug or alcohol related community service. Services include but are not
limited to mental health counseling, parenting classes, drug and alcohol counseling, health and
nutrition instruction, English as a Second Language (ESL) instruction, early prevention and
intervention programs, safety training, tutoring, after school and recreational activities, and
vocational training.
Services or operations may also include case management, client assessment, policy research,
outreach, fund raising, lobbying, financial assistance, job placement and job coaching.
When a social service, charitable or welfare organization places clients in an employment or
training position with a separate employer, the classification of the client workers shall be determined as though the client workers are employees of the separate employer.
Providing outpatient medical services, including but not limited to medical examinations and
testing, psychiatric diagnosis and treatment, and prescribing medications shall be separately
classified as 8834, Physicians’ Practices and Outpatient Clinics.
Providing dental care shall be separately classified as 8839, Dentists and Dental Surgeons.
Residential facilities for adults needing social rehabilitation shall be separately classified as
8804(1), Substance Use Disorder Recovery Homes, or 8804(2), Social Rehabilitation Facilities
for Adults.
Providing in-home personal care services for individuals who are in need of such services due to
age, illness or disability shall be separately classified as 8827(1), Home Care Services.
YMCAs, YWCAs and Jewish Community Centers shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community health and wellness.
Boys and girls clubs that provide supplemental after school or recreational activities for school
age children on an elective or drop-in basis shall be classified as 9067(2), Clubs – boys and
girls.
The preparation or serving of hot foods shall be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or
Taverns.
Retail stores shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Establish Classification 8873, Training or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities, to
differentiate from Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors,
teachers or academic professional employees – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside
Salespersons.
PROPOSED
TRAINING OR DAY PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

8873

This classification applies to Independent Living Skills (ILS) training or vocational training contracted through Regional Centers for developmentally disabled adults. Services provided include
but are not limited to job placement; psychological counseling; communication skills training;
community and social skills training; and physical, occupational or speech therapy.
This classification also applies to Adult Day Program (ADP) centers that are licensed by the California Department of Social Services and provide adults with developmental disabilities protective supervision, structured activities, health monitoring, meals or respite care at the center.
Supported Living Services (SLS) or In-Home Support Services (IHSS) for developmentally disabled adults shall be classified as 8827(1), Home Care Services.
When a training or day program places consumers or students in an employment or training
position with a separate employer, the classification of the consumer or student workers shall be
determined as though the consumer or student workers are employees of the separate
employer.
Sheltered workshop or supported employment program operation shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Establish Classification 8874, Special Educational Services for Children or Youth – N.O.C., to differentiate
from Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors, teachers or
academic professional employees – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons.
PROPOSED
SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN OR YOUTH – N.O.C.
This classification applies to special educational services provided for children or youth who are
primarily (greater than 50%) under the age of 18 and who may be experiencing mental, physical,
social, intellectual or emotional delays. Services provided include but are not limited to diagnosis
and instruction, behavioral therapy, speech therapy, parental counseling, Applied Behavioral
Analysis, shadow school aides, daily living skills, social skills training and early intervention for
children or youth to improve physical, cognitive or scholastic skills.
This classification also applies to after school programs, day camps, childcare centers or respite
services for developmentally disabled children or youth.
Special educational services for children or youth provided by social service organizations shall
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be classified as 8872, Social Service, Charitable or Welfare Organizations.
Special educational services provided by private or nonpublic schools shall be classified as
8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors, teachers or academic
professionals.
Special educational services provided by public schools shall be classified as 8875(1), Public
Colleges or Schools.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Establish Classification 8876(1), Adult Day Health Care or Community-Based Adult Services, to
differentiate from Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors,
teachers or academic professional employees – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside
Salespersons.
PROPOSED
ADULT DAY HEALTH CARE OR COMMUNITY-BASED ADULT SERVICES

8876(1)

This classification applies to Adult Day Health Care (ADHC) centers or Community-Based Adult
Services (CBAS) programs licensed by the California Department of Public Health that provide
services to seniors and adults with chronic medical, cognitive or mental health conditions or disabilities that are at risk of needing institutionalized care. The services provided by these centers/programs include but are not limited to nursing care; therapeutic activities; social services;
personal care; nutritional counseling; mental health services; and physical, occupational or
speech therapy. This classification includes transportation services for program attendees.
Hot food preparation shall be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
Non-licensed senior day programs or senior activity centers shall be classified as 8876(2), Senior Day Programs or Activity Centers.
Adult Day Programs provided to adults with developmental disabilities shall be classified as
8873, Training or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities.
Senior programs offered by non-profit community associations, including but not limited to
YMCAs, YWCAs and Jewish Community Centers shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community health and wellness.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Establish Classification 8876(2), Senior Day Programs or Activity Centers – N.O.C., to differentiate from
Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors, teachers or
academic professional employees – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons.
PROPOSED
SENIOR DAY PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITY CENTERS – N.O.C.

8876(2)

This classification applies to senior day programs or senior activity centers that are not licensed
by the California Department of Public Health or the California Department of Social Services
and provide activities or services to senior citizens, including but not limited to day trips; educational or exercise classes; social activities; nutritional support and meals; resource and referral
counseling; and other programs in order to promote socialization and active, healthy lifestyles.
This classification includes transportation services for program attendees.
Adult Day Health Care (ADHC) centers or Community-Based Adult Services (CBAS) programs
licensed by the California Department of Public Health shall be classified as 8876(1), Adult Day
Health Care or Community-Based Adult Services.
Senior programs offered by non-profit community associations, including but not limited to
YMCAs, YWCAs and Jewish Community Centers shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community health and wellness.
Adult Day Program (ADP) centers that are licensed by the California Department of Social Services and provide adults with developmental disabilities protective supervision, structured activities, health monitoring, meals or respite care at the center shall be classified as 8873, Training
or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities.
Hot food preparation shall be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.

*

*

*

*

*
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Amendments to Cross-References for Consistency
Recommendation
Amend Classification 7424(2), Aircraft Operation – flight schools and pilot training – members of the flying
crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – flight schools and pilot training – members of the flying crew

7424(2)

This classification applies to members of the flying crew of employers that provide flight instruction andor training.
Classroom iInstructors who perform noare not members of the flying operations or in-flight
instruction or trainingcrew shall be separately classified as 88688869, Colleges orVocational
Schools – private – not automobile schools – professors, teachers, or academic professionals
employees.
Also refer to companion Classification 7428(2), Aircraft Operation – flight schools and pilot
training – not members of the flight crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 7428(2), Aircraft Operation – flight schools and pilot training – not members of the
flying crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – flight schools and pilot training – not members of the flying crew
This classification applies to the ground operations of employers that provide flight instruction
andor training. Ground operations include but are not limited to aircraft fueling, service and repair.
Ticket sellers or information clerks shall be separately classified as 8810, Clerical Office
Employees.
Classroom iInstructors who perform noare not members of the flying operations or in-flight instructioncrew shall be separately classified as 88688869, Colleges orVocational Schools – private – not automobile schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals employees.
Also refer to companion Classification 7424(2), Aircraft Operation – flight schools and pilot training – members of the flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 7428(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, scheduled or supplemental air
carriers – not members of the flying crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, for clarity
and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – other than agricultural, scheduled or supplemental air carriers – not
members of the flying crew – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the ground operations of employers engaged in aircraft operations
not more specifically described by another Aircraft Operation Industry Group classification, including but not limited to air ambulance services; air freight services (nonscheduled); aerial firefighting; aerial exhibitions; aerial patrol; aerial advertising, skywriting, sightseeing and survey
work; aerial log lifting and transport; and aerial news reporting. Ground operations include but
are not limited to aircraft fueling, service and repair.
This classification also applies to the operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial
drones) with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier used
for other than agricultural operations, in accordance with the General Exclusions rule. See
Part 3, Section III, Rule 6, General Exclusions.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of 55 pounds or heavier used for agricultural operations, including but not limited to dusting,
spraying or seeding, shall be separately classified as 7410, Aircraft Operation – agricultural –
dusting, spraying or seeding – not members of the flying crew, in accordance with the General
Exclusions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 6, General Exclusions.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of less than 55 pounds shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 5, General
Inclusions.
The shop repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of
55 pounds or heavier by the manufacturer shall be classified as 3830(2), Unmanned Aircraft
System Mfg.
The repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55
pounds or heavier on a fee basis, andor repair work performed by the manufacturer away from
shop shall be classified as 7428(3), Aircraft Remanufacture, Conversion, Modification and Repair Companies.
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) operating crew members working remotely from an
office location with no exposure outside of the clerical office shall be classified as 8810, Clerical
Office Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4,
Standard Exceptions.
Ticket sellers or information clerks shall be separately classified as 8810, Clerical Office
Employees, classroom instructors who are not members of the flying crew shall be separately
classified as 88688869, Colleges orVocational Schools – private – not automobile schools –
professors, teachers or academic professionals employees, and ground photographic laboratory
employees shall be separately classified as 4361(1), Photographers.
Also refer to companion Classification 7424(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural,
scheduled or supplemental air carriers – members of the flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 7429, Aircraft Operators, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
AIRPORT OPERATORS – all employees – including field or hangar instructors

7429

This classification applies to all operations of airports, including but not limited to tower
communications, facility or grounds maintenance, aircraft fueling or repair, airport parking and
airport security.
Ticket sellers or information clerks shall be separately classified as 8810, Clerical Office
Employees.
Classroom iInstructors who perform no flying operations or in-flight instruction or trainingare not
members of the flying crew shall be separately classified as 88688869, Colleges orVocational
Schools – private – not automobile schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals
employees.
In-flight instructors or other members of the flying crew shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 7382, Bus, Shuttle Van or Limousine Operations, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
BUS, SHUTTLE VAN OR LIMOUSINE OPERATIONS – all employees

7382

This classification applies to transportation services provided to passengers on a scheduled
route or charter basis using vehicles that include but are not limited to buses, vans and limousines. This classification also applies to Transportation Network Companies (TNC) that employ
drivers. This classification includes tour guides provided by the sightseeing or tour bus operator.
This classification also applies to paratransit services for elderly or disabled individuals who do
not require medical supervision while in transit.
This classification also applies to the transport of students by private employers under contract
to public or private schools.
This classification also applies to the transport of deceased persons, and of funeral attendees
when not performed in connection with funeral directing by the same employer.
The transport of students by school employees shall be classified as 9101, Colleges or Schools
– private – not automobilevocational schools – all employees other than professors, teachers, or
academic professionals employees, or 8875(1), Public Colleges or Schools.
Transportation services provided with medical supervision shall be classified as 7332, Ambulance Services.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 9059, Day Care Centers, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
DAY CARE CENTERS – child – not residential care facilities – all employees – including
receptionists

9059

This classification applies to child day care centers that provide non-medical care and supervision for children ranging from infancy to 17 years of age for periods of less than 24 hours; preschool and kindergarten instructional programs; and before or after school programs that are not
operated in connection with public or private schools operated by the same employer.
This classification also applies to day care services provided by employers primarily for the use
of their employees’ dependents.
This classification does not apply to child care or supervisory services, including but not limited
to day care, preschools, kindergartens and before or after school programs that are operated by
the same employer in connection with public or private schools by the employerwhich provide
instruction for first grade and higher; such operations shall be classified as 8868, Colleges or
Schools – private – not automobilevocational schools – professors, teachers, or academic professionals employees, 9101, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobilevocational schools –
all employees other than professors, teachers, or academic professionals employees, or
8875(1), Public Colleges or Schools.
Boys and girls clubs that provide supplemental after school andor recreational activities for
school age children on an elective or drop-in basis shall be classified as 9067(2), Clubs – boys
and girls.
Educational programs or services that are not day care centers, but provide tutoring or testpreparation services to supplement academic instruction shall be classified as 8873, Supplemental Educational Services.
After school programs, day camps, childcare centers or respite services for developmentally
disabled children or youth shall be classified as 8874, Special Educational Services for Children
or Youth.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9085, Residential Care Facilities for the Developmentally Disabled, which is part of
the Health and Human Services Industry Group, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED – including supervisors and receptionists
This classification applies to the operation of residential facilities that provide care and supervi116
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sion for children or adults who are developmentally disabled. The term developmental disability
refers to a severe and chronic disability that is attributable to a mental or physical impairment
that begins before an individual reaches adulthood.
This classification includes certified administrators, including but not limited to Nursing Home
Administrators, Residential Care Facility for the Elderly Administrators, Adult Residential Facility
Administrators and Qualified Intellectual Disabilities Professionals. This classification also includes employees who provide tours of the facility, including but not limited to tours for marketing, admission or inspection purposes.
This classification also applies to intermediate care facilities that may retain nursing staff to provide intermittent skilled nursing services (not continuous skilled nursing care) for developmentally disabled children or adults. Facilities that provide 24-hour continuous skilled nursing care for
residents shall be classified as 8829(1), Skilled Nursing Facilities.
The oOperationng of schools andor Iindependent Lliving Sskills (ILS) instructional programs that
are administered through state-contracted rRegional cCenters shall be separately classified as
8868, Colleges or Schools8873, Training or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities, or 8874, Special Educational Services for Children or Youth. The provision of Supported
Living Services (SLS) or In-Home Support Services (IHSS) to developmentally disabled individuals shall be classified as 8827(1), Home Care Services.
The oOperationng of residential facilities that provide nonmedical care and supervision for
children (not developmentally disabled) shall be classified as 8823, Residential Care Facilities
for Children.
The oOperationng of residential facilities that provide assisted care and supervision for adults
(not developmentally disabled) shall be classified as 9070(3), Residential Care Facilities for
Adults.
The oOperationng of residential facilities that provide assisted care and supervision for the elderly (not developmentally disabled) shall be classified as 9070(1), Residential Care Facilities
for the Elderly.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8875(1), Public Colleges or Schools, which is part of the Municipal, State or Other
Public Agencies Industry Group, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
MUNICIPAL, STATE OR OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES
PUBLIC COLLEGES OR SCHOOLS – all employees – including cafeteria, Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
This classification applies to all operations of public colleges or schools, including but not limited
to instruction, dormitories, cafeterias, book stores, transportation services, counseling, building
and landscape maintenance, janitorial, libraries, athletic programs, parking, security, administration, clerical office employees and outside salespersons. This classification includes day care,
preschools and before or after school care programs operated by public colleges or schools.
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This classification also applies to the operation of charter schools.
This classification also applies to state or county vocational schools or training programs and to
school counselors who are provided to public schools by separate concerns under contract.
The operation of pPrivate colleges or schools operations shall be classified as 8868, Colleges or
Schools – private – not automobilevocational schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals employees, and 9101, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobilevocational
schools – all employees other than professors, teachers or academic professionals employees.
The operation ofDay care, preschools or before or after school programs operated by separate
employers at public school locations shall be classified as 9059, Day Care Centers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Section VIII, Abbreviated Classifications – Numeric Listing, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
Section VIII – Abbreviated Classifications – Numeric Listing



8869



8871
8872
8873
8874



8876(1)
8876(2)



9101
9102




Vocational Schools–private–professionals

Supplemental Education Svcs–private
Social Svc/Charity/Welfare Orgs
Training/Day Programs–dev disabled adults
Special Ed Services–children/youth

Adult Day Health Care/Services
Senior Day Programs/Activity Centers

Colleges/Schools–private–all others
Vocational Schools–private–all others

*

*

*

*

*
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Item III-F
Magnetic Tape Manufacturing Study
The Committee members were reminded that, at the October 22, 2013 meeting, the Committee voted
unanimously to approve a draft report recommending that: (a) Classifications 4922, Magnetic Tape Mfg.,
4250(1), Paper Coating or Laminating, and 4250(2), Computer Printing or Typewriter Ribbon Mfg. or
Refurbishing, be combined for ratemaking purposes effective January 1, 2015; and (b) when the selected
relativity for Classification 4922 becomes comparable to that of the combined classifications,
Classification 4922 should be eliminated and its constituents reassigned to Classification 4250(1).
The Committee members were advised that, consistent with WCIRB standard practice, the relativity for
Classification 4922 was increased by 25 percent each year after this change took effect on January 1,
2015. Effective with the January 1, 2018 Regulatory Filing, the indicated relativity for Classification 4922
with the 25 percent increase was above that of the combined classifications. Since the selected relativity
for Classification 4922 is now comparable to that of the combined classifications, staff proposed that
Classification 4922 be eliminated and its constituents reassigned to Classification 4250(1) effective
January 1, 2019.
Following staff’s presentation a motion was made, seconded and unanimously passed to recommend that
the proposed changes be included in the WCIRB’s January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing.
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 4250(1), Paper Coating or Laminating, to apply to the production of magnetic tape
as Classification 4922, Magnetic Tape Mfg., is being eliminated.
PROPOSED
PAPER COATING OR LAMINATING

4250(1)

This classification applies to the coating or laminating of paper, foil or plastic film to produce
products, including but not limited to pressure-sensitive paper, adhesive tape, magnetic tape
and waxed or colored paper.
The mManufactureing of paper or cardboard stock shall be classified as 4239(1), Paper or
Cardboard Stock Mfg.
The mManufacturing or refurbishing of ink ribbons used by computer printers shall be classified
as 4250(2), Computer Printing or Typewriter Ribbon Mfg. or Refurbishing.
The conversion or processing of paper stock to manufacture finished goods, including but not
limited to notebook paper, paper towels, napkins, cups, plates, diapers, medical gowns, paper
tubes, air filter elements and coffee filters shall be classified as 4279(1), Paper Goods Mfg.
The mManufactureing of asphalt saturated building or roofing paper or felt shall be classified as
4283, Building or Roofing Paper or Felt Asphalt Saturation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Eliminate Classification 4922, Magnetic Tape Mfg., and assign its constituents to Classification 4250(1),
Paper Coating or Laminating.
PROPOSED
MAGNETIC TAPE MFG.

4922

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Section VIII, Abbreviated Classifications – Numeric Listing, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
Abbreviated Classifications – Numeric Listing



4922

Magnetic Tape Mfg
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Item III-G
Grading and Paving Industry Study
5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping –
all kinds – including airport runways, warming aprons, incidental field plants, fence or
guardrail construction
5507, Street or Road Construction – grading – all operations of bringing roadbed to grade,
including clearing and grubbing right-of-way and temporary surfacing
6218(2), Grading Land – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling – employees whose
regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $31.00 per hour
6220(2), Grading Land – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling – employees whose
regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.00 per hour
5474(1), Painting, Decorating or Paper Hanging – including shop operations – employees
whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
5482(1), Painting, Decorating or Paper Hanging – including shop operations – employees
whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
The Committee was advised that the WCIRB performed a study to address issues raised during a recent
appeal before the California Department of Insurance regarding the scope and application of the above
referenced classifications. The appeal concerned the classification treatment applicable to: (1) off-street
paving and grading operations; and (2) subsequent operations including painting or application of
pavement markings and installation of paved surface improvements.
The Committee was advised that the WCIRB has consistently assigned the grading of parking lots,
driveways, pathways and other non-street or road areas to dual wage Construction and Erection
Classifications 6218(2)/6220(2), Grading Land – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling. The
study reviewed whether off-street grading operations in preparation for asphalt paving are more akin to
the operations contemplated under Classification 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading, than to
those contemplated under Classifications 6218(2)/6220(2), Grading Land – N.O.C.
Staff found that: (1) both off-street grading and street and road grading use similar machinery, equipment
and processes; (2) the objective of both operations is grading land in preparation for asphalt paving; and
(3) it is common for the same contractor to engage in both off-street and street and road grading. Staff
also found that it was common for companies engaged in off-street grading in preparation for asphalt
paving to also engage in other land grading operations. Staff concluded that off-street grading operations
when conducted in preparation for asphalt paving are most comparable to those grading operations
contemplated under Classification 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading, and should be similarly
classified. Staff also recommended amending Classifications 5507, 6218(2) and 6220(2) to provide about
how to classify the grading of off-street areas in preparation for asphalt paving.
Staff advised the Committee that the impact of reassigning the operations to Classification 5507 will vary
based upon the wage of the employee being reclassified. While the rate for employees currently assigned
to Classification 6218 (the low wage classification) would likely see a significant decrease, the rate for
employees currently assigned to Classification 6220 (the high wage classification) would likely see an
increase.
Staff advised the Committee that the study also reviewed the installation of improvements on newly
paved surfaces including painting or otherwise applying parking or traffic markings and installing
truncated domes, wheel stops and street signs. These operations are often, but not always, conducted by
the same employer that performed the street or road construction paving operations. The WCIRB has
consistently classified these operations based on whether the employer that performed the improvements
also performed the paving operations at the same job or location. Classification 5506, Street or Road
Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping, has historically been assigned to
the subsequent application of paved surface improvements including traffic markings, lines, truncated
122
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domes and wheel stops on jobs where the contractor also performed the asphalt paving, patching or seal
coating operations. Classifications 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or Paper Hanging, have
historically been assigned to the application of paved surface improvements if the contractor applies the
improvements as a separate job and therefore did not also perform the asphalt paving, patching or seal
coating work.
In the analysis of employers that install paved surface improvements, staff found that the installation or
application of paved surface improvements is typically conducted by employers that are also engaged in
paving operations. Conversely, staff found no overlap between these employers and employers
specializing in painting the interior or exterior of buildings. Therefore, staff recommended that the
installation or application of paved surface improvements, including but not limited to traffic markings,
truncated domes and wheel stops, be assigned to Classification 5506, Street or Road Construction –
paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping. Staff also recommended amending Classification
5506 to include the installation of signs when conducted during the paving phase of a construction project,
and amending Classifications 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or Paper Hanging, (a) to provide
direction about how to classify the installation or application of paved surface improvements, including but
not limited to truncated domes, wheel stops and thermoplastic or painted lines or traffic markings to paved
surfaces, such as streets, roads or parking lots; (b) to clarify that the classifications apply to wallpaper
installation; (c) to delete reference to decorating to prevent confusion with Classification 9529(2),
Decorating, and (d) for consistency with other proposed changes.
Staff advised the Committee that, since the operations in question are currently assigned to dual wage
classifications, the impact will vary based upon the wage of the employee being reclassified. While the
rate for employees currently assigned to Classification 5474 (the low wage classification) would likely see
a significant decrease, the rate for employees currently assigned to Classification 5482 (the high wage
classification) would likely see a significant increase.
Following staff’s presentation, a motion was made, seconded and unanimously passed to recommend
that the proposed changes be included in the WCIRB’s January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing.
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Grading and Paving Industry Study
5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping –
all kinds – including airport runways, warming aprons, incidental field plants, fence or
guardrail construction
5507, Street or Road Construction – grading – all operations of bringing roadbed to grade,
including clearing and grubbing right-of-way and temporary surfacing
6218(2), Grading Land – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling – employees whose
regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $31.00 per hour
6220(2), Grading Land – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling – employees whose
regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.00 per hour
5474(1), Painting, Decorating or Paper Hanging – including shop operations – employees
whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
5482(1), Painting, Decorating or Paper Hanging – including shop operations – employees
whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
I. Introduction
This study was conducted to address issues raised during a recent appeal before the California
Department of Insurance regarding the scope and application of the above referenced classifications. The
appeal concerned the classification treatment applicable to (1) off-street paving and grading operations
and (2) subsequent operations including painting or application of pavement markings and installation of
paved surface improvements. Based upon the issues raised during the course of the appeal, WCIRB staff
analyzed the operations in question in order to determine if the current classification procedure remains
appropriate or if a new procedure is warranted.
II. Classification History
A chronological summary of the history of the subject grading, paving and asphalt improvement industry
classifications can be found in Appendix I.
III. Other Jurisdictions
A summary of the comparison between WCIRB classifications and those maintained by the National
Council of Compensation Insurance, Inc. (NCCI) jurisdictions for operations related to paving, grading
and painting can be found in Appendix II.
IV. Classification Analysis
Off-Street Grading Operations
Surface grading operations in preparation for the construction of parking lots, driveways, pathways and
other non-street or road areas include clearing debris, preliminary land grading, spreading crushed base
rock and bringing the area to the final grade in preparation for paving.
The WCIRB has consistently assigned the grading of these off-street street areas to dual wage
Construction and Erection Classifications 6218(2)/6220(2), Grading Land – N.O.C. – including borrowing,
filling or backfilling. The rationale for this assignment is that (1) there is not a classification that specifically
describes the grading of parking lots and other off-street areas, and (2) as N.O.C. (not otherwise
classified) classifications, Classifications 6218(2)/6220(2) are assignable to any grading operation that is
not specifically described by another classification. To this end, Classifications 6218(2)/6220(2) have
been assigned to any land grading operation that is not more specifically described by another
classification. This includes grading off-street areas in connection with building sites, parking lots or
driveways. Land grading operations include clearing land and moving earth from high areas to low areas
based on required specifications and subsequently rolling and compacting the land to the final grade. 1
1

Classifications 6218/6220 have three alternate phraseologies including 6218(1)/6220(1), Excavation – N.O.C. – including
borrowing, filling or backfilling, which applies to the excavation of land that is not more specifically described by any other
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At issue is whether off-street grading operations in preparation for asphalt paving are more akin to the
operations contemplated under Classification 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading, than to those
contemplated under Classifications 6218(2)/6220(2), Grading Land – N.O.C.
In its analysis of contractors engaged in off-street grading in preparation for asphalt paving, staff found
that (1) both off-street grading and street and road grading use similar machinery, equipment and
processes; (2) the objective of both operations is grading land in preparation for asphalt paving; and (3) it
is common for the same contractor to engage in both off-street and street and road grading. Staff also
found that it was common for companies engaged in off-street grading in preparation for asphalt paving to
also engage in other land grading operations.
In assessing the above, staff concluded that in view of the common operations, objective, and industry,
off-street grading operations when conducted in preparation for asphalt paving are most comparable to
those grading operations contemplated under Classification 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading,
and should be similarly classified.
In an effort to assess the impact of a potential reassignment, staff compared the 2018 classification
relativities of the affected classifications. (Due to significant overlap in operations, staff was unable to
identify payroll and loss data specific to off-street grading in preparation for asphalt paving.)
Comparison of 2018 Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Classification 5507 vs. 6218/6220

6218 (low wage)
6220 (high wage)

Current
6218/6220
5.47
3.98

Pro po s e d
5507
4.38
4.38

Difference
-1.09 (-19.9%)
0.40 (10.1%)

As indicated above, since the operations in question are currently assigned to dual wage classifications,
the impact will vary based upon the wage of the employee being reclassified. While the rate for
employees currently assigned to Classification 6218 (the low wage classification) will likely see a
significant decrease, the rate for employees currently assigned to Classification 6220 (the high wage
classification) will likely see an increase.
Paving, Painting and Paved Surface Improvements
The installation of improvements on newly paved surfaces includes painting or otherwise applying parking
or traffic markings and installing truncated domes, wheel stops and street signs. These operations are
often, but not always, conducted by the same employer that performed the street or road construction
paving operations.
The WCIRB has consistently classified these operations based on whether the employer that performed
the improvements also performed the paving operations at the same job or location.


Classification 5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or
scraping, applies to companies that perform asphalt paving, patch paving or seal coating in
connection with the construction of streets or roads. Classification 5506 also applies to the paving
of streets or roads with materials other than asphalt, including concrete, and the asphalt paving
and seal coating of paved areas that are not streets or roads, including airport runways, warming

classification; and 6218(3)/6220(3), Land Leveling – grading farm lands, which applies to the leveling, smoothing and shaping of
agricultural land for other concerns on a fee basis. These classifications also apply to the ripping and subsequent grading of soil at
farms where such operations are not performed in connection with land clearing. These classifications have also been assigned to
trenching operations, except when performed in connection with the construction of streets, roads, canals, sewers, irrigation
systems, cross-country water pipelines or oil or gas pipelines. Operations include removing dirt to produce holes, trenches, ditches
and other excavations based on required size and depth specifications.
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aprons and parking lots. Operations include spreading hot asphalt onto graded areas using hand
tools and then compacting the asphalt using rollers to produce a firm and level surface. A
finishing oil sealant or other seal coating may be applied, and lines or other traffic markings may
also be applied.
Classification 5506 has historically been assigned to the subsequent application of paved surface
improvements including traffic markings, lines, truncated domes and wheel stops on jobs where
the contractor also performed the asphalt paving, patching or seal coating operations. This
assignment is predicated on a determination that these improvement operations are incidental to
the overall paving operations.
Classification 5506 also applies to the installation of street signs when conducted by employers
engaged in street or road construction and when 5506 develops the most payroll for the job. On
jobs where Classification 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading, generates the most
payroll, then the installation of street signs is assigned to 5507.


Classifications 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or Paper Hanging, have historically been
assigned to the application of paved surface improvements if the contractor applies the
improvements as a separate job and therefore did not also perform the asphalt paving, patching
or seal coating work. This assignment is predicated on a determination that if the employer did
not engage in the paving operations at the same job or location, the paved surface improvement
operations are not completed under the paving classification, but under the classification that best
describes the operations in question. Given that these operations include and often primarily
consist of painting surfaces, they were assigned to Classifications 5474(1)/5482(1); classifications
that are otherwise primarily assigned to the interior or exterior painting of buildings or other
structures.

At issue is the propriety of the current classification procedure and if the assignment of painting and
paved surface improvements should be based on whether the contractor also conducted the paving
operations. Neither Classification 5506 nor Classifications 5474(1)/5482(1) specifically address how to
assign the installation or application of paved surface improvements, including the painting or application
of traffic markings, truncated domes or wheel stops to paved surfaces.
In the analysis of employers that install paved surface improvements, staff found that the installation or
application of paved surface improvements, including painted traffic markings, is typically conducted by
employers that are also engaged in paving operations. Conversely, staff found no overlap between these
employers and employers specializing in painting the interior or exterior of buildings. Because there is an
overlap in employers engaged in paving and post-paving improvements, employees conducting the same
operations can be classified differently based solely on whether their employer completed the paving or
seal coating operations.
In view of (1) the overlap in employers that engage in both paving and paving improvements; and (2) the
lack of any compelling similarity between the interior and exterior painting of buildings and the application
or installation of paved surface improvements, staff recommends that the installation or application of
paved surface improvements, including but not limited to traffic markings, truncated domes and wheel
stops, be assigned to Classification 5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or
resurfacing or scraping, regardless of whether the operations are performed by the same employer that
performed the paving operations.
Staff also recommends that Classification 5506 include the installation of signs when conducted during
the paving phase of a construction project as these sign installation operations are consistent with the
above described post-pavement improvements.
In an effort to assess the impact of a potential reassignment, staff compared the 2018 classification
relativities of the affected classifications.
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Comparison of 2018 Selected (Unlimited) Loss to Payroll Ratios
Classification 5506 vs. 5474/5482

5474 (low wage)
5482 (high wage)

Current
5474/5482
8.67
4.27

Proposed
5506
5.82
5.82

Difference
-2.85 (-32.8%)
1.55 (36.3%)

As indicated above, since the operations in question are currently assigned to dual wage classifications,
the impact will vary based upon the wage of the employee being reclassified. While the rate for
employees currently assigned to Classification 5474 (the low wage classification) will likely see a
significant decrease, the rate for employees currently assigned to Classification 5482 (the high wage
classification) will likely see a significant increase.
V. Findings
Based on a review of the identified Construction and Erection classifications, the WCIRB finds:
1. Neither Classification 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading, nor Classifications
6218(2)/6220(2), Grading Land – N.O.C., specifically address grading off-street areas, including
but not limited to parking lots, driveways, bike or cart paths and similar areas when performed in
connection with subsequent asphalt paving.
2. Grading off-street areas in connection with asphalt paving operations has historically been
assigned to Classifications 6218(2)/6220(2); however, these operations are similar to the street or
road grading operations contemplated by Classification 5507, Street or Road Construction –
grading.
3. Neither Classifications 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or Paper Hanging, nor Classification
5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping,
specifically address how to classify the installation or application of paved surface improvements,
including but not limited to truncated domes, wheel stops and thermoplastic or painted lines or
traffic markings to paved surfaces, such as streets, roads and parking lots.
4. The installation or application of paved surface improvements, including but not limited to
truncated domes, wheel stops and thermoplastic or painted lines or traffic markings to paved
surfaces, such as streets, roads or parking lots where the employer did not perform paving
operations have been historically assigned to Classifications 5474(1)/5482(1). However, these
operations are associated with street or road surfacing operations assignable to Classification
5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping, and
have been historically assigned to Classification 5506 when performed by an employer in
connection with its paving operations.
5. An employer’s installation of street signs in connection with its street or road construction
operations have historically been assigned to Classification 5506, Street or Road Construction –
paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping, or 5507, Street or Road Construction –
grading, depending on which classification develops the most payroll for the job or location.
However, street sign installation operations are consistent with other installation operations
associated with street or road surfacing assignable to Classification 5506.
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VI. Recommendations
Based on these findings, the WCIRB recommends:
1. Amend Classification 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading, to also apply to the grading of
off-street areas, including but not limited to parking lots, in preparation for subsequent asphalt
paving.
2. Amend Classifications 6218(1)/6220(1), Excavation, to provide direction as to how to classify the
grading of off-street areas in preparation for asphalt paving.
3. Amend Classifications 6218(2)/6220(2), Grading Land, to provide direction as to how to classify
the grading of off-street areas in preparation for asphalt paving.
4. Amend Classification 5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or
resurfacing or scraping, to also apply to the installation or application of paved surface
improvements, including but not limited to truncated domes, wheel stops and thermoplastic or
painted lines or traffic markings to paved surfaces such as streets, roads or parking lots.
5. Amend Classification 5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or
resurfacing or scraping, to also apply to the installation of street signs when conducted by
employers engaged in street or road construction.
6. Amend Classifications 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or Paper Hanging, to provide
direction as to how to classify the installation or application of paved surface improvements,
including but not limited to truncated domes, wheel stops and thermoplastic or painted lines or
traffic markings to paved surfaces, such as streets, roads or parking lots, to clarify that the
classifications apply to wallpaper installation, to delete reference to decorating to prevent
confusion with Classification 9529(2), Decorating, and for consistency with other proposed
changes.
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Appendix I

The following is a timeline of the significant changes to the scope and application of the relevant
classifications:















1917: Classification 5500, Paving – N.O.C. – including yards, was established to apply to offstreet paving operations. This classification was not available for division of payroll in connection
with state or municipal road or street paving
1921: Classification 5500 was reviewed and confirmed to apply to the following operations: subgrading, laying foundation for pavement, spreading macadam, laying wooden or stone blocks,
laying asphalt or laying a concrete base with the asphalt on top.
1929: Classification 6041, Grading Land, was amended to distinguish it from a newly established
classification for clearing land.
1929: Classification 5500 was amended to specify that it was not applicable to contracts involving
the construction or reconstruction of the base or foundation of the roadway, the widening or
relocation of the road bed, or the laying of concrete road or pavements. Contracts that involved
foraging operations as well as paving were classified as 6042, Street or Road Construction.
1932: Classifications 6042, Street or Road Construction, and 5500, were eliminated and the
following classifications were established:
o

5506, Street or Road Construction, Paving or Surfacing – all kinds – including incidental field
plants – excluding grading, clearing and grubbing right-of-way, bridge or culvert building,
tunneling, sewer construction, quarrying, stone crushing and sand and gravel digging

o

5507, Street or Road Construction – grading – all operations of bringing roadbed to grade,
including clearing and grubbing right-of-way and temporary surfacing excluding bridge or
culvert building where floor is more than 10 feet above ground or the span exceeds 20 feet;
and excluding tunneling, sewer construction, quarrying, stone crushing and sand and gravel
digging

o

5508, Street or Road Construction, Rock Quarries and Stone Crushing Plants – operated in
connection with street or road construction operations, including all employees hauling to and
from quarries, crushing plants or road

1935: The phraseology of Classification 5508 was amended to Street or Road Construction – Sand
and Gravel Digging and/or Stone Crushing Plants operated in connection with street or road
construction operations, including all employees hauling to and from pits, crushing plants or road.
1943: Classification 6219, Excavation, and Classification 6041, Grading Land, were combined into
a single classification.
1961: Given that there was considerable misunderstanding regarding the classification procedure
for off-street grading operations, the Classification and Rating (C & R) Committee discussed the
topic and confirmed that grading for the construction of parking lots is assignable to Classification
6217, Grading Land, and not Classification 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading.
1981: Based on numerous requests from off-street paving contractors to establish a new
classification, the WCIRB conducted a study of off-street paving operations. The study concluded
that a new classification should not be established and that such operations should continue to be
assigned to Classification 5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or
resurfacing or scraping – all kinds.
1987: An asphalt maintenance contractor protested the assignment of Classification 5474(B),
Waterproofing – other than roofing, to its asphalt maintenance operations involving the seal
coating of parking lots and playgrounds. After careful review, the C & R Committee decided that
the contractor’s seal coating operations should be assigned to Classification 5506, Street or Road
Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping – all kinds, rather than
Classification 5474(B). The C & R Committee also decided that parking lot striping when
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performed in connection with paving or seal coating should be assigned to Classification 5506,
and noted that parking lot striping performed on separate jobs not in connection with paving or
seal coating should be assigned to Classification 5474(A)/5482(A), Painting, Decorating or Paper
Hanging. The C & R Committee voted to apply this decision to all insureds performing similar
operations as of the inception date of policies outstanding on February 10, 1987, the date of the
decision.
1992: Classifications 6218(2)/6220(2), Grading Land – N.O.C., were established as dual wage
classifications.
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Appendix II
OPERATIONS
Street or Road
Construction – paving

Street or Road
Construction – grading

Excavating/Grading/
Land Leveling

WCIRB
5506, Street or Road Construction –
paving or repaving, surfacing or
resurfacing or scraping – all kinds –
including airport runways, warming aprons,
incidental field plants, fence or guardrail
construction
5507, Street or Road Construction –
grading – all operations of bringing
roadbed to grade, including clearing and
grubbing right-of-way and temporary
surfacing
6218(1)/6220(1), Excavation – N.O.C. –
including borrowing, filling or backfilling

NCCI
5506, Street or Road Construction –
Paving or Repaving and Drivers

5507, Street or Road Construction –
Subsurface Work & Drivers
5508, Street or Road Construction –
Rock Excavation & Drivers
6217, Excavation & Drivers

6218(2)/6220(2), Grading Land – N.O.C. –
including borrowing, filling or backfilling
6218(3)/6220(3), Land Leveling – grading
farm lands
Painting

5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or
Paper Hanging – including shop operations

5474, Painting N.O.C. & Shop
Operations, Drivers

NCCI’s Classification 5508, Street or Road Construction – Rock Excavation & Drivers, applies to the
preliminary excavation of mass rock prior to street or road construction, and Classification 5507, Street or
Road Construction – Subsurface Work & Drivers, applies to filling or grading operations in preparation for
street or road construction. The WCIRB maintains just one classification, 5507, Street or Road
Construction – grading – all operations of bringing roadbed to grade, including clearing and grubbing
right-of-way and temporary surfacing, for all operations to bring the roadbed to grade; however, 5507
does not include tunneling, sewer construction, quarrying, stone crushing, sand and gravel digging, or
bridge or culvert building where clearance is more than 10 feet at any point or the entire distance between
terminal abutments exceeds 20 feet.
NCCI’s Classification 6217, Excavation & Drivers, applies to the grading of land in preparation for the
construction of parking lots, but does not apply to grading in connection with streets or roads. 2
NCCI assigns Classification 5506, Street or Road Construction – Paving or Repaving and Drivers, to
street or road construction involving paving, repaving or resurfacing. This classification also applies to
contractors engaged in painting lines or stripes on streets, roads or highways. However, NCCI assigns
Classification 5474, Painting N.O.C. & Shop Operations, Drivers, to the painting of lines or stripes on
parking lots.

2

NCCI’s Scopes Manual provides the following footnotes for Classification 6217:
Code 6217 includes excavation in connection with building foundations, swimming pools, landscape gardening and
waterproofing operations. It does not include excavation in connection with street or road construction, dam or lock construction,
pile driving, shaft sinking, caisson or cofferdam work.
The classification includes grading involved in airport construction, grading of land preparatory to construction or planting,
grading of parking lots, etc. It does not include grading in connection with street or road construction, dam or lock construction,
pile driving, shaft sinking, and caisson or cofferdam work.
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Recommendation
Amend Classifications 6218(1)/6220(1), Excavation, to clarify the intended application and provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
EXCAVATION – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling – employees whose regular
hourly wage does not equal or exceed $31.00 per hour

6218(1)

This classification applies to the excavation of land to prepare sites for the construction of buildings andor structures, including but not limited to residential and commercial buildings, bridges,
aerial line towers, driveways, parking lots and swimming pools. This classification includes incidental grading operations. This classification also applies to excavation for removal of contaminated soil.
Excavation in connection with the construction of streets, or roads, constructionhighways or airport runways, or the excavation of all other areas in preparation for asphalt paving shall be classified as 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading.
Mass rock excavation, pile driving, shaft sinking, caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately
classified.
Trenching operations conducted in connection with the construction of canals, irrigation systems, cross-country water pipelines, oil or gas pipelines or sewers shall be assigned to the applicable construction classification.
Mass rock excavation, pile driving, shaft sinking, or caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately classified.
EXCAVATION – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling – employees whose regular
hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.00 per hour
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $31.00 per hour
shall be classified as 6218(1), Excavation – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the excavation of land to prepare sites for the construction of buildings andor structures, including but not limited to residential and commercial buildings, bridges,
aerial line towers, driveways, parking lots and swimming pools. This classification includes incidental grading operations. This classification also applies to excavation for removal of contaminated soil.
Excavation in connection with the construction of streets or roads, constructionhighways or airport runways, or the excavation of all other areas in preparation for asphalt paving shall be classified as 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading.
Mass rock excavation, pile driving, shaft sinking, caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately
classified.
Trenching operations conducted in connection with the construction of canals, irrigation systems, cross-country water pipelines, oil or gas pipelines or sewers shall be assigned to the applicable construction classification.
Mass rock excavation, pile driving, shaft sinking, or caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classifications 6218(2)/6220(2), Grading Land, to clarify the intended application and provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
GRADING LAND – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $31.00 per hour

6218(2)

Mass rock excavation, grading or excavation in connection with street or road construction, pile
driving, shaft sinking, caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately classifiedThis classification
applies to land grading that is not more specifically described by another classification.
This classification includes tTrenching operations conducted by specialty contractors except in
connection with the construction of canals, irrigation systems, cross-country water pipelines, oil
or gas pipelines construction or sewers construction. Such operations shall be assigned to the
corresponding applicable construction classification.
Grading when performed in connection with the construction of streets, roads, highways or airport runways, or grading of all other areas in preparation for asphalt paving, shall be classified
as 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading.
Mass rock excavation, pile driving, shaft sinking, or caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately classified.
GRADING LAND – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.00 per hour
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $31.00 per hour
shall be classified as 6218(2), Grading Land.
Mass rock excavation, grading or excavation in connection with street or road construction, pile
driving, shaft sinking, caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately classifiedThis classification
applies to land grading that is not more specifically described by another classification.
This classification includes tTrenching operations conducted by specialty contractors except in
connection with the construction of canals, irrigation systems, cross-country water pipelines, oil
or gas pipelines construction or sewers construction. Such operations shall be assigned to the
corresponding applicable construction classification.
Grading when performed in connection with the construction of streets, roads, highways or airport runways, or grading of all other areas in preparation for asphalt paving, shall be classified
as 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading.
Mass rock excavation, pile driving, shaft sinking, or caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classifications 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or Paper Hanging – including shop
operations, to clarify the intended application and provide direction as to how related operations should
be classified.
PROPOSED
PAINTING, DECORATING OR WALLPAPER HANGINGINSTALLATION – including shop operations – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $26.00 per hour –
N.O.C.

5474(1)

This classification applies to interior or exterior painting at customers’ locations by application of
decorative or protective coatings, including but not limited to paint, stain or varnish. This classification also applies to wallpaper installation, lead paint abatement operations, or graffiti abatement by painting.
This classification includes incidentalcleaning, stripping, patching and surface preparation forin
connection with painting or wallpaper installation.
This classification also includes shop operations, including but not limited to mixing or blending
paints, maintaining painting equipment and shop painting performed in connection with painting
or wallpaper installation at customers’ locations.
Shop painting operations performed on a fee basis that have no connection to any painting operations performed at customers’ locations shall be classified as 9501(1), Painting – shop only.
Wallboard taping, finishing or texturing shall be classified as 5446/5447, Wallboard ApplicationInstallation.
Applying plaster, including veneer plaster, shall be classified as 5484/5485, Plastering or Stucco
Work.
Painting steel structures or bridges shall be separately classified as 5040(3), Painting – steel
structures or bridges. Painting water, oil or gasoline storage tanks shall be classified as
5474(3)/5482(3), Painting – water, oil or gasoline storage tanks.
Applying water repellent coatings, membranes or caulking to interior or exterior building surfaces
(not roofs) shall be classified as 5474(2)/5482(2), Waterproofing.
Applying or installing paved surface improvements, including but not limited to thermoplastic or
painted lines or traffic markings; truncated domes; and wheel stop bumpers to paved surfaces
such as streets, roads or parking lots shall be classified as 5506, Street or Road Construction –
paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping.
PAINTING, DECORATING OR WALLPAPER HANGINGINSTALLATION – including shop operations – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $26.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5474(1), Painting, Decorating or PWallpaper HangingInstallation.
This classification applies to interior or exterior painting at customers’ locations by application of
decorative or protective coatings, including but not limited to paint, stain or varnish. This classification also applies to wallpaper installation, lead paint abatement operations, or graffiti abatement by painting.
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This classification includes incidentalcleaning, stripping, patching and surface preparation forin
connection with painting or wallpaper installation.
This classification also includes shop operations, including but not limited to mixing or blending
paints, maintaining painting equipment and shop painting performed in connection with painting
or wallpaper hanging at customers’ locations.
Shop painting operations performed on a fee basis that have no connection to any painting operations performed at customers’ locations shall be classified as 9501(1), Painting – shop only.
Wallboard taping, finishing or texturing shall be classified as 5446/5447, Wallboard ApplicationInstallation.
Applying plaster, including veneer plaster, shall be classified as 5484/5485, Plastering or Stucco
Work.
Painting steel structures or bridges shall be separately classified as 5040(3), Painting – steel
structures or bridges. Painting water, oil or gasoline storage tanks shall be classified as
5474(3)/5482(3), Painting – water, oil or gasoline storage tanks.
Applying water repellent coatings, membranes or caulking to interior or exterior building surfaces
(not roofs) shall be classified as 5474(2)/5482(2), Waterproofing.
Applying or installing paved surface improvements, including but not limited to thermoplastic or
painted lines or traffic markings; truncated domes; and wheel stop bumpers to paved surfaces
such as streets, roads or parking lots shall be classified as 5506, Street or Road Construction –
paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9552, Sign Erection or Repair, which is part of the Sign Industry Group, for clarity
and consistency with other proposed and prior approved changes.
PROPOSED
SIGN INDUSTRY
SIGN ERECTION OR REPAIR – N.O.C.

9552

This classification applies to the erection, installation, service or repair of permanent freestanding signs, including but not limited to pole signs, tower signs, monument signs and street
signs (not in connection with street or road construction). This classification includes electrical
wiring activities within 6 feet of the sign when performed in connection with sign installation.
If electrical wiring activities performed in connection with sign installation are not within 6 feet of
the sign in connection with sign installation, the electrical wiring operations shall be separately
classified as 5140/5190, Electrical Wiring – within buildings, or 6325, Conduit Construction or
Underground Wiring.
The installation, service or repair of signs affixed to interior or exterior building surfaces shall be
classified as 5146(2), Sign Installation or Repair.
The installation of street signs, when conducted by employers engaged in street or road
construction or asphalt paving operations at the same job or location, shall be classified as
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5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping, or
5507, Street or Road Construction – grading, depending on which classification develops the
most payroll for the job or location.
The installation of temporary signs, including but not limited to real estate and construction site
signs shall be classified as 8028, Equipment or Machinery Rental Yards.
The installation of signs by employers selling space for advertising purposes shall be classified
as 9549, Advertising Companies.
The operation of mobile billboard trucks (mobile advertising signs) shall be classified as 9549,
Advertising Companies.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 5146(2), Sign Installation or Repair, which is part of the Sign Industry Group, for
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
SIGN INDUSTRY
SIGN INSTALLATION OR REPAIR – interior or affixed to building surfaces

5146(2)

This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of signs that are affixed directly to
interior or exterior building surfaces, including but not limited to cabinet signs, channel letters,
three dimensional letters, directional signs and neon signs. This classification includes electrical
wiring activities within 6 feet of the sign when performed in connection with sign installation.
If electrical wiring activities performed in connection with sign installation are not within 6 feet of
the sign in connection with sign installation, the electrical wiring operations shall be separately
classified as 5140/5190, Electrical Wiring – within buildings, or 6325, Conduit Construction or
Underground Wiring.
The installation, service or repair of permanent signs that are not affixed directly to building
surfaces, including but not limited to pole signs, tower signs, monument signs and street signs
(not in connection with street or road construction) shall be classified as 9552, Sign Erection or
Repair. The installation of street signs, when conducted by employers engaged in street or road
construction or asphalt paving operations at the same job or location, shall be classified as
5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping, or
5507, Street or Road Construction – grading, depending on which classification develops the
most payroll for the job or location.
The installation of temporary signs, including but not limited to real estate and construction site
signs shall be classified as 8028, Equipment or Machinery Rental Yards.
The installation of signs by employers selling space for advertising purposes shall be classified
as 9549, Advertising Companies.
The operation of mobile billboard trucks (mobile advertising signs) shall be classified as 9549,
Advertising Companies.
The installation of awnings shall be classified as 5102(1), Iron, Steel, Brass, Bronze or Aluminum Erection.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or
scraping, to clarify its intended application and provide direction as to how related operations should be
classified.
PROPOSED
STREET OR ROAD CONSTRUCTION – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping – all kinds – including airport runways, warming aprons, incidental field plants, fence
or guardrail construction

5506

This classification applies to paving or repaving streets, roads, highways or airport runways using asphalt or concrete. This classification also applies to asphalt paving off-street areas, including but not limited to parking lots, driveways and cart or bike paths. This classification includes
grinding existing paved surfaces in preparation for repaving and the application of sealants onto
paved surfaces.
This classification also applies to the installation or application of paved surface improvements,
including but not limited to truncated domes; wheel stop bumpers; and thermoplastic or painted
lines or traffic markings to paved surfaces such as streets, roads or parking lots.
This classification also applies to the installation of street signs when conducted by the same
employer engaged in street or road construction or asphalt paving operations at the same job or
location.
Concrete paving of off-street areas, including but not limited to parking lots, sidewalks, driveways or other concrete flatwork shall be classified as 5201(1)/5205(1), Concrete or Cement
Work – pouring or finishing of concrete sidewalks, driveways, patios, curbs or gutters.
Grading when performed in connection with the construction of streets, roads, highways or airport runways, or grading of all other areas in preparation for asphalt paving, shall be classified
as 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading.
Grading that is not performed in connection with the construction of streets, roads, highways or
airport runways, or not in preparation for asphalt paving, shall be classified as 6218(2)/6220(2),
Grading Land, or 6218(3)/6220(3), Land Leveling.
Clearing of right-of-wayTunneling, quarrying, bridge or culvert building, earth or rock excavation,
filling or grading, tunneling, bridge or culvert building, quarryingclearing of right-of-way, stone
crushing andor sand or gravel digging shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading, to clarify its intended application and
provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
STREET OR ROAD CONSTRUCTION – grading – all operations of bringing roadbed to grade,
including clearing and grubbing right-of-way and temporary surfacing
This classification applies to grading when performed in connection with the construction of
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streets, roads, highways or airport runways in preparation for asphalt or concrete paving, and
includes cutting, filling and spreading base rock to bring the roadbed to grade. This classification
also applies to the grading of all other areas in preparation for asphalt paving.
Paving streets, roads, highways or airport runways using asphalt or concrete, or paving all other
surfaces using asphalt, shall be classified as 5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping.
Grading that is not performed in connection with the construction of streets, roads, highways or
airport runways, or not in preparation for asphalt paving, shall be classified as 6218(2)/6220(2),
Grading Land, or 6218(3)/6220(3), Land Leveling.
Bridge or culvert building where clearance is more than 10 feet at any point or the entire distance between terminal abutments exceeds 20 feet, tTunneling, sewer construction, quarrying,
sewer construction, stone crushing, and sand andor gravel digging or bridge or culvert building
where clearance exceeds 10 feet at any point or the entire distance between terminal abutments
exceeds 20 feet shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 5473, Asbestos Abatement, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
ASBESTOS ABATEMENT – all operations – including shop

5473

This classification applies to shop and outside operations involving the encapsulation or removal
of asbestos and asbestos-laden building materials from interior and exterior building surfaces,
including but not limited to ceilings, walls, floors, structural steel, ducts, boilers, steam pipes and
hot water pipes.
Roof removal operations shall be separately classified as 5552/5553, Roofing.
Lead paint abatement shall be classified as 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or PWallpaper HangingInstallation.
Mold abatement shall be classified as 9008, Janitorial Services.
New construction and remodeling operations performed subsequent to the completion of asbestos abatement operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Section VIII, Abbreviated Classifications – Numeric Listing, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
Section I – Abbreviated Classifications – Numeric Listing



5474(1)



5482(1)




Painting/DecoratingWallpaper Install–low wage

Painting/DecoratingWallpaper Install–high wage

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Appendix I, Construction and Erection Classifications, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
Appendix I
Construction and Erection Classifications



5474(1)



5482(1)




Painting/DecoratingWallpaper Install–low wage

Painting/DecoratingWallpaper Install–high wage

*

*

*

*

*
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Item III-H
Construction or Erection Permanent Yard Operations Study
The Committee was advised that the WCIRB reviewed Classification 8227, Construction or Erection
Permanent Yards, which applies to permanent yards or shops maintained by contractors in support of
construction or erection projects, to clarify its application in connection with other Construction and
Erection classifications. Staff indicated that Classification 8227 is not available for division of payroll at the
place where construction operations are conducted or when the specific Construction and Erection
classification includes storage, shop or yard activities. Some Construction and Erection classifications
include storage, shop or yard activities because these operations are common to those construction or
erection operations and would be difficult to separately classify. However, other Construction and
Erection classifications do not include storage, shop or yard activities and Classification 8227 is therefore
eligible for assignment.
Staff advised the Committee that when a contractor’s operations are assignable to multiple Construction
and Erection classifications where only some classifications specifically include storage, shop or yard
operations, the California Workers’ Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995 does not
currently provide direction for classifying such operations. The WCIRB’s longstanding practice has been
that, in order to determine whether Classification 8227 applies to an employer’s storage, shop or yard
operations, the total payroll assigned to Construction and Erection classifications that include storage,
shop or yard operations is compared to the total payroll assigned to Construction and Erection
classifications that do not include storage, shop or yard operations (excluding Miscellaneous Employees).
If the payroll for the classifications that do not include storage, shop or yard operations is larger,
Classification 8227 is assignable to the storage, shop or yard operations. Otherwise, the storage, shop or
yard operations are assigned to the Construction and Erection classification that includes storage, shop
or yard operations and has the greatest amount of payroll.
Based on these findings, the WCIRB recommended:
1. Amending the Special Industry Classification Procedures for Construction or Erection Work to
clarify the procedure for determining the application of Classification 8227, Construction or
Erection Permanent Yards, when multiple construction classifications apply, some but not all of
which include storage, shop or yard operations.
2. Amending Classification 8227, Construction or Erection Permanent Yards, for clarity and
consistency with the proposed changes to the Special Industry Classification Procedures for
Construction or Erection Work.
Following staff’s presentation, a motion was made, seconded and unanimously passed to recommend
that the proposed changes be included in the WCIRB’s January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing.
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Recommendation
Amend Part 3, Standard Classification System, Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures,
Rule 2, Construction or Erection Work, to provide direction as to how to classify shop, yard or storage operations when performed in connection with construction or erection operations that are assigned to two
or more classifications, one or more of which includes shop, yard or storage operations and one or more
of which does not include shop, yard or storage operations.
PROPOSED
Section IV – Special Industry Classification Procedures
2. Construction or Erection Work



f.

Shop, Yard or Storage Operations

When an employer’s shop, yard or storage operations are performed in connection with its construction or erection operations that are assigned to two or more classifications, one or more of which includes shop, yard or storage operations and one or more of which does not include shop, yard or
storage operations, the payroll of the shop, yard or storage operations shall be assigned in accordance with the following:
(1) Compare the sum of the payroll (other than the payroll of miscellaneous employees)
assigned to construction or erection classification(s) that do not include shop, yard or storage
operations to the sum of the payroll (other than the payroll of miscellaneous employees)
assigned to construction or erection classification(s) that include shop, yard or storage
operations.
(2) If the sum of the payroll generated by the construction or erection classification(s) that do not
include shop, yard or storage operations exceeds the sum of the payroll generated by the
construction or erection classification(s) that include shop, yard or storage operations, then
the payroll generated in shop, yard or storage operations shall be assigned to Classification
8227, Construction or Erection Permanent Yards or shops.
(3) If the sum of the payroll generated by the construction or erection classification(s) that include
shop, yard or storage operations exceeds the sum of the payroll generated by the construction or erection classification(s) that do not include shop, yard or storage operations, then the
payroll generated in shop, yard or storage operations shall be assigned to the classification
that includes shop, yard or storage operations. When there is more than one such classification, the payroll generated in shop, yard or storage operations shall be assigned to the classification that generates the most payroll.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8227, Construction or Erection Permanent Yards, to clarify its intended application
and provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
CONSTRUCTION OR ERECTION PERMANENT YARDS OR SHOPS – for maintenance of
equipment or storage of material
This classification shall applyies only to a permanent yard or shop maintained by a construction
or erection contractor assigned to one or more construction or erection classification(s) (see Appendix I, Construction and Erection Classifications, for applicable classifications) for the maintenance of equipment or the storage of materials or equipment and includes the delivery of
materials or equipment from the yard or shop to the job site. It is not available for division of payroll at the place where construction operations are conducted, or when the specific construction
or erection classification includes storage, shop or yard activities.
This classification does not apply to temporary construction or erection yards or shops located at
or adjacent to the place where construction operations are conducted; such operations shall be
assigned to the applicable construction or erection classification (see Appendix I, Construction
and Erection Classifications).
When an employer’s shop, yard or storage operations are performed in connection with its construction or erection operations that are assigned to two or more classifications, one or more of
which includes shop, yard or storage operations and one or more of which does not include
shop, yard or storage operations, the shop, yard or storage employees or operations shall be
assigned in accordance with Part 3, Section IV, Rule 2f, Shop, Yard or Storage Operations.
The sale of lumber or building materials shall be classified as 8232(1), Lumberyards, or 8232(2),
Building Material Dealers, in accordance with the provisions of the Multiple Enterprises rule.
The rental of equipment or machinery shall be classified as 8028, Equipment or Machinery
Rental Yards.
Mill operations or fabrication shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Item III-I
Reporting Estimated Exposure Amounts on Unit Statistical Reports
Due to Uncooperative Policyholders
The Committee was reminded that California Insurance Code Section 11760.1 took effect January 1,
2008 and provided that if an employer fails to provide its insurer access to perform an audit, the employer
is liable to pay a total premium three times the insurer’s then-current estimate of the annual premium as
well as the costs incurred in attempting to perform the audit. However, if the employer provides access to
its records after receiving notice and the insurer performs the audit, the insurer is required to revise the
total premium and costs payable to reflect the results of the audit.
Staff advised the Committee that at the June 24, 2008 meeting, the Classification and Rating Committee
recommended amending the definition of Final Premium in the California Workers’ Compensation Uniform
Statistical Reporting Plan—1995 (USRP) to clarify that the additional premium estimated pursuant to
Insurance Code Section 11760.1 should be reported as part of Final Premium but that the reimbursable
costs incurred by the insurer in unsuccessfully attempting to perform a payroll audit should be excluded
from Final Premium. These recommended changes to the USRP were included in the WCIRB’s
January 1, 2009 Pure Premium Rate Filing and approved by the Insurance Commissioner. The
Committee was also reminded that it recommended that once an insurer had exhausted its attempts to
audit the policy pursuant to Insurance Code Section 11760.1, the insurer should submit the unit statistical
report with the then-current estimated exposures without tripling them. This recommendation, however,
was not explicitly included in the USRP.
To address questions about how to report the estimated exposure amounts when additional estimated
premium is charged pursuant to Insurance Code Section 11760.1, staff recommended that the USRP be
amended to clarify that estimated exposure amounts should be reported as the current estimated
amounts and not tripled.
Following staff’s presentation, a motion was made, seconded and unanimously passed to include the
proposed amendment in the January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing.
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Recommendation
Amend Part 4, Section IV, Exposure Information, Rule 4, Exposure Amount, to clarify the reporting of
estimated exposure when a surcharge pursuant to California Insurance Code Section 11760.1 has been
applied.
PROPOSED
Section IV – Exposure Information
4. Exposure Amount
Report the total audited exposure for each standard classification code. (See the definition of “Audited
Exposure” as applicable to this Plan.) Report payroll dollars rounded to the nearest whole dollar amount.
Report non-payroll exposures to the nearest tenth of a unit. Payrolls or other applicable exposure
amounts reported shall be obtained in accordance with the provisions of this Plan.
In those cases where it is not possible to obtain audited exposure figures, the insurer shall submit a
statement indicating the reasons why audited exposure figures cannot be obtained. (SeeIf pursuant to
Section III, Link Data and Header Record Information, Rule 5, for reporting the “Estimated Audit Code”.),
the exposure is considered estimated, report the current estimated exposure. Do not adjust the estimated
exposure to reflect any additional premium the insurer has charged in accordance with California
Insurance Code Section 11760.1.
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Item III-J
Proposed Classification Enhancements to the California Workers’

Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995
The Committee was reminded that the WCIRB continually reviews the standard classifications contained
in the California Workers’ Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995 to ensure that the
intended application of each classification is comprehensive and clear. Over the past year, WCIRB staff
identified several classifications that could be clarified and, therefore, recommended revisions for clarity,
consistency and to provide direction about how related operations are to be classified. During the
meeting, staff provided additional clarifying changes to Classification 8006(2), Stores – fruit or vegetables,
that were not included in the Agenda.
Following staff’s presentation, a motion was made, seconded and unanimously passed to recommend
that the proposed changes, as amended, be included in the WCIRB’s January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing.
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Recommendation
Amend Part 3, Section IV, Rule 6, Stores, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
6. Stores



d. If a store maintains a department for the repair of items sold, the repair operations shall be classified
in accordance with the following:
(1) If more than 50% of the repair jobs involveare for warranty repair for which no fee is charged to
the customer, the repair operations are incidental to the store and the appropriate store classification shall be assigned in accordance with the Single Enterprise rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule
2, Single Enterprise.
(2) If 50% or more of the repair jobs involveare fee repair jobs, the store and repair department constitute Multiple Enterprises. Assign the repair operations in accordance with the Multiple Enterprises rule to either the appropriate repair or manufacturing classification or the appropriate store
classification. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 3, Multiple Enterprises.



h. If a store engages in the sale of gasoline or automobile services, the appropriate store classification
shall apply at each location wherein the sale of merchandise in the store, other than gasoline or automobile services, exceeds twenty-five percent (25%) of the total annual receipts for the location.
Employees engaged in the fueling, service or repair of automobiles or trucks shall be assigned to the
applicable gasoline station classification. Cashiers who work within the store and accept payments for
store merchandise and automobile services shall be assigned to the applicable store classification.
Examples
An employer operates a combination convenience store and retail gasoline station with 30% of gross
receipts developed in the sale of store merchandise. The store occupies 3,000 square feet and is
open 24 hours per day. All gasoline sales are controlled from inside the store. The operations of this
employer are assignable to Classification 8061, Stores – groceries or provisionsconvenience – retail.



*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Part 3, Section IV, Rule 7, Wrecking or Demolition and Building Raising or Moving, for clarity and
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
7. Wrecking or Demolition and Building Raising or Moving
a. In classifying wrecking or demolition work where a building or structure is razed or where a floor
or exterior wall is removed, the entire operations performed at the wrecking or demolition site, including the removal and loading of debris, concrete foundations, sidewalks, or floor slabs, and the
welding and cutting operations conducted in connection with the wrecking or demolition work
shall be assigned to one of the classifications listed in (1) through (5), below.




(5) Classification 6003(12), Pile DrivingWharf Building. This classification shall be assigned to
wrecking or demolition and raising or moving of all piers and wharves.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9180(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation and
maintenance of amusement devices, for clarity and consistency with prior approved changes.
PROPOSED
AMUSEMENT OR RECREATIONAL FACILITIES – N.O.C. – operation andor maintenance of
amusement devices – including ticket collectors connected therewith
This classification applies to the operation andor maintenance of amusement devices at recreational facilities, including but not limited to amusement parks, zoos, water parks, miniature golf
courses, batting cages, bumper car facilities, archery ranges, water excursions/tours and laser
tag, airsoft andor paintball facilities.
This classification also applies to guided tours for water-based activities or water-based athletic
or fitness instructional programs at locations other than swimming pools, including but not limited to surfing, scuba, kayaking, paddle boarding or kite surfing on lakes, bays, rivers or oceans.
This classification also applies to guided rafting, kayaking or wilderness expeditions, motorsports operations, andor ski instructors, ski patrol personnel andor employees engaged in ski
trail grooming at ski resort locations that exclusively provide Nordic (cross-country) skiing activities. This classification also applies to the detonation of fireworks for pyrotechnic displays.
Traveling carnivals or circuses shall be classified as 9185, Carnivals or Circuses.
Employers that operate boat marinas and boat rental facilities shall be classified as 9016(4),
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Boat Marina and Boat Rental Operation.
Bowling centers shall be classified as 9092(1), Bowling Centers.
Billiard halls shall be classified as 9092(2), Billiard Halls.
Skating rinks andor skate parks shall be classified as 9092(3), Skating Centers.
The operation of Alpine (downhill) ski resorts, including the operation of Nordic (cross-country)
ski trails at Alpine ski resort locations, shall be classified as 9184, Ski Resorts – Alpine.
Also refer to companion Classification 9016(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. –
all employees other than those engaged in the operation or maintenance of amusement devices, restaurants or retail stores.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9180(1) also performs duties
described by Classification 9016(1), the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 9016(1) and 9180(1), provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by
time cards or time book entries that show such division. See Part 3, Section V, Rule 3, Division
of Single Employee’s Payroll.
Restaurants andor retail stores shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 4511, Analytical or Testing Laboratories, for clarity and consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED

ANALYTICAL OR TESTING LABORATORIES – including outside operations and sample
collection – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the provision of testing andor research services for other concerns
on a fee basis, including but not limited to the testing of air, water, soil, metal, concrete and other building materials and agricultural products. This classification also applies to fee-based assaying, quality control examination andor testing of products such as electronic components;
assaying; andor the determinationing of the chemical composition of customer-submitted samples.
This classification also applies to motor vehicle emissions testing (smog tests) at locations
where the employer performs no automotive service or repair operations. Motor vehicle emissions testing at locations where the employer performs automotive service or repair operations
shall be assigned to the applicable Automotive Industry Group classification.
Classification 4511 applies to in-house research and development when such operations are not
performed in connection with, or in support of, any other operation of the employer. Research
and development that is performed in connection with other operations of the employer are a
General Inclusion. See Section III, General Classification Procedures, Rule 5, General
Inclusions.
The testing of construction building materials, by awhen conducted in connection with consulting
engineering firmperformed by the same employer, shall be classified as 8601(1), Engineers.
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The research of biomedical products shall be classified as 4512, Biomedical Research
Laboratories.
The diagnostic testing of blood, human tissues, blood or other biologic specimens on a fee basis
shall be classified as 8834, Physicians’ Practices and Outpatient Clinics.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 1463(1), Asphalt Works, to clarify its intended application and for consistency with
other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

ASPHALT WORKS – grinding, pulverizing or mixing asphalt

1463(1)

This classification applies to the production of asphalt. This classification also applies to the
manufacture of asphalt roofing shingles andor modified bitumen roofing materials.
Crushing or grinding of used asphalt or concrete to produce products that will be retained on an
8-mesh screen shall be classified as 1710, Stone Crushing. If the crushed or ground products
pass through an 8-mesh or finer screen, the crushing or grinding operations shall be classified
as 1741(1), Silica Grinding.
The manufacture of asphalt saturated building or roofing paper or felt shall be classified as
4283, Building or Roofing Paper or Felt Asphalt Saturation.
Asphalt distilling or refining shall be classified as 4740(2), Asphalt or Tar Distilling or Refining.
Digging, mining or quarrying shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8387(3), Automobile or Truck Washing Facilities, which is part of the Automobile
Industry Group, to clarify its intended application and for consistency with prior approved changes.
PROPOSED

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AUTOMOBILE OR TRUCK WASHING FACILITIES – all employees – including retail stores,
customer service representatives and cashiers – N.O.C.
This classification applies to washing, waxing andor polishing customers’ automobiles or trucks
on a fee basis. This classification also includesapplies to self-service automobile or truck washes andor the washing, waxing andor polishing of automobiles or trucks at customers’ locations.
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This classification does not apply to automobile or truck storage garages, parking stations or lots
that perform incidental services, including but not limited to the sale of gasoline or oil, washing,
polishing, or oil andor fluid replacement and gasoline or oil sales; such operations shall be classified as 8392, Automobile or Truck Storage Garages or Parking Stations or Lots.
This classification does not apply to facilities at which thewhere operations include the sale of
gasoline or fuel or the mechanical repair of automobiles or trucks. Refer to the Automotive Industry Group for a complete list of classifications applicable to automobile or truck service or repair facilities.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8389, Automobile or Truck Repair Facilities, which is part of the Automobile Industry
Group, to clarify its intended application, provide direction as to how related operations should be
classified and for consistency with prior approved changes.
PROPOSED

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AUTOMOBILE OR TRUCK REPAIR FACILITIES – no retail gasoline sales – all employees – including estimators, service writers and customer service representatives – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the mechanical repair of motor vehicles, including but not limited to
automobiles, trucks, buses, forklift trucks, golf carts, recreational vehicles and motor homes for
other concerns on a fee basis. Ooperations that are not more specifically described by another
Automotive Industry Group classification, includeing but are not limited to the repair of electrical
systems, air- conditioning systems, engines, brakes, suspension systems, exhaust systems, engine tune-ups, smog checks and windshield or window repair or replacement on motor vehicles
such as automobiles, trucks, buses, forklift trucks, golf carts, recreational vehicles and motor
homes for other concerns on a fee basis. This classification does not apply if the operations include the sale of gasoline, the sale of rubber tires exceeds 10% of the total gross receipts, the
operations primarily (over 50% of gross receipts) consist of transmission repair or rebuilding, or
the operations do not include mechanical repair as described above. Refer to the Automotive
Industry Group for a complete list of classifications applicable to automobile or truck service or
repair facilities.
Automobile or truck repair facilities that are engaged primarily (over 50% of gross receipts) in
the repair or rebuilding of automobile or truck transmissions shall be classified as 8397, Automobile or Truck Transmission Repairing and Rebuilding.
Towing, roadside assistance andor freeway service patrol operations when conducted on vehicles not owned by the employer shall be separately classified as 7227, Automobile or Truck
Towing, Roadside Assistance or Freeway Service Patrol.
“Roadside assistance” refers to services provided to the vehicle owner under an agreement with
a third party (such as a motor club or law enforcement agency). Contemplated services include
changing tires, jump-starting batteries, replacing batteries, supplying a small amount of gasoline
or performing minor vehicle repairs such as reattaching ignition wires or battery cables.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8393, Automobile or Truck Body Repairing and Painting, which is part of the
Automobile Industry Group, to clarify its intended application and for consistency with prior approved
changes.
PROPOSED

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AUTOMOBILE OR TRUCK BODY REPAIRING AND PAINTING – all employees including estimators, service writers and customer service representatives

8393

This classification applies to body repair and painting of automobiles, trucks or buses, including
outside body dent repair involving no painting, for other concerns on a fee basis. This classification includes mechanical repair operations that are performed on the same vehicles in connection with the automobile, truck or bus body repair and painting operations.
Automobile, truck or bus service facilities at whichwhere the operations solely include painting
automobile, truck or bus bodies and no body repairing is performed shall be classified as
9501(3), Painting – automobile or truck bodies.
Towing, roadside assistance andor freeway service patrol operations when conducted on vehicles not owned by the employer shall be separately classified as 7227, Automobile or Truck
Towing, Roadside Assistance or Freeway Service Patrol.
“Roadside assistance” refers to services provided to the vehicle owner under an agreement with
a third party (such as a motor club or law enforcement agency). Contemplated services include
changing tires, jump-starting batteries, replacing batteries, supplying a small amount of gasoline
or performing minor vehicle repairs such as reattaching ignition wires or battery cables.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8397, Automobile or Truck Transmission Repairing and Rebuilding, which is part of
the Automobile Industry Group, to clarify its intended application, provide direction as to how related
operations should be classified and for consistency with prior approved changes.
PROPOSED

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AUTOMOBILE OR TRUCK TRANSMISSION REPAIRING AND REBUILDING – including removal
and installation operations – all employees – including estimators, service writers and
customer service representatives
This classification applies to facilities engaged primarily (over 50% of gross receipts) in the repair or rebuilding of automobile or truck transmissions for customers on a fee basis.
Automobile or truck mechanical repair facilities that are not engaged primarily (over 50% of
gross receipts) in the repair or rebuilding of automobile or truck transmissions shall be classified
as 8389, Automobile or Truck Repair Facilities.
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This classification does not apply to automobile or truck service or repair facilities orEmployers
engaged in the rebuilding of used automobile or truck parts machining and rebuilding operations
that are not primarily engaged primarily (over 50% of gross receipts) in the repair andor rebuilding of automobile or truck transmissions; such operations shall be assigned to the applicable Automotive Industry Group classificationclassified as 3828, Automobile or Truck Parts Rebuilding.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 5146(1), Cabinet or Fixtures, for clarity and consistency with prior approved
changes.
PROPOSED
CABINET OR FIXTURES – portable; interior trim – installation – N.O.C.

5146(1)

At a particular job or location, Classification 5146(1) shall not be used for division of payroll in connection with Classifications 5403/5432, Carpentry, or 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
This classification applies to the following operations when the employer does not also perform
construction framing at the job or location: the installation of cabinets, fixtures, paneling, shutters, laminate wood or plastic countertops, mirrors, sliding wardrobe doors, accordion doors,
bathtub or shower enclosures, window screens, interior trim, builders finish, display racks, exhibit booths, restaurant andor store fixtures, theatrical scenery andor modular office partitions; and
toor the assembly, from prefabricated kits, of wooden residential greenhouses andor similar
wooden backyard structures, including but not limited to, gazebos, play structures and hot tub
enclosures. This classification also applies to the disassembly and reinstallation of modular furniture, partitions or workstations in connection with moving office furniture.
The installation of doors, door frames and sash, andor pre-glazed windows shall be classified as
5107, Door, Door Frame or Pre-Glazed Window Installation, provided no framing is performed
by the employer at the same job or location.
If the employer is engaged in wood or steel framing, any work described above that is performed
at such job or location shall be classified as 5403/5432, Carpentry, or 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The installation of hardwood floors, including baseboard molding in connection therewith, shall
be classified as 5436, Hardwood Floor Laying.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 5195, Communications Cabling, to clarify its intended application, provide direction
as to how related operations should be classified and for consistency with other proposed and prior
approved changes.
PROPOSED

COMMUNICATIONS CABLING – within buildings – including shop and outside

5195

This classification applies to the installation of low voltage cable for voice or data transmission
andor the splicing of fiber optic andcable or low voltage wire splicing performed within buildings,
utility vaults or boxes. This classification also applies to splicing fiber optic cables at ground level
for other concerns on a fee basis.
Classification 5195 does not apply when the low voltage cable is installed in connection with, or
incidental to, the installation of equipment or systems, including but not limited to telephone systemsinstruments, controls, telecommunication antennas, computers or computertelephone systems, cable or satellite television systems, building automation or energy management control
systems and sound or alarm systems, by the same contractoremployer. In such cases, all operations shall be assigned to the appropriate installation classification.
The installation of computer or telephone systems or equipment shall be classified as 5193,
Computer or Telephone System or Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of television, video, audio or radio equipment shall be classified as 9516, Television, Video, Audio or Radio Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of security alarm, fire alarm or life safety systems shall be classified as 7605,
Security Alarm, Fire Alarm or Life Safety Systems Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of programmable industrial controls shall be classified as 5130(1), Programmable Industrial Controls Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of building automation or energy management control systems shall be classified as 5130(2), Building Automation or Energy Management Control Systems Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of telecommunication antennas or antenna equipment that are located on rooftops, towers, structures or other exterior locations shall be classified as 9531(1), Telecommunication Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of satellite or non-satellite antennas or antenna equipment for television or internet connectivity shall be classified as 9531(2), Satellite Television or Internet Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of underground cabling shall be classified as 6325, Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
The installation of aerial cabling shall be classified as 7601, Aerial Line Construction.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 6325, Conduit Construction, to provide direction as to how related operations
should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

CONDUIT CONSTRUCTION OR UNDERGROUND WIRING – for cables or wires – including
tunneling at street crossings

6325

This classification applies to the construction of conduit for underground electric power cables or
wires, andor for low voltage or fiber optic networks for telephone, television, communication, data, fire alarm andor similar networks. This classification also applies to the installation of underground cabling within existing conduit, splicing underground cabling and the installation of
underground cabling without conduit or the splicing of underground cabling. This classification
also applies to the installation of street lighting systems, traffic signal systems andor commercial
parking lot lighting systems. This classification includes incidental excavation operations performed by the same employer in support of its conduit construction or underground wiring operations.
All tunneling other than at street crossings shall be separately classified.
Splicing fiber optic cables at ground level for other concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as
5195, Communications Cabling.
Aerial line construction for telephone, television, communication, data, fire alarm andor similar
low voltage or fiber optic networks shall be separately classified as 7601, Aerial Line Construction.
Aerial electric power line construction shall be separately classified as 7538, Electric Power Line
Construction.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9529(2), Decorating, to provide direction as to how related operations should be
classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

DECORATING – interior or exterior – hanging flags or bunting for conventions or celebrations
This classification applies to decorating the interior or exterior of buildings, streets, parking lots
andor malls with flags, banners, pennants andor bunting in connection with conventions, celebrations, festivals or parades. This classification also applies to the installation of seasonal decorations, including but not limited to garland, trees, stars, balloons, lights, inflatable figurines and
props. This classification includes the installation of similar items for advertising or commercial
purposes.
The erection, removal or repair of tents away from the shop shall be classified as 9529(3), Tent
– erection, removal or repair.
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Painting or wallpaper installation shall be classified as 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting or Wallpaper
Installation.
The installation or placement of house furnishings for other concerns on a fee basis shall be
classified as 9521(1), House Furnishings.
Interior decorators or designers who operate on a fee basis and do not engage in the installation
or placement of furnishings shall be classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, subject to the
Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
The installation of floor coverings, including but not limited to linoleum, vinyl, asphalt or rubber
tile, carpet or rugs within buildings shall be classified as 9521(2), Floor Covering.
The installation of window coverings shall be classified as 9521(3), Window Covering.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 3178, Electronic Element Mfg., which is part of the Electronics Industry Group, for
clarity.
PROPOSED

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
ELECTRONIC ELEMENT MFG. – N.O.C.

3178

This classification applies to the manufacture of electronic elements used to receive, store, govern or direct the flow of current within an electrical circuit. Electronic elements assigned to this
classification include but are not limited to transistors, resistors, capacitors, diodes, coils, transformers, filters, magnetic recording heads, potentiometers and transducers with a power rating
of less than 746 watts (one horsepower).
The manufacture of electronic elements used to receive, store, govern or direct the flow of current within an electrical circuit with a power rating of 746 watts or more shall be classified as
3643(1), Electric Power or Transmission Equipment Mfg., or 3643(2), Electric Control Panel or
Switchgear Mfg. The manufacture of electronic elements that are rated both at less than 746
watts and at 746 watts and above shall be classified based on the primary (over 50% of shop
time) operation.
The manufacture of electronic elements for inclusion in an electrical or electronic product manufactured by the employer shall be assigned to the applicable electrical or electronic product
manufacturing classification.
The manufacture of electronic integrated circuit chips or semiconductor wafers shall be classified as 4112, Integrated Circuit and Semiconductor Wafer Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 3573, Power Supply Mfg., which is part of the Electronics Industry Group, for clarity.
PROPOSED

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
POWER SUPPLY MFG.

3573

This classification applies to the manufacture or shop repair of power supplies with a power rating of less than 746 watts (one horsepower).
The manufacture or shop repair of power supplies with a power rating of 746 watts or more shall
be classified as 3643(1), Electric Power or Transmission Equipment Mfg. The manufacture of
power supplies that are rated both at less than 746 watts and at 746 watts and above shall be
classified based on the primary (over 50% of shop time) operation.
The manufacture of power supplies for inclusion in an electrical or electronic product manufactured by the employer shall be assigned to the applicable electrical or electronic product manufacturing classification.
The installation or repair of power supplies away from the shop shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8601(1), Engineers, to clarify its intended application.
PROPOSED

ENGINEERS – consulting – mechanical, civil, electrical andor mining engineers andor architects – not engaged in actual construction or operation – including Outside Salespersons
and Clerical Office Employees
This classification applies to engineering andor architectural consultants who provide technical
advice to construction companies, land development companies, building contractors andor similar concerns on a fee basis, or to the testing of construction building materials in connection
with consulting engineering performed by the same employer. This classification also applies to
land surveying prior to andor during construction for separate concerns on a fee basis.
Engineering, when performed in support of an employer’s own manufacturing, processing or
construction operations, is assigned to the applicable manufacturing, processing or construction
classification or to the applicable Standard Exception classification.
This classification also applies to fee-based construction management companies that do not
engage in or supervise construction operations, but serve as an intermediary between the
general contractor and project owner, or otherwise provide expertise regarding a construction
project.
Forest engineers shall be classified as 8601(4), Forest Engineers.
Oil or gas geologists or scouts shall be classified as 8601(2), Oil or Gas Geologists or Scouts.
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Fee-based testing operations, including but not limited to the testing of air, water, soil, metal,
concrete and other building materials not resulting in recommendations, remediation options or
design advice shall be classified as 4511, Analytical or Testing Laboratories.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 0050, Farm Machinery Operation, to clarify its intended application and for
consistency with other proposed and prior approved changes.
PROPOSED

FARM MACHINERY OPERATION – by contractors – including yard employees

0050

This classification applies to employers that provide machinery and operating crews to conduct
mechanized farming operations for separate concerns on a fee basis. Such operations include
but are not limited to soil preparation, harvesting, pruning, baling, threshing and the application
of insecticides, fertilizers, herbicides andor seeds using farm equipmentmachinery.
The aerial application of insecticides, fertilizers, herbicides andor seeds onto farmlands shall be
classified as 7409, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying andor seeding – members of the flying crew, and 7410, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying or seeding
– not members of the flying crew.
Contract grading of farm land shall be classified as 6218(3)/6220(3), Land Leveling – grading
farm lands.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 0079(2), Bush Berry Crops, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
BUSH BERRY CROPS

0079(2)

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting, including field
packing, of bush berries, such as raspberries, olallieberries (blackberries), blueberries and
boysenberries.
The washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling or otherwise preparing of fresh fruit for
shipment (not field packing) shall be separately classified as 2107, Fruit – fresh fruit packing and
handling.
The cultivation and harvesting, including field packing, of strawberries shall be classified as
0079(1), Strawberry Crops.
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Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 0044, Cotton Farms, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide direction
as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
COTTON FARMS

0044

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting of cotton.
Cotton gin operations, including cotton compressing, shall be separately classified as 0401, Cotton Gin Operation.
The purchase and sale of cotton, including cotton compressing, shall be classified as 0400(1),
Cotton Merchants.
The contract storage of baled cotton, including cotton compressing, shall be classified as
0400(2), Warehouses – cotton.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 0171, Field Crops, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide direction as
to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
FIELD CROPS

0171

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting of hay; alfalfa;
flax; safflower; maize; all sorghums; or all the cereal grains, including but not limited to wheat,
barley, rice, feed corn and oats; all sorghums; flax; safflower and maize.
Mechanized harvesting operations performed on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm
Machinery Operation.
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The cultivation and harvesting, including field packing, of sweet (edible) corn, shall be classified
as 0172, Truck Farms.
The cultivation and harvesting of grass sod for use in landscaping shall be classified as 0005,
Nurseries.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 0016, Orchards – citrus and deciduous fruits, which is part of the Farms Industry
Group, to provide direction as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
ORCHARDS – citrus andor deciduous fruits

0016

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting, including field
packing, of citrus andor deciduous fruit crops, including but not limited to oranges, lemons, limes, tangerines, kumquats, grapefruit, plums, peaches, cherries and nectarines, and includes
the use of trellis systems or dwarf trees. This classification also includesapplies to the cultivation
and harvesting of avocados, figs (other than Kadota figs) and olives.
This classification also includes the cultivation and harvesting of citrus and deciduous fruit crops
using trellis systems or dwarf trees.
The washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling or otherwise preparing of deciduous
fruit, olives andor avocados for shipment (not field packing) shall be separately classified as
2107, Fruit – fresh fruit packing and handling.
The washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling or otherwise preparing of citrus fruit
for shipment (not field packing) shall be separately classified as 2108, Fruit – citrus fruit packing
and handling.
Contract mechanizedProviding machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming
or harvesting operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm
Machinery Operation.
Contract harvesting operations involving hand labor only shall be classified as 0016.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 0045, Orchards, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide direction as
to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
ORCHARDS – nut crops

0045

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting of nut tree
crops, including but not limited to almonds, walnuts and pistachios.
Hulling, shelling or processing of nuts shall be separately classified as 0096, Nut Hulling,
Shelling or Processing.
Contract mechanized harvesting operations shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.
The cultivation and harvesting of peanuts shall be classified as 0041, Potato Crops.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 0041, Potato Crops, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide direction
as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
POTATO CROPS

0041

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting, including field
packing, of all types of potatoes, sweet potatoes andor yams. This classification also applies to
the cultivation and harvesting of peanuts, horseradish, taro root andor sugar beets.
The washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling or otherwise preparing of potatoes,
sweet potatoes, yams, horseradish, taro root andor sugar beets for shipment (not field packing)
shall be separately classified as 8209, Vegetables.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 0034(2), Sheep Raising and Hog Farms, which is part of the Farms Industry Group,
to provide direction as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
SHEEP, RAISING AND HOG OR CALF FARMS

0034(2)

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the raising of sheep, and hogs or calves.
This classification includes the slaughtering or butchering of animals when performed by the
same employer.
This classification also applies to the raising of calves for sale to others, miniature horses (not to
exceed 38 inches in height), llamas andor alpacas.
This classification includes growing feed, hay or grain crops when more than 50% of such crops
are used by the employer. Cultivation and harvesting of crops that are primarily sold to others
shall be assigned to the appropriate Farms Industry Group classification.
The feeding and fattening of sheep, and hogs or calves prior to slaughter performed on a fee
basis at feed yards shall be classified as 0038(2), Livestock Feed Yards.
The raising of beef cattle andor horses shall be classified as 0038(1), Stock Farms. The raising
of replacement dairy heifers shall be classified as 0036, Dairy Farms.
Slaughtering or Bbutchering operations performed by separate concerns shall be classified as
2081(1), Butchering.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 0038(1), Stock Farms, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
STOCK FARMS – beef cattle andor horses

0038(1)

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the raising of beef cattle andor horses.
This classification includes growing feed, hay or grain crops when more than 50% of such crops
are used by the employer. Cultivation and harvesting of crops that are primarily sold to others
shall be assigned to the appropriate Farms Industry Group classification.
The raising of calves for sale to others shall be classified as 0034(2), Sheep, Raising and Hog or
Calf Farms.
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The raising of replacement dairy heifers shall be classified as 0036, Dairy Farms.
The raising and training of horses with no horse breeding or birthing operations shall be classified as 7207(1), Stables – all employees, 8631, Racing Stables – all other employees, or
7207(5), Racing Stables – harness racing.
The raising of miniature horses (not to exceed 38 inches in height) shall be classified as
0034(2), Sheep, Raising and Hog or Calf Farms.
Slaughtering or Bbutchering operations shall be separately classified as 2081(1), Butchering.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 0079(1), Strawberry Crops, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED

FARMS
STRAWBERRY CROPS

0079(1)

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting, including field
packing, of strawberries.
The precooling of field packed strawberries shall be separately classified as 8291(1), Warehouses – cold storage.
The cultivation and harvesting, including field packing, of bush berries shall be classified as
0079(2), Bush Berry Crops.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 0172, Truck Farms, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide direction
as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
TRUCK FARMS

0172

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting, including field
packing, of garden vegetables, including but not limited to tomatoes, lettuce, carrots, onions,
peas and sweet corn. This classification also applies to the cultivation and harvesting of melons,
dry peas, dry beans, soybeans, mushrooms, bean sprouts andor flower andor vegetable seeds.
This classification also applies to the cultivation of garden vegetables using hydroponic farming
methods andor the raising of earthworms andor snails.
The washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling or otherwise preparing of vegetables
for shipment (not field packing) shall be separately classified as 8209, Vegetables.
The growing of vegetable plants for sale to others shall be classified as 0005, Nurseries.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 0040, Vineyards, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide direction as
to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
VINEYARDS

0040

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting, including field
packing, of all grapes (table, wine or raisin), kiwifruit, jojoba, hops andor Kadota figs, and also
includes the field drying of grapes to produce raisins.
The washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling or otherwise preparing of fresh grapes
for shipment (not field packing) shall be separately classified as 2107, Fruit – fresh fruit packing
and handling.
The drying of grapes within buildings or sheds (not field drying) shall be separately classified as
2102, Fruit or Vegetable Evaporation or Dehydrating.
The production of wine shall be separately classified as 2142(1), Wineries.
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Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 3175, Furnace or Heater Mfg., for clarity and consistency with prior approved
changes.
PROPOSED
FURNACE OR HEATER MFG.

3175

This classification applies to the manufacture of industrial ovens or kilns, or commercial or
household furnaces. This classification also applies to the manufacture of metal fireplaces, gas
or propane space heaters, paint booth heaters, industrial clothes dryers andor crematory
equipment.
The installation, service or repair of industrial ovens or kilns shall be classified as 3724(1), Millwright Work.
The installation, service andor repair of heaters andor furnaces within commercial andor residential buildings shall be classified as 5183(3)/5187(3), Heating andor Air Conditioning Equipment, provided the same employer does not engage in the installation of ductwork at the same
job or location. The installation andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where
ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified
as 5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The manufacture of portable electric space heaters shall be classified as 3570, Electric Appliance Mfg.
The manufacture of wood burning stoves, or gas or electric commercial or household stoves or
ovens used in cooking or baking food shall be classified as 3169(1), Stove or Oven Mfg.
The manufacture of commercial andor household water heaters if 50% or more of the metal
used is lighter than #9 gauge shall be classified as 3169(2), Water Heater Mfg. If more than 50%
of the metal used is #9 gauge or heavier, the manufacture of commercial andor household water
heaters shall be classified as 3620(1), Boiler Mfg.
The manufacture of swimming pool andor spa water heaters shall be classified as 3501(2), Machinery Mfg. – swimming pool andor spa.
The manufacture of commercial food processing equipment or machinery shall be classified as
3560(1), Machinery Mfg. – commercial food processing equipment.
The manufacture of industrial autoclaves shall be separately classified as 3560(2), Machinery
Mfg. – industrial.
Foundry operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8293(2), Furniture Moving, for clarity and consistency with prior approved changes.
PROPOSED
FURNITURE MOVING – including packing or handling

8293(2)

This classification applies to transporting, preparing or packing of furniture or household goods
for other concerns on a fee basis. This classification also applies to transporting, preparing or
packing of office furniture or fixtures for other concerns on a fee basis.
The storage of new furniture for furniture manufacturers or stores shall be classified as 8292,
Warehouses – general merchandise.
The storage of furniture or household goods for other concerns on a fee basis shall be classified
as 8293(1), Warehouses – furniture.
The storage of portable storage units, regardless of their contents, shall be classified as 8292,
Warehouses – general merchandise.
The transporting of furniture under contract for furniture manufacturers or stores shall be classified as 7219(1), Trucking Firms.
The disassembly and reinstallation of modular furniture, partitions andor workstations in connection with moving office furniture shall be separately classified as 5146(1), Cabinet or Fixtures.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 4130, Glass Merchants, for clarity.
PROPOSED
GLASS MERCHANTS – including bending, grinding, beveling or silvering plate glass – including counterpersons
This classification applies to glass dealers or shops that sell glass stock or insulated glass units
to other concerns. This classification also applies to related fabrication, including but not limited
to the cutting, beveling, tempering, laminating and polishing of glass as required by customer
orders., This classification includesand the incidental engraving of the fabricated glass. This
classification also applies to the manufacture of mirrored glass by silvering. This classification
includes the shop repair of glass items, including but not limited to windows, mirrors and table
tops.
Glass cutting operations that are incidental toperformed in connection with door or window manufacturing operations by the same employer shall be classified as 3060(1), Door or Window Mfg.
– metal or plastic.
The manufacture of blown glass or hand-assembled glass products shall be classified as
4111(1), Glassware Mfg. – no automatic or semi-automatic machines.
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The manufacture of glass products by use of automatic or semi-automatic machines shall be
classified as 4114, Glassware Mfg. – N.O.C.
The manufacture of stained glass windows, leaded glass windows, art glass panels, glass mosaics andor lampshades shall be classified as 4111(3), Cathedral or Art Glass Products Mfg.
The installation of tub andor shower enclosures, mirrors, mirrored wardrobe doors andor window
screens shall be separately classified as 5146(1), Cabinet or Fixtures.
The repair or replacement of automobile or truck glass shall be separately classified as 8389,
Automobile or Truck Repair Facilities.
The installation of glass panes or insulated glass units at customers’ locations shall be separately classified as 5467/5470, Glaziers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classifications 5183(3)/5187(3), Heating and Air Conditioning Equipment, for clarity.
PROPOSED
HEATING ANDOR AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT – installation, service andor repair – including shop and outside – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.

5183(3)

This classification applies to the installation, service andor repair of warm air andor hydronic
heating andor air conditioning equipment within commercial andor residential buildings provided
the same employer does not engage in the installation of ductwork at the same job or location.
The installation andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified as
5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The manufacture of air conditioning systems or equipment, or the shop repair of air conditioning
systems or equipment by employers that do not perform installation, service or repair at customers’ locations shall be classified as 3165(1), Air Conditioning or Refrigeration Equipment Mfg.
The manufacture of commercial or household furnaces or gas or propane heaters, or the shop
repair of commercial or household furnaces or gas or propane heaters by employers that do not
perform installation, service or repair at customers’ locations shall be classified as 3175, Furnace or Heater Mfg.
The installation, service andor repair of commercial refrigeration equipment shall be classified as
5183(2)/5187(2), Refrigeration Equipment.
The installation of plate steel boilers shall be separately classified as 3726, Boiler Installation,
Service or Repair.
HEATING ANDOR AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT – installation, service andor repair – including shop and outside – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds
$26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
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the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $26.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5183(3), Heating andor Air Conditioning Equipment.
This classification applies to the installation, service andor repair of warm air andor hydronic
heating andor air conditioning equipment within commercial andor residential buildings provided
the same employer does not engage in the installation of ductwork at the same job or location.
The installation andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified as
5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The manufacture of air conditioning systems or equipment, or the shop repair of air conditioning
systems or equipment by employers that do not perform installation, service or repair at customers’ locations shall be classified as 3165(1), Air Conditioning or Refrigeration Equipment Mfg.
The manufacture of commercial or household furnaces or gas or propane heaters, or the shop
repair of commercial or household furnaces or gas or propane heaters by employers that do not
perform installation, service or repair at customers’ locations shall be classified as 3175, Furnace or Heater Mfg.
The installation, service andor repair of commercial refrigeration equipment shall be classified as
5183(2)/5187(2), Refrigeration Equipment.
The installation of plate steel boilers shall be separately classified as 3726, Boiler Installation,
Service or Repair.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9521(2), House Furnishings, for consistency with other proposed changes and for
clarity.
PROPOSED

HOUSE FURNISHINGS – N.O.C. – installation – including upholstering
This classification applies to the installation or placement of house furnishings, including but not
limited to freestanding furniture, fireplace hardware, wall padding, wall upholstery, upholstered
acoustical wall panels and decorative accessories when there is no other classification that
more accurately describes the operations. This classification also applies to picture hanging or
artwork installation services for separate concerns on a fee basis.
The installation of cabinets, fixtures, paneling, shutters, sliding wardrobe doors, accordion doors,
bathtub enclosures, interior trim, builders finish, display racks, exhibit booths, restaurant or store
fixtures, theatrical scenery, modular office partitions or laminate, wood or plastic countertops,
shall be classified as 5146(1), Cabinet or Fixtures.
The installation of wWindow coverings installation other than shutters within buildings shall be
classified as 9521(3), Window Covering.
The installation of hHousehold appliances installation shall be classified as 9519(1), Household
Appliances.
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The installation ofPainting or wallpaper installation shall be classified as 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or PWallpaper HangingInstallation.
The transporting of household goods or furniture, office furniture or fixtures for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 8293(2), Furniture Moving.
The installation of fFloor coverings andor light fixtures installation shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 3560(2), Machinery Mfg. – industrial, for clarity.
PROPOSED
MACHINERY MFG. – industrial – N.O.C.

3560(2)

This classification applies to the manufacture of industrial machinery utilized in metal working,
woodworking, plastics manufacturing, textiles, paper producing, printing andor chemical industries. This includes itemsindustrial machinery such as lathes, drills, printing equipment, bindery
equipment, robotics equipment, power presses, plating units, autoclaves and chemical mixers.
Installation or repair operations away from the shop shall be separately classified.
The manufacture of commercial food processing equipment or machinery shall be classified as
3560(1), Machinery Mfg. – commercial food processing equipment.
The manufacture of material handling equipment shall be classified as 3560(3), Machinery Mfg.
– material handling equipment.
The manufacture of portable power tools shall be classified as 3501(1), Machinery Mfg. – portable tools and lawn care.
The manufacture or shop repair of agricultural, construction, mining or ore milling equipment
shall be classified as 3507, Machinery or Equipment Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 5027, Masonry – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed
$27.00 per hour, for clarity.
PROPOSED

MASONRY – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $27.00 per hour
– N.O.C.
This classification applies to the construction of structures, load bearing andor non-load bearing
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walls, fences, fireplaces, walkways, retaining walls, barbecues, enclosures andor similar items
using masonry materials, including but not limited to brick, natural or manufactured stone, concrete block and glass block. This classification also applies to the installation of swimming pool
coping, fireproofing tile or cemetery monuments.
The installation of adhered or bonded lightweight architectural non-load bearing stone or brick
veneer products shall be classified as 5348, Tile, Stone, Mosaic or Terrazzo Work.
Masonry work performed in connection with sewer construction shall be classified as 6307/6308,
Sewer Construction.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 5028, Masonry – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00
per hour, for clarity.
PROPOSED

MASONRY – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00 per hour –
N.O.C.
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $27.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5027, Masonry.
This classification applies to the construction of structures, load bearing andor non-load bearing
walls, fences, fireplaces, walkways, retaining walls, barbecues, enclosures andor similar items
using masonry materials, including but not limited to brick, natural or manufactured stone, concrete block and glass block. This classification also applies to the installation of swimming pool
coping, fireproofing tile or cemetery monuments.
The installation of adhered or bonded lightweight architectural non-load bearing stone or brick
veneer products shall be classified as 5348, Tile, Stone, Mosaic or Terrazzo Work.
Masonry work performed in connection with sewer construction shall be classified as 6307/6308,
Sewer Construction.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 3018, Steel Making or Processing, which is part of the Metal Working Classifications
Industry Group, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

METAL WORKING CLASSIFICATIONS
STEEL MAKING OR PROCESSING

3018

This classification applies to the reduction andor casting of metal and the subsequent rolling or
rerolling of hot or cold steel to produce steel products, including but not limited to plate, sheet,
rod, tube, pipe andor coil stock.
Employers exclusively engaged in rolling or drawing metal shall be classified as follows:
1.

Employers engaged in the heating and rolling of metal stock shall be classified as 3018.

2.

Employers engaged in the rerolling of metal stock shall be classified as 3018 if 50% or more
of the metal stock used is #9 gauge or heavier.

1.3. Employers engaged in the rerolling of cold metal stock shall be classified as 3400, Metal
Goods Mfg., if more than 50% of the metal stock used is lighter than #9 gauge.
2.

Employers engaged in the rerolling of metal stock shall be classified as 3018 if 50% or more
of the metal stock used is #9 gauge or heavier.

4.

Employers engaged in the drawing of metal to produce rod stock 1/2" in diameter andor
larger shall be classified as 3018.

3.5. Employers engaged in the drawing of metal to produce wire or rod stock less than 1/2" in
diameter shall be classified as 3241, Wire, Wire Rope or Wire Cable Mfg.
4.

Employers engaged in the heating of metal stock and processing of same by rolling shall be
classified as 3018.

Wire drawing shall be separately classified.
The manufacture of nonferrous extruded metal forms shall be classified as 3022, Pipe, Tube or
Extrusion Mfg.
The fabrication of miscellaneous plate steel products andor metal tanks when more than 50% of
the metal used is #9 gauge or heavier shall be classified as 3620(2), Plate Steel Products
Fabrication.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 3724(1), Millwright Work, to clarify its intended application
PROPOSED

MILLWRIGHT WORK – N.O.C. – erection or repair of machinery or equipment

3724(1)

This classification applies to the outside operation, installation or repair of machinery or equipment, including but not limited to pumps (such as gasoline, oil and water pumps), generators,
sawmill equipment, conveyor systems, food processing equipment, printing presses, automated
“pick and place” machinery, industrial laundry equipment, filling and bottling equipment, industrial scales, escalators, farm machinery, riding lawnmowers and air compressors unless the work
is specifically described by another classification.
This classification does not apply to the operation, installation or repair of machinery or equipment at facilities both occupied and operated by the employer; such operations shall be assigned to the governing classification.
Shop manufacturing or repair operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 2797(1), Mobile, Modular or Manufactured Home Mfg., for clarity.
PROPOSED

MOBILE, MODULAR OR MANUFACTURED HOME OR BUILDING MFG. – shop or yard work only
This classification applies to employers engaged in the manufacture of mobile, modular or manufactured buildings, including but not limited to mobile homes, modular buildings and construction office trailers at a permanent shop or yard location.
The construction, erection or assembly of modular or manufactured homes or buildings away
from the shop shall be separately classified.
Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of individual wooden building components (not complete buildings) shall be classified as 2819, Truss or Building Components Mfg.
Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of campers, travel trailers andor motor homes shall be
classified as 2797(3), Recreational Vehicle Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 9033, Housing Authorities, which is part of the Municipal, State or Other Public
Agencies Industry Group, for consistency with prior approved changes.
PROPOSED
MUNICIPAL, STATE OR OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES
HOUSING AUTHORITIES – all employees – including resident or on-site managers

9033

When lodging is provided by the employer, the total remuneration shall include the market value of such lodging to the employee.
This classification applies to public agencies that provide housing or housing assistance to individuals in need. The housing authority may own and operate the housing or provide financial
assistance in the form of housing vouchers, which allow clients to reside in approved housing
operated by other concerns. This classification includes but is not limited to resident or on-site
property managers and property maintenance andor repair staff.
On-site property managers are those employees whose base of operations is at any property location that they are employed to manage. The term “resident” shall refer to any employee who
resides at a property managed by the employer.
The preparation or serving of hot foods shall be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or
Taverns.
Day care centers operated by housing authorities shall be separately classified as 9059, Day
Care Centers.
Employees engaged exclusively in determining the eligibility of properties owned and operated
by separate parties for rental subsidies shall be classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside,
subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
New construction, alteration or demolition work shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 6003(1), Pile Driving, to clarify its intended application.
PROPOSED

PILE DRIVING

6003(1)

This classification applies to employers engaged in driving concrete, steel or wood piles into the
earth to provide foundation support for buildings andor other structures.
Pile driving operations in connection with wharf building shall be classified as 6003(2), Wharf
Building.
Building foundation preparation work, including but not limited to the drilling of foundation holes
and the subsequent construction of poured in place foundation piers to completion of the sub172
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structure, including incidental pile driving, shall be classified as 6258, Foundation Preparation
Work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classifications 5183(1)/5187(1), Plumbing, for consistency with prior approved changes.
PROPOSED
PLUMBING – including shop and outside – gas, steam, hot water or other pipe fittings installation, including house connections installation – employees whose regular hourly wage
does not equal or exceed $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the installation, service andor repair of plumbing systems, including
but not limited to piping, valves, faucets, toilets, sinks, showers, bathtubs, water heaters and water heatersing systems within the property line of commercial or residential properties. This classification also applies to drain clearing operations for pipe that does not exceed 6” in diameter.
This classification includes incidental excavation operations performed by the same employer in
support of its plumbing operations.
This classification also applies to the installation andor repair of solar water heating systems,
swimming pool plumbing, water meters andor central vacuum systems. This classification also
applies to the installation andor repair of radiators used for heating, oil or gas burners and radiators used for heating, burner dampers, air diffusers or burner rings.
This classification also applies to the installation andor repair of outdoor sprinkler systems provided the employer is not primarily engaged in landscape gardening operations at the same job
or location. If the employer is primarily engaged in landscape gardening at a particular job or location, sprinkler installation or repair at such job or location shall be classified as 0042, Landscape Gardening.
The installation of underground water, gas or sewer lines along streets andor roads shall be
classified as 6315(1)/6316(1), Water Mains or Connections Construction, 6315(2)/6316(2), Gas
Mains or Connections Construction, or 6307/6308, Sewer Construction, respectively.
The installation of sewer lines within property lines where the sewer pipe exceeds 6” in diameter
shall be classified as 6307/6308, Sewer Construction.
The cleaning of sewer lines within property lines where the sewer pipe exceeds 6” in diameter
shall be classified as 9402, Sewer, Tank or Hazardous Spill Cleaning.
The installation, service or repair of water softening, conditioning or filtration systems shall be
classified as 9519(4), Water Softening, Conditioning or Filtration Systems.
Automatic fire suppression sprinkler system installation within buildings shall be classified as
5185/5186, Automatic Sprinkler Installation.
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PLUMBING – including shop and outside – gas, steam, hot water or other pipe fittings installation, including house connections installation – employees whose regular hourly wage
equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $26.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5183(1), Plumbing.
This classification applies to the installation, service andor repair of plumbing systems, including
but not limited to piping, valves, faucets, toilets, sinks, showers, bathtubs, water heaters and water heatersing systems within the property line of commercial or residential properties. This classification also applies to drain clearing operations for pipe that does not exceed 6” in diameter.
This classification includes incidental excavation operations performed by the same employer in
support of its plumbing operations.
This classification also applies to the installation andor repair of solar water heating systems,
swimming pool plumbing, water meters andor central vacuum systems. This classification also
applies to the installation andor repair of radiators used for heating, oil or gas burners, and radiators used for heatingburner dampers, air diffusers or burner rings.
This classification also applies to the installation andor repair of outdoor sprinkler systems provided the employer is not primarily engaged in landscape gardening operations at the same job
or location. If the employer is primarily engaged in landscape gardening at a particular job or location, sprinkler installation or repair at such job or location shall be classified as 0042, Landscape Gardening.
The installation of underground water, gas or sewer lines along streets andor roads shall be
classified as 6315(1)/6316(1), Water Mains or Connections Construction, 6315(2)/6316(2), Gas
Mains or Connections Construction, or 6307/6308, Sewer Construction, respectively.
The installation of sewer lines within property lines where the sewer pipe exceeds 6” in diameter
shall be classified as 6307/6308, Sewer Construction.
The cleaning of sewer lines within property lines where the sewer pipe exceeds 6” in diameter
shall be classified as 9402, Sewer, Tank or Hazardous Spill Cleaning.
The installation, service or repair of water softening, conditioning or filtration systems shall be
classified as 9519(4), Water Softening, Conditioning or Filtration Systems.
Automatic fire suppression sprinkler system installation within buildings shall be classified as
5185/5186, Automatic Sprinkler Installation.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8017(9), Product Demonstrators and Sample Distributors, to provide direction as to
how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

PRODUCT DEMONSTRATORS ANDOR SAMPLE DISTRIBUTORS – by contractors – in stores

8017(9)

This classification applies to employers that provide product demonstrators andor sample distributors to promote products or services in stores, such asincluding but not limited to retail
warehouse stores, grocery, stores and department and retail warehouse stores. Operations include demonstrating products, distributing samples or offering promotional materials to store patrons. Food product demonstrators may set up display tables and operate appliances to prepare
food product samples that are distributed to store patrons.
This classification does not apply to store employees engaged in in-store product demonstration
or sample distribution. Such operations shall be assigned to the applicable sStores Industry
Group classification.
This classification does not apply to employees of manufacturers or distributors engaged in
product demonstration or sample distribution. Such operations shall be classified as 8742,
Salespersons – Outside, subject to the Standards Exception rule (see Section III, General Classification Procedures, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions) or the applicable manufacturing, store or
dealer classification.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classifications 5183(2)/5187(2), Refrigeration Equipment, for clarity.
PROPOSED
REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT – not household units – installation, service andor repair – including shop and outside – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the installation, service andor repair of commercial refrigeration
systems andor equipment, including but not limited to walk-in refrigerators, commercial refrigerators or freezers, refrigerated display cases, refrigerated drinking fountains and ice makers.
The manufacture of commercial refrigeration systems or equipment, or shop repair of commercial refrigeration systems or equipment by employers that do not perform installation, service or
repair at customers’ locations shall be classified as 3165(1), Air Conditioning or Refrigeration
Equipment Mfg.
The installation, service andor repair of household refrigeration equipment shall be classified as
9519(1), Household Appliances.
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REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT – not household units – installation, service andor repair – including shop and outside – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds
$26.00 per hour – N.O.C.

5187(2)

Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $26.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5183(2), Refrigeration Equipment.
This classification applies to the installation, service andor repair of commercial refrigeration
systems andor equipment, including but not limited to walk-in refrigerators, commercial refrigerators or freezers, refrigerated display cases, refrigerated drinking fountains and ice makers.
The manufacture of commercial refrigeration systems or equipment, or shop repair of commercial refrigeration systems or equipment by employers that do not perform installation, service or
repair at customers’ locations shall be classified as 3165(1), Air Conditioning or Refrigeration
Equipment Mfg.
The installation, service or repair of household refrigeration equipment shall be classified as
9519(1), Household Appliances.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9531(2), Satellite Television or Internet Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or
Repair, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
SATELLITE TELEVISION OR INTERNET ANTENNA EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR
REPAIR – including shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of satellite and non-satellite antenna-based television and internet connectivity equipment, including but not limited to exterior dish
or other antenna components, and switchers, routers, converter boxes, modems and other system components that may be installed indoors or outdoors in connection therewith. This classification includes low voltage cable installation and the connection of television, computer, router
and similar connectivity equipment when performed in connection with antenna-based television
or internet systems installation, service or repair by the same employer.
The installation of low voltage cabling within buildings that is not performed in connection with
the installation, service or repair of antenna-based satellite television and internet connectivity
equipment by the same employer shall be classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
The installation, service or repair of cable television equipment for television and internet
connectivity that does not include antennas, including but not limited to cable converter boxes,
modems, high definition digital video recorders, coaxial cables, connectors and similar items,
shall be classified as 9516, Television, Video, Audio or Radio Equipment Installation, Service or
Repair.
Operations performed by Federal Communications Commission licensed telecommunications
companies shall be classified as 7600, Telecommunications Companies.
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Store operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9507(1), Sign Painting or Lettering, which is part of the Sign Industry Group, for
consistency with prior approved changes.
PROPOSED
SIGN INDUSTRY
SIGN PAINTING OR LETTERING – shop andor outside – including counterpersons

9507(1)

This classification applies to employers that apply painted or adhesive lettering andor graphics
onto surfaces, including but not limited to customers’ buildings, structures, windows, signs and
banners. This classification also includes the application of painted or adhesive lettering, signage, striping, adhesive wraps andor window tint film onto automobiles, trucks or buses by employers not engaged in automobile, truck or bus painting or body repairing.
Employees engaged exclusively in the design andor production of vinyl letters andor graphics
using office type computers andor plotters/printers shall be classified as 8810, Clerical Office
Employees, provided such operations are separated from sign painting and lettering activitiessubject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Section III, General Classification Procedures,
Rule 4, Standard Exceptions. The application of painted or vinyl letters or graphics onto a surface shall be classified as 9507(1).
The manufacture of metal, plastic andor wood signs, including but not limited to cabinet signs,
channel letter signs, two-dimensional signs and three-dimensional signs involving the fabrication
and assembly of sign parts and associated sign painting andor lettering shall be classified as
4492, Sign Mfg. – metal, plastic or wood.
The application of painted or adhesive lettering andor graphics onto surfaces at customers’ locations or onto customers’ vehicles by advertising companies shall be classified as 9549, Advertising Companies.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 1710, Stone Crushing, to clarify its intended application and for consistency with
prior approved changes.
PROPOSED

STONE CRUSHING – including construction, repair or maintenance of all buildings, structures or equipment and the installation of machinery
This classification applies to the crushing or grinding of excavated or quarried materials, used
asphalt or used concrete to produce products that will be retained on an 8-mesh screen.
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If the crushed or ground products pass through an 8-mesh or finer screen, the crushing or grinding operations shall be assigned to Classificationclassified as 1741(1), Silica Grinding.
Stone crushing or silica grinding that is performed in connection with sand, gravel or clay digging
shall be classified as 4000(1), Sand or Gravel Digging, if 25% or less of the excavated material
is crushed or ground. If more than 25% of the excavated material is crushed or ground, all
crushing and grinding activities shall be classified as 1710 or 1741(1), Silica Grinding.
Mining or quarrying operations shall be separately classified.
Employees engaged exclusively in delivery of the finished product shall be separately classified
as 8232(2), Building Material Dealers – commercial.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 1803, Stone Cutting and Fabrication, for clarity, consistency with prior approved
changes and to provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED

STONE CUTTING ANDOR FABRICATION – shop

1803

This classification applies to the cutting andor fabrication of stone slabs, including but not limited
to granite, marble, travertine, quartz, limestone and onyx to produce products such as countertops, backsplashes, cemetery monuments, ceiling and wall veneer, mantels, floor tile, tabletops
and exterior building panels or components.
Employees engaged exclusively in the design andor production of stencils using office type
computers andor plotters/printers shall be classified as 8810, Clerical Office Employees, provided such operations are separated from stone cutting or fabrication activitiessubject to the
Standard Exceptions rule. See Section III, General Classification Procedures, Rule 4, Standard
Exceptions.
The installation of architectural non-load bearing stone products, such as countertops, backsplashes, ceiling and wall veneer, mantels, and tile, including stone cutting or fabrication at the
installation site, shall be classified as 5348, Tile, Stone, Mosaic or Terrazzo Work.
The installation of cemetery monuments, including stone cutting or fabrication at the installation
site, shall be classified as 5027/5028, Masonry.
Installation operations that include stone cutting and fabrication at installation sites shall be separately classified.
Quarrying andor stone cutting in quarries shall be classified as 1624(1), Quarries.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8061, Stores – groceries and provisions – convenience, which is part of the Stores
Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – groceries and provisions – convenience – retail

8061

This classification applies to each separate store location open after 11:00 PM any night of the
week; having less than 5,000 square feet devoted to the display and sale of merchandise; and
selling a variety of grocery, snack and convenience items, including but not limited to bread,
processed packaged food items, canned foods, snack foods, prepackaged sandwiches, canned
or bottled beverages, coffee, tea, dairy products, flour, sugar, condiments, soap, toiletries, pet
food, charcoal, cigarettes, magazines and sundries.
Stores engaged primarily (over 50% of gross receipts) in the sale of groceries and provisionsgrocery items that do not meet the operating hours or size qualifications described above
shall be classified as 8006(1), Stores – groceries and provisions – retail.
Stores meeting the qualifications contained in the footnote under Classification 8060, Stores –
wine, beer or spirits, shall be assigned to 8060.
Stores engaged in the sale of gasoline or automobile services shall be assigned to the applicable store classification if the sale of merchandise in the store, other than gasoline or automobile
services, exceeds twenty-five percent (25%) of the total annual receipts for the locationclassified
in accordance with Part 3, Section IV, Rule 6, Stores.
For purposes of determining gross receipts, only the portion of lottery ticket sales identified by
the California State Lottery as commission shall be included in the calculation. Refer to Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures, Rule 6, Stores.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8006(1), Stores – groceries and provisions – retail, which is part of the Stores
Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – groceries and provisions – retail

8006(1)

This classification applies to stores principallyprimarily (over 50% of gross receipts) engaged in
the sale of grocery items, including but not limited to fresh andor frozen produce, dairy products,
cereals, canned goods, frozen foods, bread, condiments, herbal spices andor flavorings, baking
supplies, flour, soft drinks, coffee, tea, delicatessen style meats, salads, and cheeses.
The following departments shall be separately classified:

Fresh meat (cutting or wrapping)
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Bakery
Hot food (preparation or serving)

For purposes of determining gross receipts, only the portion of lottery ticket sales identified by
the California State Lottery as commission shall be included in the calculation. Refer to Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures, Rule 6, Stores.
Stores engaged in the sale of groceries and provisionsgrocery, snack and convenience items,
having less than 5,000 square feet devoted to the display and sale of merchandise and open after 11:00 PM any night of the week shall be classified as 8061, Stores – groceries and provisions – convenience.
Stores engaged in the sale of gasoline or automobile services shall be assigned to the applicable store classification if the sale of merchandise in the store, other than gasoline or automobile
services, exceeds twenty-five percent (25%) of the total annual receipts for the location. classified in accordance with Part 3, Refer to Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures,
Rule 6, Stores.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9531(1), Telecommunication Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair, for
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
TELECOMMUNICATION ANTENNA EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR – including shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of telecommunication antenna
equipment located on towers, roofs or balconies of commercial or residential buildings and other
exterior locations. This classification includes the installation, service or repair of switching
equipment, repeaters, radios and similar electronic equipment and low voltage coaxial cable installation within buildings when performed in connection with telecommunication antenna installation by the same employer. This classification also applies to deployment of temporary,
portable cellular antennas.
The installation of low voltage cabling within buildings that is not performed in connection with
the installation, service or repair of telecommunication antenna equipment by the same employer shall be classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
Erection of structural steel cellular towers shall be classified as 5040(1), Iron or Steel Erection –
structural and exterior installation.
Operations performed by Federal Communications Commission licensed telecommunications
firms shall be classified as 7600, Telecommunications Companies.
Telecommunication equipment installation within buildings shall be separately classified as
5193, Computer or Telephone System or Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
Store operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 2819, Truss or Building Components Mfg., for clarity and consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED

TRUSS OR BUILDING COMPONENTS MFG. – wood – shop

2819

This classification applies to the manufacture of wood building components, including but not
limited to roof trusses, floor joists and prefabricated wall sections when performed at a permanent shop or yard location. This classification also applies to prefabricated wood docks andor
building kits.
The outside installation or manufacture of roof trusses, floor joists andor prefabricated wall sections at job sites shall be classified as 5403/5432, Carpentry.
The manufacture of mobile, modular or manufactured homes shall be classified as 2797(1), Mobile, Modular or Manufactured Home or Building Mfg.
When an employer deals in any lumber, or building materials or in anysolid combustible fuel and
materials in addition to products it manufactureds, yard operations, including drivers and their
helpers, shall be separately classified as 8232(1), Lumberyards, 8232(2), Building Material
Dealers, or 8232(3), Fuel and Material Dealers, depending on the products sold.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 5446, Wallboard Application – within buildings – installation or application of
gypsum wallboard – including finishing and preparation prior to painting – employees whose regular
hourly wage does not equal or exceed $34.00 per hour, for clarity and consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
WALLBOARD APPLICATIONINSTALLATION – within buildings – installation or application of
gypsum wallboard – including finishing and preparation prior to painting – employees
whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $34.00 per hour – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the installation of gypsum wallboard within buildings, and includes
non-structural metal stud wall framing and the installation or application of insulating materials
within building walls, but only if installed or applied by the same employer whothat performs the
wallboard application in constructing new buildings or additions to existing buildingsinstallation
at the same job or location. At a particular job or location, when the same employer engages in
structural framing of buildings using cold formed, light gauge steel studs and joists, all metal
framing operations shall classified as 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
This classification includes wallboard taping and texturing whether or not it is performed by the
same employer whothat performs the wallboard applicationinstallation.
The framing of interior, non-structural walls using light gauge steel studs by an employer that
performs no structural steel framing or wallboard installation operations at the same job or location shall be classified as 5443, Lathing.
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When an employer engages in the structural framing of buildings using cold formed, light gauge
steel studs and joists, all metal framing operations performed by the same employer at the same
job or location shall be classified as 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The application of veneer plaster over installed wallboard shall be separately classified as
5484/5485, Plastering or Stucco Work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 5447, Wallboard Application – within buildings – installation or application of gypsum wallboard – including finishing and preparation prior to painting – employees whose regular hourly
wage equals or exceeds $34.00 per hour, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
WALLBOARD APPLICATIONINSTALLATION – within buildings – installation or application of
gypsum wallboard – including finishing and preparation prior to painting – employees
whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $34.00 per hour – N.O.C.
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $34.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $34.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5446, Wallboard ApplicationInstallation.
This classification applies to the installation of gypsum wallboard within buildings and includes
non-structural metal stud wall framing and the installation or application of insulating materials
within building walls, but only if installed or applied by the same employer whothat performs the
wallboard application in constructing new buildings or additions to existing buildings installation
at the same job or location. At a particular job or location, when the same employer engages in
structural framing of buildings using cold formed, light gauge steel studs and joists, all metal
framing operations shall be classified as 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
This classification includes wallboard taping and texturing whether or not it is performed by the
same employer whothat performs the wallboard application installation.
The framing of interior, non-structural walls using light gauge steel studs by an employer that
performs no structural steel framing or wallboard installation operations at the same job or location shall be classified as 5443, Lathing.
When an employer engages in the structural framing of buildings using cold formed, light gauge
steel studs and joists, all metal framing operations performed by the same employer at the same
job or location shall be classified as 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The application of veneer plaster over installed wallboard shall be separately classified as
5484/5485, Plastering or Stucco Work.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 7520, Water Companies, for clarity.
PROPOSED

WATER COMPANIES – all employees – including construction or extension of lines

7520

This classification applies to the operations of publicly or privately operated water companies
that supply potable water to communities. This classification includes but is not limited to the
construction, maintenance or repair of water mains and lateral lines, the treatment of water, the
operation and maintenance of pumping stations and the installation or repair of water meters.
The construction of aqueducts, buildings, dams or reservoirs shall be separately classified.
Employees engaged exclusively in Mmeter readersing activities (or in combination with clerical
office activities) shall be separately classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, subject to the
Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
The construction of cross-country water pipelines by separate concerns shall be classified as
6361(2), Cross-Country Water Pipeline Construction.
The construction of water mains along streets andor roads by separate concerns shall be classified as 6315(1)/6316(1), Water Mains or Connections Construction.
The delivery and spraying of water at construction sites by water truck service companies shall
be classified as 7272, Water Truck Service Companies.
The operation of hydroelectric power plants shall be classified as 7539, Electric Power
Companies.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 6003(2), Wharf Building, to clarify its intended application.
PROPOSED

WHARF BUILDING – timber – including pile driving

6003(2)

This classification applies to the construction of wood piers andor wharves, including incidental
pile driving conducted by the same employer. This classification also applies to the wrecking or
demolition and raising or moving of piers and wharves. This classification also applies to the
construction of dikes, revetments andor sea walls by use of wood or concrete piles, or to wrecking or demolition or raising or moving of piers or wharves.
Concrete work andor reinforcing steel installation in connection with concrete work shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 3241, Wire, Wire Rope or Wire Cable Mfg., to provide direction as to how related
operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

WIRE, WIRE ROPE OR WIRE CABLE MFG. – including wire drawing

3241

This classification applies to the manufacture of insulated or non-insulated wire, wire rope or
wire cable used for electrical, non-electrical or load bearing applications when the manufacturing
process includes wire drawing operations. This classification also applies to the drawing of metal
to produce rod stock less than 1/2" in diameter. This classification includes the heating of wire or
rod stock to facilitate the drawing process and the galvanizing, coating, insulating andor braiding
of the drawn wire or rod.
The manufacture of wire, wire rope or wire cable when the manufacturing process does not include wire drawing operations shall be classified as 4470, Wire, Wire Rope or Wire Cable Mfg. –
no wire drawing.
The manufacture of electrical wire harnesses shall be classified as 3651, Electrical Wire Harness Mfg.
Drawing metal rod to produce rod stock 1/2” in diameter or larger shall be classified as 3018,
Steel Making or Processing.
The manufacture of products from wire stock shall be classified as 3257, Wire Goods Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Part 3, Standard Classification System, Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures,
Rule 2, Construction and Erection Work, Subrule e, Idle Time, Strike Pay, or Other Payroll Paid for Hours
Not Worked, Classification 5195, Communications Cabling, for clarity and consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED

2. Construction or Erection Work




e. Idle Time, Strike Pay, or Other Payroll Paid for Hours Not Worked
If an employee’s payroll is segregated among classifications based upon the hours worked in each
operation, the payroll for idle time, strike pay, or other payroll paid for hours not worked shall be apportioned among the classifications applicable to the employee’s payroll based on the earnings for
time actually worked in those classifications.
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Example



Work Record
Operation

Hours

Rate per
Hour

Payroll

% of Payroll for
Hours Worked

Fence Construction – Classification 6400

22

$12.00

$264.00

63.8%

Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring –
Classification 6325

10

$15.00

150.00

36.2%

Subtotal

32

N/A

$414.00

100 %

Idle Time

8

$12.00

96.00

N/A

Total

40

N/A

$510.00

N/A

Hours

Rate per
Hour

Payroll

Idle Time – fence construction

5.1

N/A

$61.22

63.8%

Idle Time – conduit construction

2.9

N/A

34.78

36.2%

Total

8.0

N/A

$96.00

100%

Apportionment
Operation

% of Payroll for
Hours Worked

Reconciliation
Classification 6400 Payroll
Payroll for hours worked

Classification 6325 Payroll
$264.00

Idle time payroll

Payroll for hours worked

61.22

Total fence construction payroll:

$150.00

Idle time payroll

$325.22

34.78

Total conduit construction payroll:

Total Payroll ($325.22 + $184.78) = $510.00

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 7601, Aerial Line Construction, for clarity and consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED

AERIAL LINE CONSTRUCTION – by contractor – not power lines

7601

This classification applies to the construction, maintenance or repair of aerial lines for telephone,
television, communication, data, fire alarm andor similar low voltage or fiber optic networks.
Such operations include but are not limited to the erectioning of poles, stringing of wires, installationing of transmission equipment on poles and making service connections. This classification
also applies to splicing overhead telephone or cable television lines.
The construction, maintenance or repair of aerial lines by electric power, telephone or cable television companies in connection with their own operations shall be classified as 7539, Electric
Power Companies, or 7600, TelecCommunications CompaniesService Providers, or 7606, Cable or Satellite Television Companies, respectively.
Splicing fiber optic cables at ground level for other concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as
5195, Communications Cabling.
Underground line construction for other concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 6325,
Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
The construction of high voltage aerial power lines for other concerns on a fee basis shall be
separately classified as 7538, Electric Power Line Construction.
The splicing of fiber optic cables at ground level for other concerns on a fee basis shall be separately classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
Underground line construction for other concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 6325,
Conduit Construction.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 7409, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying and seeding – members
of the flying crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, for consistency with prior
approved changes.
PROPOSED

AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – agricultural – dusting, spraying andor seeding – members of the
flying crew
This classification applies to members of the flying crew of employers engaged in the aerial application of materials, including but not limited to pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, fertilizers,
herbicides and seeds onto farmlands. This classification also includes the aerial application of
insecticides for mosquito control purposes.
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Also refer to companion Classification 7410, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying
or seeding – not members of the flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 7410, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying or seeding – not
members of the flying crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, for consistency with
other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – agricultural – dusting, spraying or seeding – not members of the
flying crew
This classification applies to the ground operations of employers engaged in the aerial application of materials, including but not limited to pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, fertilizers, herbicides and seeds onto farmlands. This classification also includes the ground operations of
employers engaged in the aerial application of insecticides for mosquito control purposes.
Ground operations include but are not limited to mixing and loading of materials onto the aircraft,
directing pilots during application of materials and aircraft fueling, service and repair.
This classification also applies to the operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial
drones) with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier used
for agricultural operations, including but not limited to dusting, spraying and seeding, in accordance with the General Exclusions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 6, General Exclusions.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of 55 pounds or heavier used for other than agricultural operations shall be separately classified
as 7428(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, scheduled or supplemental air carriers –
not members of the flying crew, in accordance with the General Exclusions rule. See Part 3,
Section III, Rule 6, General Exclusions.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of less than 55 pounds shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 5, General
Inclusions.
The shop repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of
55 pounds or heavier by the manufacturer shall be classified as 3830(2), Unmanned Aircraft
System Mfg.
The repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55
pounds or heavier on a fee basis, andor repair work performed by the manufacturer away from
shop shall be classified as 7428(3), Aircraft Remanufacture, Conversion, Modification and Repair Companies.
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) operating crew members working remotely from an
office location with no exposure outside of the clerical office shall be classified as 8810, Clerical
Office Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4,
Standard Exceptions.
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Also refer to companion Classification 7409, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying
andor seeding – members of flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 5473, Asbestos Abatement, for clarity and consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED

ASBESTOS ABATEMENT – all operations – including shop

5473

This classification applies to shop andor outside operations involving the encapsulation or removal of asbestos andor asbestos-laden building materials from interior andor exterior building
surfaces, including but not limited to ceilings, walls, floors, structural steel, ducts, boilers, steam
pipes and hot water pipes.
Roof removal operations shall be separately classified as 5552/5553, Roofing.
Lead paint abatement shall be classified as 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or PWallpaper HangingInstallation.
Mold abatement shall be classified as 9008, Janitorial Services.
New construction andor remodeling operations performed subsequent to the completion of asbestos abatement operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 2797(3), Recreational Vehicle Mfg., which is part of the Automotive Industry Group,
for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
RECREATIONAL VEHICLE MFG.

2797(3)

This classification applies to the manufacture of campers, travel trailers andor motor homes.
This classification includes warranty repair work for which no fee is charged to the customer.
Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of mobile, modular or manufactured buildings, including but not limited to mobile homes, modular buildings and construction office trailers at a permanent shop or yard location shall be classified as 2797(1), Mobile, Modular or Manufactured
Home or Building Mfg.
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Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of trailers used for the transport of goods and materials
shall be classified as 3815(1), Truck, Truck Trailer or Bus Mfg. or Assembling.
Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of automobiles shall be classified as 3808, Automobile
or Motorcycle Mfg. or Assembling.
Employers engaged in tThe conversion or customizing of automobiles, trucks or vans by performing a combination of mechanical, chassis, body, paint, upholstery andor accessory installation work shall be classified as 8390, Automobile, Truck or Van Conversion or Customizing.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 3815(1), Truck, Truck Trailer or Bus Mfg. or Assembling, which is part of the
Automotive Industry Group, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
3815(1)

TRUCK, TRUCK TRAILER OR BUS MFG. OR ASSEMBLING
This classification applies to employers engaged in the manufacture or assembly of complete
trucks, truck trailers used for the transport of goods and materials, or buses. This classification
includes the manufacture of forklift trucks and moving vans.
Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of campers, travel trailers andor motor homes shall be
classified as 2797(3), Recreational Vehicle Mfg.
Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of mobile, modular or manufactured buildings, including but not limited to mobile homes, modular buildings and construction office trailers shall be
classified as 2797(1), Mobile, Modular or Manufactured Home or Building Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 1330, Blasting, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
BLASTING – N.O.C. – all employees

1330

This classification applies to the placement and detonation of explosives for other concerns on a
fee basis.
Blasting operations conducted in connection with the employer’s other classifiable operations
shall not be separately classified.
The manufacture of explosives andor fireworks shall be classified as 4771(1), Explosive Mfg.
The detonation of fireworks for pyrotechnic display shall be classified as 9180(1), Amusement or
Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation andor maintenance of amusement devices.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 9016(4), Boat Marina and Boat Rental Operation, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
BOAT MARINA AND BOAT RENTAL OPERATION

9016(4)

This classification applies to boat marina and boat rental operators, including but not limited to
the maintenance of marina facilities, maintenance and repair of rental boats, fuel sales, and the
rental of boat slips and dry storage space.
Fee-based instruction and guided expeditions shall be separately classified as 9180(1),
Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation andor maintenance of amusement
devices.
The operation of restaurants and retail stores shall be separately classified.
Boat dealers shall be classified as 8057, Boat Dealers.
Boat repair facilities shall be classified as 6834, Boat Building or Repairing.
Yacht clubs shall be classified as 9061, Clubs – N.O.C.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9220(1), Cemetery Operation, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

CEMETERY OPERATION – all employees

9220(1)

This classification applies to the operation and maintenance of cemeteries or mausoleums. This
classification also applies to the operation and maintenance of pet cemeteries.
Cemetery plot or mausoleum sales counselors shall be classified as 8742, Salespersons –
Outside.
Crematory operations shall be separately classified as 9220(2), Crematory Operation.
The operation of funeral homes and mortuaries shall be classified as 9620, Funeral Directors.
The manufacture of stone cemetery monuments shall be classified as 1803, Stone Cutting andor Fabrication.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 5193, Computer or Telephone System or Equipment Installation, for consistency
with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

COMPUTER OR TELEPHONE SYSTEM OR EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR
– shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of computer or telephone systems
or equipment, including but not limited to phone speakers, cellular telephones, Voice Over Internet Protocol equipment and desktop, laptop, tablet and computer peripheral equipment, such as
monitors, terminals, computer mouse devices, keyboards and computer modems. This classification includes the installation of communications cabling performed in connection with computer or telephone system installation, service or repair operations by the same employer. This
classification includes the installation, service or repair of audio or video teleconferencing
equipment that is connected to telephone or computer networks. Repair operations may be performed at the shop or at customers’ locations.
The manufacture of computers or computer peripheral equipment, andor shop repair of computer or computer peripheral equipment by the manufacturer, shall be classified as 3681(2), Computer or Computer Peripheral Equipment Mfg.
The manufacture of telephones or telephone equipment, andor shop repair of telephones or telephone equipment by the manufacturer, shall be classified as 3681(3), Telecommunications
Equipment Mfg.
The installation, service or repair of audio/video systems shall be classified as 9516, Television,
Video, Audio or Radio Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The construction of aerial telephone lines shall be classified as 7601, Aerial Line Construction.
The construction of underground telephone lines shall be classified as 6325, Conduit
Construction or Underground Wiring.
The installation of low voltage cabling within buildings that is not performed in connection with
the installation, service or repair of computers or telephone systems by the same employer shall
be classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
The installation, service or repair of office andor point of sale machines shall be classified as
5191, Office Machine or Point of Sale Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation, service or repair of telecommunication antennas andor antenna equipment that
are located on rooftops, towers, structures or other exterior locations shall be classified as
9531(1), Telecommunication Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
Employers licensed by the Federal Communications Commission that provide wireline, long distance, cellular, radio paging or mobile radio services for customers on a fee basis shall be classified as 7600, Telecommunications Companies.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 7538, Electric Power Line Construction, for clarity and consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED

ELECTRIC POWER LINE CONSTRUCTION – by contractor

7538

This classification applies to the construction, maintenance or repair of aerial power lines, including but not limited to the erectioning of poles or towers, installationing of service transformers, stringing of wires and making service connections. This classification also applies to the
installation of aerial power lines for electric trams, trolleys andor buses.
The construction, maintenance or repair of aerial power lines by electric power companies in
connection with their own operations shall be classified as 7539, Electric Power Companies.
The installation of electrical wiring within buildings shall be separately classified as 5140/5190,
Electrical Wiring.
The construction of underground power lines shall be separately classified as 6325, Conduit
Construction or Underground Wiring.
Aerial line construction for telephone, television, communication, data, fire alarm andor similar
low voltage or fiber optic networks shall be separately classified as 7601, Aerial Line Construction.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classifications 5140/5190, Electrical Wiring, for clarity and consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED

ELECTRICAL WIRING – within buildings – including installation or repair of fixtures or appliances – including shop and outside – employees whose regular hourly wage does not
equal or exceed $32.00 per hour
This classification also applies to the installation of lighting fixtures onto exterior building surfaces andor the maintenance of interior andor exterior lighting.
The installation of electrical machinery or auxiliary apparatus shall be separately classified.
The installation of aerial electric power lines shall be classified as 7538, Electric Power Line
Construction.
The installation of electrical wiring underground, including trenching and the placement of conduit, shall be classified as 6325, Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
The installation of exterior pole mounted lighting, including but not limited to street lights and
traffic signals, shall be classified as 6325, Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
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The installation of low voltage communications cabling within buildings for voice or data transmission shall be classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
ELECTRICAL WIRING – within buildings – including installation or repair of fixtures or appliances – including shop and outside – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or
exceeds $32.00 per hour

5140

Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $32.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $32.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5190, Electrical Wiring.
This classification also applies to the installation of lighting fixtures onto exterior building surfaces andor the maintenance of interior andor exterior lighting.
The installation of electrical machinery or auxiliary apparatus shall be separately classified.
The installation of aerial electric power lines shall be classified as 7538, Electric Power Line
Construction.
The installation of electrical wiring underground, including trenching and the placement of conduit, shall be classified as 6325, Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
The installation of exterior pole mounted lighting, including but not limited to street lights and
traffic signals, shall be classified as 6325, Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
The installation of low voltage communications cabling within buildings for voice or data transmission shall be classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 3131(2), Engraving, Laser Cutting or Laser Welding, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED

ENGRAVING, LASER CUTTING OR LASER WELDING
This classification applies to the engraving, laser cutting or laser welding of materials other than
stone for other concerns on a fee basis. This classification also applies to waterjet cutting of materials other than stone for other concerns on a fee basis. This classification also applies to the
manufacture of engraved instrument panels, including incidental metal working and electrical
wiring.
Engraving, laser cutting, laser welding or waterjet cutting operations, when performed by the
same employer in connection with its manufacturing, processing, store or dealer operations,
shall be assigned to the applicable manufacturing, processing, store or dealer classification.
Photographic engraving, photomask manufacturing, rubber printing plate and stamp manufacturing, lithograph plate manufacturing and polymer plate manufacturing shall be classified as 4351,
Photo Engraving.
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The engraving or cutting of stone, including headstones and stone monuments, shall be classified as 1803, Stone Cutting andor Fabrication.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 0036, Dairy Farms, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, for clarity and
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

FARMS
DAIRY FARMS

0036

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the raising of cows for the production of milk
or cream, andor the raising of replacement dairy heifers. This classification also includes acreage devoted to the raising of goats for milk, cream or meat production.
This classification includes growing feed, hay or grain crops when more than 50% of such crops
are used by the employer. Cultivation and harvesting of crops that are primarily sold to others
shall be assigned to the appropriate Farms Industry Group classification.
Milk pasteurization, processing or bottling; dairy products manufacturing; andor route drivers
who deliver bottled milk to customers and perform no other duties on the farm premises shall be
separately classified as 2063, Creameries and Dairy Products Mfg.
The raising of beef cattle shall be classified as 0038(1), Stock Farms.
The raising of calves for others shall be classified as 0034(2), Sheep, Raising and Hog or Calf
Farms.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 2111(2), Olive Handling, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, for consistency
with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
FARMS
OLIVE HANDLING – sorting, curing and canning

2111(2)

This classification applies to the processing, including but not limited to washing, sorting, grading, pitting, stuffing, curing and canning or bottling of olives.
The preserving and canning of fruit and vegetables shall be classified as 2111(1), Fruit or Vegetable Preserving.
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The curing, pickling and canning of vegetables and fruits shall be classified as 2111(3), Fruit or
Vegetable Pickling.
The extraction and refining of olive oil shall be classified as 4683(1), Vegetable Oil Mfg. or
Refining.
Can manufacturing shall be separately classified.
Growing or harvesting of olives shall be classified as 0016, Orchards – citrus andor deciduous
fruits.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8870, Fitness Instruction Programs or Studios, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
FITNESS INSTRUCTION PROGRAMS OR STUDIOS – all employees – including receptionists
This classification applies to fitness instruction programs or fitness studios that provide scheduled fitness or training classes, including but not limited to martial arts, gymnastics, dance and
yoga. This classification is limited to fitness instruction where facility space and exercise equipment is not available for use by clients on an at-will basis during the majority of operating hours.
This classification also applies to fitness-based classes or training sessions, including but not
limited to personal training and specialized coaching by employers not engaged in any facility
operations, such as independent golf and tennis instructors.
Health clubs or gyms operating facilities that provide space and exercise equipment, including
but not limited to cardiovascular equipment, weight machines and free weights available for atwill use by clients for the majority of operating hours, including scheduled classes and fitness
training programs provided in connection therewith, shall be classified as 9053(2), Health Clubs
or Gyms.
The operation of athletic teams or athletic facilities shall be classified as 9182, Athletic Teams or
Athletic Facilities – all employees other than players, umpires, referees and game officials.
Swimming pools or swimming clubs shall be classified as 9053(3), Swimming Pools or Swimming Clubs.
Tennis or racquetball clubs shall be classified as 9053(5), Clubs – racquet sports.
Country clubs andor golf courses shall be classified as 9060, Clubs – country or golf.
Non-profit community health and wellness clubs shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community health and wellness.
Water-based athletic or fitness instructional programs at locations other than swimming pools,
including but not limited to surfing, scuba, kayaking, paddle boarding and kite surfing lessons
and tours on lakes, bays, rivers or oceans shall be classified as 9180(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation andor maintenance of amusement devices.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 5479, Insulation Work, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
INSULATION WORK – installation or application of acoustical or thermal insulating materials
in buildings or within building walls – N.O.C.

5479

This classification applies to the installation of insulating materials within buildings for the purpose of mitigating acoustic and thermal transfer.
The installation of insulation materials when performed by the same employer that performs
wood framing or light gauge steel framing at the same job or location shall be classified as
5403/5432, Carpentry, or 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The installation of insulation materials when performed by the same employer that performs
wallboard installation and no wood framing or light gauge steel framing at the same job or location shall be classified as 5446/5447, Wallboard ApplicationInstallation.
The installation of insulation materials onto steam pipes, boilers and heat exchangers shall be
classified as 5184, Steam Pipe or Boiler Insulation.
The installation of firestop materials, including firestop caulking, shall be classified as
5474(2)/5482(2), Waterproofing.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 5443, Lathing, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
LATHING

5443

This classification applies to the application of wood and metal lath to commercial or residential
building interiors or exteriors. This classification includes the incidental application of moisture
barrier material, wire mesh, prefabricated wire and molded plastic foam trim.
This classification also applies to the framing of interior, non-structural walls using light gauge
steel studs provided the employer performs no structural steel framing or wallboard installation
operations at the same job or location.
The framing of interior, non-structural walls using light gauge steel studs by an employer engaged in the installation of wallboard at the same job or location shall be classified as
5446/5447, Wallboard ApplicationInstallation.
The structural framing of residential or commercial structures using light gauge, cold formed
steel studs and joists shall be classified as 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The application of plaster or stucco to building surfaces shall be separately classified as
5484/5485, Plastering or Stucco Work.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 3560(3), Machinery Mfg. – material handling equipment, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
MACHINERY MFG. – material handling equipment

3560(3)

This classification applies to the manufacture of conveyors, pallet jacks, loading and unloading
equipment, industrial carts, packaging equipment and labeling equipment.
Installation or repair operations away from the shop shall be separately classified.
The manufacture of forklift trucks shall be classified as 3815(1), Truck, Truck Trailer or Bus Mfg.
or Assembling.
The manufacture of portable power tools shall be classified as 3501(1), Machinery Mfg. – portable tools and lawn care.
The manufacture or shop repair of agricultural, construction, mining or ore milling equipment
shall be classified as 3507, Machinery or Equipment Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 3501(1), Machinery Mfg. – portable tools, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
MACHINERY MFG. – portable tools and lawn care

3501(1)

This classification applies to the manufacture or shop repair of portable tools, including but not
limited to spray guns, pneumatic tools, portable air compressors, compactors, grinders, vibrators, chain saws, power saws, power staple guns, hand drills, routers and sanders, and portable
lawn care equipment such as leaf blowers, lawn mowers (non-riding), lawn edgers, hedgers and
seeders.
The manufacture or shop repair of swimming pool andor spa equipment shall be classified as
3501(2), Machinery Mfg. – swimming pool andor spa.
The manufacture or shop repair of riding lawn mowers shall be classified as 3507, Machinery or
Equipment Mfg.
The manufacture of stationary industrial machinery shall be classified as 3560(2), Machinery
Mfg. – industrial.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 3400, Metal Goods Mfg., which is part of the Metal Working Classifications Industry
Group, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
METAL WORKING CLASSIFICATIONS
METAL GOODS MFG. – N.O.C.

3400

This classification is applicableapplies to employers engaged in the fabrication of miscellaneous
metal products, including but not limited to brackets, clips, panels, washers, drums, tanks and
chassis from metal sheet stock if more than 50% of the metal used is #10 to #14 gauge, or if
more than 50% of the metal used is #15 or lighter and metal stamping payroll exceeds 10% of
the total manufacturing payroll.
Metal stamping is defined as the operation of power-driven presses or brakes, andor foot- or
hand-power presses or brakes, used for blanking, forming, trimming, drawing, punching or assembling metal where the operator places each piece under the point of operation at each complete press or brake stroke.
Operations performed on power presses that may be interchangeably hand fed or automatically
fed shall be considered as metal stamping.
Metal stamping does not include (1) rotary punches, whether computer or manually controlled,
which require only the loading and unloading of the work piece by the operator and does not require the operator to place or reposition the work piece after each stroke, or (2) hydraulic presses or brakes where the ram travel will automatically stop upon release of the activating
mechanism.
Payroll of a tool and die department shall be assigned to Classification 3099, Tool Mfg., if more
than 50% of the tools and dies are sold commercially and are not used in any way in the employer’s production operations. Otherwise, the payroll of a tool and die department shall be assigned to Classification 3400.
Employers engaged in rolling or drawing metal shall be classified as follows:
1.

Employers engaged in the heating and rolling of metal stock shall be classified as
3018, Steel Making or Processing.

2.

Employers engaged in the rerolling of metal stock shall be classified as 3018, Steel
Making or Processing, if 50% or more of the metal stock used is #9 gauge or heavier.

1.3. Employers engaged in the rerolling of cold metal stock shall be classified as 3400, if
more than 50% of the metal stock used is lighter than #9 gauge.
2.

Employers engaged in the rerolling of metal stock shall be classified as 3018, Steel
Making or Processing, if more than 50% of the metal stock used is #9 gauge or heavier.

3.4. Employers engaged in the drawing of metal to produce rod stock 1/2” in diameter andor
heavierlarger shall be classified as 3018, Steel Making or Processing.
4.5. Employers engaged in the heatingdrawing of metal to produce wire or rod stock and
processing of same by rollingless than 1/2" in diameter shall be classified as 3018,
Steel Making or Processing3241, Wire, Wire Rope or Wire Cable Mfg.
Also refer to Classifications 3066(1), Sheet Metal Products Mfg., and 3620(2), Plate Steel Products Fabrication.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8838, Museums, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
MUSEUMS – all employees – including Clerical Office Employees

8838

This classification applies to employers that display art objects, natural science exhibits, antiquities and objects of historical or cultural significance for viewing by the general public. This classification also applies to public aquariums, botanical gardens and planetariums.
Art galleries that display art objects for sale to the walk-in trade shall be classified as 8017(1),
Stores – retail.
Zoos shall be classified as 9180(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation
andor maintenance of amusement devices, and 9016(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities
– N.O.C. – all employees other than those engaged in the operation or maintenance of amusement devices, restaurants or retail stores.
Retail store andor restaurant operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9031, Pest Control, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

PEST CONTROL – all operations – including yard employees, Outside Salespersons and
estimators
This classification applies to operations involving the control andor extermination of pests by the
use of pesticides, rodenticides, fumigants, traps andor mechanical devices.
Termite control work shall be separately classified as 5650, Termite Control Work.
The spraying of orchards andor farm crops (not aerial) on a fee basis shall be classified as
0050, Farm Machinery Operation.
The aerial spraying of orchards andor farm crops shall be classified as 7409, Aircraft Operation
– agricultural – alldusting, spraying or seeding – members of flying crew.
The spraying or spreading of lawn fertilizers andor herbicides shall be classified as 0042, Landscape Gardening.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classifications 5538(1)/5542(1), Sheet Metal Work, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
SHEET METAL WORK – erection, installation or repair – including shop – employees whose
regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $27.00 per hour – N.O.C.

5538(1)

This classification applies to the installation of sheet metal items that are not more specifically
described by another classification, including but not limited to gutters, downspouts, flashings,
siding, flues, commercial kitchen vent hoods, counters, wall lining, expansion joint covers,
decorative metal ceilings and corrugated metal decking.
This classification includes the shop fabrication of sheet metal items when the employer installs
any portion of the fabricated items.
This classification applies to the installation of sheet metal roofing when installed by the same
employer who performs the sheet metal skinning in constructing new buildings or additions to
existing buildings at the same job or location. All other roofing shall be separately classified.
This classification also applies to the installation of vinyl siding.
The installation of ductwork for heating andor air conditioning systems shall be classified as
5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The installation of pipe andor pipe fittings shall be separately classified.
SHEET METAL WORK – erection, installation or repair – including shop – employees whose
regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00 per hour – N.O.C.
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $27.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5538(1), Sheet Metal Work.
This classification applies to the installation of sheet metal items that are not more specifically
described by another classification, including but not limited to gutters, downspouts, flashings,
siding, flues, commercial kitchen vent hoods, counters, wall lining, expansion joint covers,
decorative metal ceilings and corrugated metal decking.
This classification includes the shop fabrication of sheet metal items when the employer installs
any portion of the fabricated items.
This classification applies to the installation of sheet metal roofing when installed by the same
employer who performs the sheet metal skinning in constructing new buildings or additions to
existing buildings at the same job or location. All other roofing shall be separately classified.
This classification also applies to the installation of vinyl siding.
The installation of ductwork for heating andor air conditioning systems shall be classified as
5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The installation of pipe andor pipe fittings shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 7207(1), Stables – all employees, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

STABLES – all employees – N.O.C.

7207(1)

This classification applies to stables that are engaged in boarding horses for other concerns on
a fee basis and that are not more specifically described by another classification. This classification includes the feeding, watering, training, grooming and exercising of horses, and the maintenance of stable grounds. This classification also applies to the provision of riding lessons.
Veterinary care of horses, including stable operations in connection with veterinary care, shall
be classified as 8831(1), Hospitals – veterinary.
The operation of riding clubs that provide board and care for members’ horses shall be classified
as 7207(2), Clubs – riding.
The operation of stables at race tracks or certified training facilities for horse racing not more
specifically described by another classification shall be classified as 8631, Racing Stables – all
other employees.
The operation of stables at race tracks or certified training facilities for harness racing shall be
classified as 7207(5), Racing Stables – harness racing.
The operation of stables in connection with horse shows or rodeos shall be classified as
7207(3), Horse Shows or Rodeos – stable employees.
The operation of stables in connection with pack train operations shall be classified as 7207(4),
Pack Trains.
The breeding of horses shall be classified as 0038(1), Stock Farms.
The raising of miniature horses (not to exceed 38 inches in height) shall be classified as
0034(2), Sheep, Raising and Hog or Calf Farms.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classifications 5184, Steam Pipe or Boiler Insulation, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
STEAM PIPE OR BOILER INSULATION – applying non-conducting materials – including shop
This classification applies to the application of insulating material, including but not limited to fiberglass, polystyrene, aluminum and calcium silicate, onto steam pipes, boilers, vessels, duct
work and similar apparatus to conserve heat and cold and to prevent condensation.
This classification also includes the removal of insulating material, including but not limited to fiberglass, polystyrene, aluminum and calcium silicate, from steam pipes, boilers, vessels, duct
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work and similar apparatus. Removal operations that include asbestos abatement shall be classified as 5473, Asbestos Abatement.
The application of insulating material to ductwork when ductwork installation is performed by the
employer at the same job or location shall be classified as 5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air
Conditioning Ductwork.
The installation of temperature or sound control insulating materials within buildings or building
walls shall be classified as 5479, Insulation Work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8006(2), Stores – fruit or vegetables, which is part of the Stores Industry Group, for
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – fruit or vegetables – retail

8006(2)

This classification applies to stores principallyprimarily (in excess ofover 50% of gross receipts)
engaged in the sale of fresh produce.
The following departments shall be separately classified:

Fresh meat (cutting or wrapping)

Bakery

Hot food (preparation or serving)
For purposes of determining gross receipts, only the portion of lottery ticket sales identified by
the California State Lottery as commission shall be included in the calculation. Refer to Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures, Rule 6, Stores.
Stores principallyprimarily (over 50% of gross receipts) engaged in the sale of grocery items
shall be classified as 8006(1), Stores – groceries and provisions – retail.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8031, Stores – meat, fish or poultry, which is part of the Stores Industry Group, for
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – meat, fish or poultry – retail

8031

This classification applies to stores engaged in the sale of fresh meat, fish or poultry. This classification also applies to meat departments within grocery stores assignable to Classification
8006(1), Stores – groceries and provisions – retail, and within produce stores.
Wholesale meat, fish or poultry stores shall be classified as 8021, Stores – meat, fish or poultry
– wholesale.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9097, Swimming Pool Cleaning or Servicing, for consistency with prior approved
changes.
PROPOSED
SWIMMING POOL CLEANING OR SERVICING – by specialty contractors
This classification applies to swimming pool or spa cleaning, service or maintenance operations
provided on a contract basis, including but not limited to removing debris, cleaning surfaces and
testing pool or spa water to assess and adjust pH andor chlorine levels. This classification also
applies to the service or repair of pool or spa equipment at outside locations, provided such operations are performed in connection with the employer’s own pool or spa cleaning operations at
the same job or location. This classification also applies to water treatment services when no
other pool or spa cleaning or maintenance operations are performed.
This classification also applies to the cleaning, service or maintenance of ponds andor aquariums.
The manufacture or shop repair of swimming pool or spa equipment shall be classified as
3501(2), Machinery Mfg. – swimming pool andor spa, provided such operations are not
performed in connection with the employer’s own pool or spa cleaning operations at the same
job or location.
The outside installation or repair of pool or spa equipment on a fee basis shall be classified as
3724(1), Millwright Work, provided such operations are not performed in connection with the
employer’s own pool or spa cleaning operations at the same job or location.
The installation andor repair of solar water heating systems andor swimming pool plumbing shall
be classified as 5183(1)/5187(1), Plumbing.
Swimming pool plastering shall be classified as 5201(1)/5205(1), Concrete or Cement Work.
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The installation of tile, stone, mosaic or terrazzo onto swimming pool surfaces shall be classified
as 5348, Tile, Stone, Mosaic or Terrazzo Work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9053(3), Swimming Pools or Swimming Clubs, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
SWIMMING POOLS OR SWIMMING CLUBS – including restaurant employees, retail store
employees and receptionists
This classification applies to the operation of public swimming pools. This classification also applies to swim clubs that operate pool facilities. This classification also applies to swimming, diving, scuba diving and water safety instruction performed in swimming pools.
Competitive swim clubs or teams that do not operate pool facilities shall be classified as 9182,
Athletic Teams or Athletic Facilities – all employees other than players, umpires, referees and
game officials.
Health clubs or gyms operating facilities that provide space and exercise equipment, including
but not limited to cardiovascular equipment, weight machines and free weights available for atwill use by clients for the majority of operating hours, including swimming pool operations provided in connection therewith, shall be classified as 9053(2), Health Clubs or Gyms.
Tennis or racquetball clubs, including swimming pool operations provided in connection therewith, shall be classified as 9053(5), Clubs – racquet sports.
Non-profit community health and wellness clubs shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community health and wellness.
The operation of water parks shall be classified as 9016(1)/9180(1), Amusement or Recreational
Facilities – N.O.C.
Water-based athletic or fitness instructional programs at locations other than swimming pools,
including but not limited to surfing, scuba, kayaking, paddle boarding, and kite surfing lessons
and tours on lakes, bays, rivers or oceans, shall be classified as 9180(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation andor maintenance of amusement devices.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 7600, Telecommunications Companies, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANIES – all employees – including installation, maintenance,
repair and operation of telephone lines and systems, remote transmission sites, and central office switching equipment – including shop

7600

*
*
The contract installation of aerial lines for telephone, television, communication, data, fire alarm
andor similar low voltage or fiber optic networks shall be classified as 7601, Aerial Line
Construction.
*
*
The contract installation of cables underground, including trenching and placing of conduit, shall
be classified as 6325, Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
* Indicates changes to this classification that are being proposed in the separate Draft Telecommunications Study.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 3099, Tool Mfg., for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
TOOL MFG. – N.O.C.

3099

This classification applies to tool manufacturing and maintenance operations that are not specifically described by another manufacturing or assembling classification. This classification includes the manufacture and maintenance of products, including but not limited to non-powered
hand tools, cutting and machining tools, abrasive sanding disks and belts, dies, molds, and jigs
and fixtures used to position materials for machining.
This classification also applies to the sharpening of knives, blades and cutting tools.
Classification 3099 shall be assigned to the payroll of a tool and die department operated by a
plastic products manufacturer provided certain conditions are met. Refer to Plastic Products
Manufacturing Industry Group. For all other types of manufacturers, the payroll of a tool and die
department shall by classified as 3099 when more than 50% of the tools and dies are sold
commercially and are not used in any way in the employer’s production operations. Otherwise,
the payroll of a tool and die department shall be assigned to the governing classification. (See
Section II, Classification Terminology, for the definition of “Governing Classification.”)
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The hot forming of metal to produce tool parts, including but not limited to gears, shafts and
blades shall be separately classified as 3110(1), Forging Works.
The manufacture of portable power tools shall be classified as 3501(1), Machinery Mfg. – portable tools and lawn care.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8720(4), Unmanned Aircraft System Operation, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED

UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM OPERATION – aircraft system and payload total combined
weight of less than 55 pounds – including Outside Salespersons
This classification applies to the operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones)
with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of less than 55 pounds that are operated on a fee basis. This classification includes shop or field repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) in connection with such operations.
This classification also applies to the operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial
drones) with a total combined weight of less than 55 pounds that are operated in support of the
employer’s construction or erection operations, provided the operating crew members are engaged exclusively in such operations, or are engaged in such work for any portion of their time
and devote the balance of their time to clerical office duties or outside sales. Employees who are
members of an Unmanned Aircraft System (aerial drone) operating crew and also perform or
supervise construction or erection operations shall be classified based on the construction or
erection operations they supervise or perform. See Part 3, Section IV, Rule 2, Construction or
Erection Work.
When performed in connection with an employer’s own operations, other than construction or
erection, the operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined
weight of less than 55 pounds shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 5,
General Inclusions.
Operation of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55
pounds or heavier shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 6, General Exclusions. The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier used for other than agricultural operations shall be
separately classified as 7428(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, or scheduled or
supplemental air carriers – not members of the flying crew. The operating crew of Unmanned
Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier used for
agricultural operations, including but not limited to dusting, spraying and seeding, shall be separately classified as 7410, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying andor seeding –
not members of the flying crew.
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) operating crew members working remotely from an
office location with no exposure outside of the clerical office shall be classified as 8810, Clerical
Office Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4,
Standard Exceptions.
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The fee-based repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined
weight of less than 55 pounds away from shop shall be separately classified as 5128, Instrument Installation, Service or Repair.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 3169(2), Water Heater Mfg., for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
WATER HEATER MFG.

3169(2)

This classification applies to the manufacture of commercial or household water heaters if 50%
or more of the metal used is lighter than #9 gauge. If more than 50% of the metal used is #9
gauge or heavier, the manufacture of commercial or household water heaters shall be classified
as 3620(1), Boiler Mfg.
The installation, service andor repair of water heaters shall be classified as 5183(1)/5187(1),
Plumbing.
The manufacture of portable electric appliances that heat drinking water shall be classified as
3570, Electric Appliance Mfg.
The manufacture of swimming pool andor spa water heaters shall be classified as 3501(2), Machinery Mfg. – swimming pool andor spa.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Section VIII, Abbreviated Classifications – Numeric Listing, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
Section II – Abbreviated Classifications – Numeric Listing



0034(2)



2797(1)




Sheep Raising/Hog/Calf Farms

Mobile/Modular/Manufactured Home/Bldg Mfg
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3501(1)



5446
5447



6325



8061




Machinery Mfg–portable tools/lawn care

Wallboard ApplicationInstallation–low wage
Wallboard ApplicationInstallation–high wage

Conduit Construction/Underground Wiring

Stores–groceries–convenience–retail

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Appendix I, Construction and Erection Classifications, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
Appendix I
Construction and Erection Classifications



5446
5447




Wallboard ApplicationInstallation–low wage
Wallboard ApplicationInstallation–high wage

*

*

*

*

*
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Item III-K
Proposed Non-Substantive Amendments
The Committee was advised that the WCIRB was proposing several non-substantive changes to the
California Workers’ Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995 (USRP) and the California
Workers’ Compensation Experience Rating Plan—1995 (ERP) for clarity and internal consistency. During
the meeting, staff presented an additional clarifying change to Classification 8028, Equipment or
Machinery Rental Yards – not dealers in new or used equipment, that was not included in the Agenda.
Following staff’s presentation, a motion was made, seconded and unanimously passed to recommend
that the proposed changes to the USRP and ERP, as amended, be included in the WCIRB’s January 1,
2019 Regulatory Filing.
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Recommendation
Amend Part 3, Standard Classification System, Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures,
Rule 2, Construction or Erection Work, for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
2. Construction or Erection Work



When an employer retains one or more employees as members of a crew that operates Unmanned
Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of less than 55
pounds in connection with its construction or erection operations, such members of the Unmanned
Aircraft System (aerial drone) operating crew shall be classified as 8720(4), Unmanned Aircraft System
Operation, provided they are engaged exclusively in such operations, or are engaged in such work for
any portion of their time and devote the balance of their time to clerical office duties or outside sales.
Employees who are members of an Unmanned Aircraft System (aerial drone) operating crew and also
perform or supervise construction or erection operations shall be classified based on the construction or
erection operations they supervise or perform. Operating crew members working remotely from an office
location with no exposure outside of the clerical office shall be classified as 8810, Clerical Office
Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with an aircraft system and payload
total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III,
Rule 6, General Exclusions.



*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Part 3, Section III, General Classification Procedures, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions, for clarity.
PROPOSED
4. Standard Exceptions



a. Classification 8810, Clerical Office Employees
Clerical Office Employees are defined as those employees whose duties are confined to keeping the
books, records or cash of the employer; conducting correspondence; using computers; dispatching;
recording weights; or who are engaged wholly in general office work or office drafting, having no
regular duty of a non-clerical nature in the service of the employer. Except as otherwise provided in
this Rule, the entire payroll of any employee who is engaged in operations performed by Clerical
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Office Employees and also is exposed (1) to any operative hazard of the business or (2) to any
outside selling or collecting work, shall be assigned to the highest rated classification of work to which
the employee is so exposed. Supervisors and clerks, such as time, stock or tally clerks, whose work
is (1) necessary to, (2) performed in connection with, or (3) related to any operations of the business
other than clerical office operations, shall not be classified as Clerical Office Employees.
Classification 8810, Clerical Office Employees, shall be applied only to the payroll of persons herein
described who work exclusively in areas that are separated from all other work places of the
employer by buildings, floors, partitions, railings or counters and within which no work is performed
other than clerical office or drafting duties as defined in this Rule.



*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 3165(1), Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Equipment Mfg., for clarity.
PROPOSED
AIR CONDITIONING ANDOR REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT MFG.

3165(1)

This classification applies to the manufacture andor shop repair of commercial refrigeration
equipment, and air conditioners, air conditioning coils, evaporative coolers, ice vending
machines, automobile air conditioning units andor laminar clean air systems.
The installation andor repair of commercial refrigeration equipment away from the shop shall be
classified as 5183(2)/5187(2), Refrigeration Equipment – not household units.
The manufacture andor shop repair of self-contained metal refrigerators andor freezers,
refrigerated drink dispensing machines, refrigerated drinking fountains andor refrigerated ice
cream cabinets shall be classified as 3165(2), Refrigerator Mfg.
The installation andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment away from the shop
shall be classified as 5183(3)/5187(3), Heating andor Air Conditioning Equipment, provided no
ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location. The installation
andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where ductwork installation is
performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified as 5538(2)/5542(2),
Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The installation andor repair of automobile air conditioning systems andor truck refrigeration
units involving work directly on automobiles or trucks shall be classified as 8389, Automobile or
Truck Repair Facilities.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 9016 (1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – all employees other than
those engaged in the operation or maintenance of amusement devices, restaurants or retail stores, for
clarity and consistency with and previously approved changes to companion Classification 9180(1),
Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation and maintenance of amusement devices.
PROPOSED
AMUSEMENT OR RECREATIONAL FACILITIES – N.O.C. – all employees other than those
engaged in the operation or maintenance of amusement devices, restaurants or retail
stores
This classification applies to the operation of amusement andor recreational facilities, including
but not limited to amusement parks, zoos, water parks, miniature golf courses, batting cages,
bumper car facilities, archery ranges, water excursions/tours, laser tag, airsoft andor paintball
facilities, and Nordic (cross-country) ski facilities.
This classification also applies to the operation of golf driving ranges that are not operated by
golf courses or country clubs.
This classification also applies to automobile andor horse race track operations by employers
that are not public agencies. Pari-mutuel employees shall be separately classified as 8810,
Clerical Office Employees.
This classification also applies to the operation of athletic andor sports venues, including
ballparks and stadiums, during non-sporting activities, including but not limited to concerts and
exhibitions.
Restaurants andor retail stores shall be separately classified.
Employers that operate boat marinas and boat rental facilities shall be classified as 9016(4),
Boat Marina and Boat Rental Operation.
Traveling carnivals or circuses shall be classified as 9185, Carnivals or Circuses.
The operation of events, including but not limited to farmers’ markets, flea markets, street fairs,
swap meets, art or antique festivals, trade shows (public or private), fun runs, foot races, cycling
events, marathons, triathlons and athletic charity events shall be classified as 9095, Event
Market, Festival or Trade Show Operation.
The operation of race tracks by public agencies shall be classified as 9410/9420, Municipal,
State or Other Public Agency Employees.
Bowling centers shall be classified as 9092(1), Bowling Centers.
Billiard halls shall be classified as 9092(2), Billiard Halls.
Skating rinks or skate parks shall be classified as 9092(3), Skating Centers.
Also refer to companion Classification 9180(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. –
operation andor maintenance of amusement devices.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9016(1) also performs duties
described by Classification 9180(1), the payroll of that employee may be divided between
Classifications 9016(1) and 9180(1), provided the employer maintains accurate records
supported by time cards or time book entries that show such division. See Part 3, Section V,
Rule 3, Division of Single Employee’s Payroll.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8078(2), Beverage Preparation Shops, for clarity.
PROPOSED
BEVERAGE PREPARATION SHOPS – not bars or taverns

8078(2)

This classification contemplates firms thatapplies to prepareing and serveing beverages such as
coffee; coffee based beverages such as mochas, cappuccinos, lattes, and espressos; tea andor
tea-based beverages; orand juice drinks such as juice blends, smoothies, and lemonade for
consumption by walk-in trade on or away from the premises. This classification shall apply to
each separate location at which the sale of prepared non-alcoholic beverages for consumption
on or away from the premises equals or exceeds 50% of gross receipts. This classification
includes the incidental sale of additional items, including but not limited to muffins, pastries
andand other baked goods.
This classification shall apply to each separate location at which the sale of prepared nonalcoholic beverages for consumption on or away from the premises equals or exceeds 50% of
the gross receipts.
Beverage preparation shops that pour and serve alcoholic beverages for consumption on the
premises or that prepare and serve hot food for consumption on or away from the premises shall
be assigned to Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
The bottling or canning of beverages or the manufacture of concentrates shall be separately
ratedclassified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 3726, Boiler Installation, Service or Repair, for clarity.
PROPOSED
BOILER INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR – steam or hot water
This classification applies to the installation, service, repair andor cleaning of industrial andor
commercial boilers andor heat exchangers at customers’ locations. This classification includes
the repair or replacement of worn or damaged plate steel components, including but not limited
to tanks, casings, chambers, ducting, piping and tubing.
This classification also applies to the erection of metal tanks within buildings.
The repair or replacement of mechanical components, including but not limited to pumps,
turbines, generators, oil compressors, gearboxes, motors and blowers shall be separately
classified as 3724(1), Millwright Work.
The repair or replacement of gas burners, burner dampers, air diffusers andor burner rings shall
be separately classified as 5183(1)/5187(1), Plumbing.
The installation of insulation material onto steam pipes or boilers shall be separately classified
as 5184, Steam Pipe or Boiler Insulation.
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The installation of refractory brick shall be separately classified as 5027/5028, Masonry.
The lining of refractory chambers andor metal tanks with concrete andor the construction of
concrete foundations shall be separately classified as 5213, Concrete Construction – N.O.C.
Boiler manufacturing or shop repair shall be classified as 3620(1), Boiler Mfg., if more than 50%
of the metal used is #9 gauge or heavier. If 50% or more of the metal used is lighter than #9
gauge, boiler manufacturing or shop repair shall be classified as 3169(2), Water Heater Mfg.
The erection of exterior metal tanks at ground level or on roof surfaces shall be classified as
5057, Iron or Steel Erection – N.O.C. The erection of exterior elevated metal tanks on support
structures shall be classified as 5040(1), Iron or Steel Erection – structural and exterior
installation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 5130(2), Building Automation or Energy Management Control Systems Installation,
Service or Repair, for clarity and consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
BUILDING AUTOMATION OR ENERGY MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEMS INSTALLATION,
SERVICE OR REPAIR – including shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of programmable building
automation or energy management control systems, including but not limited to those that
monitor, control or automate heating, ventilation, air conditioning, blinds, lighting or other
environmental factors within buildings. This classification also applies to the installation, service
or repair of card activated or electronic access controls that are not integrated with security
alarm, fire alarm or life safety systems. This classification includes the installation of low voltage
cabling that is performed in connection with system installation, service or repair operations by
the same employer.
The installation, service or repair of card activated or electronic access control systems that are
integrated with security systems shall be classified as 7605, Security Alarm, Fire Alarm or Life
Safety Systems Installation, Service or Repair.
The manufacture of building automation or programmable energy management control systems
or shop repair of programmable energy management or building automation control systemsby
the manufacturer shall be separately classified as 3681(1), Instrument Mfg. – electronic.
The installation of low voltage cabling within buildings that is not performed in connection with
the installation, service or repair of programmable building automation or energy management
control systems by the same employer shall be classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
The installation of electrical wiring within buildings shall be classified as 5140/5190, Electrical
Wiring – within buildings.
The installation, service or repair of fire suppression systems shall be classified as 5185/5186,
Automatic Sprinkler Installation.
The installation or repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where ductwork installation
is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified as 5538(2)/5542(2),
Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
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The installation or repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where no ductwork
installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified as
5183(3)/5187(3), Heating andor Air Conditioning Equipment.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 4111(3), Cathedral or Art Glass Products Mfg., for clarity.
PROPOSED

CATHEDRAL OR ART GLASS PRODUCTS MFG. – including glass manufacturing

4111(3)

This classification applies to the manufacture of stained glass windows, leaded glass windows,
art glass panels, glass mosaics andor lampshades.
The manufacture of glass products by glass blowing shall be classified as 4111(1), Glassware
Mfg. – no automatic or semi-automatic machines.
The manufacture of glass products by use of automatic or semi-automatic machines shall be
classified as 4114, Glassware Mfg. – N.O.C.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9060, Clubs – country or golf, for clarity.
PROPOSED
CLUBS – country or golf – all employees – including front desk employees and restaurant or
tavern employees
This classification applies to the operation of private golf andor country clubs andor public golf
courses. This classification includes all course, club facility and golf cart maintenance, golf
instruction, tournament operations and the operation of pro shops, driving ranges, and
restaurant, tavern and event facilities at the club location. This classification includes additional
fitness and recreational facilities that may be operated in connection with the golf course.
Hotel operations shall be separately classified as 9050(1), Hotels.
Driving ranges shall be classified as 9016(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. –
all employees other than those engaged in the operation or maintenance of amusement
devices, restaurants or retail stores.
Tennis or racquetball clubs shall be classified as 9053(5), Clubs – racquet sports.
Public or private swimming pools shall be classified as 9053(3), Swimming Pools or Swimming
Clubs.
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Clubs that are not more specifically described by any other classification shall be classified as
9061, Clubs – N.O.C.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9053(5), Clubs – racquet sports, for clarity and consistency with previously
approved changes.
PROPOSED
CLUBS – racquet sports – including restaurant employees, retail store employees and
receptionists
This classification applies to racquet clubs that provide membership and access to court
facilities for playing racquet sports, including but not limited to tennis, racquetball, badminton
and squash, as a primary benefit of membership. This classification includes additional fitness
and recreational facilities that may be operated in connection with the tennis or racquetball
playing court facilities. This classification includes coaching teams and instructing, supervising
and operating competitive leagues or events.
This classification also applies to the operation of clubs or facilities for handball, pickleball, table
tennis andor similar racquet andor paddle sports.
Golf or country clubs shall be classified as 9060, Clubs – country or golf.
Public or private swimming pools shall be classified as 9053(3), Swimming Pools or Swimming
Clubs.
Non-profit community health and wellness clubs shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs –
community health and wellness.
Health clubs or gyms engaged in operating facilities that provide space and exercise equipment,
including but not limited to cardiovascular equipment, weight machines and free weights
available for at-will use by clients for the majority of operating hours, including tennis,
racquetball, handball or squash operations provided in connection therewith, shall be classified
as 9053(2), Health Clubs or Gyms.
The operation of fitness studios or fitness training programs primarily offering scheduled fitness
classes where space and exercise equipment is not available for use by clients at-will during the
majority of operating hours shall be classified as 8870, Fitness Instruction Programs or Studios.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 5606, Contractors – construction or erection – executive level supervisors, for
consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
CONTRACTORS – construction or erection – executive level supervisors – no direct
supervision – division of a single employee’s payroll with any other classification is not
permitted
This classification may be assigned only in connection with the construction or erection
classifications listed in Appendix I, Construction and Erection Classifications.
This classification applies to executive level supervisors of construction operations wherein the
employer develops payroll in one or more construction or erection classification(s) provided not
less than two levels of supervision, as defined in Part 3, Section IV, Rule 2d, Executive Level
Supervisors, are retained between the executive level supervisor and the workers performing
actual construction operations.
This classification also includes management level employees, such as safety managers,
project managers and engineers, who do not supervise construction operations but whose
duties include walking through a construction site during the construction phase, provided the
employer retains two levels of supervision over the construction crew(s) or where all operations
have been subcontracted to licensed subcontractors. Otherwise, such employees are
miscellaneous employees and shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section IV, Rule 2c,
Miscellaneous Employees (Construction or Erection).
This classification also applies to executive level supervisors when all construction operations
are subcontracted to licensed contractors and no payroll is developed under any construction
classification. In such instances, executive level supervisors exercise control exclusively through
licensed subcontractors.
On jobs where all construction operations are subcontracted to licensed subcontractors,
Classification 5610, Contractors – construction or erection – all construction subcontracted, shall
applyies to all other employees, including but not limited to job site cleaning and debris removal
and post-construction warranty repair operations.
Classification 5606 does not apply to employees whose job site duties are limited to estimating,
outside sales or public relations. Employees whose non-clerical duties are confined to visiting
job sites for the purpose of pre-construction estimating, or for meeting with clients andor other
project representatives, are classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, provided they have no
supervisory responsibilities over construction operations and they do not walk through job sites
for purposes such as assessing construction progress, evaluating quality or determining
compliance with safety standards.
Fee-based construction management companies that do not engage in or perform supervision
over construction operations, but serve as an intermediary between the general contractor and
project owner or otherwise provide expertise regarding a construction project, shall be classified
as 8601(1), Engineers – consulting.
Also see Part 3, Section IV, Rule 2, Construction or Erection Work.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 3570, Electric Appliance Mfg., for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE MFG. – N.O.C.

3570

This classification contemplates, but is not limitedapplies to, the manufacture or repair of electric
appliances, including but not limited to lighting apparatus, flashlights, heating elements, battery
chargers, battery pack assemblies and domestic appliances such as vacuum cleaners, food
processors and hair dryers.
Display and parts departments that are physically separated from the repair shop and sell parts
commercially shall be separately classified as 8017(7), Stores – hardware.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 7539, Electric Power Companies, for consistency with previously approved
changes.
PROPOSED
ELECTRIC POWER COMPANIES – all operations – including construction or extension of
lines
This classification applies to the operations of publicly or privately operated electric power
companies that supply electrical power to customers. This classification includes the operation
of all types of power generation plants andor systems, including but not limited to hydro, solar,
wind, geothermal, biomass and landfill gas power plants. This classification also includes the
construction, operation, maintenance andor repair of substations andor transmission lines and
the installation andor repair of electric meters.
The erection of aerial power lines by separate concerns shall be classified as 7538, Electric
Power Line Construction.
The construction of buildings, dams or reservoirs shall be separately classified.
Employees engaged exclusively in Mmeter readersing activities (or in combination with clerical
office activities) shall be separately classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, subject to the
Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 3681(1), Instrument Mfg., which is part of the Electronics Industry Group, for
consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
INSTRUMENT MFG. – electronic – professional or scientific – N.O.C.

3681(1)

This classification applies to the manufacture or shop repair of electronic instruments that are
not specifically described by another classification, including but not limited to electronic
altimeters, air speed indicators and telemetry instruments, electronic centrifuges, cell
sequencers, bio-sensor equipment, mass spectrometers, electronic scales, programmable
electronic control systems, electronic point of sale (POS) systems, calculators, electron and
laser microscopes, electron accelerators and fraction collectors, electronic toxic gas or vapor
detection systems, radiation monitoring equipment, ohm meters, frequency synthesizers and
printed circuit board test equipment. This classification also applies to the manufacture of
electronic or electronically controlled manufacturing equipment for the semiconductor industry,
including but not limited to vapor ovens, wafer inspection stations, wafer probe systems, wet
processing equipment, photo mask inspection equipment, diffusion etching machines, wafer
cleaning equipment, wafer dicing saws and plasma etching machines.
This classification also applies to the manufacture or fee-based shop repair of Unmanned
Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of
less than 55 pounds.
The manufacture of electronic medical equipment used for diagnostic or treatment purposes
shall be classified as 3572, Medical Instrument Mfg.
The manufacture of non-electronic instruments shall be classified as 3682, Instrument Mfg. –
non-electronic.
The manufacture of industrial robotic systems shall be classified as 3560(2), Machinery Mfg. –
industrial.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of less than 55 pounds, including but not limited to test flight operations performed by the
manufacturer shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 5, General
Inclusions.
The installation or repair of instruments, or the repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial
drones) with a total combined weight of less than 55 pounds, away from shop shall be
separately classified as 5128, Instrument Installation, Service or Repair.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8028, Equipment or Machinery Rental Yards, for clarity.
PROPOSED
EQUIPMENT OR MACHINERY RENTAL YARDS – not dealers in new or used equipment – all
employees – including counterpersons

8028

This classification applies to employers engaged in the rental, delivery andor set up of
equipment andor machinery, including but not limited to portable air compressors, augurs, jacks,
chain saws, compactors, wheel barrows, electric drills, grinders, sanders, ladders, hammers,
garden tools and equipment, paint compressors, plumbing tools, sandblasting equipment,
portable generators, rototillers, chain saws, portable concrete mixers, vibrators, tractors,
backhoes, temporary fences, scaffolds, shoring, concrete or cement distributing towers, hod
hoists, construction elevators, loaders and trenchers.
This classification also applies to the rental andor installation of temporary signs, including but
not limited to real estate and construction site signs.
The erection of scaffolds, shoring, concrete or cement distributing towers, hod hoists, or
construction elevators shall be separately classified as 9529(1), Scaffolds, Shoring, Concrete or
Cement Distributing Towers, Hod Hoists or Construction Elevators.
The rental of mobile cranes andor hoisting equipment with operators shall be classified as
7219(3), Mobile Crane and Hoisting Service Contractors.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8116, Farm Machinery Dealers or Repair Facilities, for clarity.
PROPOSED
FARM MACHINERY DEALERS OR REPAIR FACILITIES – shop or outside – including
demonstration
This classification applies to dealers engaged in the sale or repair of new farm equipment,
including but not limited to tractors, balers, combines and implements including plows, discs and
cultivators. This classification also applies to independent farm machinery repair facilities that
are not dealers. Repair operations can be performed at the shop or at customers’ locations on a
job or warranty basis. This classification also includes operating farm machinery for
demonstration purposes. This classification also includes the incidental sale of used machinery
received as trade-in merchandise.
Dealers whose sales of used machinery exceed 25% of gross receipts shall be classified as
8267, Machinery and Equipment Dealers – secondhand.
The sale of non-agricultural machinery shall be classified as 8107, Machinery Dealers.
Departments for the display and sale of machines andor parts that are physically separated from
the repair shop and do not engage in machine demonstration shall be separately classified as
8017(7), Stores – hardware.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 2108, Fruit – citrus fruit packing and handling, which is part of the Food Packaging
and Processing Industry Group, for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
FRUIT – citrus fruit packing and handling – including storage

2108

This classification applies to the washing, hand or machine sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling and storage of citrus fruit, including but not limited to oranges, lemons, limes, tangerines,
kumquats and grapefruit. This classification also applies to employers that resort, resize,
regrade and repack previously packed citrus fruit.
The processing of “ready-to-eat” fruits andor vegetables that are packaged as “ready-to-eat” or
“pre-washed” and sold for immediate consumption without need for further peeling, trimming,
washing or cooking shall be classified as 2123, Fruit or Vegetable Processing – fresh – readyto-eat.
Pre-cooling or cold storage of produce that is exclusively field packed or received prepacked
from separate concerns shall be classified as 8291(1), Warehouses – cold storage.
The packing and handling of fresh deciduous fruit shall be separately classified as 2107, Fruit –
fresh fruit packing and handling.
The packing and handling of dried fruit shall be separately classified as 2109, Fruit – dried fruit
packing and handling.
The packing and handling of fresh deciduous fruit shall be separately classified as 2107, Fruit –
fresh fruit packing and handling.
The packing and handling of fresh vegetables andor tomatoes shall be separately classified as
8209, Vegetables.
Growing or harvesting, including field packing, of crops, shall be assigned to the applicable
Farms Industry Group classification.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 2107, Fruit – fresh fruit packing and handling, which is part of the Food Packaging
and Processing Industry Group, for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
FRUIT – fresh fruit packing and handling – including storage – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the washing, hand or machine sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling and storage of fresh deciduous fruit, including but not limited to apples, plums, peaches,
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pears, nectarines, melons, grapes, cherries, avocados and berries. This classification also
applies to employers that resort, resize, regrade and repack previously handled and packed
fresh deciduous fruit.
The processing of “ready-to-eat” fruits andor vegetables that are packaged as “ready-to-eat” or
“pre-washed” and sold for immediate consumption without need for further peeling, trimming,
washing or cooking shall be classified as 2123, Fruit or Vegetable Processing – fresh – readyto-eat.
Pre-cooling or cold storage of produce that is exclusively field packed or received prepacked
from separate concerns shall be classified as 8291(1), Warehouses – cold storage.
The packing and handling of dried fruit shall be separately classified as 2109, Fruit – dried fruit
packing and handling.
The packing and handling of fresh citrus fruit shall be separately classified as 2108, Fruit – citrus
fruit packing and handling.
The packing and handling of fresh vegetables andor tomatoes shall be separately classified as
8209, Vegetables.
Growing or harvesting, including field packing, of crops, shall be assigned to the applicable
Farms Industry Group classification.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8209, Vegetables, which is part of the Food Packaging and Processing Industry
Group, for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
VEGETABLES – fresh vegetable andor tomato packing and handling – including storage
This classification applies to the washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, pre-cooling and
storage of fresh vegetables, including but not limited to lettuce, cabbage, celery, potatoes,
broccoli, onions, yams, radishes, asparagus, sweet corn, mushrooms andor tomatoes. This
classification also applies to employers that resort, resize, regrade and repack previously
packed fresh vegetables andor tomatoes.
The processing of “ready-to-eat” fruits or vegetables that are packaged as “ready-to-eat” or “prewashed” and sold for immediate consumption without need for further peeling, trimming,
washing or cooking shall be classified as 2123, Fruit or Vegetable Processing – fresh – readyto-eat.
Pre-cooling or cold storage of produce that is exclusively field packed or received prepacked
from separate concerns shall be classified as 8291(1), Warehouses – cold storage.
The packing and handling of fresh deciduous fruit shall be separately classified as 2107, Fruit –
fresh fruit packing and handling.
The packing and handling of fresh citrus fruit shall be separately classified as 2108, Fruit – citrus
fruit packing and handling.
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The packing and handling of fresh deciduous fruit shall be separately classified as 2107, Fruit –
fresh fruit packing and handling.
The processing of “ready-to-eat” fruits and vegetables that are packaged as “ready-to-eat” or
“pre-washed” and sold for immediate consumption without need for further peeling, trimming,
washing or cooking shall be classified as 2123, Fruit or Vegetable Processing – fresh – readyto-eat.
The processing and canning of olives shall be classified as 2111(2), Olive Handling.
Growing or harvesting, including field packing, of crops, shall be assigned to the applicable
Farms Industry Group classification.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 4831, Vitamin or Dietary Supplement Mfg., which is part of the Food Packaging and
Processing Industry Group, for clarity and consistency with previously approved changes and to provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
VITAMIN OR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT MFG. – compounding, blending or packaging only – not
manufacturing ingredients
This classification applies to the production or packaging of vitamins andor dietary supplements
involving mixing, blending, forming andor packaging purchased dietary ingredients, including but
not limited to vitamins, minerals, herbs or other botanicals, enzymes and amino acids. Vitamins
or dietary supplements may be produced in various forms, including but not limited to tablet,
caplet, capsule, powder or liquid form. Vitamins and dietary supplements have only incidental
caloric value and are not a substitute for food. This classification includes the manufacture of
containers that are used in the employer’s production operations.
This classification also applies to the growing, harvesting and processing of algae to produce
algae-based dietary supplements.
The manufacture or processing of food products shall be classified as 6504, Food Products Mfg.
or Processing, unless the operations are more specifically described by another Food
Packaging and Processing Industry Group classification.
The production (compounding, blending or packaging) of drugs, medicines, pharmaceutical
preparations andor devices that are intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment
or prevention of disease shall be classified as 4611, Drug, Medicine or Pharmaceutical
Preparations Mfg.
Compounding pharmacies that combine, mix or alter ingredients in response to a prescription to
create a medication tailored to the medical needs of an individual patient shall be classified as
8017(1), Stores – retail.
The production or packaging of products intended to be rubbed, poured, sprinkled or sprayed
on, introduced into, or otherwise applied to, the human body for cleansing, beautifying,
promoting attractiveness or altering appearance shall be classified as 4623, Cosmetic, Personal
Care or Perfumery Products Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 9620, Funeral Directors, for clarity.
PROPOSED
FUNERAL DIRECTORS – all employees – including receptionists

9620

This classification applies to funeral directors engaged in activities, including but not limited to
scheduling funerals, assisting customers with the selection of caskets, arranging for the
internment of bodies, embalming and preparing bodies for funeral services and transporting
deceased persons, andor funeral attendees in connection with funeral directing services.
Cemetery operations shall be classified as 9220(1), Cemetery Operation.
Crematorium operations shall be classified 9220(2), Crematory Operation.
Transporting deceased persons, andor funeral attendees not performed in connection with
funeral directing by the same employer shall be classified as 7382, Bus, Shuttle Van or
Limousine Operations.
Providing motorcycle escorts to funeral homes on a contract basis shall be classified as 7365,
Taxicab Operations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classifications 5538(2)/5542(2), Heating and Air Conditioning Ductwork, for clarity.
PROPOSED
HEATING ANDOR AIR CONDITIONING DUCTWORK – installation or repair – including shop –
including installation of furnaces or air conditioning equipment – employees whose
regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $27.00 per hour – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the installation or repair of sheet metal or nonmetallic, rigid or
flexible ductwork for heating andor air conditioning systems.
This classification also applies to the installation or repair of heating andor air conditioning
equipment provided the same employer engages in the installation of ductwork at the same job
or location. The installation andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where no
ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified
as 5183(3)/5187(3), Heating andor Air Conditioning Equipment.
This classification includes the shop fabrication of ductwork andor duct fittings when the
employer installs any portion of the fabricated items.
The installation of pipe andor pipe fittings shall be separately classified.
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HEATING ANDOR AIR CONDITIONING DUCTWORK – installation or repair – including shop –
including installation of furnaces or air conditioning equipment – employees whose
regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00 per hour – N.O.C.

5542(2)

Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $27.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5538(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
This classification applies to the installation or repair of sheet metal or nonmetallic, rigid or
flexible ductwork for heating andor air conditioning systems.
This classification also applies to the installation or repair of heating andor air conditioning
equipment provided the same employer engages in the installation of ductwork at the same job
or location. The installation andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where no
ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified
as 5183(3)/5187(3), Heating andor Air Conditioning Equipment.
This classification includes the shop fabrication of ductwork andor duct fittings when the
employer installs any portion of the fabricated items.
The installation of pipe andor pipe fittings shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9519(1), Household Appliances, for clarity.
PROPOSED
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES – installation, service or repair – shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of household appliances, including
but not limited to refrigerators, freezers, washers, dryers, dishwashers, ovens, ranges, broilers,
barbeques, grills, fryers, dehumidifiers, trash compactors, garbage disposals, patio heaters,
vacuum cleaners, sewing machines and portable air conditioning units for separate concerns on
a fee basis. This classification also applies to the installation, service or repair of exercise
equipment for household use.
This classification also applies to the installation, service or repair of beer coils andor soft drink
dispensing machines, the repair of motorized wheelchairs or mobility scooters, andor the
installation, service or repair of countertop appliances used in commercial kitchens.
This classification also applies to the installation, service or repair of automatic door openers.
The installation of doors other than overhead doors shall be classified as 5107, Door, Door
Frame or Pre-Glazed Window Installation. The installation of overhead doors shall be classified
as 5108, Door Installation – overhead doors.
The installation, service or repair of exercise equipment in health clubs, fitness studios andor
other commercial or public exercise facilities shall be classified as 3724(1), Millwright Work.
The installation, service or repair of appliances in commercial kitchens other than countertop
appliances shall be classified as 3724(1), Millwright Work.
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This classification also applies to the installation, service or repair of automatic door openers.
The installation of doors other than overhead doors shall be classified as 5107, Door, Door
Frame or Pre-Glazed Window Installation. The installation of overhead doors shall be classified
as 5108, Door Installation – overhead doors.
The installation, service or repair of commercial refrigeration systems andor equipment,
including but not limited to commercial ice makers, refrigerators and walk-in refrigerators, shall
be classified as 5183(2)/5187(2), Refrigeration Equipment.
The installation, service andor repair of water heaters shall be classified as 5183(1)/5187(1),
Plumbing.
The installation or placement of house furnishings for other concerns on a fee basis shall be
classified as 9521(1), House Furnishings.
The installation, service or repair of household water softening, conditioning or filtration systems
shall be classified as 9519(4), Water Softening, Conditioning or Filtration Systems.
Electrical wiring shall be separately classified.
Repair departments at stores shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section IV, Rule 6,
Stores.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8078(3), Ice Cream or Frozen Yogurt Shops, for consistency with other proposed
and previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
ICE CREAM OR FROZEN YOGURT SHOPS

8078(3)

This classification contemplates firms that sellapplies to the sale of individual servings of ice
cream andor frozen yogurt for consumption by the walk-in trade on or away from the premises.
This classification shall apply to each separate location at which the sale of individual servings
of ice cream or frozen yogurt for consumption on or away from the premises equals or exceeds
50% of gross receipts. This classification includes the incidental sale of hand packed ice cream
andor prepackaged ice cream confections sold as such.
This classification shall apply to each separate location at which the sale of individual servings
of ice cream or frozen yogurt for consumption on or away from the premises equals or exceeds
50% of the gross receipts.
Ice cream or frozen yogurt shops that pour and serve alcoholic beverages for consumption on
the premises or prepare and serve hot food for consumption on or away from the premises shall
be assigned to Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 4557, Ink, Adhesive, Polish or Wax Products Mfg., for consistency with previously
approved changes and to provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
INK, ADHESIVE, POLISH OR WAX PRODUCTS MFG.

4557

This classification applies to the manufacture of inks, adhesives, waxes or polishes. This
classification also applies to the mixing, blending andor repackaging of inks, adhesives, waxes
or polishes, the manufacture of electrically conductive inks andor adhesives, andor the
manufacture of wax products, including but not limited to candles and crayons.
The manufacturing, refilling or refurbishing of laser printer toner or ink jet cartridges shall be
classified as 3574(1), Machine Mfg.
The manufacture of denture adhesives shall be classified as 4611, Drug, Medicine or
Pharmaceutical Preparations Mfg.
The manufacture of paint, varnish or lacquer shall be classified as 4558(1), Paint, Varnish or
Lacquer Mfg.
The manufacture of synthetic resins shall be classified as 4558(2), Resin Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8720(1), Inspection for Insurance, Safety or Valuation Purposes, for clarity.
PROPOSED
INSPECTION FOR INSURANCE, SAFETY OR VALUATION PURPOSES – N.O.C. – including
Outside Salespersons
This classification applies to employers that perform inspections for insurance, safety or
valuation purposes on a fee basis, including but not limited to insurance fraud investigations,
boiler inspections, electric meter inspection and testing, backflow valve inspection and testing,
energy efficiency inspections, fire protection and safety inspections, log scaling and agricultural
products inspection. This classification also applies to monitoring the flow of fluids on oil leases
or along pipelines on a fee basis.
This classification also applies to insurance claims or insurance fraud investigations performed
on a fee basis that involve surveillance of persons without their knowledge.
Insurance claims or insurance fraud investigation companies that exclusively perform
investigations that do not require surveillance of persons without their knowledge shall be
classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, or 8810, Clerical Office Employees. Insurance
claims investigations performed by insurance companies shall be classified as 8822, Insurance
Companies.
Investigation operations for other than insurance claims or insurance fraud shall be classified as
7721(1), Detective or Private Investigative Agencies.
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This classification also applies to monitoring the flow of fluids on oil leases or along pipelines on
a fee basis.
When performed in connection with an employer’s own operations, other than construction or
erection, the operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with an aircraft
system and payload total combined weight of less than 55 pounds shall be classified in
accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 5, General Inclusions.
Insurance claims investigations performed on a fee basis that do not require surveillance of
persons without their knowledge shall be classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, or 8810,
Clerical Office Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule
4, Standard Exceptions. Insurance claims investigations performed by insurance companies
shall be classified as 8822, Insurance Companies.
Investigation operations for other than insurance claims shall be classified as 7721(1), Detective
or Private Investigative Agencies.
Property appraisal (or property appraisal in combination with clerical activities) on a fee basis
shall be classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule.
See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
The weighing, grading, inspecting andor sampling of merchandise at docks, railway stations or
warehouses on a fee basis shall be classified as 8720(3), Weighers, Samplers or Inspectors of
Merchandise on Docks or at Railway Stations or Warehouses.
The fee inspection of boats, ships andor marine vessels for safety andor to determine
seaworthiness andor the fee inspection andor surveying of cargo that may have been damaged
in marine transit shall be classified as 7248, Marine Appraisers or Surveyors.
The provision of legal support services on a fee basis, including but not limited to process
serving of summons, subpoenas and complaints; filing court documents; or reproducing
documents shall be classified as 8821, Law Firm Support Services.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 5128, Instrument Installation, Service or Repair, for consistency with previously
approved changes.
PROPOSED
INSTRUMENT INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR – medical, professional or scientific –
away from shop – not office machines
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of electronic instruments used in
the medical, biomedical andor healthcare industries, including but not limited to medical imaging
and scanning equipment, health monitors, surgical or treatment equipment and sample
analyzers. This classification also applies to the installation, service or repair of professional or
scientific instruments used for research, testing, measuring or calibration in the geological,
petroleum, biomedical, pharmaceutical, aerospace andor defense industries or by other military
or governmental entities. This classification includes the installation of low voltage cabling that is
performed in connection with instrument installation, service or repair operations by the same
employer.
This classification also applies to the fee-based repair away from the shop of Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (aerial drones) with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of less than
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55 pounds.
The installation, service or repair of machinery, equipment or instruments used in the
manufacturing or processing of integrated circuit chips or semiconductor wafers shall be
classified as 5129, Integrated Circuit or Semiconductor Processing Equipment Installation,
Service or Repair.
The installation, service or repair of programmable industrial controls shall be classified as
5130(1), Programmable Industrial Controls Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of low voltage communications cabling within buildings that is not performed in
connection with the installation, service or repair of instruments by the same employer shall be
classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
The installation of electrical wiring within buildings shall be classified as 5140/5190, Electrical
Wiring – within buildings.
The manufacture andor fee-based shop repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones)
with a total combined weight of less than 55 pounds shall be separately classified as 3681(1),
Instrument Mfg. – electronic.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of less than 55 pounds, including but not limited to test flight operations performed in connection
with repair or by the manufacturer shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule
5, General Inclusions.
The shop repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of
55 pounds or heavier by the manufacturer shall be classified as 3830(2), Unmanned Aircraft
System Mfg.
The repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55
pounds or heavier on a fee basis, andor repair work performed by the manufacturer away from
shop shall be classified as 7428(3), Aircraft Remanufacture, Conversion, Modification and
Repair Companies.
The manufacture or shop repair of electronic professional andor scientific instruments other than
medical instruments shall be classified as 3681(1), Instrument Mfg. – electronic.
The manufacture of electronic medical instruments used for diagnostic or treatment purposes
shall be classified as 3572, Medical Instrument Mfg.
The manufacture of non-electronic scientific or medical instruments shall be classified as 3682,
Instrument Mfg. – non-electronic.
The shop repair of instruments shall be assigned to the applicable instrument manufacturing
classification.
The installation or repair of industrial machinery, including but not limited to pumps, generators,
printing presses, sawmill equipment and food processing equipment away from the shop shall
be classified as 3724(1), Millwright Work.
The installation, service or repair of computers, servers or computer peripheral equipment shall
be classified as 5193, Computer or Telephone System or Equipment Installation, Service or
Repair.
The installation, service or repair of office machines shall be classified as 5191, Office Machine
or Point of Sale Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8107, Machinery Dealers, for clarity.
PROPOSED
MACHINERY DEALERS – N.O.C. – including demonstration and repair

8107

This classification applies to dealers of new machinery, including but not limited to excavators,
loaders, graders, conveyors, pumps, generators, mobile cranes, bull dozers, machine tools,
welding equipment, industrial motors and engines, food processing equipment and mining and
ore milling equipment. This classification also applies to the demonstration or shop repair of
machinery when performed by a machinery dealer. This classification also includes the
incidental sale of used machinery received as trade-in merchandise.
Dealers whose sales of used machinery exceed 25% of gross receipts shall be classified as
8267, Machinery and Equipment Dealers – secondhand.
The sale of farm equipment shall be classified as 8116, Farm Machinery Dealers or Repair
Facilities.
The sale of new or used oil or gas well supplies or equipment shall be classified as 8111(2), Oil
or Gas Well Supplies or Equipment Dealers.
Installation or repair operations away from the employer’s premises shall be separately
classified as 3724(1), Millwright Work.
Departments for the display and sale of machines andor parts that are physically separated from
the repair shop and do not engage in machine demonstration shall be separately classified as
8017(7), Stores – hardware.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 3501(2), Machinery Mfg. – swimming pool and spa, for clarity.
PROPOSED

MACHINERY MFG. – swimming pool andor spa

3501(2)

This classification applies to the manufacture or shop repair of swimming pool andor spa
equipment, including but not limited to pumps, filters, heaters, pool sweeps and air blowers. This
classification also applies to the assembly of components, including but not limited to pumps,
filters, heaters, tubing, controls, electrical wire, spa shells and cabinet panels to produce
portable spas.
The repair of swimming pool andor spa equipment away from the shop shall be separately
classified.
The manufacture of plastic spa shells shall be separately classified as 4497, Plastics – fiber
reinforced plastic products mfg.
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The manufacture of wood cabinet panels for use in the manufacture of portable spas shall be
separately classified as 2842, Wood Products Mfg.
The construction of inground swimming pools or spas shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 4635, Oxygen or Hydrogen Mfg., for clarity.
PROPOSED
OXYGEN OR HYDROGEN MFG. – including tank charging

4635

This classification applies to the manufacture, mixing or blending of gases, including but not
limited to oxygen, hydrogen, acetylene, carbonic acid, nitrogen, nitrous oxide, helium and arsine.
This classification also applies to the manufacture of liquefied hydrogen andor nitrogen, andor
dry ice. This classification includes the refilling of tanks with gas for customers.
The manufacture of propane, butane andor liquefied petroleum gas shall be classified as
4740(3), Gasoline Recovery.
The sale of gases for use in welding or medical purposes shall be classified as 8110, Stores –
welding supplies.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classifications 8111(1), Plumbers’ Supplies Dealers, for clarity.
PROPOSED
PLUMBERS’ SUPPLIES DEALERS – wholesale or retail – gas, steam or hot water equipment –
no manufacturing
This classification applies to dealers of plumbing supplies, including but not limited to steel,
black iron, plastic, copper andor transite pipe, pipefittings, valves, pipe putty andor sealants,
water filters, bathroom fixtures, bathtubs, washbasins, drinking fountains, water heaters, pumps,
boilers, insulation, ventilating ducts and hand tools.
This classification also applies to the sale of used pipe, including incidental cleaning operations
to prepare pipe for sale.
Dealers of oil or gas well supplies andor equipment shall be classified as 8111(2), Oil or Gas
Well Supplies or Equipment Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classifications 5130(1), Programmable Industrial Controls Installation, Service or Repair, for
clarity and consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
PROGRAMMABLE INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR –
including shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of programmable industrial
controls, including but not limited to programmable logic controllers, human machine interfaces
used to operate or automate industrial processes and data acquisition systems used in the
automation of manufacturing andor processing equipment. This classification includes the
installation of low voltage cabling that is performed in connection with controls installation,
service or repair operations by the same employer.
The outside installation, service or repair of electrical machinery or auxiliary apparatus shall be
classified as 3724(2), Electrical Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus.
The installation, service or repair of building automation or energy management control systems
shall be classified as 5130(2), Building Automation or Energy Management Control Systems
Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation, service or repair of medical, professional or scientific instruments shall be
classified as 5128, Instrument Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation, service or repair of machinery, equipment or instruments used in the
manufacturing or processing of integrated circuit chips or semiconductor wafers shall be
classified as 5129, Integrated Circuit or Semiconductor Processing Equipment Installation,
Service or Repair.
The installation of low voltage cabling within buildings that is not performed in connection with
the installation, service or repair of controls by the same employer shall be classified as 5195,
Communications Cabling.
The installation of electrical wiring within buildings shall be classified as 5140/5190, Electrical
Wiring – within buildings.
The manufacture or shop repair of programmable industrial controls or shop repair by the
manufacturer shall be separately classified as 3681(1), Instrument Mfg. – electronic.
The manufacture or shop repair of non-programmable electrical control panels, switchboards
andor circuit breaker apparatus with a power rating of 746 watts (one horsepower) or more shall
be separately classified as 3643(2), Electric Control Panel or Switchgear Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classifications 7207(5), Racing Stables – harness racing, for consistency with previously
approved changes.
PROPOSED
RACING STABLES – harness racing – all other employees

7207(5)

This classification applies to the operation of stables at race tracks or certified training facilities
for harness racing. This classification includes but is not limited to feeding, grooming, exercising,
training and the general care of horses. This classification also applies to harness racing drivers
not hired on a per race basis.
Stables operated for other types of horse racing, including but not limited to thoroughbred and
quarter horse racing shall be classified as 8631, Racing Stables – all other employees.
Race track operations by employers that are not public agencies shall be classified as 9016(1),
Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – all employees other than those engaged in the
operation or maintenance of amusement devices, restaurants or retail stores.
This classification does not apply to jockeys or harness racing drivers hired on a per race basis.
Refer to companion Classification 8278, Racing Stables – jockeys or harness racing drivers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend the Classification 3165(2), Refrigerator Mfg., for clarity.
PROPOSED
REFRIGERATOR MFG. – metal

3165(2)

This classification applies to the manufacture andor shop repair of self-contained metal
refrigerators andor freezers, refrigerated drink dispensing machines andor refrigerated ice
cream cabinets.
The manufacture of metal refrigerator cabinets andor enclosure panels that do not include
refrigeration equipment shall be classified as 3076(1), Furniture Mfg. – metal.
The installation andor repair of self-contained metal refrigerators away from the shop shall be
classified as 9519(1), Household Appliances.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend the Classifications 5552/5553, Roofing, for clarity and to correct a rule reference.
PROPOSED
ROOFING – all kinds – including yard employees – employees whose regular hourly wage
does not equal or exceed $25.00 per hour

5552

This classification applies to the installation, repair, removal andor waterproofing of all types of
roofs andor roofing systems to prevent water andor other substances from penetrating andor
damaging the structure. This classification includes but is not limited to preparing surfaces and
application of torchdown or adhesive modified bitumen, hot or cold tar, felt glass, fabric,
urethane foam, shakes, shingles, tile, slat, sheet metal, and other roofing, waterproofing,
weatherproofing or membrane material onto rooftops.
A physical audit shall be conducted on the complete policy period of each policy insuring the
holder of a C-39 Roofing Contractor license from the Contractors State License Board. See
Part 3, Section VI, Rule 4, Drivers’ and Their Helpers’Audit of Payroll.
The installation of shingle roofing when performed by the same employer that performs
carpentry work in constructing new buildings or additions to existing buildings at the same job or
location shall be classified as 5403/5432, Carpentry.
The installation of sheet metal roofing when installed by the same employer that performs sheet
metal skinning in constructing new buildings or additions to existing buildings at the same job or
location shall be classified as 5538(1)/5542(1), Sheet Metal Work.
The installation of photovoltaic solar panels shall be separately classified as 3724(2), Electrical
Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus.
ROOFING – all kinds – including yard employees – employees whose regular hourly wage
equals or exceeds $25.00 per hour
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $25.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $25.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5552, Roofing.
This classification applies to the installation, repair, removal andor waterproofing of all types of
roofs andor roofing systems to prevent water andor other substances from penetrating andor
damaging the structure. This classification includes but is not limited to preparing surfaces and
application of torchdown or adhesive modified bitumen, hot or cold tar, felt, glass, fabric,
urethane foam, shakes, shingles, tile, slat, sheet metal, and other roofing, waterproofing,
weatherproofing or membrane material onto rooftops.
A physical audit shall be conducted on the complete policy period of each policy insuring the
holder of a C-39 Roofing Contractor license from the Contractors State License Board. See
Part 3, Section VI, Rule 4, Drivers’ and Their Helpers’Audit of Payroll.
The installation of shingle roofing when performed by the same employer that performs
carpentry work in constructing new buildings or additions to existing buildings at the same job or
location shall be classified as 5403/5432, Carpentry.
The installation of sheet metal roofing when installed by the same employer that performs sheet
metal skinning in constructing new buildings or additions to existing buildings at the same job or
location shall be classified as 5538(1)/5542(1), Sheet Metal Work.
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The installation of photovoltaic solar panels shall be separately classified as 3724(2), Electrical
Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend the Classification 4000(1), Sand or Gravel Digging, for consistency with previously approved
changes.
PROPOSED
SAND OR GRAVEL DIGGING – including construction, repair or maintenance of all buildings,
structures or equipment and installation of machinery

4000(1)

If 25% or less of the excavated material is crushed or ground, all sand or gravel processing,
including but not limited to crushing, grinding, washing, screening and bagging, shall be
classified as 4000(1).
If more than 25% of the excavated material is crushed or ground, all sand or gravel processing,
including but not limited to crushing, grinding, washing, screening and bagging, shall be
classified as 1710, Stone Crushing, unless all crushed product will pass through an 8-mesh or
finer screen, in which case the operations shall be classified as 1741(1), Silica Grinding.
Canal, sewer or cellar excavation or mining shall be separately classified.
Employees engaged exclusively in the delivery of the finished product shall be separately
classified as 8232(2), Building Material Dealers – commercial.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend the Classification 8078(1), Sandwich Shops, for clarity and consistency with previously approved
changes.
PROPOSED
SANDWICH SHOPS – not restaurants – N.O.C.

8078(1)

This classification contemplatesapplies to the preparation, serving andor sale of cold food items
such as sandwiches, salads, and side dishes that are prepared for consumption by the walk-in
trade. This classification shall apply to each separate location at which the sale of prepared cold
food items for consumption on or away from the premises equals or exceeds 50% of gross
receipts.
Cold food items are foods that are prepared and served cold or cooked in advance of orders and
allowed to cool. This classification contemplatesincludes the incidental warming of cold food
items using microwave ovens, toaster ovens or heat lamps and the preparation of sandwiches
with meats that are kept warm in a steam table.
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Classification 8078(1) also applies to stores that prepare and sell fresh, unbaked pizzas.
This classification shall apply to each separate location at which the sale of prepared cold food
items for consumption on or away from the premises equals or exceeds 50% of the gross
receipts.
Sandwich shops that pour and serve alcoholic beverages for consumption on the premises or
prepare and serve hot food for consumption on or away from the premises shall be assigned to
Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend the Classification 3165(3), Solar Panel Mfg., for clarity.
PROPOSED
SOLAR PANEL MFG.

3165(3)

This classification applies to the manufacture andor shop repair of photovoltaic solar panels that
are used to generate electricity andor solar collection panels that are used to heat water.
The manufacture of photovoltaic cells shall be classified as 4112, Integrated Circuit and
Semiconductor Wafer Mfg.
The installation andor repair of photovoltaic solar panels away from the shop shall be classified
as 3724(2), Electrical Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus.
The installation andor repair of solar collection panels away from the shop shall be classified as
5183(1)/5187(1), Plumbing.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend the cross-reference to Steel – fabrication and erection, for clarity.
PROPOSED
STEEL – fabrication or erection
See Iron or Steel classifications.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 8042, Stores – floor covering, which is part of the Stores Industry Group, for
consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – floor covering – wholesale or retail – carpet, rugs, vinyl or linoleum – including
showroom sales

8042

This classification applies to stores engaged in the sale of floor coverings, including but not
limited to carpet and rugs; vinyl, linoleum, asphalt and rubber sheets, planks and tile; prefinished
hardwood and bamboo strips and planks; and laminate and cork planks and tiles. This
classification also applies to floor covering auctioneers.
The installation of linoleum, vinyl, laminate, carpet, rugs or asphalt or rubber tile shall be
separately classified as 9521(2), Floor Covering – installation.
The installation or refinishing of hardwood or bamboo flooring shall be separately classified as
5436, Hardwood Floor Laying.
Dealers of building materials, including unfinished hardwood flooring, shall be classified as
8232(2), Building Material Dealers – commercial.
Stores engaged in the sale of ceramic floor tile shall be classified as 8059, Stores – tile.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 8059, Stores – tile, which is part of the Stores Industry Group, for consistency with
previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – tile – wholesale or retail

8059

This classification applies to stores engaged in the sale of decorative tile, including but not
limited to ceramic, stone, porcelain and glass tile.
Dealers in stone slabs andor countertops, including but not limited to marble, granite, quartz and
limestone materials shall be classified as 8232(2), Building Materials Dealers – commercial.
The installation of tile shall be separately classified as 5348, Tile, Stone, Mosaic or Terrazzo
Work.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 9516, Television, Video, Audio or Radio Equipment Installation, Service or Repair,
for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
TELEVISION, VIDEO, AUDIO OR RADIO EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR –
shop orand outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of freestanding or built-in audio or
video equipment, including but not limited to televisions, stereo systems, home theater systems
or similar electronic entertainment devices. This classification also applies to the installation,
service or repair of cable television equipment, including but not limited to cable converter
boxes, modems, high definition digital video recorders, coaxial cables, connectors or similar
items. This classification includes the installation of low voltage cabling or the installation of
home security equipment that is performed in connection with audio or video equipment
installation, service or repair operations by the same employer.
The installation, service or repair of electronic equipment, including but not limited to audio
systems, alarms, ignition interlock devices, vehicle locating systems, navigation systems or
entertainment systems in automobiles, trucks or vans shall be classified as 8370, Automobile or
Truck Radio, Alarm or Electronic Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of low voltage cabling within buildings that is not performed in connection with
the installation, service or repair of audio or video equipment by the same employer shall be
classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
The installation, service or repair of telecommunication antennas or antenna equipment that are
located on rooftops, towers, structures or other exterior locations shall be classified as 9531(1),
Telecommunication Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The contract installation, service or repair of exterior satellite antennas or non-satellite antennas
or antenna equipment for television or internet connectivity, which may be installed indoors or
outdoors in connection therewith, shall be classified as 9531(2), Satellite Television or Internet
Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation, service or repair of Closed Circuit Television security systems or video
surveillance systems not in connection with the installation of electronic entertainment devices
shall be classified as 7605, Security Alarm, Fire Alarm or Life Safety Systems Installation,
Service or Repair.
The installation, service or repair of satellite antennas or antenna equipment for television or
internet connectivity by Federal Communications Commission licensed companies that provide
cable or satellite television services on a fee basis shall be classified as 7606, Cable or Satellite
Television Companies7600, Communication Service Providers.
The installation, service or repair of computers or electronic computer peripheral equipment
shall be classified as 5193, Computer or Telephone System or Equipment Installation, Service
or Repair.
Store operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Classification 9154, Theaters – not motion picture, for consistency with previously approved
changes.
PROPOSED
THEATERS – not motion picture – all employees other than performers and directors of
performers – including managers, stage hands, box office employees or ushers

9154

Also refer to companion Classification 9156, Theaters – dance, opera and theater companies –
all performers and directors of performers – N.O.C., and to companion Classification 9151,
Theaters – musical entertainment – live performances.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9154 also performs duties
described by Classifications 9151 or 9156 or 9151, the payroll of that employee may be divided
between Classifications 9154 and 9156, or between Classifications 9151 and 9154 and 9151
provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by time cards or time book entries
that show such division. Refer to Part 3, Section V, Rule 3.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Classification 9519(4), Water Softening, Conditioning or Filtration Systems, for clarity.
PROPOSED
WATER SOFTENING, CONDITIONING OR FILTRATION SYSTEMS – household – installation,
service or repair – shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of household water softening,
conditioning or filtration systems or the recharging of used water conditioning canisters at shop
or outside locations. This classification also applies to the installation of reverse osmosis water
purification systems using membrane filters when installed on household systems.
This classification does not apply to the installation, service or repair of equipment for the
treatment of sewage or wastewater.
The installation, service andor repair of water heaters shall be classified as 5183(1)/5187(1),
Plumbing.
The installation of swimming pool filters or industrial water treatment systems shall be classified
as 3724(1), Millwright Work.

*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Part 4, Unit Statistical Reporting Requirements, Section II, Definitions, Rule 5, Foreign
Construction or Erection Projects, for correctness.
PROPOSED
Section II – Definitions




5. Foreign Construction or Erection Projects
Experience developed under construction or erection projects lasting more than 180 calendar days
outside the United States, its Territories, or the Dominion of Canada, shall not be included with the
regular submission of unit statistical report data.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recommendation
Amend Part 4, Section II, Definitions, Rule 37, Stipulated Award, for clarity.
PROPOSED
Section II – Definitions




37. Stipulated Award
An award that has been drawn up between the insurer and claimant and submitted to the Workers’
Compensation Appeals Board (WCAB) for review.




*

*

*

*

*
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Recommendation
Amend Section VI, Rating Procedure, Rule 5, Expected (E) Losses, for consistency with prior approved
changes.
PROPOSED
Section VI – Rating Procedure



5. Expected (E) Losses
The Expected Losses are the basis to which actual lossesthe sum of Actual Primary Losses and Expected Excess Losses are compared in the experience modification formula. They are derived for each
classification as the product of the payroll for the classification and the eExpected lLoss rRate applicable
to the classification. For other than per capita classifications, this product is then divided by 100. The Expected Loss Rate for a classification is the average rate of losses per $100 of payroll (or per capita unit)
that is expected for the classification during an experience rating period, with the losses subject to the
Maximum Loss Value limitation and the exclusion of the first $250 on each claim. Expected Loss Rates
are obtained from Table I of this Plan.




*

*

*

*

*
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The meeting was adjourned at 12:40 PM.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Note to Committee Members: These Minutes, as written, have not been approved. Please refer to the
Minutes of the meeting scheduled for May 31 2018 for approval and/or modification.
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Item IV-A
July 1, 2018 Pure Premium Rate Filing Summary
At the April 4, 2018 meeting, the Governing Committee approved the filing of proposed July 1, 2018
advisory pure premium rates that reflected an average of $1.80 per $100 of payroll. The average
proposed July 1, 2018 advisory pure premium rate was 7.2% less than the average approved January 1,
2018 advisory pure premium rate of $1.94 and 19.0% less than the industry average filed pure premium
rate as of January 1, 2018 of $2.22 per $100 of payroll. On April 9, 2018, the WCIRB submitted the
July 1, 2018 Pure Premium Rate Filing to the Insurance Commissioner.
A public hearing on the WCIRB’s filing was held on May 2, 2018. On May 29, 2018, the Insurance
Commissioner issued a Decision with respect to the WCIRB’s pure premium rate filing. In the Decision,
the Commissioner approved advisory pure premium rates that averaged $1.74 per $100 of payroll, which
is $10.3% less than the average approved January 1, 2018 advisory pure premium rate. The approved
July 1, 2018 advisory pure premium rates differed from that proposed by the WCIRB in that the approved
advisory pure premium rates in part incorporated incurred loss development in the projection of ultimate
medical losses and reflected a medical severity trend projection of 1% annually in lieu of the 3% reflected
in the WCIRB’s filing. Attached is copy of the Insurance Commissioner’s Decision.
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Item V-A
January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing
The Classification and Rating (C & R) Committee is recommending changes to the California Workers’
Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995 (USRP), Miscellaneous Regulations for the
Recording and Reporting of Data—1995 and California Workers’ Compensation Experience Rating
Plan—1995 (ERP) for inclusion in the WCIRB’s January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing. Most of the changes, if
approved, would take effect January 1, 2019 although some changes are proposed to take effect
January 1, 2020 to allow time to conduct extensive outreach and education.
A copy of the draft Regulatory Filing, excluding the sections on classification relativities and expected loss
rates, is being provided to the Governing Committee for review and approval. If the Governing Committee
approves the draft filing, the WCIRB anticipates submitting it to the California Department of Insurance by
the end of June.

2019 Proposed Changes
A. WCIRB Studies
In preparation for the January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing, WCIRB staff conducted a comprehensive study
of equity-based compensation plans as well as studies of the classification procedures related to select
California industries including: (1) Private Schools; (2) Telecommunications; (3) Aircraft Charter
Operations; (4) Breweries, Wineries and Distilleries; and (5) Salvage Material Dealers. These analyses
resulted in a series of proposed USRP changes that clarify payroll reporting requirements related to
equity compensation and restructure several of the studied classifications in a manner that groups the
constituent businesses in homogenous statistically credible classifications that are reflective of current
industry operations.
1. Payroll – Remuneration: Equity-Based Compensation Plans
Different types of equity-based compensation plans are increasingly common forms of compensation
in California and current USRP reporting requirements do not specifically address some of these
types of compensation. As a result, WCIRB staff, working with a multi-state rating organization
working group established to promote consistency in payroll reporting rules across jurisdictions,
performed a study to assess which types of equity-based contributions and compensation should be
included as reportable remuneration and to expand and clarify payroll reporting rules to clearly
address all forms of equity compensation. Based on staff’s findings, the C & R Committee is
recommending that the USRP be amended to specify how contributions to and compensation from
equity-based plans, stock options and Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plans
should be reported.
2. Private Schools
Given the wide diversity of employers assigned to the private colleges and schools classifications by
analogy, WCIRB staff performed a comprehensive review to assess whether these classifications
could be better defined and whether additional classifications should be established for homogeneous
subgroups. The study identified several distinct subgroups with homogeneous operations and
relatively similar exposure to workers’ compensation losses. Therefore, the C & R Committee
recommends amending the USRP to provide distinct classification requirements for each of the
following subgroups: (a) Private K-12 Schools, Colleges and Universities, (b) Vocational Schools,
(c) Educational and Enrichment Supplemental Programs, (d) Training or Day Programs for Adults
with Developmental Disabilities, (e) Special Educational Services for Children or Youth, (f) Senior
Programs, and (g) Social Service Organizations.
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3. Telecommunications
In light of the evolving technologies used in the telecommunications industry, WCIRB staff conducted
a study to assess the operations currently classified as Telecommunication Companies and those
assigned as Cable or Satellite Television Companies. The study indicated that the operations of these
industries are converging and that the two classifications have similar wage and claim patterns.
Therefore, the C & R Committee recommends amending the USRP to combine these classifications
into a single classification.
4. Aircraft Charter Operations
WCIRB staff conducted a study to determine the appropriate classifications for aircraft charter
operations, which are currently assigned to the same classifications as commercial airline operations.
The study indicated that aircraft charter operations are more similar to the operations contemplated
by classifications covering aircraft operations that are not more specifically described by another
Aircraft Operation Industry Group classification, which includes air ambulance services; air freight
services; aerial firefighting; aerial exhibitions; aerial patrol; aerial advertising, skywriting, sightseeing
and survey work; aerial log lifting and transport; and aerial news reporting than to commercial airlines
operations. Therefore, the C & R Committee recommends amending the USRP to indicate that
aircraft charter operations be assigned to the established classifications for aircraft operations that
are not more specifically described by another Aircraft Operation Industry Group classification.
5. Breweries, Wineries and Distilleries
WCIRB staff conducted a study of select Food Packaging and Processing Industry Group
classifications to clarify the procedures for classifying brewery, winery and distillery employers. As a
result of the study’s findings, the C & R Committee recommends amending the USRP to clarify how
breweries, wineries and distilleries that provide facility tours and product tastings, sell products to
retail customers, or prepare and serve alcoholic beverages or hot food in addition to manufacturing
operations should be classified.
6. Salvage Material Dealers
The WCIRB performed a comprehensive review of the Salvage Material Dealers Industry Group,
which includes classifications applicable to the purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of
various recycled and secondhand materials. The study revealed that the salvage material and refuse
disposal industries are converging and, therefore, the C & R Committee recommends amending the
USRP to rename the group as the Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group and eliminate
several existing classifications and reassign their constituents to other classifications that are
reflective of current industry operations.
7. Other Studies
The C & R Committee is also recommending amendments to: (a) reflect changes resulting from a
study of the classifications for grading and paving operations; (b) reflect changes resulting from a
study of construction or erection permanent yard operations; (c) increase the hourly wage dual wage
classification thresholds for Glaziers to reflect wage inflation since the thresholds were last amended;
(d) no longer combine several classifications for pure premium ratemaking purposes since they are
distinct operations and develop sufficient data to produce separate and credible advisory pure
premium rates; and (e) clarify the application of nearly 100 classifications as a result of the WCIRB’s
continual effort to review the standard classifications to ensure that the intended application of each
classification is comprehensive and clear.
B. Additional Recommended Amendments
In addition to the classification changes noted above, the C & R Committee is recommending changes to:
(1) require the reporting of supplemental claim information on Unit Statistical Reports; (2) clarify the
reporting requirements for estimated exposure amounts of Unit Statistical Reports due to uncooperative
policyholders; and (3) make non-substantive amendments for clarity and consistency with related
regulations.
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The C & R Committee is also recommending amendments to the minimum and maximum payroll
limitations for executive officers, partners, individual employers and members of a limited liability
company, as well as other payroll limitations relevant to specific classifications (e.g., athletic teams and
entertainment classifications) to reflect the increase in wage levels that has occurred since the minimum
and maximum payroll limitations were last amended January 1, 2018. Similarly, the C & R Committee is
recommending an increase to the minimum annual payroll per taxicab from $35,700 to $37,000 to reflect
wage inflation since the minimum was last amended in 2018, as well as an increase to the minimum
payroll for department stores from $1,000,000 to $1,100,000 per year to reflect wage inflation since the
minimum was last amended in 2016.

2020 Proposed Changes
Given the wide dispersion of payroll among highly compensated employees and the lack of correlation of
exposure to loss at very high wage levels, limitations on an individual’s annual payroll for workers’
compensation purposes have been applied in California for certain types of highly compensated
employees. The C & R Committee is recommending amendments to the USRP to extend the annual
payroll limitations to the classifications for Video Post-Production; Audio Post-Production; Mortgage
Brokers; Auditing, Accounting or Management Consulting Services; Law Firms; Computer Programming
or Software Development; and Internet or Web-Based Application Development or Operation. These
changes are being proposed to take effect January 1, 2020 to allow the WCIRB time to conduct a
comprehensive outreach and education program and to refine the calculation of the appropriate pure
premium adjustment to reflect the reduction in reported payrolls due to the limitation.
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Part A

Part A
Proposed Regulatory Changes Effective January 1, 2019
The WCIRB is recommending:
1. Amendments to the California Workers’ Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995
(Title 10, California Code of Regulations, Section 2318.6), to be effective January 1, 2019 and
applied to a policy with an effective date on or after January 1, 2019 (Section A);
2. Amendments to the Miscellaneous Regulations for the Recording and Reporting of Data—1995
(Title 10, California Code of Regulations, Section 2354), to be effective January 1, 2019 and
applied to a policy with an effective date on or after January 1, 2019 (Section B); and
3. Amendments to the California Workers’ Compensation Experience Rating Plan—1995 (Title 10,
California Code of Regulations, Section 2353.1), to be effective January 1, 2019 and applied as
of the rating effective date of a risk on or after January 1, 2019 (Section C).
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Part A
Section A
Recommended Amendments to the California Workers’

Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995
Title 10, California Code of Regulations, Section 2318.6
Effective January 1, 2019
It is recommended that the following amendments to the California Workers’ Compensation Uniform
Statistical Reporting Plan—1995 (USRP) be approved effective January 1, 2019 and applied to a policy
with an effective date on or after January 1, 2019.

Part 1 — General Provisions
Amend Section I, Introduction, Rule 3, Effective Date, to show that the effective date of the amended
USRP is 12:01 AM, January 1, 2019.
PROPOSED
Section I — Introduction




3. Effective Date
The provisions of this Plan are effective at 12:01 AM, January 1, 20182019. When an amendment to
this Plan is approved, a notice summarizing the amendment and its effective date, as specified by
the Insurance Commissioner, will be published by the WCIRB.
This Plan and all amendments thereto, unless otherwise specifically provided, shall apply to a policy
with an effective date on or after the effective date of the amendment.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Part 3 — Standard Classification System
Amend Section III, General Classification Procedures, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions, for clarity.
PROPOSED
4. Standard Exceptions




a. Classification 8810, Clerical Office Employees
Clerical Office Employees are defined as those employees whose duties are confined to keeping the
books, records or cash of the employer; conducting correspondence; using computers; dispatching;
recording weights; or who are engaged wholly in general office work or office drafting, having no
regular duty of a non-clerical nature in the service of the employer. Except as otherwise provided in
this Rule, the entire payroll of any employee who is engaged in operations performed by Clerical Office Employees and also is exposed (1) to any operative hazard of the business or (2) to any outside
selling or collecting work, shall be assigned to the highest rated classification of work to which the
employee is so exposed. Supervisors and clerks, such as time, stock or tally clerks, whose work is
(1) necessary to, (2) performed in connection with, or (3) related to any operations of the business
other than clerical office operations, shall not be classified as Clerical Office Employees. Classification 8810, Clerical Office Employees, shall be applied only to the payroll of persons herein described
who work exclusively in areas that are separated from all other work places of the employer by buildings, floors, partitions, railings or counters and within which no work is performed other than clerical
office or drafting duties as defined in this Rule.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures, Rule 2, Construction or Erection Work, to
(1) provide direction as to how to classify shop, yard or storage operations when performed in connection
with construction or erection operations that are assigned to two or more classifications, one or more of
which includes shop, yard or storage operations and one or more of which does not include shop, yard or
storage operations, and (2) for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
Section IV – Special Industry Classification Procedures
2. Construction or Erection Work
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When an employer retains one or more employees as members of a crew that operates Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of less than 55
pounds in connection with its construction or erection operations, such members of the Unmanned Aircraft System (aerial drone) operating crew shall be classified as 8720(4), Unmanned Aircraft System Operation, provided they are engaged exclusively in such operations, or are engaged in such work for any
portion of their time and devote the balance of their time to clerical office duties or outside sales. Employees who are members of an Unmanned Aircraft System (aerial drone) operating crew and also perform or
supervise construction or erection operations shall be classified based on the construction or erection operations they supervise or perform. Operating crew members working remotely from an office location
with no exposure outside of the clerical office shall be classified as 8810, Clerical Office Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III,
Rule 6, General Exclusions.




e. Idle Time, Strike Pay, or Other Payroll Paid for Hours Not Worked
If an employee’s payroll is segregated among classifications based upon the hours worked in each
operation, the payroll for idle time, strike pay, or other payroll paid for hours not worked shall be apportioned among the classifications applicable to the employee’s payroll based on the earnings for
time actually worked in those classifications.
Example



Work Record
Operation

Hours

Rate per
Hour

Payroll

% of Payroll for
Hours Worked

Fence Construction – Classification 6400

22

$12.00

$264.00

63.8%

Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring –

10

$15.00

150.00

36.2%

Subtotal

32

N/A

$414.00

100%

Idle Time

8

$12.00

96.00

N/A

Total

40

N/A

$510.00

N/A

Hours

Rate per
Hour

Payroll

Idle Time – fence construction

5.1

N/A

$61.22

63.8%

Idle Time – conduit construction

2.9

N/A

34.78

36.2%

Total

8.0

N/A

$96.00

100%

Classification 6325

Apportionment
Operation
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f.

Part A, Section A

Shop, Yard or Storage Operations

When an employer’s shop, yard or storage operations are performed in connection with its construction or erection operations that are assigned to two or more classifications, one or more of which includes shop, yard or storage operations and one or more of which does not include shop, yard or
storage operations, the payroll of the shop, yard or storage operations shall be assigned in accordance with the following:
(1) Compare the sum of the payroll (other than the payroll of miscellaneous employees)
assigned to construction or erection classification(s) that do not include shop, yard or storage
operations to the sum of the payroll (other than the payroll of miscellaneous employees)
assigned to construction or erection classification(s) that include shop, yard or storage
operations.
(2) If the sum of the payroll generated by the construction or erection classification(s) that do not
include shop, yard or storage operations exceeds the sum of the payroll generated by the
construction or erection classification(s) that include shop, yard or storage operations, then
the payroll generated in shop, yard or storage operations shall be assigned to Classification
8227, Construction or Erection Permanent Yards or Shops.
(3) If the sum of the payroll generated by the construction or erection classification(s) that include
shop, yard or storage operations exceeds the sum of the payroll generated by the construction or erection classification(s) that do not include shop, yard or storage operations, then the
payroll generated in shop, yard or storage operations shall be assigned to the classification
that includes shop, yard or storage operations. When there is more than one such classification, the payroll generated in shop, yard or storage operations shall be assigned to the classification that generates the most payroll.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Section IV, Rule 6, Stores, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
Section IV – Special Industry Classification Procedures




6. Stores




d. If a store maintains a department for the repair of items sold, the repair operations shall be classified
in accordance with the following:
(1) If more than 50% of the repair jobs involveare for warranty repair for which no fee is charged to
the customer, the repair operations are incidental to the store and the appropriate store classification shall be assigned in accordance with the Single Enterprise rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule
2, Single Enterprise.
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(2) If 50% or more of the repair jobs involveare fee repair jobs, the store and repair department constitute Multiple Enterprises. Assign the repair operations in accordance with the Multiple Enterprises rule to either the appropriate repair or manufacturing classification or the appropriate store
classification. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 3, Multiple Enterprises.




h. If a store engages in the sale of gasoline or automobile services, the appropriate store classification
shall apply at each location wherein the sale of merchandise in the store, other than gasoline or automobile services, exceeds twenty-five percent (25%) of the total annual receipts for the location.
Employees engaged in the fueling, service or repair of automobiles or trucks shall be assigned to the
applicable gasoline station classification. Cashiers who work within the store and accept payments for
store merchandise and automobile services shall be assigned to the applicable store classification.
Examples
An employer operates a combination convenience store and retail gasoline station with 30% of gross
receipts developed in the sale of store merchandise. The store occupies 3,000 square feet and is
open 24 hours per day. All gasoline sales are controlled from inside the store. The operations of this
employer are assignable to Classification 8061, Stores – groceries or provisionsconvenience – retail.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Section IV, Rule 7, Wrecking or Demolition and Building Raising or Moving, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED




7. Wrecking or Demolition and Building Raising or Moving
a. In classifying wrecking or demolition work where a building or structure is razed or where a floor
or exterior wall is removed, the entire operations performed at the wrecking or demolition site, including the removal and loading of debris, concrete foundations, sidewalks, or floor slabs, and the
welding and cutting operations conducted in connection with the wrecking or demolition work
shall be assigned to one of the classifications listed in (1) through (5), below.




(5) Classification 6003(12), Pile DrivingWharf Building. This classification shall be assigned to
wrecking or demolition and raising or moving of all piers and wharves.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Section V, Payroll – Remuneration, Rule 1, Payroll – Remuneration, Subrule f, Employer
Contributory Payments, to direct that employer payments in connection with an employee’s cashless
exercise of stock options are included as reportable remuneration, provide direction regarding when the
payout of deferred compensation from an employer’s contributions to previously deferred payroll should
be included as reportable remuneration and for consistency with other remuneration reporting rules.
PROPOSED
Section V – Payroll – Remuneration
1. Payroll – Remuneration1




f.

Employer Contributory Payments

Contributory payments made by the employer in connection with group insurance, Qualified or NonQualified Employee sStock pPurchase pPlans (ESPP), or qualified retirement plans, the exercise of stock
options other than the cashless exercise of stock options, and deferred compensation plans areshall not
to be included in the payrollas remuneration.
Payout of deferred compensation to current employees from an employer’s contributions to previously deferred payroll shall be included as remuneration. Payout of deferred compensation to retired or terminated
employees who are not employed during the current policy period shall not be included as remuneration
provided the employer maintains records that segregate such payments.
Payments by an employer in connection with an employee’s cashless exercise of stock options shall be
included as remuneration.
Payments by an employer of amounts otherwise required by law to be paid by employees to statutory insurance or pension plans, such as the Federal Social Security Act, are toshall be included in the payrollas
remuneration.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Section V, Rule 1, Subrule g, Salary Reduction and Cafeteria Benefit Plans, to include stock
options, Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plans (ESPP) and equity-based
compensation plans and clarify that an employee’s elected deferrals or payroll-based contributions to
employee-elected deferral plans are included as remuneration when earned, and to provide direction
regarding when the payout of deferred compensation from an employer’s contributions to previously
deferred payroll should be included as reportable remuneration.
PROPOSED
Section V – Payroll – Remuneration
1. Payroll – Remuneration1




g. Salary Reduction and Cafeteria Benefit Plans
The amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to fund a pension, or deferred compensation plan,
equity-based compensation plan, Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP),
stock options or other employee-elected deferral plan shall be included as remuneration when earned
even though such plan is a portion of a cafeteria plan. The amount by which an employee’s salary is
reduced to fund the welfare or fringe benefit portion of a cafeteria plan qualified under Section 125 of the
Internal Revenue Code shall not be included as remuneration provided the employer’s books and records
are maintained to show separately such amounts by employee and in summary by type of operation
performed.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Section V, Rule 1, Subrule j, Executive Officers, Subrule k, Partners, Subrule l, Individual
Employers, and Subrule m, Members of a Limited Liability Company, to adjust the minimum and
maximum payroll limitations for executive officers, partners, individual employers, and members of a
limited liability company to reflect wage inflation since the minimum and maximum payroll limitations were
last amended in 2018.
PROPOSED
Section V – Payroll – Remuneration
1. Payroll – Remuneration1




j.

Executive Officers

The entire remuneration earned by each executive officer during the policy period shall be used as
the payroll, subject to a minimum remuneration of $50,70052,000 per annum and a maximum remuneration of $128,700133,900 per annum for each executive officer covered under the policy. This
provision also applies to executive officers of a corporation while the corporation is covered as a
member of a partnership or joint venture operation and to executive officers of a limited liability company.
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k.

Part A, Section A

Partners

If the policy covers one or more partners as employee(s) during the policy period, the entire remuneration earned by such partner(s) during such coverage (including the annual amount of wages, salary,
emoluments or profits of each such partner) shall be included in the payroll, subject to a minimum
remuneration of $50,70052,000 per annum and a maximum remuneration of $128,700133,900 per
annum for each partner so included. This provision also applies to partners of a partnership while
such partnership is covered as a member of another partnership or joint venture.




l.

Individual Employers

If an individual employer is covered under the policy, the entire remuneration earned by such person
during the policy period (including the annual amount of wages, salary, emoluments or profits of such
person) shall be included in payroll, subject to a minimum remuneration of $50,70052,000 per annum
and a maximum remuneration of $128,700133,900 per annum for such person.




m. Members of a Limited Liability Company
If the policy covers one or more members as employee(s) during the policy period, the entire remuneration earned by such member(s) during such coverage (including the annual amount of wages,
salary, emoluments or profits of each such member) shall be included in the payroll, subject to a minimum remuneration of $50,70052,000 per annum and a maximum remuneration of $128,700 133,900
per annum for each member so included. This provision also applies to managers of a limited liability
company when the limited liability company is manager-managed.




Examples – for subrules j, k, l and m
A person joined a partnership as a partner effective week 27 of a 52-week policy period. The person
did not work as an employee prior to becoming partner. The partner drew only $400 per week as
partner and no other earnings were distributed to the partner. ($400 x 26, or $10,400, was drawn during the policy period.) The prorated weekly minimum payroll for partners based upon Subrule k,
above, is more than $10,400 ($50,70052,000 ÷ 52 x 26 = $25,35026,000). The reportable payroll for
this partner must therefore be increased by $14,95015,600 to equal the prorated minimum remuneration for this person’s 26 weeks as partner ($10,400 + $14,95015,600 = $25,35026,000).
An employee is promoted to an executive officer position effective week 40 during a 52-week policy
period. The individual was paid an annual salary of $150,000 for the policy period. Payroll for weeks 1
through 39 is $112,500. The earnings for the 13-week period as executive officer are reduced to the
prorated executive officer maximum remuneration based upon Subrule j above ($128,700133,900 ÷
52 x 13 = $32,17533,475). The total reportable payroll for this individual is $112,500 + $32,17533,475
= $144,675145,975.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Establish Section V, Rule 1, Subrule q, Stock Options and Stock Purchase Plans, to provide direction
regarding the inclusion of stock options and Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plans
(ESPP) as reportable remuneration.
PROPOSED
Section V – Payroll – Remuneration
1. Payroll – Remuneration1




q. Stock Options and Stock Purchase Plans
The amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to the purchase of stock options or
Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plans (ESPP) shall be included as remuneration
when earned. The difference between the market price of stock and any discounted price paid by the employee to purchase the stock shall not be included as remuneration. Contributory payments made by the
employer in connection with the exercise of stock options or Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock
Purchase Plans (ESPP), other than the cashless exercise of stock options, shall not be included as remuneration (see Subrule f, Employer Contributory Payments).
Payments by an employer in connection with an employee’s cashless exercise of stock options shall be
included as remuneration.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Establish Section V, Rule 1, Subrule r, Equity-Based Compensation Plans (Other Than Stock Options
and Stock Purchase Plans), to provide direction regarding the inclusion of equity-based compensation
(other than stock options and stock purchase plans) as reportable remuneration.
PROPOSED
Section V – Payroll – Remuneration
1. Payroll – Remuneration1




r.

Equity-Based Compensation Plans (Other Than Stock Options and Stock Purchase Plans)

The value of equity-based compensation plans (other than Stock Options and Stock Purchase Plans), including but not limited to Stock Transfers, Stock Warrants, Restricted Stock, Restricted Stock Units,
Phantom Stock Plans and Stock Appreciation Rights, shall be included as remuneration at the time of
vesting when vesting is on a scheduled or annual basis, such as graded vesting or scheduled cliff vesting,
or when the vesting is based on the achievement of performance goals or milestone anniversaries. The
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amount by which an employee’s salary is reduced to contribute to an equity-based compensation plan
shall be included as remuneration. The market value of equity-based compensation plans shall not be included as remuneration when accelerated cliff vesting is triggered by (1) an Initial Public Offering (IPO) of
stock, or (2) a change in majority ownership where the owner(s) prior to the change own less than a onehalf interest after the change.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Section VII, Standard Classifications, Rule 1, Classification Section, Subrule a (14), Salvage
Material Dealers, to rename the Salvage Material Dealers Industry Group to the Recycling and Refuse
Management Industry Group.
PROPOSED
Section VII – Standard Classifications
1. Classification Section
This section contains an alphabetical listing of classifications that describe most occupations,
employments, industries and businesses. The classifications are organized as follows:
a. Industry Groups




(14) Salvage Material DealersRecycling and Refuse Management




*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Section VII, Standard Classifications, Rule 2, Standard Classifications, as
indicated below:
Establish Classification 8876(1), Adult Day Health Care or Community-Based Adult Services, to
differentiate these operations from the proposed Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not
vocational schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals – including Clerical Office
Employees and Outside Salespersons.
PROPOSED
ADULT DAY HEALTH CARE OR COMMUNITY-BASED ADULT SERVICES

8876(1)

This classification applies to Adult Day Health Care (ADHC) centers or Community-Based Adult
Services (CBAS) programs licensed by the California Department of Public Health that provide
services to seniors and adults with chronic medical, cognitive or mental health conditions or disabilities who are at risk of needing institutionalized care. The services provided by these centers/programs include but are not limited to nursing care; therapeutic activities; social services;
personal care; nutritional counseling; mental health services; and physical, occupational or
speech therapy. This classification includes transportation services for program attendees.
Hot food preparation shall be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
Non-licensed senior day programs or senior activity centers shall be classified as 8876(2), Senior Day Programs or Activity Centers.
Adult Day Programs provided to adults with developmental disabilities shall be classified as
8873, Training or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities.
Senior programs offered by non-profit community associations, including but not limited to
YMCAs, YWCAs and Jewish Community Centers shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community health and wellness.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7601, Aerial Line Construction, for clarity and consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
AERIAL LINE CONSTRUCTION – by contractor – not power lines
This classification applies to the construction, maintenance or repair of aerial lines for telephone,
television, communication, data, fire alarm andor similar low voltage or fiber optic networks.
Such operations include but are not limited to the erectioning of poles, stringing of wires, installationing of transmission equipment on poles and making service connections. This classification
also applies to splicing overhead telephone or cable television lines.
The construction, maintenance or repair of aerial lines by electric power, telephone or cable television companies in connection with their own operations shall be classified as 7539, Electric
Power Companies, or 7600, TelecCommunications CompaniesService Providers, or 7606, Cable or Satellite Television Companies, respectively.
Splicing fiber optic cables at ground level for other concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as
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5195, Communications Cabling.
Underground line construction for other concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 6325,
Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
The construction of high voltage aerial power lines for other concerns on a fee basis shall be
separately classified as 7538, Electric Power Line Construction.
The splicing of fiber optic cables at ground level for other concerns on a fee basis shall be separately classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
Underground line construction for other concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 6325,
Conduit Construction.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 3165(1), Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Equipment Mfg., for clarity.
PROPOSED
AIR CONDITIONING ANDOR REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT MFG.

3165(1)

This classification applies to the manufacture andor shop repair of commercial refrigeration
equipment, and air conditioners, air conditioning coils, evaporative coolers, ice vending machines, automobile air conditioning units andor laminar clean air systems.
The installation andor repair of commercial refrigeration equipment away from the shop shall be
classified as 5183(2)/5187(2), Refrigeration Equipment – not household units.
The manufacture andor shop repair of self-contained metal refrigerators andor freezers, refrigerated drink dispensing machines, refrigerated drinking fountains andor refrigerated ice cream
cabinets shall be classified as 3165(2), Refrigerator Mfg.
The installation andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment away from the shop
shall be classified as 5183(3)/5187(3), Heating andor Air Conditioning Equipment, provided no
ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location. The installation
andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified as 5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The installation andor repair of automobile air conditioning systems andor truck refrigeration
units involving work directly on automobiles or trucks shall be classified as 8389, Automobile or
Truck Repair Facilities.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 7409, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying and seeding – members
of the flying crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, for consistency with previously
approved changes.
PROPOSED

AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – agricultural – dusting, spraying andor seeding – members of the
flying crew

7409

This classification applies to members of the flying crew of employers engaged in the aerial application of materials, including but not limited to pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, fertilizers,
herbicides and seeds onto farmlands. This classification also includes the aerial application of
insecticides for mosquito control purposes.
Also refer to companion Classification 7410, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying
or seeding – not members of the flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7410, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying or seeding – not
members of the flying crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, for clarity and
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – agricultural – dusting, spraying or seeding – not members of the
flying crew
This classification applies to the ground operations of employers engaged in the aerial application of materials, including but not limited to pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, fertilizers, herbicides and seeds onto farmlands. This classification also includes the ground operations of
employers engaged in the aerial application of insecticides for mosquito control purposes.
Ground operations include but are not limited to mixing and loading of materials onto the aircraft,
directing pilots during application of materials and aircraft fueling, service and repair.
This classification also applies to the operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial
drones) with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier used
for agricultural operations, including but not limited to dusting, spraying and seeding, in accordance with the General Exclusions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 6, General Exclusions.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of 55 pounds or heavier used for other than agricultural operations shall be separately classified
as 7428(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, or scheduled or supplemental air carriers
– not members of the flying crew, in accordance with the General Exclusions rule. See Part 3,
Section III, Rule 6, General Exclusions.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of less than 55 pounds shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 5, General
Inclusions.
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The shop repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of
55 pounds or heavier by the manufacturer shall be classified as 3830(2), Unmanned Aircraft
System Mfg.
The repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55
pounds or heavier on a fee basis, andor repair work performed by the manufacturer away from
shop shall be classified as 7428(3), Aircraft Remanufacture, Conversion, Modification and Repair Companies.
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) operating crew members working remotely from an
office location with no exposure outside of the clerical office shall be classified as 8810, Clerical
Office Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4,
Standard Exceptions.
Also refer to companion Classification 7409, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying
andor seeding – members of flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7424(2), Aircraft Operation – flight schools and pilot training – members of the flying
crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – flight schools and pilot training – members of the flying crew
This classification applies to members of the flying crew of employers that provide flight instruction andor training.
Classroom iInstructors who perform noare not members of the flying operations or in-flight
instruction or trainingcrew shall be separately classified as 88688869, Colleges orVocational
Schools – private – not automobile schools – professors, teachers, or academic professionals
employees.
Also refer to companion Classification 7428(2), Aircraft Operation – flight schools and pilot
training – not members of the flight crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 7428(2), Aircraft Operation – flight schools and pilot training – not members of the
flying crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – flight schools and pilot training – not members of the flying crew

7428(2)

This classification applies to the ground operations of employers that provide flight instruction
andor training. Ground operations include but are not limited to aircraft fueling, service and repair.
Ticket sellers or information clerks shall be separately classified as 8810, Clerical Office
Employees.
Classroom iInstructors who perform noare not members of the flying operations or in-flight instructioncrew shall be separately classified as 88688869, Colleges orVocational Schools – private – not automobile schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals employees.
Also refer to companion Classification 7424(2), Aircraft Operation – flight schools and pilot training – members of the flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7424(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, scheduled or supplemental air
carriers – members of the flying crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, to specify
that it includes aircraft charter flying crew operations.
PROPOSED

AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – other than agricultural, or scheduled or supplemental air carriers –
members of the flying crew – N.O.C.
This classification applies to members of the flying crew of employers engaged in aircraft operations that are not more specifically described by another Aircraft Operation Industry Group classification, including but not limited to charter passenger or cargo air transport; air ambulance
services; air freight services (nonscheduled); aerial firefighting; aerial exhibitions; aerial patrol;
aerial advertising, skywriting, sightseeing and survey work; aerial log lifting and transport; and
aerial news reporting.
Also refer to companion Classifications 7428(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, or
scheduled or supplemental air carriers – not members of the flying crew, and 7428(3), Aircraft
Remanufacture, Conversion, Modification and Repair Companies.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 7428(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, scheduled or supplemental air
carriers – not members of the flying crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, to specify
that it includes aircraft charter flying crew operations and for clarity and consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED

AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – other than agricultural, or scheduled or supplemental air carriers –
not members of the flying crew – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the ground operations of employers engaged in aircraft operations
not more specifically described by another Aircraft Operation Industry Group classification, including but not limited to charter passenger or cargo air transport; air ambulance services; air
freight services (nonscheduled); aerial firefighting; aerial exhibitions; aerial patrol; aerial advertising, skywriting, sightseeing and survey work; aerial log lifting and transport; and aerial news
reporting. Ground operations include but are not limited to aircraft fueling, service and repair.
This classification also applies to the operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial
drones) with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier used
for other than agricultural operations, in accordance with the General Exclusions rule. See
Part 3, Section III, Rule 6, General Exclusions.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of 55 pounds or heavier used for agricultural operations, including but not limited to dusting,
spraying or seeding, shall be separately classified as 7410, Aircraft Operation – agricultural –
dusting, spraying or seeding – not members of the flying crew, in accordance with the General
Exclusions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 6, General Exclusions.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of less than 55 pounds shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 5, General
Inclusions.
The shop repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of
55 pounds or heavier by the manufacturer shall be classified as 3830(2), Unmanned Aircraft
System Mfg.
The repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55
pounds or heavier on a fee basis, andor repair work performed by the manufacturer away from
shop shall be classified as 7428(3), Aircraft Remanufacture, Conversion, Modification and Repair Companies.
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) operating crew members working remotely from an
office location with no exposure outside of the clerical office shall be classified as 8810, Clerical
Office Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4,
Standard Exceptions.
Ticket sellers or information clerks shall be separately classified as 8810, Clerical Office
Employees, classroom instructors who are not members of the flying crew shall be separately
classified as 88688869, Colleges orVocational Schools – private – not automobile schools –
professors, teachers or academic professionals employees, and ground photographic laboratory
employees shall be separately classified as 4361(1), Photographers.
Also refer to companion Classification 7424(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, or
scheduled or supplemental air carriers – members of the flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 7405, Aircraft Operation – scheduled, commuter and supplemental air carriers –
members of the flying crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, to clarify that it applies
only to scheduled commercial airlines and the operation of scheduled air routes on a contract basis, and
to direct how aircraft charter flying crew operations shall be classified.
PROPOSED

AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – scheduled, commuter and supplementalpassenger or cargo air carriers – members of the flying crew

7405

This classification applies to members of the flying crew of employerscommercial airlines engaged in the air transport of passengers or cargo on a scheduled or charter basis. This classification also applies to members of the flying crew of airlines or aircraft operators that operate
scheduled air routes on a contract basis.
Members of the flying crew in support of passenger or cargo air transport on a charter basis
shall be classified as 7424(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural or scheduled air carriers – members of the flying crew.
Also refer to companion Classification 7403, Aircraft Operation – scheduled, commuter and
supplementalpassenger or cargo air carriers – not members of the flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7403, Aircraft Operation – scheduled, commuter and supplemental air carriers – not
members of the flying crew, which is part of the Aircraft Operation Industry Group, to clarify that it applies
only to scheduled commercial airlines and the operation of scheduled air routes on a contract basis, and
to direct how aircraft charter operations shall be classified.
PROPOSED

AIRCRAFT OPERATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATION – scheduled, commuter and supplementalpassenger or cargo air carriers – not members of the flying crew
This classification applies to the ground operations of employerscommercial airlines engaged in
the air transport of passengers or cargo on a scheduled or charter basis. Ground operations include but are not limited to loading and unloading baggage and freight; assisting passengers
with boarding and disembarking the aircraft; and aircraft fueling, service and repair. This classification also applies to ground operations in support of airlines or aircraft operators that operate
scheduled air routes on a contract basis.
Ground operations in support of passenger or cargo air transport on a charter basis shall be
classified as 7428(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural or scheduled air carriers – not
members of the flying crew.
Ticket sellers or information clerks shall be separately classified as 8810, Clerical Office
Employees.
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Also refer to companion Classification 7405, Aircraft Operation – scheduled, commuter and
supplementalpassenger or cargo air carriers – members of the flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7428(3), Aircraft Remanufacture, Conversion, Modification and Repair Companies,
for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

AIRCRAFT REMANUFACTURE, CONVERSION, MODIFICATION AND REPAIR COMPANIES –
not engaged in the original manufacturing of aircraft

7428(3)

This classification applies to the repair and rebuilding of aircraft components and parts when
such operations are performed directly on the aircraft or in connection with components that are
removed from and later reinstalled on the aircraft by the employer. This classification also includes but is not limited to aircraft cleaning and detailing and aircraft fueling on a fee basis.
Employers that are approved by the Federal Aviation Administration and engage in the manufacture or repair of machined aircraft components and accessories shall be classified as 3831,
Machine Shops – aircraft components, provided the employer does not remove or install parts or
otherwise work directly on the aircraft.
Also refer to companion Classification 7424(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, or
scheduled or supplemental air carriers – members of the flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7429, Airport Operators, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
AIRPORT OPERATORS – all employees – including field or hangar instructors

7429

This classification applies to all operations of airports, including but not limited to tower
communications, facility or grounds maintenance, aircraft fueling or repair, airport parking and
airport security.
Ticket sellers or information clerks shall be separately classified as 8810, Clerical Office
Employees.
Classroom iInstructors who perform no flying operations or in-flight instruction or trainingare not
members of the flying crew shall be separately classified as 88688869, Colleges orVocational
Schools – private – not automobile schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals
employees.
In-flight instructors or other members of the flying crew shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 9016(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – all employees other than
those engaged in the operation or maintenance of amusement devices, restaurants or retail stores, for
clarity and consistency with previously approved changes to companion Classification 9180(1),
Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation and maintenance of amusement devices.
PROPOSED
AMUSEMENT OR RECREATIONAL FACILITIES – N.O.C. – all employees other than those engaged in the operation or maintenance of amusement devices, restaurants or retail stores
This classification applies to the operation of amusement andor recreational facilities, including
but not limited to amusement parks, zoos, water parks, miniature golf courses, batting cages,
bumper car facilities, archery ranges, water excursions/tours, laser tag, airsoft andor paintball
facilities, and Nordic (cross-country) ski facilities.
This classification also applies to the operation of golf driving ranges that are not operated by
golf courses or country clubs.
This classification also applies to automobile andor horse race track operations by employers
that are not public agencies. Pari-mutuel employees shall be separately classified as 8810, Clerical Office Employees.
This classification also applies to the operation of athletic andor sports venues, including ballparks and stadiums, during non-sporting activities, including but not limited to concerts and exhibitions.
Restaurants andor retail stores shall be separately classified.
Employers that operate boat marinas and boat rental facilities shall be classified as 9016(4),
Boat Marina and Boat Rental Operation.
Traveling carnivals or circuses shall be classified as 9185, Carnivals or Circuses.
The operation of events, including but not limited to farmers’ markets, flea markets, street fairs,
swap meets, art or antique festivals, trade shows (public or private), fun runs, foot races, cycling
events, marathons, triathlons and athletic charity events shall be classified as 9095, Event Market, Festival or Trade Show Operation.
The operation of race tracks by public agencies shall be classified as 9410/9420, Municipal,
State or Other Public Agency Employees.
Bowling centers shall be classified as 9092(1), Bowling Centers.
Billiard halls shall be classified as 9092(2), Billiard Halls.
Skating rinks or skate parks shall be classified as 9092(3), Skating Centers.
Also refer to companion Classification 9180(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. –
operation andor maintenance of amusement devices.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9016(1) also performs duties
described by Classification 9180(1), the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 9016(1) and 9180(1), provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by
time cards or time book entries that show such division. See Part 3, Section V, Rule 3, Division
of Single Employee’s Payroll.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 9180(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation and
maintenance of amusement devices, for clarity and consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
AMUSEMENT OR RECREATIONAL FACILITIES – N.O.C. – operation andor maintenance of
amusement devices – including ticket collectors connected therewith
This classification applies to the operation andor maintenance of amusement devices at recreational facilities, including but not limited to amusement parks, zoos, water parks, miniature golf
courses, batting cages, bumper car facilities, archery ranges, water excursions/tours and laser
tag, airsoft andor paintball facilities.
This classification also applies to guided tours for water-based activities or water-based athletic
or fitness instructional programs at locations other than swimming pools, including but not limited to surfing, scuba, kayaking, paddle boarding or kite surfing on lakes, bays, rivers or oceans.
This classification also applies to guided rafting, kayaking or wilderness expeditions,; motorsports operations,; andor ski instructors, ski patrol personnel andor employees engaged in ski
trail grooming at ski resort locations that exclusively provide Nordic (cross-country) skiing activities. This classification also applies to the detonation of fireworks for pyrotechnic displays.
Traveling carnivals or circuses shall be classified as 9185, Carnivals or Circuses.
Employers that operate boat marinas and boat rental facilities shall be classified as 9016(4),
Boat Marina and Boat Rental Operation.
Bowling centers shall be classified as 9092(1), Bowling Centers.
Billiard halls shall be classified as 9092(2), Billiard Halls.
Skating rinks andor skate parks shall be classified as 9092(3), Skating Centers.
The operation of Alpine (downhill) ski resorts, including the operation of Nordic (cross-country)
ski trails at Alpine ski resort locations, shall be classified as 9184, Ski Resorts – Alpine.
Also refer to companion Classification 9016(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. –
all employees other than those engaged in the operation or maintenance of amusement devices, restaurants or retail stores.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9180(1) also performs duties
described by Classification 9016(1), the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 9016(1) and 9180(1), provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by
time cards or time book entries that show such division. See Part 3, Section V, Rule 3, Division
of Single Employee’s Payroll.
Restaurants andor retail stores shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 4511, Analytical or Testing Laboratories, for clarity and consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED

ANALYTICAL OR TESTING LABORATORIES – including outside operations and sample
collection – N.O.C.

4511

This classification applies to the provision of testing andor research services for other concerns
on a fee basis, including but not limited to the testing of air, water, soil, metal, concrete and other building materials and agricultural products. This classification also applies to fee-based assaying; quality control examination; andor testing of products such as electronic components;
assaying; andor the determinationing of the chemical composition of customer-submitted samples.
This classification also applies to motor vehicle emissions testing (smog tests) at locations
where the employer performs no automotive service or repair operations. Motor vehicle emissions testing at locations where the employer performs automotive service or repair operations
shall be assigned to the applicable Automotive Industry Group classification.
Classification 4511 applies to in-house research and development when such operations are not
performed in connection with, or in support of, any other operation of the employer. Research
and development that is performed in connection with other operations of the employer are a
General Inclusion. See Section III, General Classification Procedures, Rule 5, General
Inclusions.
The testing of construction building materials, by awhen conducted in connection with consulting
engineering firmperformed by the same employer, shall be classified as 8601(1), Engineers.
The research of biomedical products shall be classified as 4512, Biomedical Research
Laboratories.
The diagnostic testing of blood, human tissues, blood or other biologic specimens on a fee basis
shall be classified as 8834, Physicians’ Practices and Outpatient Clinics.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 5473, Asbestos Abatement, for clarity and consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
ASBESTOS ABATEMENT – all operations – including shop
This classification applies to shop andor outside operations involving the encapsulation or removal of asbestos andor asbestos-laden building materials from interior andor exterior building
surfaces, including but not limited to ceilings, walls, floors, structural steel, ducts, boilers, steam
pipes and hot water pipes.
Roof removal operations shall be separately classified as 5552/5553, Roofing.
Lead paint abatement shall be classified as 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or PWallpaper HangingInstallation.
Mold abatement shall be classified as 9008, Janitorial Services.
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New construction andor remodeling operations performed subsequent to the completion of asbestos abatement operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 1463(1), Asphalt Works, to clarify its intended application and for consistency with
other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

ASPHALT WORKS – grinding, pulverizing or mixing asphalt

1463(1)

This classification applies to the production of asphalt. This classification also applies to the
manufacture of asphalt roofing shingles andor modified bitumen roofing materials.
Crushing or grinding of used asphalt or concrete to produce products that will be retained on an
8-mesh screen shall be classified as 1710, Stone Crushing. If the crushed or ground products
pass through an 8-mesh or finer screen, the crushing or grinding operations shall be classified
as 1741(1), Silica Grinding.
The manufacture of asphalt saturated building or roofing paper or felt shall be classified as
4283, Building or Roofing Paper or Felt Asphalt Saturation.
Asphalt distilling or refining shall be classified as 4740(2), Asphalt or Tar Distilling or Refining.
Digging, mining or quarrying shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9181, Athletic Teams or Athletic Facilities – players, umpires, referees and game officials, for consistency and to increase the payroll limitation for players from $128,700 to $133,900 per
player per season to reflect wage inflation since the payroll limitation was last amended in 2018.
PROPOSED

ATHLETIC TEAMS OR ATHLETIC FACILITIES – players, umpires, referees and game officials
The entire remuneration of each player shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$128,700133,900 per season. When a player works for two or more teams in the same
sport during the season, the $128,700133,900 per player maximum shall be prorated.
This classification applies to the players, playing managers, and umpires, referees and game
officials who monitor play, of professional and amateur athletic teams, including all players on
the salary list of the insured whether regularly played or not. This classification also applies to
umpires, referees and game officials in connection with youth or recreational athletic teams or
facilities.
Season shall include preseason and postseason exposure.
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Also refer to companion Classification 9182, Athletic Teams or Athletic Facilities – all employees
other than players, umpires, referees and game officials.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9181 also performs duties described by Classification 9182, the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 9181 and 9182, provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by time
cards or time book entries that show such division. See Part 3, Section V, Rule 3, Division of
Single Employee’s Payroll.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8389, Automobile or Truck Repair Facilities, which is part of the Automobile Industry
Group, to clarify its intended application, provide direction as to how related operations should be
classified and for consistency with prior approved changes.
PROPOSED

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AUTOMOBILE OR TRUCK REPAIR FACILITIES – no retail gasoline sales – all employees – including estimators, service writers and customer service representatives – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the mechanical repair of motor vehicles, including but not limited to
automobiles, trucks, buses, forklift trucks, golf carts, recreational vehicles and motor homes for
other concerns on a fee basis. Ooperations that are not more specifically described by another
Automotive Industry Group classification, includeing but are not limited to the repair of electrical
systems, air- conditioning systems, engines, brakes, suspension systems, exhaust systems, engine tune-ups, smog checks and windshield or window repair or replacement on motor vehicles
such as automobiles, trucks, buses, forklift trucks, golf carts, recreational vehicles and motor
homes for other concerns on a fee basis. This classification does not apply if the operations include the sale of gasoline, the sale of rubber tires exceeds 10% of the total gross receipts, the
operations primarily (over 50% of gross receipts) consist of transmission repair or rebuilding, or
the operations do not include mechanical repair as described above. Refer to the Automotive
Industry Group for a complete list of classifications applicable to automobile or truck service or
repair facilities.
Automobile or truck repair facilities that are engaged primarily (over 50% of gross receipts) in
the repair or rebuilding of automobile or truck transmissions shall be classified as 8397, Automobile or Truck Transmission Repairing and Rebuilding.
Towing, roadside assistance andor freeway service patrol operations when conducted on vehicles not owned by the employer shall be separately classified as 7227, Automobile or Truck
Towing, Roadside Assistance or Freeway Service Patrol.
“Roadside assistance” refers to services provided to the vehicle owner under an agreement with
a third party (such as a motor club or law enforcement agency). Contemplated services include
changing tires, jump-starting batteries, replacing batteries, supplying a small amount of gasoline
or performing minor vehicle repairs such as reattaching ignition wires or battery cables.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8387(3), Automobile or Truck Washing Facilities, which is part of the Automobile
Industry Group, to clarify its intended application and for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AUTOMOBILE OR TRUCK WASHING FACILITIES – all employees – including retail stores,
customer service representatives and cashiers – N.O.C.

8387(3)

This classification applies to washing, waxing andor polishing customers’ automobiles or trucks
on a fee basis. This classification also includesapplies to self-service automobile or truck washes andor the washing, waxing andor polishing of automobiles or trucks at customers’ locations.
This classification does not apply to automobile or truck storage garages, parking stations or lots
that perform incidental services, including but not limited to the sale of gasoline or oil, washing,
polishing, or oil andor fluid replacement and gasoline or oil sales; such operations shall be classified as 8392, Automobile or Truck Storage Garages or Parking Stations or Lots.
This classification does not apply to facilities at which thewhere operations include the sale of
gasoline or fuel or the mechanical repair of automobiles or trucks. Refer to the Automotive Industry Group for a complete list of classifications applicable to automobile or truck service or repair facilities.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8393, Automobile or Truck Body Repairing and Painting, which is part of the
Automobile Industry Group, to clarify its intended application and for consistency with previously
approved changes.
PROPOSED

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AUTOMOBILE OR TRUCK BODY REPAIRING AND PAINTING – all employees including estimators, service writers and customer service representatives
This classification applies to body repair and painting of automobiles, trucks or buses, including
outside body dent repair involving no painting, for other concerns on a fee basis. This classification includes mechanical repair operations that are performed on the same vehicles in connection with the automobile, truck or bus body repair and painting operations.
Automobile, truck or bus service facilities at whichwhere the operations solely include painting
automobile, truck or bus bodies and no body repairing is performed shall be classified as
9501(3), Painting – automobile or truck bodies.
Towing, roadside assistance andor freeway service patrol operations when conducted on vehicles not owned by the employer shall be separately classified as 7227, Automobile or Truck
Towing, Roadside Assistance or Freeway Service Patrol.
“Roadside assistance” refers to services provided to the vehicle owner under an agreement with
a third party (such as a motor club or law enforcement agency). Contemplated services include
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changing tires, jump-starting batteries, replacing batteries, supplying a small amount of gasoline
or performing minor vehicle repairs such as reattaching ignition wires or battery cables.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8397, Automobile or Truck Transmission Repairing and Rebuilding, which is part of
the Automobile Industry Group, to clarify its intended application, provide direction as to how related
operations should be classified and for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AUTOMOBILE OR TRUCK TRANSMISSION REPAIRING AND REBUILDING – including removal
and installation operations – all employees – including estimators, service writers and
customer service representatives

8397

This classification applies to facilities engaged primarily (over 50% of gross receipts) in the repair or rebuilding of automobile or truck transmissions for customers on a fee basis.
Automobile or truck mechanical repair facilities that are not engaged primarily (over 50% of
gross receipts) in the repair or rebuilding of automobile or truck transmissions shall be classified
as 8389, Automobile or Truck Repair Facilities.
This classification does not apply to automobile or truck service or repair facilities orEmployers
engaged in the rebuilding of used automobile or truck parts machining and rebuilding operations
that are not primarily engaged primarily (over 50% of gross receipts) in the repair andor rebuilding of automobile or truck transmissions; such operations shall be assigned to the applicable Automotive Industry Group classificationclassified as 3828, Automobile or Truck Parts Rebuilding.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 2797(3), Recreational Vehicle Mfg., which is part of the Automotive Industry Group,
for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
RECREATIONAL VEHICLE MFG.

2797(3)

This classification applies to the manufacture of campers, travel trailers andor motor homes.
This classification includes warranty repair work for which no fee is charged to the customer.
Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of mobile, modular or manufactured buildings, including but not limited to mobile homes, modular buildings and construction office trailers at a permanent shop or yard location shall be classified as 2797(1), Mobile, Modular or Manufactured
Home or Building Mfg.
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Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of trailers used for the transport of goods and materials
shall be classified as 3815(1), Truck, Truck Trailer or Bus Mfg. or Assembling.
Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of automobiles shall be classified as 3808, Automobile
or Motorcycle Mfg. or Assembling.
Employers engaged in tThe conversion or customizing of automobiles, trucks or vans by performing a combination of mechanical, chassis, body, paint, upholstery andor accessory installation work shall be classified as 8390, Automobile, Truck or Van Conversion or Customizing.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 3815(1), Truck, Truck Trailer or Bus Mfg. or Assembling, which is part of the
Automotive Industry Group, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
3815(1)

TRUCK, TRUCK TRAILER OR BUS MFG. OR ASSEMBLING
This classification applies to employers engaged in the manufacture or assembly of complete
trucks, truck trailers used for the transport of goods and materials, or buses. This classification
includes the manufacture of forklift trucks and moving vans.
Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of campers, travel trailers andor motor homes shall be
classified as 2797(3), Recreational Vehicle Mfg.
Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of mobile, modular or manufactured buildings, including but not limited to mobile homes, modular buildings and construction office trailers shall be
classified as 2797(1), Mobile, Modular or Manufactured Home or Building Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend the cross-reference to Classification 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption, which
is part of the proposed Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
BEVERAGE CONTAINER COLLECTION OR REDEMPTION
See Salvage Material DealersRecycling and Refuse Management.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8078(2), Beverage Preparation Shops, for clarity.
PROPOSED
BEVERAGE PREPARATION SHOPS – not bars or taverns

8078(2)

This classification contemplates firms thatapplies to prepareing and serveing beverages such as
coffee; coffee based beverages such as mochas, cappuccinos, lattes, and espressos; tea andor
tea-based beverages; orand juice drinks such as juice blends, smoothies, and lemonade for
consumption by walk-in trade on or away from the premises. This classification shall apply to
each separate location at which the sale of prepared non-alcoholic beverages for consumption
on or away from the premises equals or exceeds 50% of gross receipts. This classification includes the incidental sale of additional items, including but not limited to muffins, pastries and
other baked goods.
This classification shall apply to each separate location at which the sale of prepared nonalcoholic beverages for consumption on or away from the premises equals or exceeds 50% of
the gross receipts.
Beverage preparation shops that pour and serve alcoholic beverages for consumption on the
premises or that prepare and serve hot food for consumption on or away from the premises shall
be assigned to Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
The bottling or canning of beverages or the manufacture of concentrates shall be separately
ratedclassified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 1330, Blasting, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
BLASTING – N.O.C. – all employees

1330

This classification applies to the placement and detonation of explosives for other concerns on a
fee basis.
Blasting operations conducted in connection with the employer’s other classifiable operations
shall not be separately classified.
The manufacture of explosives andor fireworks shall be classified as 4771(1), Explosive Mfg.
The detonation of fireworks for pyrotechnic display shall be classified as 9180(1), Amusement or
Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation andor maintenance of amusement devices.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 9016(4), Boat Marina and Boat Rental Operation, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
BOAT MARINA AND BOAT RENTAL OPERATION

9016(4)

This classification applies to boat marina and boat rental operators, including but not limited to
the maintenance of marina facilities, maintenance and repair of rental boats, fuel sales, and the
rental of boat slips and dry storage space.
Fee-based instruction and guided expeditions shall be separately classified as 9180(1),
Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation andor maintenance of amusement
devices.
The operation of restaurants and retail stores shall be separately classified.
Boat dealers shall be classified as 8057, Boat Dealers.
Boat repair facilities shall be classified as 6834, Boat Building or Repairing.
Yacht clubs shall be classified as 9061, Clubs – N.O.C.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 3726, Boiler Installation, Service or Repair, for clarity.
PROPOSED
BOILER INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR – steam or hot water
This classification applies to the installation, service, repair andor cleaning of industrial andor
commercial boilers andor heat exchangers at customers’ locations. This classification includes
the repair or replacement of worn or damaged plate steel components, including but not limited
to tanks, casings, chambers, ducting, piping and tubing.
This classification also applies to the erection of metal tanks within buildings.
The repair or replacement of mechanical components, including but not limited to pumps, turbines, generators, oil compressors, gearboxes, motors and blowers shall be separately classified as 3724(1), Millwright Work.
The repair or replacement of gas burners, burner dampers, air diffusers andor burner rings shall
be separately classified as 5183(1)/5187(1), Plumbing.
The installation of insulation material onto steam pipes or boilers shall be separately classified
as 5184, Steam Pipe or Boiler Insulation.
The installation of refractory brick shall be separately classified as 5027/5028, Masonry.
The lining of refractory chambers andor metal tanks with concrete andor the construction of
concrete foundations shall be separately classified as 5213, Concrete Construction – N.O.C.
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Boiler manufacturing or shop repair shall be classified as 3620(1), Boiler Mfg., if more than 50%
of the metal used is #9 gauge or heavier. If 50% or more of the metal used is lighter than #9
gauge, boiler manufacturing or shop repair shall be classified as 3169(2), Water Heater Mfg.
The erection of exterior metal tanks at ground level or on roof surfaces shall be classified as
5057, Iron or Steel Erection – N.O.C. The erection of exterior elevated metal tanks on support
structures shall be classified as 5040(1), Iron or Steel Erection – structural and exterior
installation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate the cross-reference to Classification 8264(2), Bottle Dealers, which is part of the Salvage
Material Dealers Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
BOTTLE DEALERS – secondhand
See Salvage Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 5130(2), Building Automation or Energy Management Control Systems Installation,
Service or Repair, for clarity and consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
BUILDING AUTOMATION OR ENERGY MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEMS INSTALLATION,
SERVICE OR REPAIR – including shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of programmable building
automation or energy management control systems, including but not limited to those that
monitor, control or automate heating, ventilation, air conditioning, blinds, lighting or other
environmental factors within buildings. This classification also applies to the installation, service
or repair of card activated or electronic access controls that are not integrated with security
alarm, fire alarm or life safety systems. This classification includes the installation of low voltage
cabling that is performed in connection with system installation, service or repair operations by
the same employer.
The installation, service or repair of card activated or electronic access control systems that are
integrated with security systems shall be classified as 7605, Security Alarm, Fire Alarm or Life
Safety Systems Installation, Service or Repair.
The manufacture of building automation or programmable energy management control systems
or shop repair of programmable energy management or building automation control systemsby
the manufacturer shall be separately classified as 3681(1), Instrument Mfg. – electronic.
The installation of low voltage cabling within buildings that is not performed in connection with
the installation, service or repair of programmable building automation or energy management
control systems by the same employer shall be classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
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The installation of electrical wiring within buildings shall be classified as 5140/5190, Electrical
Wiring – within buildings.
The installation, service or repair of fire suppression systems shall be classified as 5185/5186,
Automatic Sprinkler Installation.
The installation or repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where ductwork installation
is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified as 5538(2)/5542(2),
Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The installation or repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where no ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified as
5183(3)/5187(3), Heating andor Air Conditioning Equipment.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7382, Bus, Shuttle Van or Limousine Operations, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
BUS, SHUTTLE VAN OR LIMOUSINE OPERATIONS – all employees

7382

This classification applies to transportation services provided to passengers on a scheduled
route or charter basis using vehicles that include but are not limited to buses, vans and limousines. This classification also applies to Transportation Network Companies (TNC) that employ
drivers. This classification includes tour guides provided by the sightseeing or tour bus operator.
This classification also applies to paratransit services for elderly or disabled individuals who do
not require medical supervision while in transit.
This classification also applies to the transport of students by private employers under contract
to public or private schools.
This classification also applies to the transport of deceased persons, and of funeral attendees
when not performed in connection with funeral directing by the same employer.
The transport of students by school employees shall be classified as 9101, Colleges or Schools
– private – not automobilevocational schools – all employees other than professors, teachers, or
academic professionals employees, or 8875(1), Public Colleges or Schools.
Transportation services provided with medical supervision shall be classified as 7332, Ambulance Services.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 5146(1), Cabinet or Fixtures, for clarity and consistency with previously approved
changes.
PROPOSED
CABINET OR FIXTURES – portable; interior trim – installation – N.O.C.

5146(1)

At a particular job or location, Classification 5146(1) shall not be used for division of payroll in connection with Classifications 5403/5432, Carpentry, or 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
This classification applies to the following operations when the employer does not also perform
construction framing at the job or location: the installation of cabinets, fixtures, paneling, shutters, laminate wood or plastic countertops, mirrors, sliding wardrobe doors, accordion doors,
bathtub or shower enclosures, window screens, interior trim, builders finish, display racks, exhibit booths, restaurant andor store fixtures, theatrical scenery andor modular office partitions; and
toor the assembly, from prefabricated kits, of wooden residential greenhouses andor similar
wooden backyard structures, including but not limited to, gazebos, play structures and hot tub
enclosures. This classification also applies to the disassembly and reinstallation of modular furniture, partitions or workstations in connection with moving office furniture.
The installation of doors, door frames and sash, andor pre-glazed windows shall be classified as
5107, Door, Door Frame or Pre-Glazed Window Installation, provided no framing is performed
by the employer at the same job or location.
If the employer is engaged in wood or steel framing, any work described above that is performed
at such job or location shall be classified as 5403/5432, Carpentry, or 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The installation of hardwood floors, including baseboard molding in connection therewith, shall
be classified as 5436, Hardwood Floor Laying.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate Classification 7606, Cable or Satellite Television Companies, and reassign its constituents to
the proposed Classification 7600, Communication Service Providers.
PROPOSED
CABLE OR SATELLITE TELEVISION COMPANIES – all employees – including operation,
maintenance, extension of lines and making service connections – including shop
This classification applies to Federal Communications Commission licensed companies that
provide cable or satellite television services on a fee basis. This classification also applies to Internet Service Providers that provide internet connectivity using cable or satellite infrastructure.
Federal Communications Commission licensed companies engaged in the provision of telephone services or internet connectivity using telecommunications infrastructure shall be classified as 7600, Telecommunications Companies.
The contract installation, service or repair of satellite or non-satellite antennas and antenna
equipment for television and internet connectivity shall be classified as 9531(2), Satellite Television or Internet Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
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The contract installation, service or repair of cable television equipment for television or internet
connectivity that does not include antennas shall be classified as 9516, Television, Video, Audio
or Radio Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The contract installation of aerial lines for telephone, television, communication, data, fire alarm
and similar low voltage or fiber optic networks shall be classified as 7601, Aerial Line
Construction.
The contract installation of low voltage communications cabling within buildings for voice or data
transmission and the contract splicing of fiber optic cables at ground level shall be classified as
5195, Communications Cabling.
The contract installation of cables underground, including trenching and placing of conduit, shall
be classified as 6325, Conduit Construction.
The operation of television studios shall be separately classified as 7610, Radio, Television or
Commercial Broadcasting Stations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 4111(3), Cathedral or Art Glass Products Mfg., for clarity.
PROPOSED

CATHEDRAL OR ART GLASS PRODUCTS MFG. – including glass manufacturing

4111(3)

This classification applies to the manufacture of stained glass windows, leaded glass windows,
art glass panels, glass mosaics andor lampshades.
The manufacture of glass products by glass blowing shall be classified as 4111(1), Glassware
Mfg. – no automatic or semi-automatic machines.
The manufacture of glass products by use of automatic or semi-automatic machines shall be
classified as 4114, Glassware Mfg. – N.O.C.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9220(1), Cemetery Operation, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

CEMETERY OPERATION – all employees

9220(1)

This classification applies to the operation and maintenance of cemeteries or mausoleums. This
classification also applies to the operation and maintenance of pet cemeteries.
Cemetery plot or mausoleum sales counselors shall be classified as 8742, Salespersons –
Outside.
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Crematory operations shall be separately classified as 9220(2), Crematory Operation.
The operation of funeral homes and mortuaries shall be classified as 9620, Funeral Directors.
The manufacture of stone cemetery monuments shall be classified as 1803, Stone Cutting andor Fabrication.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9060, Clubs – country or golf, for clarity.
PROPOSED
CLUBS – country or golf – all employees – including front desk employees and restaurant or
tavern employees

9060

This classification applies to the operation of private golf andor country clubs andor public golf
courses. This classification includes all course, club facility and golf cart maintenance, golf instruction, tournament operations and the operation of pro shops, driving ranges, and restaurant,
tavern and event facilities at the club location. This classification includes additional fitness and
recreational facilities that may be operated in connection with the golf course.
Hotel operations shall be separately classified as 9050(1), Hotels.
Driving ranges shall be classified as 9016(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. –
all employees other than those engaged in the operation or maintenance of amusement devices, restaurants or retail stores.
Tennis or racquetball clubs shall be classified as 9053(5), Clubs – racquet sports.
Public or private swimming pools shall be classified as 9053(3), Swimming Pools or Swimming
Clubs.
Clubs that are not more specifically described by any other classification shall be classified as
9061, Clubs – N.O.C.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9053(5), Clubs – racquet sports, for clarity and consistency with previously
approved changes.
PROPOSED
CLUBS – racquet sports – including restaurant employees, retail store employees and
receptionists
This classification applies to racquet clubs that provide membership and access to court facilities for playing racquet sports, including but not limited to tennis, racquetball, badminton and
squash, as a primary benefit of membership. This classification includes additional fitness and
recreational facilities that may be operated in connection with the tennis or racquetball playing
court facilities. This classification includes coaching teams and instructing, supervising and operating competitive leagues or events.
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This classification also applies to the operation of clubs or facilities for handball, pickleball, table
tennis andor similar racquet andor paddle sports.
Golf or country clubs shall be classified as 9060, Clubs – country or golf.
Public or private swimming pools shall be classified as 9053(3), Swimming Pools or Swimming
Clubs.
Non-profit community health and wellness clubs shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community health and wellness.
Health clubs or gyms engaged in operating facilities that provide space and exercise equipment,
including but not limited to cardiovascular equipment, weight machines and free weights available for at-will use by clients for the majority of operating hours, including tennis, racquetball,
handball or squash operations provided in connection therewith, shall be classified as 9053(2),
Health Clubs or Gyms.
The operation of fitness studios or fitness training programs primarily offering scheduled fitness
classes where space and exercise equipment is not available for use by clients at-will during the
majority of operating hours shall be classified as 8870, Fitness Instruction Programs or Studios.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobile schools – professors,
teachers or academic professional employees, to clarify its intended application and provide direction as
to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
COLLEGES OR SCHOOLS – private – not automobilevocational schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals employees– including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
This classification applies to professors, teachers or academic professionals at private universities, colleges, high schools, middle schools, elementary schools, or kindergartens when part of a
school that provides instruction for first grade and higher. This classification also applies to such
employees in nonpublic schools certified by the California Department of Education. Academic
professionals employees consist of,include but are not limited to, deans, chancellors, vice chancellors, directors, principals, assistant principals, presidents, vice presidents, librarians, registrars, curriculum developers, psychologists, speech therapists and counselors.; Theand their
responsibilities of such employees typically include planning, directing, administering, counseling or curriculum development. This classification also applies to teachers’ aides, tutors, athletic
team coaches or library employees of private or nonpublic colleges or schools.
This classification also applies to teachers’ aides and tutors, athletic team coaches and library
employeeschild day care, preschool, or before or after school programs that are operated in
connection with private or nonpublic schools by the same employer. Child day care, preschools,
kindergartens or before or after school programs that are not operated in connection with public
or private schools that provide instruction for first grade and higher shall be classified as 9059,
Day Care Centers.
The provision of special educational or counseling services, including but not limited to diagnosis and instruction, behavioral therapy, speech therapy, Applied Behavioral Analysis, shadow
school aides, parental counseling, daily living and social skills training, and early intervention for
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children or youth by agencies that are not private or nonpublic schools shall be classified as
8874, Special Educational Services for Children or Youth.
Automobile driving schoolsVehicle operator training that includes behind the wheel instruction
using automobiles, trucks, buses or other motor vehicles shall be classified as follows:


Instructors – 8748, Automobile or Truck Dealers – vehicle salespersons



Vehicle maintenance and repair – 8391, Automobile or Truck Dealers – all employees other
than vehicle salespersons

The operation of religious organizations, including but not limited to churches, temples, mosques
and synagogues shall be separately classified in accordance with the provisions of the Multiple
Enterprises rule.
The operation of colleges or schools by municipal, state or other public agencies or the operation of charter schools shall be classified as 8875(1), Public Colleges or Schools.
When a private school places students in an employment or training position with a separate
employer, the classification of the student workers shall be determined as though the student
workers are employees of the separate employer.
Also refer to companion Classification 9101, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobilevocational schools – all employees other than professors, teachers or academic professionals employees – including cafeterias.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 8868 also performs duties described by Classification 9101, the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 8868 and 9101, provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by time
cards or time book entries that show such division. Refer to Part 3, Section V, Rule 3.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9101, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobile schools – all employees other
than professors, teachers, or academic professional employees, to clarify its intended application and
provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
COLLEGES OR SCHOOLS – private – not automobilevocational schools – all employees other
than professors, teachers, or academic professionals employees – including cafeterias
This Cclassification 9101 includesapplies to non-academic employees at private universities,
colleges, high schools, middle schools, elementary schools, or kindergartens when part of a
school that provides instruction for first grade and higher. Non-academic employees include but
isare not limited to cafeteria workers, drivers, maintenance employees, janitors, gardeners, security personnel, resident advisors or assistants and book supply department employees. This
classification also applies to such employees in nonpublic schools certified by the California Department of Education.
The operation of religious organizations, including but not limited to churches, temples, mosques
and synagogues shall be separately classified in accordance with the provisions of the Multiple
Enterprises rule.
Also refer to companion Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobilevocational schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals employees.
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If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9101 also performs duties described by Classification 8868, the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 9101 and 8868, provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by time
cards or time book entries that show such division. Refer to Part 3, Section V, Rule 3.
Retail store operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 5195, Communications Cabling, to clarify its intended application, provide direction
as to how related operations should be classified and for consistency with other proposed and previously
approved changes.
PROPOSED

COMMUNICATIONS CABLING – within buildings – including shop and outside
This classification applies to the installation of low voltage cable for voice or data transmission
andor the splicing of fiber optic andcable or low voltage wire splicing performed within buildings,
utility vaults or boxes. This classification also applies to splicing fiber optic cables at ground level
for other concerns on a fee basis.
Classification 5195 does not apply when the low voltage cable is installed in connection with, or
incidental to, the installation of equipment or systems, including but not limited to telephone systemsinstruments, controls, telecommunication antennas, computers or computertelephone systems, cable or satellite television systems, building automation or energy management control
systems and sound or alarm systems, by the same contractoremployer. In such cases, all operations shall be assigned to the appropriate installation classification.
The installation of computer or telephone systems or equipment shall be classified as 5193,
Computer or Telephone System or Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of television, video, audio or radio equipment shall be classified as 9516, Television, Video, Audio or Radio Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of security alarm, fire alarm or life safety systems shall be classified as 7605,
Security Alarm, Fire Alarm or Life Safety Systems Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of programmable industrial controls shall be classified as 5130(1), Programmable Industrial Controls Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of building automation or energy management control systems shall be classified as 5130(2), Building Automation or Energy Management Control Systems Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of telecommunication antennas or antenna equipment that are located on rooftops, towers, structures or other exterior locations shall be classified as 9531(1), Telecommunication Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of satellite or non-satellite antennas or antenna equipment for television or internet connectivity shall be classified as 9531(2), Satellite Television or Internet Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of underground cabling shall be classified as 6325, Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
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The installation of aerial cabling shall be classified as 7601, Aerial Line Construction.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 5193, Computer or Telephone System or Equipment Installation, Service or Repair,
for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
COMPUTER OR TELEPHONE SYSTEM OR EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR
– shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of computer or telephone systems
or equipment, including but not limited to phone speakers, cellular telephones, Voice Over Internet Protocol equipment and desktop, laptop, tablet and computer peripheral equipment, such as
monitors, terminals, computer mouse devices, keyboards and computer modems. This classification includes the installation of communications cabling performed in connection with computer or telephone system installation, service or repair operations by the same employer. This
classification includes the installation, service or repair of audio or video teleconferencing
equipment that is connected to telephone or computer networks. Repair operations may be performed at the shop or at customers’ locations.
The manufacture of computers or computer peripheral equipment, andor shop repair of computer or computer peripheral equipment by the manufacturer, shall be classified as 3681(2), Computer or Computer Peripheral Equipment Mfg.
The manufacture of telephones or telephone equipment, andor shop repair of telephones or telephone equipment by the manufacturer, shall be classified as 3681(3), Telecommunications
Equipment Mfg.
The installation, service or repair of audio/video systems shall be classified as 9516, Television,
Video, Audio or Radio Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The construction of aerial telephone lines shall be classified as 7601, Aerial Line Construction.
The construction of underground telephone lines shall be classified as 6325, Conduit
Construction or Underground Wiring.
The installation of low voltage cabling within buildings that is not performed in connection with
the installation, service or repair of computers or telephone systems by the same employer shall
be classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
The installation, service or repair of office andor point of sale machines shall be classified as
5191, Office Machine or Point of Sale Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation, service or repair of telecommunication antennas andor antenna equipment that
are located on rooftops, towers, structures or other exterior locations shall be classified as
9531(1), Telecommunication Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
Employers licensed by the Federal Communications Commission that provide wireline, long distance, cellular, radio paging or mobile radio services for customers on a fee basis shall be classified as 7600, TelecCommunications CompaniesService Providers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 6325, Conduit Construction, to provide direction as to how related operations
should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

CONDUIT CONSTRUCTION OR UNDERGROUND WIRING – for cables or wires – including
tunneling at street crossings

6325

This classification applies to the construction of conduit for underground electric power cables or
wires, andor for low voltage or fiber optic networks for telephone, television, communication, data, fire alarm andor similar networks. This classification also applies to the installation of underground cabling within existing conduit, splicing underground cabling and the installation of
underground cabling without conduit or the splicing of underground cabling. This classification
also applies to the installation of street lighting systems, traffic signal systems andor commercial
parking lot lighting systems. This classification includes incidental excavation operations performed by the same employer in support of its conduit construction or underground wiring operations.
All tunneling other than at street crossings shall be separately classified.
Splicing fiber optic cables at ground level for other concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as
5195, Communications Cabling.
Aerial line construction for telephone, television, communication, data, fire alarm andor similar
low voltage or fiber optic networks shall be separately classified as 7601, Aerial Line Construction.
Aerial electric power line construction shall be separately classified as 7538, Electric Power Line
Construction.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8227, Construction or Erection Permanent Yards, to clarify its intended application
and provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
CONSTRUCTION OR ERECTION PERMANENT YARDS OR SHOPS – for maintenance of
equipment or storage of material
This classification shall applyies only to a permanent yard or shop maintained by a construction
or erection contractor assigned to one or more construction or erection classification(s) (see Appendix I, Construction and Erection Classifications, for applicable classifications) for the maintenance of equipment or the storage of materials or equipment and includes the delivery of
materials or equipment from the yard or shop to the job site. It is not available for division of payroll at the place where construction operations are conducted, or when the specific construction
or erection classification includes storage, shop or yard activities.
This classification does not apply to temporary construction or erection yards or shops located at
or adjacent to the place where construction operations are conducted; such operations shall be
assigned to the applicable construction or erection classification (see Appendix I, Construction
and Erection Classifications).
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When an employer’s shop, yard or storage operations are performed in connection with its construction or erection operations that are assigned to two or more classifications, one or more of
which includes shop, yard or storage operations and one or more of which does not include
shop, yard or storage operations, the shop, yard or storage employees or operations shall be
assigned in accordance with Section IV, Rule 2f, Shop, Yard or Storage Operations.
The sale of lumber or building materials shall be classified as 8232(1), Lumberyards, or 8232(2),
Building Material Dealers, in accordance with the provisions of the Multiple Enterprises rule.
The rental of equipment or machinery shall be classified as 8028, Equipment or Machinery
Rental Yards.
Mill operations or fabrication shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 5606, Contractors – construction or erection – executive level supervisors, for clarity
and consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
CONTRACTORS – construction or erection – executive level supervisors – no direct
supervision – division of a single employee’s payroll with any other classification is not
permitted
This classification may be assigned only in connection with the construction or erection classifications listed in Appendix I, Construction and Erection Classifications.
This classification applies to executive level supervisors of construction operations wherein the
employer develops payroll in one or more construction or erection classification(s) provided not
less than two levels of supervision, as defined in Part 3, Section IV, Rule 2d, Executive Level
Supervisors, are retained between the executive level supervisor and the workers performing
actual construction operations.
This classification also includes management level employees, such as safety managers, project managers and engineers, who do not supervise construction operations but whose duties
include walking through a construction site during the construction phase, provided the employer
retains two levels of supervision over the construction crew(s) or where all operations have been
subcontracted to licensed subcontractors. Otherwise, such employees are miscellaneous employees and shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section IV, Rule 2c, Miscellaneous
Employees (Construction or Erection).
This classification also applies to executive level supervisors when all construction operations
are subcontracted to licensed contractors and no payroll is developed under any construction
classification. In such instances, executive level supervisors exercise control exclusively through
licensed subcontractors.
On jobs where all construction operations are subcontracted to licensed subcontractors, Classification 5610, Contractors – construction or erection – all construction subcontracted, shall applyies to all other employees, including but not limited to job site cleaning and debris removal
and post-construction warranty repair operations.
Classification 5606 does not apply to employees whose job site duties are limited to estimating,
outside sales or public relations. Employees whose non-clerical duties are confined to visiting
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job sites for the purpose of pre-construction estimating, or for meeting with clients andor other
project representatives, are classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, provided they have no
supervisory responsibilities over construction operations and they do not walk through job sites
for purposes such as assessing construction progress, evaluating quality or determining compliance with safety standards.
Fee-based construction management companies that do not engage in or perform supervision
over construction operations, but serve as an intermediary between the general contractor and
project owner or otherwise provide expertise regarding a construction project, shall be classified
as 8601(1), Engineers – consulting.
Also see Part 3, Section IV, Rule 2, Construction or Erection Work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9059, Day Care Centers, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
DAY CARE CENTERS – child – not residential care facilities – all employees – including
receptionists
This classification applies to child day care centers that provide non-medical care and supervision for children ranging from infancy to 17 years of age for periods of less than 24 hours; preschool and kindergarten instructional programs; and before or after school programs that are not
operated in connection with public or private schools operated by the same employer.
This classification also applies to day care services provided by employers primarily for the use
of their employees’ dependents.
This classification does not apply to child care or supervisory services, including but not limited
to day care, preschools, kindergartens and before or after school programs that are operated by
the same employer in connection with public or private schools by the employerwhich provide
instruction for first grade and higher; such operations shall be classified as 8868, Colleges or
Schools – private – not automobilevocational schools – professors, teachers, or academic professionals employees, 9101, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobilevocational schools –
all employees other than professors, teachers, or academic professionals employees, or
8875(1), Public Colleges or Schools.
Boys and girls clubs that provide supplemental after school andor recreational activities for
school age children on an elective or drop-in basis shall be classified as 9067(2), Clubs – boys
and girls.
Educational programs or services that are not day care centers, but provide tutoring or testpreparation services to supplement academic instruction shall be classified as 8871, Supplemental Educational Services.
After school programs, day camps, childcare centers or respite services for developmentally
disabled children or youth shall be classified as 8874, Special Educational Services for Children
or Youth.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 9529(2), Decorating, to provide direction as to how related operations should be
classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

DECORATING – interior or exterior – hanging flags or bunting for conventions or celebrations

9529(2)

This classification applies to decorating the interior or exterior of buildings, streets, parking lots
andor malls with flags, banners, pennants andor bunting in connection with conventions, celebrations, festivals or parades. This classification also applies to the installation of seasonal decorations, including but not limited to garland, trees, stars, balloons, lights, inflatable figurines and
props. This classification includes the installation of similar items for advertising or commercial
purposes.
The erection, removal or repair of tents away from the shop shall be classified as 9529(3), Tent
– erection, removal or repair.
Painting or wallpaper installation shall be classified as 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting or Wallpaper
Installation.
The installation or placement of house furnishings for other concerns on a fee basis shall be
classified as 9521(1), House Furnishings.
Interior decorators or designers who operate on a fee basis and do not engage in the installation
or placement of furnishings shall be classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, subject to the
Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
The installation of floor coverings, including but not limited to linoleum, vinyl, asphalt or rubber
tile, carpet or rugs within buildings shall be classified as 9521(2), Floor Covering.
The installation of window coverings shall be classified as 9521(3), Window Covering.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Establish a cross-reference to Classification 9403(3), Document Destruction, which is part of the
proposed Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION – including mobile paper shredding
See Recycling and Refuse Management.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 3570, Electric Appliance Mfg., for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE MFG. – N.O.C.

3570

This classification contemplates, but is not limitedapplies to, the manufacture or repair of electric
appliances, including but not limited to lighting apparatus, flashlights, heating elements, battery
chargers, battery pack assemblies and domestic appliances such as vacuum cleaners, food
processors and hair dryers.
Display and parts departments that are physically separated from the repair shop and sell parts
commercially shall be separately classified as 8017(7), Stores – hardware.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7539, Electric Power Companies, for consistency with previously approved
changes.
PROPOSED
ELECTRIC POWER COMPANIES – all operations – including construction or extension of
lines
This classification applies to the operations of publicly or privately operated electric power companies that supply electrical power to customers. This classification includes the operation of all
types of power generation plants andor systems, including but not limited to hydro, solar, wind,
geothermal, biomass and landfill gas power plants. This classification also includes the construction, operation, maintenance andor repair of substations andor transmission lines and the
installation andor repair of electric meters.
The erection of aerial power lines by separate concerns shall be classified as 7538, Electric
Power Line Construction.
The construction of buildings, dams or reservoirs shall be separately classified.
Employees engaged exclusively in Mmeter readersing activities (or in combination with clerical
office activities) shall be separately classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, subject to the
Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 7538, Electric Power Line Construction, for clarity and consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED

ELECTRIC POWER LINE CONSTRUCTION – by contractor

7538

This classification applies to the construction, maintenance or repair of aerial power lines, including but not limited to the erectioning of poles or towers, installationing of service transformers, stringing of wires and making service connections. This classification also applies to the
installation of aerial power lines for electric trams, trolleys andor buses.
The construction, maintenance or repair of aerial power lines by electric power companies in
connection with their own operations shall be classified as 7539, Electric Power Companies.
The installation of electrical wiring within buildings shall be separately classified as 5140/5190,
Electrical Wiring.
The construction of underground power lines shall be separately classified as 6325, Conduit
Construction or Underground Wiring.
Aerial line construction for telephone, television, communication, data, fire alarm andor similar
low voltage or fiber optic networks shall be separately classified as 7601, Aerial Line Construction.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 5140/5190, Electrical Wiring, for clarity and consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED

ELECTRICAL WIRING – within buildings – including installation or repair of fixtures or appliances – including shop and outside – employees whose regular hourly wage does not
equal or exceed $32.00 per hour
This classification also applies to the installation of lighting fixtures onto exterior building surfaces andor the maintenance of interior andor exterior lighting.
The installation of electrical machinery or auxiliary apparatus shall be separately classified.
The installation of aerial electric power lines shall be classified as 7538, Electric Power Line
Construction.
The installation of electrical wiring underground, including trenching and the placement of conduit, shall be classified as 6325, Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
The installation of exterior pole mounted lighting, including but not limited to street lights and
traffic signals, shall be classified as 6325, Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
The installation of low voltage communications cabling within buildings for voice or data transmission shall be classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
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ELECTRICAL WIRING – within buildings – including installation or repair of fixtures or appliances – including shop and outside – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or
exceeds $32.00 per hour

5140

Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $32.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $32.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5190, Electrical Wiring.
This classification also applies to the installation of lighting fixtures onto exterior building surfaces andor the maintenance of interior andor exterior lighting.
The installation of electrical machinery or auxiliary apparatus shall be separately classified.
The installation of aerial electric power lines shall be classified as 7538, Electric Power Line
Construction.
The installation of electrical wiring underground, including trenching and the placement of conduit, shall be classified as 6325, Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
The installation of exterior pole mounted lighting, including but not limited to street lights and
traffic signals, shall be classified as 6325, Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
The installation of low voltage communications cabling within buildings for voice or data transmission shall be classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 3178, Electronic Element Mfg., which is part of the Electronics Industry Group, for
clarity.
PROPOSED

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
ELECTRONIC ELEMENT MFG. – N.O.C.

3178

This classification applies to the manufacture of electronic elements used to receive, store, govern or direct the flow of current within an electrical circuit. Electronic elements assigned to this
classification include but are not limited to transistors, resistors, capacitors, diodes, coils, transformers, filters, magnetic recording heads, potentiometers and transducers with a power rating
of less than 746 watts (one horsepower).
The manufacture of electronic elements used to receive, store, govern or direct the flow of current within an electrical circuit with a power rating of 746 watts or more shall be classified as
3643(1), Electric Power or Transmission Equipment Mfg., or 3643(2), Electric Control Panel or
Switchgear Mfg. The manufacture of electronic elements that are rated both at less than 746
watts and at 746 watts and above shall be classified based on the primary (over 50% of shop
time) operation.
The manufacture of electronic elements for inclusion in an electrical or electronic product manufactured by the employer shall be assigned to the applicable electrical or electronic product
manufacturing classification.
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The manufacture of electronic integrated circuit chips or semiconductor wafers shall be classified as 4112, Integrated Circuit and Semiconductor Wafer Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 3681(1), Instrument Mfg., which is part of the Electronics Industry Group, for
consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
INSTRUMENT MFG. – electronic – professional or scientific – N.O.C.

3681(1)

This classification applies to the manufacture or shop repair of electronic instruments that are
not specifically described by another classification, including but not limited to electronic altimeters, air speed indicators and telemetry instruments, electronic centrifuges, cell sequencers, biosensor equipment, mass spectrometers, electronic scales, programmable electronic control systems, electronic point of sale (POS) systems, calculators, electron and laser microscopes, electron accelerators and fraction collectors, electronic toxic gas or vapor detection systems,
radiation monitoring equipment, ohm meters, frequency synthesizers and printed circuit board
test equipment. This classification also applies to the manufacture of electronic or electronically
controlled manufacturing equipment for the semiconductor industry, including but not limited to
vapor ovens, wafer inspection stations, wafer probe systems, wet processing equipment, photo
mask inspection equipment, diffusion etching machines, wafer cleaning equipment, wafer dicing
saws and plasma etching machines.
This classification also applies to the manufacture or fee-based shop repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of less
than 55 pounds.
The manufacture of electronic medical equipment used for diagnostic or treatment purposes
shall be classified as 3572, Medical Instrument Mfg.
The manufacture of non-electronic instruments shall be classified as 3682, Instrument Mfg. –
non-electronic.
The manufacture of industrial robotic systems shall be classified as 3560(2), Machinery Mfg. –
industrial.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of less than 55 pounds, including but not limited to test flight operations performed by the
manufacturer shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 5, General
Inclusions.
The installation or repair of instruments, or the repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial
drones) with a total combined weight of less than 55 pounds, away from shop shall be separately classified as 5128, Instrument Installation, Service or Repair.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 3573, Power Supply Mfg., which is part of the Electronics Industry Group, for clarity.
PROPOSED

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
POWER SUPPLY MFG.

3573

This classification applies to the manufacture or shop repair of power supplies with a power rating of less than 746 watts (one horsepower).
The manufacture or shop repair of power supplies with a power rating of 746 watts or more shall
be classified as 3643(1), Electric Power or Transmission Equipment Mfg. The manufacture of
power supplies that are rated both at less than 746 watts and at 746 watts and above shall be
classified based on the primary (over 50% of shop time) operation.
The manufacture of power supplies for inclusion in an electrical or electronic product manufactured by the employer shall be assigned to the applicable electrical or electronic product manufacturing classification.
The installation or repair of power supplies away from the shop shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8601(1), Engineers, to clarify its intended application.
PROPOSED

ENGINEERS – consulting – mechanical, civil, electrical andor mining engineers andor architects – not engaged in actual construction or operation – including Outside Salespersons
and Clerical Office Employees
This classification applies to engineering andor architectural consultants who provide technical
advice to construction companies, land development companies, building contractors andor similar concerns on a fee basis, or to the testing of construction building materials in connection
with consulting engineering performed by the same employer. This classification also applies to
land surveying prior to andor during construction for separate concerns on a fee basis.
Engineering, when performed in support of an employer’s own manufacturing, processing or
construction operations, is assigned to the applicable manufacturing, processing or construction
classification or to the applicable Standard Exception classification.
This classification also applies to fee-based construction management companies that do not
engage in or supervise construction operations, but serve as an intermediary between the
general contractor and project owner, or otherwise provide expertise regarding a construction
project.
Forest engineers shall be classified as 8601(4), Forest Engineers.
Oil or gas geologists or scouts shall be classified as 8601(2), Oil or Gas Geologists or Scouts.
Fee-based testing operations, including but not limited to the testing of air, water, soil, metal,
concrete and other building materials not resulting in recommendations, remediation options or
design advice shall be classified as 4511, Analytical or Testing Laboratories.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 3131(2), Engraving, Laser Cutting or Laser Welding, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED

ENGRAVING, LASER CUTTING OR LASER WELDING

3131(2)

This classification applies to the engraving, laser cutting or laser welding of materials other than
stone for other concerns on a fee basis. This classification also applies to waterjet cutting of materials other than stone for other concerns on a fee basis. This classification also applies to the
manufacture of engraved instrument panels, including incidental metal working and electrical
wiring.
Engraving, laser cutting, laser welding or waterjet cutting operations, when performed by the
same employer in connection with its manufacturing, processing, store or dealer operations,
shall be assigned to the applicable manufacturing, processing, store or dealer classification.
Photographic engraving, photomask manufacturing, rubber printing plate and stamp manufacturing, lithograph plate manufacturing and polymer plate manufacturing shall be classified as 4351,
Photo Engraving.
The engraving or cutting of stone, including headstones and stone monuments, shall be classified as 1803, Stone Cutting andor Fabrication.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8028, Equipment or Machinery Rental Yards, for clarity.
PROPOSED
EQUIPMENT OR MACHINERY RENTAL YARDS – not dealers in new or used equipment – all
employees – including counterpersons
This classification applies to employers engaged in the rental, delivery andor set up of equipment andor machinery, including but not limited to portable air compressors, augurs, jacks,
chain saws, compactors, wheel barrows, electric drills, grinders, sanders, ladders, hammers,
garden tools and equipment, paint compressors, plumbing tools, sandblasting equipment, portable generators, rototillers, chain saws, portable concrete mixers, vibrators, tractors, backhoes,
temporary fences, scaffolds, shoring, concrete or cement distributing towers, hod hoists, construction elevators, loaders and trenchers.
This classification also applies to the rental andor installation of temporary signs, including but
not limited to real estate and construction site signs.
The erection of scaffolds, shoring, concrete or cement distributing towers, hod hoists, or construction elevators shall be separately classified as 9529(1), Scaffolds, Shoring, Concrete or
Cement Distributing Towers, Hod Hoists or Construction Elevators.
The rental of mobile cranes andor hoisting equipment with operators shall be classified as
7219(3), Mobile Crane and Hoisting Service Contractors.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classifications 6218(1)/6220(1), Excavation, to clarify the intended application and provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
EXCAVATION – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling – employees whose regular
hourly wage does not equal or exceed $31.00 per hour

6218(1)

This classification applies to the excavation of land to prepare sites for the construction of buildings andor structures, including but not limited to residential and commercial buildings, bridges,
aerial line towers, driveways, parking lots and swimming pools. This classification includes incidental grading operations. This classification also applies to excavation for removal of contaminated soil.
Excavation in connection with the construction of streets, or roads, constructionhighways or airport runways, or the excavation of all other areas in preparation for asphalt paving shall be classified as 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading.
Mass rock excavation, pile driving, shaft sinking, caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately
classified.
Trenching operations conducted in connection with the construction of canals, irrigation systems, cross-country water pipelines, oil or gas pipelines or sewers shall be assigned to the applicable construction classification.
Mass rock excavation, pile driving, shaft sinking, or caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately classified.
EXCAVATION – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling – employees whose regular
hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.00 per hour
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $31.00 per hour
shall be classified as 6218(1), Excavation – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the excavation of land to prepare sites for the construction of buildings andor structures, including but not limited to residential and commercial buildings, bridges,
aerial line towers, driveways, parking lots and swimming pools. This classification includes incidental grading operations. This classification also applies to excavation for removal of contaminated soil.
Excavation in connection with the construction of streets or roads, constructionhighways or airport runways, or the excavation of all other areas in preparation for asphalt paving shall be classified as 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading.
Mass rock excavation, pile driving, shaft sinking, caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately
classified.
Trenching operations conducted in connection with the construction of canals, irrigation systems, cross-country water pipelines, oil or gas pipelines or sewers shall be assigned to the applicable construction classification.
Mass rock excavation, pile driving, shaft sinking, or caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8116, Farm Machinery Dealers or Repair Facilities, for clarity.
PROPOSED
FARM MACHINERY DEALERS OR REPAIR FACILITIES – shop or outside – including demonstration

8116

This classification applies to dealers engaged in the sale or repair of new farm equipment, including but not limited to tractors, balers, combines and implements including plows, discs and
cultivators. This classification also applies to independent farm machinery repair facilities that
are not dealers. Repair operations can be performed at the shop or at customers’ locations on a
job or warranty basis. This classification also includes operating farm machinery for demonstration purposes. This classification also includes the incidental sale of used machinery received as
trade-in merchandise.
Dealers whose sales of used machinery exceed 25% of gross receipts shall be classified as
8267, Machinery and Equipment Dealers – secondhand.
The sale of non-agricultural machinery shall be classified as 8107, Machinery Dealers.
Departments for the display and sale of machines andor parts that are physically separated from
the repair shop and do not engage in machine demonstration shall be separately classified as
8017(7), Stores – hardware.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 0050, Farm Machinery Operation, to clarify its intended application and for
consistency with other proposed and previously approved changes.
PROPOSED

FARM MACHINERY OPERATION – by contractors – including yard employees

0050

This classification applies to employers that provide machinery and operating crews to conduct
mechanized farming operations for separate concerns on a fee basis. Such operations include
but are not limited to soil preparation, harvesting, pruning, baling, threshing and the application
of insecticides, fertilizers, herbicides andor seeds using farm equipmentmachinery.
The aerial application of insecticides, fertilizers, herbicides andor seeds onto farmlands shall be
classified as 7409, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying andor seeding – members of the flying crew, and 7410, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying or seeding
– not members of the flying crew.
Contract grading of farm land shall be classified as 6218(3)/6220(3), Land Leveling – grading
farm lands.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 0079(2), Bush Berry Crops, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
BUSH BERRY CROPS

0079(2)

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting, including field
packing, of bush berries, such as raspberries, olallieberries (blackberries), blueberries and
boysenberries.
The washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling or otherwise preparing of fresh fruit for
shipment (not field packing) shall be separately classified as 2107, Fruit – fresh fruit packing and
handling.
The cultivation and harvesting, including field packing, of strawberries shall be classified as
0079(1), Strawberry Crops.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 0044, Cotton Farms, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide direction
as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
COTTON FARMS

0044

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting of cotton.
Cotton gin operations, including cotton compressing, shall be separately classified as 0401, Cotton Gin Operation.
The purchase and sale of cotton, including cotton compressing, shall be classified as 0400(1),
Cotton Merchants.
The contract storage of baled cotton, including cotton compressing, shall be classified as
0400(2), Warehouses – cotton.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 0036, Dairy Farms, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, for clarity and
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

FARMS
DAIRY FARMS

0036

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the raising of cows for the production of milk
or cream, andor the raising of replacement dairy heifers. This classification also includes acreage devoted to the raising of goats for milk, cream or meat production.
This classification includes growing feed, hay or grain crops when more than 50% of such crops
are used by the employer. Cultivation and harvesting of crops that are primarily sold to others
shall be assigned to the appropriate Farms Industry Group classification.
Milk pasteurization, processing or bottling; dairy products manufacturing; andor route drivers
who deliver bottled milk to customers and perform no other duties on the farm premises shall be
separately classified as 2063, Creameries and Dairy Products Mfg.
The raising of beef cattle shall be classified as 0038(1), Stock Farms.
The raising of calves for others shall be classified as 0034(2), Sheep, Raising and Hog or Calf
Farms.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 0171, Field Crops, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide direction as
to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
FIELD CROPS

0171

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting of hay; alfalfa;
flax; safflower; maize; all sorghums; or all the cereal grains, including but not limited to wheat,
barley, rice, feed corn and oats; all sorghums; flax; safflower and maize.
Mechanized harvesting operations performed on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm
Machinery Operation.
The cultivation and harvesting, including field packing, of sweet (edible) corn, shall be classified
as 0172, Truck Farms.
The cultivation and harvesting of grass sod for use in landscaping shall be classified as 0005,
Nurseries.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 2111(2), Olive Handling, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, for consistency
with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
FARMS
OLIVE HANDLING – sorting, curing and canning

2111(2)

This classification applies to the processing, including but not limited to washing, sorting, grading, pitting, stuffing, curing and canning or bottling of olives.
The preserving and canning of fruit and vegetables shall be classified as 2111(1), Fruit or Vegetable Preserving.
The curing, pickling and canning of vegetables and fruits shall be classified as 2111(3), Fruit or
Vegetable Pickling.
The extraction and refining of olive oil shall be classified as 4683(1), Vegetable Oil Mfg. or
Refining.
Can manufacturing shall be separately classified.
Growing or harvesting of olives shall be classified as 0016, Orchards – citrus andor deciduous
fruits.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 0016, Orchards – citrus and deciduous fruits, which is part of the Farms Industry
Group, to provide direction as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
ORCHARDS – citrus andor deciduous fruits

0016

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting, including field
packing, of citrus andor deciduous fruit crops, including but not limited to oranges, lemons, limes, tangerines, kumquats, grapefruit, plums, peaches, cherries and nectarines, and includes
the use of trellis systems or dwarf trees. This classification also includesapplies to the cultivation
and harvesting of avocados, figs (other than Kadota figs) and olives.
This classification also includes the cultivation and harvesting of citrus and deciduous fruit crops
using trellis systems or dwarf trees.
The washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling or otherwise preparing of deciduous
fruit, olives andor avocados for shipment (not field packing) shall be separately classified as
2107, Fruit – fresh fruit packing and handling.
The washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling or otherwise preparing of citrus fruit
for shipment (not field packing) shall be separately classified as 2108, Fruit – citrus fruit packing
and handling.
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Contract mechanizedProviding machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming
or harvesting operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm
Machinery Operation.
Contract harvesting operations involving hand labor only shall be classified as 0016.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 0045, Orchards, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide direction as
to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
ORCHARDS – nut crops

0045

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting of nut tree
crops, including but not limited to almonds, walnuts and pistachios.
Hulling, shelling or processing of nuts shall be separately classified as 0096, Nut Hulling,
Shelling or Processing.
Contract mechanized harvesting operations shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.
The cultivation and harvesting of peanuts shall be classified as 0041, Potato Crops.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 0041, Potato Crops, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide direction
as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
POTATO CROPS

0041

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting, including field
packing, of all types of potatoes, sweet potatoes andor yams. This classification also applies to
the cultivation and harvesting of peanuts, horseradish, taro root andor sugar beets.
The washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling or otherwise preparing of potatoes,
sweet potatoes, yams, horseradish, taro root andor sugar beets for shipment (not field packing)
shall be separately classified as 8209, Vegetables.
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Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 0034(2), Sheep Raising and Hog Farms, which is part of the Farms Industry Group,
to provide direction as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
SHEEP, RAISING AND HOG OR CALF FARMS

0034(2)

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the raising of sheep, and hogs or calves.
This classification includes the slaughtering or butchering of animals when performed by the
same employer.
This classification also applies to the raising of calves for sale to others, miniature horses (not to
exceed 38 inches in height), llamas andor alpacas.
This classification includes growing feed, hay or grain crops when more than 50% of such crops
are used by the employer. Cultivation and harvesting of crops that are primarily sold to others
shall be assigned to the appropriate Farms Industry Group classification.
The feeding and fattening of sheep, and hogs or calves prior to slaughter performed on a fee
basis at feed yards shall be classified as 0038(2), Livestock Feed Yards.
The raising of beef cattle andor horses shall be classified as 0038(1), Stock Farms. The raising
of replacement dairy heifers shall be classified as 0036, Dairy Farms.
Slaughtering or Bbutchering operations performed by separate concerns shall be classified as
2081(1), Butchering.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 0038(1), Stock Farms, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
STOCK FARMS – beef cattle andor horses

0038(1)

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the raising of beef cattle andor horses.
This classification includes growing feed, hay or grain crops when more than 50% of such crops
are used by the employer. Cultivation and harvesting of crops that are primarily sold to others
shall be assigned to the appropriate Farms Industry Group classification.
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The raising of calves for sale to others shall be classified as 0034(2), Sheep, Raising and Hog or
Calf Farms.
The raising of replacement dairy heifers shall be classified as 0036, Dairy Farms.
The raising and training of horses with no horse breeding or birthing operations shall be classified as 7207(1), Stables – all employees, 8631, Racing Stables – all other employees, or
7207(5), Racing Stables – harness racing.
The raising of miniature horses (not to exceed 38 inches in height) shall be classified as
0034(2), Sheep, Raising and Hog or Calf Farms.
Slaughtering or Bbutchering operations shall be separately classified as 2081(1), Butchering.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 0079(1), Strawberry Crops, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED

FARMS
STRAWBERRY CROPS

0079(1)

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting, including field
packing, of strawberries.
The precooling of field packed strawberries shall be separately classified as 8291(1), Warehouses – cold storage.
The cultivation and harvesting, including field packing, of bush berries shall be classified as
0079(2), Bush Berry Crops.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 0172, Truck Farms, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide direction
as to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
TRUCK FARMS

0172

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting, including field
packing, of garden vegetables, including but not limited to tomatoes, lettuce, carrots, onions,
peas and sweet corn. This classification also applies to the cultivation and harvesting of melons,
dry peas, dry beans, soybeans, mushrooms, bean sprouts andor flower andor vegetable seeds.
This classification also applies to the cultivation of garden vegetables using hydroponic farming
methods andor the raising of earthworms andor snails.
The washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling or otherwise preparing of vegetables
for shipment (not field packing) shall be separately classified as 8209, Vegetables.
The growing of vegetable plants for sale to others shall be classified as 0005, Nurseries.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 0040, Vineyards, which is part of the Farms Industry Group, to provide direction as
to how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

FARMS
VINEYARDS

0040

This classification applies to all acreage devoted to the cultivation and harvesting, including field
packing, of all grapes (table, wine or raisin), kiwifruit, jojoba, hops andor Kadota figs, and also
includes the field drying of grapes to produce raisins.
The washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling or otherwise preparing of fresh grapes
for shipment (not field packing) shall be separately classified as 2107, Fruit – fresh fruit packing
and handling.
The drying of grapes within buildings or sheds (not field drying) shall be separately classified as
2102, Fruit or Vegetable Evaporation or Dehydrating.
The production of wine shall be separately classified as 2142(1), Wineries.
Providing machinery and operating crews to conduct mechanized farming or harvesting
operations for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 0050, Farm Machinery
Operation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8870, Fitness Instruction Programs or Studios, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
FITNESS INSTRUCTION PROGRAMS OR STUDIOS – all employees – including receptionists
This classification applies to fitness instruction programs or fitness studios that provide scheduled fitness or training classes, including but not limited to martial arts, gymnastics, dance and
yoga. This classification is limited to fitness instruction where facility space and exercise equipment is not available for use by clients on an at-will basis during the majority of operating hours.
This classification also applies to fitness-based classes or training sessions, including but not
limited to personal training and specialized coaching by employers not engaged in any facility
operations, such as independent golf and tennis instructors.
Health clubs or gyms operating facilities that provide space and exercise equipment, including
but not limited to cardiovascular equipment, weight machines and free weights available for atwill use by clients for the majority of operating hours, including scheduled classes and fitness
training programs provided in connection therewith, shall be classified as 9053(2), Health Clubs
or Gyms.
The operation of athletic teams or athletic facilities shall be classified as 9182, Athletic Teams or
Athletic Facilities – all employees other than players, umpires, referees and game officials.
Swimming pools or swimming clubs shall be classified as 9053(3), Swimming Pools or Swimming Clubs.
Tennis or racquetball clubs shall be classified as 9053(5), Clubs – racquet sports.
Country clubs andor golf courses shall be classified as 9060, Clubs – country or golf.
Non-profit community health and wellness clubs shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community health and wellness.
Water-based athletic or fitness instructional programs at locations other than swimming pools,
including but not limited to surfing, scuba, kayaking, paddle boarding and kite surfing lessons
and tours on lakes, bays, rivers or oceans shall be classified as 9180(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation andor maintenance of amusement devices.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 2121, Breweries, which is part of the Food Packaging and Processing Industry
Group, to clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting samples to customers in connection with
facility tours; direct that the operation of retail stores should be separately classified, the operation of
restaurants or taverns and the preparation and serving of hot food should be separately classified as
9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, and the operation of taprooms should be separately classified as
9079(1), and direct that beer making operations at restaurants where the beer brewed on-site is primarily
sold to restaurant customers for on-site consumption should be classified as 9079(1); and provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED

FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
BREWERIES – including bottling or canning

2121

This classification applies to the production and bottling or canning of beer, including but not limited to ale, lager, porter, stout and malt liquor. This classification includes product storage facilities and distribution stations and the manufacture of containers, including but not limited to cans
and bottles in support of the employer’s production operations. This classification also includes
the production and bottling or canning of sake and the sale of by-products, including but not limited to wet or dry feed grains and brewer’s yeast.
This classification includes employees who provide tours of the brewery, including tours where
product tasting samples are provided to customers not in connection with taproom, tasting room,
retail store, or restaurant or tavern operations.
The production of beer by restaurants or taverns shall be classified as 2121 in accordance with
the provisions of the Multiple Enterprises rule.
The production of wine shall be classified as 2142(1), Wineries.
The production of distilled spirits shall be classified as 2142(2), Distilling.
Taprooms, tasting rooms, restaurants, taverns or the preparation and serving of hot food, shall
be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
Beer brewing operations at restaurants where the beer brewed on-site is primarily sold to
restaurant customers for on-site consumption shall be classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or
Taverns.
Retail stores shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 2142(2), Distilling, which is part of the Food Packaging and Processing Industry
Group, to (1) clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting samples to customers in connection
with facility tours; and (2) direct that the operation of retail stores should be separately classified, and the
operation of tasting rooms, restaurants or taverns and the preparation and serving of hot food should be
separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
PROPOSED
FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
DISTILLING – N.O.C.

2142(2)

This classification applies to the production of distilled spirits, including but not limited to vodka,
rum, whiskey, brandy, tequila and liqueurs.
This classification includes employees who provide tours of the distillery operations, including
tours where product tasting samples are provided to customers not in connection with tasting
room, retail store, or restaurant or tavern operations.
The production of wine shall be classified as 2142(1), Wineries.
The production of beer or sake shall be classified as 2121, Breweries.
Blending and bottling purchased distilled spirits shall be classified as 8041, Stores – wine or
spirits – wholesale.
Tasting rooms, restaurants, taverns or the preparation and serving of hot food shall be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
Bottle manufacturing shall be separately classified.
Retail stores shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 2108, Fruit – citrus fruit packing and handling, which is part of the Food Packaging
and Processing Industry Group, for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
FRUIT – citrus fruit packing and handling – including storage
This classification applies to the washing, hand or machine sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling and storage of citrus fruit, including but not limited to oranges, lemons, limes, tangerines,
kumquats and grapefruit. This classification also applies to employers that resort, resize, regrade and repack previously packed citrus fruit.
The processing of “ready-to-eat” fruits andor vegetables that are packaged as “ready-to-eat” or
“pre-washed” and sold for immediate consumption without need for further peeling, trimming,
washing or cooking shall be classified as 2123, Fruit or Vegetable Processing – fresh – readyto-eat.
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Pre-cooling or cold storage of produce that is exclusively field packed or received prepacked
from separate concerns shall be classified as 8291(1), Warehouses – cold storage.
The packing and handling of fresh deciduous fruit shall be separately classified as 2107, Fruit –
fresh fruit packing and handling.
The packing and handling of dried fruit shall be separately classified as 2109, Fruit – dried fruit
packing and handling.
The packing and handling of fresh deciduous fruit shall be separately classified as 2107, Fruit –
fresh fruit packing and handling.
The packing and handling of fresh vegetables andor tomatoes shall be separately classified as
8209, Vegetables.
Growing or harvesting, including field packing, of crops, shall be assigned to the applicable
Farms Industry Group classification.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 2107, Fruit – fresh fruit packing and handling, which is part of the Food Packaging
and Processing Industry Group, for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
FRUIT – fresh fruit packing and handling – including storage – N.O.C.

2107

This classification applies to the washing, hand or machine sorting, sizing, grading, packing, precooling and storage of fresh deciduous fruit, including but not limited to apples, plums, peaches,
pears, nectarines, melons, grapes, cherries, avocados and berries. This classification also applies to employers that resort, resize, regrade and repack previously handled and packed fresh
deciduous fruit.
The processing of “ready-to-eat” fruits andor vegetables that are packaged as “ready-to-eat” or
“pre-washed” and sold for immediate consumption without need for further peeling, trimming,
washing or cooking shall be classified as 2123, Fruit or Vegetable Processing – fresh – readyto-eat.
Pre-cooling or cold storage of produce that is exclusively field packed or received prepacked
from separate concerns shall be classified as 8291(1), Warehouses – cold storage.
The packing and handling of dried fruit shall be separately classified as 2109, Fruit – dried fruit
packing and handling.
The packing and handling of fresh citrus fruit shall be separately classified as 2108, Fruit – citrus
fruit packing and handling.
The packing and handling of fresh vegetables andor tomatoes shall be separately classified as
8209, Vegetables.
Growing or harvesting, including field packing, of crops, shall be assigned to the applicable
Farms Industry Group classification.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8209, Vegetables, which is part of the Food Packaging and Processing Industry
Group, for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
VEGETABLES – fresh vegetable andor tomato packing and handling – including storage
This classification applies to the washing, sorting, sizing, grading, packing, pre-cooling and storage of fresh vegetables, including but not limited to lettuce, cabbage, celery, potatoes, broccoli,
onions, yams, radishes, asparagus, sweet corn, mushrooms andor tomatoes. This classification
also applies to employers that resort, resize, regrade and repack previously packed fresh vegetables andor tomatoes.
The processing of “ready-to-eat” fruits or vegetables that are packaged as “ready-to-eat” or “prewashed” and sold for immediate consumption without need for further peeling, trimming, washing or cooking shall be classified as 2123, Fruit or Vegetable Processing – fresh – ready-to-eat.
Pre-cooling or cold storage of produce that is exclusively field packed or received prepacked
from separate concerns shall be classified as 8291(1), Warehouses – cold storage.
The packing and handling of fresh deciduous fruit shall be separately classified as 2107, Fruit –
fresh fruit packing and handling.
The packing and handling of fresh citrus fruit shall be separately classified as 2108, Fruit – citrus
fruit packing and handling.
The packing and handling of fresh deciduous fruit shall be separately classified as 2107, Fruit –
fresh fruit packing and handling.
The processing of “ready-to-eat” fruits and vegetables that are packaged as “ready-to-eat” or
“pre-washed” and sold for immediate consumption without need for further peeling, trimming,
washing or cooking shall be classified as 2123, Fruit or Vegetable Processing – fresh – readyto-eat.
The processing and canning of olives shall be classified as 2111(2), Olive Handling.
Growing or harvesting, including field packing, of crops, shall be assigned to the applicable
Farms Industry Group classification.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 4831, Vitamin or Dietary Supplement Mfg., which is part of the Food Packaging and
Processing Industry Group, for clarity and consistency with previously approved changes and to provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
VITAMIN OR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT MFG. – compounding, blending or packaging only – not
manufacturing ingredients
This classification applies to the production or packaging of vitamins andor dietary supplements
involving mixing, blending, forming andor packaging purchased dietary ingredients, including but
not limited to vitamins, minerals, herbs or other botanicals, enzymes and amino acids. Vitamins
or dietary supplements may be produced in various forms, including but not limited to tablet,
caplet, capsule, powder or liquid form. Vitamins and dietary supplements have only incidental
caloric value and are not a substitute for food. This classification includes the manufacture of
containers that are used in the employer’s production operations.
This classification also applies to the growing, harvesting and processing of algae to produce algae-based dietary supplements.
The manufacture or processing of food products shall be classified as 6504, Food Products Mfg.
or Processing, unless the operations are more specifically described by another Food Packaging and Processing Industry Group classification.
The production (compounding, blending or packaging) of drugs, medicines, pharmaceutical
preparations andor devices that are intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment
or prevention of disease shall be classified as 4611, Drug, Medicine or Pharmaceutical Preparations Mfg.
Compounding pharmacies that combine, mix or alter ingredients in response to a prescription to
create a medication tailored to the medical needs of an individual patient shall be classified as
8017(1), Stores – retail.
The production or packaging of products intended to be rubbed, poured, sprinkled or sprayed
on, introduced into, or otherwise applied to, the human body for cleansing, beautifying, promoting attractiveness or altering appearance shall be classified as 4623, Cosmetic, Personal Care
or Perfumery Products Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 2142(1), Wineries, which is part of the Food Packaging and Processing Industry
Group, to clarify that it includes the provision of product tasting samples to customers in connection with
facility tours; and direct that the operation of retail stores should be separately classified, the operation of
restaurants and the preparation and serving of hot food should be separately classified as 9079(1),
Restaurants or Taverns, and the operation of tasting room facilities should be separately classified as
8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits.
PROPOSED
FOOD PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
WINERIES – all operations

2142(1)

This classification applies to the production of wine andor champagne.
This classification includes employees who provide tours of the winery operations, including
tours where product tasting samples are provided to customers not in connection with tasting
room, retail store, or restaurant or tavern operations.
Retail stores, wine tasting rooms and restaurant or tavern operations shall be separately classified in accordance with the provisions of the Multiple Enterprises rule.
The production of distilled spirits shall be classified as 2142(2), Distilling.
The manufacture of vinegar shall be classified as 2142(3), Vinegar Mfg.
Employers engaged in the bBlending and bottling of purchased wines shall be classified as
8041, Stores – wine or spirits – wholesale.
Tasting rooms shall be separately classified as 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits – retail.
Restaurants, taverns or the preparation and serving of hot food shall be separately classified as
9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.
Bottle manufacturing shall be separately classified.
Retail stores shall be separately classified.
Growing or harvesting, including field packing, of crops,► shall be assigned to the applicable
Farms Industry Group classification.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8232(3), Fuel and Material Dealers, to provide direction as to how related
operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
FUEL AND MATERIAL DEALERS – N.O.C. – including counterpersons
This classification applies to dealers of solid combustible fuel materials, including but not limited
to coal, charcoal, firewood, bark, sawdust and wood chips. This classification also applies to
dealers of soil amendments, including but not limited to compost and green waste materials, including incidental composting.
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The processing of green waste, including but not limited to grass clippings, leaves, weeds, tree
trimmings and similar yard waste at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility locations that are operated by the same employer shall be classified as 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations.
The manufacturing or blending of bark, sawdust, compost, wood chips and other soil amendments that include manure or other animal by-products shall be classified as 4665, Rendering or
Fertilizer Mfg.
The wholesale distribution of gasoline, oil, propane or other types of petroleum products shall be
classified as 8350, Gasoline or Oil Dealers.
The manufacture of wood chips for sale to co-generation plants shall be classified as 2710(2),
Log Chipping.
Commercial lumberyards shall be classified as 8232(1), Lumberyards.
The sale of building materials, including secondhand building materials, shall be classified as
8232(2), Building Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9620, Funeral Directors, for clarity.
PROPOSED
FUNERAL DIRECTORS – all employees – including receptionists

9620

This classification applies to funeral directors engaged in activities, including but not limited to
scheduling funerals, assisting customers with the selection of caskets, arranging for the internment of bodies, embalming and preparing bodies for funeral services and transporting deceased
persons, andor funeral attendees in connection with funeral directing services.
Cemetery operations shall be classified as 9220(1), Cemetery Operation.
Crematorium operations shall be classified 9220(2), Crematory Operation.
Transporting deceased persons, andor funeral attendees not performed in connection with
funeral directing by the same employer shall be classified as 7382, Bus, Shuttle Van or
Limousine Operations.
Providing motorcycle escorts to funeral homes on a contract basis shall be classified as 7365,
Taxicab Operations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 3175, Furnace or Heater Mfg., for clarity and consistency with previously approved
changes.
PROPOSED
FURNACE OR HEATER MFG.

3175

This classification applies to the manufacture of industrial ovens or kilns, or commercial or
household furnaces. This classification also applies to the manufacture of metal fireplaces, gas
or propane space heaters, paint booth heaters, industrial clothes dryers andor crematory
equipment.
The installation, service or repair of industrial ovens or kilns shall be classified as 3724(1), Millwright Work.
The installation, service andor repair of heaters andor furnaces within commercial andor residential buildings shall be classified as 5183(3)/5187(3), Heating andor Air Conditioning Equipment, provided the same employer does not engage in the installation of ductwork at the same
job or location. The installation andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where
ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified
as 5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The manufacture of portable electric space heaters shall be classified as 3570, Electric Appliance Mfg.
The manufacture of wood burning stoves, or gas or electric commercial or household stoves or
ovens used in cooking or baking food shall be classified as 3169(1), Stove or Oven Mfg.
The manufacture of commercial andor household water heaters if 50% or more of the metal
used is lighter than #9 gauge shall be classified as 3169(2), Water Heater Mfg. If more than 50%
of the metal used is #9 gauge or heavier, the manufacture of commercial andor household water
heaters shall be classified as 3620(1), Boiler Mfg.
The manufacture of swimming pool andor spa water heaters shall be classified as 3501(2), Machinery Mfg. – swimming pool andor spa.
The manufacture of commercial food processing equipment or machinery shall be classified as
3560(1), Machinery Mfg. – commercial food processing equipment.
The manufacture of industrial autoclaves shall be separately classified as 3560(2), Machinery
Mfg. – industrial.
Foundry operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8293(2), Furniture Moving, for clarity and consistency with previously approved
changes.
PROPOSED
FURNITURE MOVING – including packing or handling

8293(2)

This classification applies to transporting, preparing or packing of furniture or household goods
for other concerns on a fee basis. This classification also applies to transporting, preparing or
packing of office furniture or fixtures for other concerns on a fee basis.
The storage of new furniture for furniture manufacturers or stores shall be classified as 8292,
Warehouses – general merchandise.
The storage of furniture or household goods for other concerns on a fee basis shall be classified
as 8293(1), Warehouses – furniture.
The storage of portable storage units, regardless of their contents, shall be classified as 8292,
Warehouses – general merchandise.
The transporting of furniture under contract for furniture manufacturers or stores shall be classified as 7219(1), Trucking Firms.
The disassembly and reinstallation of modular furniture, partitions andor workstations in connection with moving office furniture shall be separately classified as 5146(1), Cabinet or Fixtures.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Establish a cross-reference to Classification 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting, which is part of the
proposed Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
GARBAGE OR REFUSE COLLECTING
See Recycling and Refuse Management.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Establish a cross-reference to Classification 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and
Material Recover Facility Operations, which is part of the proposed Recycling and Refuse Management
Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
GARBAGE OR REFUSE LANDFILL, TRANSFER STATION AND MATERIAL RECOVERY
FACILITY OPERATIONS
See Recycling and Refuse Management.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting, to move this classification into the proposed
Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group and for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
RECYCLING AND REFUSE MANAGEMENT
GARBAGE OR REFUSE COLLECTING

9403(1)

This classification applies to the collection of household and commercial waste and the curbside
collection of recyclables, including but not limited to beverage containers for transport to transfer
stations, material recovery facilities or disposal sites. This classification includes debris box,
trash bin and roll-off container rental services. Such services include the delivery and pick up of
debris boxes, bins and containers and the disposal of waste.
This classification includes the collection of hazardous materials for transport to disposal or
processing sites.
The operation of landfill disposal sites, transfer stations and material recovery facilities shall be
separately classified as 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material
Recovery Facility Operations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recover Facility
Operations, to move this classification into the proposed Recycling and Refuse Management Industry
Group, to clarify its application to the disposal of medical waste, as well as green waste recycling
operations when conducted at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility
locations that are operated by the same employer, and direct that California Certified Recycling Centers
at garbage or refuse landfill, transfer station or material recovery facility locations that are operated by the
same employer should be separately classified.
PROPOSED
RECYCLING AND REFUSE MANAGEMENT
GARBAGE OR REFUSE LANDFILL, TRANSFER STATION AND MATERIAL RECOVERY
FACILITY OPERATIONS – all employees

9424(1)

This classification applies to employers that receive, sort and consolidate garbage, refuse,
waste or recyclable materials, primarily (more than 50% of gross receipts) for fee based
disposal. This classification includes gate attendants and cashiers who receive payments from
customers. This classification also applies to the disposal of medical waste.
This classification also applies to dismantling electronic or non-electronic waste products to
allow for proper disposal.
This classification shall include gate attendants and cashiers who receive payments from
customersalso applies to the processing of green waste, including but not limited to grass
clippings, leaves, weeds, tree trimmings and similar yard waste at garbage or refuse landfill,
transfer station or material recovery facility locations that are operated by the same employer.
The collection of household and commercial waste and the curbside collection of recyclables,
including but not limited to beverage containers for transport to transfer stations, material
recovery facilities or disposal sites shall be separately classified as 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse
Collecting.
Recycling Centers, Dropoff or Collection Programs other than curbside collection, certified by
the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery, engaged in the collection and
redemption of California Redemption Value (CRV) beverage containers shall be separately
classified as 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 4130, Glass Merchants, for clarity.
PROPOSED
GLASS MERCHANTS – including bending, grinding, beveling or silvering plate glass – including counterpersons
This classification applies to glass dealers or shops that sell glass stock or insulated glass units
to other concerns. This classification also applies to related fabrication, including but not limited
to the cutting, beveling, tempering, laminating and polishing of glass as required by customer
orders., This classification includesand the incidental engraving of the fabricated glass. This
classification also applies to the manufacture of mirrored glass by silvering. This classification
A:A-68
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includes the shop repair of glass items, including but not limited to windows, mirrors and table
tops.
Glass cutting operations that are incidental toperformed in connection with door or window manufacturing operations by the same employer shall be classified as 3060(1), Door or Window Mfg.
– metal or plastic.
The manufacture of blown glass or hand-assembled glass products shall be classified as
4111(1), Glassware Mfg. – no automatic or semi-automatic machines.
The manufacture of glass products by use of automatic or semi-automatic machines shall be
classified as 4114, Glassware Mfg. – N.O.C.
The manufacture of stained glass windows, leaded glass windows, art glass panels, glass mosaics andor lampshades shall be classified as 4111(3), Cathedral or Art Glass Products Mfg.
The installation of tub andor shower enclosures, mirrors, mirrored wardrobe doors andor window
screens shall be separately classified as 5146(1), Cabinet or Fixtures.
The repair or replacement of automobile or truck glass shall be separately classified as 8389,
Automobile or Truck Repair Facilities.
The installation of glass panes or insulated glass units at customers’ locations shall be separately classified as 5467/5470, Glaziers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 5467/5470, Glaziers, to increase the hourly wage threshold from $31.00 per hour
to $32.00 per hour to reflect wage inflation since the threshold was last amended in 2016.
PROPOSED

GLAZIERS – away from shop – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $31.0032.00 per hour
This classification applies to the installation of glass panes or insulated glass units within framework in connection with residential or commercial buildings. This classification includes the incidental installation of framework and glass cutting at the job site.
The installation of doors, door frames and pre-glazed windows within residential or commercial
buildings shall be classified as 5107, Door, Door Frame or Pre-Glazed Window Installation, provided such operations are not performed in connection with structures framed by the employer
at the same job or location. If the employer is engaged in wood or light gauge steel framing, the
installation of doors, door frames and pre-glazed windows at such job or location shall be classified as 5403/5432, Carpentry, or 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The installation of tub and shower enclosures, mirrors, mirrored wardrobe doors and window
screens shall be separately classified as 5146(1), Cabinet or Fixtures.
The repair or replacement of automobile or truck glass shall be separately classified as 8389,
Automobile or Truck Repair Facilities.
The application of window film and glass tinting shall be classified as 9507(1), Sign Painting or
Lettering.
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The shop cutting of glass shall be classified as 4130, Glass Merchants.
GLAZIERS – away from shop – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds
$31.0032.00 per hour

5470

Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.0032.00 per hour. The payroll
of an employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $31.0032.00
per hour shall be classified as 5467, Glaziers.
This classification applies to the installation of glass panes or insulated glass units within framework in connection with residential or commercial buildings. This classification includes the incidental installation of framework and glass cutting at the job site.
The installation of doors, door frames and pre-glazed windows within residential or commercial
buildings shall be classified as 5107, Door, Door Frame or Pre-Glazed Window Installation, provided such operations are not performed in connection with structures framed by the employer
at the same job or location. If the employer is engaged in wood or light gauge steel framing, the
installation of doors, door frames and pre-glazed windows at such job or location shall be classified as 5403/5432, Carpentry, or 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The installation of tub and shower enclosures, mirrors, mirrored wardrobe doors and window
screens shall be separately classified as 5146(1), Cabinet or Fixtures.
The repair or replacement of automobile or truck glass shall be separately classified as 8389,
Automobile or Truck Repair Facilities.
The application of window film and glass tinting shall be classified as 9507(1), Sign Painting or
Lettering.
The shop cutting of glass shall be classified as 4130, Glass Merchants.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 6218(2)/6220(2), Grading Land, to clarify the intended application and provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
GRADING LAND – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $31.00 per hour
Mass rock excavation, grading or excavation in connection with street or road construction, pile
driving, shaft sinking, caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately classifiedThis classification
applies to land grading that is not more specifically described by another classification.
This classification includes tTrenching operations conducted by specialty contractors except in
connection with the construction of canals, irrigation systems, cross-country water pipelines, oil
or gas pipelines construction or sewers construction. Such operations shall be assigned to the
correspondingapplicable construction classification.
Grading when performed in connection with the construction of streets, roads, highways or airport runways, or grading of all other areas in preparation for asphalt paving, shall be classified
as 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading.
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Mass rock excavation, pile driving, shaft sinking, or caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately classified.
GRADING LAND – N.O.C. – including borrowing, filling or backfilling – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.00 per hour

6220(2)

Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $31.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $31.00 per hour
shall be classified as 6218(2), Grading Land.
Mass rock excavation, grading or excavation in connection with street or road construction, pile
driving, shaft sinking, caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately classifiedThis classification
applies to land grading that is not more specifically described by another classification.
This classification includes tTrenching operations conducted by specialty contractors except in
connection with the construction of canals, irrigation systems, cross-country water pipelines, oil
or gas pipelines construction or sewers construction. Such operations shall be assigned to the
correspondingapplicable construction classification.
Grading when performed in connection with the construction of streets, roads, highways or airport runways, or grading of all other areas in preparation for asphalt paving, shall be classified
as 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading.
Mass rock excavation, pile driving, shaft sinking, or caisson or cofferdam work shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9085, Residential Care Facilities for the Developmentally Disabled, which is part of
the Health and Human Services Industry Group, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED – including supervisors and receptionists
This classification applies to the operation of residential facilities that provide care and supervision for children or adults who are developmentally disabled. The term developmental disability
refers to a severe and chronic disability that is attributable to a mental or physical impairment
that begins before an individual reaches adulthood.
This classification includes certified administrators, including but not limited to Nursing Home
Administrators, Residential Care Facility for the Elderly Administrators, Adult Residential Facility
Administrators and Qualified Intellectual Disabilities Professionals. This classification also includes employees who provide tours of the facility, including but not limited to tours for marketing, admission or inspection purposes.
This classification also applies to intermediate care facilities that may retain nursing staff to provide intermittent skilled nursing services (not continuous skilled nursing care) for developmentally disabled children or adults. Facilities that provide 24-hour continuous skilled nursing care for
residents shall be classified as 8829(1), Skilled Nursing Facilities.
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The oOperationng of schools andor Iindependent Lliving Sskills (ILS) instructional programs that
are administered through state-contracted rRegional cCenters shall be separately classified as
8868, Colleges or Schools8873, Training or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities, or 8874, Special Educational Services for Children or Youth. The provision of Supported
Living Services (SLS) or In-Home Support Services (IHSS) to developmentally disabled individuals shall be classified as 8827(1), Home Care Services.
The oOperationng of residential facilities that provide nonmedical care and supervision for
children (not developmentally disabled) shall be classified as 8823, Residential Care Facilities
for Children.
The oOperationng of residential facilities that provide assisted care and supervision for adults
(not developmentally disabled) shall be classified as 9070(3), Residential Care Facilities for
Adults.
The oOperationng of residential facilities that provide assisted care and supervision for the elderly (not developmentally disabled) shall be classified as 9070(1), Residential Care Facilities
for the Elderly.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 5538(2)/5542(2), Heating and Air Conditioning Ductwork, for clarity.
PROPOSED
HEATING ANDOR AIR CONDITIONING DUCTWORK – installation or repair – including shop –
including installation of furnaces or air conditioning equipment – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $27.00 per hour – N.O.C.

5538(2)

This classification applies to the installation or repair of sheet metal or nonmetallic, rigid or flexible ductwork for heating andor air conditioning systems.
This classification also applies to the installation or repair of heating andor air conditioning
equipment provided the same employer engages in the installation of ductwork at the same job
or location. The installation andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where no
ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified
as 5183(3)/5187(3), Heating andor Air Conditioning Equipment.
This classification includes the shop fabrication of ductwork andor duct fittings when the employer installs any portion of the fabricated items.
The installation of pipe andor pipe fittings shall be separately classified.
HEATING ANDOR AIR CONDITIONING DUCTWORK – installation or repair – including shop –
including installation of furnaces or air conditioning equipment – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00 per hour – N.O.C.
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $27.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5538(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
This classification applies to the installation or repair of sheet metal or nonmetallic, rigid or flexible ductwork for heating andor air conditioning systems.
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This classification also applies to the installation or repair of heating andor air conditioning
equipment provided the same employer engages in the installation of ductwork at the same job
or location. The installation andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where no
ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified
as 5183(3)/5187(3), Heating andor Air Conditioning Equipment.
This classification includes the shop fabrication of ductwork andor duct fittings when the employer installs any portion of the fabricated items.
The installation of pipe andor pipe fittings shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 5183(3)/5187(3), Heating and Air Conditioning Equipment, for clarity and to
provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
HEATING ANDOR AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT – installation, service andor repair – including shop and outside – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.

5183(3)

This classification applies to the installation, service andor repair of warm air andor hydronic
heating andor air conditioning equipment within commercial andor residential buildings provided
the same employer does not engage in the installation of ductwork at the same job or location.
The installation andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified as
5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The manufacture of air conditioning systems or equipment, or the shop repair of air conditioning
systems or equipment by employers that do not perform installation, service or repair at customers’ locations shall be classified as 3165(1), Air Conditioning or Refrigeration Equipment Mfg.
The manufacture of commercial or household furnaces or gas or propane heaters, or the shop
repair of commercial or household furnaces or gas or propane heaters by employers that do not
perform installation, service or repair at customers’ locations shall be classified as 3175, Furnace or Heater Mfg.
The installation, service andor repair of commercial refrigeration equipment shall be classified as
5183(2)/5187(2), Refrigeration Equipment.
The installation of plate steel boilers shall be separately classified as 3726, Boiler Installation,
Service or Repair.
HEATING ANDOR AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT – installation, service andor repair – including shop and outside – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds
$26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $26.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5183(3), Heating andor Air Conditioning Equipment.
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This classification applies to the installation, service andor repair of warm air andor hydronic
heating andor air conditioning equipment within commercial andor residential buildings provided
the same employer does not engage in the installation of ductwork at the same job or location.
The installation andor repair of heating andor air conditioning equipment where ductwork installation is performed by the employer at the same job or location shall be classified as
5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The manufacture of air conditioning systems or equipment, or the shop repair of air conditioning
systems or equipment by employers that do not perform installation, service or repair at customers’ locations shall be classified as 3165(1), Air Conditioning or Refrigeration Equipment Mfg.
The manufacture of commercial or household furnaces or gas or propane heaters, or the shop
repair of commercial or household furnaces or gas or propane heaters by employers that do not
perform installation, service or repair at customers’ locations shall be classified as 3175, Furnace or Heater Mfg.
The installation, service andor repair of commercial refrigeration equipment shall be classified as
5183(2)/5187(2), Refrigeration Equipment.
The installation of plate steel boilers shall be separately classified as 3726, Boiler Installation,
Service or Repair.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9521(2), House Furnishings, for consistency with other proposed changes and for
clarity.
PROPOSED

HOUSE FURNISHINGS – N.O.C. – installation – including upholstering
This classification applies to the installation or placement of house furnishings, including but not
limited to freestanding furniture, fireplace hardware, wall padding, wall upholstery, upholstered
acoustical wall panels and decorative accessories when there is no other classification that
more accurately describes the operations. This classification also applies to picture hanging or
artwork installation services for separate concerns on a fee basis.
The installation of cabinets, fixtures, paneling, shutters, sliding wardrobe doors, accordion doors,
bathtub enclosures, interior trim, builders finish, display racks, exhibit booths, restaurant or store
fixtures, theatrical scenery, modular office partitions or laminate, wood or plastic countertops,
shall be classified as 5146(1), Cabinet or Fixtures.
The installation of wWindow coverings installation other than shutters within buildings shall be
classified as 9521(3), Window Covering.
The installation of hHousehold appliances installation shall be classified as 9519(1), Household
Appliances.
The installation ofPainting or wallpaper installation shall be classified as 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or PWallpaper HangingInstallation.
The transporting of household goods or furniture, office furniture or fixtures for separate concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 8293(2), Furniture Moving.
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The installation of fFloor coverings andor light fixtures installation shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9519(1), Household Appliances, for clarity.
PROPOSED
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES – installation, service or repair – shop or outside

9519(1)

This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of household appliances, including
but not limited to refrigerators, freezers, washers, dryers, dishwashers, ovens, ranges, broilers,
barbeques, grills, fryers, dehumidifiers, trash compactors, garbage disposals, patio heaters,
vacuum cleaners, sewing machines and portable air conditioning units for separate concerns on
a fee basis. This classification also applies to the installation, service or repair of exercise
equipment for household use.
This classification also applies to the installation, service or repair of beer coils andor soft drink
dispensing machines, the repair of motorized wheelchairs or mobility scooters, andor the
installation, service or repair of countertop appliances used in commercial kitchens.
This classification also applies to the installation, service or repair of automatic door openers.
The installation of doors other than overhead doors shall be classified as 5107, Door, Door
Frame or Pre-Glazed Window Installation. The installation of overhead doors shall be classified
as 5108, Door Installation – overhead doors.
The installation, service or repair of exercise equipment in health clubs, fitness studios andor
other commercial or public exercise facilities shall be classified as 3724(1), Millwright Work.
The installation, service or repair of appliances in commercial kitchens other than countertop
appliances shall be classified as 3724(1), Millwright Work.
This classification also applies to the installation, service or repair of automatic door openers.
The installation of doors other than overhead doors shall be classified as 5107, Door, Door
Frame or Pre-Glazed Window Installation. The installation of overhead doors shall be classified
as 5108, Door Installation – overhead doors.
The installation, service or repair of commercial refrigeration systems andor equipment,
including but not limited to commercial ice makers, refrigerators and walk-in refrigerators, shall
be classified as 5183(2)/5187(2), Refrigeration Equipment.
The installation, service andor repair of water heaters shall be classified as 5183(1)/5187(1),
Plumbing.
The installation or placement of house furnishings for other concerns on a fee basis shall be
classified as 9521(1), House Furnishings.
The installation, service or repair of household water softening, conditioning or filtration systems
shall be classified as 9519(4), Water Softening, Conditioning or Filtration Systems.
Electrical wiring shall be separately classified.
Repair departments at stores shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section IV, Rule 6,
Stores.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8078(3), Ice Cream or Frozen Yogurt Shops, for consistency with other proposed
and previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
ICE CREAM OR FROZEN YOGURT SHOPS

8078(3)

This classification contemplates firms that sellapplies to the sale of individual servings of ice
cream andor frozen yogurt for consumption by the walk-in trade on or away from the premises.
This classification shall apply to each separate location at which the sale of individual servings
of ice cream or frozen yogurt for consumption on or away from the premises equals or exceeds
50% of gross receipts. This classification includes the incidental sale of hand packed ice cream
andor prepackaged ice cream confections sold as such.
This classification shall apply to each separate location at which the sale of individual servings
of ice cream or frozen yogurt for consumption on or away from the premises equals or exceeds
50% of the gross receipts.
Ice cream or frozen yogurt shops that pour and serve alcoholic beverages for consumption on
the premises or prepare and serve hot food for consumption on or away from the premises shall
be assigned to Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 4557, Ink, Adhesive, Polish or Wax Products Mfg., for consistency with previously
approved changes and to provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
INK, ADHESIVE, POLISH OR WAX PRODUCTS MFG.

4557

This classification applies to the manufacture of inks, adhesives, waxes or polishes. This classification also applies to the mixing, blending andor repackaging of inks, adhesives, waxes or polishes, the manufacture of electrically conductive inks andor adhesives, andor the manufacture of
wax products, including but not limited to candles and crayons.
The manufacturing, refilling or refurbishing of laser printer toner or ink jet cartridges shall be
classified as 3574(1), Machine Mfg.
The manufacture of denture adhesives shall be classified as 4611, Drug, Medicine or Pharmaceutical Preparations Mfg.
The manufacture of paint, varnish or lacquer shall be classified as 4558(1), Paint, Varnish or
Lacquer Mfg.
The manufacture of synthetic resins shall be classified as 4558(2), Resin Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8720(1), Inspection for Insurance, Safety or Valuation Purposes, for clarity.
PROPOSED
INSPECTION FOR INSURANCE, SAFETY OR VALUATION PURPOSES – N.O.C. – including
Outside Salespersons
This classification applies to employers that perform inspections for insurance, safety or valuation purposes on a fee basis, including but not limited to insurance fraud investigations, boiler
inspections, electric meter inspection and testing, backflow valve inspection and testing, energy
efficiency inspections, fire protection and safety inspections, log scaling and agricultural products inspection. This classification also applies to monitoring the flow of fluids on oil leases or
along pipelines on a fee basis.
This classification also applies to insurance claims or insurance fraud investigations performed
on a fee basis that involve surveillance of persons without their knowledge.
Insurance claims or insurance fraud investigation companies that exclusively perform investigations that do not require surveillance of persons without their knowledge shall be classified as
8742, Salespersons – Outside, or 8810, Clerical Office Employees. Insurance claims investigations performed by insurance companies shall be classified as 8822, Insurance Companies.
Investigation operations for other than insurance claims or insurance fraud shall be classified as
7721(1), Detective or Private Investigative Agencies.
This classification also applies to monitoring the flow of fluids on oil leases or along pipelines on
a fee basis.
When performed in connection with an employer’s own operations, other than construction or
erection, the operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of less than 55 pounds shall be classified in accordance
with Part 3, Section III, Rule 5, General Inclusions.
Insurance claims investigations performed on a fee basis that do not require surveillance of persons without their knowledge shall be classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, or 8810, Clerical Office Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4,
Standard Exceptions. Insurance claims investigations performed by insurance companies shall
be classified as 8822, Insurance Companies.
Investigation operations for other than insurance claims shall be classified as 7721(1), Detective
or Private Investigative Agencies.
Property appraisal (or property appraisal in combination with clerical activities) on a fee basis
shall be classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule.
See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
The weighing, grading, inspecting andor sampling of merchandise at docks, railway stations or
warehouses on a fee basis shall be classified as 8720(3), Weighers, Samplers or Inspectors of
Merchandise on Docks or at Railway Stations or Warehouses.
The fee inspection of boats, ships andor marine vessels for safety andor to determine seaworthiness andor the fee inspection andor surveying of cargo that may have been damaged in marine transit shall be classified as 7248, Marine Appraisers or Surveyors.
The provision of legal support services on a fee basis, including but not limited to process serving of summons, subpoenas and complaints; filing court documents; or reproducing documents
shall be classified as 8821, Law Firm Support Services.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 5128, Instrument Installation, Service or Repair, for consistency with previously
approved changes.
PROPOSED
INSTRUMENT INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR – medical, professional or scientific –
away from shop – not office machines
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of electronic instruments used in
the medical, biomedical andor healthcare industries, including but not limited to medical imaging
and scanning equipment, health monitors, surgical or treatment equipment and sample analyzers. This classification also applies to the installation, service or repair of professional or scientific instruments used for research, testing, measuring or calibration in the geological, petroleum,
biomedical, pharmaceutical, aerospace andor defense industries or by other military or governmental entities. This classification includes the installation of low voltage cabling that is performed in connection with instrument installation, service or repair operations by the same
employer.
This classification also applies to the fee-based repair away from the shop of Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (aerial drones) with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of less than
55 pounds.
The installation, service or repair of machinery, equipment or instruments used in the manufacturing or processing of integrated circuit chips or semiconductor wafers shall be classified as
5129, Integrated Circuit or Semiconductor Processing Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation, service or repair of programmable industrial controls shall be classified as
5130(1), Programmable Industrial Controls Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of low voltage communications cabling within buildings that is not performed in
connection with the installation, service or repair of instruments by the same employer shall be
classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
The installation of electrical wiring within buildings shall be classified as 5140/5190, Electrical
Wiring – within buildings.
The manufacture andor fee-based shop repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones)
with a total combined weight of less than 55 pounds shall be separately classified as 3681(1),
Instrument Mfg. – electronic.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of less than 55 pounds, including but not limited to test flight operations performed in connection
with repair or by the manufacturer shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule
5, General Inclusions.
The shop repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of
55 pounds or heavier by the manufacturer shall be classified as 3830(2), Unmanned Aircraft
System Mfg.
The repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55
pounds or heavier on a fee basis, andor repair work performed by the manufacturer away from
shop shall be classified as 7428(3), Aircraft Remanufacture, Conversion, Modification and Repair Companies.
The manufacture or shop repair of electronic professional andor scientific instruments other than
medical instruments shall be classified as 3681(1), Instrument Mfg. – electronic.
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The manufacture of electronic medical instruments used for diagnostic or treatment purposes
shall be classified as 3572, Medical Instrument Mfg.
The manufacture of non-electronic scientific or medical instruments shall be classified as 3682,
Instrument Mfg. – non-electronic.
The shop repair of instruments shall be assigned to the applicable instrument manufacturing
classification.
The installation or repair of industrial machinery, including but not limited to pumps, generators,
printing presses, sawmill equipment and food processing equipment away from the shop shall
be classified as 3724(1), Millwright Work.
The installation, service or repair of computers, servers or computer peripheral equipment shall
be classified as 5193, Computer or Telephone System or Equipment Installation, Service or
Repair.
The installation, service or repair of office machines shall be classified as 5191, Office Machine
or Point of Sale Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 5479, Insulation Work, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
INSULATION WORK – installation or application of acoustical or thermal insulating materials
in buildings or within building walls – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the installation of insulating materials within buildings for the purpose of mitigating acoustic and thermal transfer.
The installation of insulation materials when performed by the same employer that performs
wood framing or light gauge steel framing at the same job or location shall be classified as
5403/5432, Carpentry, or 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The installation of insulation materials when performed by the same employer that performs
wallboard installation and no wood framing or light gauge steel framing at the same job or location shall be classified as 5446/5447, Wallboard ApplicationInstallation.
The installation of insulation materials onto steam pipes, boilers and heat exchangers shall be
classified as 5184, Steam Pipe or Boiler Insulation.
The installation of firestop materials, including firestop caulking, shall be classified as
5474(2)/5482(2), Waterproofing.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8106, Iron or Steel Merchants, to clarify its intended application and provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
IRON OR STEEL MERCHANTSMETAL STOCK DEALERS – not junk dealers or iron or steelferrous or nonferrous – not metal scrap dealers

8106

This classification applies to the sale of new ferrous or nonferrous metal stock, including but not
limited to iron, steel, aluminum, brass and bronze. This classification also applies to the sale of
load bearing metal wire rope or cable. This classification includes incidental cutting, shearing,
slitting, bending and straightening that is performed in connection with metal sales.
The fabrication of structural iron or steel components shall be classified as 3030, Iron or Steel
Works – structural.
The fabrication of non-structural architectural or ornamental iron, steel, brass or bronze items
shall be classified as 3040, Iron or Steel Works – non-structural.
Dealers of ferrous scrap metal shall be classified as 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers.
Dealers of ferrous, nonferrous or stainless steel scrap metals shall be classified as 8500, Metal
Scrap Dealers.
Dealers of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of
secondhandFixed locations (not mobile) where employers collect or purchase, sort, consolidate
and sell recovered recyclable raw materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic, textiles,
paper and rubber, and where the sale of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metal does not equal or
exceed 25% of gross receipts shall be classified as 82659424(2), JunkRecycled Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate the cross-reference to Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, which is part of the
Salvage Material Dealers Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
IRON OR STEEL SCRAP DEALERS
See Salvage Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Eliminate the cross-reference to Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers, which is part of the Salvage
Material Dealers Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
JUNK DEALERS
See Salvage Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 5443, Lathing, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
LATHING

5443

This classification applies to the application of wood and metal lath to commercial or residential
building interiors or exteriors. This classification includes the incidental application of moisture
barrier material, wire mesh, prefabricated wire and molded plastic foam trim.
This classification also applies to the framing of interior, non-structural walls using light gauge
steel studs provided the employer performs no structural steel framing or wallboard installation
operations at the same job or location.
The framing of interior, non-structural walls using light gauge steel studs by an employer engaged in the installation of wallboard at the same job or location shall be classified as
5446/5447, Wallboard ApplicationInstallation.
The structural framing of residential or commercial structures using light gauge, cold formed
steel studs and joists shall be classified as 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The application of plaster or stucco to building surfaces shall be separately classified as
5484/5485, Plastering or Stucco Work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8107, Machinery Dealers, for clarity.
PROPOSED
MACHINERY DEALERS – N.O.C. – including demonstration and repair
This classification applies to dealers of new machinery, including but not limited to excavators,
loaders, graders, conveyors, pumps, generators, mobile cranes, bull dozers, machine tools,
welding equipment, industrial motors and engines, food processing equipment and mining and
ore milling equipment. This classification also applies to the demonstration or shop repair of maA:A-81
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chinery when performed by a machinery dealer. This classification also includes the incidental
sale of used machinery received as trade-in merchandise.
Dealers whose sales of used machinery exceed 25% of gross receipts shall be classified as
8267, Machinery and Equipment Dealers – secondhand.
The sale of farm equipment shall be classified as 8116, Farm Machinery Dealers or Repair
Facilities.
The sale of new or used oil or gas well supplies or equipment shall be classified as 8111(2), Oil
or Gas Well Supplies or Equipment Dealers.
Installation or repair operations away from the employer’s premises shall be separately classified as 3724(1), Millwright Work.
Departments for the display and sale of machines andor parts that are physically separated from
the repair shop and do not engage in machine demonstration shall be separately classified as
8017(7), Stores – hardware.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 3560(2), Machinery Mfg. – industrial, for clarity.
PROPOSED
MACHINERY MFG. – industrial – N.O.C.

3560(2)

This classification applies to the manufacture of industrial machinery utilized in metal working,
woodworking, plastics manufacturing, textiles, paper producing, printing andor chemical industries. This includes itemsindustrial machinery such as lathes, drills, printing equipment, bindery
equipment, robotics equipment, power presses, plating units, autoclaves and chemical mixers.
Installation or repair operations away from the shop shall be separately classified.
The manufacture of commercial food processing equipment or machinery shall be classified as
3560(1), Machinery Mfg. – commercial food processing equipment.
The manufacture of material handling equipment shall be classified as 3560(3), Machinery Mfg.
– material handling equipment.
The manufacture of portable power tools shall be classified as 3501(1), Machinery Mfg. – portable tools and lawn care.
The manufacture or shop repair of agricultural, construction, mining or ore milling equipment
shall be classified as 3507, Machinery or Equipment Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 3560(3), Machinery Mfg. – material handling equipment, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
MACHINERY MFG. – material handling equipment

3560(3)

This classification applies to the manufacture of conveyors, pallet jacks, loading and unloading
equipment, industrial carts, packaging equipment and labeling equipment.
Installation or repair operations away from the shop shall be separately classified.
The manufacture of forklift trucks shall be classified as 3815(1), Truck, Truck Trailer or Bus Mfg.
or Assembling.
The manufacture of portable power tools shall be classified as 3501(1), Machinery Mfg. – portable tools and lawn care.
The manufacture or shop repair of agricultural, construction, mining or ore milling equipment
shall be classified as 3507, Machinery or Equipment Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 3501(1), Machinery Mfg. – portable tools, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
MACHINERY MFG. – portable tools and lawn care

3501(1)

This classification applies to the manufacture or shop repair of portable tools, including but not
limited to spray guns, pneumatic tools, portable air compressors, compactors, grinders, vibrators, chain saws, power saws, power staple guns, hand drills, routers and sanders, and portable
lawn care equipment such as leaf blowers, lawn mowers (non-riding), lawn edgers, hedgers and
seeders.
The manufacture or shop repair of swimming pool andor spa equipment shall be classified as
3501(2), Machinery Mfg. – swimming pool andor spa.
The manufacture or shop repair of riding lawn mowers shall be classified as 3507, Machinery or
Equipment Mfg.
The manufacture of stationary industrial machinery shall be classified as 3560(2), Machinery
Mfg. – industrial.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 3501(2), Machinery Mfg. – swimming pool and spa, for clarity.
PROPOSED

MACHINERY MFG. – swimming pool andor spa

3501(2)

This classification applies to the manufacture or shop repair of swimming pool andor spa equipment, including but not limited to pumps, filters, heaters, pool sweeps and air blowers. This classification also applies to the assembly of components, including but not limited to pumps, filters,
heaters, tubing, controls, electrical wire, spa shells and cabinet panels to produce portable spas.
The repair of swimming pool andor spa equipment away from the shop shall be separately classified.
The manufacture of plastic spa shells shall be separately classified as 4497, Plastics – fiber reinforced plastic products mfg.
The manufacture of wood cabinet panels for use in the manufacture of portable spas shall be
separately classified as 2842, Wood Products Mfg.
The construction of inground swimming pools or spas shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate Classification 4922, Magnetic Tape Mfg., and assign its constituents to Classification 4250(1),
Paper Coating or Laminating.
PROPOSED
MAGNETIC TAPE MFG.

4922

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 5027/5028, Masonry, for clarity.
PROPOSED

MASONRY – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $27.00 per hour
– N.O.C.
This classification applies to the construction of structures, load bearing andor non-load bearing
walls, fences, fireplaces, walkways, retaining walls, barbecues, enclosures andor similar items
using masonry materials, including but not limited to brick, natural or manufactured stone, concrete block and glass block. This classification also applies to the installation of swimming pool
coping, fireproofing tile or cemetery monuments.
The installation of adhered or bonded lightweight architectural non-load bearing stone or brick
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veneer products shall be classified as 5348, Tile, Stone, Mosaic or Terrazzo Work.
Masonry work performed in connection with sewer construction shall be classified as 6307/6308,
Sewer Construction.
MASONRY – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00 per hour –
N.O.C.

5028

Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $27.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5027, Masonry.
This classification applies to the construction of structures, load bearing andor non-load bearing
walls, fences, fireplaces, walkways, retaining walls, barbecues, enclosures andor similar items
using masonry materials, including but not limited to brick, natural or manufactured stone, concrete block and glass block. This classification also applies to the installation of swimming pool
coping, fireproofing tile or cemetery monuments.
The installation of adhered or bonded lightweight architectural non-load bearing stone or brick
veneer products shall be classified as 5348, Tile, Stone, Mosaic or Terrazzo Work.
Masonry work performed in connection with sewer construction shall be classified as 6307/6308,
Sewer Construction.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 3400, Metal Goods Mfg., which is part of the Metal Working Classifications Industry
Group, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

METAL WORKING CLASSIFICATIONS
METAL GOODS MFG. – N.O.C.

3400

This classification is applicableapplies to employers engaged in the fabrication of miscellaneous
metal products, including but not limited to brackets, clips, panels, washers, drums, tanks and
chassis from metal sheet stock if more than 50% of the metal used is #10 to #14 gauge, or if
more than 50% of the metal used is #15 or lighter and metal stamping payroll exceeds 10% of
the total manufacturing payroll.
Metal stamping is defined as the operation of power-driven presses or brakes, andor foot- or
hand-power presses or brakes, used for blanking, forming, trimming, drawing, punching or assembling metal where the operator places each piece under the point of operation at each complete press or brake stroke.
Operations performed on power presses that may be interchangeably hand fed or automatically
fed shall be considered as metal stamping.
Metal stamping does not include (1) rotary punches, whether computer or manually controlled,
which require only the loading and unloading of the work piece by the operator and does not require the operator to place or reposition the work piece after each stroke, or (2) hydraulic presses or brakes where the ram travel will automatically stop upon release of the activating
mechanism.
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Payroll of a tool and die department shall be assigned to Classification 3099, Tool Mfg., if more
than 50% of the tools and dies are sold commercially and are not used in any way in the employer’s production operations. Otherwise, the payroll of a tool and die department shall be assigned to Classification 3400.
Employers engaged in rolling or drawing metal shall be classified as follows:
1.

Employers engaged in the heating and rolling of metal stock shall be classified as
3018, Steel Making or Processing.

2.

Employers engaged in the rerolling of metal stock shall be classified as 3018, Steel
Making or Processing, if 50% or more of the metal stock used is #9 gauge or heavier.

1.3. Employers engaged in the rerolling of cold metal stock shall be classified as 3400, if
more than 50% of the metal stock used is lighter than #9 gauge.
2.

Employers engaged in the rerolling of metal stock shall be classified as 3018, Steel
Making or Processing, if more than 50% of the metal stock used is #9 gauge or heavier.

3.4. Employers engaged in the drawing of metal to produce rod stock 1/2” in diameter andor
heavierlarger shall be classified as 3018, Steel Making or Processing.
4.5. Employers engaged in the heatingdrawing of metal to produce wire or rod stock and
processing of same by rollingless than 1/2" in diameter shall be classified as 3018,
Steel Making or Processing3241, Wire, Wire Rope or Wire Cable Mfg.
Also refer to Classifications 3066(1), Sheet Metal Products Mfg., and 3620(2), Plate Steel Products Fabrication.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 3018, Steel Making or Processing, which is part of the Metal Working Classifications
Industry Group, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

METAL WORKING CLASSIFICATIONS
STEEL MAKING OR PROCESSING

3018

This classification applies to the reduction andor casting of metal and the subsequent rolling or
rerolling of hot or cold steel to produce steel products, including but not limited to plate, sheet,
rod, tube, pipe andor coil stock.
Employers exclusively engaged in rolling or drawing metal shall be classified as follows:
1.

Employers engaged in the heating and rolling of metal stock shall be classified as 3018.

2.

Employers engaged in the rerolling of metal stock shall be classified as 3018 if 50% or more
of the metal stock used is #9 gauge or heavier.

1.3. Employers engaged in the rerolling of cold metal stock shall be classified as 3400, Metal
Goods Mfg., if more than 50% of the metal stock used is lighter than #9 gauge.
2.

Employers engaged in the rerolling of metal stock shall be classified as 3018 if 50% or more
of the metal stock used is #9 gauge or heavier.

3.4. Employers engaged in the drawing of metal to produce rod stock 1/2" in diameter andor
larger shall be classified as 3018.
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4.5. Employers engaged in the heatingdrawing of metal stock and processing of same by rolling
shall be classified as 3018to produce wire or rod stock less than 1/2" in diameter shall be
classified as 3241, Wire, Wire Rope or Wire Cable Mfg.
Wire drawing shall be separately classified.
The manufacture of nonferrous extruded metal forms shall be classified as 3022, Pipe, Tube or
Extrusion Mfg.
The fabrication of miscellaneous plate steel products andor metal tanks when more than 50% of
the metal used is #9 gauge or heavier shall be classified as 3620(2), Plate Steel Products
Fabrication.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend the cross-reference to Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers, which is part of the proposed
Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
METAL SCRAP DEALERS
See Salvage Material DealersRecycling and Refuse Management.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 3724(1), Millwright Work, to clarify its intended application
PROPOSED

MILLWRIGHT WORK – N.O.C. – erection or repair of machinery or equipment

3724(1)

This classification applies to the outside operation, installation or repair of machinery or equipment, including but not limited to pumps (such as gasoline, oil and water pumps), generators,
sawmill equipment, conveyor systems, food processing equipment, printing presses, automated
“pick and place” machinery, industrial laundry equipment, filling and bottling equipment, industrial scales, escalators, farm machinery, riding lawnmowers and air compressors unless the work
is specifically described by another classification.
This classification does not apply to the operation, installation or repair of machinery or equipment at facilities both occupied and operated by the employer; such operations shall be assigned to the governing classification.
Shop manufacturing or repair operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 2797(1), Mobile, Modular or Manufactured Home Mfg., for clarity.
PROPOSED

MOBILE, MODULAR OR MANUFACTURED HOME OR BUILDING MFG. – shop or yard work
only

2797(1)

This classification applies to employers engaged in the manufacture of mobile, modular or manufactured buildings, including but not limited to mobile homes, modular buildings and construction office trailers at a permanent shop or yard location.
The construction, erection or assembly of modular or manufactured homes or buildings away
from the shop shall be separately classified.
Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of individual wooden building components (not complete buildings) shall be classified as 2819, Truss or Building Components Mfg.
Employers engaged in tThe manufacture of campers, travel trailers andor motor homes shall be
classified as 2797(3), Recreational Vehicle Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9610, Motion Pictures – production, for consistency and to increase the annual
payroll limitation for actors, musicians, producers and the motion picture director from $128,700 to
$133,900 per person to reflect wage inflation since the payroll limitation was last amended in 2018.
PROPOSED

MOTION PICTURES – production – in studios andor outside – all employees
The actualentire remuneration of actors, musicians, producers and the motion picture director mustshall be included, subject to a maximum of $128,700133,900 per year per person. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be
prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked during the
policy period.
This classification applies to companies that specialize in the production of motion pictures, television features, commercials, music videos, videotaped depositions, videotaped court proceedings or industrial films that are recorded on motion picture film stock, videotape, digital or other
media.
Employees engaged exclusively in the electronic editing of digital files using computerized editing equipment are assignable to Classification 8810, Clerical Office Employees, subject to the
Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
Employees who create animation using computer or digital applications are assignable to Classification 8810, Clerical Office Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3,
Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
The payroll limitation of this classification is applicable to the director responsible for all aspects
of production. The payroll for all other directors such as assistant and associate directors is not
subject to limitation.
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The payroll limitation also applies to motion picture producers responsible for overseeing the financial, administrative andor creative aspects of a motion picture.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7706, Firefighting Operations – not volunteers, which is part of the Municipal, State
or Other Public Agencies Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

MUNICIPAL, STATE OR OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES
FIREFIGHTING OPERATIONS – not volunteers – all employees of Fire Department

7706

This classification applies to firefighting operations, including but not limited to emergency fire
and rescue operations, fire hydrant testing, fire investigations and fire prevention services.
Volunteers serving with or without remuneration shall be separately classified as 7707, Firefighting Operations – volunteers, serving with or without remuneration.
Aerial firefighting operations shall be classified as 7424(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, or scheduled or supplemental air carriers – members of flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7707, Firefighting Operations – volunteers, serving with or without remuneration,
which is part of the Municipal, State or Other Public Agencies Industry Group, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED

MUNICIPAL, STATE OR OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES
FIREFIGHTING OPERATIONS – volunteers, serving with or without remuneration
This classification applies to volunteers performing firefighting operations, including but not limited to emergency fire and rescue operations, fire hydrant testing, fire investigations and fire
prevention services.
The exposure for this classification shall be on a per capita basis.
Aerial firefighting shall be classified as 7424(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, or
scheduled or supplemental air carriers – members of flying crew.
Also refer to Classification 7706, Firefighting Operations – not volunteers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 9033, Housing Authorities, which is part of the Municipal, State or Other Public
Agencies Industry Group, for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
MUNICIPAL, STATE OR OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES
HOUSING AUTHORITIES – all employees – including resident or on-site managers

9033

When lodging is provided by the employer, the total remuneration shall include the market value of such lodging to the employee.
This classification applies to public agencies that provide housing or housing assistance to individuals in need. The housing authority may own and operate the housing or provide financial
assistance in the form of housing vouchers, which allow clients to reside in approved housing
operated by other concerns. This classification includes but is not limited to resident or on-site
property managers and property maintenance andor repair staff.
On-site property managers are those employees whose base of operations is at any property location that they are employed to manage. The term “resident” shall refer to any employee who
resides at a property managed by the employer.
The preparation or serving of hot foods shall be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or
Taverns.
Day care centers operated by housing authorities shall be separately classified as 9059, Day
Care Centers.
Employees engaged exclusively in determining the eligibility of properties owned and operated
by separate parties for rental subsidies shall be classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside,
subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
New construction, alteration or demolition work shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8875(1), Public Colleges or Schools, which is part of the Municipal, State or Other
Public Agencies Industry Group, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
MUNICIPAL, STATE OR OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES
PUBLIC COLLEGES OR SCHOOLS – all employees – including cafeteria, Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
This classification applies to all operations of public colleges or schools, including but not limited
to instruction, dormitories, cafeterias, book stores, transportation services, counseling, building
and landscape maintenance, janitorial, libraries, athletic programs, parking, security, administration, clerical office employees and outside salespersons. This classification includes day care,
preschools and before or after school care programs operated by public colleges or schools.
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This classification also applies to the operation of charter schools.
This classification also applies to state or county vocational schools or training programs and to
school counselors who are provided to public schools by separate concerns under contract.
The operation of pPrivate colleges or schools operations shall be classified as 8868, Colleges or
Schools – private – not automobilevocational schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals employees, and 9101, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobilevocational
schools – all employees other than professors, teachers or academic professionals employees.
The operation ofDay care, preschools or before or after school programs operated by separate
employers at public school locations shall be classified as 9059, Day Care Centers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8838, Museums, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
MUSEUMS – all employees – including Clerical Office Employees

8838

This classification applies to employers that display art objects, natural science exhibits, antiquities and objects of historical or cultural significance for viewing by the general public. This classification also applies to public aquariums, botanical gardens and planetariums.
Art galleries that display art objects for sale to the walk-in trade shall be classified as 8017(1),
Stores – retail.
Zoos shall be classified as 9180(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation
andor maintenance of amusement devices, and 9016(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities
– N.O.C. – all employees other than those engaged in the operation or maintenance of amusement devices, restaurants or retail stores.
Retail store andor restaurant operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 4635, Oxygen or Hydrogen Mfg., for clarity.
PROPOSED
OXYGEN OR HYDROGEN MFG. – including tank charging
This classification applies to the manufacture, mixing or blending of gases, including but not limited to oxygen, hydrogen, acetylene, carbonic acid, nitrogen, nitrous oxide, helium and arsine.
This classification also applies to the manufacture of liquefied hydrogen andor nitrogen, andor
dry ice. This classification includes the refilling of tanks with gas for customers.
The manufacture of propane, butane andor liquefied petroleum gas shall be classified as
4740(3), Gasoline Recovery.
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The sale of gases for use in welding or medical purposes shall be classified as 8110, Stores –
welding supplies.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 5474(1)/5482(1), Painting, Decorating or Paper Hanging – including shop
operations, to clarify the intended application and provide direction as to how related operations should
be classified.
PROPOSED
PAINTING, DECORATING OR WALLPAPER HANGINGINSTALLATION – including shop operations – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $26.00 per hour –
N.O.C.

5474(1)

This classification applies to interior or exterior painting at customers’ locations by application of
decorative or protective coatings, including but not limited to paint, stain or varnish. This classification also applies to wallpaper installation, lead paint abatement operations, or graffiti abatement by painting.
This classification includes incidentalcleaning, stripping, patching and surface preparation forin
connection with painting or wallpaper installation.
This classification also includes shop operations, including but not limited to mixing or blending
paints, maintaining painting equipment and shop painting performed in connection with painting
or wallpaper installation at customers’ locations.
Shop painting operations performed on a fee basis that have no connection to any painting operations performed at customers’ locations shall be classified as 9501(1), Painting – shop only.
Wallboard taping, finishing or texturing shall be classified as 5446/5447, Wallboard ApplicationInstallation.
Applying plaster, including veneer plaster, shall be classified as 5484/5485, Plastering or Stucco
Work.
Painting steel structures or bridges shall be separately classified as 5040(3), Painting – steel
structures or bridges. Painting water, oil or gasoline storage tanks shall be classified as
5474(3)/5482(3), Painting – water, oil or gasoline storage tanks.
Applying water repellent coatings, membranes or caulking to interior or exterior building surfaces
(not roofs) shall be classified as 5474(2)/5482(2), Waterproofing.
Applying or installing paved surface improvements, including but not limited to thermoplastic or
painted lines or traffic markings; truncated domes; and wheel stop bumpers to paved surfaces
such as streets, roads or parking lots shall be classified as 5506, Street or Road Construction –
paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping.
PAINTING, DECORATING OR WALLPAPER HANGINGINSTALLATION – including shop operations – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $26.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5474(1), Painting, Decorating or PWallpaper HangingInstallation.
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This classification applies to interior or exterior painting at customers’ locations by application of
decorative or protective coatings, including but not limited to paint, stain or varnish. This classification also applies to wallpaper installation, lead paint abatement operations, or graffiti abatement by painting.
This classification includes incidentalcleaning, stripping, patching and surface preparation forin
connection with painting or wallpaper installation.
This classification also includes shop operations, including but not limited to mixing or blending
paints, maintaining painting equipment and shop painting performed in connection with painting
or wallpaper hanging at customers’ locations.
Shop painting operations performed on a fee basis that have no connection to any painting operations performed at customers’ locations shall be classified as 9501(1), Painting – shop only.
Wallboard taping, finishing or texturing shall be classified as 5446/5447, Wallboard ApplicationInstallation.
Applying plaster, including veneer plaster, shall be classified as 5484/5485, Plastering or Stucco
Work.
Painting steel structures or bridges shall be separately classified as 5040(3), Painting – steel
structures or bridges. Painting water, oil or gasoline storage tanks shall be classified as
5474(3)/5482(3), Painting – water, oil or gasoline storage tanks.
Applying water repellent coatings, membranes or caulking to interior or exterior building surfaces
(not roofs) shall be classified as 5474(2)/5482(2), Waterproofing.
Applying or installing paved surface improvements, including but not limited to thermoplastic or
painted lines or traffic markings; truncated domes; and wheel stop bumpers to paved surfaces
such as streets, roads or parking lots shall be classified as 5506, Street or Road Construction –
paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 4250(1), Paper Coating or Laminating, to apply to the production of magnetic tape
as Classification 4922, Magnetic Tape Mfg., is proposed to be eliminated.
PROPOSED
PAPER COATING OR LAMINATING

4250(1)

This classification applies to the coating or laminating of paper, foil or plastic film to produce
products, including but not limited to pressure-sensitive paper, adhesive tape, magnetic tape
and waxed or colored paper.
The mManufactureing of paper or cardboard stock shall be classified as 4239(1), Paper or
Cardboard Stock Mfg.
The mManufacturing or refurbishing of ink ribbons used by computer printers shall be classified
as 4250(2), Computer Printing or Typewriter Ribbon Mfg. or Refurbishing.
The conversion or processing of paper stock to manufacture finished goods, including but not
limited to notebook paper, paper towels, napkins, cups, plates, diapers, medical gowns, paper
tubes, air filter elements and coffee filters shall be classified as 4279(1), Paper Goods Mfg.
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The mManufactureing of asphalt saturated building or roofing paper or felt shall be classified as
4283, Building or Roofing Paper or Felt Asphalt Saturation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate the cross-reference to Classification 8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers – secondhand, which is part
of the Salvage Material Dealers Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
PAPER STOCK DEALERS – secondhand
See Salvage Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9031, Pest Control, for clarity and consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

PEST CONTROL – all operations – including yard employees, Outside Salespersons and
estimators
This classification applies to operations involving the control andor extermination of pests by the
use of pesticides, rodenticides, fumigants, traps andor mechanical devices.
Termite control work shall be separately classified as 5650, Termite Control Work.
The spraying of orchards andor farm crops (not aerial) on a fee basis shall be classified as
0050, Farm Machinery Operation.
The aerial spraying of orchards andor farm crops shall be classified as 7409, Aircraft Operation
– agricultural – alldusting, spraying or seeding – members of flying crew.
The spraying or spreading of lawn fertilizers andor herbicides shall be classified as 0042, Landscape Gardening.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 6003(1), Pile Driving, to clarify its intended application.
PROPOSED

PILE DRIVING

6003(1)

This classification applies to employers engaged in driving concrete, steel or wood piles into the
earth to provide foundation support for buildings andor other structures.
Pile driving operations in connection with wharf building shall be classified as 6003(2), Wharf
Building.
Building foundation preparation work, including but not limited to the drilling of foundation holes
and the subsequent construction of poured in place foundation piers to completion of the substructure, including incidental pile driving, shall be classified as 6258, Foundation Preparation
Work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 8111(1), Plumbers’ Supplies Dealers, for clarity.
PROPOSED
PLUMBERS’ SUPPLIES DEALERS – wholesale or retail – gas, steam or hot water equipment –
no manufacturing
This classification applies to dealers of plumbing supplies, including but not limited to steel,
black iron, plastic, copper andor transite pipe, pipefittings, valves, pipe putty andor sealants, water filters, bathroom fixtures, bathtubs, washbasins, drinking fountains, water heaters, pumps,
boilers, insulation, ventilating ducts and hand tools.
This classification also applies to the sale of used pipe, including incidental cleaning operations
to prepare pipe for sale.
Dealers of oil or gas well supplies andor equipment shall be classified as 8111(2), Oil or Gas
Well Supplies or Equipment Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classifications 5183(1)/5187(1), Plumbing, for consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
PLUMBING – including shop and outside – gas, steam, hot water or other pipe fittings installation, including house connections installation – employees whose regular hourly wage
does not equal or exceed $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.

5183(1)

This classification applies to the installation, service andor repair of plumbing systems, including
but not limited to piping, valves, faucets, toilets, sinks, showers, bathtubs, water heaters and water heatersing systems within the property line of commercial or residential properties. This classification also applies to drain clearing operations for pipe that does not exceed 6” in diameter.
This classification includes incidental excavation operations performed by the same employer in
support of its plumbing operations.
This classification also applies to the installation andor repair of solar water heating systems,
swimming pool plumbing, water meters andor central vacuum systems. This classification also
applies to the installation andor repair of radiators used for heating, oil or gas burners and radiators used for heating, burner dampers, air diffusers or burner rings.
This classification also applies to the installation andor repair of outdoor sprinkler systems provided the employer is not primarily engaged in landscape gardening operations at the same job
or location. If the employer is primarily engaged in landscape gardening at a particular job or location, sprinkler installation or repair at such job or location shall be classified as 0042, Landscape Gardening.
The installation of underground water, gas or sewer lines along streets andor roads shall be
classified as 6315(1)/6316(1), Water Mains or Connections Construction, 6315(2)/6316(2), Gas
Mains or Connections Construction, or 6307/6308, Sewer Construction, respectively.
The installation of sewer lines within property lines where the sewer pipe exceeds 6” in diameter
shall be classified as 6307/6308, Sewer Construction.
The cleaning of sewer lines within property lines where the sewer pipe exceeds 6” in diameter
shall be classified as 9402, Sewer, Tank or Hazardous Spill Cleaning.
The installation, service or repair of water softening, conditioning or filtration systems shall be
classified as 9519(4), Water Softening, Conditioning or Filtration Systems.
Automatic fire suppression sprinkler system installation within buildings shall be classified as
5185/5186, Automatic Sprinkler Installation.
PLUMBING – including shop and outside – gas, steam, hot water or other pipe fittings installation, including house connections installation – employees whose regular hourly wage
equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $26.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5183(1), Plumbing.
This classification applies to the installation, service andor repair of plumbing systems, including
but not limited to piping, valves, faucets, toilets, sinks, showers, bathtubs, water heaters and water heatersing systems within the property line of commercial or residential properties. This classification also applies to drain clearing operations for pipe that does not exceed 6” in diameter.
This classification includes incidental excavation operations performed by the same employer in
support of its plumbing operations.
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This classification also applies to the installation andor repair of solar water heating systems,
swimming pool plumbing, water meters andor central vacuum systems. This classification also
applies to the installation andor repair of radiators used for heating, oil or gas burners, and radiators used for heatingburner dampers, air diffusers or burner rings.
This classification also applies to the installation andor repair of outdoor sprinkler systems provided the employer is not primarily engaged in landscape gardening operations at the same job
or location. If the employer is primarily engaged in landscape gardening at a particular job or location, sprinkler installation or repair at such job or location shall be classified as 0042, Landscape Gardening.
The installation of underground water, gas or sewer lines along streets andor roads shall be
classified as 6315(1)/6316(1), Water Mains or Connections Construction, 6315(2)/6316(2), Gas
Mains or Connections Construction, or 6307/6308, Sewer Construction, respectively.
The installation of sewer lines within property lines where the sewer pipe exceeds 6” in diameter
shall be classified as 6307/6308, Sewer Construction.
The cleaning of sewer lines within property lines where the sewer pipe exceeds 6” in diameter
shall be classified as 9402, Sewer, Tank or Hazardous Spill Cleaning.
The installation, service or repair of water softening, conditioning or filtration systems shall be
classified as 9519(4), Water Softening, Conditioning or Filtration Systems.
Automatic fire suppression sprinkler system installation within buildings shall be classified as
5185/5186, Automatic Sprinkler Installation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 4361(1), Photographers, which is part of the Printing, Publishing and Duplicating
Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

PRINTING, PUBLISHING AND DUPLICATING
PHOTOGRAPHERS – all employees – including receptionists – N.O.C.
This classification applies to still photography services within portrait studios and at outside
events. This classification includes all operations, including but not limited to processing film,
examining proofs, handling, sorting and mounting photographs and assembling photography albums. This classification also applies to noncommercial videography services to memorialize
events such as weddings and family celebrations.
Employers providing photofinishing operations only shall be classified as 4361(2),
Photofinishing.
Aerial photography operations performed aboard aircraft shall be classified as 7424(1), Aircraft
Operation – other than agricultural, or scheduled or supplemental air carriers – members of the
flying crew.
Photographers employed by newspaper publishers or printers shall be classified as 8746,
Newspaper Publishing or Printing – reporters or photographers – including Outside
Salespersons.
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The production of motion pictures, television features, commercials, music videos, depositions,
court proceedings or industrial films that are recorded on motion picture film stock, videotape,
digital or other media shall be classified as 9610, Motion Pictures – production.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8017(9), Product Demonstrators and Sample Distributors, to provide direction as to
how related operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

PRODUCT DEMONSTRATORS ANDOR SAMPLE DISTRIBUTORS – by contractors – in stores

8017(9)

This classification applies to employers that provide product demonstrators andor sample distributors to promote products or services in stores, such asincluding but not limited to retail
warehouse stores, grocery, stores and department and retail warehouse stores. Operations include demonstrating products, distributing samples or offering promotional materials to store patrons. Food product demonstrators may set up display tables and operate appliances to prepare
food product samples that are distributed to store patrons.
This classification does not apply to store employees engaged in in-store product demonstration
or sample distribution. Such operations shall be assigned to the applicable sStores Industry
Group classification.
This classification does not apply to employees of manufacturers or distributors engaged in
product demonstration or sample distribution. Such operations shall be classified as 8742,
Salespersons – Outside, subject to the Standards Exception rule (see Section III, General Classification Procedures, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions) or the applicable manufacturing, store or
dealer classification.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 5130(1), Programmable Industrial Controls Installation, Service or Repair, for
clarity and consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
PROGRAMMABLE INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR – including shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of programmable industrial controls, including but not limited to programmable logic controllers, human machine interfaces
used to operate or automate industrial processes and data acquisition systems used in the automation of manufacturing andor processing equipment. This classification includes the installation of low voltage cabling that is performed in connection with controls installation, service or
repair operations by the same employer.
The outside installation, service or repair of electrical machinery or auxiliary apparatus shall be
classified as 3724(2), Electrical Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus.
The installation, service or repair of building automation or energy management control systems
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shall be classified as 5130(2), Building Automation or Energy Management Control Systems Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation, service or repair of medical, professional or scientific instruments shall be classified as 5128, Instrument Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation, service or repair of machinery, equipment or instruments used in the manufacturing or processing of integrated circuit chips or semiconductor wafers shall be classified as
5129, Integrated Circuit or Semiconductor Processing Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of low voltage cabling within buildings that is not performed in connection with
the installation, service or repair of controls by the same employer shall be classified as 5195,
Communications Cabling.
The installation of electrical wiring within buildings shall be classified as 5140/5190, Electrical
Wiring – within buildings.
The manufacture or shop repair of programmable industrial controls or shop repair by the manufacturer shall be separately classified as 3681(1), Instrument Mfg. – electronic.
The manufacture or shop repair of non-programmable electrical control panels, switchboards
andor circuit breaker apparatus with a power rating of 746 watts (one horsepower) or more shall
be separately classified as 3643(2), Electric Control Panel or Switchgear Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 7207(5), Racing Stables – harness racing, for consistency with previously
approved changes.
PROPOSED
RACING STABLES – harness racing – all other employees

7207(5)

This classification applies to the operation of stables at race tracks or certified training facilities
for harness racing. This classification includes but is not limited to feeding, grooming, exercising,
training and the general care of horses. This classification also applies to harness racing drivers
not hired on a per race basis.
Stables operated for other types of horse racing, including but not limited to thoroughbred and
quarter horse racing shall be classified as 8631, Racing Stables – all other employees.
Race track operations by employers that are not public agencies shall be classified as 9016(1),
Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – all employees other than those engaged in the
operation or maintenance of amusement devices, restaurants or retail stores.
This classification does not apply to jockeys or harness racing drivers hired on a per race basis.
Refer to companion Classification 8278, Racing Stables – jockeys or harness racing drivers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 7610, Radio, Television or Commercial Broadcasting Stations, for consistency with
other proposed changes and to increase the annual payroll limitation for on-air personalities, entertainers
and musicians from $128,700 to $133,900 per person to reflect wage inflation since the payroll limitation
was last amended in 2018.
PROPOSED
RADIO, TELEVISION OR COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING STATIONS – all employees – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons

7610

The actualentire remuneration of on-air personalities, entertainers orand musicians shall
be included, subject to a maximum of $128,700133,900 per year per person. When such
employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked during the policy period.
This classification applies to Federal Communications Commission licensed radio, television or
commercial wireless broadcasting stations. This classification also applies to television studios
that are operated by cable television companies. This classification also applies to the operation
of music recording studios.
The dissemination of audio or video programming exclusively over the internet shall be classified as 8859(2), Internet or Web-Based Application Development or Operation.
Companies engaged in the provision ofEmployers licensed by the Federal Communications
Commission that provide cable or satellite television connectivity services or internet connectivity using cable or satellite infrastructure shall be classified as 7606, Cable or Satellite Television
Companies7600, Communication Service Providers.
Computerized or electronic video or audio post-production for other concerns on a fee basis
shall be classified as 7607(1), Video Post-Production, andor 7607(2), Audio Post-Production,
respectively.
Motion picture production shall be classified as 9610, Motion Pictures – production.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Establish a cross-reference to Classification 9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers – N.O.C., which is part of
the proposed Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
RECYCLED MATERIAL DEALERS – N.O.C.
See Recycling and Refuse Management.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Establish Classification 9403(3), Document Destruction – including mobile paper shredding, as part of the
proposed Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, to apply to employers that conduct mobile
paper shredding and document destruction.
PROPOSED
RECYCLING AND REFUSE MANAGEMENT
DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION – including mobile paper shredding

9403(3)

This classification applies to the mobile collection of paper documents at customers’ locations
for secure destruction on a fee basis, including mobile paper document shredding and transport
to salvaged or recycled material dealers, transfer stations, material recovery facilities or disposal
sites.
Fixed locations (not mobile) where employers collect or purchase, sort, consolidate and sell recovered recyclable raw materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic, paper and rubber,
and where the sale of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metal does not equal or exceed 25% of gross
receipts shall be separately classified as 9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers.
Transfer station, material recovery facility or disposal site operations shall be separately classified as 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility
Operations.
The storage of paper documents on a fee basis shall be separately classified as 8292, Warehouses – general merchandise.
The pick-up or delivery of paper documents in connection with document storage operations
shall be separately classified as 7219(1), Trucking Firms.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Establish Classification 9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers – N.O.C., as part of the proposed Recycling
and Refuse Management Industry Group, to apply to employers that purchase, sort or consolidate
recovered recyclable materials for resale.
PROPOSED
RECYCLING AND REFUSE MANAGEMENT
RECYCLED MATERIAL DEALERS – N.O.C.

9424(2)

This classification applies to fixed locations (not mobile) where employers collect, purchase, sort
or consolidate recovered recyclable materials for resale, including but not limited to glass, plastic, paper, cardboard, corrugated stock and rubber, and where the sale of ferrous or nonferrous
scrap metal does not equal or exceed 25% of gross receipts.
Dealers of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metal, including salvaged or recycled material dealers
where the sale of scrap metal equals or exceeds 25% of gross receipts, shall be classified as
8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
Employers that receive or purchase, sort, cut, launder, bundle and resell wiping cloth or rag material shall be classified as 8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale.
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Employers that receive, sort or consolidate garbage, refuse, waste or recyclable materials, primarily (more than 50% of gross receipts) for fee based disposal shall be classified as 9424(1),
Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations.
Mobile collection and secure destruction of paper documents, including mobile paper shredding
at customers’ locations shall be separately classified as 9403(3), Document Destruction.
Recycling Centers, or Dropoff or Collection Programs, other than curbside collection programs,
certified by the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery and engaged in the
collection and redemption of California Redemption Value (CRV) beverage containers shall be
separately classified as 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 5183(2)/5187(2), Refrigeration Equipment, for clarity and to provide direction as to
how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT – not household units – installation, service andor repair – including shop and outside – employees whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $26.00 per hour – N.O.C.

5183(2)

This classification applies to the installation, service andor repair of commercial refrigeration
systems andor equipment, including but not limited to walk-in refrigerators, commercial refrigerators or freezers, refrigerated display cases, refrigerated drinking fountains and ice makers.
The manufacture of commercial refrigeration systems or equipment, or shop repair of commercial refrigeration systems or equipment by employers that do not perform installation, service or
repair at customers’ locations shall be classified as 3165(1), Air Conditioning or Refrigeration
Equipment Mfg.
The installation, service andor repair of household refrigeration equipment shall be classified as
9519(1), Household Appliances.
REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT – not household units – installation, service andor repair – including shop and outside – employees whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds
$26.00 per hour – N.O.C.
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $26.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $26.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5183(2), Refrigeration Equipment.
This classification applies to the installation, service andor repair of commercial refrigeration
systems andor equipment, including but not limited to walk-in refrigerators, commercial refrigerators or freezers, refrigerated display cases, refrigerated drinking fountains and ice makers.
The manufacture of commercial refrigeration systems or equipment, or shop repair of commercial refrigeration systems or equipment by employers that do not perform installation, service or
repair at customers’ locations shall be classified as 3165(1), Air Conditioning or Refrigeration
Equipment Mfg.
The installation, service or repair of household refrigeration equipment shall be classified as
9519(1), Household Appliances.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 3165(2), Refrigerator Mfg., for clarity.
PROPOSED
REFRIGERATOR MFG. – metal

3165(2)

This classification applies to the manufacture andor shop repair of self-contained metal refrigerators andor freezers, refrigerated drink dispensing machines andor refrigerated ice cream cabinets.
The manufacture of metal refrigerator cabinets andor enclosure panels that do not include refrigeration equipment shall be classified as 3076(1), Furniture Mfg. – metal.
The installation andor repair of self-contained metal refrigerators away from the shop shall be
classified as 9519(1), Household Appliances.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, to clarify that it also applies to brewery taproom
operations and on-site beer making operations performed by restaurants where the beer brewed is
primarily sold to the general public for consumption on the premises; and to provide direction as to how
related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
RESTAURANTS OR TAVERNS – all employees – including musicians and entertainers
This classification applies to the preparation and serving of hot andor cold food items for consumption on or away from the premises or the preparation, pouring and serving of alcoholic
beverages for consumption on the premises. This classification also applies to the operation of
mobile food trucks vending operations involving the use of food trucks, trailers, carts or temporary booths wherein hot food is prepared for sale to customers. Mobile food vending operations
that do not include the preparation of hot food shall be classified as 8017(1), Stores – retail,
8078(1), Sandwich Shops, 8078(2), Beverage Preparation Shops, or 8078(3), Ice Cream or Frozen Yogurt Shops, depending on the products sold.
This classification also applies to mobile food vending operations involving the use of food
trucks, trailers, carts or temporary booths wherein hot food is prepared for sale to customers.
This classification also applies to taprooms at breweries, including product tasting in connection
therewith.
This classification also applies to restaurants that engage in on-site beer brewing operations
where the beer brewed on-site is primarily sold to the general public for consumption on the
premises. If 50% or more of the beer brewed on-site is sold for off-site consumption, the brewing
operations shall be separately classified as 2121, Breweries.
Hot foods items are foods that are cooked to order and served hot to customers or foods that
are cooked in advance and served from a warming tray or similar device.
This classification includes doughnut shops that prepare and serve doughnuts and beverages
for consumption on the premises.
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Mobile food vending operations that do not include the preparation of hot food shall be classified
as 8017(1), Stores – retail, 8078(1), Sandwich Shops, 8078(2), Beverage Preparation Shops, or
8078(3), Ice Cream or Frozen Yogurt Shops, depending on the products sold.
Employers that operate under concessionary agreements to sell prepared or prepackaged hot or
cold food items, including but not limited to hot dogs, hamburgers, pretzels, french fries, popcorn, nachos, ice cream, candy, funnel cakes, soft drinks and alcoholic beverages at ball parks,
race tracks, theaters, concert venues or amusement and recreational facilities shall be classified
as 9079(2), Concessionaires.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 5552/5553, Roofing, for clarity and to correct a rule reference.
PROPOSED
ROOFING – all kinds – including yard employees – employees whose regular hourly wage
does not equal or exceed $25.00 per hour

5552

This classification applies to the installation, repair, removal andor waterproofing of all types of
roofs andor roofing systems to prevent water andor other substances from penetrating andor
damaging the structure. This classification includes but is not limited to preparing surfaces and
application of torchdown or adhesive modified bitumen, hot or cold tar, felt glass, fabric, urethane foam, shakes, shingles, tile, slat, sheet metal, and other roofing, waterproofing, weatherproofing or membrane material onto rooftops.
A physical audit shall be conducted on the complete policy period of each policy insuring the
holder of a C-39 Roofing Contractor license from the Contractors State License Board. See
Part 3, Section VI, Rule 4, Drivers’ and Their Helpers’Audit of Payroll.
The installation of shingle roofing when performed by the same employer that performs carpentry work in constructing new buildings or additions to existing buildings at the same job or location shall be classified as 5403/5432, Carpentry.
The installation of sheet metal roofing when installed by the same employer that performs sheet
metal skinning in constructing new buildings or additions to existing buildings at the same job or
location shall be classified as 5538(1)/5542(1), Sheet Metal Work.
The installation of photovoltaic solar panels shall be separately classified as 3724(2), Electrical
Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus.
ROOFING – all kinds – including yard employees – employees whose regular hourly wage
equals or exceeds $25.00 per hour
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $25.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $25.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5552, Roofing.
This classification applies to the installation, repair, removal andor waterproofing of all types of
roofs andor roofing systems to prevent water andor other substances from penetrating andor
damaging the structure. This classification includes but is not limited to preparing surfaces and
application of torchdown or adhesive modified bitumen, hot or cold tar, felt, glass, fabric, ure-
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thane foam, shakes, shingles, tile, slat, sheet metal, and other roofing, waterproofing, weatherproofing or membrane material onto rooftops.
A physical audit shall be conducted on the complete policy period of each policy insuring the
holder of a C-39 Roofing Contractor license from the Contractors State License Board. See
Part 3, Section VI, Rule 4, Drivers’ and Their Helpers’Audit of Payroll.
The installation of shingle roofing when performed by the same employer that performs carpentry work in constructing new buildings or additions to existing buildings at the same job or location shall be classified as 5403/5432, Carpentry.
The installation of sheet metal roofing when installed by the same employer that performs sheet
metal skinning in constructing new buildings or additions to existing buildings at the same job or
location shall be classified as 5538(1)/5542(1), Sheet Metal Work.
The installation of photovoltaic solar panels shall be separately classified as 3724(2), Electrical
Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate the cross-reference to Classification 8264(3), Rubber Stock Dealers, which is part of the
Salvage Material Dealers Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
RUBBER STOCK DEALERS – secondhand
See Salvage Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8847, Beverage Container Collection or Redemption, which is part of the proposed
Recycling and Refuse Management Industry Group, to clarify its intended application and provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERSRECYCLING AND REFUSE MANAGEMENT
BEVERAGE CONTAINER COLLECTION OR REDEMPTION
This classification applies to the operation of certified rRecycling cCenters, mobile recycling centersor Dropoff or cCollection pPrograms, forother than curbside collection programs, certified by
the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery and engaged in the collection
and redemption of California Redemption Value (CRV) beverage containers. This classification
does not apply to collection or redemption operations conducted at certified pProcessing fFacilities.
Collection or redemption of California Redemption Value (CRV) beverage containers at locations
certified as Processing Facilities by the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery shall be classified as 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
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The curbside collection of recyclables, including but not limited to beverage containers shall be
classified as 9403(1), Garbage or Refuse Collecting.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate Classification 8264(2), Bottle Dealers, which is part of the Salvage Material Dealers Industry
Group, as the operations described by this classification are assignable to Classification 9424(2),
Recycled Material Dealers.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERS
BOTTLE DEALERS – secondhand

8264(2)

This classification applies to the purchasing, sorting, crushing and resale of glass originating
from glass bottles. This classification includes certified processing facilities that process glass
bottles.
This classification does not apply to handling scrap metal; refer to Classifications 8265(1), Iron
or Steel Scrap Dealers, or 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
The collection and redemption of California Redemption Value beverage containers at sites
other than processing facilities shall be classified as 8847, Beverage Container Collection or
Redemption.
The purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic,
textiles, paper and rubber shall be classified as 8265(2), Junk Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate Classification 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, which is part of the Salvage Material
Dealers Industry Group, as the operations described by this classification are assignable to Classification
8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERS
IRON OR STEEL SCRAP DEALERS

8265(1)

This classification applies to the purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous scrap
metal, including but not limited to steel and iron beams, pipe, rebar, sheet metal, plate stock and
heavy tubing.
Dealers of nonferrous and stainless steel scrap metal shall be classified as 8500, Metal Scrap
Dealers.
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Dealers in new metal shall be classified as 8106, Iron or Steel Merchants.
The purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic,
textiles, paper and rubber shall be classified as 8265(2), Junk Dealers.
Wrecking or salvaging shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate Classification 8265(2), Junk Dealers, which is part of the Salvage Material Dealers Industry
Group, as the operations described by this classification are assignable to Classification 9424(2),
Recycled Material Dealers.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERS
JUNK DEALERS – N.O.C.

8265(2)

This classification applies to the purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but
not limited to glass, plastic, textiles, paper and rubber.
This classification also applies to the dismantling of electronic waste to obtain recyclable materials for sale.
Dismantling electronic or non-electronic waste products to allow for proper disposal shall be
classified as 9424, Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility
Operations.
Also refer to Classifications 8265(1), Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers, and 8500, Metal Scrap
Dealers.
Wrecking or salvaging shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers, which is part of the proposed Recycling and Refuse
Management Industry Group, to include the purchase, sorting, consolidation and sale of both ferrous and
nonferrous scrap metals, provided metal sales equal or exceed 25% of gross receipts, clarify its intended
application and provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERSRECYCLING AND REFUSE MANAGEMENT
METAL SCRAP DEALERS – ferrous or nonferrous

8500

This classification applies to theemployers that purchasinge, sorting, consolidatinge and selling
offerrous or nonferrous scrap metal, including but not limited to steel, iron, stainless steel, aluminum, copper, brass, tin, lead and precious metals, provided the sale of metal equals or exceeds
25% of gross receipts. This classification includes certifiedalso applies to pProcessing fFacilities
certified by the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery that process aluminumCalifornia Redemption Value (CRV) beverage containers.
Dealers of ferrous scrapnew metals shall be classified as 8265(1)8106, Iron or Steel ScrapMetal
Stock Dealers – ferrous or nonferrous.
Dismantling electronic or non-electronic waste products to allow for proper disposal shall be
classified as 9424(1), Garbage or Refuse Landfill, Transfer Station and Material Recovery Facility Operations.
The purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materialsFixed locations (not mobile) where employers collect or purchase, sort, consolidate and sell recovered recyclable raw materials, including
but not limited to glass, plastic, textiles, paper and rubber, and where the sale of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metal does not equal or exceed 25% of gross receipts shall be classified as
82659424(2), JunkRecycled Material Dealers.
The collection and redemption of California Redemption Value (CRV) beverage containers at
sites other than certified pProcessing fFacilities shall be classified as 8847, Beverage Container
Collection or Redemption.
Wrecking or demolition work at outside locations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate Classification 8264(1), Paper Stock Dealers, which is part of the Salvage Material Dealers
Industry Group, as the operations described by this classification, are assignable to either Classification
9424(2), Recycled Material Dealers, or Classification 9403(3), Document Destruction.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERS
PAPER STOCK DEALERS – secondhand

8264(1)

This classification applies to the purchasing, baling and resale of paper, cardboard and corrugated stock, and includes mobile paper shredding services.
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This classification does not apply to handling scrap metal; refer to Classifications 8265(1), Iron
or Steel Scrap Dealers, or 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
The collection and redemption of California Redemption Value beverage containers at sites
other than processing facilities shall be classified as 8847, Beverage Container Collection or
Redemption.
The purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic,
textiles, paper and rubber shall be classified as 8265(2), Junk Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate Classification 8264(3), Rubber Stock Dealers, which is part of the Salvage Material Dealers
Industry Group, as the operations described by this classification are assignable to Classification 9424(2),
Recycled Material Dealers.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERS
RUBBER STOCK DEALERS – secondhand

8264(3)

This classification applies to the purchasing, sorting, grinding and resale of scrap rubber
material.
This classification does not apply to the manufacture of rubber or rubber products.
This classification does not apply to handling scrap metal; refer to Classifications 8265(1), Iron
or Steel Scrap Dealers, or 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
The purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic,
textiles, paper and rubber shall be classified as 8265(2), Junk Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate Classification 8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers, which is part of the Salvage Material
Dealers Industry Group, as the operations described by this classification are assignable to Classification
8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale.
PROPOSED
SALVAGE MATERIAL DEALERS
WIPING CLOTH OR RAG DEALERS – including all laundry operations
This classification applies to the purchasing, sorting, cutting, laundering, bundling and resale of
wiping cloth or rag material.
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This classification does not apply to handling scrap metal; refer to Classifications 8265(1), Iron
or Steel Scrap Dealers, or 8500, Metal Scrap Dealers.
The purchasing, sorting, consolidating and selling of ferrous or nonferrous scrap metals in addition to a miscellaneous line of secondhand materials, including but not limited to glass, plastic,
textiles, paper and rubber shall be classified as 8265(2), Junk Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 4000(1), Sand or Gravel Digging, for consistency with previously approved
changes.
PROPOSED
SAND OR GRAVEL DIGGING – including construction, repair or maintenance of all buildings,
structures or equipment and installation of machinery

4000(1)

If 25% or less of the excavated material is crushed or ground, all sand or gravel processing, including but not limited to crushing, grinding, washing, screening and bagging, shall be classified
as 4000(1).
If more than 25% of the excavated material is crushed or ground, all sand or gravel processing,
including but not limited to crushing, grinding, washing, screening and bagging, shall be classified as 1710, Stone Crushing, unless all crushed product will pass through an 8-mesh or finer
screen, in which case the operations shall be classified as 1741(1), Silica Grinding.
Canal, sewer or cellar excavation or mining shall be separately classified.
Employees engaged exclusively in the delivery of the finished product shall be separately classified as 8232(2), Building Material Dealers – commercial.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8078(1), Sandwich Shops, for clarity and consistency with previously approved
changes.
PROPOSED
SANDWICH SHOPS – not restaurants – N.O.C.

8078(1)

This classification contemplatesapplies to the preparation, serving andor sale of cold food items
such as sandwiches, salads, and side dishes that are prepared for consumption by the walk-in
trade. This classification shall apply to each separate location at which the sale of prepared cold
food items for consumption on or away from the premises equals or exceeds 50% of gross receipts.
Cold food items are foods that are prepared and served cold or cooked in advance of orders and
allowed to cool. This classification contemplatesincludes the incidental warming of cold food
items using microwave ovens, toaster ovens or heat lamps and the preparation of sandwiches
with meats that are kept warm in a steam table.
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Classification 8078(1) also applies to stores that prepare and sell fresh, unbaked pizzas.
This classification shall apply to each separate location at which the sale of prepared cold food
items for consumption on or away from the premises equals or exceeds 50% of the gross
receipts.
Sandwich shops that pour and serve alcoholic beverages for consumption on the premises or
prepare and serve hot food for consumption on or away from the premises shall be assigned to
Classification 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9531(2), Satellite Television or Internet Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or
Repair, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
SATELLITE TELEVISION OR INTERNET ANTENNA EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR
REPAIR – including shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of satellite and non-satellite antenna-based television and internet connectivity equipment, including but not limited to exterior dish
or other antenna components, and switchers, routers, converter boxes, modems and other system components that may be installed indoors or outdoors in connection therewith. This classification includes low voltage cable installation and the connection of television, computer, router
and similar connectivity equipment when performed in connection with antenna-based television
or internet systems installation, service or repair by the same employer.
The installation of low voltage cabling within buildings that is not performed in connection with
the installation, service or repair of antenna-based satellite television and internet connectivity
equipment by the same employer shall be classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
The installation, service or repair of cable television equipment for television and internet
connectivity that does not include antennas, including but not limited to cable converter boxes,
modems, high definition digital video recorders, coaxial cables, connectors and similar items,
shall be classified as 9516, Television, Video, Audio or Radio Equipment Installation, Service or
Repair.
Operations performed by Federal Communications Commission licensed telecommunications
companies shall be classified as 7600, TelecCommunications CompaniesService Providers.
Store operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Establish Classification 8876(2), Senior Day Programs or Activity Centers – N.O.C., to differentiate these
operations from the proposed Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational schools
– professors, teachers or academic professionals – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside
Salespersons.
PROPOSED
SENIOR DAY PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITY CENTERS – N.O.C.

8876(2)

This classification applies to senior day programs or senior activity centers that are not licensed
by the California Department of Public Health or the California Department of Social Services
and provide activities or services to senior citizens, including but not limited to day trips; educational or exercise classes; social activities; nutritional support and meals; resource and referral
counseling; and other programs in order to promote socialization and active, healthy lifestyles.
This classification includes transportation services for program attendees.
Adult Day Health Care (ADHC) centers or Community-Based Adult Services (CBAS) programs
licensed by the California Department of Public Health shall be classified as 8876(1), Adult Day
Health Care or Community-Based Adult Services.
Senior programs offered by non-profit community associations, including but not limited to
YMCAs, YWCAs and Jewish Community Centers shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community health and wellness.
Adult Day Program (ADP) centers that are licensed by the California Department of Social Services and provide adults with developmental disabilities protective supervision, structured activities, health monitoring, meals or respite care at the center shall be classified as 8873, Training
or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities.
Hot food preparation shall be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 5538(1)/5542(1), Sheet Metal Work, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
SHEET METAL WORK – erection, installation or repair – including shop – employees whose
regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $27.00 per hour – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the installation of sheet metal items that are not more specifically
described by another classification, including but not limited to gutters, downspouts, flashings,
siding, flues, commercial kitchen vent hoods, counters, wall lining, expansion joint covers,
decorative metal ceilings and corrugated metal decking.
This classification includes the shop fabrication of sheet metal items when the employer installs
any portion of the fabricated items.
This classification applies to the installation of sheet metal roofing when installed by the same
employer who performs the sheet metal skinning in constructing new buildings or additions to
existing buildings at the same job or location. All other roofing shall be separately classified.
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This classification also applies to the installation of vinyl siding.
The installation of ductwork for heating andor air conditioning systems shall be classified as
5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The installation of pipe andor pipe fittings shall be separately classified.
SHEET METAL WORK – erection, installation or repair – including shop – employees whose
regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00 per hour – N.O.C.

5542(1)

Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $27.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $27.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5538(1), Sheet Metal Work.
This classification applies to the installation of sheet metal items that are not more specifically
described by another classification, including but not limited to gutters, downspouts, flashings,
siding, flues, commercial kitchen vent hoods, counters, wall lining, expansion joint covers,
decorative metal ceilings and corrugated metal decking.
This classification includes the shop fabrication of sheet metal items when the employer installs
any portion of the fabricated items.
This classification applies to the installation of sheet metal roofing when installed by the same
employer who performs the sheet metal skinning in constructing new buildings or additions to
existing buildings at the same job or location. All other roofing shall be separately classified.
This classification also applies to the installation of vinyl siding.
The installation of ductwork for heating andor air conditioning systems shall be classified as
5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air Conditioning Ductwork.
The installation of pipe andor pipe fittings shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9552, Sign Erection or Repair, which is part of the Sign Industry Group, for clarity
and consistency with other proposed and previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
SIGN INDUSTRY
SIGN ERECTION OR REPAIR – N.O.C.

9552

This classification applies to the erection, installation, service or repair of permanent freestanding signs, including but not limited to pole signs, tower signs, monument signs and street
signs (not in connection with street or road construction). This classification includes electrical
wiring activities within 6 feet of the sign when performed in connection with sign installation.
If electrical wiring activities performed in connection with sign installation are not within 6 feet of
the sign in connection with sign installation, the electrical wiring operations shall be separately
classified as 5140/5190, Electrical Wiring – within buildings, or 6325, Conduit Construction or
Underground Wiring.
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The installation, service or repair of signs affixed to interior or exterior building surfaces shall be
classified as 5146(2), Sign Installation or Repair.
The installation of street signs, when conducted by employers engaged in street or road
construction or asphalt paving operations at the same job or location, shall be classified as
5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping, or
5507, Street or Road Construction – grading, depending on which classification develops the
most payroll for the job or location.
The installation of temporary signs, including but not limited to real estate and construction site
signs shall be classified as 8028, Equipment or Machinery Rental Yards.
The installation of signs by employers selling space for advertising purposes shall be classified
as 9549, Advertising Companies.
The operation of mobile billboard trucks (mobile advertising signs) shall be classified as 9549,
Advertising Companies.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 5146(2), Sign Installation or Repair, which is part of the Sign Industry Group, for
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
SIGN INDUSTRY
SIGN INSTALLATION OR REPAIR – interior or affixed to building surfaces
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of signs that are affixed directly to
interior or exterior building surfaces, including but not limited to cabinet signs, channel letters,
three dimensional letters, directional signs and neon signs. This classification includes electrical
wiring activities within 6 feet of the sign when performed in connection with sign installation.
If electrical wiring activities performed in connection with sign installation are not within 6 feet of
the sign in connection with sign installation, the electrical wiring operations shall be separately
classified as 5140/5190, Electrical Wiring – within buildings, or 6325, Conduit Construction or
Underground Wiring.
The installation, service or repair of permanent signs that are not affixed directly to building
surfaces, including but not limited to pole signs, tower signs, monument signs and street signs
(not in connection with street or road construction) shall be classified as 9552, Sign Erection or
Repair. The installation of street signs, when conducted by employers engaged in street or road
construction or asphalt paving operations at the same job or location, shall be classified as
5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping, or
5507, Street or Road Construction – grading, depending on which classification develops the
most payroll for the job or location.
The installation of temporary signs, including but not limited to real estate and construction site
signs shall be classified as 8028, Equipment or Machinery Rental Yards.
The installation of signs by employers selling space for advertising purposes shall be classified
as 9549, Advertising Companies.
The operation of mobile billboard trucks (mobile advertising signs) shall be classified as 9549,
Advertising Companies.
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The installation of awnings shall be classified as 5102(1), Iron, Steel, Brass, Bronze or Aluminum Erection.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9507(1), Sign Painting or Lettering, which is part of the Sign Industry Group, for
consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
SIGN INDUSTRY
SIGN PAINTING OR LETTERING – shop andor outside – including counterpersons

9507(1)

This classification applies to employers that apply painted or adhesive lettering andor graphics
onto surfaces, including but not limited to customers’ buildings, structures, windows, signs and
banners. This classification also includes the application of painted or adhesive lettering, signage, striping, adhesive wraps andor window tint film onto automobiles, trucks or buses by employers not engaged in automobile, truck or bus painting or body repairing.
Employees engaged exclusively in the design andor production of vinyl letters andor graphics
using office type computers andor plotters/printers shall be classified as 8810, Clerical Office
Employees, provided such operations are separated from sign painting and lettering activitiessubject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Section III, General Classification Procedures,
Rule 4, Standard Exceptions. The application of painted or vinyl letters or graphics onto a surface shall be classified as 9507(1).
The manufacture of metal, plastic andor wood signs, including but not limited to cabinet signs,
channel letter signs, two-dimensional signs and three-dimensional signs involving the fabrication
and assembly of sign parts and associated sign painting andor lettering shall be classified as
4492, Sign Mfg. – metal, plastic or wood.
The application of painted or adhesive lettering andor graphics onto surfaces at customers’ locations or onto customers’ vehicles by advertising companies shall be classified as 9549, Advertising Companies.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 1438, Smelting, Sintering, Refining or Alloying, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
SMELTING, SINTERING, REFINING OR ALLOYING – metals – not lead – N.O.C.
This classification applies to the extraction, purification, refining or alloying of metals, including
but not limited to gold, silver, tin, zinc, aluminum, calcium carbide, brass, bronze and copper (not
lead) using metallurgical processes, such as heating, cooling, exposure to chemicals or
electrolytes and compression. This classification includes the pouring of molten metals to
produce ingots.
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The manufacture, alloying, sintering, refining or recovery of lead shall be classified as 3647(2),
Lead Mfg., Reclaiming or Alloying.
The dismantling of electronic waste to obtain recyclable materials for sale shall be classified as
8265(2), Junk Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Establish Classification 8872, Social Service, Charitable or Welfare Organizations – including Clerical
Office Employees and Outside Salespersons – N.O.C., to differentiate from Classification 8868, Colleges
or Schools – private – not automobile schools – professors, teachers or academic professional
employees.
PROPOSED
SOCIAL SERVICE, CHARITABLE OR WELFARE ORGANIZATIONS – including Clerical Office
Employees and Outside Salespersons – N.O.C.
This classification applies to counseling or educational services provided by social service,
charitable or welfare organizations for individuals or families, including but not limited to at-risk
youth, children in crisis, victims of domestic violence, mentally, physically or emotionally
challenged individuals, individuals and families with financial or employment hardships, or
individuals performing drug or alcohol related community service. Services include but are not
limited to mental health counseling, parenting classes, drug and alcohol counseling, health and
nutrition instruction, English as a Second Language (ESL) instruction, early prevention and
intervention programs, safety training, tutoring, after school and recreational activities, and
vocational training.
Services or operations may also include case management, client assessment, policy research,
outreach, fund raising, lobbying, financial assistance, job placement and job coaching.
When a social service, charitable or welfare organization places clients in an employment or
training position with a separate employer, the classification of the client workers shall be determined as though the client workers are employees of the separate employer.
Providing outpatient medical services, including but not limited to medical examinations and
testing, psychiatric diagnosis and treatment, and prescribing medications shall be separately
classified as 8834, Physicians’ Practices and Outpatient Clinics.
Providing dental care shall be separately classified as 8839, Dentists and Dental Surgeons.
Residential facilities for adults needing social rehabilitation shall be separately classified as
8804(1), Substance Use Disorder Recovery Homes, or 8804(2), Social Rehabilitation Facilities
for Adults.
Providing in-home personal care services for individuals who are in need of such services due to
age, illness or disability shall be separately classified as 8827(1), Home Care Services.
YMCAs, YWCAs and Jewish Community Centers shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community health and wellness.
Boys and girls clubs that provide supplemental after school or recreational activities for school
age children on an elective or drop-in basis shall be classified as 9067(2), Clubs – boys and
girls.
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The preparation or serving of hot food shall be separately classified as 9079(1), Restaurants or
Taverns.
Retail stores shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 3165(3), Solar Panel Mfg., for clarity.
PROPOSED
SOLAR PANEL MFG.

3165(3)

This classification applies to the manufacture andor shop repair of photovoltaic solar panels that
are used to generate electricity andor solar collection panels that are used to heat water.
The manufacture of photovoltaic cells shall be classified as 4112, Integrated Circuit and Semiconductor Wafer Mfg.
The installation andor repair of photovoltaic solar panels away from the shop shall be classified
as 3724(2), Electrical Machinery or Auxiliary Apparatus.
The installation andor repair of solar collection panels away from the shop shall be classified as
5183(1)/5187(1), Plumbing.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Establish Classification 8874, Special Educational Services for Children or Youth – N.O.C., to differentiate
these operations from the proposed Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational
schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals – including Clerical Office Employees and
Outside Salespersons.
PROPOSED
SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN OR YOUTH – N.O.C.
This classification applies to special educational services provided for children or youth who are
primarily (greater than 50%) under the age of 18 and who may be experiencing mental, physical,
social, intellectual or emotional delays. Services provided include but are not limited to diagnosis
and instruction, behavioral therapy, speech therapy, parental counseling, Applied Behavioral
Analysis, shadow school aides, daily living skills, social skills training and early intervention for
children or youth to improve physical, cognitive or scholastic skills.
This classification also applies to after school programs, day camps, childcare centers or respite
services for developmentally disabled children or youth.
Special educational services for children or youth provided by social service organizations shall
be classified as 8872, Social Service, Charitable or Welfare Organizations.
Special educational services provided by private or nonpublic schools shall be classified as
8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors, teachers or academic
professionals.
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Special educational services provided by public schools shall be classified as 8875(1), Public
Colleges or Schools.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7207(1), Stables – all employees, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

STABLES – all employees – N.O.C.

7207(1)

This classification applies to stables that are engaged in boarding horses for other concerns on
a fee basis and that are not more specifically described by another classification. This classification includes the feeding, watering, training, grooming and exercising of horses, and the maintenance of stable grounds. This classification also applies to the provision of riding lessons.
Veterinary care of horses, including stable operations in connection with veterinary care, shall
be classified as 8831(1), Hospitals – veterinary.
The operation of riding clubs that provide board and care for members’ horses shall be classified
as 7207(2), Clubs – riding.
The operation of stables at race tracks or certified training facilities for horse racing not more
specifically described by another classification shall be classified as 8631, Racing Stables – all
other employees.
The operation of stables at race tracks or certified training facilities for harness racing shall be
classified as 7207(5), Racing Stables – harness racing.
The operation of stables in connection with horse shows or rodeos shall be classified as
7207(3), Horse Shows or Rodeos – stable employees.
The operation of stables in connection with pack train operations shall be classified as 7207(4),
Pack Trains.
The breeding of horses shall be classified as 0038(1), Stock Farms.
The raising of miniature horses (not to exceed 38 inches in height) shall be classified as
0034(2), Sheep, Raising and Hog or Calf Farms.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 5184, Steam Pipe or Boiler Insulation, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
STEAM PIPE OR BOILER INSULATION – applying non-conducting materials – including shop

5184

This classification applies to the application of insulating material, including but not limited to fiberglass, polystyrene, aluminum and calcium silicate, onto steam pipes, boilers, vessels, duct
work and similar apparatus to conserve heat and cold and to prevent condensation.
This classification also includes the removal of insulating material, including but not limited to fiberglass, polystyrene, aluminum and calcium silicate, from steam pipes, boilers, vessels, duct
work and similar apparatus. Removal operations that include asbestos abatement shall be classified as 5473, Asbestos Abatement.
The application of insulating material to ductwork when ductwork installation is performed by the
employer at the same job or location shall be classified as 5538(2)/5542(2), Heating andor Air
Conditioning Ductwork.
The installation of temperature or sound control insulating materials within buildings or building
walls shall be classified as 5479, Insulation Work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend the cross-reference to Steel – fabrication or erection, for clarity.
PROPOSED
STEEL – fabrication or erection
See Iron or Steel classifications.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 1710, Stone Crushing, to clarify its intended application and for consistency with
previously approved changes.
PROPOSED

STONE CRUSHING – including construction, repair or maintenance of all buildings, structures or equipment and the installation of machinery
This classification applies to the crushing or grinding of excavated or quarried materials, used
asphalt or used concrete to produce products that will be retained on an 8-mesh screen.
If the crushed or ground products pass through an 8-mesh or finer screen, the crushing or grind-
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ing operations shall be assigned to Classificationclassified as 1741(1), Silica Grinding.
Stone crushing or silica grinding that is performed in connection with sand, gravel or clay digging
shall be classified as 4000(1), Sand or Gravel Digging, if 25% or less of the excavated material
is crushed or ground. If more than 25% of the excavated material is crushed or ground, all
crushing and grinding activities shall be classified as 1710 or 1741(1), Silica Grinding.
Mining or quarrying operations shall be separately classified.
Employees engaged exclusively in delivery of the finished product shall be separately classified
as 8232(2), Building Material Dealers – commercial.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 1803, Stone Cutting and Fabrication, for clarity, consistency with previously approved changes and to provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED

STONE CUTTING ANDOR FABRICATION – shop

1803

This classification applies to the cutting andor fabrication of stone slabs, including but not limited
to granite, marble, travertine, quartz, limestone and onyx to produce products such as countertops, backsplashes, cemetery monuments, ceiling and wall veneer, mantels, floor tile, tabletops
and exterior building panels or components.
Employees engaged exclusively in the design andor production of stencils using office type
computers andor plotters/printers shall be classified as 8810, Clerical Office Employees, provided such operations are separated from stone cutting or fabrication activitiessubject to the
Standard Exceptions rule. See Section III, General Classification Procedures, Rule 4, Standard
Exceptions.
The installation of architectural non-load bearing stone products, such as countertops, backsplashes, ceiling and wall veneer, mantels, and tile, including stone cutting or fabrication at the
installation site, shall be classified as 5348, Tile, Stone, Mosaic or Terrazzo Work.
The installation of cemetery monuments, including stone cutting or fabrication at the installation
site, shall be classified as 5027/5028, Masonry.
Installation operations that include stone cutting and fabrication at installation sites shall be separately classified.
Quarrying andor stone cutting in quarries shall be classified as 1624(1), Quarries.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8032, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale, which is part
of the Stores Industry Group, to include the purchasing, sorting, cutting, laundering, bundling and
reselling of wiping cloth or rag material.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – wholesale

8032

This classification applies to wholesale stores engaged in the sale of clothing, shoes, linens and
fabric products, including but not limited to curtains and draperies.
This classification also applies to employers that do not manufacture but prepare clothing for
display and sale by sewing in labels, tagging, pressing, placing on hangers or packaging for
clothing retailers on a fee basis.
This classification also applies to employers that receive or purchase, sort, cut, launder, bundle
and resell wiping cloth or rag material.
Retail clothing stores shall be classified as 8008, Stores – clothing, shoes, linens or fabric products – retail.
Clothing manufacturing shall be classified as 2501(1), Clothing Mfg. Clothing manufacturers include employers who design garments, even if some or all of the production sewing or assembling operations are subcontracted.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8039, Stores – department stores – retail, which is part of the Stores Industry
Group, to increase the minimum annual payroll from $1,000,000 per year to $1,100,000 to reflect wage
inflation since the payroll limitation was last amended in 2016.
PROPOSED

STORES
STORES – department stores – retail – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside
Salespersons
This classification applies to each store location at which all the following conditions exist:
1.
2.

The payroll subject to this classification is at least $1,000,0001,100,000 per annum.
The merchandise handled must include:
(a) Wearing Apparel
(b) Linens
(c) House Furnishings (other than furniture)
(d) One or more of the following:

Cosmetics

Drugs

Furniture

Groceries

Hardware
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Jewelry

Luggage

Musical Instruments

Sporting Goods

Toys
The total annual sales of items (a), (b) and (c), above, must exceed 50% of the total annual
sales.

This classification also applies to the installation of house furnishings and household appliances
that have been sold by the store and to satellite warehouse or clerical office locations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8042, Stores – floor covering, which is part of the Stores Industry Group, for
consistency with previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – floor covering – wholesale or retail – carpet, rugs, vinyl or linoleum – including
showroom sales
This classification applies to stores engaged in the sale of floor coverings, including but not limited to carpet and rugs; vinyl, linoleum, asphalt and rubber sheets, planks and tile; prefinished
hardwood and bamboo strips and planks; and laminate and cork planks and tiles. This classification also applies to floor covering auctioneers.
The installation of linoleum, vinyl, laminate, carpet, rugs or asphalt or rubber tile shall be separately classified as 9521(2), Floor Covering – installation.
The installation or refinishing of hardwood or bamboo flooring shall be separately classified as
5436, Hardwood Floor Laying.
Dealers of building materials, including unfinished hardwood flooring, shall be classified as
8232(2), Building Material Dealers – commercial.
Stores engaged in the sale of ceramic floor tile shall be classified as 8059, Stores – tile.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8006(2), Stores – fruit or vegetables, which is part of the Stores Industry Group, for
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – fruit or vegetables – retail

8006(2)

This classification applies to stores principallyprimarily (in excess ofover 50% of gross receipts)
engaged in the sale of fresh produce.
The following departments shall be separately classified:

Fresh meat (cutting or wrapping)

Bakery

Hot food (preparation or serving)
For purposes of determining gross receipts, only the portion of lottery ticket sales identified by
the California State Lottery as commission shall be included in the calculation. Refer to Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures, Rule 6, Stores.
Stores principallyprimarily (over 50% of gross receipts) engaged in the sale of grocery items
shall be classified as 8006(1), Stores – groceries and provisions – retail.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8061, Stores – groceries and provisions – convenience, which is part of the Stores
Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – groceries and provisions – convenience – retail
This classification applies to each separate store location open after 11:00 PM any night of the
week; having less than 5,000 square feet devoted to the display and sale of merchandise; and
selling a variety of grocery, snack and convenience items, including but not limited to bread,
processed packaged food items, canned foods, snack foods, prepackaged sandwiches, canned
or bottled beverages, coffee, tea, dairy products, flour, sugar, condiments, soap, toiletries, pet
food, charcoal, cigarettes, magazines and sundries.
Stores engaged primarily (over 50% of gross receipts) in the sale of groceries and provisionsgrocery items that do not meet the operating hours or size qualifications described above
shall be classified as 8006(1), Stores – groceries and provisions – retail.
Stores meeting the qualifications contained in the footnote under Classification 8060, Stores –
wine, beer or spirits, shall be assigned to 8060.
Stores engaged in the sale of gasoline or automobile services shall be assigned to the applicable store classification if the sale of merchandise in the store, other than gasoline or automobile
services, exceeds twenty-five percent (25%) of the total annual receipts for the locationclassified
in accordance with Section IV, Rule 6, Stores.
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For purposes of determining gross receipts, only the portion of lottery ticket sales identified by
the California State Lottery as commission shall be included in the calculation. Refer to Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures, Rule 6, Stores.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8006(1), Stores – groceries and provisions – retail, which is part of the Stores
Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – groceries and provisions – retail

8006(1)

This classification applies to stores principallyprimarily (over 50% of gross receipts) engaged in
the sale of grocery items, including but not limited to fresh andor frozen produce, dairy products,
cereals, canned goods, frozen foods, bread, condiments, herbal spices andor flavorings, baking
supplies, flour, soft drinks, coffee, tea, delicatessen style meats, salads, and cheeses.
The following departments shall be separately classified:

Fresh meat (cutting or wrapping)

Bakery

Hot food (preparation or serving)
For purposes of determining gross receipts, only the portion of lottery ticket sales identified by
the California State Lottery as commission shall be included in the calculation. Refer to Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures, Rule 6, Stores.
Stores engaged in the sale of groceries and provisionsgrocery, snack and convenience items,
having less than 5,000 square feet devoted to the display and sale of merchandise and open after 11:00 PM any night of the week shall be classified as 8061, Stores – groceries and provisions – convenience.
Stores engaged in the sale of gasoline or automobile services shall be assigned to the applicable store classification if the sale of merchandise in the store, other than gasoline or automobile
services, exceeds twenty-five percent (25%) of the total annual receipts for the location. Refer
toclassified in accordance with Section IV, Special Industry Classification Procedures, Rule 6,
Stores.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 8031, Stores – meat, fish or poultry, which is part of the Stores Industry Group, for
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – meat, fish or poultry – retail

8031

This classification applies to stores engaged in the sale of fresh meat, fish or poultry. This classification also applies to meat departments within grocery stores assignable to Classification
8006(1), Stores – groceries and provisions – retail, and within produce stores.
Wholesale meat, fish or poultry stores shall be classified as 8021, Stores – meat, fish or poultry
– wholesale.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8059, Stores – tile, which is part of the Stores Industry Group, for consistency with
previously approved changes.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – tile – wholesale or retail

8059

This classification applies to stores engaged in the sale of decorative tile, including but not limited to ceramic, stone, porcelain and glass tile.
Dealers in stone slabs andor countertops, including but not limited to marble, granite, quartz and
limestone materials shall be classified as 8232(2), Building Materials Dealers – commercial.
The installation of tile shall be separately classified as 5348, Tile, Stone, Mosaic or Terrazzo
Work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8060, Stores – wine, beer or spirits, which is part of the Stores Industry Group, to
clarify that it applies to product tasting in connection with retail store sales and direct that it also applies to
winery tasting rooms.
PROPOSED
STORES
STORES – wine, beer or spirits – retail

8060

This classification applies to retail stores operating under “off-sale” licenses issued by the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control and principallyprimarily (in excess ofover 50%
of gross receipts) engaged in the sale of alcoholic beverages to the general public for consumption away from the store premises, including product tastings in connection therewith.
A:A-125
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For purposes of determining gross receipts, only the portion of lottery ticket sales identified by
the California State Lottery as commission shall be included in the calculation. See Part 3, Section IV, Rule 6, Stores.
In accordance with the Multiple Enterprises rule, tThis classification shall be assignedalso applies to the sale of alcoholic beverages to the general public for consumption away from the
premises in connection with wineries, breweries and distillerieswinery tasting rooms.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or
scraping, to clarify its application and provide direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
STREET OR ROAD CONSTRUCTION – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping – all kinds – including airport runways, warming aprons, incidental field plants, fence
or guardrail construction
This classification applies to paving or repaving streets, roads, highways or airport runways using asphalt or concrete. This classification also applies to asphalt paving off-street areas, including but not limited to parking lots, driveways and cart or bike paths. This classification includes
grinding existing paved surfaces in preparation for repaving and the application of sealants onto
paved surfaces.
This classification also applies to the installation or application of paved surface improvements,
including but not limited to truncated domes; wheel stop bumpers; and thermoplastic or painted
lines or traffic markings to paved surfaces such as streets, roads or parking lots.
This classification also applies to the installation of street signs when conducted by the same
employer engaged in street or road construction or asphalt paving operations at the same job or
location.
Concrete paving of off-street areas, including but not limited to parking lots, sidewalks, driveways or other concrete flatwork shall be classified as 5201(1)/5205(1), Concrete or Cement
Work – pouring or finishing of concrete sidewalks, driveways, patios, curbs or gutters.
Grading when performed in connection with the construction of streets, roads, highways or airport runways, or grading of all other areas in preparation for asphalt paving, shall be classified
as 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading.
Grading that is not performed in connection with the construction of streets, roads, highways or
airport runways, or not in preparation for asphalt paving, shall be classified as 6218(2)/6220(2),
Grading Land, or 6218(3)/6220(3), Land Leveling.
Clearing of right-of-wayTunneling, quarrying, bridge or culvert building, earth or rock excavation,
filling or grading, tunneling, bridge or culvert building, quarryingclearing of right-of-way, stone
crushing andor sand or gravel digging shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 5507, Street or Road Construction – grading, to clarify its application and provide
direction as to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
STREET OR ROAD CONSTRUCTION – grading – all operations of bringing roadbed to grade,
including clearing and grubbing right-of-way and temporary surfacing

5507

This classification applies to grading when performed in connection with the construction of
streets, roads, highways or airport runways in preparation for asphalt or concrete paving, and
includes cutting, filling and spreading base rock to bring the roadbed to grade. This classification
also applies to the grading of all other areas in preparation for asphalt paving.
Paving streets, roads, highways or airport runways using asphalt or concrete, or paving all other
surfaces using asphalt, shall be classified as 5506, Street or Road Construction – paving or repaving, surfacing or resurfacing or scraping.
Grading that is not performed in connection with the construction of streets, roads, highways or
airport runways, or not in preparation for asphalt paving, shall be classified as 6218(2)/6220(2),
Grading Land, or 6218(3)/6220(3), Land Leveling.
Bridge or culvert building where clearance is more than 10 feet at any point or the entire distance between terminal abutments exceeds 20 feet, tTunneling, sewer construction, quarrying,
sewer construction, stone crushing, and sand andor gravel digging or bridge or culvert building
where clearance exceeds 10 feet at any point or the entire distance between terminal abutments
exceeds 20 feet shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Establish Classification 8871, Supplemental Educational Services – private – not day care centers,
colleges or schools – including receptionists, to differentiate these operations from the proposed
Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors, teachers or
academic professionals – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons, and
Classification 9059, Day Care Centers.
PROPOSED
SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES – private – not day care centers, colleges or
schools – including receptionists
This classification applies to educational programs or services that are not colleges or schools
as defined by Classifications 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals, 8869, Vocational Schools – private – professors,
teachers or academic professionals, or 8875(1), Public Colleges or Schools, but provide tutoring
or test preparation services to students in subjects, including but not limited to reading, language
arts, math and science to supplement academic instruction. This classification also applies to After School Education and Safety (ASES) or After School Safety and Enrichment for Teens (ASSETs) programs that are not private or public colleges or schools.
This classification also applies to non-academic instructional programs, activities, seminars or
workshops for recreation or personal growth, including but not limited to painting, chess, pottery,
parenting classes, language arts, music and performing arts.
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The provision of supervised child care, including but not limited to day care centers, before or after school day care programs, and day camps that do not include overnight lodging, shall be
classified as 9059, Day Care Centers.
Fitness instruction, including but not limited to martial arts, gymnastics, dance or yoga instruction shall be classified as 8870, Fitness Instruction Programs or Studios.
Vocational training or professional development programs or workshops shall be classified as
8869, Vocational Schools – private – professors, teachers or academic professionals.
Boys and girls clubs that provide supplemental after school or recreational activities for school
age children on an elective or drop-in basis shall be classified as 9067(2), Clubs – boys and
girls.
Non-profit community associations, including but not limited to YMCAs, YWCAs and Jewish
Community Centers that provide supplemental after school or recreational activities for school
age children on an elective or drop-in basis shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community
health and wellness.
Overnight camps shall be classified as 9048(1), Camps.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9097, Swimming Pool Cleaning or Servicing, for consistency with previously
approved changes.
PROPOSED
SWIMMING POOL CLEANING OR SERVICING – by specialty contractors
This classification applies to swimming pool or spa cleaning, service or maintenance operations
provided on a contract basis, including but not limited to removing debris, cleaning surfaces and
testing pool or spa water to assess and adjust pH andor chlorine levels. This classification also
applies to the service or repair of pool or spa equipment at outside locations, provided such operations are performed in connection with the employer’s own pool or spa cleaning operations at
the same job or location. This classification also applies to water treatment services when no
other pool or spa cleaning or maintenance operations are performed.
This classification also applies to the cleaning, service or maintenance of ponds andor aquariums.
The manufacture or shop repair of swimming pool or spa equipment shall be classified as
3501(2), Machinery Mfg. – swimming pool andor spa, provided such operations are not
performed in connection with the employer’s own pool or spa cleaning operations at the same
job or location.
The outside installation or repair of pool or spa equipment on a fee basis shall be classified as
3724(1), Millwright Work, provided such operations are not performed in connection with the
employer’s own pool or spa cleaning operations at the same job or location.
The installation andor repair of solar water heating systems andor swimming pool plumbing shall
be classified as 5183(1)/5187(1), Plumbing.
Swimming pool plastering shall be classified as 5201(1)/5205(1), Concrete or Cement Work.
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The installation of tile, stone, mosaic or terrazzo onto swimming pool surfaces shall be classified
as 5348, Tile, Stone, Mosaic or Terrazzo Work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9053(3), Swimming Pools or Swimming Clubs, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
SWIMMING POOLS OR SWIMMING CLUBS – including restaurant employees, retail store
employees and receptionists
This classification applies to the operation of public swimming pools. This classification also applies to swim clubs that operate pool facilities. This classification also applies to swimming, diving, scuba diving and water safety instruction performed in swimming pools.
Competitive swim clubs or teams that do not operate pool facilities shall be classified as 9182,
Athletic Teams or Athletic Facilities – all employees other than players, umpires, referees and
game officials.
Health clubs or gyms operating facilities that provide space and exercise equipment, including
but not limited to cardiovascular equipment, weight machines and free weights available for atwill use by clients for the majority of operating hours, including swimming pool operations provided in connection therewith, shall be classified as 9053(2), Health Clubs or Gyms.
Tennis or racquetball clubs, including swimming pool operations provided in connection therewith, shall be classified as 9053(5), Clubs – racquet sports.
Non-profit community health and wellness clubs shall be classified as 9067(1), Clubs – community health and wellness.
The operation of water parks shall be classified as 9016(1)/9180(1), Amusement or Recreational
Facilities – N.O.C.
Water-based athletic or fitness instructional programs at locations other than swimming pools,
including but not limited to surfing, scuba, kayaking, paddle boarding, and kite surfing lessons
and tours on lakes, bays, rivers or oceans, shall be classified as 9180(1), Amusement or Recreational Facilities – N.O.C. – operation andor maintenance of amusement devices.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 7365, Taxicab Operations, for consistency with other proposed changes and to increase the minimum annual payroll per taxicab from $35,700 to $37,000 to reflect wage inflation since the
threshold was last amended in 2018.
PROPOSED

TAXICAB OPERATIONS – all employees

7365

Payroll shall include the entire remuneration earned by all taxicab drivers during the policy period. In the event an employer does not keep verifiable payroll records for all taxicab
drivers, the minimum remuneration for taxicab drivers shall not be less than
$35,70037,000 per annum per taxicab dispatched by or operated under the auspices of
the insured. The minimum payroll amount is in consideration of taxicab downtime, vacation time or other periods during which the taxicab is not in operation, as well as the use
of a single taxicab by multiple drivers. The per annum payroll amount shall be prorated
only when the taxicab is not dispatched by or under the auspices of the insured or registered for the full policy period or when the policy period is less than one year.
This classification applies to the operation of taxicab services engaged in transporting the general public on a fee basis. Taxicab operations provide passenger transportation services that are
available for immediate hire with fares that must be determined by either zone or meter. This
classification includes the maintenance and repair of vehicles in connection with taxicab operations by the same employer.
Dispatchers engaged in clerical activities shall be separately classified as 8810, Clerical Office
Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard
Exceptions.
Transportation services provided to passengers exclusively on a scheduled route, charter or
other pre-arranged basis, including Transportation Network Companies (TNC) that employ drivers, shall be classified as 7382, Bus, Shuttle Van or Limousine Operations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9531(1), Telecommunication Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair, for
consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED

TELECOMMUNICATION ANTENNA EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR – including shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of telecommunication antenna
equipment located on towers, roofs or balconies of commercial or residential buildings and other
exterior locations. This classification includes the installation, service or repair of switching
equipment, repeaters, radios and similar electronic equipment and low voltage coaxial cable installation within buildings when performed in connection with telecommunication antenna installation by the same employer. This classification also applies to deployment of temporary,
portable cellular antennas.
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The installation of low voltage cabling within buildings that is not performed in connection with
the installation, service or repair of telecommunication antenna equipment by the same employer shall be classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
Erection of structural steel cellular towers shall be classified as 5040(1), Iron or Steel Erection –
structural and exterior installation.
Operations performed by Federal Communications Commission licensed telecommunications
firmscompanies shall be classified as 7600, TelecCommunications CompaniesService Providers.
Telecommunication equipment installation within buildings shall be separately classified as
5193, Computer or Telephone System or Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
Store operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7600, Telecommunication Companies, for consistency with other proposed changes
and to include employers operating communication service companies that provide telephone, internet, or
cable or satellite television connectivity services on a fee basis using wired, wireless or satellite
telecommunication or broadband infrastructure, to clarify its intended application and provide direction as
to how related operations should be classified.
PROPOSED
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANIESSERVICE PROVIDERS – all employees – including installation, maintenance, repair andor operation of telephone lines and systems, remote
transmission sites, and central office switchinginfrastructure or equipment – including
shop
This classification applies to Federal Communications Commission licensed telecommunications
service companies engaged inthat providinge wireline, long distance, cellular, radio paging or
mobile radio services for customerstelephone, internet, or cable or satellite television
connectivity services on a fee basis using wired, wireless or satellite telecommunication or
broadband infrastructure. This classification also applies to Internet Service Providers that
provide internet connectivity using telecommunications infrastructure.
Federal Communications Commission licensed companies engaged in the provision of cable or
satellite television services or internet connectivity using cable or satellite infrastructure shall be
classified as 7606, Cable or Satellite Television CompaniesEmployers engaged in media
content delivery using telecommunications or broadband infrastructure that do not provide
connectivity services shall be separately classified.
The contract installation of aerial lines for telephone, television, communication, data, fire alarm
andor similar low voltage or fiber optic networks by contractors that are not licensed by the
Federal Communications Commission shall be classified as 7601, Aerial Line Construction.
The contract installation or repair of telecommunications equipment by contractors that are not
licensed by the Federal Communications Commission shall be classified as 5193, Computer or
Telephone System or Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The contract installation of low voltage communications cabling within buildings for voice or data
transmission and the contract splicing of fiber optic cables at ground level by contractors that are
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not licensed by the Federal Communications Commission shall be classified as 5195,
Communications Cabling.
The contract installation of cables underground, including trenching and placing of conduit, by
contractors that are not licensed by the Federal Communications Commission shall be classified
as 6325, Conduit Construction or Underground Wiring.
The contract installation, service or repair of satellite or non-satellite antennas and antenna
equipment for television and internet connectivity by contractors that are not licensed by the
Federal Communications Commission shall be classified as 9531(2), Satellite Television or
Internet Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The contract installation, service or repair of cable television equipment for television or internet
connectivity that does not include antennas, performed by contractors that are not licensed by
the Federal Communications Commission, shall be classified as 9516, Television, Video, Audio
or Radio Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The operation of television studios shall be separately classified as 7610, Radio, Television or
Commercial Broadcasting Stations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9516, Television, Video, Audio or Radio Equipment Installation, Service or Repair,
for consistency with previously approved changes and other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
TELEVISION, VIDEO, AUDIO OR RADIO EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR REPAIR –
shop orand outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of freestanding or built-in audio or
video equipment, including but not limited to televisions, stereo systems, home theater systems
or similar electronic entertainment devices. This classification also applies to the installation,
service or repair of cable television equipment, including but not limited to cable converter boxes, modems, high definition digital video recorders, coaxial cables, connectors or similar items.
This classification includes the installation of low voltage cabling or the installation of home security equipment that is performed in connection with audio or video equipment installation, service or repair operations by the same employer.
The installation, service or repair of electronic equipment, including but not limited to audio systems, alarms, ignition interlock devices, vehicle locating systems, navigation systems or entertainment systems in automobiles, trucks or vans shall be classified as 8370, Automobile or
Truck Radio, Alarm or Electronic Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The installation of low voltage cabling within buildings that is not performed in connection with
the installation, service or repair of audio or video equipment by the same employer shall be
classified as 5195, Communications Cabling.
The installation, service or repair of telecommunication antennas or antenna equipment that are
located on rooftops, towers, structures or other exterior locations shall be classified as 9531(1),
Telecommunication Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
The contract installation, service or repair of exterior satellite antennas or non-satellite antennas
or antenna equipment for television or internet connectivity, which may be installed indoors or
outdoors in connection therewith, shall be classified as 9531(2), Satellite Television or Internet
Antenna Equipment Installation, Service or Repair.
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The installation, service or repair of Closed Circuit Television security systems or video
surveillance systems not in connection with the installation of electronic entertainment devices
shall be classified as 7605, Security Alarm, Fire Alarm or Life Safety Systems Installation,
Service or Repair.
The installation, service or repair of satellite antennas or antenna equipment for television or internet connectivity by Federal Communications Commission licensed companies that provide
cable or satellite television services on a fee basis shall be classified as 7606, Cable or Satellite
Television Companies7600, Communication Service Providers.
The installation, service or repair of computers or electronic computer peripheral equipment
shall be classified as 5193, Computer or Telephone System or Equipment Installation, Service
or Repair.
Store operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9156, Theaters – dance, opera and theater companies, for consistency with other
proposed changes and to increase the annual payroll limitation for performers and directors of performers
from $128,700 to $133,900 per person to reflect wage inflation since the payroll limitation was last
amended in 2018.
PROPOSED

THEATERS – dance, opera andor theater companies – all performers and directors of performers – N.O.C.
The actualentire remuneration of performers and directors of performers mustshall be included, subject to a maximum of $128,700133,900 per year per person. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based upon
the number of weeks in which such employees worked during the policy period.
This classification applies to the production of dance, opera, dramatic, comedic or other theatrical presentations before a live audience. This classification includes all stage performers, directors and musicians in connection therewith.
Musical entertainers who are not employees of dance, opera or theater companies, but who
provide entertainment for a live audience, including but not limited to orchestras, touring bands,
casual or steady engagement music groups and event disc jockeys, shall be classified as 9151,
Theaters – musical entertainment.
The operation of motion picture theaters shall be classified as 9155, Theaters – motion picture.
Also refer to companion Classification 9154, Theaters – not motion picture – all employees other
than performers and directors of performers.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9156 also performs duties described by Classification 9154, the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 9154 and 9156, provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by time
cards or time book entries that show such division. See Part 3, Section V, Rule 3, Division of
Single Employee’s Payroll.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 9151, Theaters – musical entertainment, for consistency with other proposed
changes and to increase the annual payroll limitation for performers and directors of performers from
$128,700 to $133,900 per person to reflect wage inflation since the payroll limitation was last amended in
2018.
PROPOSED

THEATERS – musical entertainment – live performances – all performers and directors of
performers

9151

The actualentire remuneration of performers and directors of performers mustshall be included, subject, however, to a maximum of $128,700133,900 per year per person. When
such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based
upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked during the policy period.
This classification applies to employers that provide musical entertainment for a live audience.
This classification includes but is not limited to orchestras, touring bands, casual or steady engagement music groups and event disc jockeys. This classification also applies to stage performers andor dancers incidental to the musical performance.
Dance, opera, ballet andor live theater performers including musicians shall be classified as
9156, Theaters – dance, opera andor theater companies.
Also refer to companion Classification 9154, Theaters – not motion picture – all employees other
than performers and directors of performers.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9151 also performs duties described by Classification 9154, the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 9151 and 9154 provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by time cards
or time book entries that show such division. See Part 3, Section V, Rule 3, Division of Single
Employee’s Payroll.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9154, Theaters – not motion picture, for consistency with previously approved
changes.
PROPOSED
THEATERS – not motion picture – all employees other than performers and directors of performers – including managers, stage hands, box office employees or ushers
Also refer to companion Classification 9156, Theaters – dance, opera andor theater companies
– all performers and directors of performers – N.O.C., and to companion Classification 9151,
Theaters – musical entertainment – live performances.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9154 also performs duties described by Classifications 9151 or 9156 or 9151, the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 9154 and 9156, or between Classifications 9151 and 9154 and 9151
provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by time cards or time book entries
that show such division. Refer to Part 3, Section V, Rule 3.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 3099, Tool Mfg., for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
TOOL MFG. – N.O.C.

3099

This classification applies to tool manufacturing and maintenance operations that are not specifically described by another manufacturing or assembling classification. This classification includes the manufacture and maintenance of products, including but not limited to non-powered
hand tools, cutting and machining tools, abrasive sanding disks and belts, dies, molds, and jigs
and fixtures used to position materials for machining.
This classification also applies to the sharpening of knives, blades and cutting tools.
Classification 3099 shall be assigned to the payroll of a tool and die department operated by a
plastic products manufacturer provided certain conditions are met. Refer to Plastic Products
Manufacturing Industry Group. For all other types of manufacturers, the payroll of a tool and die
department shall by classified as 3099 when more than 50% of the tools and dies are sold
commercially and are not used in any way in the employer’s production operations. Otherwise,
the payroll of a tool and die department shall be assigned to the governing classification. (See
Section II, Classification Terminology, for the definition of “Governing Classification.”)
The hot forming of metal to produce tool parts, including but not limited to gears, shafts and
blades shall be separately classified as 3110(1), Forging Works.
The manufacture of portable power tools shall be classified as 3501(1), Machinery Mfg. – portable tools and lawn care.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Establish Classification 8873, Training or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities, to
differentiate these operations from the proposed Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not
vocational schools – professors, teachers or academic professionals – including Clerical Office
Employees and Outside Salespersons.
PROPOSED
TRAINING OR DAY PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
This classification applies to Independent Living Skills (ILS) training or vocational training contracted through Regional Centers for developmentally disabled adults. Services provided include
but are not limited to job placement; psychological counseling; communication skills training;
community and social skills training; and physical, occupational or speech therapy.
This classification also applies to Adult Day Program (ADP) centers that are licensed by the California Department of Social Services and provide adults with developmental disabilities protective supervision, structured activities, health monitoring, meals or respite care at the center.
Supported Living Services (SLS) or In-Home Support Services (IHSS) for developmentally disabled adults shall be classified as 8827(1), Home Care Services.
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When a training or day program places consumers or students in an employment or training
position with a separate employer, the classification of the consumer or student workers shall be
determined as though the consumer or student workers are employees of the separate
employer.
Sheltered workshop or supported employment program operation shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 2819, Truss or Building Components Mfg., for clarity and consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED

TRUSS OR BUILDING COMPONENTS MFG. – wood – shop

2819

This classification applies to the manufacture of wood building components, including but not
limited to roof trusses, floor joists and prefabricated wall sections when performed at a permanent shop or yard location. This classification also applies to prefabricated wood docks andor
building kits.
The outside installation or manufacture of roof trusses, floor joists andor prefabricated wall sections at job sites shall be classified as 5403/5432, Carpentry.
The manufacture of mobile, modular or manufactured homes shall be classified as 2797(1), Mobile, Modular or Manufactured Home or Building Mfg.
When an employer deals in any lumber, or building materials or in anysolid combustible fuel and
materials in addition to products it manufactureds, yard operations, including drivers and their
helpers, shall be separately classified as 8232(1), Lumberyards, 8232(2), Building Material
Dealers, or 8232(3), Fuel and Material Dealers, depending on the products sold.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 3830(2), Unmanned Aircraft System Mfg., for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED

UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM MFG. – aircraft system and payload total combined weight
of 55 pounds or heavier
This classification applies to the manufacture of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with
an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier. This classification includes the shop repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier when performed by the manufacturer.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of 55 pounds or heavier, including but not limited to test flight operations performed by the manA:A-136
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ufacturer shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 6, General Exclusions.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of 55 pounds or heavier used for other than agricultural operations shall be separately classified
as 7428(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, or scheduled or supplemental air carriers
– not members of the flying crew. The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial
drones) with a total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier used for agricultural operations,
including but not limited to dusting, spraying and seeding, shall be separately classified as 7410,
Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying or seeding – not members of the flying crew.
The manufacture and fee-based shop repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with
a total combined weight of less than 55 pounds shall be classified as 3681(1), Instrument Mfg. –
electronic.
The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight
of less than 55 pounds, including but not limited to test flights performed by the manufacturer
shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 5, General Inclusions.
The repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55
pounds or heavier on a fee basis, andor repair work performed by the manufacturer away from
shop shall be separately classified as 7428(3), Aircraft Remanufacture, Conversion, Modification
and Repair Companies.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8720(4), Unmanned Aircraft System Operation, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED

UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM OPERATION – aircraft system and payload total combined
weight of less than 55 pounds – including Outside Salespersons
This classification applies to the operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones)
with an aircraft system and payload total combined weight of less than 55 pounds that are operated on a fee basis. This classification includes shop or field repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) in connection with such operations.
This classification also applies to the operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial
drones) with a total combined weight of less than 55 pounds that are operated in support of the
employer’s construction or erection operations, provided the operating crew members are engaged exclusively in such operations, or are engaged in such work for any portion of their time
and devote the balance of their time to clerical office duties or outside sales. Employees who are
members of an Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drone) operating crew and also perform or
supervise construction or erection operations shall be classified based on the construction or
erection operations they supervise or perform. See Part 3, Section IV, Rule 2, Construction or
Erection Work.
When performed in connection with an employer’s own operations, other than construction or
erection, the operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined
weight of less than 55 pounds shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 5,
General Inclusions.
Operation of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55
pounds or heavier shall be classified in accordance with Part 3, Section III, Rule 6, General ExA:A-137
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clusions. The operating crew of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier used for other than agricultural operations shall be separately classified as 7428(1), Aircraft Operation – other than agricultural, or scheduled or
supplemental air carriers – not members of the flying crew. The operating crew of Unmanned
Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined weight of 55 pounds or heavier used for
agricultural operations, including but not limited to dusting, spraying and seeding, shall be separately classified as 7410, Aircraft Operation – agricultural – dusting, spraying andor seeding –
not members of the flying crew.
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) operating crew members working remotely from an
office location with no exposure outside of the clerical office shall be classified as 8810, Clerical
Office Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4,
Standard Exceptions.
The fee-based repair of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (aerial drones) with a total combined
weight of less than 55 pounds away from shop shall be separately classified as 5128, Instrument Installation, Service or Repair.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Establish Classification 9102, Vocational Schools – private – all employees other than professors,
teachers or academic professionals, as a companion to newly established Classification 8869, Vocational
Schools – private – professors, teachers or academic professionals.
PROPOSED
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS – private – all employees other than professors, teachers or academic professionals
This classification applies to non-academic employees at private vocational schools, trade
schools or career colleges, including but not limited to schools that provide degree or certificate
programs in computer technology, business administration, media technology, construction,
cosmetology, culinary arts, paralegal studies, medical assistance, mechanical engineering and
ground-based aviation instruction. Non-academic employees include but are not limited to cafeteria workers, drivers, maintenance employees, janitors, gardeners, security personnel, resident
advisors or assistants and book supply department employees.
This classification also applies to vocational training or professional development programs or
workshops, including but not limited to computer skills, media arts, safety training, first aid and
CPR, management and communication skills, continuing education seminars, and sales and
marketing coaching.
Also refer to companion Classification 8869, Vocational Schools – private – professors, teachers
or academic professionals.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 9102 also performs duties described by Classification 8869, Vocational Schools – private – professors, teachers or academic
professionals, the payroll of that employee may be divided between Classifications 9102 and
8869, provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by time cards or time book
entries that show such division. Refer to Section V, Rule 3.
Retail store operations shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Establish Classification 8869, Vocational Schools – private – professors, teachers or academic
professionals, to differentiate from Classification 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not automobile
schools – professors, teachers or academic professional employees.
PROPOSED
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS – private – professors, teachers or academic professionals
This classification applies to professors, teachers or academic professionals at private vocational schools, trade schools or career colleges who train students to perform jobs that require specific skills. Vocational schools do not provide general academic education, but focus on
preparation for specific jobs or careers, and include but are not limited to schools that provide
degree or certificate programs in construction, cosmetology, computer technology, media technology, culinary arts, paralegal studies, medical assistance, automotive and mechanical technology and ground-based aviation instruction. Academic professionals include but are not
limited to deans, chancellors, vice chancellors, directors, principals, assistant principals, presidents, vice presidents, librarians, registrars, curriculum developers, psychologists, speech therapists and counselors; and their responsibilities typically include planning, directing,
administering, counseling or curriculum development.
This classification also applies to vocational training or professional development programs or
workshops, including but not limited to computer skills, media arts, safety training, first aid and
CPR, management and communication skills, continuing education seminars, and sales and
marketing coaching.
Private or nonpublic colleges or schools that provide general academic education shall be classified as 8868, Colleges or Schools – private – not vocational schools – professors, teachers or
academic professionals.
Vehicle operator training that includes behind the wheel instruction using automobiles, trucks,
buses or other motor vehicles shall be classified as follows:


Instructors – 8748, Automobile or Truck Dealers – vehicle salespersons



Vehicle maintenance and repair – 8391, Automobile or Truck Dealers – all employees other
than vehicle salespersons

The operation of vocational schools or training programs by municipal, state or other public
agencies, including but not limited to community colleges, shall be classified as 8875(1), Public
Colleges or Schools.
Also refer to companion Classification 9102, Vocational Schools – private – all employees other
than professors, teachers or academic professionals.
If an employee who performs duties described by Classification 8869 also performs duties described by Classification 9102, Vocational Schools – private – all employees other than professors, teachers or academic professionals, the payroll of that employee may be divided between
Classifications 8869 and 9102, provided the employer maintains accurate records supported by
time cards or time book entries that show such division. Refer to Section V, Rule 3.
When a vocational school or program places students in an employment or training position with
a separate employer, the classification of the student workers shall be determined as though the
student workers are employees of the separate employer.
Vocational training for developmentally disabled individuals shall be classified as 8873, Training
or Day Programs for Adults with Developmental Disabilities.
Vocational training provided by social service organizations to individuals who are not
developmentally disabled shall be classified as 8872, Social Service, Charitable or Welfare
Organizations.
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Members of the flying crew of employers that provide flight instruction or training shall be separately classified as 7424(2), Aircraft Operation – flight schools and pilot training – members of
the flying crew.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classifications 5446/5447, Wallboard Application, for clarity and consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
WALLBOARD APPLICATIONINSTALLATION – within buildings – installation or application of
gypsum wallboard – including finishing and preparation prior to painting – employees
whose regular hourly wage does not equal or exceed $34.00 per hour – N.O.C.

5446

This classification applies to the installation of gypsum wallboard within buildings, and includes
non-structural metal stud wall framing and the installation or application of insulating materials
within building walls, but only if installed or applied by the same employer whothat performs the
wallboard application in constructing new buildings or additions to existing buildingsinstallation
at the same job or location. At a particular job or location, when the same employer engages in
structural framing of buildings using cold formed, light gauge steel studs and joists, all metal
framing operations shall classified as 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
This classification includes wallboard taping and texturing whether or not it is performed by the
same employer whothat performs the wallboard applicationinstallation.
The framing of interior, non-structural walls using light gauge steel studs by an employer that
performs no structural steel framing or wallboard installation operations at the same job or location shall be classified as 5443, Lathing.
When an employer engages in the structural framing of buildings using cold formed, light gauge
steel studs and joists, all metal framing operations performed by the same employer at the same
job or location shall be classified as 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The application of veneer plaster over installed wallboard shall be separately classified as
5484/5485, Plastering or Stucco Work.
WALLBOARD APPLICATIONINSTALLATION – within buildings – installation or application of
gypsum wallboard – including finishing and preparation prior to painting – employees
whose regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $34.00 per hour – N.O.C.
Assignment of this classification is subject to verification at the time of final audit that
the employee’s regular hourly wage equals or exceeds $34.00 per hour. The payroll of an
employee whose regular hourly wage is not shown to equal or exceed $34.00 per hour
shall be classified as 5446, Wallboard ApplicationInstallation.
This classification applies to the installation of gypsum wallboard within buildings and includes
non-structural metal stud wall framing and the installation or application of insulating materials
within building walls, but only if installed or applied by the same employer whothat performs the
wallboard application in constructing new buildings or additions to existing buildingsinstallation
at the same job or location. At a particular job or location, when the same employer engages in
structural framing of buildings using cold formed, light gauge steel studs and joists, all metal
framing operations shall be classified as 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
A:A-140
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This classification includes wallboard taping and texturing whether or not it is performed by the
same employer whothat performs the wallboard applicationinstallation.
The framing of interior, non-structural walls using light gauge steel studs by an employer that
performs no structural steel framing or wallboard installation operations at the same job or location shall be classified as 5443, Lathing.
When an employer engages in the structural framing of buildings using cold formed, light gauge
steel studs and joists, all metal framing operations performed by the same employer at the same
job or location shall be classified as 5632/5633, Steel Framing.
The application of veneer plaster over installed wallboard shall be separately classified as
5484/5485, Plastering or Stucco Work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 7520, Water Companies, for clarity.
PROPOSED

WATER COMPANIES – all employees – including construction or extension of lines
This classification applies to the operations of publicly or privately operated water companies
that supply potable water to communities. This classification includes but is not limited to the
construction, maintenance or repair of water mains and lateral lines, the treatment of water, the
operation and maintenance of pumping stations and the installation or repair of water meters.
The construction of aqueducts, buildings, dams or reservoirs shall be separately classified.
Employees engaged exclusively in Mmeter readersing activities (or in combination with clerical
office activities) shall be separately classified as 8742, Salespersons – Outside, subject to the
Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
The construction of cross-country water pipelines by separate concerns shall be classified as
6361(2), Cross-Country Water Pipeline Construction.
The construction of water mains along streets andor roads by separate concerns shall be classified as 6315(1)/6316(1), Water Mains or Connections Construction.
The delivery and spraying of water at construction sites by water truck service companies shall
be classified as 7272, Water Truck Service Companies.
The operation of hydroelectric power plants shall be classified as 7539, Electric Power
Companies.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 3169(2), Water Heater Mfg., for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
WATER HEATER MFG.

3169(2)

This classification applies to the manufacture of commercial or household water heaters if 50%
or more of the metal used is lighter than #9 gauge. If more than 50% of the metal used is #9
gauge or heavier, the manufacture of commercial or household water heaters shall be classified
as 3620(1), Boiler Mfg.
The installation, service andor repair of water heaters shall be classified as 5183(1)/5187(1),
Plumbing.
The manufacture of portable electric appliances that heat drinking water shall be classified as
3570, Electric Appliance Mfg.
The manufacture of swimming pool andor spa water heaters shall be classified as 3501(2), Machinery Mfg. – swimming pool andor spa.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 9519(4), Water Softening, Conditioning or Filtration Systems, for clarity.
PROPOSED
WATER SOFTENING, CONDITIONING OR FILTRATION SYSTEMS – household – installation,
service or repair – shop or outside
This classification applies to the installation, service or repair of household water softening, conditioning or filtration systems or the recharging of used water conditioning canisters at shop or
outside locations. This classification also applies to the installation of reverse osmosis water purification systems using membrane filters when installed on household systems.
This classification does not apply to the installation, service or repair of equipment for the treatment of sewage or wastewater.
The installation, service andor repair of water heaters shall be classified as 5183(1)/5187(1),
Plumbing.
The installation of swimming pool filters or industrial water treatment systems shall be classified
as 3724(1), Millwright Work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 6003(2), Wharf Building, to clarify its intended application.
PROPOSED

WHARF BUILDING – timber – including pile driving

6003(2)

This classification applies to the construction of wood piers andor wharves, including incidental
pile driving conducted by the same employer. This classification also applies to the wrecking or
demolition and raising or moving of piers and wharves. This classification also applies to the
construction of dikes, revetments andor sea walls by use of wood or concrete piles, or to wrecking or demolition or raising or moving of piers or wharves.
Concrete work andor reinforcing steel installation in connection with concrete work shall be separately classified.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend the cross-reference for Classification 2142(1), Wineries – all operations, for consistency with other
proposed changes.
PROPOSED
WINERIES – all operations
See Food Packaging and Processing.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Eliminate the cross-reference to Classification 8264(4), Wiping Cloth or Rag Dealers, which is part of the
Salvage Material Dealers Industry Group, for consistency with other proposed changes.
PROPOSED
WIPING CLOTH OR RAG DEALERS
See Salvage Material Dealers.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Classification 3241, Wire, Wire Rope or Wire Cable Mfg., to provide direction as to how related
operations should be classified and for clarity.
PROPOSED

WIRE, WIRE ROPE OR WIRE CABLE MFG. – including wire drawing

3241

This classification applies to the manufacture of insulated or non-insulated wire, wire rope or
wire cable used for electrical, non-electrical or load bearing applications when the manufacturing
process includes wire drawing operations. This classification also applies to the drawing of metal
to produce rod stock less than 1/2" in diameter. This classification includes the heating of wire or
rod stock to facilitate the drawing process and the galvanizing, coating, insulating andor braiding
of the drawn wire or rod.
The manufacture of wire, wire rope or wire cable when the manufacturing process does not include wire drawing operations shall be classified as 4470, Wire, Wire Rope or Wire Cable Mfg. –
no wire drawing.
The manufacture of electrical wire harnesses shall be classified as 3651, Electrical Wire Harness Mfg.
Drawing metal rod to produce rod stock 1/2” in diameter or larger shall be classified as 3018,
Steel Making or Processing.
The manufacture of products from wire stock shall be classified as 3257, Wire Goods Mfg.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Section VIII, Abbreviated Classifications – Numeric Listing, for consistency.
PROPOSED
Section VIII – Abbreviated Classifications – Numeric Listing



0034(2)



2797(1)



3501(1)



4922

Sheep Raising/Hog/Calf Farms

Mobile/Modular/Manufactured Home/Bldg Mfg

Machinery Mfg–portable tools/lawn care

Magnetic Tape Mfg
A:A-144
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5446
5447



5474(1)



5482(1)



6325



7600



7606



8061



8106



8264(1)
8264(2)
8264(3)
8264(4)



8265(1)
8265(2)



8869



8871

Part A, Section A

Wallboard ApplicationInstallation–low wage
Wallboard ApplicationInstallation–high wage

Painting/DecoratingWallpaper Install–low wage

Painting/DecoratingWallpaper Install–high wage

Conduit Construction/Underground Wiring

TelecCommunications CompaniesService Providers

Cable/Satellite Television Companies

Stores–groceries–convenience–retail

Iron/Steel MerchantsMetal Stock Dealers

Paper Stock Dealers
Bottle Dealers
Rubber Stock Dealers
Wiping Cloth/Rag Dealers

Iron/Steel Scrap Dealers
Junk Dealers

Vocational Schools–private–professionals

Supplemental Education Svcs–private

A:A-145
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8873
8874



8876(1)
8876(2)



9101
9102



9403(3)



9424(1)
9424(2)
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Social Svc/Charity/Welfare Orgs
Training/Day Programs–dev disabled adults
Special Ed Services–children/youth

Adult Day Health Care/Services
Senior Day Programs/Activity Centers

Colleges/Schools–private–all others
Vocational Schools–private–all others

Document Destruction

Garbage/Transfer Station/Mat Recovery
Recycled Material Dealers

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Part 4 — Unit Statistical Report Filing Requirements
Amend Section II, Definitions, Rule 5, Foreign Construction or Erection Projects, for correctness and Rule
37, Stipulated Award, for clarity.
PROPOSED
Section II – Definitions




5. Foreign Construction or Erection Projects
Experience developed under construction or erection projects lasting more than 180 calendar days outside the United States, its Territories, or the Dominion of Canada, shall not be included with the regular
submission of unit statistical report data.




37. Stipulated Award
An award that has been drawn up between the insurer and claimant and submitted to the Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board (WCAB) for review.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Section IV, Exposure Information, Rule 4, Exposure Amount, to clarify the reporting of estimated
exposure when a surcharge pursuant to California Insurance Code Section 11760.1 has been applied.
PROPOSED
Section IV – Exposure Information
4. Exposure Amount
Report the total audited exposure for each standard classification code. (See the definition of “Audited
Exposure” as applicable to this Plan.) Report payroll dollars rounded to the nearest whole dollar amount.
Report non-payroll exposures to the nearest tenth of a unit. Payrolls or other applicable exposure
amounts reported shall be obtained in accordance with the provisions of this Plan.
In those cases where it is not possible to obtain audited exposure figures, the insurer shall submit a
statement indicating the reasons why audited exposure figures cannot be obtained. (SeeIf pursuant to
Section III, Link Data and Header Record Information, Rule 5, for reporting the “Estimated Audit Code”.),
the exposure is considered estimated, report the current estimated exposure. Do not adjust the estimated
exposure to reflect any additional premium the insurer has charged in accordance with California
Insurance Code Section 11760.1.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Section V, Loss Information, Rule A, General Loss Reporting Instructions, Subrule 3,
Supplemental Claim Information, to eliminate the requirement to report Weekly Wage Amount for joint
coverage, partially fraudulent or subrogated medical only claims and for clarity.
PROPOSED
Section V – Loss Information
A. General Loss Reporting Instructions



3. Supplemental Claim Information1
a. Except for “Total Gross Incurred Amount”, which is to be reported only for joint coverage, partially
fraudulent, subrogated, or Injury Type “08” claims (Compromised Death or “S” Claims) and
“Scheduled Indemnity – Percentage of Disability” which is to be reported only for joint coverage,
partially fraudulent, subrogated or Injury Type “02”, “03” or “04” claims, the loss data elements
specified in Subrule 3b, below, shall be reported on claims that meet one or more of the following
criteria:
(1) Injury Type = “01”, “02”, “03”, “04”, “05” or “08” (Compromised Death or “S” Claims); or
(2) Claim is a joint coverage, partially fraudulent, or subrogated claim.
A:A-148
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b.a. The following loss data elements shall be reported on claims meeting the criteria specified in Subrule 3a, abovebelow:
(1) “Weekly Wage Amount” – report on Injury Type “01”, “02”, “03”, “04”, “05” and “08” claims
(2) “Scheduled Indemnity – Percentage of Disability” – report on Injury Type “02”, “03” and “04”
claims
(3) “Total Incurred Vocational Rehabilitation Amount” – report on Injury Type “01”, “02”, “03”,
“04”, “05” and “08” claims
(4) “Total Gross Incurred Amount” – report on joint coverage, partially fraudulent, subrogated and
Injury Type “08” claims

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Amend Appendix I, Construction and Erection Classifications, for consistency with other proposed
changes.
PROPOSED
Appendix I
Construction and Erection Classifications



5446
5447



5474(1)



5482(1)




Wallboard ApplicationInstallation–low wage
Wallboard ApplicationInstallation–high wage

Painting/DecoratingWallpaper Install–low wage

Painting/DecoratingWallpaper Install–high wage

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend the Deferred Compensation – 401K entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to provide
direction regarding when an employee’s voluntary contributions or deferrals of compensation to
employee-elected deferral plans should be included as reportable remuneration, and when the payout of
deferred compensation from an employer’s contributions to previously deferred payroll should be included
as reportable remuneration.
PROPOSED

Type of Compensation

Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Exception or Comment





Deferred Compensation –
401K
Employee’s contribution –

See USRP, Part 3, Section V, Rule 1f and 1g
Yes

Employee’s voluntary contributions or
A:A-150
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qualified or non-qualified plan –
including “Cafeteria” and 401K
plans or other employeeelected deferral plans

deferrals made through regular payroll
deductions are included even when the
contribution is part of a “Cafeteria” plan
qualified under Section 125 of the Internal
Revenue Code

Employer’s contribution –
No
qualified or non-qualified
supplemental plan – including
“Cafeteria” and 401K plans or
other employee-elected deferral
plans

Exclude if contributions to a “qualified” and
“non-qualified” plans

Payout to current employees

Yes

Payout of deferred compensation to current
employees from employer’s contributions to
previously deferred payroll is considered
additional income.

Payout to retired/terminated
employees

No

Exclude amounts paid to retired/terminated
employees who are not employed during the
current policy period, provided the employer
maintains records that segregate such
payments. NOTE: Include payments to
employees employed for any portion of the
current policy period.





*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to add an entry for reporting payroll for Equity-Based
Compensation Plans (Other Than Stock Options and Stock Purchase Plans).
PROPOSED

Type of Compensation

Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Exception or Comment





See USRP, Part 3, Section V, Rule 1r

Equity-Based Compensation
Plans (Other Than Stock
Options and Stock Purchase
Plans)
Employee Contribution

Yes

Include the amount by which an employee‘s
salary is reduced to contribute to an equitybased compensation plan
A:A-151
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Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Type of Compensation

Exception or Comment

Payment at time of vesting
(graded vesting or scheduled
cliff vesting)

Yes

Include amounts paid on a graded vesting
schedule or a scheduled cliff vesting date

Payment at time of an
accelerated cliff vesting event
that is triggered by (1) an Initial
Public Offering (IPO) of stock,
or (2) a change in majority
ownership where the owner(s)
prior to the change own less
than a one-half interest after
the change

No

Cliff vesting may be accelerated based on
changes in company ownership. Exclude
amounts paid at time of accelerated cliff
vesting due to (1) an IPO, or (2) a change in
majority ownership where the owner(s) prior
to the change own less than a one-half
interest after the change. A change in
majority ownership could include a merger
or acquisition if the owner(s) prior to the
change own less than a one-half interest
after the change





*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend the Profit Sharing entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to update the terminology to
refer to a “stock purchase plan” as a “Qualified or Non-Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP).”
PROPOSED

Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Exception or Comment

Annual distribution

Yes

Similar to a bonus

Employer contribution to a
Qualified or Non-Qualified
Employee sStock pPurchase
pPlan (ESPP) or fund that is
held by the employer until the
employee’s termination and
distribution is not made
through the regular payroll

No

Type of Compensation




Profit Sharing





*

*

*

*

*
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Amend the Stock Option Plans entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to include the rules for
reporting payroll for Stock Options.
PROPOSED

Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Type of Compensation

Exception or Comment





See USRP, Part 3, Section V, Rule 1q

Stock Option Plans
Employee’s Contribution

Yes

Include the amount by which an employee’s
salary is reduced to contribute to the
purchase of stock

Employer’s Contribution (other
than the cashless exercise of
stock options)

No

See USRP, Part 3, Section V, Rule 1f

Employer’s Contribution for
cashless exercise of stock
options

Yes

Taxable amounts paid by the employer
when an employee completes a cashless
exercise of stock options are included as
payroll.

Difference between the stock’s
market price and the exercise
price

No

Employees may be granted an option to
purchase stock in the company at a
specified price. Typically when the option is
exercised, the employee purchases stock at
a price that is lower than the market value.
The difference between the market value
and the lower option price is not included as
payroll.





*

*

*

*

*
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Amend the Stock Purchase Plans entry in Appendix II, Payroll/Remuneration Table, to clarify that
employee payroll-based contributions be included as reportable remuneration and for consistency with
other remuneration reporting rules.
PROPOSED

Is Payment Included
as Payroll?

Type of Compensation

Exception or Comment





See USRP, Part 3, Section V, Rule 1q

Employee Stock Purchase
Plans (ESPP) – Qualified or
Non-Qualified
Employee’s contribution

Yes

Employer’s contribution

No

Include the amount by which an employee’s
salary is reduced to contribute to the
purchase of stock purchase plans





*

*

*

*

*
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Part A
Section B
Recommended Amendments to the Miscellaneous Regulations

for the Recording and Reporting of Data—1995
Title 10, California Code of Regulations, Section 2354
Effective January 1, 2019
It is recommended that the following amendments to the Miscellaneous Regulations for the Recording
and Reporting of Data—1995 be approved effective January 1, 2019 and applied to a policy with an
effective date on or after January 1, 2019.

Part 1 — General Provisions
Amend Section I, Introduction, Rule 2, Effective Date, to indicate that the effective date of the amended
Miscellaneous Regulations is 12:01 AM, January 1, 2019.
PROPOSED
Section I – Introduction




2. Effective Date
This regulation is effective at 12:01 AM, January 1, 20182019. When an amendment to this regulation is approved, a notice summarizing the amendment and its effective date, as specified by the Insurance Commissioner, will be published by the WCIRB.
This regulation and all amendments thereto, unless otherwise specifically provided, shall apply to a
policy with an effective date on or after the effective date of the amendment.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Part A
Section C
Recommended Amendments to the California Workers’

Compensation Experience Rating Plan—1995
Title 10, California Code of Regulations, Section 2353.1
Effective January 1, 2019
It is recommended that the following amendments to the California Workers' Compensation Experience
Rating Plan—1995 (ERP) be approved effective January 1, 2019 with respect to new and renewal
policies as of the first effective rating date of a risk on or after January 1, 2019.

Section I — General Provisions
Amend Section I, General Provisions, Rule 2, Effective Date, to indicate that the effective date of the
amended Experience Rating Plan is 12:01 AM, January 1, 2019.
PROPOSED
Section I – General Provisions




2. Effective Date
The rules and rating values of this Plan are effective at 12:01 AM, January 1, 20182019. When an
amendment to this Plan is approved, a notice summarizing the amendment and its effective date, as
specified by the Insurance Commissioner, will be published by the WCIRB.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Part A, Section C

Amend Section III, Eligibility and Experience Period, Rule 1, Eligibility Requirements for California
Workers’ Compensation Insurance, to adjust the eligibility threshold from $10,300 to $XX,XXX [SD1] to
reflect wage inflation and the proposed January 1, 2019 expected loss rates.
PROPOSED
Section III – Eligibility and Experience Period
1. Eligibility Requirements for California Workers’ Compensation Insurance
A risk shall qualify for experience rating of its California workers’ compensation insurance premium under
this Plan if the amount produced by applying the approved expected loss rates shown in Table I of this
Plan to the total remuneration that would be used in the experience rating calculation for the risk is
greater than or equal to the eligibility threshold of $10,300XX,XXX[SD2] . Only completed policy periods
shall be used in determining eligibility. Any risk eligible for experience rating shall be experience rated.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Section VI, Rating Procedure, Rule 5, Expected (E) Losses, for consistency with prior approved
changes.
PROPOSED
Section VI – Rating Procedure




5. Expected (E) Losses
The Expected Losses are the basis to which actual lossesthe sum of Actual Primary Losses and Expected Excess Losses are compared in the experience modification formula. They are derived for each
classification as the product of the payroll for the classification and the eExpected lLoss rRate applicable
to the classification. For other than per capita classifications, this product is then divided by 100. The Expected Loss Rate for a classification is the average rate of losses per $100 of payroll (or per capita unit)
that is expected for the classification during an experience rating period, with the losses subject to the
Maximum Loss Value limitation and the exclusion of the first $250 on each claim. Expected Loss Rates
are obtained from Table I of this Plan.




*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Part A, Section C

Amend Table I, Expected Loss Rates and D-Ratios, to reflect the most current data available.
PROPOSED
[INSERT PROPOSED AMENDMENTS]
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Table II, Credibility Primary and Credibility Excess Values, to reflect the most current data
available.
PROPOSED
[INSERT PROPOSED AMENDMENTS]
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Part B

Part B
Proposed Regulatory Changes Effective January 1, 2020
The WCIRB is recommending:
1. Amendments to the California Workers’ Compensation Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995
(Title 10, California Code of Regulations, Section 2318.6), to be effective January 1, 2020 and
applied to a policy with an effective date on or after January 1, 2020 (Section A).

B:1
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Part B, Section A

Part B
Section A
Recommended Amendments to the California Workers’ Compensation

Uniform Statistical Reporting Plan—1995
Title 10, California Code of Regulations, Section 2318.6
Effective January 1, 2020
It is recommended that the following amendments to the California Workers’ Compensation Uniform
Statistical Reporting Plan—1995 (USRP) be approved effective January 1, 2020 and applied to a policy
with an effective date on or after January 1, 2020.

Part 3 — Standard Classification System
Amend Classification 7607(1), Video Post-Production – computer or electronic, for consistency with
previously approved changes and to limit an employee’s annual payroll to the current annual payroll
maximum.
PROPOSED

VIDEO POST-PRODUCTION – computer or electronic – all employees – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked
during the policy period.
This classification applies to employers engaged exclusively in computerized or electronic video
post-production operations for other concerns in connection with motion pictures, television features, commercials or similar productions, on a fee basis.
This classification does not apply to computer or electronic video post-production operations that
are performed in connection with television or motion picture production by the employer; such
operations shall be classified as 8810, Clerical Office Employees, subject to the Standard Exceptions rule. See Part 3, Section III, Rule 4, Standard Exceptions.
This classification does not apply to non-computer or non-electronic post-production operations,
including but not limited to developing film, production of prints by exposing raw film stock, editing of film prints by cutting or splicing or contract video duplication; such operations shall be assigned to the applicable classification.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Part B, Section A

Amend Classification 7607(2), Audio Post-Production – computer or electronic, to limit an employee’s
annual payroll to the current annual payroll maximum.
PROPOSED

AUDIO POST-PRODUCTION – computer or electronic – all employees – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons

7607(2)

The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked
during the policy period.
This classification applies to those employers engaged exclusively in computerized or electronic
audio post-production activities for other concerns in connection with motion pictures, television
features, commercials or similar productions on a contract basis. Such operations include dubbing type work and incidental studio recording in connection with motion pictures when performed on a contract basis.
This classification does not apply to audio post-production activities performed in connection
with motion picture or television production; audio or music recording or mixing; scoring of motion pictures, television or advertising commercials; or contract audio duplication by the same
employer.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8743, Mortgage Brokers, to limit an employee’s annual payroll to the current annual
payroll maximum.
PROPOSED

MORTGAGE BROKERS – no direct lending – all employees – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked
during the policy period.
This classification applies to commissioned loan brokers engaged in matching qualified mortgage applicants with lenders.
Companies that specialize in direct lending of funds for residential or commercial mortgages
shall be classified as 8749, Mortgage Bankers.
Real estate agencies that represent buyers, sellers, lessees and lessors in real estate transactions shall be classified as 8741, Real Estate Agencies.
The operation of depository financial institutions that are licensed as banks to perform financial
services, including but not limited to accepting deposits, paying interest, clearing checks, making
loans and exchanging currency, shall be classified as 8808, Banks.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Part B, Section A

Amend Classification 8803, Auditing, Accounting or Management Consulting Services, to limit an
employee’s annual payroll to the current annual payroll maximum.
PROPOSED

AUDITING, ACCOUNTING OR MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES – all employees – including Clerical Office Employees

8803

The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked
during the policy period.
This classification applies to the provision of accounting or auditing services to other concerns
on a fee basis, including but not limited to traveling to customers’ locations, reviewing records,
inventorying assets, preparing tax documents, providing accounting advice and ensuring regulatory compliance of financial records. This classification also applies to consulting firms that provide managerial advice to other concerns on a fee basis.
Consulting firms providing services limited to computer programming or software development
to other concerns on a fee basis shall be classified as 8859(1), Computer Programming or Software Development.
Law firms that provide legal services on a fee basis shall be classified as 8820, Law Firms.
This classification does not apply to accounting, auditing or management consulting operations
performed by the same employer in connection with its other separately classified operations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8820, Law Firms, to limit an employee’s annual payroll to the current annual payroll
maximum.
PROPOSED

LAW FIRMS – all employees – including Outside Salespersons and Clerical Office Employees
The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked
during the policy period.
This classification applies to licensed attorneys and law firms that provide legal services to clients on a fee or pro bono basis, including but not limited to supplying legal advice and representation in civil and criminal litigation, administrative hearings, personal and business transactions
and other legal matters.
The operations performed by legal staff who are not employed by a law firm shall be assigned to
the standard classification assignable to the employer or to the applicable Standard Exception
classification.
Employers providing legal support services to attorneys and law firms on a fee basis, including
but not limited to process serving summonses, complaints and subpoenas, preparing or filing
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Part B, Section A

court documents and reproducing documents shall be classified as 8821, Law Firm Support
Services.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8859(1), Computer Programming or Software Development, to limit an employee’s
annual payroll to the current annual payroll maximum.
PROPOSED

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING OR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT – all employees – including
Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons

8859(1)

The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked
during the policy period.
This classification applies to those employers that engage in the development or customization
of computer programs or software for other concerns on a contract basis, as well as the development of standard (“generic”) programs for use by other concerns.
This classification does not apply to employers that engage in computer programming or software development in support of the employer’s operations, which includes but is not limited to
the development of programs for integration into a hardware product sold by the employer.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amend Classification 8859(2), Internet or Web-Based Application Development or Operation, to limit an
employee’s annual payroll to the current annual payroll maximum.
PROPOSED

INTERNET OR WEB-BASED APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT OR OPERATION – including Clerical Office Employees and Outside Salespersons
The entire remuneration of each employee shall be included, subject to a maximum of
$XXX,XXX per year. When such employees do not work the entire year, the payroll limitation shall be prorated based upon the number of weeks in which such employees worked
during the policy period.
This classification applies to firms that specialize in the development and operation of Internet or
web-based applications and websites. This classification also applies to employers engaged in
such operations for other concerns on a contract basis.
This classification does not apply to firms that operate as Internet Service Providers (ISP) or to
firms that operate websites in connection with additional separately classified operations by the
same employer.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Governing Committee
Meeting Agenda for June 13, 2018

Item V-B
Potential 2018/2019 Classification Studies
Annually, the Classification and Rating (C & R) approves a schedule of classification research studies in
preparation for the next regulatory filing. Attached is the June 13, 2018 C & R Committee Agenda item
discussing potential 2018/2019 classification studies to be undertaken in preparation for the January 1,
2020 Regulatory Filing to be submitted in June of 2019.
A summary of the recommendations of the C & R Committee with respect to 2018/2019 classification
studies will be presented at the meeting.
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Item III-C
Potential Classification Studies
The objective of the WCIRB’s classification research process is to continually improve the Standard
Classification System to facilitate advisory pure premium rates that provide the basis for an equitable
distribution of costs among policyholders. Toward this end, WCIRB staff analyzes existing classifications
to ensure they appropriately group businesses with similar exposure to workers’ compensation losses
and that they remain relatively easy to administer. Furthering this objective, WCIRB staff has identified a
number of potential classification studies for the Committee’s consideration. Potential studies have been
segregated among five categories with the primary goal of: (a) simplifying the classification system,
(b) addressing evolving industries, (c) addressing specific classification concerns, (d) keeping
classification procedures current and (e) promoting consistency across jurisdictions. This list is the result
of Committee suggestions, other stakeholder input as well as staff’s analysis.
Considering the multi-year studies previously agreed to by the Committee and staff’s assessment of the
relative priorities of the remaining potential studies, staff recommends that the classification studies
outlined in the attached Table 1 be conducted in 2018-2019 for inclusion in the January 1, 2020
Regulatory Filing. Table 1 also includes a rough estimate of the resource commitment for each study and
the timeframes within which the study can likely be conducted.
Staff is seeking the Committee’s feedback regarding the completeness of the studies and projects under
consideration as well as staff’s prioritization of studies to be completed in preparation for the January 1,
2020 Regulatory Filing.
Potential Classification Studies
A. Studies Intended to Simplify Classification System
1. Further Classification Enhancements to the USRP
Source: WCIRB Staff
Staff will continue to review standard classifications in order to keep them updated and relevant.
Staff anticipates that a significant number of USRP changes will be identified in preparation for
the 2020 Regulatory Filing as a result of the WCIRB’s effort to improve the transparency of
classification assignments through the recently enhanced Classification Inspection Report.
2. Iron or Steel Erection Classifications
Source: WCIRB Staff
This study will review the iron or steel erection classifications in order to clarify their intended
scope and provide direction as to their application. Staff anticipates that this study will identify
significant classification revisions and enhancements that will improve the administration of
these classifications. Staff recommends that this study be held for future consideration.
3. Administration of Construction “Project” Classifications
Source: WCIRB Staff
Certain construction classifications are administered as “project” classifications, such that
subcontractors performing work at a construction project are assigned to the project
classification, rather than the classification that describes the individual trade they are
performing. Staff will review the construction classifications to determine (1) which construction
classifications should be designated as “project” classifications and (2) how the regulations can
be revised to more clearly explain the administration of “project” classifications, including
potential revisions to the classification phraseologies and/or the Special Industry Classification
Procedures for Construction or Erection Work. Staff recommends that this study be held for
future consideration.
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4. Non-Standard Exception Employees Assigned to Classifications 8810 and 8742
Source: Classification and Rating Committee/WCIRB Staff
This study will review the efficacy of the current classification procedure for employees assigned
to Classifications 8810, Clerical Office Employees, and 8742, Salespersons – Outside, who may
not meet the strict definition of Standard Exception Employees. These employees include:
 ticket sellers at airports,
 pari-mutual employees,
 cemetery plot or mausoleum sales counselors, and
 walking billboards.
Staff recommends a study to review the application of Classification 8810 in connection with
aircraft operations, with attention to ticket sellers at airports, and to develop proposals to improve
the classification procedures applicable to these operations for inclusion in the 2020 Regulatory
Filing. Staff recommends that study of the additional non-aircraft industry assignments be held
for future consideration.
5. Wrecking or Demolition
Source: WCIRB Staff
The purpose of this study is to review the Special Industry Classification Procedures for
Wrecking or Demolition and Building Raising or Moving to: (a) clarify classification procedures
regarding the assignment of Classification 5606, Contractors – construction or erection –
executive level supervisors, and Classification 5610, Contractors – construction or erection – all
construction subcontracted, and (b) provide additional direction regarding the classification of
subcontractors. Staff recommends that a study to review and clarify the application of
Classification 5606 and Classification 5610 in connection with Wrecking or Demolition and
Building Raising or Moving, and to address the classification procedures for “soft demolition” or
“tear-out” operations that are not currently addressed, be performed in 2018/2019 and any
proposed changes be included in the 2020 Regulatory Filing.
6.

Manufacturing Classifications
Source: Underwriting Working Group
This study will review the manufacturing industries to determine how to classify distribution
centers that are the only California operation (originally discussed in relation to Clothing Mfg.).
Staff recommends that a study, limited in scope to Classification 3682, Instrument Mfg. – nonelectronic, and its potential application to employers that design and distribute a proprietary
product but subcontract the manufacture to other concerns, be performed in 2018/2019 and any
proposed changes be included in the 2020 Regulatory Filing.

7.

Municipal, State or Other Public Agencies Industry Group Classifications
Source: WCIRB Staff
This study will review the schedule of Municipal, State or Other Public Agencies classifications to
validate the need for the industry group and to clarify the application of the classifications. Staff
recommends that this study be held for future consideration.

B. Studies Intended to Address Evolving Industries
1. Computer Programming
Source: WCIRB Staff
This study will consider the efficacy of the restriction in Classification 8859(1), Computer
Programming or Software Development, excluding employers that engage in computer
programming or software development in support of the employer’s own operations and
determine if additional changes to the classification phraseology or Special Industry Classification
Procedures are necessary. Staff recommends that this study be held for future consideration.
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C. Studies Intended to Address Specific Classification Concerns
1. Hospitality and Resort Industry
Source: Underwriting Working Group
This study will review the efficacy of the current classification procedures relative to Classification
9050(1) Hotels and 9050(2), Motels, as well as food and beverage, spa and other services
performed in connection with these operations. Staff recommends initiating a multi-year study in
collaboration with the multi-jurisdictional working group on the basis of workers’ compensation
premium to review all classifications applicable to hospitality and resort industry operations with
the goals of establishing jurisdictional alignment and consistent classification procedures for this
very large national industry. Additional classifications that will be reviewed in connection with this
study include 9060, Clubs – country or golf, 9069, Clubs – gaming, 9054, Spas or Baths, 9586,
Barber Shops, Hair Styling Salons and Personal Appearance Services, 9079(1), Restaurants or
Taverns, and 8078(1), Sandwich Shops. Staff anticipates developing proposals that will improve
classification procedures and potentially align California with other jurisdictions for inclusion in the
2020 Regulatory Filing. However, staff anticipates that proposed solutions to larger issues will
likely continue beyond the 2020 Regulatory Filing.
2. Expansion of Maximum Payroll Limitations to Additional Classifications.
Source: WCIRB Staff
At the May 8, 2018 meeting, the Classification and Rating Committee recommended that the
payroll of employees in five additional classifications be subject to the USRP annual payroll
limitation already in place for executive officers, partners, individual employers and members of a
limited liability company as well as several classifications with many highly compensated
employees and great variability in wages. This change is being proposed to be effective
January 1, 2020, which will allow for an extensive outreach and education effort and
determination of appropriate adjustment to advisory pure premium rates to be conducted during
2018/2019 for the January 1, 2020 Pure Premium Rate Filing. In future years, staff intends to
review additional classifications to determine eligibility for a payroll limitation.
3. Social Services Agencies
Source: WCIRB Staff
This study will review the efficacy of the current classification procedures relative to the social
services industry. Staff recommends that this study be held for future consideration.
4. Classification 8017(7), Stores – Hardware
Source: WCIRB Staff
This study will review Classification 8017(7), Stores – hardware, particularly with regard to the
efficacy of the current classification procedure relative to display and parts departments at dealer
operations as well as the possibility of combining operations with Classification 8111(1),
Plumbers’ Supplies Dealers. Staff recommends conducting a study to review Classification
8017(7) and Classification 8111(1) in 2018/2019 and include any proposed changes in the 2020
Regulatory Filing. As part of the study, staff will review and provide direction as to how related
operations should be classified.
5. Classifications 8028, Equipment or Machinery Rental Yards, and 8107, Machinery Dealers
Source: WCIRB Staff
This study will review the efficacy of the current classification procedure relative to equipment or
machinery dealers and equipment or machinery rental firms. Staff recommends that this study
be held for future consideration.
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2. Review Classifications in Order to Determine Inclusion of Clerical Office and Outside Sales
Activities
Source: WCIRB Staff
This study will review the data for Classifications 8810, Clerical Office Employees, and 8742,
Salespersons – Outside, associated with given industries and determine whether to amend the
classifications to include clerical office and/or outside sales activities. Staff recommends that this
study be held for future consideration.
3. Mining Classifications
Source: Classification and Rating Committee
In July 2014, the Classification and Rating Committee recommended that Classifications 1122,
Mining – surface, 1123, Mining – underground – with shafts, tunnels or drifts; all employees with
exposure to underground mining operations, and 1124, Mining – underground – surface
employees, be reviewed to determine the appropriateness of combining them, as none of these
classifications currently generate sufficient payroll and loss data to develop a statistically
credible advisory pure premium rate. Staff recommends that this study be held for future
consideration.
D. Studies Intended to Keep Classification System Current
1. Dual Wage Classifications.

Source: Classification and Rating Committee

At the April 25, 2017 meeting, the Classification and Rating Committee recommended that to
keep the dual wage thresholds current with wage inflation, the thresholds should be reviewed
every two years. Since the last comprehensive review of the dual wage thresholds was
conducted in 2017 with the changes effective January 1, 2018, staff recommends again reviewing
the thresholds in 2019 with the changes proposed to be effective January 1, 2020.

2. Review of Large Classifications for Homogeneity in Operations
Source: WCIRB Staff
These studies will review the span of operations contemplated within large classifications to
determine if, based on a review of a number of analytical summaries, the constituents represent a
reasonably homogenous group for classification purposes. WCIRB staff anticipates that these
studies may identify additional areas for which an in-depth classification study is appropriate.
Staff recommends that these studies be held for future consideration.
3. Classifications Combined for Ratemaking
Source: Classification and Rating Committee
In recent years, staff completed several studies of classifications combined for advisory pure
premium ratemaking purposes to determine whether such classifications should continue to be
combined. In future years, staff recommends extending this analysis to suffixed classifications
with the objective of potentially establishing new distinct classifications or combining the suffixed
classifications.
4. Low Credibility Classification Studies
Source: Classification and Rating Committee/WCIRB Staff
WCIRB staff reviews low credibility classifications for the purpose of determining whether
classifications with declining statistical credibility should be eliminated and their constituents
reassigned to one or more existing classifications. For the 2020 Regulatory Filing, staff
recommends reviewing the following:


Classifications 0400(1), Cotton Merchants – including cotton compressing, and 0400(2),
Warehouses – cotton – including cotton compressing, to consider eliminating the suffixes
6
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for this classification and determine if its constituents have operations that are similar to
any other post-farming processing operations described by another classification for
possible consolidation of these classifications.
Classification 2150, Ice Mfg. or Ice Dealers, to determine whether this classification
should be eliminated and its constituents reassigned to one or more existing
classifications.

E. Studies Intended to Promote Consistency Across Jurisdictions
1. Payroll/Remuneration Reporting Rules
Source: WCIRB Staff
The multi-jurisdictional working group on the basis of workers’ compensation premium is
developing a series of “national guidelines” on payroll reporting in areas such as restricted stock
units, stock options, deferred and retroactive pay and tips and gratuities. Some of these
guidelines have been reflected in changes included in the January 1, 2019 Regulatory Filing.
Staff recommends continuing to develop proposals that will align California with other jurisdictions
and to incorporate additional proposals in the 2020 Regulatory Filing. Staff also recommends
continuing the analysis of larger payroll issues, such as tips and gratuities, which have not yet
been resolved or adopted as “national guidelines” for future consideration.
3. Significant Classification Differences Across Jurisdictions
Source: WCIRB Staff
Jurisdictional differences in classification procedures can create challenges for policyholders and
insurers that operate in multiple states. WCIRB staff plans to review significant classification
differences in California relative to most other jurisdictions and assess whether the differences
are appropriate or if California classification rules should be modified to more closely conform to
the other jurisdictions. For 2018/2019, staff will consider jurisdictional alignment through the
Hospitality Industry Study. In the future, staff anticipates continuing to lead the multi-jurisdictional
effort to review classification procedures across the country for a number of industries with the
goal of increasing consistency.
4. Classifications 9079(1), Restaurants or Taverns, 8078(1), Sandwich Shops, 8078(2),
Beverage Preparation Shops, and 8078(3), Ice Cream or Frozen Yogurt Shops
Source: WCIRB Staff
This study will review the efficacy of the current classification procedure for employers that
prepare and serve food and beverage items to the public to determine if the constituents should
be divided into separate classifications and to clarify their operations and provide direction as to
their application. Staff will also consider: (a) whether operations described as sandwich shops,
beverage preparation shops and ice cream or frozen yogurt shops are sufficiently differentiated
from other food and beverage and restaurant operations, (b) whether food and beverage
operations that are separately classified as 9079(1) in connection with retail store operations and
hotel operations are homogenous with other restaurant or food and beverage operations, and
(c) whether the classification procedures for food and beverage and restaurant operations should
be brought more in alignment with other jurisdictions. Staff will review the potential jurisdictional
alignment of food and beverage classifications through the Hospitality Industry Study.
5. USL&H Classifications
Source: WCIRB Staff
This is a periodic review of USL&H classifications administered in states other than California for
comparison as to how they are administered for data collection purposes in California. Staff
recommends that this study be held for future consideration.
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Table 1
Summary of Staff Suggested 2018/2019 Classification Research Studies
with Estimated Resource Commitment/Timeframes
Potential Classification Research Projects

Anticipated
Commitment
(L,M,H)1

Quarters of Staff Activity
3rd
4th
1th
2nd
Qtr
Qtr
Qtr
Qtr
2018
2018
2019
2019

Studies Intended to Simplify Classification System
Further Classification Enhancements to the USRP

High





Classification 8810 in Connection with Aircraft Operations

Low





Wrecking or Demolition

Low





Classification 3682, Instrument Mfg. – non-electronic

Low







Studies Intended to Address Specific Classification Concerns
Hospitality and Resort Industry

Very High









Expansion of Maximum Payroll Limitations

Moderate









Classifications 8017(7), Stores – Hardware, and
8111(1), Plumbers’ Supplies Dealers

Moderate





High









Low to
Moderate





Low





Moderate





Studies Intended to Keep Classification System Current
Dual Wage Classifications Thresholds
Low Credibility Study: Classifications 0400(1), Cotton
Merchants – including cotton compressing, and 0400(2),
Warehouses – cotton – including cotton compressing
Low Credibility Study: Classification 2150, Ice Mfg. or Ice
Dealers
Studies Intended to Promote Consistency Across Jurisdictions
Payroll/Remuneration Reporting Rules
Food and Beverage Classifications

High

1






Estimated WCIRB staff resource commitment: “Low” corresponds to an estimate of below 50 hours, “Moderate” corresponds to an
estimate of between 50 and 200 hours, and “High” corresponds to an estimate in excess of 200 hours.
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